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ABSTRACT

|
,

Technical papers accepted for presentation at the Seventh International Topical Meeting on
|

Nuclear Reactor Thermal-llydraulics are included in the present Proceedings. Except for the
invited papers in the plenary session, all other papers are contributed papers. The topics of the

'

meeting encompass all major areas of nuclear thermal-hydraulics, including analytical and exper- !
imental works on the fundamental mechanisms of fluid flow and heat transfer, the development of i

advanced mathematical and numerical methods, and the application of advancements in the field !
in the develoimient of novel reactor concepts. Beerv.ise of the complex nature of nuclear reactors
and power plants, several papers deal with the combined issues of thermal-hydraulics and reactor /
power-plant safety, core neutronics and/or radiation.

:

The participation in the conference by the authors from several countries and four continents
makes the Proceedings a comprehensive review of the recent pmgress in the field of nuclear reac- i

tot thermal-hydraulics worldwide. !
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PREFACE

Welcome to Saratoga Springs, the place of the first of the NURETil meetings, held in 1980.
Since this first meeting, the NURETH series h ave included: Santa Barbara, California in 1983,
Newport, Rhode Island in 1985, Karlsruhe, Gennany in 1989, Salt Lake City, Utah in 1992 and
Grenoble, France in 1993. Now, after fifteen years, the seventh of the NURETH meetings is
being held again in the birth place of the series.

As you probable know, the NURETH meetings have been initiated and sponsored or co-spon-
sored by the Thennal-Hydraulics Division of the American Nuclear Society. The TH Division
has clearly become a leader in establishing and maintaining high technical standards regarding4

topical meetings in the field of nuclear thennal-hydraulics, paper acceptance criteria for such
.

meetings, and promoting intemational cooperation and exchange. In particular, the papers |
accepted for presentation at NURETH-7 and published in these volcmes have been thoroughly
reviewed by leading experts in their respective fields. Their work, as well as the efforts of the ses- |
sion organizers, are the cornerstones of the high technical quality of this meeting.

The present conference has been organized by the Northeastern New York Section of the Ameri-
can Nuclear Society. In addition, the following organizations have agreed to join the ANS Ther-
mal llydraulics Division as co-sponsors of NURETH-7: American Institute of Chemical
Engineers (AIChE), American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Canadian Nuclear
Society (CNS), European Nuclear Society (ENS), Japanese Nuclear Society (JNS), Japanese
Society of Multiphase Flow (JSMF) and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Except for the invited papers in the plenary session, all the other papers are contributed. They
have been divided into twenty-four major topics. These topics cover all major areas of nuclear
thermal-hydraulics. |

|
The theme of the NURETU-7 conference is Thermal-Ilydraulics for the list Century. This 1

theme has been implemented in the program of the meeting through technical papers covering
areas such as: progress in analytical and experimental work on the fundamentals of nuclear ther-
mal-hydraulics, the development of advanced mathematical and numerical methods, and the
application of advancements in the field in the development of novel reactor concepts. Because
of the complex nature of nuclear reactors and power plants, several papers deal with the combined
issues of thermal-hydraulics and reactor / power-plant safety, core neutronics and/or radiation.

I hope that both the conference participants and other future readers of this multi-volume edition
of NURETH-7 Proceedings will find several new and innovative ideas as the results of the work
by the authors representing an outstanding international community of experts from academia and
industry.

On behalf of the organizing committee I invite you to actively participate in the conference and
wish you a pleasant stay in Saratoga Springs.

Michael Z. Podowski
Technical Program Chairman
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ON THE CONSTITUTIVE DESCRIPTION OF
.THE MICROINTERACTIONS CONCEPT IN STEAM EXPLOSIONS '

X. Chen*, W. W. Yuen* and T. G. Theofanous
Center for Risk Studies and Safety,

1

Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering
University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93106

Telephone (805) 893-4900 - Fax (805) 893-4927

ABSTRACT

. This paper elaborates on the constitutive description of the "microinteraction" model used
by the computer code ESPROSE.m to simulate the propagation phase of steam explosions. The
approach is based on a series of experiments, in the SIGMA-2000 facility, involving molten
drops of tin made to explode under sustained pressure fields; an environment similar to that of
a fully-developed large-scale detonation. The experimental ranges cover shock pressures of up j
to 204 bar, melt temperatures of up to 1800 C, and a series of isothermal runs, using gallium
drops, are also included. The results indicate that, to a first approximation, the basic form of

;

the constitutive laws hypothesized in the original formulation of ESPROSE.m is appropriate. i

Moreover, through detailed comparison of data with numerical experiments, certain parameters )
appearing in these laws could be identified quantitatively.

1. INTRODUCTION !

The purpose of this paper is to follow up the "microinteractions" idea proposed only re-
cently as the fundamental ingredient of steam explosion physics (Yuen and Theofanous,1994).
The idea owes its origin to the recognition that in fully-developed large-scale detonations, melt
fragmentation occurs under a sustained pressure field (as opposed to the sharp-pulse triggers em-
ployed in all previous fragmentation studies), and on the observation that under such conditions
the debris (fragmented fuel mass) mixes with the coolant found only in the immediate vicinity
of the melt-coolant interface (Yuen, et. al.1992). The rest of the coolant simply does not par-
ticipate in the ensuing thermal interaction (but it does participate in the wave dynamics process), '

and the effect on the obtained feedback is enormous -it can produce sustained detonations under
much less restrictive conditions on fuel concentration and fragmentation rates.

The first formulation (Yuen and Theofanous,1994) of the microinteraction model was
based on the hypothesized constitutive law that the rate of coolant mixing with the debris
is proponional to the melt fragmentation rate. This model produced the first, and still only
(see for example, the review by Fletcher and Anderson,1990, that explains the inconsistencies)
consistent comparisons with available experimental results (in the KROTOS facility): from " weak
propagations" with tin melt at 1000 *C, to supercritical detonations with aluminum oxide melt at
2300 *C. This model was also utilized to obtain the first results for two-dimensional detonations
(open pool geometries), demonstrating thus the important mitigating effect of " venting" due to
wave reflections at the free poo! surface (Theofanous and Yuen,1994).

In this paper we examine this constitutive formulation in the light of experiments carried
out in the SIGMA-2000 facility especially for this purpose. We use ESPROSE.m to help with

o Also with Mechanical Engineering
15e6<
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the interpretation and in the process we are able to examine the whole microinteraction model
of ESTROSE.m in some detail, as well as certain wave dynamics feature of the code.

In this first systematic experimental evaluation of the microinteraction " laws", we concen-
trate on molten tin drops at temperatures up to 1800 *C, and shock pressures from 68 to 204
bars (1000 to 3000 psi). As a basis of comparison, we carry out also a set of experiments under
isothermal conditions with gallium drops (melting point at 30 *C). The results are used to show
the existence of a hydrodynamic regime at high pressures, and of a thermally-affected regime
at the low end of the pressures considered. Any material dependence is yet to be determined
as we undetake experimeatation, one-by-one, with each material of interest (namely, Fe and
ZrO for reactor applicativis). However, it is reasonable to expect that, to the extend that the2

hydrodynamic regime is adequately characterized by the relevant properties (as described below),
the behavior at this limit can be adequately predicted. This is the important regime from the
point of view of assessing the energetics oflarge-scale detonations. At low pressures thermal
effects set in, but this is relevant to the triggering and early escalation stages of an explosion.
Preliminary experiments with iron melts at pressure of 68 bar and 1600 *C indicates a thermal
effect much stronger than that of tin. This is not surprising considering the heat capacities per
unit volume (pc,) of iron as compared to that of tin (2 times bigger). The latent heat of iron
is also much larger than that of tin (4 times bigger). To fully understand this regime we need
extensive experiments with various melts and pressures from essentially ambient up to the range
considered here. However, exploring this regime is a lower priority concern, and we are treating
it as such.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION

The experiments are carried out in the SIGMA facility, employed previously for the study of
fragmentation of mercury drops in water (Patel and Theofanous,1981) under sustained pressure
waves and isothermal condition. More recently SIGMA was employed in the study of molten
tin drops at temperature up to 1000 C (Yuen, et. al.,1994). For the present study the facility
was upgraded to allow melt drop temperatures up to ~ 2000 *K (hence the SIGMA-2000 name).

,

'

The whole experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1, and it can be explained with the help
of the schematics in Figures 2 and 3.

The basic component is the shock tube, consisting of an one-meter-long driver section and
a two-meter-long expansion section. The design pressure is 1000 bar and with water in the
expansion section it allows steady flows / pressures for up to ~ 2.3 ms, before the reflected wave

from the bottom end of the tube arrives back to the window area. The window allows an
observation area of 2 x 5 cm, and its midpoint is located 50 cm below the top of the expansion
section, which is separated from the driver section with a prescored steel diaphragm. The shock
wave is initiated by cracking the diaphragm with the help of a blasting cap which is electrically
detonated.

The melt genet.itor, placed typically 5 cm above the window, is illustrated in Figure 3. It
is designed to melt and reproducibly release single drops of melt at any desired temperature up
to 2073 *K (1800 *CL. The test material is placed inside a graphite crucible, surrounded by an
induction coil, powe ed by a 2.5 kW generator. The sample, and to some degree the crucible,
can be heated rapidly by the induction currents while the temperature is on-line monitored using
K-type thermocouples. When the drop temperature reaches the desired value (typical heating
time is about one minute), a mini-plug cylinder (driven by argon gas pressure) is made to snap

;
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! Figure 1: The SIGMA-2000 facility.

!
!

! open thus releasing a single molten drop. Since at 1300 C the thermocouple fails, higher

| temperatures are obtained by an on-line fit and extrapolation of the temperature data (using a
PC). The procedure is estimated to have an uncertainty of about 30 *C.

j

The most challenging aspect of the experiment is to obtain the drop-shock interaction near!

|
|

the top of the observation window, so that the event can be observed in its entirety (as the drop
! translates rapidly and explodes behind the shock). This is achieved by automatically timing the

| whole experimental sequence, starting with the detection of the molta drop, by means of a laser

j beam, at the very top end of the window.

|
The principal experimental data are images of the exploding drops obtained with flash

,

X-ray and high speed movies (so far, these data have been obtained in separate experiments,
but under well-reproducible conditions; we have, however, recently developed the capability of
simultaneous operation). For the X-ray, we use a Hewitt Packard generator (Model 43734A)

| capable of a single 25 ns duration flash, that can be timed very precisely on the basis of the '

|
shock arrival time at the window. For the movie we use a rotating drum camera run typically at
25,000 frames per second, for a total recording time of 6 ms, under back-lighting conditions. |i

,
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Pressures are measured both above and below the window with flush mounted quartz piezo-
electric transducers (KISTLER,607L) having a rise time of 1.5 ps and a 2,000 bar (30,000 psi)
maximum range. The signal from the top transducer is used to trigger the X-ray and/or the
flash-light for the movie camera. Both transducer signals are recorded in a four-channel digital
storage oscilloscope (LeCroy 9304,175 MHz) and a PC.

Finally, as shown in Figure 2, we employed a debris catcher (which was able to slide up
and down the tube following the flow) to collect the debris after each run both for mass and
debris size distribution analysis.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
AND DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

Critical aspects for the quantitative radiography employed here are the optimization of the
X-ray energy level and source position from the object, such as to optimize the film exposure.
Moreover, strict quality standards need to be applied in the reproducible development of the
exposed film. Stailed calibration curves, and witness pieces on every film to allow for the j

small correc' always necessary due to intangible variations in the exposure-development-
'

I

reading proccs Vith these techniques properly established one can obtain the two-dimensional
projection of t agmenting drop mass distribution at the instant of the X-ray flash. As a means
of checking the .securacy of the whole process, the total drop mass was reproducible from the
X-ray analysis typically within 10 to 15 %

i The high speed movies provide the evolution of images of the ouside envelope of the
microinteraction region (consisting of the debris, entrained water, and any steam produced by |
the interaction), which in tum surrounds any remaining (coherent) drop mass. These data are

'

complementary to those in the X-ray in the following sense. From the X-ray film we can |
distinguish the fragmented debris mass (as described shortly below), we can thus determine the
amount of water mixed with this debris. The movies allow us to expand this information, from
the delected time instances of the X-rays, to the complete explosion event.

1590



Analysis of both the movie and X-ray images are done with a digitial scanner (UMAX
UC840), and associated software to compute local masses and total volumes. The manner in
which the mass corresponding to the debris was identified is described in conjunction with the
presentation of data in the next section.

The debris collected from the " catcher" was washed, dried and subjected to sieve analysis.
Selected samples were examined and photographed under the electron microscope.

The experimental program involved two materials and runs under seven conditions as sum-
marized in Table 1. The run identifier code includes shock pressure and melt temperature for
easy identification in the discussion. Key properties of these melts are given in Table 2. Re-
ferring to a remark made in the introduction about iron, the properties of this material are also
included. For the tin runs, the water temperature was raised to 90 *C to prevent spontaneous
interactions. In addition to one movie run for each entry in Table 1, we have three duplicate
runs of T/204/1000 for the X-ray data at three selected instances (0.85,1.0 and 1.5 ms).

Table 1. Test Conditions for the SIGMA-2000 Experiments

Run ID M elt Temperature Shock Pres. Drop Diameter
('C) (Bar) (cm)

(Melt / Water) (Hor./Ver.)
G/68/45 Galium 45/45 68 0.68/0.46
G/204/45 Galium 45/45 204 0.81/0.39
G/272/45 Galium 45/45 272 0.91/0.56
T/68/1700 Tin 1700/90 68 0.65/0.46
T/204/1800 Tin 1800/90 204 0.63/0.43
T/68/1000 Tin 1000/90 68 0.75/0.41
T/204/1000 Tin 1000/90 204 0.63/0.38

Table 2. Properties of Materials

Material p a c Lp
8(gm/cm ) (dyn/cm) (J/(g k) (J/g)

Galium 6.07 660 0.371 79.7
Tin 6.10 (T = 1700 *C) 550 0.220 60.7

6.47 (T = 1000 *C)
Iron 7.87 1550 0.449 247

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Selected movie image sequences from three representative runs are shown in Figures 4a,
4b and 4c. It is interesting to note that in all cases, the boundary is highly structured, and that
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in the non-isothermal runs, the interaction zone develops in a highly irregular fashion. Note
however, that even for the high temperature runs the microinteraction zone is quite confined
around the drop as found previously (Yuen, et. al.1994). To obtain an indication of the volume
of these zones, these images are integrated (using horizontal slices) assuming axial symmetry (for
each slice separately). The uncertainty in carrying out the mechanics of this process is very low,
so, the real uncertainty depends on the assumption of axial symmetry, which strictly speaking
is not defined at this time. However, an overall perspective can be obtained from the time-wise,

regularity of the results as well as from the trends between various runs. All the volume results
are presented together with analytical interpretations in section 6.

-

A reconstructed X-ray image is shown in Figure 5, and the mass thickness distribution along
a horizontal axis going through the image at an elevation containing the point of maximum mass
thickness is given on the top of Figure 6. The sudden drop-off in thickness seen in this figure was
used to identify a " boundary" between the still-coherent drop mass and the surrounding debris.,

This then, in conjunction with the cumulative mass distribution shown in the bottom of Figure
6, was used to determine the fraction of the drop fragmented at the time the shot was taken. For
the estimated drop mass, the equivalent diameter is 0.44 cm where the horizonal width of the
cutoff thickness region is 0.49 cm and the " average" thickness in this region can be read as ~
0.4 cm; a consistency which is indicative that the inner region identified as "unfragmented" drop
indeed contains no water. The reduced data from all three X-ray runs are presented together
with analytical interpretations in section 6.1

|'
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Figure 5: Flash X-ray image of a tin drop (1000 *C) at 0.85 ms after the shock arrival for run
T/204/1000.
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Mass distribution results from the X-ray film shown in Figure 5. The figure on theFigure 6:
left represents the mass thickness distribution along horizontal line containing the local area
with highest mass concentration. The figure on the right shows the cumulative mass fration
distribution.

The debris size distribution from all the tin runs are summarized in Figure 7. We note that
the " low pressure", "high temperature" combination gave the maximum fragmentation while the
" low pressure", " low temperature" case produced essentailly no fragmentation. The " low" and
"high" characterization applied here, are in the perspective of this work. In general,1,000 *C
is not really low since researchers have worked extensively with tin at temperature below 1000
'C, and in the KROTOS experiments, tin melts at 1000 'C were used in attempts to obtain
propagating explosions. The present results explain why this was not possible (Yuen, et. al.
1994).

100 i i i i i i i i
,

E T/68/1700

80-
3 T/204/1800 p'.

i.
}h

g T/204/1000
| 53 T/68/1000

h 60-
.
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se d i e i

d75 150 300 500 1000 2000 3000 5000 gaio
Sleve Size (pm)

Figure 7: Histogram of fragmented masses from the tin runs. (Data are shown on a pass-basis;
that is, the mass fraction shown at each sieve size corresponds to masses caught between it and
the next higher size.)

The debris structure can be seen from representative scanning electron micorscope (SEM)
photographs collected in Figure 8. The small sample shown for each mn was obtained to
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include particles from those in the fine powder range, to intermediate, and large particle sizes.
It is interesting to note the highly convoluted morphology of the large particles, even of those
at low temperatures, and the smooth shape of the fine particles in the high temperature cases
(those are absent in the low temperature runs).

5. THE MICROINTERACTION MODEL IN ESPROSE.m

As noted already we wish to interpret the data presented above in the ESPROSE.m frame.
This is done in the next section, by means of ESPROSE.m calculations. In this section, by way
of introduction, we provide the key aspects of the model (Yuen and Theofanous,1995).

In the multifield formulation of ESPROSE.m the materials involved in the microinteraction
zone (called the m-fluid) are considered together as a separate field, that is allowed to interact
with the other two fields (fuel and liquid coolant) through exchanges of mass, momentum and
energy. For our present purposes, we are mainly interested in the continuity equations which are
written, for the fuel (f), liquid coolant (t), the microinteraction " field"(m), and the debris (db), as
follow:

8p'" + V .- (p'mu)=E+J (1)mg

op' + V - (p' tut) = -E - J (2)'

g

Op'# + V - (p'f uf) = -Fr (3)g

+ V - (p'a6u ) = Fr (4)m

In tnese equations, the " source terms" Fr and E, represent the rate of fuel fragmentation and the
rate of entrainment of liquid coolant into the microinteraction zone respectively. These are the
terms that need to be defined before the system of equations (including momentum and energy
conservation which are not presented here) can be integrated, and these are the constitutive laws
under investigation here. The other source term J represents mass transfer by phase change
between liquid coolant and m-fluid. In addition to Eqs. (1) to (4), we have an equation to keep
track of the changes in the fuel length scale, written as

.

>
!

I
(5)+V. uf =

,

This equation is based on interfacial area transport considerations and includes a " sink" term on ,

the right hand side, representing the length scale changes due to fragmentation (the #f/ term is |
related to the rate of fragmentation).

|
The hypothesis made in the original formulation of ESPROSE.m was that the entrainment

rate is proportional to the rate of fragmentation (on a volume basis), that is,
1598
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E = f,Fr $ (6)
pf

where f, is the "entrainment factor". The instantaneous fragmentation rate, Fr, is obtained from
a characteristic fragmentation time, i , asf

'#IFr = (7)tf

and the rate of change of the fuel particle diameter is given by

dD Df
f ~ ~5t 'dt f

where the fragmentation time is estimated on the basis of an instantaneous Bond number for-
mulation (i.e. based on the instantaneous differential velocity and drop diameter) obtained by
extending an earlier formulation (Patel and Theofanous 1981) to a highly transient regime (Yuen,

et. al.1994), that is-

,

"#~" ' /= fob -2/4 (9)tfa e
D

with
,

1

d# / "I ~ " esE (10)
- Bo a
1 16cr p

This is for the purely hydrodynamic regime, and Sf s evaluated in conjunction with thei
relevant experiments. For example, based on data available at the time Yuen et. al. (1994)
found #f = 13.7, while Theofanous et. al. (1979) deduced a value of #f = 10.3. To represent
rates of fragmentation higher than this value, due to thermal effect for example, we introduce
an augmentation factor, which to a first approximation is treated (here) as a constant. That is,
more generally we have

.

I t' = b (11)f
; 7e

and expect that 7, - 1 at very high pressures, where thermal effect can be expected to be
negligible.

To recognize that by the time there is sufficient fragmentation, the turbulence developed
and associated mixing effects cannot be expected to subside, even if the fragmentation rate
diminishes (because of fuel depletion and/or approaching velocity equilibration), the entrainment
rate in ESPROSE.m is kept as a non-decreasmg function of time, i.e., it maintains its latest
maximum value.

The SIGMA simulations pmsented in the next section were carried out in ID with the melt'

drop at the appropriate location, and with a grid size of 1.25 cm to capture the highly localized
1599
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event of interest. A small gas pocket in the melt generator was also simulated. The effect on
the wave dynamics is to create an overshoot at the front end of the pressure pulse (this is absent
in the absence of this gas pocket), which is both interesting and predictable, as seen in Figure 9.

500.C
,

200.0, i i
.. .,. .,. ,

_
ESPROSEm O T/64/1700

400.0y0 M 160.0p
-T'"'"

o- 120.01 Og}300.Ch o O0 o

200.cy - 80.0F
0 -

'
00

100.0}
- 40.0h C -

Oh.'O D.50 10 1.5 2.0 2.5 S.O 3.50 1.0 15 2.0 2.5 f

Time (ms) Time (ms)

.

Figure 9: Comparison between ESPROSE.m predictions and measurements of pressure at the
transducer below the observation window for runs T/68/1700 and T/204/1800. ,

1

!

6. DATA INTERPRETATIONS AND DISCUSSION !

,

Before the detailed interpretations with ESPROSE.m it is instructive to consider the data [
i

in the interpretation of Patel and Theofanous (1981), and Yuen et al. (1994), that suggested a
linear relation between the debris mass and dimensionless time, i.e.,

= 1 * Bo*2 /4 (12)
" t

M0 ff, i

l

l

Now combining this with Eq. (6) we can obtain:
.

l-

L = 1 + b *Bo$/4 (13)tn $1.<
,

,

where V includes the unfragmented drop mass and the water entrained into the microinteractions
zone. It is important to note that in Eq. (12), #f0 represents the total dimensionless fragmentation

time based on the " initial" Bond number. It should thus correspond approximately to h for the j
fragmentation model described in the previous section. Eg. (13) is an approximation since it is |

derived assuming a constant density for the entrained liquid (i.e. isothermal fragmentation). J

All the high speed movie data, plotted in the form suggested by E . (13), are shown in )
Figure 10. This figure also contains lines of Eq. (13) with the values = 7, $f = 9 and i,

7 = 1,2,4.2. The specific values of these parameters are determined from interpretation of !
the fragmentation data with ESPROSE.m which is described below. A distinctive trend of the i
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data can clearly be identifed. As pressure increases, the fragmentation behavior approaches the
" hydrodynamic regime" as represented by the isothermal gallium runs. The effect of temperature
appears to be rather secondary.

35.0 , , , ,

e T/68/1700 * T/204/1800
30.0h O T/68/1000 o T/204/1000 -

. + G/68/45 X G/204/4$ = 4.2 :25.07 e c/272/45 -

20.0'-
t.

-

0> 15.0F %=2 .3

0
m

10.0F * * 2,,

5.0F %=12

.0 2.0 40 60 8.0 10

t * Bo ''8

Figure 10: Transient behavior of the mixing volume for the seven tests. !

A representative set of pressure transients, and volume fraction distributions of fuel, debris,
and m-fluid obtained from ESPROSE.m with given values of the three constants (#f, fe, and
7,) is shown in Figure 11. The following approach was followed in the parameter identification
exercise, using such numerical experiments.
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Figure 11: A typical set of pressures, volume fraction distributions for fuel, debris and m-fluid
predicted by ESPROSE.m (Run T/204/1000) at 0.25 ms intervals. (The debris and m-fluid
volume fraction distribution begin at 0.5 ms.)
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First, we re-examine the old X-ray mercury fragmentation data (Yuen et al.,1994) to deter-
mine the value of #f n the ESPROSE.m formulation that produces the same rates of fragmen-i
tation. The results are shown in Figure 12. As expected, the entrainment f, has essentially no
effect on the predicted fragmentation. Based on this comparison, the value of #f s determinedi

to be 9. The value of 13.7 quoted by Yuen et al. (1994) was based in a very early version of the
ESPROSE code and an approximate treatment of the instantaneous Bond number formulation.
On the other hand, the value of #f s actually quite close to the 10.3 value of Theofanous et.i

al. (1979) noted above.

1.0 i i i i
1.0 , , , ,

p,.o. .so
p, . e ,

0.8 - - - - 0, = 9 - 0.8 D, * 8 ', " 1
-

0

- - g .10.5

,' 'o - 0.6 -
-

0.6 -

n','o '' u t u,au,ou,
0,4 -

-

-

0.4 - -

/, - 0.2 -
-

0.2 -

/
' ' ' '

' ' ' '
O.00.0 -

O 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Time (me)

Time (ms)

Comparison between ESPROSE.m predictions and the old fragmentation data forFigure 12:
mercury at 340 bar. The left figure shows the effect of #f with f, = 10. The right figure shows
the effect of f, with #f = 9.

fixed, numerical experiments are next ran to determine an appropriate value ofWith the f
f, using comparisons of predicted and measured total mixing volume (volume of the drop, debris
and entrained coolant) of the three gallium runs. As shown in Figure 13, there is some explicit
dependence on pressure. However the general trends are reasonable, in the perspective of the
highly coupled nature of the phenomenon, and of the data being analyzed here, and allow us to
make a first order choice of this parameter, f , in the range of 7 to 10. From the model described
in section 5, one can recognize that higher values lead to lower peak explosion pressure, so a
value of 7 can be considered as reasonably conservative for highly developed detonations. This
is the value used in sample calculations with ESPROSE.m so far (Yuen and Theofanous 1994
and Theofanous and Yuen 1995).

Next the X-ray tin data are examined with the values of #f and f fixed at 9 end 7
respectively. We find that some augmentation of the fragmentation rate is required. With a value
of 3, = 2, the comparison of the data is reasonable, as shown in Figure 14. Also on Figure
14, we can see that the sensitivity to 7, is not great. The value of y, is in fact consistent with
the movie data, and the other high pressure run (T/204/1800) as shown in Figure 15. For the
low pressure runs, a much higher enhancement factor is necessary (7, = 4.2) to produce the
agreement seen in Figure 15. A summary of the microinteraction parameters determined from
the tin data is shown in Table 3.
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,

Table 3. Microinteraction Model Parameters
'

RunID Temperature Pressure #f f, 7

Melt / Water (bar)
*C

|T/68/1700 90/1700 68 9 7 4.2

T/204/1800 90/1800 204 9 7 2

T/68/1000 90/1000 68 9 7 4.2

T/204/1000 90/1000 204 9 7 2

!
i

7. CONCLUSIONS
.

The purpose of this paper is to present the first systematic evaluation of the microinteractions
model used in the ESPROSE.m code to compute the propagation phase of steam explosions.
The approach is basically experimental, using the SIGMA-2000 facility to observe exploding tin

i

drops under conditions that simulate those found in large scale, fully developed detonations. The
results indicate that to a first approximation, the basic form of the constitutive laws hypothesized
in the original formulation of ESPROSE.m is appropriate. Moreover, the results clearly show ;

!that under high pressure conditions a hydrodynamic regime dominates the behavior. The data in
conjunction with numerical experiments have allowed to determine the numerical constants in
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the, formulation of the hydrodynamic regime, and to attempt a first quantification of the thermal
regime.
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! -NOMENCLATURE
:Bo Bond number, Eq. (10)

Ca drag coefficient
specific heatc-

d drop diameter
! E mass entrainment rate

f, entrainment factor, Eq. (6)4

Fr fragmentation rate4

L latent heat
M mass
t time

q t} dimensionless complete fragmentation time of one fuel pvticle, Eq. (9)
i u velocity vector
| V mixture volume (including melt drop and microinteraction zone)
.

4 Greek
! f fragmenation coefficient,, Eq. (9)
) y, thermal enhancement factor

density ratio, Eq. (10), e

: 6 volume fraction
p' microscopic density3

: p macroscopic density, Eqs. (1) to (4)
j a surface tension

Subscript
; db debris

f fuel (also, fragmentation)
!( liquid
|m m-fluid (m-field)
|

: 0 initial value
:
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Correlations between the Disintearation of Melt and the Measured impulses

in Steam Explosions
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Abstract

To find out correlations in steam explosions (melt water interactions) between the

measured impulses and the disintegration of the melt, experiments were performed in !
!

three configurations i.e. stratified, entrapment and jet experiments. Linear correlations

were detected between the impulse and the total surface of the fragments. Theoretical
|

considerations point out that a linear correlation assumes superheating of a water layer

around the fragments of a constant thickness during the fragmentation process to a

constant temperature (here the homogeneous nucleation temperature of water was

; assumed) and a constant expansion velocity of the steam in the main expansion time.

The correlation constant does not depend on melt temperature and trigger pressure, but

it depends on the configuration of the experiment or of a scenario of an accident. Further
,

research is required concerning the correlation constant. For analysing steam explosion

accidents the explosivity is introduced. The explosivity is a mass specific impulse. The
'

explosivity is linear correlated with the degree of fragmentation. Knowing the degree of

fragmentation with a proper correlation constant the explosivity can be calculated and
,

from the explosivity combined with the total mass of fragments the impulse is obtained

which can be used to an estimation of the maximum force.
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1. Introduction

!

Steam explosions are caused by a rapid heat transfer from the hot melt (fuel) to the
|water (coolant). For this procedure a fragmentation process is necessary in which the

melt is disintegrated. This disintegration of the melt leads to an enhancement of the heat |
transfer area between melt and water. Hereby the water is superheated combined by a

pressure increase and an explosive vaporization of the water. The impulses which were

generated during steam explosions must be correlated with the degree of disintegration ;

\of the melt.
!
e

in literature the violence of a steam explosion is either characterized by the degree of ;

'

disintegration of the melt analysed after steam explosion or by the pressure and force

respectively generated during steam explosion. Up to now nobody has published a ;

7

correlation between the disintegration of the melt and the generated pressures or forces. [

The option of this paper is to investigate the kind of correlation between both concep- ;
I

tions of violence. For these investigations firstly, experiments in stratified configuration
1

were chosen, i.e. a water layer is overlying a melt layer. In comparison to entrapment |
:
fand jet experiments in stratified experiments larger masses of melt and water can

interact if an effective trigger is used. The degree of melt disintegration was determined |

by a fragment analysis of the solidified melt fragments in a steam explosion. The forces f
generated during steam explosions in the so-called layer experiments were measured [

by force transducers.

The experimentally obtained correlation of layer experiments is backed up by theoretical

consideration and by experiments in other configurations.

!
t2. Stratified Experiments

The stratified experiments were carried out in a set-up that was already used for study- I

ing interactions between molten lava and water (s. p. 7 to 20 of /1/ or p. 342 to 344 of
:

/2/). This set-up was called TEE-Haus which is an abbreviation of thermal explosion
|

gxperiments and the German word "Haus" that is the English word " house", which should j

suggest the shape and dimension of the set-up (s. Fig.1). The central element of the !

TEE-Haus is a steel crucible containing melt and water which is positioned on a sub-
!

structure recording device that is marked with (1) in Fig.1 (magnified in Fig. 2). The .

1608 I
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crucibl3 is op:ngd to the room inside of the TEE-Haus, i.e. the rim of the crucible is on

the same level as the bottom of the TEE-Haus. The crucible is placed inside a coil. The

coil is contacted with a 30 kW middle frequency generator by the railing (2). Sliding

desrs (3) are installed in the.four sides of the TEE-Haus. For the observation of the

explosions, in the center of each sliding door a acrylic glass window is inserted. Smaller

acrylic glass windows are installed in the four sides of the roof. Through one of them a

video camera (4) was monitoring the course of events. The steam explosion was

triggered by an air gun pellet (5).

Fig. 2 shows the steel crucible (6) which is surrounded by an electric coil (7) for heating
;

up the melt (8). After heating up water flooded into the crucible through a pipe (9) and

formed a water layer which was separated by a vapor film from the melt layer. A heat

screen plate (10) and a metall cylinder (11) cooled by water protect both force trans-

ducers (12) from heating up. Below the metall plate (13) a crank wheel (14) allows to

adjust the position of the crucible rim to the level of the bottom of the TEE-Haus.
1

The stratified experiments were performed with melt of an alloy of copper and 20 weight

percentage of tin (CuSu20). After having flooded water into the crucible, a vapor film is

built up and separates the water from the melt (s. Fig. 2). For the ignition of a steam ex-

plosion the vapor film must collapse. To achieve the collapse of the vapor film in the

stratified experiments a shock wave was produced in the melt water system by firing an.

| air gun pellet into the crucible. The shock wave triggers the vapor film collapse. After
.

{ vapor film collapse a fragmentation process starts. The fragmentation process takes

; place in a fragmentation zone (s. Fig. 3) which starts from the interface of water and melt

and grows to a maximum thicknes z . The fragmentation process enhances the contact; o
il

| area between water and melt causing a rapid heat transfer from the melt to the water
!

which leads to an explosive vaporization of water accompagnied by an eruption of a |
i

4 mixture of melt fragments, water and steam out of the crucible into the TEE-Haus. |
i

i'
During explosion the both force transducers (s. Fig. 2) record the vertical force compo-

nent as a function of time F,(t). Two force transducers were used in order to get two
'

| measuring ranges, because the maximum force may vary in a wide range. The curve
'

with the best resolution was used for integration with respect to time to get the impulse.
.

An example for a force time curve of a stratified experiment is to be seen in Fig. 4.
1609
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After the end of the explosion the erupted melt fragments were caught in the TEE-Haus

collected and analysed with respect to their size distribution. For that a sieve analysis

was used. Standardized sieves were taken with 15 mesh sizes (s. Tab.1). The fragment !
1

masses remaining on each sieve after the sieving procedure were weighted.
'

.

ISince heat transfer depends on the surface of the fragments, this surface was estimated
l

which was done by supposing that all fragments may be spheres and have average

diameters corresponding to the special mesh sizes of the sieves. Thus on the sieve i

were lying spheres of the average diameter di

d = #' #''* (1)
i 2

Here a, and a , are the width of the meshes of the sieves i and i+1 respectively whereu

the sieve i+1 has the next larger mesh width to the sieve i, so that the fragments smaller

than a,,, fall on the sieve i and from these fragments all which are smaller than a, do not

stay on this sieve i.

Knowing the measured mass m, of the fragments of all k(=15) sieves the total surface A,

of all melt fragments of a stratified experiment is on these assumptions:

k

{h (2)Af=
f 11 i

1

where p is the density of the solidified melt. l

Nine experiments were carried out in stratified configuration actually with CuSn20 melt

at three melt temperatures of 1150,1250 and 1350 C and water of 20 C. The crucible

of an inner diamter of 50 mm was filled to a hight of about 40 mm with melt and of about

25 m.m with water. For triggering an air gun pellet of a caliber of 4,5 mm with an impact

velocity of about 175 m/s was used. The results are listed in Tab. 2 and plotted in the

diagram of Fig. 5 (for more experimental details s. /3/). The diagram shows that the

results can be approximated by a straight line. Thus a linear correlation is detected

between the impulse in form of the time integral of the force acting on the bottom of the

crucible and the total surface area of the fragments:

1610
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F,( t) dc = C A (3)t f .

C=0

C is a constant which is equal to the slope of the straight line in the diagram of Fig. 5o

2C - 17.4 Ns/m (inaccuracy: 0.2 Ns/m').t

3. Theoretical Considerations-

With equation (3) a correlation between two characteristic values of steam explosions

(impulse and area of fragments) is to be detected. To find out the assumptions that lead

to such a correlation, theoretical considerations were used.
.

|

In the fragmentation zone (s. Fig. 3) all fragments are supposed to be spherical and i

surrounded by water which is only heated up in a small layer s to the homogeneous

nucleation temperature T ,. All fragments are supposed to have the same course of%
#

surface temperature because they come from a melt of uniform temperature. Therefore

the layer s is considered to be equal around all fragments. Thus the water mass surroun-

ding the fragments by a layer of the thickness s is:

,

4

m , = s p ,, A , (4)

p is the density of water and A,is the surface of all fragments of an experiment.

It is assumed that only this water mass is vaporized which is superheated to the

homogeneous nucleation temperature T ,. Supposing that the transformation from water%

mass m, to steam and the expansion of the steam occurring so rapidly that heat trans-

mission to the environment is negligable, the energy balance for this transformed water

mass is:

|
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c, ( T , - T ) dm, - h dm, + podV, = 0 (5)s o

c,,, h and T are the specific heat, varporization heat and initial temperature of the watero

respectively. Vo and po are the volume and pressure of the generated steam respective-

ly.

,

Differentiation of equation (5) in respect to time leads to j

|

i c, ( T,,, - T, ) - h ] dm* + p, dV* = 0 (6)
,

where

(7)8 = A, = A, v, .

In equation (7) it is assumed that in stratified experiments the fragmentation zone

| extends along the cross-section A, of the crucible with a thickness z (s. Fig. 3). Thuso

vaporization extends along this diameter and changes its volume only in vertical direction

which implies that the steam expansion is only governed by the velocity component v,.

If equation (7) is introduced into equation (6) and due to an integration with respect to

time t it is

[ c,, ( T ,,- T ) - h ] m, = p, ( t ) A,v,dt (8) )3 o
|c.o

|

The pressure po of the steam is transient. The direction of po is perpendicular to the

surface of the steam volume, corresponding to the geometrical situation of Fig. 3:

1 1

p, ( t ) A, = F, ( t ) (9)

Here, F,is the force acting upward. The force acting downward has the same amount

but acts in the reverse direction. This force acts through the underlying melt on the

bottom of the crucible and from here through the screen plate (s. Fig. 2) and metal

cylinder on the calibrated force transducers because of the mechanical principle "actio,

'

1612 i
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|

equal reactio'. Tus th] amount of F, in cquttion (9),. (10) cnd (11) is th3 same as in !

equation (3). !

!

Substitution of (4) and (9) in (P) leads to

F, ( t ) v, dt = spy, [ c , ( T - T ) - h ] A, (10) -

3 o .

Equation (10) differs from (3) only by the velocity v, which is within the integral of the left .

side of (10), i

v,is a function of time which does not change as quicly as F,. Due to the generalised

sentence of the mean value of the integral calculus, the left side of equation (10) can be

transformed:
,

. .
~ ~

F, ( t ) v,( t ) dt = V," F,( t) dt (11)
c.o c.o

Thus a comparison of (3), (10) and (11) leads to

c = "P"' I "' I "" ~ )~; (12)t .

W l

i

Although v, begins at zero it may increase very fast to a constant value because of

friction effects. The melt temperature is not involved in equation (11) which agrees with

experimental results. Therefore the assumption of heating up the water before its;

vaporization to a constant temperature as the homogeneous temperature is justified.

4. Experiments in other configurations

The correlation between the impulse and the surface of the fragments was also examin-

ed by experiments in entrapment and jet configuration which were called in the following

entrapment experiments or jet experiments. The entrapment experiments were carried

out.in the same set-up (the TEE-Haus) as the stratified experiments. Only the water
1613
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insertion into the cruciblo was diffsrent i.e. water was injected by a tube into the m:lt

near the bottom of the crucible (s. Fig. 6). Furthermore the entrapment experiments were

carried out with tin melt instead of CuSn20. The temperature of the tin melt was 650 C

in six experiments and in one experiment 1000*C. The crucible had an inner diameter of

50 mm and was filled to a hight of 60 mm with melt.10,9 g water were injected with a

velocity of 2 m/s by a tube of 3,5 mm in diameter. Again an air gun pellet of a caliber of

4,5 mm was used for triggering. Tab. 3 contains the results of the entrapment experi-

ments which are plotted in Fig. 7 (for more experimental details s. /3/). Since all points

are near a regression line there can also be detected a linear correlation between the

impulse and the surface of the fragments:

(13)F, ( t ) dt = C,Af

e.o

The constant Cs f entrapment experiments is Ce - 5.4 Ns/m (inaccuracy:
0.9 Ns/m ),2 2

o

The set-up used for the jet experiments was designed for multi jet experiments (s. Fig.

1 of /4/ or p. 210 of /5/). But here only one tin jet was chosen. Fig. 8 shows a sketch of

this set-up. The container (1) filled with 80 I water is installed on a plate (2). The melt

container (3) is pivoted in a box (8) which is hanging on a rail (4) and fixed with two

screws (Sa/5b). A melt jet can leave the melt container through an open hole (10) if a

pull on the w?e (9) turns the melt container by an angle of 90 C. Hereby a light barrier

(12) is interrupted which led after a dwell time to an underwater bridge wire explosion at

the wire fixing device (13). Then the wire explosion produces a shock wave and a water

flow. The water flow is screened by the plate (14) while the shock wave passes the plate

and reaches the melt jet in the water. If the shock wave is large enough steam ex-

plosions are triggered. The pressure peaks of the wire explosion as well as that of the

steam explosion is measured by the pressure transducer (15). It is possible to cool the

water of the container (1) by the thermostat (7) and to heat it up by two immersion

heaters (6a/6b).

The jet experiments were carried out with molten tin of 650 C. The water temperature

was 70*C. The trigger pressure pn was varied stepwise from 0.95 to 6 MPa in the 20 jet

experiments (s. the third column of Tab. 4). An example of the measured pressure

1614
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record is given in Fig. 9. Tho pressuro p:aks of the tin water interactions are indicat:d '

by numerals and the peaks of the trigger (from wire explosion) are indicated by small.

letters. The main peak of the trigger (indicated with letter "a") was larger than the upper !

limit of the chosen measuring range. Thus this pressure peak of trigger was cut (for

more experimental details s. /3/). But therefore the maxima of the pressure peaks of the

the interactions could be measured more exactly.,

|
.

i

in jet experiments pressure was measured instead of force (s. number 15 of Fig. 8).

Furthermore in jet experiments a time resolution of the pressure could not be recorded

(s. Fig. 9). Thus the sum of the measured pressure peaks $p2 of an experiment

were used instead of the impulse to characterize the violence of the steam explosion in

jet experiments. The sum of the pressure peaks can be regarded as a reduction of the
'

impulse with respect to area and time. I

Tab. 4 contains the results and in Fig.10 the sum of the pressure peaks is plotted
,

versus surface area A, of the fragments which were determined by sieve analysis as in

stratified and entrapment experiments and calculated by equation (1) and (2).

In Fig.10 the points can be approximated by straight line or by the correlation:

1

S p, = c,A (14) )fi=1

The value of the constant C,, is: C,,- 25,5 MPa/m*, (inaccuracy: 0,6 MPa/m').

5. Conclusions

Here with equation (3) and (12) for the first time correlations are given between the

violence determined on the surface of the fragments and the violence determined on the

impulse which is obtained by measurements of the force and an integration with respect

to time. Thus also tt.e latter quantity becomes independent of time and can be compared

1615
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with the first ons. In tha lattrr casa how:vtr more information is co.itain:d than in ths
first one because of the additional knowledge of the transient force.

It was found that in all three configurations (stratified, entrapment and jet) the impulse or

the reduced impulse is linear proportional to the surface of the fragments. The correlation

constant however depends on the kind of configuration.

The correlation constant of the stratified experiments C is much larger than the one oft

the entrapment experiments Cs. Obviously in stratified experiments a larger percentage

of fragments is directly fragmented by water melt contact (thermal fragmentation) than

in entrapment experiments. In the latter case the melt water interaction occurred near the

bottom of the crucible. Thus the melt in the upper part of the crucible was accelerated

like a plug by the high pressure of the steam explosion and in consequence this melt

plug fragrnented by hydrodynamical effects. But only these fragments which are genera-

ted by water and melt contact are involved in producing steam. As a consequence the

impulses in entrapment experiments are smaller than those in stratified experiments for

the same surface of fragments.

Since the correlation constant of jet experiments C; (due to the reduction of measure-

ments) has not the same dimension as the other correlation constants, a comparison is

not adequate. The linear correlation between the sum of the pressure peaks and the

surface of the fragments indicates that all pressure peaks had the same time base

approximately and the pressure transducer was positioned at a representative point. To

get an appropriate constant C; for comparisons jet experiments should be performed with

better time resolution and with three force transducars (one in each space coordinate)

or many pressure transducers alternatively.

Thus the experimentally detected linear correlation can be formulated| :

F(t) dc = C A (15) ,

f

t=0 f
J

i

|
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whero C is e constant which dep:nds on the configuration of tho exp: rim:nt or th3 giv:n
scenario of an accident.

Since in equation (15) total quantities (total fragment area and impulse) are correlated,

also specific quantities must be correlated. Deviding equation (15) by the total mass of
fragments m, leads to

B, = c S (16)f

Here E, is the explosivity which is defined by

.

E, = 1. [ F( C) dt (17)
"E r-o

|

The explosivity is the mass specific impulse which is a proper quantity to classify the

violence of melt water interactions. The TEE-Haus would be a good facility for measuring

the explosivity of melts at defined initial conditions.

S, is the fragmentation degree or a specific fragment area i.e. fragment area per mass !

unit (for instance cm*/g, s. Fig.11 of /6/):

Sf= (18)

Relation (16) can be important in accident analyses. It is evident that after an accident

where destructions caused by steam explosions have taken place fragments of the

solidified melt have to be produced. Thus after the accident of the coal power plant of

the IAW in Zolling (Bavaria in Germany) on March 23rd 1987 representative masses of

solidified slag fragments could be found at pillars and walls of the plant (for more details

s. p. 4-5 to 4-42 of /7/).

1617



With this representative masses of slag fragments the fragmentation degree S, with (18)

could be determined whereas only a small part of the total fragments were analysed. By

knowing an appropriate correlation constant C for the accident szenario the explosivity

E, could have been calculated with equation (16). The total fragment mass involved in |

the steam explosion at the analysed accident could be estimated from the difference ,

between the melt mass of normal operation of the coal power plant and the solidified !

melt mass of large slag lumps which were found after the accident. Using the explosivity

and the total mass of the fragments m, the impulse can be calculated with equation (17). |

From the impulse and informations about the duration of the explosion (e.g. recorded by
,

a microphone) the maximum forces which occured in the accident can be estimated.
P

L

4
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i
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i
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6. Summary

'

Till now the violence of a steam explosion was determined either by analysing the

degree of fragmentation or by measuring the transient forces or pressures during steam

explosions. Here investigations were performed to find out correlations between both

conceptions of violence. Therefore experiments were carried out in three configurations

i.e. stratified, entrapment and jet experiments. In stratified and entrapment experiments

during explosions force transducers were used to measure the transient force and in jet

experiments a pressure transducer measured the transient pressure. In all three cases

the mass distribution of the fragments was determined by sieve analysis and the total

area of fragments was estimated by assuming spherical shapes for all fragments. Linear

correlations were detected either between the impulse or the sum of pressure peaks and

the total area of fragments. Using the sum of the pressure peaks instead of the impulse

means a reduction of resolution r,f measurements; but in jet experiments installation of
pressure transducers is usual.

Theoretical considerations point out that a linear correlation between impulse and total

area of fragments assumes superheating of a water layer around the spherical fragments

of a constant thickness during the fragmentation process to a constant temperature as

the homogeneous nucleation temperature of water and a constant expansion velocity of
steam in the main expansion time.

The correlation depends on the configuration of the experiment because of the different

percentage of thermal and hydrodynamical fragmentation. The correlation constant does

not depend on the melt temperature and different trigaer pressures. Further research is

required concerning the correlation constant especially its range has to be studied.

Dividing the experimentally detected correlation between the impulse and the total area

of fragments by the total mass of fragments leads to a linear correlation of specific

quantities as the explosity and the degree of fragmentation. The explosity is the mass

specific impulse and the degree of fragmentation is the mass specific surface of frag-

ments. In analyses after an accident the correlation of the explosity and the degree of

1
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. fragmentation can be used to estimate the maximum pressure or forca occurred during

explosion.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Dimension Meaning
A,- m* cross section of the crucible
A, em" total surface of the melt fragments
a, m mesh width of sieve i
C Ns/m' correlation constant
C Ns/m' correlation constant of entrapment experimentse

Ca MPa/m' correlation constant of jet experiments
C Ns/m" correlation constant of stratified experimentst

c, J/kg specific heat capacity
d m average diameter of fragments on sieve ii

E,. Ns/kg explosivity
)

F,(t) N transient force in vertical direction
h J/kg vaporization heat of water
I number-

k number-

m, g total fragment mass !

m, g fragment mass on sieve i
m, e mass of superheated water
n number-

po MPa pressure of steam
p, MPa pressure of peak i
S, m'/kg fragmentation degree
s m thickness of superheated water
T,,, *C homogeneous nucleation temperature of water
T, *C melt temperature
T C initial temperature of watero

t s time
V m volume of steamo

v m/s velocity component in vertical directiong

V, m/s mean value of v, with respect to time
z, cm maximum thickness of the fragmentation zone in layer

experiments
p m'/kg density of melt

.
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a,

20 pm

32 km
45 pm

63 pm

90 pm

125 pm

180 pm

250 pm

355 pm

500 pm

710 pm

1000 pm

1400 pm

2000 pm

2800 pm

Table 1: Width of the meshes of the used sieves

Exp.Nr. T,, m, A, f F(t) dt
.

2
*C g cm Ns

1 T21 1350 159 6417 12,4

2 T22 1350 196 6656 10,0

3 T23 1250 218 13197 22,9

4 T24 1250 260 11416 19,9

5 T25 1150 262 9716 17,7

6 T26 1250 89 2648 5,9

7 T28 1150 218 6794 9,4

8 T29 1150 195 11759 19,8

9 T30 1350 227 14304 24 4

Table 2: Results of the layer experiments (measuring errors: aT = 1 *C, Am, = * 1 9;

6A, = * 4 cm', ajF(t)dt = 0,2 Ns)
1632
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|
1

Exp.Nr. T,, rn, A, f F(t) dt !
2*C g em Ns

1 202 650 335 15078 6,7 '
2 Z04 650 380 15677 7.1
3 Z05 650 480 11244 6,4
4 Z06 650 413 18555 8,1
5 ZO9 650 401 20221 8,5
6 ZIO 1000 470 35860 18,9

Table 3: Results of the entrapment experiments (measuring errors: aT = * 1 *C, am, =
e 1 g, 6A, = z 4 cm', #(t)dt = 0,2 Ns)

,

91 A, ngExp.-Nr. p,
2MPa MPa cm g

1 S09-1 6,0 1,55 492 21,6

2 S09-2 6,0 1,41 487 19,4

3 SO9-3 6,0 0,95 386 16,5

4 S09-4 6,0 1,38 453- 19,8 '

5 509-5 6,0 1,27 424 18,2

6 509-6 6,0 1,20 361 16,5

7 SO9-7 6,0 1,05 403 14,2

8 S10-2 2,5 0,67 413 21,2

9 S10-6 2,5 1,63 639 32.3

to S10-7 2,5 1,61 770 37,4

11 S10-8 2,5 0,39 239 12,3

12 S10-9 2,5 1,62 571 30,4

13 S11-2 1,5 1,52 435 20,9

14 S11-5 1,5 0,78 383 20,8

15 S11-6 1,5 1,80 743 37,8

16 S11-7 1,5 0,97 320 13,9

17 S11-8 1,5 1,50 394 20,2

18 S11-9 1,5 0,76 213 11,1

19 S12-2 0,95 0,64 183 8,5

20 S12-3 0,95 0,48 190 8,1

Table 4: Results ci the jet experiments (measuring errors: ap, = * 0,03 MPa, 4I pi =

0,03 MPa, 6A, = 2 2 cm', am, = e 0,5 g)
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Analysis Of Supercritical Vapor Explosions Using
|

Thermal Detonation Wave Theory
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Abstract

The interaction of certain materials such as Al 0s scsth water results ir. va.
(

2
*

por explosions with very high (supercritical) pressures and propagation velocaties. '

A quasi-steady state analysis of supercntical detonation in one dimensional multi.
phase flow was applied to analyze expenmental data of the KROTOS (26-30) set

>

of expenments conducted at the Joint Research Center at 1spra. Italy. In this work
we have applied a new method of solution which allotes for partialfragmentation
of the fuelin the shock adiabatic thermodynamic model. Thss method uses known
expenment values of the shock pressure and propagatton velocity to estimate the

s

initial mixing conditions of the expenment. The fuel and coolant wen both consid.
,

cred compnssible in this analysis. In KROTOS 26, 28. 29. and 30 the measured '

values of the shock pnssure by the experiment were found to be higher than 25.
50,100, and 100 Mpa respectively. Using the above data for the wave velocity and ,

our best estimate for the values of the pressure, the predicted minimum values of
the fragmented mass of the fuel wen found to be 0.026. 0.04, 0.057, and 0.068 kg

',

nspectively. The predicted values of the work output corresponding to the above
fragmented masses of the fuel were found to be 40, 84,126. and 150 kJ nspectively,
with pndicted instial void fractions of 11%,12.5%, 8%, and 6% respectively.

f

f

1 Introduction
Over the last few decades the vapor explosion phenomenon has been of
concern to safety analysts due to its implications for many industrial appli-
cations. In a nuclear reactor, for example, the Loss Of Coolant Accident ,

(LOCA) and the malfunctioning of the emergency cooling system results in ;

a dramatic increase in the temperature of the fuel materials due to the decay
heat produced by fission products. Given a prolonged absence of cooling,
the temperature reaches the melting point of the fuel. the melt falls down
to the bottom of the reactor vessel and mixes with residual water where the
vapor explosion process could occur and may threaten the integrity of the |

i
!

!
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,

pressure vessel and containment; due to its expansion work or dynamic pres-
sures [1]. Vapor explosions have also been observed in some other fields of
applications such as in the metal casting industries [2]. the paper industries
[3], the transportation of natural gas [4] and others.

Since the vapor explosion is considered to be a rather complicated mul-
tiphase phenomenon, we have not seen a complete theoretical model that
can simulate the whole process in which the predicted results match those
obtained fr.nu the experiments. In the previous study of subcritical vapor
explosions [5] we discussed the shock adiabatic thermodynamic model which
was originally proposed by Board and IIall in 1974 [6]. It was shown that
the assumption of total thermal energy transfer from the fuel to the coolant
in this model leads to the prediction of upper bound for the shock pressure
and work output. A modified model was, therefore. suggested such that
a partial fragmentation of the fuel is allowed in the explosion using a new
method of solution. The modified model uses known experiment values of
the shock pressure and propagation velocity to predict the initial conditions
and work output of the experiment. The model formulation and assump-
tions are shown in Appendix A. In the present work we have tried to apply
this model in the analysis of supercritical vapor explosions. To avoid any
errors that might be generated as a result of using constant fuel thermody-
namic properties at very high temperature and pressure, a complete set of
fuel equations of state were derived and shown in Appendix B.

The llugoniot theory employed in the shock adiabatic model to simulate
the vapor explosion phenomenon is based on the suggested analogy between
chemical detonation and thermal detonation by Board et al. If the analogy
exists. there is only one state on the llugoniot where the explosion is steady !
state and self-sustained. This state corresponds by analogy to the Chapman-

|
Jouguet detonation state (CJ state).At the CJ state. the velocity of the
materials is the sonic velocity, the entropy is minimum, and the Rayleigh line
which connects the initial state of the mixture to any other state is tangent to
the llugoniot. The CJ state is determined by solving the llugoniot equation
given the initial mixture conditions. The general form of this equation is
given by,

(h - h ) + (P1 - Pu(t'2 + U ) = 0 (1)i 2 1

Our method of solution suggests that if the shock pressure and the propa-
gation wave velocity of the mixture are given by the experiment, it is possible
to solve the llugoniot equation for the initial conditions using an iterative
method. Thus, one is able to determine the mass fraction of the fragmented
fuel and estimate the work output given closure relation.

According to the detonation theory, the CJ solution to the llugoniot
equation is determined if the predicted velocity equals the measured prop-

1635
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agation velocity from the experiment. The homogeneous sound speed of
multicomponent mixture was used to calculate the propagation velocity in

,

this analysis. The general expression of the sound speed of two components
mixture is given by the following equation.

1 (2)u,w =
L,',,['if, + '' D2

|
Using the velocity criterion to determine the solution to the Hugoniot

equation, however, showed that a family of Hugoniot solutions can be gener- |

ated such that each solution corresponds to a certain fractional value of the ;

|fragmented fuelin the explosion. To determine which one of these solutions
represents the actual CJ solution another piece ofinformation is required.

;

D.L. Frost, J.H.S Lee and G. Ciccarelli [11] discussed the sonic velocity ;

i
criterion in selecting the solution to the Hugoniot equation at the CJ point '

and found that this criterion is not equivalent to drawing a tangent to the
*

Hugoniot curve. Thus in order to determine a single solution to the Hugoniot
equation at the CJ state, the tangency condition of the Rayleigh line must

+

be satisfied. The solution obtained by satisfying this condition is also found |
to be self-consistent thermodynamically and corresponds to the mmimum [

entropy change. ,'
In the present work, the Hugoniot analysis has been carried out by

applying the conservation laws of mass, momentum and encrgy to a one- [
dimensional homogeneous mixture of Al O and water to analyze the ex. ;

2 3

perimental data of supercritical vapor explosions. This creates a special |

challenge to such analysis since no vapor exists in the explosion zone after i

the explosion propagates. The general model used in this investigation is
*

based on that used in the previous work [5] to analyze the subcritical vapor
>

explosion of tin and water FCI.
6

2 Results and Discussion ;

The KROTOS set of experiments (26-30), conducted at the Joint Research |
Center at Ispra, Italy to study the melt coolant premixing and vapor ex-
plosion in 1-D geometry, was chosen as our benchmark experiments in this ;

analysis [7). In this set of experiments ceramic fuel Al O3 at 2573 2673 K2
!

and water at different subcooling temperatures were used to simulate typical
nuclear reactor materials during an FCI. The shock pressure measured as a i

result of the explosion in this set of experiments is supercritical. The un- (
certainty in the measured values of the pressure, however,is relatively high !

'
since most of the pressure gages were maxed out. Nevertheless, our objective
in choosing KROTOS 26-30 tests is to perform the Hugoniot calculations in ;

,
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the supercritical region of the p-v diagram where the vapor does not exist
in the explosion zone.

The data obtained from the experiments are the shock pressure and
propagation velocity. The work output was not measured during these ex-
periments. Therefore, we tried to estimate the experimental work output
using the data measurement of the pressure entering and exiting the test
tube with two different methods.

Method 1
The experimental work output (i.e., kinetic energy) is approximated by

the mechanical impulse delivered to the slug of the mixture in the test tube,
where the explosion takes place. Assuming a 1-D flow and applying Newtons
first law. the velocity can be related to the impulse as follows

A f|,* pdt Al
(3)u= =

m i, m i,m m

where A is the cross section area of the test tube (78.5cm ). The work2

output can then be obtained from the following equation.

2

work = m.u (fa)2
(4)=

2 2m ,m

It should be noted that the value of the impulse depends on the duration
of the pulse (t2 - t ). The results of the work output obtained using thisi
method for KROTOS 26-30 are shown in table 1.

1

Method 2
)In this method the experimental work output is approximated to the

compression nork done to the air in the vessel as a result of the explosion.
The air was considered as an ideal gas and the work was found using the
following equation.

work = (P2 2 - PtU } m i,0 t
(5)o

7,ir - I

where 7,ir is the specific heat ratio for air taken to be 1 A, and m i, iso

the mass of the air in the vessel,0.35 kg. The results of the work output
obtained using this method are shown in table 2.

It is clear from tables 1 and 2 that the work output is not the same for
any given experiment. The main reason of this disrepancy is the uncertainty
in the measurement of the pressure as it was mentioned earlier. In general,
these two methods underestimate the actual work output since the losses
were not considered during these calculations.
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|

experiment pressure- total mass pressure time impulse kinetic
energy

no. transducer of mixture pulse

[Kg] [bar) Ims) (KPa.m*2.sec] (KJJ
l

KROTOS*26 K2 8.63 260.0 1.8 367.5 8.0
P

KROTOS-28 K3 B,643 502.0 1.0 395.0 9.0

PJtOTOS-29 K3 9.18 1040.0 1.2 980.0 52.0

,

KROTOS-30 K3 8.95 1060.0 1.5 1248.3 87.0

Summary of estimated experimental work output of method 1.Table 1:
t

I

air air work per

experiment pressure pressure spec. vol. unit mass work

no. transducer at state 2 at state 2 of air

(bar] [m*3/Kg] [KJ/Kg air] [KJJ

KROTOS-26 C2 1.5 0.644 27.0 9.5 ,

KROTOS-28 c2 4.0 0.320 104.6 36.0

f
KROTOS-29 c3 4.5 0.294 115.5 40.0

KROTOS-30 C2 8.0 0.195 175.0 70.0

Table 2: Summary of estimated experimental work output of method 2.
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;

The predicted work output by the model due to the mixture expansion
behind the shock from the high pressure state to the end of state pressure |

was calculated using the following equation. i

IV23 = Ae23 - K.E - I (6)m,
s

r

de a = (m/e/2 + m 2e 2) . . (7)z c c

i u2 PK.E. = (7,:/ + m ) (8) !c

where:
IV23 : work output due to the expantion process,
m : mass,
e : internal energy,

.

K.E. : kinetic energy of the materials behind the shock.
(ui - u2) : Selocity of the materials behind the shock front in the lab frame,
subscripts f and c refer to the fuel and coolant respectively,
subscripts 1,2,3 refer to states 1,2,3 respectively.

~

,

Analysis of KROTOS 26

In this test,1.0 kg of molten Al O at 2573 K was mixid with 7.2 kg of water2 3
at 40 K subcooled. A steam explosion occurred in this test resulted in an )
explosion pressure greater than 25 MPa and a propagation wave velocity of '

650 m/sec. The estimated value of the experimental work output was found
to be ~ 10 kJ.,

! The IIugoniot calculations were performed using the above experimental
data output. The average value of the shock pressure was estimated by

,

; the authors to be 26 MPa during these calculations. The results obtained i

i are as follows. The predicted minimum mass of the fragmented fuelin the
| explosion was found to be 0.026 kg, which represents 2.6% of the total mass
{ of the fuel originally mixed with water. The predicted work output by the
j model corresponding to the above fragmented mass of the fuel was found to
i be 40 kJ. The initial void fraction of vapor in'the mixing phase was found
i to be 11%.
! It should be noted that the solution to the Hugoniot equation which pro-
! duced the above results was determined by satisfying the conditions applied

; by detonation theory to the thermal detonation. That means for the given
experimental shock' pressure the predicted homogeneous sound speed of the

,

mixture behind the shock equals to the measured speed from the experi-
ment the Rayleigh line is tangent to the Hugoniot curve at the CJ-point.

~
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Figure 1: Hugoniot curve for Al2O3-water. KROTOS-26.
s

and the change in the entropy along the Hugoniot curve is a minimum at the
CJ-point. The Hugoniot curve was plotted on the p-v diagram and shown in
figure 1. Figure 2 shows the tangency of the Rayleigh line to the Hugoniot
curve at the CJ point.

The higher value of the predicted work output compared to the esti-
mated experimental work output is not surprising, however, since there are
many factors that could cause this discrepancy. First, the isentropic ex-
pansion of the mixture behind the shock suggested by the shock adiabatic
thermodynamic model overestimates the work output. Second, the inaccu-
rate methods used to estimate the experimental work also contributes to this
difference. Third, the uncertainty in the pressure measurements has a major
influence on the stability of the Hugoniot calculations in general. We should
also mention that our assumption of the initial and final temperatures of the

vapor To and T.2 could also have its effect on the results (see Appendix A).
Evertheless, the new model shows a great improvement in the predicted
results obtained compared with the original model or any other models.

Analysis of KROTOS 28
In this test,1.443 kg of molten Al O3 at 2673 K was mixed with 7.2 kg2

of water at 13 K subcooled. The explosion pressure measured during the
experiment was found to be greater than 50 MPa. The corresponding prop-

{1640
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Figure 2: Rayleigh line and lingoniot curve for Al2O3-water, KROTOS-26.

| agation wave velocity was found to be 830 ni/sec. The estimated value of
the experimental work output was found to be ~ 25 kJ.a

The results predicted by the model using the above experimental data
are the following. The minimum mass of the fragmented fuel was found to4

be 0.04 kg (2.8% of the total mass of the fuel). The predicted work output
corresponding to the above value of the fragmented mass of fuel was found

! to be 84 kJ. The initial void fraction of vapor was found to be 12.5%. The
explosion pressure in this analysis was estimated to be 55 MPa.

The effect of decreasing the subcooling temperature on the value of the
i work output did not show up in this test clearly. although the void has

increased somewhat. The predicted work output, however,in this test was
higher than that in KROTOS 26, since the difference in the fuel mass ini

i these two tests dominates the explosion calculational resulte. The Hugoniot
"

curve and the tangency of the Rayleigh line to the Hugoniot curve on the
p-v diagram are shown in figures 3 and 4 respectively.

Analysis of KROTOS 29

In this test,1.53 kg of Al O3 at 2573 K was mixed with 7.65 kg of water at 802

K subcooled The explosion in this test was self-triggered. It was reported
,

that all the pressure transducers attached to the test tube were broken. An
explosion pressure greater than 100 MPa. however, was recorded by the K3

4
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pressure transducer. The propagation wave velocity was found to be 1145

| m/sec. The estimated value of the experimental work output was found to ,

i be ~ 50 kJ. i

j Using the above experimental data with an estimated value of 110 MPa
for the shock pressure, the lingoniot calculations showed that the minimum
mass of the fragmented fuel is 0.057kg (3.7% of the total mass of the fuel).

'

: The predicted work output was found to be 126 kJ. The initial void fraction
of the vapor was 8%. The predicted work output in this experiment appeared,

to be greater than that obtained in the KROTOS 26 and KROTOS 28 tests.
j This is not surprising since the decrease in the subcooling temperature of

,

j the water is expected toincrease the explosion pressure and the propagation !

j velocity and make the explosion more violent. The llugoniot curve and the !

'

Rayleigh line with the llugoniot curve for this test were plotted and shown
in figures 5 and 6 respectively.

3 -Analysis of KROTOS 30

; A mass of 1.516 kg of Al O3 at 2573 K was mixed with 7.45 kg of water2

at 80 K subcooled. This test was a repetition of KROTOS 29 to avoid
; self-triggering of a vapor explosion by introducing some modification to the

test tube. Ilowever, these modifications did not inhibit the spontaneous-

triggering and another spontaneous explosion resulted.
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An explosion pressure greater than 100 MPa and a propagation wave
velocity of 1300 m/sec were obtained in this experiment. It was reported.
however. that four out of seven pressure transducers were blown out of the
test tube and destroyed. Also, due to the strong water hammer, the twelve
bottom plate bolts were plastically elongated up to 6 mm and the test tube
diameter was distended t,y 1E It was assumed that the impact pressure
must have been at least 150 MPa, [12). Based on this experimental data.
one can conclude that the explosion was more energetic in KROTOS 30 than
KROTOS 29, although almost same conditions were employed in running
both experiments. The estimated value of the work output in this experiment
was found to be ~ 80 kJ.

In the calculations, the shock pressure was taken te be 150 MPa. The
results obtained from this analysis are as follows. The minimum mass of the
fragmented fuel was found to be 0.068 kg, (4.5% af the total mass of the
fuel). The predicted work output was found to bc 150 kJ. The initial void
fraction of the vapor was found to be 65 The plots of the lh goniot curvet

and the R.ayleigh line with the llugoniot curve on the p-v dir. gram for this
test are shown in figures 7 and 8 respectively.

The computational method used to analyze the KROTOS (26-30) set of
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experiments using Al O3-water mixture shows that the predicted value of2

the work output varies with the mass fraction of the fragmented fuel. The
predicted work by the model, however, was always higher than the estimated
experimental work output. There are two main reasons for this discrepancy:
the uncertainty in the pressure measurements during the these experiments
could have underestimated the actual pressure and. therefore, the work out-

put, second,it is well known that the predicted work by the thermodynamic
model is always higher than the measured work from the experiment be-
cause of the assumption that various processes occur adiabatically with no
irreversibilities.

3 Conclusion

In this paper we have examined the supercritical explosions of Al O with2 3

water using a modified thermodynamic model for the explosion detonation

|
The proposed model has been successfully applied to analyze the supercriti-

|
cal vapor explosion such that the condition of complete fragmentation of the
fuelin an energetic FCIis relaxed. The new model can be used to predict the
mass fraction of the participating materials in the vapor explosion process.
The main features of this work are as follows.'

1. A new method of solution has been developed using known experimen-
tal values of the shock pressure and propagation velocity to estimate
the initial conditions of the experiment and the work output.

2. Use of the proposed model for the analysis of thermal detonation sug-!

gests that the tangency condition is the most reliable condition to
determine the unique solution in the llugoniot calculations. ;

3. Uncertainty analysis of the pressure on the predicted results is required
in order to check the validity of the new modified model.'

,

| 4. We suggest that a comparison be made between our thermodynamic

i model and a mechanistic model to observe the differences in the pre-
;

dicted results. :

,

Nomenclature j
A cross section area of the test tube
ci, c2 sound speed of components 1, and 2 in the mixture ,

c,, specific heat

h.h2 specific enthalpy at states 1 and 2i

| he specific enthalpy of the coolant |
| i

i
t
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I

hf specific enthalpy of the fuel
|h,,f reference specific enthalpy

I mechanical impulse
m. ., mass of air
m ,,, ,, mass of the mixture
pi. P2 system pressure at states 1 and 2
st, s2 specific entropy at states 1 and 2

specific entropy of the coolantse

af specific entropy of the fuel
s,,f reference specific entropy
t time
T2 equilibrium mixture temperature at states 2
T fuel temperature at states 1f

Tu ' liquid coolant temperature at states 1
T,,f reference temperature
T,i . T 2 vapor temperatures at states I and 2
ui. u2 velocity of the mixture in front and behind the shock
ri . r2 specific volume of the mixture at states 1 and 2

vf specific volume of the fuel
spec.fic volume of the coolantve

zj. z2 mass 'raction of components 1 and 2 in the mixture
zj total mass fraction of the fuelin the mixture
zi mass fractions of the ith component in the mixture
zti. IL2 mass fraction of the liquid coolant at states 1 and 2
r i. Iv2 mass fraction of vapor at states 1 and 2e

ye mass fraction of coolant participating in the explosion
yf mass fraction of fuel participating in the explosion

Greek Symbols

J volumetric thermal expansion coefficient
7 specific heat ratio of steam
yo,, specific heat ratio of air

isothermal coefficient of compressibilityn

Subscripts

I state 1 conditions
2 state 2 conditions
c- coolant
f fuel
i ith component
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1

l
i

L liquid
ref reference state ;

|y vapor
;
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A Model Formulation

The proposed model considers that the control volume behind the shock
consists of two zones; the explosion zone and the nonexplosion zone. The
conceptual picture of the FCI system before and after the explosion is shown
in figure 9. In the explosion zone we consider that there is a specific mass
fraction of the fuel which is fragmented and transfers its thermal energy
to the coolant. The fuel-coolant mixture in this zone attains thermal and i

mechanical equilibrium at a high pressure. In the nonexplosion zone, how- |

ever, we assume that the remaining fuel that is not fragmented maintains
mechanical equilibrium but is thermally isolated from the coolant. The fuel j
and liquid coolant temperatures in the nonexplosion zone are taken to be '

the initial temperatures of the fuel and coolant just before the explosion.
Whereas the vapor temperature in the interfacial region between the fuel
and coolant is treated explicitly. It is assumed that the remaining vapor
undergoes an adiubatic compression from state 1 to state 2, therefore, its
temperature is given by the following equation,

Tt2 = Tyi(U)Y (9)
P1
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It should be mentioned that the initial vapor temperature T,i was taken
to be 400 K in the analysis. In front of the shock, the undisturbed region''
of the fuel-coolant mixture is initially assumed in mechanical equilibrium
and thermal disequilibrium. The upstream and downstream mixtures which '
are separated by the shock are both assumed homogeneous in the analysis.
The conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy together with
the r,econd law of thermodynamics can, therefore, be applied to two regions
across the shock as follows,

"' "' (10)-=
t'i v2

(11)pi +
= P2 + v2vi

2 2

h+ =h+ (12)
i 2

32 2 si (13)

The specific quantities in the above equations are obtained in terms of
the mass fractions of a homogeneous mixture components as follows,

n

v = { zgvg (14) ;

i=3

!"
'

h = { zgh; (15)
i=i

!"

3={zisi (16) |
isl

Therefore, the specific quantities of the mixture at region 1 and region 2
of the FCI system can be written as the following.

Region 1 -

<

vi = zf vf(pi,T ) + zti v (pi,Tri) + x,3 v (pi,T,i) (17) ;
fi c c

!
>

I

h (pi,T ) + ztt hc(pi,Tri) + zyi hc(pi, T,i) (18) {h = zf f fii

-!
si = zf af(pi,T ) + zt3 s (pi,T ) + z i adpi,Tri) (19)fi e ti e

iRegion 2 :

I
:
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1

!

t

2 = F/ 2/ U/(P2,T ) + (1 - F/) 21 v/(P2,T ) + y, (1 - zf) v (P2,T )U
2

fi c 2

+ (1 - #c) (1 - 2/) (292 Uc(P2,Tri) + zt2 v (P2,Tv2)] (20)
'

e

!

h = F/ If h (P2,T ) + (1 - yf) If h (P2,T ) + ye (1 - xj) he(P2,T )2 / 2 f fi 2

+ (l - ye) (1 - */) [2,2 he(P2,Tri) + zt2 he(P2,T )] (21)- iv2

:

i

2 = F/ If 8/(P2, T ) + (1 - F/) 2/ 8/(P2,T ) + ye (1 - zf) 8e(P2, T )8 2 fi 2

+ (1 - ye) (1 - zf) [2,2 8e(P2, Tri). + zt2 8e(P2, Tv2)] (22)
,

B Thermodynamic States
|

The thermodynamic properties of the coolant (water in our case) are pro-
vided by the program package of the NBS/NRC steam tables (8). Such tables
are not available for the fuel. Therefore, the caloric equation of state and,'

the Af axwell relations were used to derive the necessary equations to calcu-
late the specific properties of the fuel. The specific volume of the fuel as a,

function of the pressure and temperature can be written as

v = v(p, T) (23)
i

! du = ( ), dT + ( )r dP (24)

The above equation can be written in terms of the volumetric thermal
expansion coefficient # and the isothermal coefficient of compressibility x as

;

follows3

1 = fdT + xdp (25); v

where:

)=1 $x = f((h,))r,
t

'

'

The specific enthalpy and entiopy can be regarded as a function of pres-
: sure and temperature: h = h(p,T) and s = s(p,T) respectively. The differ-

entials of these functions are
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ou (26)dh = c dT + (v - T(g)p] dpp

ds = 'TE dT-(h), dp (27)
uT

Equations (17-19) can be integrated from any reference state to any final
state in which the final forms of v. h, and s quantities as a function of the
pressure and temperature are given by the following equations.

v(p,T) = tref exp[d(T - T,,f) - x(p - pr,f )] (28)

+ /Tr.1 c dT
c ,j(1 - JT) ap[d(T - Traj)]r' r

h(p.T) = hraj p K

{exp[-st p - pref) - 1]} (29)

|dT+""'O exp(3( T - Tr,j)]s(p,T) = srej +

{erp[-x(p - pe,f) - 1]} (30)

It should be noted that the latent heat of melting and the entropy of
melting should be included in equations (21) and (22)if the fuel temperature
is above melting point.

'The values of the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient d and the
isothermal coefficient of compressibility x for solid Al O3 were taken to be2

5.0 x 10-5 K-1 and 2.8 x 10-12 Pa-l' respectively. [9]. However, these
parameters are not available for liquid Al O3 Therefore, the same values2

were used for solid and liquid Al O3. The form of the specific heat equation2

for solid and liquid Al O3 as a function of temperature [10] was taken to be2

T + d.10 T-2 (31)2 5

e (T) = a + b.10-3T + c.10-8p

,

For solid Al O , a = 1212.1, b = 68.98 x 10-3. c = 0, and d = -5.31 x2 3
10 . For liquid Al O3, a = 1887.64, b = 0, c = 0, d = 0.7

2
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Abstract

An attempt to muncrically simulate the proccus of the vapor explosion with a
general nmiti-component and multi-dimension code is being cimllenged. Because
of the rapid change of the flow fic!d and extremely nonunifonn distribution of the
components in the system of the vapor explosion,- the numerical divergence and
diffusion are subject to occur casily. A dispersed component model and a multi-
region scheme, by which these difficulties can be effectively overcome, were proposed.
The simulations have been performed for the processes of the premixing and the
fragmentation propagation in the vapor explosion.

1 Introduction
The vapor explosion caused by the contact of hot molten metal liquid with low boil-
ing temperature cohl liquid is important for safety problems in the nuclear industries.
The phenomenon of the vapor explosion is an acutely changing process with very high
speed heat and mass transfer. There are serious nonuniformity and changeability for the
physical variables both in space and time. The divergence and' numerical diffusion are
the biggest difficulties in the simulations of such a kind of problems, especially in those
multi-dimensional simulations. By now, only limited number of successful simulations
for the phenomenon, especially after the stage of the premixing, with multi-dimensional
codes'were published [1]. However, the system of a vapor explosion is a multi-component
system. Desides the continuous phase of coolant and the input component of high temper-
ature melt drop, some news components, such as vapor and fine melt fragments, will be
produced in the process, whose distributions are strongly dependent on the distribution
of the melt drops. Aloreover, the coherent fragmentation is also dependent on the sites of
melt drops. Therefore, for the system with non uniformly sparsely dispersed melt drops,
the high-dimensional simulations are highly desired.

The authors are making an effort to simulate the whole process of a small scale vapor
explosion with a umlti-dimensional , multi-component and multi-fiehl thermalhydaulic

,

code . A general purpose code named CHAAIPAGNE which was developed by Alorii,T
p) was employed in the simulation. To avoid the divergence and numerical diffusion,
some models and computing schemes used in the code were modified, hence the code is
renamed as CHAAIP/VE. Combining with the constitutive relationships associated with
the physical processes in the vapor explosion, up to now, we have successfully simulated
the premixing and fragmentation stages in the simple vapor explosion problems. The

i detailed modeling and some results can be found in another paper p]. In this paper,
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only the numerical treatments for this special problem will be discussed. One of the main
improvement is the use of dispersed component model and the multi-region scheme.

Some simple metal drop pouring processes were taken as the sampling siumlation
-

cases. In these cases, the metal drops are poured continuously or discontinuously into a
;

container full of quiet coolant. With the penetration of the hot metal drops. the coolant
.

i

nearby the drops evaporizes and forms a vapor fihn covering the drops. Under certain
triggering conditions, the metal drops break into fragments and the fihn changes into
vapor bubbles. In this ideal system, metal drops ami the ploducts, such as vapor film,
bubbles and fragments, are considered as the dispersed components, which justifies the
adoption of a dispersed component model in the calculation. !

Usually, in Eulerian multi-component codes, it is assumed that each component con-
tinuously distributed throughout the calculation zone. Therefore. at least, a infinitesimal
fraction of components have to be assumed even in place where it does not actually exist.i

This assumption will bring out the numerical diffusion, especially for the components withj

' lower vohnne fraction. In the small scale vapor explosion system. the vohnne fraction of
|the hot metal drops is very small and cannot spread over the whole system even by the!

cud time of the calculation. But. due to the extremely large temperature difference with
: the coolant, this small fraction of metal does lead to strong transfers in components and

>

'

changes in varions physical parameters. Therefore, it is very important to correctly deter-i

mine the distribution of . is component. The munerical diffusion leads to the additional
interactions where the metal drops do not exist. and on the contrary, reduces interac-

t

|tions where they really exist. In order to get tid of the effect of numerical diffusion, a
multi-region scheme was developed in this paper.

The above two numerical methods used in the calculation will be discussed below.

2 The Numerical Treatments

2.1 Dispersed Component Model
,

,

e The flow Pattern !

In the nmiti-component CHAllPAGNE code, each component is consideied as a con-
:

tinuously distributed fluid. Under this assumption, the fundamental conservation equa-
tions of mass, momentum and energy for continuous fluid are solved for each component [

'

individually. The interactions between components are treated as the source terms in
each equation. Thus, these equations can be written in a general form as below:

t
0 0 0 04g ) + St., (1)

'

-(atpt 4) + 0.cj (o tvt utph ) = D.rj( Ata t D.rj4
Oi

,

!

where k is the index for the components. a is'the vohnne fraction. 4> represents the main .

;

physical quantities, i.e. I for mass , velocity n; for momentmn and energy e for energy *

conservation equations. A is the diffusion efficient, i.e. O for mass, p for momentum
and k/C for energy equations. S is' the source term. referring to _ mass generation iny
mass equation, pressure gradient, gravitation and interfacial forces between coluponents
in momentum equation, energy exchange between components in enelgy equations.

1

;
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By applying these equations on the fluid components, each component is contimmusly
distributed without any separation by other components. The existence of other com-
ponents only take effects on sources amt flow areas. The convection and diffusion are
transformed inside each component itself.

Physically, this assumption for contiimously distrilmted finid is not reasonable for the
discontinuity among components, especially for those existing in forms of particles, such
as drops, bubbles or solid spheres. Because there are no exchanges (such as mass transfer,
momentum or energy diffusion) between the separate particles, if the vohnne scale of each
particle is smaller than that of a computational grid, there is also no diffusion between
grid and grid. For example, because the conductivity of the melt is very large, if the
continuously distributed fluid assmuption is used, the conduction inside the melt will
lead the temperature to become uniform in a very shoit time period, which will make
some unexpected results such as the additional evaporization near the melt with lower
temperature or the lack of the vapor near the melts with high temperature.

To cut the direct relationship between the particles of the same component, it is
best to use the discontinuous models. Although all the discontinuous components in this I

discussing system are liquids, we take these components as solid particles except that the
vohime changes with the time. Therefore, the fundamental equations for the discontinuous
components take the particle forms ;

Mass Equations
Optli. D

+ M] #' "'d = #'Dt
4

Momentmn Equations

D 011p
g(lipt uu) + D (lipinijuu) = g - l i pigs + Fg+S, (3)f

Energy Equations

D
g(lipico) + gD (liprutjeu) = Gyt + +f, (4)

k,q = c. d. J,b,

where,11 is the particle volume of component k. Here, the diffusion terms are not
included in the equations for the particles which are smaller than the grids, i.e, the
temperature and velocity are unity inside a particle.

e Iteration Algorithm

In the CHAMPAGNE code, the iteration scheme so-called IPSA algorithm is em-
ployed, which is developed from the single phase iteration scheme of SIMPLE, to solve
the fundamental equations. One of the emphasis of the scheme is that the pressure is
computed from a so-called pressure modification equation which comes from substituting
the inomentuni equation into the Inass c(plation. In the luulti-componental system, the
total nlass is the sum of each component and the local pressure is same for each compo-
nent. Therefore, in the IPSA method, the pressure modification equation is derived by I

substituting the momentum equation of each component into the total mass equation. In !

!
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the concept of continuously distributed fluid, this treatment has no problem. But for the
dispersed components,if the size of each particle is small cuongh, the direct contribution,

'

to the pressure field is small The use of the total mass equation for the pressure modifica-
|

tion equation will cause numerical divergence easi_ly. For this sake, only the mass equation
of continuously distributed components is used for the pressure modification equation in
the newly developed CHAMP /VE code.

,

By using equations (2) - (4) for the dispersed components and equation (1) for the
continuous component as well as the above pressure iteration algorithm, munerical di-
vergence can be effectively avoided. This treatment is called the dispersed component

I model. 4

| 2.2 Multi-region Scheme ;

4

e The Distribution of Components
,

'

1

Let's consider the distribution of components in a system of the vapor explosion.1 '

According to distribution of each component in the system, we can divide the system into4

several regions. In the system of pouring case of a vapor explosion, the regions can be:!

(1) single component region (only the single coolant exists), (2) four components mixture'

region ( with melt drops, vapor fibus, bubbles and coolant) and (3) five components
mixture region (includes additional fragments ). At least, a single component region and

,

a mixture region can be roughly classified. Figure 1 shows the conceptual map of the
;

I regions in a pouring vapor explosion system. ;

As had been mentioned before, in many umlti-components code, it is assumed that
;

each component is distributed over all the computed regime, so that some unnecessary ,

calculations on regions without the distribution of components have to be performed .
This kind of treatment is apt to induce numerical diffusion.

In face,it is not necessary to do the calculation for the components on the non-existing

region. Following this point of view, we use a nmiti-region method in our simulation. The
calculation regime consists of two regions: a single component region and a mixture region.
Thus, each component is computed only in the region where it does exactly exist.

e The Boundary Tracking Technique
i

Since the dispersed components are particles with certain diameters, it is not a diffusion
problem for concentration . The mixture region can be identified by the appearance of !

the dispersed components. Therefore, the location of the mixture region boundary (or
>

called region surface) is decided by the motion of the particle on the front of the mixture
region. The motion equation of a particles with the Lagrange method can be expressed
as:

d D11p p)
y(ligt.ua) = gr; - P pig + { 6,4 + 4t

9

Then, the location of the particles is decided by both the magnitude and direction of
,

the velocity,
dl- = Vt. (G)

. dt

I
;
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; The stuface location is deterniined by the farthut location of the particle away froni
| the inixture region. The explicit differcutial forin of the above equation is used.
; The principle of the idea is siinple, lait the difficulty is the deterniination of the region

surface cells which is needed in the nuinerical differential equations. In our niodel, we (
define' two kinds of cells: the original fixed cells which are the sanic as the usual cells
as if there is only one region aiul the surface inoving cells which appear only on the
boundary of the inixture region. The continuous coinponent is coniputed on the fixed a

cells while the dispersed coniponents on a hybrid of the two kinds of cells. Figure 2 shows f

nuinerical treatnient for the developinent of the mixture region boundary. The size on the i

boundary side of a surface cell is the length of the straight line of the boundary through
the fixed cell, as shown in the figure. The solid dots represent the side points of the
surface cells at some time instant. After a time step, the particles on these points reach '

'to new sites which are expressed as the empty dots in the figure. Connecting the two
new sites reached by the particles on the both side of the ohl surface cell with straight
line, the points of intersection with the original fixed cell are selected as the candidate
locations of the new surface cell points. Comparing all the new candidate locations of i

cach dispersed component, the farthest location from the mixture region is selected as '

the new boundary of the mixture region. A modifying of this new boundary then must
be made after checking if there is any particles inside the region going out of the new
determined region. The parameters in those new surface cell points have the values of -

linear interpolation of the values on the okl surface cell points.

;

3 Calculations and Results
i

3.1 Cases for Validation
Some simple cases were used to verify the usefulness of the multi-region treatment. The
calculations were performed by assmning that some melt at a given inlet velocity and a
vohnne fraction were pouring into a pool full of coolant. Figure 3 to 5 show the results of
comparison between the uniform region scheme amt the umlti-region scheme both of one
dimensional and two dimensional cases. The calculation region was divided into 20 cells i

for one dimension and 5 cells in the radial direction and 17 cells in the vertical direction
for two dimension. In two dimension cases, the pouring area is within 2 cells near the
center line of the pool and the results shown were obtained at the center line.

Figure 3 and 4 were obtained by ignoring heat transfer and all forecs, such as drag,
gravitation and the pressure gradient. In theory, the velocity and the void fraction should
keep constants inside the mixture region, but the uniform region scheme induces the
muncrical diffusion significantly on the cells near the boundary of the mixture region .
All the parmneters calculated will be diffused, which make the value become lower than the
real value as shown in the figure at the boundary of the mixture region. But the decrease
of the velocity will induce mass acemnulation, which can compensate for deficit caused
by the numerical diffusion. As a result, the obtained value of vohune faction is dependent
on the overall effects both of the umnerical diffusion and of the mass accunmlation. If
the effect of the former is larger than the latter, the vohnne faction will be less than the
real vahre. as shown in figure Sa. Otherwise, it will be larger than the real value, which

-is quite evident at the cells near of the boundary as shown in figure 4a. The results in
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figure 3b and -Id show that the imilti-region scheme can avoid the umnerical diffusion
on the boundary of the mixture region and therefore the mass acemmilation can also be
reasonably avoided.

The muncrical diffusion is more significant on the conditions oflower inlet velocities.
Fig. 5 and G show the lesults for melt falling only under the gravity with the inlet velocities
of 3.0 ms- and 0.3 ms-'. In higher inlet velocity cases, the immerical diffusion can be
effectively compensated by the mass accunnilation, so that the results obtained from the
uniform region scheme is close to the results fmm the multi-region scheme. But at lower
inlet velocity, the reduction of the volume fraction is evident. However, we can not judge
that the larger the inlet velocity is, the more effective the compensation is, because at ,

inuch higher velocity, the arcunnilation will become dominating. |
From these simple examples, we have seen that the use of the uniform region treatment

will make the results far fmm the real value sometimes and it is not easy to estimate the
error caused by the nuincrical diffusion. The crior will bring large indeterminateness to
distribittion of variables because of the large transfers between components. We can then

say that the treatment of the umlti-region is necessary.

3.2 Cases of the Vapor Explosions

Two kinds of melt drop inlet conditions were considered for the calculations of the vapor
explosions. One is the continuous melt drop pouring case and the other is the two or more
group drop falling down at different instants. The components in the system inchide
four dispersed components (melt drops, fragments, vapor fibus and bubbles) and one
continuous component (coolant). The fragments are produced from the fragmentation of
the inelt drops and the vapor bubbles weie assmned to be transformed from the vapor
films collapsing when the fragmentation takes place. Each of the dispersed components
has an estimated initial diameter and conhl be changed with the mass transfer but keep
the total munber unchanged once they are produced.

For the vapor fihn was supposed to be around the melt drop before the drop fragments,
the velocity of the vapor fihn was taken to have the value of the melt drop. The heat
transfer between melt, vapor film and coolant was assumed to be by a combination of i

stable fihn boiling and radiation before the fragmentation.
The fragmentation theories both based on the hydrodynamic and thermal fragmenta-

tion were taken into account. The first model was used in the case of continuous pouring
indet condition. and the second model was used in the two or inore groups of melt drops

falling cases to investigate the behavior of the spontaneous fragmentation propagation. '

The inlet of the pool was treated as a free surface, which could rise with the increasing
of the whole vohune as the melt progressed and the vapor generated.

The dispersed model was employed in both of the inlet conditions while the multi-
region scheme was used only on the continuous pouring case.

The calculated two-dimensional zone has a width of 370 nun and a height of 600 nun.

The melt inlet icgion has a width of 150 unn. The inlet volume fraction and diameter
of incit were taken as 0.002 and Gmm, together with the inlet velocity of 5.0 ms- The

mesh is taken v 10 x 20.
The calculations was performed using a finite difference grid with 10 cells in radial

direction and 20 cells in the vertical direction. The time step was adjustable and the
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inaxinunn was 1 x 10-%.
Because this paper is focus on _the discussion of the munerical treatments used in the

calculations of a vapor explosion, only the results of a test calculation for a continuous
pouring case in the stage of fragmentation is shown here. The fragmentation is assumed to
take place from the beginning of pouring. The fragmentation was based on the difference
of the velocities [3][-1]. Figure 7 to 9 show the contours of vohune fraction of melt, vapor
and fragmentation in a case of a vapor explosion. The development of the mixture region
boundary can also be clearly shown in the figures.

4 Conclusion

The authors are trying to simulate the process of a vapor explosion by using a general
multi-dimensional, nmiti-component and nmiti-fiehl thermal-hydraulic code. To avoid
or control the munerical divergence and diffusion, some numerical treatments have been
developed. Up to now, two stages of premixing and fragmentation propagation have becu
calculated [5]. Because there is still some unsolved problems left on the applications for
the simulation of the process of a vapor explosion, such as the triggering model does still
not included into the code to date, the comparison with the experimental data has not
been done. It is the next arm for the authors.

Nomenclature
English Symbols

c energy Greek Symbols
F force per nuit vohunc a,f vohune fraction
g gravitation P mass generation
p pressure <F Physcal variables

Q heat source
u velocity Subscript
V Vohune of a particle 6. c, d bubble, coolant, drop
S source /. r fragment, vapor
t time
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Thermal-Hydraulic Behaviors of Vapor-Liquid Interface
due to Arrival of a Pressure Wave
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Abstract

In the vapor explosion, a pressure wave (shock wave) plays a fundamental role for triggering,
propagation and enhancement of the explosion. Energy of the explosion is related to the
magnitude of heat transfer rate from hot liquid to cold volatile one. This is related to an
increasing rate ofinterface area and to an amount of transient heat flux between the liquids.
In this study, the characteristics of transient heat transfer and behaviors of vapor film both on the
platinum tube and on the hot melt tin drop, under same boundary conditions have been
investigated. It is considered that there exists a fundamental mechanism of the explosion in the
initial expanrion process of the hot liquid drop immediately after arrival of pressure wave. The
growth rate of the vapor film is much faster on the hot liquid than that on the solid surface. Two
kinds of roughness were observed , one due to the Taylor instability, by rapid growth of the
explosion bubble, and another, nucleation sites were observed at the vapor-liquid interface. Based
on detailed observation of early stage interface behaviors after arrival of a pressure wave, the
thermal fragmentation mechanism is proposed.

1

l

I. Introduction
1

In the vapor explosion which is occasionally caused in liquid liquid system with a big '

temperature difference, a pressure wave (shock wave) plays a fundamental roles for the
triggering, propagation and enhancement of the vapor explosion. Energy of explosion depends
upon the high heat flow from hot liquid to cold volatile liquid, which is related to an increasing
rate of the interface area and to an amount of transient heat flux between the liquids As a i

result of sudden transient heat flux between liquids and the phase change, intensive flow is j
induced with a pressure wave. The vapor explosion region is expanded as the pressure wave is I

propagated.
Many studies for the vapor explosion of single drop have been done to date. The roles of

the single drop test were to simplify complex phenomena of vapor explosion and to investigate
their mechanisms and the fundamental criteria which caused explosions. Especially, single drop
test triggered by a pressure pulse was important as a local simulation oflarge scale explosion in
the coarse mixture.

Observation of single drop vapor explosion under a pressure pulse is represented by
Nelson's experiment [1]. Ile observed the pressure triggered explosion of an iron oxide
drop ,which is melted by a laser in the air and dropped in the pool water by a high speed movie.

Fundamental aspects of vapor explosion are the mechanisms to produce big and highly
transient heat flow which is enough to support energy of explosion. Fragmentation and mixing of
both liquids at an arrival of a pressure wave have been believed to be the main mechanisms to

I
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produce such transient heat flow between liquids. As for single drop explosion triggered by a
pressure pulse, the thermal induced fragmentation becomes more important than the
hydrodynamic one, because transient high flow can not be expected there.

It is well known by theoretical analysis of Plesset & Chapman [2], and the experimental
verification [3], that when a cavitation bubble is collapsed near wall region, a liquid microjet is
formed at the interface.

Buchanan [4] proposed the microjet penetration model followed to the cavitation
theory. He thought that when a bubble shaped vapor film formed around a hot drop is collapsed,
similar micro jets are generated around the drop. When the liquid microjet penetrates into the
hot metal, the top is reformed like top of mushroom and disintegrated into fine particles by the
shear between fluids. He thought two kinds of vapor generation processes from the trapped fine
particles, one is normal heat transfer and the other, the homogeneous nucleation. However, it is
pointed out for this model whether bubbly configuration can be formed in the vapor film around
tL' drop or not [5].

Kim & Corradini[6] proposed that the interface waves which are occurred by the Taylor
instabiDy during collapse and re growth of vapor film forms an array of microjets around the
hot drop ,when the vapor film is collapsed by arrival of a pressure wave. The micro jets are

penetrated into hot melt drop, when the inertia forces exceed the stress of the surface tension.
The penetrated liquid jet is disintegrated into fine fragments by shear force and then remains in
some depth. When the fine particles are heated and evaporated in the hot metal, a part of hot
metal covering the fine particles are blown off. One good points of the model is that the
fragmentation mass rate can be derived from the model. For this model , there are some doubts

that whether the micro jet can be formed or not, when the wavy interface is collapsed and
whether the micro jet ( when it can be formed) can be penetrated into the hot drop.

One of authors previously. analyzed the dynamics of vapor film under a pressure
wavel7] and found that the high pressure was generated when thickness of the vapor film

Authors verified analytically in the previous report [8] that there werebecame less than 50 m.
enough time to develop the Taylor instability at the both interfaces ofliquid and melt drop before
the vapor film collapses and proposed the single drop explosion model. Diameter of fragmented
droplet was derived from the wave length of the maximum growth rate of the instability.

Ochiai & Bankoff [9] proposed "the splash theory". Because initial vapor film is wavy,
collapse of vapor film does not occur coherently but limited in the local area on the drop. When
vapor film collapses locally and liquid liquid direct contact is realized, the liquid interface is
pushed away by high vapor pressure explosively generated by the spontaneous nucleation and i

then on the contrary, a part of the perimeter falls back to the interface and liquid-liquid direct |

contact occurs there. In this way, the interaction region propagates over peripherally around the
drop.

Ciccarelli [10] tried to observe single drop explosion process by using X ray spot camera
matching with a high speed movie camera and found that when a large bubble including the hot
drop was growing , surface of the hot drop became unstable and formed several spikes. From the
top of the spikes, fine particles dispersed. They thought that the local high impact pressures
around the hot drop squeezed the melt metal at low pressure locations and formed the interface
unstable like a spike. They verified that a pair of pressure pulses generated by two exploding
wires which are attached near water melt metal interface, caused the similar type interface f
instability,

Nelson et.al.[11] investigated photographical ly mechanism of the fragmentation process
for the pressure triggered single drop explosion. They found that a melt drop expand rapidly
after the collapse of vapor film (Stage 4 in the paper) and thought that this expansion was caused
by the entrapped water. They supposed that the en trapping had occurred by micro jets
penetration, when the cavitation bubbles generated around thi hot drop or the interface waves
which are generated by the Taylor instability, were collapsed. hough this was a very important i

evidence for the explosion, they did not continue further investigation. For the vapor explosion it

1
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is considered that the initial growth process of vapor film around a hot metal plays a fundamental
mechanism for the single drop explosion.

In this study,
1) Relation between the transient heat transfer rate and the behavior of vapor film

around the Joule heated platinum tube is investigated as a typical example for behaviors of vapor
film under a pressure pulse.

2) Transient behaviors of vapor liquid surface both on melt tin drop and on platinum
tube are observed in the same coolant condition especially to investigate initial stage of
fragmentation and explosion.. A high speed image converter camera was used to observe such
high transient behaviors.

3) The thermal induced fragmentation mechanism is discussed following to the transient
behaviors of the vapor film around the hot metal drop.

IL Experimental device

An experimental device for measurement of the transient heat transfer and for
observation of the single drop explosion is shown in Fig.1. Liquid heated up in a storage tank
enters and rises up through the test section for two-dimensions observation and flows back again
into the storage tank. Flow speed of circulated water was kept less than Sem/s in the test section.
Pressure pulse is generated by hitting of a metal plate which is installed at the bottom end of the
test section. A piston derived by gas pressure is used to hit the plate. The pressure pulse is
controlled by adjusting the impact velocity of the piston driven by the gas pressure.

As described Fig.2, the test section has a pair of windows at 30mm wide and 130mm
long ,which are made of quartz or resin plates of approximately 20mm in thickness. The cross
section of the test channel is rectangular of 50mmx4mm. A pair of piezo type pressure
transducers are installed at the side wall of 30mm upper and bottom from the center.

In the case of transient film boiling on the solid surface . platinum tube of 2.3mm
outer diameter and 15mm long is installed horizontally at the center of the test section and is
heated by
controlled DC power source. Two platinum wires of 0.lmm dia. are welded at the distance of 4mm
in the center region of the tube to measure wall temperature to detect the resistance change by
the Kervin Bridge method. And transient heat flux q.(t). is obtained by the Joule heating and
the wall temperature change as follows.

qw(t) = 1(t)V(t)/(tr dmlm) + p mCpm 6 mdTm(t)/dt (1)

where, I and V are current and voltage drop in the measured part of the Pt tube which has
diameter dm. and length im ,between measurement taps respectively. O m. Com.6 m and Tm
denote density, specific heat, thickness and temperature of the Pt tube.

On the other hand, for the injection test of single metal drop, a drop machine which is
composed of a piston with drive controller is attached on the top part of the test section. The
machine is designed so as to heat 1-2cc of metal lump up to 700*C and to drop automatically into
liquid of the *est section. Through upper part of the observation window, a laser beam is
projected and when the signal liquid drop crosses the beams, the driving piston for pressure pulse
is actuated. Iligh speed photographs were taken by a image converter camera of NAK Corporation,
which is able to take max. 20 million frame per second. To get good timing of the drop test, the
camera is started by the triggering signal from P1 pressure transducer which is attached at the
side wall of 30mm upstream region. The traveling time of a pressure wave is 20-30 u s over the
distance from location of a piezo pressure transducer (P1) to the test drop position which is
approximately 30mm. Then the first photograph starts 20-30 a s in advance of pressure wave
arriving.
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III. Experiment results

1. Transient behaviors of vapor film and heat transfer on platinum tube

Behaviors of the vapor film, the temperra ao and the heat flux on the Pt tube wall at
arrival of a pressure wave are shown in Fig.3. It was observed that the wall temperature rises at
first at the arrival of pressure wave and then drops sharply. This temperature rise is
considered to be a result of transient compression of vapor near the wall. For the successive j

photographs, existence and behaviors of the vapor film on the Pt tube can be discriminated by the |

reflection of light from interface of vapor liquid or solid wall. The vapor film looks collapse at i

about 120 u s afte- arrival of pressure wave. During this period, transient heat 11ux keeps higher
<

value. Then, the ring shape winkles of the vapor film are formed around the tube. In the
experimental condition, the peak of heat flux occurs at about 120 a s which corresponds to
minimum thickness of the vapor film. In a photograph, the growth rate of the vapor film on the

platinum is slow. The thickness of the film is kept thin until around Ims.
Time histories of wall temperature and heat flux in the various initial wall temperature

are shown in Fig. 4. When the initial wall tempera ture increases higher than 300 *C, the peak
heat flux becomes smaller. This means the vapor film becomes thicker and harder to collapse
when the wall temperature increased.The bold line in the Fig.4-(b) indicates the corresponding
numeri-cal results using the analysis which was developed in the previous report [7].

The analytical results for the transient temperature behaviors almost coincide with the
experimental ones. The behaviors of other parameters, heat flux at vapor metal interface: qw,
heat flux at vapor-liquid interface: gl, pressure in the vapor film: Pg and thickness of the film: x
are indicated in the Fig.5 respectively. Then, in the following investigations, the findings from the
analytical results were considered.

2. Vapor film behaviors around the hot tin drop and its fragmentation

Figure G shows the successive photographs around the hot tin drop when 2 gr of tin at
500*C is dropped into subcooled water of 20K. Photographs (a) to (c) are observed at high speeds
corresponding to 20,000 f/s 50.000 f/s and 10,000 f/s respectively. Because of a distance of
30mm from the drop to side wall, significant pressure pulse by the explosion was not measured
clearly, llowever, the explosion had taken place.

Behaviors of vapor-liquid interface around melt drop after arrival of a pressure wave are
summarized in Fig. 7, that is.
O When vapor film around melt drop collapses, reflection of light from vapor-water interface is
extinct and changes dark. :120-140 u s
@ Many white speckles which are considered vapor sites dimly appear in the next photograph of
20 u s later. :140-160 u s
@ Vapor-liquid interface around the melt drop begins to grow. :180-200 u s
@ Three dimensional wave with the length less than 1 mm is observed in the vapor liquid
interface. :500-900 u s
@ The bumpy interface with bubbly like spots appears at the interface and grow with
time. :700 u s-3 ms
@ Surface of metal drop is disturbed like hempyarn and fragmentation is promoted.

:700 u s-3 ms
The initial growth rate in @ looks umform around the drop and is not affected by the
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directions of pressure wave propagation and gravity force. Interfacial wave observed in @ is
thought to be the Taylor instability developed by rapid increase of the pressure in the vapor
layer. A bumpy interface observed at @ is formed by evaporation sites including fragmented
particles which are dispersed but remained near the interface.

Itadial changes of the vapor liquid interfaces in the vertical direction both on Pt tube and
on melt tin drop are examined in the Fig. 8. In the case of the melt tin drop, sudden growth is
started at around 200 u s. The radial growth rate is about 20m/s, that is dII/dt=20m/s. On the
other hand, the growth rate on the Pt surface retrains at small value over the same period.

IV. Thermal fragmentation mechanism and discussions.

Itelated to above observations of the transient vapor film , two fundamental aspects
related to the vapor explosion would be pointed out,

a) Many white speckles which means the spontaneous nucleation sites are observed in
the short time less than 20 a s rir;bt after collapse of vapor film.

b) The growth cf the melt tin drop starts in the early stage of 60-80 s after the collapse
of vapor film. The grawth raie is extremely fast compared to growth rate of vapor film on the
platinum tube.

These behavcors in the starting period of vapor explosion include some of fundamental
mecha nism of the explosion. The distance from the tin drop to upper free surface is
approximately 7.5 cm and then round traveling time of a shock wave in the liquid is estimated
about 110 a s. This value corresponds to the acoustic constrain time in this test section. However,
it is too long compared with the nucleation time of 20 u s observed in this experiment.
Accordingly, it is thought that the acoustic constraint for start of vapor generation is not
workable.

As for b). two cases are censidered, one is the melt tin drop itself expands and the other is
the vapor film around the drop grows very fast, because high speed photograph can only get the
behaviors of the vapor-liquid interface. The vapor film can save superheat energy both in the
vapor layer and in the thermal boundary layer of the liquid during its collapsing phase by the
elevated pressure and can release them to the vapor film in the growth phase. Ilowever, these
situations are the same as those of the vapor film on the Pt tube. Then, other mechanism to
promote rapid vapor generation must be sought.

As one of the mechanism where the expansion occurs inside the melt tin, it is considered
that when vapor film around a drop collapses by pressure wave, impact shocks locally generated
on the interface attack into inside of the drop and reflect one another there, minus pressure is
caused there. Then the drop disintegrates itself internally by cavitation. However, it is not
realistic because a large negative preuure is needed to promote cavitation inside the metal.[5]
Further, if we see the fact that the second explosion is generally more violent than the first one [1],
this must be the fragmentation mechanism where an UN interacted mass of the drop is
remaining therein. Then the cavitation induced fragmen tation is not suitable.

There are several plausible fragmentation mechanisms as described in the introduction.
When mechanisms of fragmentation at arrival of the pressure wave are discussed, it is important
to give considerations for the propriety on scales of space and time. About micro jets which is
generated at collapsing ofinitial wavy interface, the formation of bumpy holes of mm order size
was not observed by high speed photographs on the surface of metal at the time of collapsing, but
the surface was found rather smooth. Further, the significant wave motion of vapor film is
observed on upper part of melt drop but the interface on bottom side part is found to be flat and
smooth. The growth rate of the melt drop in the initial period is observed to be uniform in all
directions. Initial wave motion of several mm order around the drop is too coarse to explain the
uniform growth. More fine mechanism is needed to explain initial phase of the explosion.

It was found experimentally by Ciccarelli[10] that the instability wave on the hot drop
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observed by the X ray. photograph io quite similar to that observed at the water liquid metal
interface with two artificial pressure spots. However, as the growth time of the instability is of
order of ms, this looks too long to explain the initial growth of the drop surface which is of100 a s
order. Therefore, it is needed to find more fine structure interface instability.

According to the previous analysis [8] of transient vapor film at arrival of a pressure
between the minimum vapor film thickness and the vapor pressure on thewave, the relations These relations are not changed

platinum tube are indicated in Fig. 9 in the various conditions.
for the vapor film on the melt tin drop. When vapor film thickness become less than 10 a m,
pressure in the film reaches more than 10MPa. The generated pressure creates large acceleration
from vapor toward the liquid. Then the Taylor instability takes place at the vapor liquid
interface .

The acceleration a, at the vapor liquid inter face around the drop of which radius is Rm
and the most unstable wave length A*, are described as,

(2)a=(Pv-P.) / (p JRm )

and

(3)A*=(2/3)sn tr(a(01- p v) /a) tm

where Rm. ,P,, P. and o are the radius of the drop, the vapor pressure , pressure where is
enough apart from the drop and surface tension respectively.

The growth rate of the Taylor instability is proportional to e a*(*. where n* is described

as,

n*= [ (2/3) an{( p 1- p v) a } an { ( p i+ p y), o} in] in (4)

From Eq.(3), when Rm is equal to 1.5mm, relations among A*, (Pvp- P.) and growth
time t*, which is the time that instability grows to e a*** times larger than the initial value, are

indicated in the Fig.10.
From Fig.10, A* and t* are estimated at e a*** = 100 respectively,

A * = 100 u m, t* = 20 a s at Pv = IMPa
and

A* = 40 u m, t * = 5 s at Pv = 10MPa

and it can be considered that size of fragmented particle is of the order of A*, In this
conditions , time to grow up to 100 times of initial disturbance is about 5 a s . It is verified that
the growth time of the Taylor instability is less than the collapse time [8]. Based on above
considerations, the mecha nism of vapor fluid interface described in the Fig.11 is proposed.

Stage 1:((D-@ in Fig.11)
When the vapor film begins to collapse under the pressure wave of several atmosphere

and as the thickness decreases to around 50 u m, the vapor pressure exceeds the pressure wave.
In this period, the wave motion at the vapor liquid interface is kept at the same configuration as
the initial one which wave length is several mm. However, when the vapor film decreases to less
than 10 a m, the vapor film pressure goes up to more than 10MPa and the Taylor instability
grows up rapidly at the vapor liquid interface.The wave developed by the Taylor instability would
be fine. The wave length is estimated about 10 to 50 a m which is less than 1 order smaller than
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initial wave length.

The interfacial waves around the drop might be developed to the non linear ones with the
sharp crests. The vapor film locally collapses keeping the same configuration. Then, the sharp
crests thrust or penetrate into the hot melt drop. Impact velocity of the interface becomes around
10m/s when the drop radius is 2mm and the vapor layer thickness is 0.3mm under pressure wave
of 1MPa.

The initial liquid liquid contacts take place in supercritical state. when the interface
temper ature is higher than the critical temperature of the liquid. When the impact pressure
leaves from interface, vapor is generated by the homogeneous nucleation. Or it is generated by
the sponta neous nucleation when thc interface temperature is between the critical tempera:ure
and the spontaneous one respectively, That is, vapor is generated immediately after collapse in
both cases and liquid liquid contact be realized from the wave crests by the homogeneous or the

-

spontaneous nucleation. Increase of heating surface area with fine wave structure conducts to
rapid evaporation to support the growth of the initial period around the drop. The white many

,

j speckles observed at @ in the Fig.7 are the vaporization sites of the fine microjet spots.

i Stage 2:(@-@ in Fig.11)
! The impact of vapor film occurs locally, because the initial vapor film thickness before
!

the collapse are locally difference. When the initial collapses of vapor film occurred at several
locations around the drop, the pressure spots are transiently generated there. As pointed out by
Ciccarelli, these pressure spots work to squeeze the melt drop and to bring up interfaces staying
under lower pressures around them. However, the pressures around the high pressure spots
gradually start to increase in this period and liquid inertia force increase toward the melt drop
simultaneously. Then, even if local large peak pressures would be generated, the instability of
drop surface would be suppressed in this period. We can see these situations from high speed,

photographs in Fig.6-(a) where the coarse surface roughness are not observed during a hundred1

I microsecond ,unttl almost all surface around the melt drop is collapsed.
On the other hand , in the later period of the localimpacts which correspond to impacts

j at initial thicker film positions, local pressures of earlier period impact place are rapidly'

decreased by the reflection and expansion of vapor film there and the local inertia forces are"

directed toward liquid from vapor. In this period (several hundred micro second after the
collapse), local peak pressures would be able to squeeze the low pressure interfaces, and further
cause the local swell surface there. From crests of the " squeezed waves" of melt drop, finea

particles with high temperature break spray and fly through the vapor layer.

| Stage 3:(@-@ in Fig.11)
| As described in the previous report [8], the fine particles fly and disperse through the'

vapor layer which has already grown around the hot melt drop. They attack and penetrate the
vapor liquid interface of the large explosion bubble. Ilowever, the stopping distance of these fine

{ particles with vapor film would be small. Then they stay near the interface region and keep to
; supply the vapor to the large bubble. The bubbly like spots at the interface which were described
4

at @ of previous section is occurred by these particles near interface.

Recently, transient two-dimensional analysis for behaviors of the interfacial region
between water and tin drip was done by the CIP numerical scheme . In the numerical results ,
water micro jet could not penetrated into the tin surface . When the micro jet attacked on the
tin surface , the top of the micro jet was spread out like a cap of mushroom. Instead, the small3

perturbation waves were observed on the contact in.crface region of the top.

|
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V. Conclusions

Transient behr viors of vapor films both on the platinum tube and on the melted tin drop
From

at arrival of a pressure wave were observed by the high speed image converter camera.the following
the detailed investigations of the observation results and the previous analysis,

con-conclusions are deduced.
1.The peak transient heat flux on the platinum tube under pressure pulse

decreases

when wall temperature becomes higher than 300*C.
2. Behaviors of vapor film in collapsing period on the tin drop under a pressure pulse

looks the same as one on the platinum tube. However, the growth rate of the vapor liquid
interface on the tin drop is much higher than that on the platinum ( solid surface).

3.For the nucleation after collapse of vapor film, the acoustic constraint period is not
plausible and a cloud of white spot which is considered a cloud of nucleation sites are observed in
less than 20 a a after collapse.

4.In the rapid growth period of explosion bubble, two kind ofirregularities were observed
on the vapor liquid interface. One is occurred by the Taylor instability due to rapid growth of

particles which stays near the interface .
explosion bubble and another comes from hot fine 5. Behaviors and mechanism of thermal fragmentation of single hot drop at the arrival of
a pressure wave is proposed.
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BOILING CHARACTERISTICS OF DILUTE POLYMER SOLUTIONS AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF VAPOR EXPLOSIONS

K.H. Bang and M.H. Kim
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Pohang University of Science and Technology

San 31 Hyoja Dong, Pohang, S. Korea

Abstract
Quenching experiments of hot solid spheres in dilute aqueous solutions of polyethylene oxide
polymer have been conducted for the purpose ofinvestigating the physical mechanisms of the
suppression of vapor explosions in this polymer solutions. Two spheres of 22.2mm and
9.5mm-diameter were tested in the polymer solutions of various concentrations at 30"C.
Minimum film boiling temperature (ATm) in this highly-subcooled liquid rapidly decreased
from over 700"C for pure water to about 150*C as the polymer concentration was increased up
to 300 ppm for 22.2mm sphere, and it decreased to 350"C for 9.5mm sphere. This rapid
reduction of minimum film boiling temperature in the PEO aqueous solutions can explain its
ability of the suppression of spontaneous vapor explosions. The ability of suppression of ;

vapor explosions ay dilute polyethylene oxide solutions against an extemal trigger pressure
was tested by dropping molten tin into the polymer solutions at 25'C. It was observed that in
50 ppm solutions more mass fragmented than in pure water, but produced weaker explosion
pressures. The explosion was completely suppressed in 300 ppm solutions with the external
trigger. The debris size distributions of fine fragments smaller than 0.7mm were shown almost
identical regardless of the polymer concentrations.

I

I. INTRODUCTION l

Vapor explosions, or so-called Fuel-Coolant Interactions (FCIs), are physical processes in
which very rapid energy transfer occurs between a hot liquid and a volatile, colder liquid when
the two liquids come into a sudden contact. The high heat transfer rate associated with fine
fragmentation of the liquids causes rapid vaporization of the cold liquid and the resulting high
pressure mixture expands against the low-pressure surroundings. Since this process has the
mtential of destructive mechanical energy release and high pressure load to the system,it has
)een a safety concern in severe nuclear reactor accidents as well as many industrial accidents in
metal foundries and paper mills.

While many investigators have conducted experiments and developed physical models of
vapor explosions in order to understand the physical mechanisms and to quantify the potential
hazard, a way of preventing or mitigating vapor explosions has been also sought. Long[1], for
example, reported that the explosive interactions of molten aluminum and water in aluminum

.

industry were caused by the rapid vaporization of water entrapped between the melt and
container bottom surface and suggested that a coated container surface prevent the explosive
interactions. Another way of studying the suppression of steam explosions has been the change
of the physical properties of water, in particular, viscosity and surface tension. These
properties were altered by dissolving small amount of additives such as polymers and
surfactants. A numerous studies have been reported on the effects of such additives on the
suppression of vapor explosions. The studies of surface tension effects [2-4] indicates triat
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dilute solutions of surfactants have a mitigating effect on both spontaneous and triggered vapor
explosions, but there has been no observation of complete suppression of the explosion. Also
it was reported that the surfactants increased the efficiency of explosions at certain range of
coolant temperature (~20*C)[3].

6

One of the most useful features of polymers is their ability to increase the viscosity of a
!

liquid in which they are dissolved, even at low concentrations. Also, dilute aqueous polymer
solutions have been studied for many years in the area of drag reduction in turbulent flows and
thermal systems. For this reason, many kinds of polymers have been studied for the effects of
coolant viscosity on the suppression of vapor explosions and some polymers were reported to
show the ability of suppression [5,6]. The cut-off concentration depended on the type of
polymers, as high as 240 times higher viscosity than pure water for triggered explosions of
iron oxide and water [6]. Such high viscosity seems to discourage a practical application of the
results.

Recently, Ip et al.[7] reported that the dilute aqueous solution of polyethylene oxide (PEO)
showed the ability to suppress spontaneous vapor explosions at low viscosity increase. They
conducted small-scale experiments of dropping 12g of molten tin into dilute PEO solutions and
observed that spontaneous explosions were markedly suppressed when the polymer solution
was twice viscous as pure water. This result of PEO solutions was tested again in the
large-scale experiments by Park et al.[8]. In these experiments, molten tin up to 5kg was
dropped into the polymer solutions at room temperature and no explosive event was observed
even at low viscosity increase (about two fold) and external triggering. The ability of
suppression of vapor explosions by the dilute PEO solutions seems to be a promising result for
preventing violent vapor explosions, however, the physical mechanism of the suppression
effects and the effect of external trigger on the cut-off viscosity has not been clearly identified.

In the present study, quenching experiments of hot solid spheres in dilute water solutions
of polyethylene oxide have been conducted for the purpose of investigating the physical
mechamsms of the suppression effects, and also the effect of external trigger has been tested in
small-scale experiments of dropping molten tin into the PEO aqueous solutions. This paper
reports the observations of pool boiling characteristics of the polymer solutions and the effect
of external triggering.

II. POOL BOILING EXPERIMENTS

II.A. Experimental Apparatus

The apparatus was designed for both boiling experiments of solid spheres and small-scale
vapor explosion experiments. For pool boiling experiments, the apparatus consisted mainly of
test chamber, furnace, trigger device, and the test sphere assembly. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of the experimental apparatus. The test chamber was an open-topped rectangular
construction using clear polycarbonate plates for the purpose of visual observation. The inner
dimensions of the chamber were 150mm in height and 90mm each side. The base of the
chamber was a movable circular disk sealed with an o-ring. A pressure wave was produced by
tapping this plate using a pneumatic cylinder when the effect of an external disturbance was
investigated. On a side wall of the chamber a T-type themlocouple was inserted to monitor pool
temperature and a piezoelectric pressure transducer (PCB Model 112) was flush-mounted to
measure dynamic pressure produced in transient boiling. A charge amplifier was used to
amplify the signals from the pressure transducer. The pool temperature was controlled by
circulating water through a copper coil immersed into the pool and a constant-temperature bath.
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Fig.l. Experimental Apparatus

An electric furnace was used for heating the test sphere. It was fabricated using two
half-cylinder heaters of 1.3kW capacity in total. A K-type thermocouple was inserted into the
inner space of the furnace and connected to a temperature controller to regulate the fumace
temperature at a desired temperature. The furnace was continuously purged with argon gas to
mimmize the surface oxidation of the test sphere.

The test spheres were stainless steel 304 balls and two sizes were used; 22.2mm and;

9.5mm in diameter. To measure the transient temperature of the sphere, the sphere was drilled'

to the center and a K-type thermocouple, sheathed with 3mm outer-diameter stainless steel
tube, was inserted to the center position and the sheath was welded at the sphere surface. To'

obtain fast sampling of the thermocouple signal, an electronic ice-point compensator and a-

, millivolt amplifier were placed between the thermocouple and the digital oscilloscope. The
! s,here was mounted by an air cylinder for easy and fast release from the furnace to the test
| cbamber. The release of the sphere, data acquisition trigger, and all other motions in the
'

apparatus were controlled using a set of electronic timers,
l

The polymer solutions were prepared by adding slowly the dry PEO polymer of average
molecular weight of 4x10' in powder form into distilled water in a large beaker while the water
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Fig.2. Viscosity Increase of Aqueous Solu- Fig.3. Temperature-Time Traces of 22.2mm
tions of Polyethylene Oxide Sphere in Various Polymer Concentrations

was stirred using a motor-driven stirrer at about 300 rpm. Then, the stirring was continued for
another 4 to 8 hours depending on the concentration until the polymer dissolved completely.
The viscosity of the selution was measured with a size 50 Cannon-Fenske type capillary
viscometer. Figure 2 shows the viscosity increases of the polyethylene oxide solutions at
various concentrations. In this figure, calculations of solution viscosity using the MHS
equation [10] are compared with the measured viscosity and a good agreement is observed.

II.B. Data Reduction

To obtain the sphere surface temperature from the measured temperature-time trace at the
center of the sphere, the inverse conduction problem was solved. Since for the stainless steel
sphere, the Biot number is greater (>0.1), the lumped capacity model may not be accurate
enough for the present cases. Knowing the temperature of the center of the sphere as a function
of time and the time of minimum film boiling point from the pressure signal, the surface
temperature and heat transfer coefficient were calculated by solving 1-D transient conduction
equation for the sphere with convective boundary condition [9]. The solution was obtained by
assuming constant thermophysical properties and uniform and constant heat transfer
coefficient.

II.C. Results and Discussions

Pool boiling of hot solid spheres in dilute polyethylene oxide solutions at primarily room
temperature (30*C) was investigated. In pure water at 30*C, the sphere at initially 700 C
quenched rapidly and it was obviously in nucleate boiling regime from the beginning as
confirmed also from the visual observation. Such difficulty of sustainirig stable film boiling in
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such highly subcooled water was also observed in the past work [11].

However, in the polymer solutions, the boiling behavior markedly changed. Figure 3 and
Figure 4 show the temperature-time traces of the two spheres quenched from the same initial

i

temperature of 700*C, but in the polymer solutions of various concentrations. The sphere
quenched slowly in film boiling regime and, for instance, this boiling mode lasted for 35
seconds in 300 ppm solution for 22.2mm diameter sphere. The visual observation showed
clearly the three modes of boiling; (a) stable film boiling, (b) film collapse, and (c) nucleate
boiling. Also in the polymer solutions, the collapse of vapor film around the sphere was clearly <

identified such that a big sound was heard and, at this point, a pressure peak was recorded in
the pressure transducer signal as shown in Fig.5. This pressure peak is a more accurate
indication of the minimum film boiling point than the point of the beginning of rapid
temperature decrease, which past investigators often assumed for the transition point.'

In Fig.5, the calculated temperatures at the surface and the center of the sphere are plotted
together with the measured center temperature. It shows a good agreement between the
measurement and calculation of the center temperature except the early time. This is because the
heat transfer rate was relatively higher in this early period of initial contact between the sphere
and the liquid.

From the calculated surface temperatures of the spheres, the minimum film boiling-

temperature differences (AT -Tw-T347) were obtained and shown in Fig.6 as a function of
polymer concentration. In E figure, the value for the pure water is shown together for
comparison, which was obtained from the extrapolation of the data up to 50 C of subcooling :
obtained by Dhir and Purchit[11]. For 22.2mm diameter sphere, the minimum film boiling !

'

temperature decreased rapidly from over 700"C for pure water to about 150 C as the 1
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concentration was increased up to 300 ppm, and it did not decreased further from this level
when the concentration was further increased. Such trend persisted also for 9.5mm diameter
sphere except that the reduction is smaller, down to about 350"C. This is the major unique
observation in the present study for the effect of dilute aqueous solution of polyethylene oxide
on pool boiling, and this seems to be the key mechanism in explaining the ability of vapor
explosion suppression by these polymer solunons.

The present results are, however, contrast to the results obtained by Rouai and Abdel-
Khalik{l2] in the past. They conducted similar experiments using 4.76mm and 6.38mm-diameter
brass spheres at 90 C pool temperature. Their results showed that the PEO solutions increased
minimum film boiling temperature. It is, however, noted that in these two experiments the pool
temperatures are severely different. Therefore, in order to identify the cause of the
disagreement, a series of tests using 9.5mm-diameter sphere were conducted in heated pool to
80*C and the temperature-time traces are shown in Fig.7. Again in these heated pool tests, the
sphere quenched m film boiling in the >olymer solutions much longer than in pure water. Also,
the heat transfer rates seemed to be a' most same regardless of the polymer concentration by
noting the same slopes of temperature in film boiling regime. In pure water at 80*C, the
minimum film boiling temperature difference was 440*C and it was 350*C in 300 ppm PEO
solution. For pure water, the present result is higher than the Dhir and Purohit's data of 260*C
for 19mm and 25.4mm-diameter spheres and 20*C water subcooling. For 10*C water
subcooling, Rouai and Abdel-Khalik reported 80 C of minimum film boiling temperature
difference and it is 180*C from the Dhir and Purohit's data. In these comparison, one of the
major differences in the experimental conditions is the sphere diameter whose effects on the
minimum film boiling seems to need funher investigation. For PEO solutions, one notes that
the PEO polymer chains in aqueous solutions retain to a greater or lesser extent the helical
conformation and the melting point of these helical sections is around 40*C[10]. This may
cause an instability of the properties of PEO aqueous solutions kept at high temperature for a
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long period of time.

It is noted that the solution viscosity increases nearly linearly with the concentration, while
the minimum film boiling temperature in the solutions drops rapidly within the range of
100 ppm and stays unchanged in higher concentrations. This indicates that the viscosity may
not be the only contributing parameter for this change of minimum film boiling temperature in
polymer solutions. One may also note that currently existing models of minimum film boiling
temperature [13] do not contain liquid viscosity in the equations. The change of surface tension
of PEO aqueous solutions is reported to be negligible [7]. Therefore, it is suggested that the
interfacial phenomena at the vapor-liquid interface in which polymer is dissolved may play a
greater role in such change of minimum film boiling temperature, particularly with a linear-
chain polymerlike PEO.

The rapid reduction of minimum film boiling temperature in the PEO aqueous solutions
may explain its ability of the suppression of spontaneous vapor explosions. That is, in the
polymer solutions, a drop of molten metal undergoes more stable film boiling at even low
temperature. Thus at the time that the vapor film becomes unstable, which is often considered
as one of the plausible triggering mechanisms of spontaneous vapor explosions, the drop
surface is already frozen, preventing disintegration of the drop. This is why a spontaneous
explosion is less likely in the polymer solutions.

In the case when an external disturbance like a pressure wave exists, the vapor film can be
destabilized before the surface cools down to minimum film boiling condition. In order to
investigate the effect of an external disturbance, a series of tests were conducted in which the
base of the test chamber was taaped to produce pressure waves. Figure 8 shows the (
temperature traces of the sphere w ien the pressure wave was applied five seconds after the
sphere was dropped into water. In 300 ppm solutions, the vapor film collapsed by the
disturbance. In 600 ppm solutions, however, stable film boiling was recovered after a short
period of vapor film disturbance. Therefore, it is likely that the polymeric additive makes the
vapor film more stable against an external disturbance.
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III. TIN / WATER INTERACTIONS

III.A. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

The apparatus used in the boiling experiments was used again for tin / water triggered vapor
explosion experin mnts by replacing the test sphere assembly with a pipet-type quartz tube for
melting the tm. A i,maller quartz rod was inserted inside the tube to close the bottom hole until
molten tin drop was released and the tube was filled with argon gas before loading into the
furnace. A paper filter was placed on the bottom disk of the test chamber to collect the posttest
debris after the water was drained.

When the melt temperature reached the desired value, the tube was lowered further down to
the inner bottom of the furnace to reduce the drop height to 10cm for minimizing air
entrainment by the falling melt drop. The melt was released from the tube by raising the plug
rod using a small pneumatic cylinder. The mechanical trigger by hitting the bottom disk of the
test chamber was applied when the drop was falling by the middle of the pool. The pressure
was recorded at 100kHz rate.

III.B. Results and Discussions

The ability of the suppression of vapor explosions by dilute polyethylene oxide solutions
against a weak external trigger pressure was tested by dropping 3.8g of molten tin into the
solutions. This amount of tin mass produced two or three drops of molten tin when released
from the quartz tube, in most tests, tin temperature was 900 C and the pool temperature was
25*C. The external pressure peak was about 50kPa and this value may represent the pressure
of vapor film collapse or local pressure spikes which can be produced when larger inass is
dropped.
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In pure water, most tests showed a partial or complete fragmentation of the drop and the
explosion pressure peaks were relatively low, ranging from 50 to 150kPa. Figure 9 shows a
typical pressure trace in pure water tests. The delay time of explosion peak pressure from the
trigger widely ranged up to 20 milliseconds. In 50 ppm solutions of PEO, more fraction of the
melt fragmented than in pure water. However, the pressure traces showed many peaks of much
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smaller value of under 10kPa as shown in Fig.10 for a typical pressure trace and the delay time
of these peaks were longer up to 100 milliseconds. In 100 ppm solutions, the peak pressures
were at the negligible level, but the melt was still panially fragmented at the level of pure water
cases. When 300 ppm solutions were tested, no fragmentation was observed in all 5 tests.

In all tests, the collected debris were dried and sieved. As observed in most other
experiments using tin, a large fraction of the debris appeared as a single porous piece with
rough and stretched surfaces rather than separate particles. When the particles smaller than
0.7mm were sieved, the mass distributions of these fine particles are as shown in Fig.11. As
seen in this figure, an almost identical distribution of these fine fragments was observed
regardless of the polymer concentrations. The fraction of these smaller fragments to the total
mass was 37% in 50 ppm solutions, which was higher than for pure water and 100 ppm cases.
The pictures of the debris between 90 m and 180 m taken by a scanning electron microscope
are shown in Fig.12. Many of these particles look strecthed, much different from the spherical
shape.

IV. CONCLUSION

Quenching experiments of hot solid spheres ?n dilute aqueous solutions of polyethylene
oxide polymer have been conducted for the purpose of investigating the physical mechanisms
of the suppression of vapor explosions in this polymer solutions. Two spheres of 22.2mm and
9.5mm-diameter were tested. It was heated to 70rC in a furnace and immersed into polymer
solutions of various concentrations at 30"C. The key observation in this study was that
minimum film boiling temperature (ATW in thit highly-subcooled liquid rapidly decreased
from over 700*C for pure water to about 150'C a', the polymer concentration was increased up
to 300 ppm for 22.2mm sphere, and it cecreased to 350 C for 9.5mm sphere. This rapid
reduction of minimum film boiling temperature in the PEO aqueous solutions may explain its
ability of the suppression of spontaneous vapor explosions. It was also observed that the vapor
film behaved more stable against an external disturbance at higher polymer concentrations.;

|

The ability of suppression of vapor explosions by dilute polyethylene oxide solutions
|

against an external trigger pressure (50kPa peak) was tested by dropping 3.8g of molten tin
heated to 900'C into the solutions at 25"C, It was observed that in 50 ppm solutions more mass
fragmented than in pure water, but produced weaker explosion pressures. The explosion was
completely suppressed in 300 ppm solutions with the. external trigger. The debris size
distributions of fine fragments smaller than 0.7mm were shown almost identical regardless of
the polymer concentrations.

In order to apply such dilute polymer solution technic ue to the prevention and mitigation of

energetic fuel-coolant interactions in severe nuclear accic ents, such suppression ability must be:

I
tested over wider ranges of conditions such as melt material and coolant temperature, and theI

aging effect of polymer solutions must be taken into consideration.!
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ABSTRACT

The paper compares and discusses the results of two large scale
FARO quenching tests known as L-11 and L-14, which involved, res-
pectively, 151 kg of w% 76.7 002 + 19.2 Zr02 + 4.1 Zr and 125 kg

2 + 20 Zr0 melts poured into 600-kg, 2-m-depth waterof w% 80 00 2
at saturation at 5.0 MPa. The results are further compared with
those of two previous tests perfomed using a pure oxidic melt,

'

respectively 18 and 44 kg of w% 80 UO2 + 20 Zr02 melt quenched in
1-m-depth water at saturation at 5.0 MPa. In all the tests, sig-
nificant breakup and quenching took place during the melt fall
through the water. No steam explosion occurred. In the tests per-
formed with a pure oxide UO -Zr02 melt, part of the corium (from2

1/6 to 1/3) did not breakup and reached the bottom plate still
molten whatever the water depth was. Test L-11 data suggest that
full oxidation and complete breakup of the melt occurred during
the melt fall through the water. A proportion of 64% of the total
energy content of the melt was released to the water during this
phase (~1.5 s), against 44% for L-14. The maximum temperature in- ,

crease of the bottom plate was 330 K (L-14). The mean particle
size of the debris ranged between 3.5 and 4.8 mm.

1. INTRODUCTION

The FAR0 tests have been designed to provide data on mixing and quenching
of large masses of real corium melt in water under severe accident prototypi-
cal conditions [1, 2]. Quantities of the order of 150 kg of UO -Zr02 and UO -2 2
Zr0 -Zr mixtures are used. Basically, the penetration of the molten corium2
into the water of the lower plenum and its subsequent settling on the bottom
head of the RPV are simulated. So far, the knowledge in this area was based

,

essentially on small scale, simulant and separate effect experiments. The com-
puter models for describing mixing and quenching phenomena were validated;

against this data base. It revealed to be insufficient to explain the facts

aThe present FARO-LWR Test Programme is performed in collaboration with USNRC in the frame
of Technical Exchange Agreement n* 4086-90-09 TG ISP USA.
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that occurred in the THI-2 accident and, particularly, why the reactor pres-
,

sure vessel did not fail under the accident conditions [3, 4]. '

iIn FARD, the melt quantity is still of two orders of magnitude lower than
expected in a real accident (e.g., THI-2 accident), but it is one order of
magnitude higher than what has been experimentally perfonned so far in the

.

field using real material [5]. Furthermore, the depth of water (up to 2 m), |

the system pressure and temperature (up to 10 HPa and 573 K), the melt deli- i

very conditions (flow rate, release by gravity) are realistic and the volumes i

involved scale the reactor case. Thus, the data represent a major contribution '

in evaluating the potential of water to quench the core material before it !
reaches the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel, the subsequent early ther-
mal load on the bottom structure and to characterise the debris structure.
- They complement the data from simulant and small scale experiments in valida-
ting the computer models for melt / water mixing and quenching. i

So .far, high pressure core melt down scenarios have been simulated. Two
preliminary tests known as L-06 and L-08 were performed with 18 and 44 kg of '

pure oxide w% 80 U02 + 20 Zr0 melts poured into 1-m-depth water at saturation2
at 5.0 MPa (537 K) from a nozzle of diameter 100 nrn [2]. They have shown that, -

although significant breakup and thus quenching of the melt occurred, part of i

the corium (-1/3) reached the bottom plate still molten. Nevertheless, the
thennal load on the bottom plate remained rather mild with a temperature in-
crease of the plate contact face around 275 K. i

Two larger size tests known as L-11 and L-14 have been performed. They in-
volved, respectively, 151 kg of w% 76.7 002 + 19.2 Zr02 + 4.1 Zr and 125 kg of

2 + 20 Zr0 melts quenched in 600-kg, 2-m-depth water at saturation atw% 80 00 2
5.0 MPa. These tests, together with the two preliminary tests, allow quantify-
ing the effect of melt mass, H2 generation and water depth on the quenching
process.

In the paper the results of the large melt mass tests are reported and com-'

pared with those of the two lower size tests. Particular attention is paid to
the evaluation of the influence of the melt oxidation on the quenching pro-
Cess.

,

j 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS
!

| 2.1. Test Apparatus
'l

The experimental arrangement for performing the FARO large size tests is*

shown in Figure 1. The interaction vessel TERMOS (designed for 10 MPa, 573K)
is connected to the UO -Zr02 melting furnace via the release channel and iso-2
lated from it during interaction by the valve S02. After melting in the FARO
furnace, the melt is first delivered to the release vessel, and then released

,

into the water. The release vessel, located in the upper head (so-called dome)'

.
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of the test vessel, can contain Zr wire distributed in the volume. In that
case (L-11 test) the superheated oxide melt coming from the furnace induced

;

the melting of the zirconium and the formation of a UO -Zr0 -Zr mixture.2 2-

The test vessel TERMOS is connected downstream to a condenser via a
steam /waterseparatorand exhaust valves (Figure 2). The purpose of this unit
is to vent and condense part of the steam produced during the melt quenching
should the pressure in the interaction vessel TERMOS exceed a pre-established
value (9.3 MPa for the tests reported here). The' high pressure steam / water
separator is connected to TERM 0S by a pipe with an internal diameter of 146
nun. From the separator the steam is distributed to four circuits, each inclu-
ding an exhaust valve (actually full lift safety valve) with a discharge
diameter of 32 mm. Downstream to the valves the steam is vented to a low pres-
surecondenser(designpressure0.8MPa).Theunitwasconservativelydesigned
on the basis of predictions from several computer models. Non-condensable
gases (such as the hydrogen produced by oxidation of the melt or the argon
possibly initially present in TERM 0S) can be stored in the 2.5 m3 free-board
volume of the condenser.

2.2. Test Procedure

Initially, the release vessel is at the same low pressure as the furnace
(0.2 MPa). After transfer of the U0 -Zr02 mixture to the release vessel, the2
intersection valve S01 and the isolation valve 502 are closed, and the release
vessel is pressurised to the TERM 0S pressure (i.e., 5.0 MPa) by using an argon
supply. Upon pressure equalisation, the two melt catcher flaps automatically
open. The lower flap allows the melt to be released to the water by gravity.
The side flap, of the same diameter as the melt release flap, prevents against
pressure differences between the release vessel and TERMOS during the melt re-
lease. After mixing with the water, the corium is collected in the debris
catcher. If the pressure in the TERMOS vessel reaches the threshold pressure
oftheexhaustvalves, steam /gasventingtothecondenseroccurs.

2.3. Instrumentation

The principal quantities measured in the test vessel during the corium
quenching are pressures and temperatures both in the freeboard volume and in
the water, and temperatures in the debris catcher bottom plate. Tungsten ul-
trasonic temperature sensors are mounted in the release vessel for measuring
the temperature of the melt. A total of about 250 signals are loaded to 6 dif-
ferent recorders of the data acquisition system.

Five KELLER8 pressure transducers (piezoresistive, 5-kHz frequency res-
8 pressure trans-ponse) measure the vessel pressurisation. Four VIBR0-METER

ducers (piezoelectric,15-kHz frequency response) are located at four dif-
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ferent elevations in the water for rapid transient records in case of an ener-
getic FCI.

Fifteen K-themocouples are placed off-centre (at radius between 190 and
300 mm) at different elevations above elevation 2000 m (initial level of the
water). Initially, all these thennocouples are therefore in the gas-phase re-
gion but actually, because of the level swell, only some of them will measure
the temperature of the gas-phase during the interaction (see section 4). Ten
of these fifteen thennocouples, placed between the exit of the release vessel
and the initial level of the water, are protected from radiation of the melt
jet by large shells. One thermocouple on the centreline of the vessel, 250 m
below the lower face of the release flap, detects the passage of the melt. The
opening of the melt catcher flaps is indicated by the rupture of two 0.5 m K-
themocouples. Forty-three water K-thennocouples are distributed at different
axial and radial locations in the water. They are used to detennine the down-
ward progression and radial expansion of the melt jet. Those not destroyed
during melt penetration record the long time water temperature histories. In
particular, eleven are placed on the centreline every 0.20 m and are sustained
by thin (0.2 nm) stainless steel wires crossing the test section, and fourteen
are located in the debris catcher region. Gas-phase and water thermocouples
are 0.5 m in diameter. Sixteen thermocouples of 1.6 mm in diameter are imbed- |
ded into the bottom plate of the debris catcher for measuring the thermal load
on the plate.

The level swell is measured by means two continuous level-meters based on |

the time doinain reflectrometry method. In tests L-11 and L-14, the level-
meters were placed at radius 280 mm,180* apart from each other. Experimental
probes based on the absorption of hydrogen by palladium are used as an attempt
to quantify the hydrogen produced by oxidation of the zirconium.

The instrumentation includes also absolute pressure transducers and thenno-
couples in the separator, on the downstream side of each valve and in the con-
denser. A mass spectrometer is connected to the condenser for a qualitative
indication of the gas composition. Water level measurements are made by diffe-
rential pressure probes mounted both in the separator and in the condenser.
MagneticindicatorsshowtheON/0FFpositionsoftheexhaustvalves.

3. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Table 1 summarises the experimental conditions of large size tests L-11 and
L-14, together with those of tests L-06 and L-08 made with reduced quantities
of melt and water. For test L-11, the discharged mass indicated in Table 3
takes into account five kilograms of debris which deposited in the separator.
The main difference between L-11 and L-14 is the quality of the melt. The
measured melt temperature in L-14 is 250 K higher than the estimated value for
L-11. However, due to the difference of the melting point of the two mixture
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(2860 K for L-14 mixture and 2723 K for L-11 mixture), the difference in
superheating is only around 100 K.

.

Table 1. Sunnary of experimental conditions

i

Test n' L-06 L-08 L-14 L-11
i

i

Melt composition UO w% 80 80 80 76.7
2

2 w% 20 20 20 19.2Zr0
Zr wg 0 0 0 4.1 ,

temperature K 2923a 3023a 3073150b 2823a

discharged mass kg 18 44 125 151

hydrostatic head in release m 0.34 0.47 0.57- 0.59
vessel

Ap delivery -gravityC -gravityc gravity gravity

initial discharge diameter m 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

free fall in gas m 1.66 1.53 1.04 1.09

Water mass kg 120 255 623 608

height m 0.87 1.00 2.05 2.00

diameter of water container m 0.470 0.710 0.710 0.710

initial mean temperature K 539 536 537 535

fuel / coolant mass ratio 0.15 0.17 0.21 0.25

Free- gas composition steam w% 83 70 77 77

board argon w% 17 30 23 23

3 0.464 0.875 1.260d 1.280dvolume m

initial pressure MPa 5.0 5.8 5.0d 4.9d

initial mean temperature K 543 536 536 536

9.3 1 0.15Exhaust start opening pressure P MPa - -

S

1.05 P,valves full opening pressure e - -

< 0.1 from 1.05 Pfull opening timee s - -
3

8.04x10-42 - -flow area at full openinge m

e no if < 0.5 Psensitivity to back pressure - -
s

3 4.0Condenser overall volume m - -

1440water mass kg - -

initial water temp. K - - 290

alnferred from measurements in previous test; DMeasured in the test; CDamped oscillatory be-
haviour of the pressure observed in the release vessel during melt delivery (+0.26/-0.15 MPa
maximum amplitudes around the system pressure for L-08 at the beginning of melt delivery);
dIncludes separator and piping up to exhaust valves; eValve manufacturer data: proportional
opening up to 1.05 P, corresponding to 20% of full discharge capacity, then full opening.
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In test L-11, about 1000 twisted pieces of Zr wire of Ic2 mm in diameter (7
kg) were uniformly distributed in a volume of the release vessel which cor-
responded to the volume to be occupied by the melt after mixing. We have veri-
fied that in case of a reduced quantity of oxide melt with respect to that
foreseen, that part of Zr which remained above the mixture did not melt. This
indicates that the melting process of the Zr by the oxide melt is rather con-
tinuous and soft as the oxide melt penetrates into the Zr bed.

In test L-11, the time period from the start of release of the oxide melt
from the furnace to the start of the full mixture delivery to the water was
8.7 s. The leading front of the oxide melt reached the Zr about 1 s after
start of release from the furnace, and the release time of the oxide melt from
the furnace was about 2 s. This means that all the melt was hold for 5.7 s in
the release vessel before delivery to the water. In these conditions, it is
very likely that the phases had not sufficient time to segregate and, there-
fore, that a uniform mixture which was delivered to the water. !

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table 2 summarises the main experimental results of the four tests. For all |
the tests, time zero in the figures corresponds to the start of melt delivery |

from the release vessel to the water, at the end of the pressure equilibration i
'

phase. Essentially the measured quantities and some timing data deduced from
the thermocouple signals are reported here. All other data deduced from the
measured quantities are presented and discussed in Section 5.

4.1. Pressure
I

Pressure histories in TERM 0S are reported in Figure 3 (-1s< time <40s or end
of data acquisition) and Figure 4 (-1s< time <6s). The curves present two main
maxima. The first maximum should roughly correspond to the end of the melt
fall (approximately end of melt jet breakup). A maximum pressure of 10 MPa was i

reached at time 2.15 s for L-11 despite 48 kg of steam were discharged to the i

condenser starting at time 1.50 s (9.3 HPa, see section 4.2). In test L-14, |
'

the maximum pressure was only 7.8 MPa reached at time 2.45 s. The rate of
pressure increase in L-11 was twice as high as in L-14. The second maximum oc-
curred during the debris cooling phase at time 22 s for L-11 (7.7 MPa) and at
time 30 s for L-14 (8.3 MPa).

In tests L-06 and L-08, the pressure increases before melt / water contact
were 0.4 MPa and 0.3 MPa, respectively. This corresponds to 36% and 18% of the
maximum pressure increases measured in these tests during the melt fall stage
[2]. The pressure increases before melt / water contact were 0.3 MPa for L-11
and 0.1 MPa for L-14, i.e., 6% and 4% respectively of the maximum pressure
increases observed during the melt fall stage. When comparing these numbers,

i
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it should be kept in mind that in tests L-11 and L-14 the volume and surface
exposed to the jet in the gas-space were 40% smaller than in L-08 (mainly due
to the shorter distance between the release nozzle and the water surface), and
the total free-board volume was 33% higher (due to the presence of the separa-
tor and piping directly connected to TERM 0S).

Table 2. Summary of experimental data

Test n' L-06 L-08 L- 14 L-11

Melt delivery time s 0.28 0.37 -1 -1

mean mass flow rate kg/s 64 119 125 151

final discharge diameter m 0.084 0.095 0.092 0.095

broken up kg 12 30 105 151

conglomerated on bottom plate kg 6 14 20 0

mean size of fragments nun 4.5 3.8 4.8 3.5

melt / debris rejection no no no no8

b K n.a. 275 330 20
Bottom maximum temperature increase

Plate state intact intact intact intact

Pressure before melt / water contact MPa 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.3

Increase melt fall stage maximum MPa 1.1 1.8 2.8 5.1

(t=1.2s) (t=1.2s) (t=2.4s) (t=2.15s)
long term maximum MPa 1.6 1.8 3.4 2.8

(t=12s) (t=20s) (t=30s) (t=22s)

maximum rate MPa/s 1.6 3.3 2.4 4.8

steam explosion no no no no

Temp. gas phase (uppermost region of K 40 43 77 67d

Increase testve55el)

water K 15 23 28 27

Level maximum indicated by level- m 0.130c 0.410 1.100 1.00d
5"'II (t=0.8s) (t=1.15s) (t=2.ls) (t=1.ls)meters

start time s 1.5

- - - 3.8Venting duration s

- - no 5(< Imm)Phase debris in separator kg

venting 11water added to separator kg - -

water added to condenser kg - - venting 48

in this 0.17pressure increase in condenser MPa - -

test 20mean water temperature K - -

increase in condenser
aAbout 5 kg of debris <1 mm found in the separator; DContact face; CInferred from thermocou-
ples; dProbably not the absolute maximum,
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4.2. Venting in Test L-11

Gas-steam venting occurred only in test L-11. In Figure 5 are compared the
pressure histories in TERMOS and at the outlet of the separator during the
venting phase. As expected, the TERM 0S and separator traces are identical up
to the time at which the gas started discharging to the condenser (time 1.50
s). Then, the pressure difference between TERMOS and separator indicates the
fluid flow through the connecting pipe. Venting started at 9.3 HPa (pressure
threshold of the exhaust valves), but the pressure continued to increase up to
reaching about 10.0 MPa in the TERMOS vessel.

This pressure-overshoot was due to the fact that the venting system never
reached its full discharging capabilities. The exhaust valves are sensitive to
the pressure at the outlet of the separator. This pressure never increased be-
yond 9.7 MPa which was the lower limit for a full opening of the valves.
Because of the 10.15 MPa uncertainty on the set pressure, some valves opened
completely, but some only partially. Although a pressure difference between
TERMOS and the separator is perceptible only up to time 3.15 s in Figure 5, a
residual gas discharge through the valves continued up to time 5.0 s, i.e.
when the pressure reacheri 7.3 MPa (clearly evidenced in Figures 3 and 5 by the
start of vessel pressure recovery at that time). A detailed analysis of the
venting scenario is found in [6].

4.3. Hydrogen Production in Test L-11

The experimental probes for measuring the hydrogen did not give any usable
data for determining neither the quantity of hydrogen produced nor the produc-
tion rate. Analyses to try to provide data on hydrogen production from the
pressure and temperature measurements both in the test vessel and in the con-
denser are in progress. Qualitatively, the presence of a significant amount of
hydrogen was ascertained in the condenser by the mass stectrometer just after
the venting phase. X-ray diffraction analysis of the debris indicated that Zr
was no longer present as a metallic phase in the debris. This, however, is not
sufficient to definitely conclude that all the Zr present in the mixture was
oxidised during the interaction. On the other hand, by comparing tne L-11 and
L-14 results (see section 5.2) it may be deduced that the presence of Zr in
the mixture had a strong influence on the quenching process and that the Zr
was probably fully oxidised at the end of fall stage of the melt.

4.4. Level Swell

The level swell values reported in Table 2 correspond to the maximum value
indicated by the level-meters. Figure 6 shows the level-meter indications for
tests L-11 and L-14. In test L-11, the level-meter data was only recorded
within the calibration range, i.e., 2300 mm and 3000 nm for LTC 1 and LTC 2,
respectively. However, it is clear from Figure 6 that this level was not the
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absolute maximum for L-11. The mean rate of increase of the level is calcu-
lated to be approximately 1.4 m/s for L-11 and 0.6 m/s for L-14, respectively.
Linear extrapolation of the signal of LTC 2 in test L-11 gives a level swell
value of 2.1 m at the time of the valves opening (1.5 s), i.e., that the two-
phase water would have occupied all the free-board volume. Thus, it is likely
that a two-phase flow occurred in the communication pipe between TERMOS and
the separator during the venting phase, and that most of the water added to
the separator during that phase (about 11 kg) resulted from this two-phase
flow.

Assuming that all the water participated homogeneously for quenching the
melt, one finds values of the integral void fraction corresponding to the (
maximum level swell equal to 0.5 and 0.35 for L-11 and L-14, respectively. |

These values have to be considered as minimum values, because probably not all |

the water had participated in the mixing.

4.5. Temperatures

As already noticed in [2] for FAR0 tests L-06 and L-08, it is very diffi-
cult to establish the temperature of the steam produced during the first sec-
onds of the interaction. This is due to the large disturbances created by the
steam generation itself on the gas-phase temperature field, and also to the
difficulty for thermocouples in measuring transient steam superheating.
Locally, temperatures up to 86 K above initial ones were measured in test L-06
near the surface of the water. This value tended to decrease at higher eleva-
tions in the test vessel. In the uppennost regions of the test-vessel, the

; temperature increase was about 40 K maximum.
|

|
In tests L-11 and L-14, most of the thermocouples which were initially in

the gas space were reached by the two-phase water because of the important
level swell noticed in these tests. Thus, an evaluation of the steam tempera-
ture is even more difficult than in tests L-06 and L-08, where a limited level
swell was observed. Temperature traces at different elevations above level
2000 are reported in Figures 7 and 8a for L-11 and L-14, respectively. At the
very beginning of the melt penetration into the water, all the thermocouples
measured the temperature of the steam and the traces are similar. As the ther-
mocouples are reached by the two-phase water, the temperature drops towards
values similar to that measured below level 2000. This behaviour is particu-
larly well evidenced for L-14 (Figure 8* and 8b). Only the uppermost thermo-
couples (levels 3650 and 4115), were rot reached by the two-phase mixture and
actually indicate temperatures of i.ne steam at these locations (maximum 613 K
at time 2.0 s, i.e., 77 K increase). This value is about 30 K higher than the
values at similar elevations for tests L-06 and L-08 (see Table 2). After a
few seconds, when the initial strong disturbances generated by the falling jet
have damped, all the other thermocouples, including those below level 2000,
indicate temperature homogenisation with values close to saturation.

|

|
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For L-11 (Figure 7), it was not possible to determine unambiguously a tem-
perature of the steam produced because a two-phase steam-water mixture pro-
bably occupied the whole free-board volume. The value of the increase indi-
cated in Table 2 (67 K) corresponds to the maximum measured by thermocouples
at level 4115, just before venting.

4.6. Debris

Figure 9 shows a photograph of the debris of test L-11 (UO -Zr0 -Zr melt)2 2
as found in the debris catcher. All the debris on the bottom plate (146 k;)
was a fragmented debris. In addition, 5 kg of particles (size of the order of
1 mm) were found in the separator, probt.,;y drained out of the TERMOS vessel
during the gas discharge.

This contrasts with the pure oxide melt tests (L-06, L-08, L-14), in which
only partial breakup was observed. The debris resulting from those tests con-
sists of a conglomerate (" cake") in contact with the bottom plate and overlay-
ing fragments (loose debris similar to that of test L-11). In tests L-06 and
L-08 performed with 1 m of water, the proportion of melt which formed the cake l

was 1/3 of the total, i.e., 6 kg and 12 kg, respectively. This proportion was
1/6 (i.e., 20 kg) in test L-14 performed with 2.05 m of water. Figure 10 shows
a photograph of the cake found in test L-14. It corresponds to a part of the j
corium which reached, still in a molten state, the bottom plate and did not
further fragmeat. The surface of the cake was bright smooth, without any
evidence of cracks on it. However, it was very brittle and broke easily into
pieces during removal.

Particles which fonned the loose debris were completely separated from each
other in all the tests. Only this loose debris (e.g.,105 kg for test L-14,
see Table 2) was sieved for determining the particle size distribution.
Although the debris resulting from 00 -Zr02 melt quenching is generally brit-2
tie [2], visual observations of debris samples pre- and post- sieving did not

| indicate any further break of the particles due to the sieving process. The
: particle size distributions are reported in Figure 11. The mean particle sizes
1 range between 3.5 (L-11) and 4.8 nm (L-14). The proportion of fragments larger

than 6 mm in L-14 is significantly higher than in all the other tests (40%
against20%-26%).

! 4.7. Bottom Plate

The thennal load resulting from test L-11 (complete breakup of the melt) )
was negligible, with a maximum temperature increase of the plate equal to 20

; K. Also in the other tests the temperature increase remained mild, with a
maximum increase of the contact face of 330 K measured in test L-14 (Figure

i 12) in the region where the cake formed. Neither adherence to nor pitting of

,
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the plate was noticed. Only a brown coloured spot evidenced the position of
the conglomerate melt on the plate in test L-14.

J

5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF MEASUREMENTS

5.1. Jet Breakup

The melt- downward progression data are sumarised in Table 3. The melt
leading edge position as a function of time was detected from the centre-line
water thennocouple signals. As indicated in footnote c of Table 1, the over-
pressurisation of 0.26 MPa observed in the release vessel at the start of melt
delivery in test L-08 was responsible for the elevated melt velocity at water
contact. For the pure oxide melt tests, it may be concluded that the melt jet
breakup length was larger than the water depth because molten material reached
the bottom plate. Only a mean melt descent velocity was calculat6d for these
tests as reported in Table 3.

For test L-11, the centre-line water thermocouple responses are reported in
Figure 13a. The interspacing of the themocouples was 200 mm, except very near
to the bottom plate where thennocouples were placed at 10 and 5 mm from the'

plate. It is seen ti.at down to elevation 600, the progression of the melt is
difficult to establish from the thermocouple signals. On the contrary, from
elevation 600 down to the plate, the departure of the temperatures from their
initial values can be easily tracked. A melt front progression history is re-
ported in Figure 13b. Figures 13a and 13b suggest that the melt downward pro-
gression occurred in twn main regimes: one, where the melt progressed at a
mean velocity of 2.5 m/s; another, where the melt progressed at a constant
velocity of 1.2 m/s. As was made in the analysis of the CCM test series of
Argonne [5], the breakup length was determined as the depth where the slope
changes in Figure 13b. A value in the range of 1.2-1.4 m is found. One has to
note that this value is referred to the original free surface of the water
(i.e., 2 m above the bottom plate). Actually, at the time the melt reached the
depth of 1.4 m (time 1.1 s), the level swell was around 1.. (i.e., the water-

steam two-phase free surface was 3 m above the bottom plate and very near - 85
m - to the melt release nozzle).

The fact that in test L-11 there is a breakup length shorter than the water
depth suggests that all the melt experienced breakup before settling on the
bottom plate. It is noted that the melt velocity before complete breakup in L-
11 was twice as small as in L-14. The water-steam two-phase free surface was
2.3 m above the bottom plate when the melt front contacted the bottom plate in
test L-14 (at time 0.9s).
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Table 3. Melt downward progression data

Test n' L-06 L-08 L-14 L-11
mean velocity in gas phase m/s 4 5 2.9 2.9
velocity at melt / water contact

m/s 6.0 10.0 5.6 5.7(estimated)
mean velocity in water m/s 2.3 3.7 4.8 2.5/1.2a
dimensionless breakup length L/Db >8.7 >10.0 >20.5 14

a2.5 m/s: mean value from level 2.00 m down to ~0.6 m; 1.2 m/s= constant: from -0.6 m down
to bottom plate; b : breakup length; D: initial discharge nozzle diameter.L

5.2. Role of the Presence of Zr Metal in Test L-11

From the results of the X-ray analysis of the debris it can be concluded<

that Zr was not any more present as a metal. This suggests that all the 6.2 kg
'

of metallic zirconium present in the mixture completely oxidised during the
test. A number of observations further suggests that the melt oxidation was |

completed at the end of the melt fall stage and that this was the reason for
the intensive breakup observed.

'

First, the rate of pressure increase (Figure 14) is dramatically higher for
L-11 than for L-14 for all the melt fall phase. The maximum pressure increase;

i at the end of the melt fall stage can be estimated to 8.0 MPa for test L-11
(in case of no steam venting) against 2.8 MPa for test L-14. The differences

1 in mass and flow rates cannot account for this large differences in pressuri-
; sation. For the longer term, no difference of the pressure behaviour is no-
| ticed between the tests.

Second, it has been established that probably the melt experienced complete
breakup between 0.8 m and 0.6 m before reaching the bottom plate in L-11. This
contrasi.s with all the tests perfonned with pure oxide melts and, particu-'

,

larly, with L-14 where 20 kg of molten corium settled on the plate. |

Third, from the analysis of the water thermocouple responses, it results
that the depth of 1.4 m, where the melt was completely broken up, was reached

*

by the melt before the opening of the venting valves (1.1 s against 1.5 s). On
the contrary, the bottom plate was reached by the corium a little later (1.6
s) withcut inducing any change in the settling velocity. The melt trailing l

edge is estimated [7] to have penetrated into the water at time ~1.2 s
(taking into account the level swell), i.e., also before the venting valves
opened. It can be concluded that the venting phase did not influence the
quenching process.-

Thus, the contribution of the melt oxidation to the enhanced pressurisation
and melt quenching noticed in test L-11 with respect to L-14 can be attributed
to three separate factors. First, the partial pressure of the hydrogen pro-
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duced contributed for approximately 0.50 MPa (0.272 kg at 573 K) to the total
pressure of the system. Second, assuming that the oxidation was due to the
Zr/H O reaction only, the heat of reaction added 20 % more energy to the sys-
tem. Third, the melt oxidation increased breakup during the fall stage, which2

further enhanced the production of steam.

A question remains on whether the Zr was fully oxidised during the melt
fall by the Zr/H O chemical reaction, or had been already partially or totally2
oxidised by the (U,Zr)0 melt in the release vessel where the melt rested for2

5.7 s before being discharged to the water. In this case, the effects
described above would have been the consequences of a combination of both
Zr/H O and (U,Zr)0 -x/H 0 chemical reactions.2 2 2

5.3. Calculation of the Quenching Rate

From the pressure and temperature data it is possible to calculate the
quenching rate and the energy released to the steam-water system as a function
of time. The following formula are used for constant volume:

E = m,,h , + m,,,h,,, = m,,,h , + V i\ h,,, - h , j
s

(

u u n

Va,

t

dh , + V d 'h,,,- h ,"
P = dE

s u

dt = m'"' dt dt v ,,,
__

where: E energy of the system;
F quenching rate;
mifq mass of liquid water;
m mass of steam;

vap
= constant;stot = mggq + mvap

hggq enthalpy of liquid;
h enthalpy of steam;vop

specific volume of steam;y ygg
V freeboard volume.

Calculations have been perfc.med by using for h gq the values correspondingi
to the time dependent space average temperature of the water, and for h andygp

vap, the values corresponding to saturation conditions at the total pressurev
of the system. The results are presented in Figures 15a (energy release) and
15b (quenching rate) and are summarised in Table 4. However, for test L-11
the above formula cannot be applied beyond time 1.5 s because of the steam
discharge to the condenser. For this phase (dotted curves in the figures) an
approximation was made taking into account the valves opening following a se-
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quence d2scrib:d in [6]. It is noted in Figure 15b that the maximum quenching
rate for test L-11 was reached before the steam venting started..

Table 4. Energy release and quenching rate

Test n' L-06 L-08 L- 14 L-11

energy of the melt: Emelt MJ 27 66 188 225 (265a)
energy released at first pressure

MJ 6 24 83 170
'

maximum (~ melt fall): E ,rgf
ratio E ,gg / E ,rg 0.22 0.36 0.44 0.76 (0.64a)f

'

E ,gg per kg of broken up melt MJ/kg 0.50 0.80 0.79 1.13f

E ,gg per kg of melt MJ/kg 0.33 0.55 0.66 1.13f

maximum quenching rate: P ,,, NW 7 22 57 157
P ,, per kg of broken up melt MW/kg 0.58 0.73 0.54 1.04
P ,,,per kg of melt MW/kg 0.39 0.50 0.46 1.04
alncluding the energy of the Zr/H O chemical reaction, i.e.-40 MJ.2

<

It is seen from Table 4 that the fraction of energy released during the,

melt fall phase with respect to the energy content of the melt increases with,

increasing melt and water masses (or water depth) from 0.22 for L-06 to 0.64
for 1.-11. However, related to the mass of broken up debris, the values are al-
most the same for L-08 and L-14 (0.80 and 0.79, respectively). It can be de-;

duced that, in the test conditions, the quenching process during the melt fall,

'

phase was essentially the same whatever the melt mass and the water depth, and |
that the dimensions of the debris (in the range 3.8 - 4.8 mm) had little in-
fluence on the global heat exchange. In this case, the difference between L-11

; and L-14 (1.13-0.79 = 0.34 MJ/kg) could be attributed to the heat of the
chemical Zr/H O reaction only. This corresponds to 51 MJ for 151 kg of melt.2

Taking inte a=ount the uncertainties of these global estimates, the value
i

compares remarkably well with the theoretical value of 40 MJ, and seems to
indicate that all the Zr was oxidised during the melt fall stage.,

The maximum quenching rate increases from 7 MW for L-06 to 157 MW for L-11
(Table 4). Related +.0 the melt mass, the differences are in the range 0.39 -
1.04 MW per kilogram of available melt and in the range 0.58 - 1.04 MW per
kilogram of broken up melt. In contrast with the energy values per kilogram of
broken up melt, the difference in quenching rates is noticeable between L-08

'

and L-14 (0.73 MW/kg against 0.54 MW/kg), which may be due to the difference
between the melt entry velocities (10 m/s for L-08 - mainly because of the

.

oscillatory behaviour of the injection pressure, see Tables 1 and 3 - against I
5.6 m/s for L-14).
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main objectives of the two large melt mass tests in FAR0 have .been
achieved. The data related to melt jet breakup, energy release, the debris
structure, bottom plate thennal load and the importance of the zirconium oxi-
dation have been determined. Although the number of tests performed so far is
limited, some aspects of corium mixing and quenching in water which could not
be available from simulant and small scale experiments have been evidenced. In
particular, it has been found that, in the test conditions:

The energy released to the water during the corium fall by the part of-

the melt which experienced breakup amounted to 0.80 MJ/kg for a pure
oxide w% 80 U02 + 20 Zr02 melt. This data did not depend on the melt
mass (44 to 151 kg) and the water depth (1 to 2 m);

In test L-11, the 151 kg of w% 76.7 U02 + 19.2 Zr02 + 4.1 Zr melt was-

probably completely oxidised at Uie end of the melt fall phase, which
increased the energy released during that phase to 1.13 MJ/kg; ,

The addition of metallic zirconium to a UO -Zr02 melt enhanced the early2-

quenching of the melt with respect to the pure oxide melt, and, conse-
quently, led to a significant increase of the steam production and ves-
sel pressurisation, and to a decrease of the thermal load on the bottom
plate;
Part of the melt reached the bottom plate still molten in all tests with-

pure oxide melts (1/6 to 1/3). A complete breakup of the melt occurred
within a depth of 1.2-1.4 m in the case with metallic zirconium in the
corium mixture;

In all cases, the mean particle size of the broken up debris ranged be--

tween 3.5 to 4.8 nin;

The maximum measured temperature increase of the bottom plate was 330 K-

in the case molten material deposited on it.

Obviously, to draw more definite conclusions on the quenching of large
masses of corium requires to perform further tests in similar conditions with .

|improved instrumentation in order to confinn these data and interpretations.
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FCI EXPERIMENTS IN THE CORIUM/ WATER SYSTEM

l. Huhtiniemi, H. Hohmann, D. Magallon
European Commission!

Joint Research Centre
Safety Technology Institute

I - 21020 Ispra (Va)

Abstract
i

!

The KROTOS fuel coolant interaction (FCl) tests aim at providing benchmark data
to examine the effect of fuel / coolant initial conditions and mixing on explosion energet-

,

| ics. Experiments, fundamental in nature, are performed in well-controlled geometries

I and are complementary to the FARO large scale tests. Recently, a new test series was
I started using 3 kg of prototypical core material (80 w/o UO2,20 w/o fro ) which2

was poured into a water column of < 1.25 m in height (25 inm and 200 mm in di-
ameter) under 0.1 MPa ambient pressure. Four tests have been performed in the test

| section of 95 mm in diameter (ID) with Cierent subcooling levels (10-80K) and with
and without an external trigger. Additionally, one test has been performed with a test
section of 200 mm in diarneter (lD) and with an external trigger.

No spontaneous or triggered energetic FCis (steam explosions) have been observed
in these corium tests. This is in sharp contrast with the steam explosions observed
in the previously reported Al2O test series which had the same initial conditions of3

ambient pressure and subcooling. The post-test analysis of the corium experiments
indicated that strong vaporisation at the melt / water contact led to a partial expulsion

,

tof the melt from the test section into the pressure vessel. In order to avoid this and
to obtain a good penetration and premixing of the corium melt, an additional test has
been performed with a larger diameter test section. In all the UO2-ZrO tests an2

efficient quenching process (0.7-1.2 MW/kg-melt) with total fuel fragmentation (mass

mean diameter 1.4-2.5 mm) was observed. Results from Al O tests under the same2 3
initial conditions are also presented for further confirmation of the observed differences
in behaviour between Al O and UO -ZrO melts.2 3 2 2

|

3 Performed in collaboration with the USNRC in the frame of Tedmical Exchange Agreement N* 4086-
90-09 TG ISP USA
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1 Introduction
|

In the event of a severe reactor accident a significant fraction of the core may melt and pour
down into the lower plenum of the reactor pressure vessel. Unless outside cooling of the vessel
wall is provided, the vessel integrity might be threatened and eventually core material could
enter into the reactor cavity, in many countries the accident management strategies for such
situations are based on having water in the cavity to quench the melt and ultimately to obtain
a coolable configuration of debris on the basemat. However, such a strategy relies on the
fact that no highly energetic fuel coolant interactions (FCl) will take place or that the cavity4

structures are sufficiently strong to cope with loads due to such an explosion.

Active modelling work is currently underway in several research centres to investigate FCis
and, in particular, different stages of it, pre-mixing, triggering, propagation and expansion (in
the case of an explosion), which determines the energetics and structural loading [7,10]. To
support these modelling efforts, fundamental experimental investigations are being performed
in the KROTOS facility at JRC-Ispra. These experiments are aimed at providing benchmark
data to examine the effect of fuel-coolant initial conditions and mixing on explosion ener-
getics. Detailed data is needed where mixing and explosion processes occur under controlled
conditions. With such data one can also validate in small scale the fuel coolant mixing models
such as IFCI (Sandia Nat. Lab., [4]), TEXAS-Ill (Univ. of Wisconsin, [9]), PM-ALPHA (Univ.
of California [1]) and COMETA (JRC, [2]) and explosion models such as ESPROSE.m (Univ.
of California, [10]), IDEMO (IKE, [3]) and TEXAS-Ill. These models are currently actively in
use to analyse KROTOS test results with an aim to improve their predictive capabilities so
that reliable extrapolation of results to the reactor scale could be achieved.

The KROTOS facility is used for FCI studies in the molten UO - ZrO / water system in2 2

conjunction with the large-scale FARO facility [6]. The objectives of the current tests are to
investigate in 1-D and 2-D geometries the premixing of molten fueljets with nearly saturated
and subcooled water and subsequently, the potential for an energetic interaction. During
every experiment the dynamic pressurisation of the test section and pressure vessel, as well as
the water and cover gas temperatures, and water level swell are measured. Post-test debris
analyses provide additional qualitative information about explosion efficiency.

2 KROTOS Facility

Fig la illustrates the main components of the facility: the radiation furnace, release tube,
A pre-test series with UO - ZrO melts showed thatpressure vessel and test section. 2 2

some modifications of the facility were required with respect to the previous test series with
molten Al 0s. At high temperatures (up to 3273 K), involved in the UO melting, the use of2 2

graphite heaters caused material problems due to unexpected chemical reactions. Therefore,
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the graphite heater elements had to be replaced by tungsten heaters. The pre-tests also l
'

demonstrated that helium was better suited as furnace cover gas than argon. Furthermore,
due to the high temperatures in these tests only tungsten could be used as the material for the
melt crucible and the puncher (the device for perforating the crucible bottom), see Fig. Ib.
Extensive work had to be done to refine the sophisticated fabrication techniques to machine
the bottom membrane of the tungsten crucibles according to the required dimensions (0.2-0.3

'

mm thickness).

I

l

2.1 Furnace

The furnace consists of a cylindrical tungsten heater element which enclose the crucible
containing the melt material. The crucible is held in place by means of a pneumatically
operated release hook. Eight concentric tungsten, molybdenum and steel radiation shields
are radially placed around the heater element. The top and bottom parts of the heated zone
are insulated with thermal screens to reduce heat losses to the surroundings. The furnace is
covered with a bell-shaped, water-cooled lid designed to withstand 0.25 MPa over-pressure
(Ar, He) or vacuum. The 3-phase electric power supply has a maximum voltage of 30 V and
a maximum power of 130 kW.

Depending on the crucible design, melt masses in the range of about 1 to 10 kg can be
used. Maximum achievable temperatures in the furnace are of the order of 3273 K. The
melt temperature is controlled by an optical pyrometer measuring the wall temperature of the
crucible.

2.2 Pressure Vessel and Test Section

The lower part of the KROTOS facility consists of a pressure vessel and test sectica, both
made of stainless steel. The pressure vesselis designed for 2.5 MPa at 493 K. It is a cylindrical

3vessel of 0.4 m inner diameter and 2.21 m in height (volume: 0.290 m ) with a flat bottom
plate and flanged flat upper head plate. A number of feed-throughs exist in this vessel for
auxiliary gas and water connections and mounting ofinstrumentation.

Two test sections of different diameter, one of which is illustrated in Fig. la, are utilised in
this test series. The test sections consist of strong stainless steel tube either ofinner diameter
95 mm and outer diameter 135 mm (designated as the narrow test section) or 200 mm and
240 mm (designated as the wide test section), respectively. Both of them can contain water
at variable heights up to about 1.25 m. The bottom of both the test sections can be closed
by either a flat plate or with a gas trigger device.
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In some of the first experiments with Sn and Al O , spontaneous interactions occurred2 3

near the water surface [5], therefore additional means had to be introduced to improve the
penetration of melt into the water and to minimise the risk of an early steam explosion. One
of these measures consisted in providing the experimental tube with a 2 mm thick Plexiglas
liner, thus avoiding direct contact between the melt and the wall of the test section.

| At the upper part of the narrow test section,20 holes (diameter 50 mm) allow the vapour
4

venting into the pressure vessel volume. A steel vessel of 205 mm inner diameter is mounted
around the part of the test section with the holes. This vessel fills up with water to the test
section water level and level meters are placed there to measure the water level swell during
melt-coolant premixing, see Fig. Ic. The level meter vessel is not used with the wide test

; section. Instead, two level meters are mounted along the inside wall of this test section.
.

; In some tests a trigger device is attached at the bottom of the test section. The gas
trigger device used in this test series is shown in Fig. Id. The gas chamber volume of 15

3
can be charged to a pressure of up to 20 MPa (argon) and is closed by a 0.1-0.2 mmcm

thick steel membrane. After melt penetration down into the lower region of the test section,
the mechanic destruction of the membrane delivers a pressure pulse propagating vertically
upwards through the mixture of melt, water and steam. The gas trigger device is activated |
either by a thermocouple signal (normally TC 2 or 3) or by a backup time delay circuit.i '

2.3 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

Pressures, temperatures and water level swell are the main experimental parameters measured

j in the KROTOS test section during melt-coolant interactions.

Up to fourteen piezo-electric pressure transducers of different types (e.g. KISTLER, desig-
nated as K0, etc.) and pressure ranges (up to 100 MPa) are used in the test tube to monitor
the pressure in the interaction zone and in the gas trigger device. The pressure increase in
the cover gas atmosphere can be detected at six positions in the pressure vessel by means
of piezo-resistive pressure transducers (type KELLER, designated as C1, etc.). All pressure
transducers have response frequencies of >10 kHz and the signals are normally recorded on
transient recorders with a sampling time of 20 s. The positions of the pressure transducers

! with respect to the bottom plate upper surface of the test section are given in Table 1.

Several thermocouples (K-type) are used to measure the temperatures of the gas atmo-
sphere and the water in the test section, and to detect the position of the melt jet leading

-

edge during its penetration into the water. In order to improve the response times, thermo-;

couples of ').5 mm diameter are used. The thermocouples installed at the test section axis
are poskioned at the same elevations as the K-transducers and designated as TC 1, etc.

-

,

4

4

4
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Table 1: Pressure Transducer Locations
,

KISTLER Pos.* KELLER Pos.*

[mm) (mm) f
K0 0 C1/C11 140 ;

'

K1 150 C2/C12 1450

K2 350 C3/C13 1780 |
K3 550

K13 550
~

K4 750

K5 950

: * Measured from the bottom plate of

the test section

The contact with melt leads to immediate destruction of the thermocouples therefore no
information of the trailing edge of the melt can be obtained with them. In general, extra

i

sensors such as photocells, photoresistors and magnetic field detectors were introduced in the
upper part of the test section above the water levelin order to detect both the beginning and
the duration of the melt release from the crucible without contacting the melt jet. However,
these techniques were still at development stage during this test series and they have failed

,

to provide reliable data so far.

Water level measurement is required for the estimation of the integral vapour fraction
in the mixing zone. Two different kinds of level meters, an inductive (with a moving float)
and TDR-type (Time Domain Reflectometry), are used to measure the level swell during the
premixing phase. The tests with the narrow test section utilise one of each of these types in
a separate level meter vessel (placement illustrated in Fig. Ic). In the tests with the wide test
section, only TDR-type of level meters are used, because they are more robust and insensitive
to thermo-mechanical loads that might be imposed during a test. |

1

It is important to note that the level meters in general do not function well in highly |

voided regions. However, the fast response time (> 1 kHz) of the TDR sensor and its ability ]
to detect gas / water surface intersecting it give confidence in the measurements of the level
swell even in the initial phase of mixing where high void fractions are expected. Qualitative 1

check by visual observation of both types of level meters has been made in a transparent test j
'

section mock-up. Furthermore, a calibration of the level meters was done prior to each test

with water (no void). |

The KROTOS data acquisition system consists of several transient data recorders. Pres- |

sure transducer and level swell probe signals are recorded using a transient recorder (Yokogawa j

1600) with high data sampling rates of 50 kHz over a time period of about 5 seconds. Ther-
1

!

i

|
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mocouple data (8-12 channels) were also recorded at quite high sampling rate of 1 kHz
(Yokogawa 1100) in most tests to capture the timing of the melt front progression accurately.
A RACAL analog tape recorder and an HP 75000 data acquisition system are used to record
the long term behaviour of the system as well as provide a data backup system. Data reduc-
tion and processing is done remotely using a PV-WAVE data analysis package in an HP 712

workstation which is connected to the KROTOS site via a TCP/IP network link.

3 KROTOS Test Procedure

After having reached the desired melt temperature (3018-3063 K), the crucible containing
the UO -ZrO melt (about 3 kg, density 7960 kg/m ) is released from the furnace and falls32 2

by gravity through a 4 m long release tube of 95 mm inner diameter. Half-way down the
,

tube, a rapid-acting slide valve separates the furnace from the test section below. This valve l

closes immediately after the crucible has passed. During its fall, the crucible cuts a copper
wire generating the zero time signal for the data acquisition. Finally the crucible impacts
onto a retainer ring at the end of the tub where a conical shaped metallic puncher breaks
the bottom of the crucible thus allowing the melt to pour out (Fig. Ib). The exit of the
melt can be blocked by some hundreds of milliseconds by a sacrificial disk of low melting
point metal placed beneath the puncher (used only in KROTOS 35). In this way the melt is
slowed down to gravity release conditions. The melt jet diameter is defined by guiding the
melt through a funnel of high temperature refractory material with an exit diameter of 30
mm. The melt arrival is detected with a thermocouple (TC 7) just at the exit of the funnel
which, in turn, is located about 0.46 m above the water free surface. Another thermocouple
(TC 6) is located about 10 mm above the water surface to allow for estimation of the velocity
of the jet at the melt-water contact. The melt injection phase has been observed visually in
numerous tin and Wood's metal simulant tests which were performed in a transparent test
section mock-up. These tests demonstrated a coherent jet injection and verifieo the operation
of the level meters. After the jet has penetrated sufficiently deep into the water column, either
a thermocouple signal or a predetermined time delay can be used to activate the destruction of

the membrane of the gas trigger device to generate a pressure pulse that propagates vertically
upwards through the melt / water mixture in order to trigger a steam explosion. After the test,
all the debris is collected, photographed and sieved. The debris is inspected before and after
the sieving in order to detect any changes in debris form caused by sieving process. Finally
the internal parts of the test facility are decontaminated before the preparations for the next
test can be started.
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4 KROTOS Experimental Results

Five experiments with UO2 - ZrO2 have been performed. The objective of this test series
was to study premixing of UO - ZrO2 melts with water at both low and high subcoolings2

The mainand to determine if an energetic FCI could take place under such conditions.
test parameters and results are summarised in Table 2. The KROTOS test programme has
been evolutionary in nature, the outcome of previous results contributing significantly to the
planning of the future experiments. To reduce the number of test variables, the following
parameters have been fixed in these tests: the initial system pressure (0.1 MPa), release
nozzle diameter (30 mm), fall height (~ 0.46 m) and the water depth (~ 1.1 m).

In the next sections a brief description of the tests and results is given. The discussion is

subdivided into two classes as " saturated water conditions" and "subcooled water conditions"
following the same convention as before when the results of the Al Oa/ water system were2

reported in [5].

4.1 KROTOS Experiments in " Saturated Water Conditions"

In the KROTOS 32 test, approximately 3 kg of UO - ZrO was heated up to 3063 K in a2 2

tungsten crucible. After the test sequence initiation, the crucible was released and fell down
onto the puncher. Since the test was performed without a brake disk, thu melt was free to
stream out through the punctured crucible bottom and funnel into the water without any
time delay. A Plexiglas liner (2 mm thick) was used in the test section to reduce the risk of
a spontaneous steam explosion upon the melt contacting the walls of the test section.

The thermocouple data gives an estimate of 4.2 m/s for the leading edge velocity using
the thermocouples TC 6 and TC 7 as melt arrival indicators. This value is significantly
lower than the theoretical value considering a gravity release of the melt from the furnace.
Evidently, the puncher and funnel assembly slowed down the release rate. Thermocouples in
the water allowed for the estimation of the melt velocity after penetration into the water. The
estimated velocity of the melt jet between TC 5 and TC 6 was approximately 1.5 m/s. The
thermocouple data demonstrates that the coherent jet penetrated at least down to TC 5.

No energetic interactions occurred, and the pressurisation of the freeboard volume was
mainly due to the steam generation of the melt (see Fig. 2). The different phases of the melt
injection can be distinguished in the pressure history. At about 200 ms after cutting the trigger
wire, the crucible impacts the puncher creating a small spike which can be seen in Fig. 2.
Immediately afterwards, the start of the melt pour increases the pressure rapidly due to the
heating of the cover gas up to 0.06 MPa (220-300 ms). The pressurisation rate changes when
the melt jet penetrates the water column due to energy transfer to the water. Once the melt
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Table 2: KROTOS UO - ZrO Test Conditions and Results2 2

KROTOS Test N 32 33 35 36 37
Melt composition UO2 [w/o] 80.8 81.2 79 79 79

[w/o] 19.2 18.8 21 21 21ZrO2
charged mass [g] 3030 3170 3102 3027 3222
temperature [K] 3063 3063 3023 3025 3018
brake disk no no yes" no no
initialjet diameter [mm) 30 30 30 30 30
free fall in gas [m 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.44

Coolant Water mass [kg] 7.1 7.7 7.7 7.7 34.5
height [m] 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.105
inital temperature (K] 351 298 363 294 294
subcooling [K] 22 75 10 79 79

Test initial pressure (He) [MPa] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Section internal diameter [mm) 95 95 95 95 200

Plexiglas liner yes no no no no
gas trigger no no yes yes yes

Results confirmed penetration TC 5 TC 4 n.a.6 TC5 TC 4
depth of the melt jet
maximum pressurisation [MPa] 0.23 0.14 0.17 0.13 0.07
steam explosion no no no no no
total debrisc [g] 2608 2802 3424 2801 2925
debris in test section [g] 1402 1705 331 1142 2925

aTin/ Woods metal alloy (Tm ~413 K).
6Thermocouple wires destroyed by melt ejection from the test section.
'Found in test section, level-meter vessel and pressure vessel.

has penetrated and mixed with the water, the pressurisation rate increases again because of
the enhanced heat transfer due to melt breakup. The pressure increase reached approximately
0.23 MPa and then the pressurisation fell quickly to the quasi steady-state value of about
0.05 MPa due to condensation onto cool walls.

The debris size distribution for KROTOS 32 is plotted in Fig. 5. The mass mean size of
the debris is about 2.5 mm. The large particles of the debris consisted mainly of irregular
shaped particles with some agglomerates. The smaller particles were more spherical in shape.
An estimate of debris quenching rate can be obtained by assuming that the pressurisation of

) the freeboard volume was caused solely by saturated steam with negligible bulk water heating
and that all the melt participated (i.e. entered into the water). This simple analysis gives an
estimate of 0.7 MW/kg-melt for the maximum melt quenching rate during the mixing phase.

,
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The KROTOS 35 test was essentially a repeat of the KROTOS 32 experiment except that
the test section did not have a Plexiglas liner and a Woods metal-tin brake disk was installed
to reduce the melt release rate. Additionally, a gas trigger device was mounted. The gas
trigger was configured to trigger when TC 3 sensed the melt arrival.

After the initial melt injection, a rapid pressurisation was observed. This initial rapid
pressurisation of the cover gas lasted longer than in KROTOS 32 because of the longer

,

duration of the melt release. The observed peak pressurisation of 0.17 MPa is lower than
in KROTOS 32, because a significant amount of melt (about 1.1 kg) was blocked in the
release funnel and, furthermore, vigorous steaming lead to expulsion of significant fraction of

unquenched melt (77 % of the injected melt mass). Some of melt swept out from the test
section damaged the thermocouple and level-meter cables on the outside of the test section.
Thus the trigger device activated only after the set time delay (2.6 s) rather than with the
TC 3 signal. No steam explosion took place. However, the time delay might have been too
long for an appropriate triggering, i.e. it is believed that significant fraction of the melt was
already quenched.

4.2 Experiments in "Subcooled Water Conditions"

The KROTOS 33 test was essentially a repeat of the KROTOS 32 test except that the water
subcooling was higher (75 K) and that the Plexiglas liner was removed from the test section.
The same method as in KROTOS 32 was used to estimate the leading edge velocity. The
TC 6 and TC 7 data indicated a somewhat higher velocity of 8 m/s prior to melt penet:stion
into the water. This is also confirmed by the shorter duration (220-270 ms) of the cover gas
pressurisation (up to ~ 0.02 MPa) shown in Fig. 2. Once in the water, the jet decelerated
rapidly from the average velocity of 4.4 m/s between TC 6 and TC 5 to 0.9 m/s between TC
5 and TC 4. Due to the higher subcooling, the pressurisation of the expansion volume is less
than in KROTOS 32 with a maximum of about 0.14 MPa and a quasisteady-state level of
about 0.025 MPa, see Fig. 2.

The debris size distribution for KROTOS 33 is plotted in Fig. 5. The morphology of
the debris was the same as in KROTOS 32. One larger piece of material weighing 88.8 g

4

was recovered from the level meter vessel. The particle sizes are somewhat smaller than

in the near saturation conditions (KROTOS 32) with the mass mean size of about 2 mm
(excluding the piece mentioned above). Accordingly, the estimate of the melt quenching rate
(1.2 MW/kg-melt) is higher than in KROTOS 32.

The KROTOS 36 test was performed with the same conditions as KROTOS 33 except
that a trigger device was mounted. The trigger device was set to activate with the TC 3
signal as in the KROTOS 35 test. Moreover, the results from the KROTOS 35 test allowed
for a better estimate of the appropriate backup time delay for triggering. Melt injection was
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successful but again vigorous steaming at the melt-water contact lead to a partial expulsion of
the melt from the test section. The gas trigger device was activated by the TC 3 signal at 1.6
s. However, no energetic propagating explosion was observed. Immediate rapid pressurisation
and melt sweep-out lead to the conclusion that the melt mass participating in the premixing
process was limited due to the flow constraint imposed by the narrow test tube.

The KROTOS 37 test was a repeat of the KROTOS 36 test with a new, larger diameter test
section (200 mm vs. 95 mm). The larger test section was utilised to reduce the superficial
steam velocity above the water thus reducing early (fall stage) jet breakup, levitation and
sweep-out of the melt as observed in previous tests. In KROTOS 37, the melt jet was
successfully injected into the test section with an insignificant amount of sweep-out. The
coherent melt jet penetrated at least down to the TC 4 level. The trigger activated with the
TC 3 signal at 1.0 s, but no interaction was observed. However, due to the larger test section,
the amplitude of the propagating trigger pulse was reduced from the previous tests because
the trigger energy (200 J) was kept constant. The maximum pressurisation, shown in Fig. 3,
was lower than the previous one (KROTOS 33) because of the greater mass of subcooled
water (34.5 kg).

A total fragmentation of the injected melt mass was observed. The resulting debris size ;

distribution for KROTOS 37 is plotted in Fig. 5. The particle sizes are somewhat smaller

(1.4 mm) than observed under the same initial conditions but with the narrow test section
(KROTOS 33). In the CCM-1 test, which was performed at Argonne National Laboratory [8]
with similar initial conditions (P~ 0.1 MPa, AT,a ~ 43 K), but with corium thermite melt, !

the mass mean particle size was 2.3 mm. |

The estimate of the melt quenching rate (0.13 15% MW/kg-melt, uncertainty due to
non-linearity of the slope of the pressure increase) is significantly lower than in the tests with
the narrow test section indicating more efficient bulk heating of the water which was not
considered in the simple analysis and was not measured in the KROTOS 37 test during the
mixing phase. By considering only the steam generation in the CCM-1 test, a melt quenching
rate of about 0.09 MW/kg-melt is obtained which compares well with the KROTOS 37 data.
However, in the CCM-1 test a significant fraction of energy was deposited into the water, so
that the total melt quenching rate was about 0.8 MW/kg-melt which is comparable to the

estimates in the KROTOS tests with the narrow test section (with less water) and to the
results from FARO test analysis (including the bulk water heating). Therefore, it is likely that
the bulk water heating in KROTOS 37 was at least as effective as in the CCM-1 test because
of the higher initial subcooling and the smaller average particle mass mean diameter.

It is interesting to contrast the UO -ZrO results with the previous ones from the Al O2 2 2 3

test series where supercritical explosions were observed (5). Such a comparison is shown in

Table 3 where the initial conditions and some results of the the Al O3 and UO - ZrO2 are2 2

tabulated. In order to make consistent comparisons, it was imperative to repeat an Al O test2 3
with the larger diameter test section to see if lessening the constraint of the narrow test tube

|
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would indeed affect the outcome (normally an energetic interaction). Such a test (KROTOS

38) was performed with 1.5 kg of Al O (at 2665 K), see Table 3. A spontaneous energetic2 3

explosion took place before the trigger system was activated. Peak dynamic pressures up to
67 MPa were observed in the test section. The pressurisation of the freeboard volume for this
test is shown together with the KROTOS 37 result in Fig. 3. A different type of premixing
behaviour with UO - ZrO2 and Al O3 is evident by comparing the initial steaming rates.

'

2 2

Significantly greater steam generation with the UO - ZrO melt is further illustrated by2 2

the level swell data, shown in Fig. 4. This preliminary data would therefore suggest that less
breakup of the melt occurred and that the void fraction in the mixing region was smaller |

!

prior to triggering in the case of Al O . However, due to the steam explosion the debris2 3

is significantly finer than in the UO - ZrO tests, see Fig. 5. Fig. 5 also indicates that2 2

about 65 % of the interacting Al O melt mass fragmented in particles of less than 2502 3

ym in diameter, in this investigation it was assumed that these particles participated in the
explosion process. The efficiency of this explosion process is then the ratio of the kinetic
energy to the thermal energy content of the melt which participated in the process. The
kinetic energy of the mixture mass was determined from the dynamic pressurisation of the
test section which allowed to estimate the impulse (f p dt) deposited into the water column.
Using this approach and the experimental data from KROTOS 38, an explosion efficiency of

1.8 % was calculated.

These observations have important implications concerning tests with Al O simulants2 3

performed at various research centers. The differences between UO - 2rO and Al O2 2 2 3

melts, in this respect, should be well understood. Currently, experimental investigations
are pursued to study the differences between the prototypic UO2 - ZrO2 melts and Al O2 3
simulant melts in parallel with general objectives of the KROTOS programme.

5 Conclusions

Concerning KROTOS tests, it is important to note that the following conclusions are based |
on preliminary trends observed with only a few tests and need to be confirmed with further
tests. The experimental results from the KROTOS UO - ZrO programme so far indicate:2 2

|

. Significant breakup of the melt into relatively fine debris (~1-3mm), |
!

. No energetic interactions within the range of the following investigated parameters: low 'j

subcooling (10-20 K), high subcooling (~80 K) and external trigger (energy of 200 J),

. Due to lack of energetic interactions so far with UO - ZrO melts, the data on effects2 2

of geometric constraints on explosions and the far field effects are limited to results
from Al O tests, j2 3

<

|
1
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. Table 3: Al O Tests with Similar Initial Conditions as KROTOS 33 and 372 3

KROTOS Test N - 30 33 37 38
Melt composition . Al O3 UO - UO - Al O2 3 i2 2 2

ZrO ZrO22

charged mass [g] 1516 3170 3222 1533
temperature [K]' 2573 3063 3018 2665
brake disk no no no no ;
initialjet diameter [mm) 30 30 30 30
free fall in gas [m] 0.46 0.46 0.44 0.44 i

Coolant Water mass- [kg) 7.7 7.7 34.5 34.5
height [m] 1.08- 1.08 1.105 1.105
initial temperature - [K] 294 298 294 294
subcooling [K] 79 75 79 79

Test initial pressure [MPa] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Section internal diameter [mm) 95 95 200 200

Plexiglas liner yes no. no no
gas trigger no no yes yesa

Results confirmed penetration TC 3 TC 4 TC 4 TC 3
depth of the melt jet

6max. dynamic pressure [MPa] > 100 . - 67
steam explosion yes no no yes

total debris [g] 1400 2802 2925 1523
[g] 1210 136 116 934debris <250 m

debris <100 pm [g] 1000 37.4 41.2 545
explosion efficiency [%] 1.6 - - 1.8

* Spontaneous explosion took place before triggering.

6|n the test section.

. Simple analysis using steaming rates indicate melt quenching rates of 0.7-1.2 MW/kg-
melt in the narrow test section. The observed melt quenching rates in larger scale FARO
facility are comparable to the rates observed in the KROTOS tests.

* Significant differences between the behaviour of prototypic UO - ZrO and simulant2 2

Al O melts have been observed and more data is needed to understand them.2 3
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Experimental Studies of Thermal and ChemicalInteractions'

Between Oxide and Silicide Nuclear Fuels with Water

Ali A. Farahani and M. L Corradini
Mechanical Engineering Department

University of Wisconsin - Madison, 53706

Abstract
i

Given some transient power / cooling mismatch in e nuclear reactor and its in-
ability to establish the necessary core cooling, energetic fuel-coolant interactions
(FCI's, commonly called ' vapor explosions') could occur as a result of the core
melting and coolant contact. Although a large number of studies have been done 7

on energetic FCI's, very few experiments have been performed with the actual fuel
!

materials postulated to be produced in severe accidents. Because of the scarcity of
i

well-characterized FCI data for uranium alloys in noncommercial reactors (cermet
and silicide fuels), we have conducted a series of experiments to provide a data base

>

for the foregoing materials. An existing 1-D shock-tube facility was modified to
handle depleted radioactive materials (UaOs - Al, and UsSig - Al). Out objectives

i
have been to determine the etfects of the initial fuel composition and temperature
and the driving pressure (triggering) on the explosion work output, dynamic pres-
sures, transient temperatures, and the hydrogen production. Experimental results |

'

indicate limited energetics, mainly thermalintersctions, for these fuel materials as
wd to aluminum where relati,'ely more chemical reactions occur between thecu

molten aluminum and water.
,

!Introduction
i

An energetic FCI is a process in which a hot liquid, ' fuel', transfers its internal
energy to a colder and more volatile liquid, ' coolant', hence, generating high pressure ,

vapor. Potential damage from the explosive expansion of this high pressure vapor
include, but are not limited to, shock wave dynamic loading, kinetic energy of
the accelerated mixture caused by the expansion of coolant vapor, and possible
combustion of the generated hydrogen,if the fuelis oxidized by the coolant.

Vapor explosions have been an important topic in the safety analysis of nuclear
reactors. Energetic FCI's could occur as a result of the core melt in case of a .

!
severe accident in a nuclear reactor. These explosions threaten the integrity of the
reactor vessel (1) and possibly the containment building should they occur outside

'

the reactor vessel.
Data concerning pressure generation, explosion work, and the extent of oxida- 1

'

tion for the interaction between aluminum-uranium fuels with water are very lim-
ited. Actually no data could be found on the vapor explosion of the above materials
and liquid water except for the Borax 1 accidental explosion and the Spert ID test,
in both of which molten uranium-aluminum alloys / water interactions caused the
destruction of the reactors. A survey ofliterature on FCI after uranium-aluminum

,
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core melt by Martinson [2] reports of only few laboratory experiments [3] and [4]
where the chemical reaction between molten aluminum-20 wt.% U with water vapor
has been studied. All of this data has been from transient experiments where steam
is passed over a liquid metal sample of known initial temperature.

To understand the fundamentals of FCI behavior better, simple experimental
geometries must be designed to provide unambiguous data for analysis. Although
a large amount of work has been done on energetic FCI's, very few experiments
have been performed with aluminum fuel alloys used in noncommercial nuclear
reactors (e.g., cermet and silicide fuels) in simple geometries where relatively precise
measurements of work, impulse, and hydrogen generation were made.

This paper prwnts the results of the first series of the FCI experiments we have
c , .eted to provide a data base for the cermet and silicide fuels. Our objectives
have been to study the triggering, transient pressures, work potential, and hydrogen
generation phenomena of energetic FCI using aluminum fuel alloys (U 0s-Al and3
UaSirAl) and water in the simple geometry of a 1-D shock tube apparatus. The
shock tube provides a straight forward method for controlling fuel-coolant contact,
with the independent variables being the fuel and coolant composition, initial masses
and temperatures as well as the driving pressure that forces fuel-coolant contact.
In a shock tube geometry, stratified layers in our experiments, with control over the
contact surface and the impact strength, a vapor explosion can be forced to occur.
The dynamic pressures resulting from this vapor explosion inside the constrained
geometry of a shock tube are greater than those resulting from a vapor explosion
in the less constrained geometry of an open tank in a dropping experiment.

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup consists of two separate apparatus:

e shock tube

e partial pressure analyzer

The shock tube, a long vertical tube, is the environment in which the actual fuel
coolant interactions occur. A partial pressure analyzer apparatus is used as a tool to
determine the extent of the FCI by measuring the amount of the hydrogen produced
from the exothermic chemical reaction between the aluminum content of the fuel
and water.

The major components of the shock tube facility are shown in figure 1. The
vertical tube consists of two stainless steel tubes and one inconel 600 holder. The
middle section (compression tube),1-in I.D.,1.5-in O.D.,6.6 ft long 304 stainlessa

steel tube, holds the coolant (water, in our case). The lower section, reaction tube
or holder (both names are used interchangeably in this report), .984-in I.D.,1.5-in
O.D.,5.6-in long inconel 600, holds the melt. The melt itself is contained in a 321
stainless steel crucible which is placed inside the reaction tube. The upper section
(expansion vessel),3-in I.D.,3.5-in O.D.,20-in long 304 stainless steel tube, serves
as a gas volume in which argon is introduced to pressurize the coolant. A kapton
foil, which separates the compression and the teaction tubes, will burst at a specific
pressure depending on its thickness and the coolant willimpact the fuel as a result.

Figure 2 shows the components of the partial pressure analyzer devhe. This
device is designed to measure the hydrogen concentration in the gas volurne above
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the coolant column in the shock tube. A high vacuum is achieved using a turbo- )
molecular pump while the partial pressures are measured by a quadrupole mass .

spectrometer with the mass range from 0 to 64 amu. |
'

Measurement and Data Acquisition Devices '

Four E type thermocouples (TCO-TC3), which measure coolant temperatures along
the shock-tubei nave their tips inserted into the tube wall up to 0.35 in. TC4, {

'
an E type thermocouple located at the top of the shock-tube, measures the gas ,

temperature in the expansion vessel. Fuel temperature is measured by a K type i

thermocouple with its tip inerted 0.1 inch in a gap provided at the bottom of the i

crucible. All of the thermocouples are ungrounded, sheathed, and have a ~ fg
'

inch O.D. Thermocouples'_ signals are processed by the Keithley Data Acquisition 3
i

System 500 (DAS 500) and stored in a PC. Temperature measurements are taken
every 30 mnec. .

Dynamic pressures are measured by five miniature, quartz, charge mode (PCB
*

Piezoelectronics series 112A03) pressure transducers, which are chosen because of
their short rise time (2psec), good sensitivity (1pC/ psi), and range (up to 15,000
psi). These transducers are lo 2ted at the same level along the shock-tube as their i

corresponding thermocouples. Each transducer is connected to a charge emplifier j

~ (PCB Piezoelectronics model 462A) for amplifiying and converting the charge ouput ;

of the transducer into a voltage signal. The charge amplifiers have a range selection
capability which determines the maximum pressure that will be measured, hence,

r

increasing the digitalization resolution. ;

Analog transient pressure signals out of the charge amplifiers are digitized and t

stored temporarily by a LeCroy data acquisition system comprising a Camac frame, |

two 12-bit digitizers (LeCroy 8200), two memory modules (LeCroy 8800A), and a i

Camac to GPIB interface. Each digitizer has four input channels with a maximum
of 1 MHz sampling rate per channel. The storing period is determined by the ,

sampling frequency. For example, at 125 psee sampling period only 1 second of !

the transient event can be stored. This limits our ability to capture transient |
pressure frequencies that are much lar ger than the sampling period which is set by ;

an external clock. The transient pressure digitalization and storage are controlled |

by Waveform Catalyst, an instrumentation control software from LeCroy, which is ,

run on a personal computer. !

A strain-gauge pressure transducer, with 0-500 psig pressure range model 175A
purchased from Robinson-Halpern Co., is used to measure and monitor the pressure i

in the expansion vessel before, during, and after each experiment. The output of i

this gauge is processed the same way as the thermocouples.
A review of the available literature [5,6) provided us with very limited in-

formation about the thermodynamic properties of UaOs-Al. The thermodynamic i

properties of UaOs-Al and UaSir Al are not completely known to us at the moment.
Wherever needed, the unknown properties are found using the ideal gas mixture
techniques. The review by Peacock [6] on the available information on thermody- j

namic properties of UsOs and UaOs-aluminum are used where available. |

I

!
t
I

i

i
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Figure 2: The partial pressure analyzer device.

Experimental Procedure
Depleted radioactive fuels are obtained from our stock, sent to us from Westinghouse
Savannah River Company. The fuel pellets are crushed using a hydraulic crusher
and then ~12 cc of it is weighed and poured into a crucible. The rupture disk is
prepared by cutting a circle, the size ofits housing, from a kapton sheet.

After installation of the rupture disk assembly, reactor quality water is pumped
by a IIaake constant temperature circulator, which is used to control the water
temperature, into the shock tube to a pre-detetermined level. The crucible is then
loaded into the reaction tube (inconel 600) and attached to the shock tube using
stainless steel gaskets. Following this, the volume between the fuel and the rup-
ture disk is vacuumed and checked for any leaks. A Pirani type vacuum gauge ,

'

supplied by Granville-Phillips monitors the pressure inside this volume. After this,
the ceramic fiber radiant heater is attached to the reaction tube. A 700 W heater
with a maximum operating temperature of 1200 'C was used in low temperature

i

experiments. Ilowever, because of the problems with the aluminum reacting with
the stainless steel crucible at high temperatures, a 2600 W heater with a maximum
operating temperature of 1300 'C was used in the high temperature experiments

,

(900 'C and up). '

The fuel inside the crucible is heated while the volume above the fuel is con-
| tinuously purged with argon and kept at 5 Torr. This purging of argon is done
i

|
to prevent the molten fuel from forming any oxide layer prior to its contact with
water. When the fuel reaches the desired temperature, argon gas will be diverted'

| |

i
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to a solenoid valve that opens up into the expansion vessel. The heater and the
vacuum pump are turned off and the three-second countdown starts. After the
countdown, the solenoid valve opens up and allows the argon gas to pressurize the
water column, which will eventually rupture the diaphragm.

Sample gases are collected inside 50 cc bottles one and five minutes after the
completion of each test. The partial pressure of specific gas cornponents making
up the total pressure of the sample bottle will then be measured using a mass
spectrometer. Partial pressure measurements are usually made at total pressures
less than 5x10-s Torr in order to remain below the region of non-linear effects of
our mass spectrometer.

Experimental Results

FUEL Expt. my Tj Pa,. H .,: # onf f
No. gram 'C MPa m m
7R 0.0 25 .566 0.0 0.435
8R 0.0 21.9 .555 0.0 0.435
9R 0.0 22.1 1.177 0.0 0.435
53 0.0 723.5 .523 0.0 0.435

EMPTY CRUCIBLE 55 0.0 710.3 .555 0.0 0.435
57 0.0 893.2 .584 0.0 0.435
61 0.0 901 1.159 0.0 0.435
62 0.0 902 1.187 0.0 0.435
66 0.0 993.4 .570 0.0 0.435
71 32.90 723.4 .563 0.031 0.404
74 29.66 903.5 .580 0.031 0.404
75 28.58 902.9 .553 0.031 0.404

UaOs-Al 76 28.68 901.6 1.127 0.031 0.404
77 26.75 903 1.044 0.031 0.404
78 28.13 767.8 .537 0.031 0.404
79 28.62 1004.8 .593 0.031 0.404
59 33.46 908.6 .552 0.031 0.404
60 30.29 895.6 .560 0.031 0.404

U Si -Al 63 32.46 902.3 1.155 0.031 0.4043 2
64 33.61 895.1 1.155 0.031 0.404
65 31.74 768 .532 0.031 0.404
67 32.97 1032.1 .600 0.031 0.404

Table 1: A list of the preliminary experiments

i

Table I shows the list of the 22 successful experiments performed in our initial
series investigating the effects of fuel composition, initial fuel temperature, and
driving pressure on the energetics of vapor explosions. The height of the fuel inside
the crucible, H .,1, and the vertical distance between the rupture disk and thef

top of the fuel surface, H .n are also shown in table 1. The experimental matrixf
,
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i

includes three different fuel compositions; the empty crucible, UaOs-Al, and UaSir
]Al having aluminum weight concentrations of 0%,40%, and 43.5%, respectively.

To check the performance of the experimental design, we performed the scoping i

experiments with the crucible and the water at room temperature. The empty
crucible and the other fuel composition experiments have been carried out at three
other initial temperatures of ~750 'C , ~900 'C, and ~1000 'C. The lower end
of the initial temperature region. 750 'C, was chosen so that the existence of a
homogeneous aluminum melt inside the crucible is guaranteed.

The aluminum based fuels, used here, do not melt completely in the temper-
ature range of 750 to 1000 'C rather they form a mixture of solid and partially
melted aluminum. This temperature range was chosen since it represented the
predicted range of initial temperatures for particular severe accident scenarios in
noncommercial reactors.

The second independent variable of interest is the driving pressure which accel-
erates the liquid column downward. The effects of driving pressure on the energetics
of the interaction have been investigated using diaphragm of 1 and 2 mils in thick-
nesses that rupture at 5 and 10 bar, respectively.

Table 2 lists the important initial and boundary conditions for the 1st series of
the experiments. The experiments were carried out in a random order to insure that
the results were not affected significantly by the changes in the characteristics of the
experimental design. To investigate the reproducibility of the experimental results,
we performed a minimum of two experiments for any given initial conditions. The
reproducibility of the experimental results can be seen by comparing the results as
listed in table 3 and Farahani[7).

Coolant Temperature ('C) 23 ~ 27
Mass Fraction of Al .40 ~.435

Water Column ID (cm) 2.54

Crucible ID (cm) 2.22
Coolant Height (m) 2.60
Vacuum Height (m) .40

Coolant Mass (Kg) 1.95
Total Fuel Mass (gram) 28 ~ 35
Fuel Volume (ce) 11.5 ~ 12.5
Coolant Volume (cc) 1950

Mass Ratio (M,/M ) 55.7 ~ 69.6
f

Volume Ratio (V,/V ) 156 ~ 170f

Table 2: The initial and the boundary conditions for the 1st series of the
experiments.

Dynamic pressure traces, fuel and water temperatures, and gas concentrations
were the measured quantitiesin each experiment. The pressure $md the temperature

i
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profiles along the shock tube for all the experiments listed in table 1 are included
in a detailed report by Farahani[7].

Pressure Profiles

Dynamic pressure measurements were made at 5 different locations along the shock
tube (see figure 1 for the locations of the pressure transducers). The PTO transducer
measures the pressure in the region below the rupture disk. The measured pressure
by PTO is positive as long as the pressure at the location of the transducer during
the experiment does not fall below the initial vacuum pressure. The gas pressure
in the expansion vessel is measured by PT4. Figures 3 through 5 show the pressure
traces for typical experiments conducted for this initial test series.

A typical pressure trace for the impact of a pressurized water column upon the
surface of an empty crucible is shown in figure 3. The value of the pressure at
the peak of the first rise in the PT4 trace corresponds to the injection pressure as

i

measured by the strain gauge transducer and is noted on the plot. The traces in
the figure 3 and others are shown between 0 to 1000 msec. The zero msec does not
correspond to the beginning of the experiment; but, it is recalibrated here in order
to eliminate the unnecessary data from the opening of the solenoid valve until some
time before the diaphragm ruptures.

The generation of water vapor and hydrogen gas can contribute significantly
to the pressurization of the argon gas during the experiment. The increase of the
pressure inside the expansion vessel beyond the initial driving pressure is part of
the work done by the FCI, see figures 4 and 5.

Gas Measurements I

Two gas samples, taken at one and five minutes after the experiment from the
expansion vessel, were collected to measure their constituent concentrations to de-
termine the extent of the chemical reaction between the aluminum part of the fuel
and water. Table 3 gives values for the measured hydrogen mass and the wt% of the
aluminum content of the fuel that was oxidized in the initial experiments. The wt%
of the aluminum content of the fuel oxidized is based on the assumed stoichiometric
reaction between the measured hydrogen mass with aluminum.

|

Data Analysis

The pressurized gas in the expansion vessel in our shock tube apparatus is a trigger-
ing device that can force the collapse of the vapor film, force liquid-liquid contact,
and trigger an explosive interaction. The pressure difference across the water col-
umn along with the weight of the water are the contributing forces that accelerate
the coolant toward the fuel surface. The higher the driving pressure, the greater
will be the coolant impact velocity for a given fall distance. Driving pressures of ~5
and ~10 bars have been thus far used. A comparison of the results of expts 76 and
77 with those of expt 75 show that the amount of the chemical reaction between
the aluminum content of UaOs-Al and water decreased when the driving pressure
was increased from ~5 bar to ~10 bar. This conclusion was based on the results of
not only expt 75 but also expts 72 and 73, not detailed here, where approximately
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FUEL Expt. my Tf man mn, wt% Al
No. gram 'C gram mgram reacted

7R: 0.0 25 0.0 0.0 0.0
8R 0.0 21.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
9R 0.0 22.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
53 0.0 - 723.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

EMPTY CRUCIBLE 55 0.0 710.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 ;

57 0.0 893.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 |
61 0.0 901 0.0 0.0 0.0 1

62 0.0 902 0.0 0.0 0.0
66 0.0 993.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

71 32.90 723.4 13.07 10.97 0.7
74 29.66 903.5 11.86 0.0 0.0
75 28.58 902.9 11.43 26.2 2.0

o -Al 76 28.68 901.6 11.47 0.0 0.0Us s

77 26.75 903 10.70 2.1 0.2 |
78 28,13 767.8 11.25 21.2 1.7

||
79 28.62 1004.8 11.45 6.0 0.5

59 33.46 908.6 14.56 1.2 0.1

60 30.29 895.0 13.18 13.4 0.9 j
U Si -Al 63 32.46 902.3 14.12 0.0 0.03 2

64 33.61 895.1 14.62 1.3 0.1 ;

65 31.74 768 13.81 0.0 0.0 4

'

67 32.97 1032.1 14.34 8.0 0.5

Table 3: A list of the hydrogen mass as measured and the wt% of aluminum )
oxidized for the preliminary experiments. |

|

2% of the aluminum mass had reacted with water. The results from expt 74 are
different than those of expts 75 because the fuel did not disperse into the water
column upon the contact rather it formed a solid cylindrical block (see [7]); hence,
the interaction looked like that of an empty crucible experiment.

In all of the experiments conducted thus far, the water impacted the fuel several
times, see figures 3 to 5. The maximum pressure was observed on the first impact
in the experiments performed with empty crucibles (figure 3) as expected due to
the lack of any molten fuel fragmentation. The maximum pressure occurred on
the second peak in silicide fuel experiments (figure 5). Although the maximum
pressures obtained by PTO in experiments with different fuel compositions did not j

reveal any major differences among them, the differences in the effects of thermal l
interactions were more evident in the PT4 traces, the plots on the top of the figures

'

3 to 5. A larger pressure value on any peak larger than the maximum pressure on
the first peak, as measured by PT4, is suggestive of the work done by the FCI for j

this geometry.
The amount of the hydrogen generated during the FCIis measured and used to
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calculate the extent of the chemical reaction between the aluminum content of the
fuel with water. Some of the results of hydrogen measurements based on the values
given in table 3 are as follows:

e in experiments with empty crucibles no hydrogen gas was found as expected.

. The percentage of the aluminum content of the oxide and silicide fuel that
reacted with water remained the same at $2% in all experiments.

;-

Fuel Ternp Par Work Pk P. Oxide
-('C) (psig) (J) (MPa) (%)

'

ex55 Empty 710 66 48 18 0.

ex65 Silicide 768 62 80 15 0.

ex78 Oxide 768 63 114 13 1.7

ex57 Empty 893 70 103 18 0.

ex59 Silicide 909 65 138 15 0.

es75 Oxide 903 66 >136 16 2.0

ex61 Empty 901 153 106 27 0.

ex63 Silicide 902 153 192 20 0.

ex76 Oxide 902 149 151 22 0.

| Table 4: The Summary of the Results; W = Work Output,0xide = %of the
Fuel Oxidized, Pk P = Peak Pressure

|
The work done on the expansion gas by the thermal- and/or chemical-type

vapor explosion between the hot metal and water is a small part of the total energy
transfer from the FCI to the mixture. Significant portions of the thermal and
chemical energy of the fuel are used to heat the coolant and generate water vapor.
The ideal way to calculate the work from the explosion requires the knowledge of the
pressure and the volume of the generated vapor at any instant. However, the work
from the vapor explosion can be determined indirectly, by calculating the coolant

| acceleration due to the expanding vapor. A third method, which estimates the work
' fro.n the explosion by calculating the work required to compress the expansion gas

from state one (the end of the gas expansion process) to state two (the end of the
expansion gas compression by the upward motion of the coolant),is employed here
to compare the amount of the work from the explosion for each fuel type.

du, = dw ., + dqe-, (1)c
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4

:
;

1

| where du,, dw,_,, and dq,_, are the change in the internal energy of the gas, the
worn done by the coolant on the gas, and the heat transferred from the coolant to the

: gas, respectively. The compression process is assumed to be isentropic (dg,_, = 0.
{ and PV' = constant), so that the gas volume at the end of the compression process
j can be approximated.

du, = dw,_, (2),.
.

| Au, = Aw,_, (3)

j For an ideal gas with constant properties

5 Aw,_,=c,(T - T) (4)2 1

1*

. Aw,_, = P2v2 - Pa vn (5)
9 1-7
} The isentropic assumption underestimates the work output from the explosion.

The maximum dynamic pressures on the first impact of the coolant with the
fuel and the estimated work output during any impact are tabulated in table 4.

j Figure 6 shows the ratio of the gas compression work (influenced by FCI) to the gas
i expansion work (affected by water impact) for all the hot experiments (where the
i crucible temperature is above 700 'C). Because the expansion work is not the same

for all the experiments, then he ratio of the compression work to the expansion
j work is a better way of comparing the energetics of the interactions.
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Figure 6: The relative FCI energetics for all the hot experiments.
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Conclusions
The amount of the work output and the peak pressures are not significantly different
for all the experiments reported in table 3. Previously, it had been assumed that
no chemical reaction occurred between these fuels and water as long as the fuel
temperature remained below 1500 'C. The idea was that the chemical reaction
occurred when the fuel (alloyed with aluminum) was in the liquid phase and the fuel
would not be in the liquid phase for the fuel temperatures below 1500 *C. The results
of our small scale experiments (~30 gram shots of the fuel) show that the nuclear
fuels, both silicide and oxide, did chemically react with water (see table 3), based
on the mass of the evolved hydrogen. Ilowever, all the fuel and coolant interactions
for this first series of the experiments have been thermally dominated interactions.
This is in difference to experiments with aluminum, without any nuclear fuels, where
energetic FCI's with significant chemical reaction resulted in one order of magnitude
larger dynamic pressures and explosion work in our test apparatus [8] and in past
experiments.
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Abstract

A Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FCI or vapor explosion) is the phenomena in which a hot liquid
rapidly transfers its internal energy into a surrounding colder and more volatile liquid. The ener-
getics of such a complex multi-phase and muti-component phenomenon is partially determined by
the surrounding boundary conditions. As one of the boundary conditions, we studied the effect of
constraint on FCIs. The WFCI.D series of experiments were performed specifically to observe this
effect. The results from these and our previous WFCI tests as well as those of other investigators
are compared.

1

1 Introduction
An energetic Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FCI or vapor explosion)is the phenomenon in which a hot liquid
releases its energy explosively into a surrounding volatile and cold liquid when these fluids come into
contact with each other. This phenornenon has been a concern in several industries including the nuclear j
industry [1} [2]. In particular, molten fuel generated due to a severe accident in a nuclear reactor may
contact residual water either inside or outside of the reactor vessel. Such a contact could result in an
FCI.

The FCI has been identified by four unique phases: mixing, triggering, propagation and expansion
phases [3]. In the mixing phase, if hot liquid pours into cold liquid, the hot liquid will be slowly
fragmented to smaller sizes and mixed with the cold liquid. Both hot and cold liquids will be separated
by a vapor film if the surface temperature of the hot liquid is sufficient to maintain this film. In the
triggering phase, such a metastable vapor film collapses locally due to a disturbance, and therefore
very rapid heat transfer and local high pressures are generated. This local explosion provides a trigger
source to generate explosions in the adjacent mixture. These reactions produce a spatial propagation of
the explosion. High heat transfer rates from hot to cold liquids produce rapid vapor volume increases
which may cause mechanical damage to the surrounding system constraint.

To determine thresholds and quantify such destructive energy which results from FCIs, numerous
investigations have been conducted experimentally and theoretically over the last several decades. Be-
cause of the complexity of the multiphase phenomena, there are limited quantitative data available !

to help understand the phenomena. Early research on this phenomena has focused more on the FCI '

prevention than on the basic mechanisms of FCIs [4); e.g., properties, initial conditions and thresholds
at which the explosion occurs or is suppressed. More systematic research, following the above work,
has been performed to insestigate the cause of the phenomenon experimentally and theoretically using
small scale single drop analysis [2]. Following the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) [5] and then the
TMI accident, phenomena related to severe accidents in nuclear power plant has been studied. Most
recently FCI research on mixing and energetics has become much more quantitative in its measurements
for each of the FCI stages and associated hazards. The WFCI facility [6] has recently been designed
and constructed to produce data for understanding the phenomenon under larger scale conditions and
benchmarking numerous theoretical investigations and models. The facility was specifically designed as
a controlled one-dimensional geometry (h>10) to reduce complexity and geometric dependency.
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In this study, we endeavored to observe experimentally the effect of axial constraint and compared
these results to our previous tests and to those of others. Specific comparison data [7, 8, 9] were
chosen because of their similarity in geometry, materials, and experimental conditions as well as their
completeness in data measurement.

2 Past Experiments .

.

Hall et al. [7] investigated tin / water vapor explosions in a long tube geometry. The main test tube was
of 0.85-1.0 m in length,25 mm inner diameter with an outer tube diameter of 50 mm. The test vessel

iwas filled with water at 85-95 'C. The Molten tin as fuel at 600-750 'C is poured into the top of the
inner tube. They observed self-sustanas shock propagations and shock escalation.

Baines' facility [7] is a predecessor to our current design of the WFCI facility. The test section is
about 1 m long and the horizontal cylinder is about 3 m long with the same inner diameter of 29.5 mm.
The test section, made of stainless steel, was initially filled with cold water and electrically heated up to ;~

about 90 'C, but the water at the bottom remained cold, typically about 20 'C to induce self-triggering *

when the melt reached this section. The temperature of the tin as a fuelis at about 800 *C with a mass
,

of approximately 0.5 to 0.8 kg. The expansion velocity was measured by a signal from the magnetic
piston in the horizontal tube. Ile observed that the explosion efficiencies were low with measured kinetic
energy yields less than 0.4 % of the thermal energy in the fuel, and propagation velocities were about ,

100 m/s. The explosion mixtures produced were relatively ' weak' with the tin volume fraction in the
range of 0.08 to 0.14. 7

The KROTOS facility is equipped with an inner test chamber and outer containment vessel to confine
- the interaction against the surrounding environment. The facility is not equipped with a system for
direct measurement of work output, but it can be roughly estimated using the transient pressure of the
pressure vessel and dynamic pressures of the explosion event. Several tests with different fuel materials
(formerly tin / water, and currently Al:0 / water, and UO +2rO / water) are being conducted. In the [3 2 2

KROTOS-21 test [9], for example, molten tin was used as a fuel with a mass of 7.5 kg and temperature i
fof 1150 *C and water was used as a coolant with a temperature of about 85 'C. A highly pressurized

gas chamber with a volume of 12 ml and pressure of less than 15 MPa was mounted at the bottom
of the test section as an external triggering device. They measured explosion pressure pulses of about :

5 MPa and explosion velocities in the range of 200 to 250 m/s using five pressure transducers located
vertically on the test tube.

The WFCI facility is equipped with a direct method of work output measurement. Since the
interaction zone is allowed to expand in only one direction, the measured speed of the expansion in the
direction directly corresponds to the expansion of the interaction zone. The WFCI experimental series

Ifor testing the effect of system constraint on the FCIs is named WFCI-D. All details are discussed in
the following section.

3 Effect of Boundary Condition
'

The energetics of the FCI could be affected by several initial and boundary conditions. Results obtained
from large scale experiments currently being conducted in WFCI and KROTOS facilities have produced
FCI energetic yields with less than a few percent conversion ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the
explodon work to the initial fuel thermal energy. These ratios are an order of magnitude lower than the
maximums obtained by a thermodynamic analysis [3]. These large differences between the ideal and
real cases result from several factors in the initial and boundary conditions of the FCIs.

3.1 Radial Constraint
The geometrical effect could play an important role in the FCI energetics. Frost et al.[10] investigated
the degree 'of geometrical constraint required to sustain propagation of vapor explosions. In their i
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experiments an array of melt droplets were indected into a narrow channel as a radial constraint (or
; confinement). The explosive interaction produced a shock propagation with a speed of about 50 m/s.

Without the radial constraint, incoherent sequential explosions of the drops still occurred. If there was
#

no confinement, the propagation velocity was decreased by an order of magnitude to 5-10 m/s. They
: found a high degree of radial constraint was required to sustain a propagating explosive interaction.

Also they observed interactions initiated in a radially unconstrained cylindrical geometry always failed
to propagate after a short distance. In the recent KROTOS and WFCI tests, this high degree of radial
constraint has been maintained and vapor explosion propagations commonly result. The presence of a:

; strong radial wall constraint in these one-dimensional experiments is necessary to simulate a ' slice' of a
: larger scale fuel-coolant mixture which would provide the radial connnement in larger scale explosions.

The relationship between the scale of experimental geometries and fuel-coolant mixtures is a crucial
j factor in deciding the degree of geometrical constraint needed to bound the effect oflarger scales and

sustain propagations. It is our belief that a strong radial constraint maximizes energetics for a particular4

i fuel-coolant mixture.
;

3.2 Presence of Porous hel Plugs
For tests with a high degree of radial constraint and a one-dimensional interaction zone in the ax-
ial direction, such as the KROTOS and WFCI tests, highly irreversible processes can be observed,

,

q when the shock pressure waves produced by an explosive interaction pass through highly multiphase-
; multicomponent mixtures. Some portion of their energy will be dissipated during the interaction and
i then the shock pressures decrease and pulse widths broaden. Eventually, these effects may reduce the
; shock impulse and the expansion work on the surrounding system.

) In the WFCI tests, Park et al.[11) demonstrated the presence of multiple shock wave propagations
through an axialinteraction sone with the presence of a rigid boundary at the top of the test section;

; (i.e., slide gate). In particular with the KROTOS tests, similar multiple wave propagations even without
'

a solid boundary at the top of the test section have been observed. Post-test analysis shows that about
fifteen percent of the total debris was packed in a region near the top of the fuel-coolant mixture,'

| presumably caused by the mixing during the fuel pouring time and subsequent freezing during the FCI.
The hypothesis is that this ' porous plug' of melt provided a ' semi-rigid' boundary at the top of the

j mixture. This boundary not only can dissipate the explosion impulse and expansion, but also aids as a
1 point of shock reflection for downward FCI propagation.
|
t

3.3 Fuel Participation in Fuel-Coolant Interactions
In the thermodynamic analysis, it has been historically assumed that the total amount of fuel and
coolant are completely mixed together and participate in the FCI. It is one of the key reasons for the,

1 large pressure and work output estimated by such models. This assumption is unrealistic and partial
| participation of the fuel and coolant during the explosion has been recognized in recent analyses of
' tests. Park et al.[11) analyzed experimental results using a thermal detonation model to match the

explosion pressures and propagation velocities obtained from their experiments and thus estimated the
initial mixing conditions. They found only a few percent of the fuel mass need to be involved in the

i explosive interaction to produce the shock pressures, propagation speeds and estimated work outputs.

| Such analyses have been also applied to recent KROTOS tests [12] for high temperature oxides and
; similar conclusions were reached.

|

3.4 System or Axial Constraint
i

In general, during an energetic FCI the peak pressurization and the mechanical work potential depend
on the system constraint. From a hydrodynamic or mechanical point of view. the system constraint was

,

originally categorized by Cho et al.[13) as acoustic and inertial. They considered the system constraint in
developing their parametric models as the acoustic and inertial system, based on two different timescales
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Figure 1: Time Scales with respect to the System Constraint

for potential mechanical damage as shown in Figure 1. The first is the time for acoustic relief. During
this timescale (so called acoustic unloading time) the pressure shock wave builds within the fuel-coolant
mixture in the explosion chamber. It is determined by the time for a shock pressure front to travel
through the mixture and system constraint above it to the nearest free reflecting surface and with a
rarefaction wave back to the interaction zone. It is approximately equal to 2L/c, where L is the distance
from the interaction zone to the nearest free reflecting surface and e is the velocity of sound in the media.
The second is the time for the inertial expansion of the fuel-coolant mixture. In this time period, the
mass of the liquid column and fuel-coolant mixture itself can be accelerated upwards by the expanding
mixture pressure.

From a thermal point of view, however, the tirnescale for explosion expansion, related to the system
constraint may be divided into two time periods: one is a time period for heat transfer between the
rapidly fragmented fuel and the adjacent coolant causing vapor production and another is the time
period for fuel quenching by heating the surrounding coolant without significant vapor production.
Those two time periods are plotted for comparison with the mechanical timescales in Figure 1. During
the first time period, since the vapor production rate is directly proportional to the fuel quenching rate,
more energetic FCIs may be expected as the time increases. This is because as more time is made
r.vailable, larger vapor pressures driving the explosion can result, with minimal slug expansion. If the
time continues to increase into the second period, however, less energetic interactions are anticipated.
Under these circumstances the vapor production rate becomes smaller than the fuel quenching rate
as the slug expansion becomes appreciable and coolant bulk heating begins to dominate. The system
constraint directly affects these timescales since it controls both the acoustic and inertial timescales
through its variation and its effect on fuel-coolant energy exchange.

In our WFCI facility, we can directly test the system (axial) constraint effect of an FCI by varying
the total slug mass within the expansion tube.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Facility and Procedures
The WFCI facility has been designed to perform fundamental experiments in energetic fuel-coolant

| interactions. It allows for controlled initial and boundary conditions and is able to more precisely
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measure the fuel-coolant mixing process and the energetics from the explosion. It specifically allows
measurement of spatial and temporal shock pressure histories, explosion propagation velocities, work
outputs and fragmented fuel debris.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the Wisconsin Fuel. Coolant Interaction (WFCI) Facility

The WFCI facility consists mainly of vertical test tubes, expansion tubes, an external triggering
device, and furnace as shown in Figure 2. The vertical test section (1.5 m) and the horizontal expansion
tubes (3.6 m) are constructed from thick walled stainless steel pipe with an internal diameter of 87.3
mm. At the top of the test section a fast acting slide gate is located and closed after the melt is
poured but prior to explosion triggering. The bottom end of the test section is a piston (trigger) which
produces a shock wave via impact by a magnetic hammer mounted underneath. The melt is generated
in an electric furnace, delivered by a ceramic transport vessel to the top of the vertical test tube. The
melt is poured into the vertical test tube by opening the plug at the bottom of the transfer vessel.
A few seconds later the slide gate and bypass valve are closed and the external triggering device and
data acquisition system are simultaneously actuated. The automatic sequences are shown in Figure 3.
The explosion pressures are measured by a set of eight dynamic pressure transducers and the explosion
propagation speed is obtained from these pressure traces. The explosion work yield is measured by
knowing the system mass with the velocity determined by a set of coils wound on the expansion tubes
which detect the passage of a magnet within the piston inside the expansion tubes.
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Figure 3: Typical Experimental Sequence
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In this series of experiments, the degree of constraint for fuel-coolant interactions is determined by
the total mass of coolant in the expansion tube and additional high density lead slugs (73 mm diameter
and 100 mm long each) in the expansion tube. The experimental conditions of the WFCI-D series and .

'

other series are shown in Table 1.

4.2 Data Acquisition
The main physical parameters measured in the WFCI experiments are transient pressures, tempera-
ture, and level swell histories as well as piston-slug displacement during the fuel-coolant interactions. |

Temperatures of the furnace, fuel, and water are monitored by K-type thermocouples located at the
furnace, water-loop, magnet trigger piston and test tubes. A video camera records the whole sequence
of the experiment.

The test section was designed to accommodate up to eight high sensitivity piezo-electric pressure
transducers (PCB series 112A) for pressure signals during the explosion and the mixing phase. These are
flush-mounted on the test tube. Each transducer is connected to a charge amplifier (PCB Model 462A)

:
for converting electrostatic charge (1.0 pC/ psi nominally)into a voltage output. The charge amplifier
has multi-range (unit / volt) capability, thus a higher resolution can be obtained in the digitization at
fixed fits by adjusting the full voltage scale. All pressure transducers have response frequencies greater
than 10 kil and the signals are recorded via a high speed analog /digitalbuffer interface (up to 1 MHz).

Table 1: Experimental conditions and brief results of the WFCI-D series

WFCI M ao,' Tm - T. " Pm,' M m.u' Results3

Series (kg) (*C) ('C) (MPa) (kg)

D-01 0.53 901 84.3 3.0 3.19 TE'
D-02 42.2 911 84.6 3.0 3.31 TE

D-03 42.2 877 84.1 3.0 3.51 TE
D-04 56.8 901 86.6 3.0 3.19 TE

7
D-05 71.2 819 82.9 3.0 2.91 SE

D-06 71.2 889 83.6 3.0 3.01 TE
A-02 23.4 980 85.0 3.0 3.73 TE
A-05 23.4 940 85.0 3.0 3.58 TE
C-01 23.4 978 85.0 3.0 3.31 TE
C-05 23.4 881 85.0 3.0 3.09 TE

The location of the magnet embedded piston in the expansion tube as a function of time is measured
by installing electrical coils along the expansion tube that sense the piston passing each coil location
at a particular time. Since all the explosion expansion products are directed through this tube, the
explodon expansion work can be calculated from these data.

A PC based CAMAC system (LeCroy) is used for digitising and storing the fast transient signals
from the instruments. It has four 12-bit digitizers (LeCroy 8200) with a 32 K memory module (LeCroy
8800A). Each digitizer has four input channels with 1 MHz maximum sampling rate per channel.

2 Slug mass in the expansion tube
2 The initial molten fuel temperature
3The initial coolant temperature
* The external trigser peak pressure
6The molten fuel mass collected inside
' Triggered Explosion
7 Spontaneous Explosion
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5 Results and Discussion

A total of six experiments of the WFCI.D series were conducted to investigate the axial constraint effect
on fuel-coolant interactions. The axial constraint on the system was provided by the additional mass
in the expansion tube. The total slug mass used in each test is shown in Table 1. The conversion ratio
of this series of experiments was plotted in Figure 4 with respect to the total slug mass. In this figure,
other test [7,8) results are also plotted for comparison.

For the KROTOS-21 test, the system (axial) constraint is assumed to be zero to be consistent with
the method applied in the WFCI test; i.e., the slug mass is defined as the fluid above the actual fuel.
coolant mixture. The conversion ratio for KitOTOS-21 was not directly measured but estimated from
the TEXAS simulation (14], which produced the maximum work output of 1100 J. Also, the total mass
of the fuel for the total thermal energy used in the calculation was 5.4 kg, which was measured after
the experiment and called "the probable-mixed mass" For IIall's experiment, the constraint was also
assumed to be the same as the KROTOS-21 test since it has the same geometrical configuration as the
KilOTOS facility. The conversion ratio for their tests was determined from the impulse of the explosion
pressures they measured in a range from 150 J to 250 J. The conversion ratio corresponding to those
impulses is in a range from 0.00 to 0.25%.

For !!aines' experiment, he determined the conversion ratios to be 0.18 to 0.38% using a similar
measurement method to our apparatus. The WFCI-D-01 test was conducted without water in the
expansion tube but still the piston with mass of 0.53 kg was considered as the axial system constraint.
This experiment provided the lowest bound of the system constraint in this system.

To illustrate the effect of the fuel quenching time on the FCI energetics, the WFCI-B series of tests
are considered. In these tests shown in Table 2, explosions occurred in a random fashion, since an
external trigger was not used. These tests show that the conversion ratio tends to decrease as the dwell
time to the explosion, t,,p, increases. This suggests that the effect of the fuel quenching is effective in
reducing the FCI energetics during this mixing time period.

Table 2: Summary of Timing in some of WFCI Experiments

Test M,to, Cit" t ,,/ A t ,io , "
Series kg % msec" msec
D-01 0.53 0.096 9.66 107.1
D-02 42.2 0.420 9.01 416.1
D-03 42.2 0.530 8.21 376.1
D-04 56.8 - 8.58 -

D-05 71.2 0.348 -307.7 622.2
D-06 71.2 0.301 8.58 636.1
A-02 23.4 0.190 8.21 358.0
A-05 23.4 0.325 12.04 283.6
B-01 23.4 0.155 1189.2 392.4
B-02 23.4 0.302 663.4 332.0
B-03 23.4 0.456 -67.8 228.8
C-01 23.4 0.383 9.31 260.0
C-05 23.4 0.317 13.97 319.5

In Figure 4, the conversion ratio and the duration time of the piston movement in the expansion tube
were plotted with respect to the axial constraint. The linearly fitted line for At,so, was obtained from

a Cmversion ratio which are re-evaluated (6) [11]
' Time of the explosion occurred

M Time between the alug begins to move and arrives at the tube exit
HTime vero is set by the time of the external trigger actisated
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Figure 4: Conversion Ratio and At,io, with respect to various slug masses

the data in Table 2 with a standard deviation of about 50 ms. This figure shows that the conversion
ratio increases with an increase in the axial constraint up to about 50 kg, then slowly decreases.
llowever, At,to, keeps increasing with the axial constraint. As noted in the previous discussion for
the system constraint a possible reason can be linked to the two different time periods associated
with fuel fragmentation. If the axial constraint increases, the duration time of the piston movement
will increase and eventually it provides more time for mixture energy exchange. It initially increases
the FCI energetics since the fuel quenching is not significant during this time period. However, if
At,io, increases with the increase of the system constraint, the conversion ratio accreases since the fuel
quenching becomes dominant during that time period. In this experiment, the turning point occurs
within a range of 450 to 550 ms for the At,io,. |

Another way to explain the observed results may be helpful. Above a certain degree of system |

constraint, if the system is not allowed to expand, additional vapor generation causes a system pressure I

increase. Such a pressure build-up eventually changes the heat transfer characteristics of the fuel- i

Icoolant-vapor system. If the system pressure increases, the vapor generation rate tends to decrease and
heat transfer among those phases is enhanced. Those two effects eventually suppress the FCI energetics. ;

As an extreme case,if the system is bounded by a nearly infinite constraint within a time scale in which !

vapor generation is dominant, suppression of the explosive interaction is most likely, as shown in the
case of the deep undersea volcanic explosion.

Figure 5 shows the pressure history of the WFCI-D-04 test. This data illustrates the typical pressure
history of the WFCl experiments. The plot presents the pressure histories measured with eight pressure
transducers from bottom to top of the test section. It clearly shows pressure propagation and escalation
from the bottom of the test section. The bottom two plots show the typical pressure trace of the external
trigger. The external trigger was provided at about 3 MPa with a pulse width of about 0.1 to 0.2 ms
at its half height to all D series experiments. The trigger shock traveled with a speed of 1530 m/s from
the first transducer to the second one. However, the speed of the shock dropped to about 290 m/s
and the shape of the shock was changed at the third transducer location. This indicates no melt had
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reached the location of the second transducer and the leading edge of the fuel melt is located in between
the second and the third' pressure transducers which is about 1.1 m below the slide gate. After that

i

point, the shock generated by the explosive interaction, with less than 0.1 ms peak rising time, travelled
-with different speeds from 290 down to 80 m/s. These speeds can be explained by the condition of the
mixture;i.e., high vapor void fractions from the bottom to the top of the explosion tube. |

|

6 Conclusions
The effects of the system constraint on energetic fuel-coolant interactions were investigated. From the
experimental results of the WFCI-D series, the conversion ratio increased up to a certain degree of
constraint and then decreased with increasing an system constraint. It may suggest that there is a

_ maximum threshold of the explosion energy conversion with respect to the system constraint. This
maximum point will be determined by the two time periods as discussed before. Up to this point, the
FCI energetics increr.ses since the time of the energy exchange between the fuel and coolant increases
with an increase in the system constraint without significant fuel quenching. With regard to the FCI
expansion time increase, with more system constraint provided, the fuel quenching time plays a more
dominant role in the FCI energetics. The effect of the fuel quenching time was demonstrated in the
WFCI-B series of tests with a fixed degree of system constraint. Above that limit, however, the FCI
energetics may be reduced since the fuel quenching effect is more significant.

Work is continuing to observe the effects of fuel and coolant masses as the key initial conditions
which interact with the system constraint.

I
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THE MIXING OF PARTICLE

CLOUDS PLUNGING INTO WATER

S. Angelini, T.G. Theofanous and W.W. Yuen
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Mechanical & Environmental Engineering
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ABSTRACT

This work addresses certain fundamental aspects of the premixing phase of steam explosions.
At issue are the multifield interaction aspects under highly transient, multidimensional conditions,
and in presence of strong phase changes. They are addressed in an experiment (the MAGICO-
2000) involving well-characterized panicle clouds mixing with water, and detailed measurements
on both external and internal characteristics of the mixing zone. Both cold and hot (up to 1500 C)
panicle clouds are considered in conjunction with saturated and subcooled water pcols. The PM-
ALPHA code is used as an aid in interpreting the experimental results, and the exercise reveals
good predictive capabilities for it.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes certain fundamentally-oriented experiments with particle clouds plung-
ing into water. Of special interest are the dynamics of the (transient) interaction, the multidi-
mensional behavior, and, in the case of hot particles, phase-change phenomena and the resulting
void fractions in the mixing region. While in a broad sense the subject could be classified
under the well-established field of "fluidization," it is, for the most part, outside the main realms
investigated previously. That this is so is not immediately obvious, but it will be demonstrated
by the results of the present work.

Our present interest derives from the study of steam explosions. It is known that such
explosions propagate through coarse-scale mixtures (the "premixtures") of a " hot" liquid (usually
a melt) into a coolant (typically water). In the metastable state of a premixture the hot hquid is
surrounded by vapor blankets (film boiling), and depending on the particulars of the interaction
(size of mixing zone, temperature of melt, coolant subcooling, etc.) it may contain more or less
voids (that is, vapor as the third component). It is now possible to compute this propagation,
and the resulting shock pressures to the surrounding structures (Theofanous and Yuen,1994)
provided the spatial distributions of the premixture constitutents are known at the instant that an
explosion is triggered. Thus, the study of " premixing" as a phenomenon provides the key link
between the independent variables that characterize a melt-pour scenario (i.e., pour geometry,
quantities, water pool geometry and subcooling), and the resulting explosion itself.
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Clearly, the use of particle clouds limits the context, for even if a melt was to enter the water
not as a coherent mass, but in a more-or-less broken-up state, under most conditions, additional i

break-up would be expected during premixing. Still, this limited context (one that may be called
" idealized premixing") is extremely attractive. The reasoning can be summarized as follows:

(1) Absence of break-up allows complete characterization-a "must" for deep understanding
of the phenomena, and unambiguous testing of analytical / predictive capabilities.

(2) Collective-particle (cloud) behavior is of central significance, even in the presence of break- ,

up-deep understanding of such behavior is an essential prerequisite to understanding the !
'

whole process (including break-up).

(3) Deep understanding of idealized premixing can provide important insights, if not quantitative
bounds (such as on the degree of voiding) on the behavior of real premixtures.

(4) Finally, the approach can lead to the creation and study of liquid-panicle clouds, as a
means of getting to the fundamentals of propagation-i.e., the study of propagation under
well-defined premixture conditions and triggers.

This line of inquiry has begun already with the MAGICO experiments (Angelini et al., <

1994a), involving mostly hot particle clouds, and the Berkeley Nuclear Laboratory (BNL) pro-
gram (a portion actually carried out at Oxford University), involving mostly isothermal, two-
dimensional clouds (a flow field as slice with thickness slightly larger than the particle diameter)
(Hall and Fletcher,1994), while related efforts have been announced (and are probably under-
way) also in France (Benhoud and Valette,1994) and in Germany (Jacobs,1994). In the same
context, the MIXA experiments (Denham et al.,1992; Flucher and Denham,1994) in Winfrith, j

'

UK, and the ALPHA experiments (Yamano et al.,1994) in JAERI, Japan, should probably also
be mentioned. They both involve melts broken up into panicle clouds prior to entering the water,
although complete characterization of the melt panicle sizes has not been made available. At
the other extreme we have the more " integral" type experiments, FARO (Magallon et al.,1994)
and ALPHA being currently the more prominent, in which more-or-less coherent melt masses
are let to fall into water. The present work is an outgrowth and continuation of the MAGICO
experiment just mentioned. In a related effort, the PM-ALPHA code is being developed (Ama-
rasooriya and Theofanous,1991; Yuen and Theofanous,1995), and we make use of it here to
aid in the interpretations.

The MAGICO experiment involved liter quantities of steel particles at temperatures up
to 900'C, plunging with velocities of ~ 2m/a into saturated water pools of 0.25 and 0.5m
in depth. The major thrust in the new experiment is to achieve particle temperatures of up
to 2000 C, hence the name, MAGICO-2000. At this temperature level radiation heat transfer
becomes rather significant and leads (according to the PM-ALPHA calculations carried out in the
design phase) to extensive voiding of the premixture-well above the ~60% value reached in
the original MAGICO tests. Another key objective in the design was to increase the duration of
the interaction (i.e., advance from small scale to intermediate scale behavior). This was achieved
by increasing the total volume of the particulate and the pool depth, which also allows much
higher inlet velocities. Finally, around these two main anchors, we built an experimental program
covering wide ranges of panicle density, particle sizes, and water subcooling. Experiments were
carried out in both axisymmetric and Canesian (2D) geometries.

Following the description of the experimental apparatus, procedures and measurement tech-
niques (Section 2), the test program and results are given in two main pans, covering the
isothermal and high temperature runs, in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. A summary of key
findings is given under concluding remarks in the last section.
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|
2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS, PROCEDURES,'

AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The principal experimental objective was to generate uniform particle clouds at temperatures
approaching 2000 C, and it was met by a special purpose " furnace" designed and built in our

1

laboratory. The central element of it is a graphite block, machined into a matrix of parallel holes
and slots, as illustrated in Figure 1. The holes are to contain the particles during heating-an
arrangement of miniature doors (a total of 5 doors, one door per row of particles) are used for this
-and the particles are released on command by simultaneously opening all the doors. Heating
is accomplished by passing a high electrical current through the graphite " resistor," formed by
the combination of holes and slots, from one end of the block to the other. The total power
available by the transformer is 12.5kW, and it is sufficient to reach the 1500 to 2000'C range
in 7 to 10 hours. The heating is gradual, to minimize thermal gradients / stresses and allow time
for thermal equilibration between the graphite and the particulate load.

spacing between
holes: 8 mm O

O O
2.5 cm diameter

O OO
O O O

OO O O o

o O O O O"

O O'
\ O O O b/

'

200 mm

O

P \/

\ O/
4)o/,/s .

N / ~
,

!203 mm \ N
,

/ 196 mm

Fig.1: Heating element in MAGICO-2000.
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Major development work was required (for details see Angelini,1995) to support such a
" hot" block, to build and properly operate the miniature doors, to thermally insulate the whole
structure, and to create the necessary inert containment for it. Both the thermal insulation barrier
and the outer inert containment are provided with mechanisms to allow the particle cloud through,
while still protecting the hot graphite block from atmospheric air, and from the steam generated
when the panicles plunge into the water pool beneath. The overall arrangement is illustrated
schematically in Figure 2.

transformer

graphite
matrix

\ M
' TC

7 IC
n 8 s

,

J.

M water
g tank |

J, |

2000
Wlo,000 or 1200

1' 1'

I I

I i

1500

; Fig. 2: Schematic of MAGICO-2000. All dimensions are in mm.
TC indicates the thermal containment, IC indicates the inert containment.'

The various paniculate materials utilized in the experiments, and respective densities, sizes,
and shapes are listed in Table 1. This table also shows the melting points and maximum
temperatures attained so far with each one of them. At still higher temperatures the particles ;

'

tend to " stick" to each other in such a manner as to prevent the full and reproducible release |

needed to form a uniform cloud. Recently, we have developped techniques that inhibit these'

surface interactions and thus allow us to achieve temperatures of ~2000 C.
.

Experiments were conducted in two series. One, addressing momentum interactions, in-
volved isothermal (room temperature) pours-the " cold" runs. The other included phase change
effects and was carried out with high tempecture pours-the " hot" mns. Experimental condi- ;

tions are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 for the " cold" and " hot" runs respectively. In addition, we
have carried out cold single-particle runs (they are not included in this table) for the purpose of
testing experimental techniques and PM-ALPHA in the " dilute" particle limit, under conditions
for which an analytical comparison is possible. These runs will be referred to by the particle
size and the material used.
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Table 1. Materials Utilized in this Study and Their Key Characteristics

Material Shape Dimensions Density Melting Point Max. Ternp.
3(mm) (g/cm ) - (*C) ('C)

ZrO Sphencal* 2.4-3.4 5.5 2600 15002

ZrO Sphencal 63 5.5 2600 15002

Al O Sphencal 1.5-2.5 3.5 1950 9002 3

sic Rough Chips" 1.0-4.0 3.1 2200*** 1200
Sicci Sphencal 2.4 7.9 1400 1000
*Slightly off-sphencal
" Typical chip has dimensions 1.5x2x3 mm
"* Dissociation point for sic

Table 2. Specification of the Cold Runs

Run Particulate Size Range Total Plunging Inlet Cloud Length / Pool Geonnetry/
Mass Velocity Volurne Diameter * Depth

Fraction-

G [mm] [kg] [m/s] [%] [cm) [cm]"
MA.AX Al 0 1.5-2.5 5.4 5.0 9.4 43/22.0 60x60/602 2

Al 0s 1.5-2.5 5.4 5.0 9.4 43/22.0 60x30/60MA.CR 2

MZ.AX ZrO 2.4-3.4 8.6 5.0 10.9 37/22.0 60x60/602

MZ.CR ZrO 2.4-3.4 8.6 5.0 10.9 37/22.0 60x30/602

MZD.AX ZrO 2.4-3.4 8.6 4.0 10.9 37/22.0 60x60/1202
4

MEAX Stect 2.4 12.2 5.0 13 3 37/20.0 60x60/60
MECR Stcci 2.4 12.2 5.0 13 3 37/20.0 60x30/60
* Equivalent diameter

Table 3. Specification of the Hot Runs

Run Particulate / Total Pour Pour Plunging Inlet Particle Water
Size Range Mass Equivalent Duration Velocity Voluine Tennp. Subcooling/

Diarneter Fraction Range Depth
[mm] [kg] [cm] [s] [m/s] [%) [*Cl [*C/cm)

Z15000 1 ZrO /2.4-3.4 6.2 22.5 033 5.0 1.71 1300-1450 0/602

Z15000 2 ZrO /2.4-3.4 6.2 22.5 033 4.8 1.71 1300 1450 0/802

Z1500/3-4 ZrO /2.4-3.4 8.0 22.5 033 4.8 2.21 1300-1450 3/802

Z1500fl8-5 ZrO /2.4-3.4 8.6 22.5 033 4.8 238 1300 1450 18/802

S1200 0-6 sic /1.0-4.0 2.85 22.0 033 4.8 1.46 1150-1200 0/80

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _.- - - _ _ - _ _ - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - -
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In loading the panicles into the graphite block we found a packing fraction of ~60%.
From the overall geometry (fraction of hole area to the total), we can compute that an ideal,
frictionless, pour should produce a cloud of dimension similar to the graphite block with a
particle volume fraction of ~26%. Accelerating under freefall this cloud would arrive at the
pool surface (normally ~1.4m below) with a velocity of Sm/s. The freefall was confirmed
from the experiments; the cloud, however, was found to be considerably elongated (see Tables
2 and 3) as compared to the ideal height of 20cm (the height of the holes). Moreover, the
elongation was significantly greater in the hot runs as compared to that in the cold mns. Since
frictional resistances, between the particles and graphite wall, are responsible for this elongation,
the above trends indicate that the high temperatures aggravate this friction. Alternatively, it
may be that this frictional limitation is aggravated by the same surface interactions that yield at
higher temperatures the particle " sticking" mentioned above and is responsible for introducing
a " delay" in the flow of each particle once the support has been removed. More work is being
done to better map the particle volume fraction within the cloud, but for the time being from the
dimensions of the cloud prior to impact we can find a value of average particle volume fraction,
and this is given for each run in Tables 2 and 3. A ZrO2 Particle cloud pouring at 1500*C is
shown in Figure 3.

Even though both the graphite matrix and the water tank have a square cross-section this
geometry is referred to as "axisymmetric." This is to indicate our view of it as approximately i

axisymmetric, since via slight redistribution during the freefall the cloud cannot really be dis-
tinguished from a cylindrically shaped one (also note in Figure I that with the 4 corner holes
missing, the equivalent cross section is already quite round), and more importantly, its interac-
tion with the water is "all around" (largely axisymmetric). This is to be distinguished from the
" Cartesian" geometry tank in which the width in one direction is reduced to be approximately
equal to that of the pour, forcing the interaction with water to be two-dimensional on a " plane."
The main reason for this second geometry, which was employed only for some of the cold
mas, was to be able to see clearly "behind" the mixing region-after the tail end of the cloud
had entered the water. In addition, it was interesting to distinguish experimentally this effect
of geometry-we would expect the 2D cloud to penetrate more slowly than the axisymmetric j

one-and provide another test point for computer codes. The designations "AX" and "CR" are
used in the name of the cold runs for the axisymmetric and Cartesian geometries respectively.

The interactions were recorded on video at the rate of 30 frames per second, and at selected |
instances by X-ray radiographs. The video records were scanned and made available as electronic
files into the computer for further processing. From these we could easily extract histories of the
interaction penetration front, evolution of the interaction zone shape, rise of water (surrounding
the interaction zone) level, and heights of the two-phase spray (" dome") forming above the
interaction in the hot runs. Both local (covering the water tank) and global (including the
elevation of cloud formation immediately below the furnace) videos using Sony Hi8 camcorders '

were obtained. The flash X-rays were generated by a Hewlett Packard model 43734 generator
equipped with a soft X-ray tube with variable energy capability of up to 360kV, We optimized
the energy level and position of the tube relative to the film (see Figure 4) for the purposes
of each type of run. For the cold runs our interest was to be able to delineate any regions of
high particle concentration, created through the interaction of the high-velocity cloud with the
water. Such regions were predicted by the numerical simulations (PM-ALPHA), but certainly
they could not be detected in the video records. The other interest in this part of the investigation
was in exploring the possible existence of a " hole" predicted to form immediately behind the
submerged particle cloud, and an interesting dynamic of " closing in" a short time later. To
maximize clarity, these runs were conducted in what we referred to as the Cartesian geometry.
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For the hot runs, our major interest was to measure the void fractions within the. interaction
zone. Fortunately this became possible because, as discussed above, the particle volume fractions
obtained in the hot runs were sufficiently low to allow, in between the particles, regions providing
sight lines from the X-ray source to the film, involving only steam or water. The average void
fraction along such lines (regions) could be measured using calibrations, obtained in situ, with
known quantities of void. The. approach is similar to that developed in the original MAGICO
experiment (Theofanous,1993). To funher optimize discrimination here, without significantly
affecting the geometry, we make use of the two " windows" shown in Figure 4. They are simply
empty beakers,7.5cm in diameter and 7.5cm long, used to remove a total of 15cm of water
from the X-ray path, thus enhancing the sensitivity of the measurement. The uncertainties in
this measurement will be discussed together with the presentation of results. The same applies
for the uncertainties in the measurement of the rise of the water level and of the heights of the
two-phase spray. The advancements of the fronts in the pool involve determination of position
and time, and they are made with an accuracy of 3cm and 0.015s respectively. These are
small, for our purposes, and they are reflected in the size of the symbols used in the figures.

X-ray beam

\, /
I ] C

d ' -film
i -

rX-ray source g7
.

windows
|
| Fig. 4: Top view of X-ray arrangement in hot runs.

Temperatures were measured continuously during heatup, using both K- and C-type ther-
mocouples, positioned at various locations within the particulate and the graphite matrix. The
maximum temperature difference is shown in Table 3, and it is indicative of the uncenainty in
initial cloud temperature.

Code predictions will be shown alongside the presentation of the experimental results.
The code is the version documented by Angelini et al.,1994b, and the inputs for each run
are according to the specifications given in Tables 1 through 3. Only the following additional
clarifications are necessary:

1. The axisymmetric geometry was modeled by matching the cross-sectional area of the tank.
The pour area was modeled by matching, to the closest integer number of computational
cells (of size 3 x 3cm), the cross-sectional area of the experimental pour as obtained from
the videos prior to impact on the water (the cloud appeared to expand slightly during the
freefall); this involved a difference between actual pour and simulated pour of about 16%
for the cold runs and 12% for the hot mns. Accordingly, the particle volume fraction has
been adjusted from the average value listed in Tables 2 and 3 in order to conserve the
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total panicle mass; sensitivity studies showed little or no effect due to this small change in
particle volume fraction.

2. Calculations in the dilute limit, for comparison with the single-particle runs, were carried
out by releasing a " mini-cloud" (a packet of panicles covering just one computational cell)
with a particle volume fraction of 1%. That the single-panicle behavior was approached
was confirmed with calculations using 0.5 and 0.1% panicle volume fractions that yielded
the same results.

3. To determine more precisely the position of the fronts in the Eulerian calculation, we
superposed Lagrangian tracer particles, made to move with the local (cell) velocity of the
particulate field.

4. For the hot runs, the code calculations were carried out with a particle temperature at the
middle of the range shown in Table 3. The results were not sensitive to any. specification
within the respective ranges.

3. RESULTS FROM THE COLD RUNS

All the front-propagation results from the axisymmetric cold runs are summarized in Figures
5 through 10. Figures 5 and 6 refer to single-panicle runs and calculations, and they include the
analytically determined terminal velocities (sphere in Newton regime, constant drag coefficient
Co = 0.44). These comparisons are indicative of the accuracy of the experimental and data
reduction procedures and the appropriateness of the analytical approach. The small deviation
in terminal velocities seen for Al O may be due to micro-bubbles trapped on the surface of2 3
the highly porous particle-such an effect appearing more pronounced given the low density of
Al 0s. The next three figures (7 through 9) show the collective panicle effect in producing a2

faster-penetrating front and the influence of the panicle density on this phenomenon. The faster-
penetrating front is the result of the prolonged inflow of particles into the mixing region which
causes an overall alteration of the velocity fields. This will be discussed more in detail later.
There is some discrepancy between experiment and calculation, and this appears to increase as
the particulate density decreases, and from the visual records it also appears to be associated with
instabilities on the cloud front. These results are highly reprodurible. Remarkably, a relatively
small reduction in inlet velocity (from 5 to 4m/s) is sufficient to suppress these instabilities, as
shown in Figure 10.

707 , , , ,

# 6dL a exp. 2.s mm ;

g ' S exp. 6.3 mm
o ' a prod. 2.9 mm -

*: 50 o ,,,,.,,3,,
-

0,4 a enetytices. 2.s mm .
40 o A,p , ..... ensiytic.i, e.3 mm -

#
309 O 2

g
N 320h O A

104 ;

' ' 'O
O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8~ 1

Time (s)

Fig. 5: Advancement of single particles,2rO .2
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Fig.10: Advancement of full pour of ZrO2 particles in 1.2m pool (MZD.AX).

The morphology of the front in all four cases discussed here is shown in Figure 11. This
figure, representing a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional fronts, is not very
powerful in depicting the extent of the instabilities, although it allows to discern the difference
in behavior between the " stable" steel and the " unstable" lighter materials.

The radiographs from two Cartesian geometry runs employing a full pour of ZrO2 particles
(MZ.CR), taken at 0.15 and 0.25 seconds after the first contact with water, are shown in Figures
12 and 13 respectively. These figures show the formation of a " hole-in-the-water" behind the
cloud and the dense packing produced at the front. Both of these phenomena were predicted by
PM-ALPHA during our work with the axisymmetric runs and motivated our investigations in
the Cartesian geometry. According to our calibration, the quantity of water present in the hole
region is negligible, but a few panicles can be identified in it. The various regions are much
more clearly identifiable in the original X-ray (than in the reproduction given here), and outlines
of them are shown superposed with the PM-ALPHA results in Figures 14 and 15. Note that the

i essential features, such as hole shape, including the necking-in phenomenon shown in Figure 15,
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Fig.11: Front morphologies in the cold runs in axisymmetric geometry. Contour
lines are 0.033s apart in the 60cm runs and 0.066a apart in the 1.2m run,

and the position of the densely-packed region of particles are well-captured in the computa- |
tion. Also in Figure 15, we can see the presence of the instability that is responsible for the I

experimental front overtaking the calculation, as discussed already for the axisymmetric runs.
'

These instabilities are indeed present also in the Cartesian geometry. That the behavior
in this geometry is closely related to that in the axisymmetric one is demonstrated in Figures
16 through 18, which coinpare directly the two behaviors. In Figures 16 and 17 (steel and
ZrO , respectively) nr basic behavior that the planar geometry slows down the penetrationi

2

is quite evident in both experiments and the computations-indeed, the agreement with the
degree of reduction is quantitative. These figures also show that the degree of discrepancy
between experiments and computations due to the instabilities is quantitatively similar in the
two geometries. However, in the Al O case, Figure 18, the instabilities overwhelm the whole2 3
behavior to such an extent that the " constraint" of the planar two-dimensionality cannot be felt.
This relates to the smaller wave length (found in this case) as compared to the depth of the flow
field. The front morphologies (again projections) in the Cartesian mns are reproduced in Figure
19.

The X-ray images are useful in explaining the above-mentioned alteration of velocity fields.
The continuous transfer of momentum from the particle cloud to the water results in large
displacements of the water itself and the generation of a hole in the region behind the front. The
presence of this hole implies that, aside from the first ones, the particles are falling through a j

gap, therefore not decelerating until they reach the front. Here their momentum is dissipated in
further displacing the water (" pushing" it away) and aiding the front in its advancement, which
thus results to be faster than that of a single particle. This behavior is quite different from that
observable in a sedimenting bed: in this case, from an initial uniform suspension of panicles in
a liquid, gravity stans a downward motion of the particles, but the achieved terminal velocity is
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always lower than that for a corresponding single particle (Mirza and Richardson,1979). This is
due to the increased resistance that the liquid finds in moving upwards through the sedimenting
particles in the one-dimensional geometry. It is interesting to note, however, that even in our
experiments, once the inflow of particles ends, such a sedimenting behavior is asymptotically
reached, as Figure 20 clearly shows: here we compare the advancement of the particle front for
runs MZ.AX (already in Figure 8) and MZD.AX (already in Figure 10). Initially the two cases
behave very similarly, the difference in slope being due to the lower impact velocity in the 1.2m
run; however, shortly after the inflow of particle ends, the front in run MZD.AX undergoes a
deceleration, with a velocity quickly approaching the terminal velocity of a corresponding single
particle, represented by the continuous line (the front in run MZ.AX reaches the bottom before
any deceleration can be detected). PM-ALPHA very effectively captures this aspect of the flow.
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Fig. 20: Sedimenting behavior in deep pools.
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4. RESULTS FROM THE HOT RUNS

The penetration behavior and instabilities in these runs were found to be quite similar to
those observed in the cold runs. The results are summarized in Figure 21. The behavior for
run Z1500/0-2 is very similar to Z1500/0-1, which is not included in Figure 21. We note
that subcooling appears to aggravate, somewhat, the instabilities. These are responsible for the
apparent disagreement in the figure: " waves" of particles stretching past the bulk of the cloud,
the latter being closer to the prediction. We also note an indication of reversal in trend, compared
to the cold runs: here the light cloud (sic) is not nearly as unstable! Under strong vapor flux
due to intensive boiling the light cloud decelerates rather quickly and comes almost to a halt
(both in the experiment and in the calculation). The front morphologies for runs Z1500/0-2,
Z1500/3-4 and Z1500/18-5 are illustrated in Figure 22, from which one can see the different
behavior of the instabilities due to subcooling.
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Fig. 21: Advancement of the front in hot nms. Experimental data (predictioris): o (continuous
line) is Z1500/0-2, e (dashed line) is Z1500/3-4, o (dotted line) is Z1500/18-5, x (dash-dot line)
is S1200/0-6.
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Fig. 22: Front morphologies in the hot runs. Contour lines are 0.066s apart.
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[ While the instabilities express a local behavior, albeit an interesting one, of much greater
significance for our purposes are the overall mixing zone development, the void fraction in it, and'

the related flow behavior around it. In panicular, the water level around it provides a measure of
; the overall void history as a result of phase change phenomena, while the spray dome above it
.

provides an indication of the steaming rate resulting from the interaction. These key behaviors
! are presented below. Only a small sample of the esults is possible within the space available;
i comialete details have been documented and discussed by Angelini (1995).

i

| Vold u.aglion measurements
i

|
The measurement of void fraction is limited to the chordal average through a small region

15cm below the initial water level. It is the only " local" measurement among those presented
i here and thus strongly depends on the characteristics of the evolution of the interaction in its
) detail, rather than on a global behavior. As such, the measurement not only provides insight into ,

premixing, but represents probably the most important test for computer codes. I

The local void fractions found experimentally in runs Z1500/0-2 and Z1500/3-4 are com-
pared to the predictions in Figure 23; the experimental value has been taken 0.35s (+0.05s;

j uncenainty) after first impact of particles on the water. The analysis of the X-ray film is based
' - on 8 calibration films in which steps of void of known length were placed in the tank. Com- 4

! parison between these films and those taken during the hot runs is facilitated by the presence of |
witness marks and allows us to place the uncenainty within the range shown. l

'
'

:

) 1 , .,. .,. .. .. 1 - ..,. .,. .,. .,.

j Z1500/0 2 : Z1800/3-4

; o.a - 0.8 - -

I0.6
- - 0.8 - -

. ,,

j go.4 - - go.4 - -

>; ,

j o.2 - - o.2 - -

!

j g .. .. ... .. o
.. .. ... ... .....

o 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.8 o 0.1 0.2 3 0.4 0.5 0.6
] 0.2 g3
a

j Fig. 23: Comparison between void fraction measured in runs Z1500/0-2
i and Z1500/3-4 and corresponding PM-ALPHA predictions.

As expected, the prediction suggests that the effect of 3*C subcooling is to introduce a;

delay time in the onset of voiding. After this delay extensive voiding of the mixing region is;

; reached, somewhat more gradually, but at even higher levels (up to 100%) than the saturated

| case, temporarily. This is confirmed by the experimental measurements. The highly subcooled
; run, Z1500/18-5, produced, in agreement with the calculation, an insignificant void (as judged

,

by the level swell to be discussed shortly below). It was below the detection limit of the X-rays
j (~ 25%). In run Z1500/0-1 void fractions by X-rays were not measured.

: In run S1200/0-6 the combination of low particle density and intensive vapor generation
causes the particles to undergo a strong deceleration, as already seen in Figure 21. The ensuing'

,
panicle accumulation, below and around the detection region, is responsible for essentially

! - complete voiding of that region, and a measurement of 100% void fraction is obtained. The low
i
-
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j particle density in this case, synergistically with the vapor production and associated momentum
interaction produces quite different axial particle distributions than in the fro runs. This is2

illustrated in Figure 24. Note in particular that in the ZrO runs the X-ray is taken well behind2

the front, and in the trailing side of the descending particle cloud (behind the concentration peak)
while in the sic run the front has just passed through this location, the particle concentration
is low, and on the rise as the main portion of the descending cloud is approaching. The peak
in this cloud is narrower and quite high. Due to this singular behavior the comparison with the
prediction is rendered in the form of Figure 25. Ncte that within a few centimeters away the
prediction gives a rather broad voided zone with a void fraction of ~ 90% as compared to the ;

measured ~ 100%.
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Fig 24: Predicted particle volume fractions in hot runs at time of X-ray trigger.
The black dot identifies the location of the front according to the prediction.
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By contrast, as can be seen in Figure 26, the X-ray in run Z1500/0-2 was obtained away ;

from the front and the associated (singular) high-sensitivity region. In run Z1500/3-4 the presence
of subcooling is responsible for three distinct singular regions: the void distribution presents a
maximum which is lagging the peak in the particle cloud because of the time required for the
water to reach saturation first. At an even higher location, the void fraction collapses temporarily
because of recirculation of subcooled water that is being displaced by the front. Incidentally, the
X-ray happens to have caught the region of high void fraction.

120 120, , , , , , , ,
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,,,,10 0- - _100- -
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parucie volume traccon to particle volume traction to

O'' ' ' ' 'i. I f I f
O
O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Volume fractions Volume fractions

Fig. 26: Volume fraction distributions in fro runs.2

Water level swells
The level swells for runs Z1500/0-2 and Z1500/18-5 are shown in Figure 27. The uncer-

tainty in measurement is in locating the somewhat disturbed (and disrupted) interface. For the |

calculation the upper and lower limits shown correspond to the 50% and 90% liquid fraction
contours at the interfacial region-they are indicative of the water level. The important trends
in this figure are that 18"C subcooling suppresses voiding almost completely, and that the void
in the mixing zone for the saturated run peaks out and contracts. This latter effect is indicative
of the flow reversal phenomenon (in the water surrounding the mixing zone) and the ETHICCA
phenomenon described previously (Angelini et al.,1994b).
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Fig. 27: Water level swells for runs Z1500/0-2 and Z1500/18-5.
Predictions refer to 50% and 90% liquid contour lines.
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In run S12000-6 because of the shallow penetration these phenomena are less discemible,
especially since the interface broke sufficiently to make measurements impossible beyond 0.3s
(the comparison up to this time with the calculation is similar to that in Figure 27). For runs
Z1500/0-1 and Z1500/3-4 the behavior is very similar to that of Z1500/0-2.

,

Heleht of sorav dome

The heights of the spray dome above the initial water level for runs Z1500/0-1 and Z1500/18- .

5 are shown in Figure 28. The experimental data are represented by bars which incorporate the: ,

uncertainty in their measurement, and the prediction corresponds to the position of the 2% liquid !

volume fraction contour line (contour lines between 1 and 5% form a rather narrow band).
'

Results similar to those of Z1500/0-1 are obtained in runs Z1500/0-2 and S1200/0-6, while for i

run Z1500/3-4 these data were not available. From this figure we see that in the presence of
18'C subcooling the spray dome is almost nonexistent and forms only after all the particles have
entered the tank (~ 0.4s), again suggesting that for this run evaporation is almost completely ;

!suppressed. The calculation predicts the same behavior. On the contrary, in saturated water
large amounts of vapor are produced that escape the tank dragging liquid along with them from
early in the mixing (note that the computational grid in the simulation of Z1500/0-1 is limited

,

to 60cm above the initial water level). It is worth pointing out the difference in scales between
Figures 27 and 28: the water level grows by a maximum of 15cm, as opposed to 70cm and
more for the spray dome. Although both behaviors are linked to the vapor generation in the
mixing region, they are completely distinguishable.
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Fig. 28: Height af spray dome above initial water ,

level for runs Z1500/0-1 and Z1500/18-5.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS :

|

The MAGICO-2000 facility and the associated measurement techniques provide a unique
capability to produce uniform particle clouds of temperatures up to 1500*C, currently, for the
study of detailed interaction with water pools. Interesting phenomena identified under isothermal

'

conditions are the formation of densely packed regions at the penetrating front, the formation of
a " cavity" behind relatively dense clouds (10+14% volume fraction), the development of insta-
bilities (finger-like) at the penetrating front, and the slowing-down effect of a motion restricted ;

to planar symmetry. Interesting phenomena quantified in hot pours include local voiding in the

t
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|
mixing zone, global voiding through the level swell, the formation of a two-phase spray dome |
about the mixing zone, and the effects of slight (3'C) and moderate (18'C) subcooling on the i

above. Calculations with the PM-ALPHA code helped to interpret and probe in much greater
detail than is feasible experimentally into these phenomena, and showed the importance of the
details for the correct simulation of the process. Only the front instability was not captumd by ;

the numerical model. All these comparisons are expected to contribute significantly to an overall |
scheme of code verification appropriate for the intended applications.

~
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Experimental Studies of Thermal and ChemicalInteractions
i

Between Molten Aluminum and Water

Ali A. Farahani and M. L. Corradini
Mechanical Engineering Department

University of Wisconsin - Madison, 53706

Abstract

The possibility ofrapid physical and chemical alumin um/ water in teractions dur-
ing a core melt accident in a noncommercial or experimental reactor (e.g., HFIR,
ATR), has resulted in extensive research to determine the mechanism by which
these interactions occur and propagate on an explosive time scale. These events
have been reported in nuclear testing facilities, i.e., during SPERT 1D experiment,
and also in aluminum casting industries. Although rapid chemical reactions be-
tween molten aluminum and water have been the subject ofmany studies, very few
reliable measurements of the extent of the chemical reactions have thus far been
made. We have modilled an existing 1-D shock tube facility to perform experiments
in order to determine the extent of the explosive thermal /chemicalinteractions be-
tween molten aluminum and water by measuring important physical quantities such
as the maximum dynamic pressure and the amount of the generated hydrogen. Ex-
perimental results sh sw that transient pressures greater than 69 Mea with a rise I

time ofless than 125 psec can occur as the result of the chemical reaction of 4.2
grams of molten aluminum (~15% of the total mass of the fuel of 28 grams) at 980
*C with room temperature water.

Introduction
An explosion involves the rapid conversion of energy from one form (i.e., metastable
state) to another (e.g., kinetic energy). An energetic fuel-coolant interaction (FCI,
commonly called a ' vapor explosion') is such a process in which a hot liquid, ' fuel',
transfers its internal energy to a colder and more volatile liquid, ' coolant', in a very
short time. A vapor explosion is triggered when the pre-existing vapor film around
the fuel is either deformed or collapsed. Potential damage from vapor explosions
include, but are not limited to, shock wave dynamic loading, kinetic energy of
the accelerated mixture caused by the expansion of coolant vapor, and possible
combustion of the generated hydrogen,if the fuelis oxidized by the coolant.

Vapor explosions occur in industry and nature where cold and hot liquid can
come into contact with each other. Aluminum casting industries have long been
plagued with explosions caused by accidental contact of molten aluminum with
cooling water (1). Vapor explosions have been an important topic in the safety
analysis of nuclear reactors. Given a transient power / cooling mismatch in a nuclear-
reactor and the plant inability to establish the necessary prolonged core cooling,
energetic FCI's could occur as a result of the core melt.

This paper presents the results of the first series of the FCI experiments we
have conducted to study the triggering and fragmentation, transient pressures, and
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hydrogen generation phenomena of energetic FCI's between molten aluniinum and
water in the simple geometry of a 1-D shock tube apparatus. Molten metal / water
FCI tests have been performed in three different geometries: stratified layers, fuel
liquid dispersed in a continuum of coolant liquid, and coolant liquid dispersed in a
continuum of fuel liquid. In e. shock tube geometry, a vapor explosion can be forced
to occur with stratified layers and with control over the contact surface and the im-
pact strength. This is in difference to dropping experiments where external triggers
are often used to initiate the explosions. The dynamic pressures resulting from the
vapor explosion inside the constrained geometry of a shock tube are greater than
those resulting from a vapor explosion in the less constrained geometry of an open
tank in a dropping experiment. In addition, the ability of a shock tube in containing
the explosion makes it more attractive than the open geometry experiments where
the experimental apparatus is substantially damaged after each energetic explosion
(see [2] and [3]). Nelson et al. [4] permanently damaged their apparatus in the
only experiment where they observed significant chemical reactions of ~10 grams of
aluminum at 1773 K with water. Based on these events, and the works of Wright et
al.[5] and Darby et al. [6] all of whom used a strong tube (stratified layer) geometry,
it appeared to us that a shock tube may be a simple one-dimensional geometry from
which reliable data could be gathered.

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup consists of two separate appar atus:

e shock tube

e partial pressure analyzer

The shock tube, a long vertical tube, is the environment in which the actual fuel
coolant interactions occur. A partial pressure analyzer apparatus is used as a tool to
determine the extent of the FCI by measuring the amount of the hydrogen produced
from the exothermic chemical reaction between the aluminum content of the fuel
and water.

The major components of the shock tube facility are shown in figure 1. The
vertical tube consists of two stainless steel tubes and one inconel 600 holder. The
middle section (compression tube),1-in I.D.,1.5-in O.D.,6.6 ft long 304 stainless
steel tube, holds the coolant (water, in our case). The lower section, reaction tube
or holder (both names are used interchangeably in this report), .984-in I.D.,1.5-in
O.D.,5.6-in long inconel 600, holds the melt. The melt itself is contained in a 321
stainless steel crucible which is placed inside the reaction tube. The upper section
(expansion vessel),3-in I.D.,3.5-in O.D.,20-in long 304 stainless sted tube, serves
as a gas volume in which argon is introduced to pressurize the coolant. A kapton
foil, which separates the compression and the reaction tubes, will burst at a specific
pressure depending on its thickness and the coolant willimpact the fuel as a result.

Figure 2 shows the components of the partial pressure analyzer device. This
device is designed to measure the hydrogen concentration in the gas volume above
the coolant column in the shock tube. A high vacuum is achieved using a turbo-
molecular pump while the partial pressures are measured by a quadrupole mass
spectrometer with the mass range from 0 to 64 amu.
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Figure 1: The shock-tube with measurement and data acquisition devices.
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Figure 2: The partial pressure analyzer device.

Measurement and Data Acquisition Devices

Four E type thermccouples (TC0-TC3), which measure coolant temperatures along
the shock-tube, have their tips inserted into the tube wall up to 0.35 in. TC4,
an E type thermocouple located at the top of the shock-tube, measures the gas
temperature in the expansion vessel. Fuel temperature is measured by a K type
thermocouple with its tip inserted 0.1 inch in a gap provided at the bottom of the
crucible. All of the thermocouplec are ungrounded, sheathed, and have a ~ h
inch O.D. Thermocouples' signals are processed by the Keithley Data Acquisition'

System 500 (DAS 500) and stored in a PC. Temperature measurements are taken
every 30 msec.

Dynamic pressures are measured by five miniature, quartz, charge mode (PCB
Piezoelectronica series 112A03) pressure transducers, which are chosen because of

t

| their =hort rise time (2psec), good sensitivity (1pC/ psi), and range (up to 15,000
psi). These transducers are located at the same level along the shock tube as their

! corresponding thermocourles. Each transducer is connected to a charge amplifier
j (PCB Piezoelectronics model 462A) for ampliflying and converting the charge ouput

of the transducer into a voltage signal. The charge amplifiers have a range selection
,

capability which determines the maximum pressure that will be measured, hence,'

increasing the digitalization resolution.
Analog transient pressure signals out of the charge amplifiers are digitized and

stored temporarily by a LeCroy data acquisition system comprising a Camac frame,
two 12-bit digitizers (LeCroy 8200), two memory modules (LeCroy 8800A), and a

|
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Camac to GPIB interface. Each digitizer has four input channels with a maximum
; of 1 MHz sampling rate per channel. The storing period is determined by the
; sampling frequency. For example, at 125 see sampling period only 1 second of

the transient event can be stored. This limits our ability to capture transient-

; pressure frequencies that are much larger than the sampling period which is set by
. an external clock. The transient pressure digitalization and storage are controlled
'

by Waveform Catalyst, an instrumentation control software from LeCroy, which is -
run on a personal computer.<

4 A strain-gauge pressure transducer, with 0-500 psig pressure range model 175A
- purchased from Robinson-Halpern Co.,is used to measure and monitor the pressure

in the expansion vessel before, during, and after each experiment. The output of
this gauge is processed the same way as the thermocouples.

,

; In our early experiments with molten aluminum in the stainless steel crucibles,
1 we encountered undesirable chemical reactions between the two metals at tempera-

) tures above 750 'C. Some of our crucibles were permanently damaged beyond any ,

further use due to aluminum corrosion. To prevent the aluminum from contacting !,

the naked crucible's wall, we applied a thin layer of boron-nitrate coating to the
'

I inner wall of the crucible. The boron-nitrate coating did not stop the aluminum j

from corroding the crucible's wall. After reviewing a report by Tutu et al. [7), a '
,

more powerful heater was used to heat up the fuel at a faster rate, thus minimizing
3
'

the available time for aluminum-steel chemical reaction at high temperatures.
i

:

; Experimental Procedure 1

Approximately 30 grams (~ 12 cc) of rectangular pieces of aluminum 6061 T6, that f
are sawed off from the plates sent to us from Savannah River Site heavy water
reactor, is loaded into a crucible. The rupture disk is prepared by cutting a circle,

! the size of its housing, from a kapton sheet.
j After installation of the rupture disk assembly, reactor quality water is pumped '

by a Haake constant temperature circulator, which is used to control the water ja

i temperature, into the shock tube to a pre-detetermined level. The crucible is then

} loaded into the reaction tube (inconel 600) and attached to the shock tube using
stainless steel gaskets. Following this, the volume between the fuel and the rupture

| disk is vacuumed and checked for any leaks. A Pirani type vacuum gauge supplied by

i Granville-Phillips monitors the pressure inside this volume. After this, the ceramic ;

i fiber radiant heater is attached to the reaction tube. '

: The fuel inside the crucible is heated while the volume above the fuel is con-
i tinuously purged with argon and kept at 5 Torr. This purging of argon is done
| to prevent the molten fuel from forming any oxide layer prior to its contact with

water. When the fuel reaches the desired temperature, argon gas will be diverted
1 to a solenoid valve that opens up into the expansion vessel. The heater and the
d vacuum pump are turned off and the three-second countdown starts. After the

countdown, the solenoid valve opens up and allows the argon gas to pressurize the,

| water column, which will eventually rupture the diaphragm.
1 Sample gases are collected inside 50 cc bottles one and five minutes after the
j completion of each test. The partial pressure of specific gas components making

;. up the total pressure of the sample bottle will then be measured using a mass
^ spectrometer. Partial pressure measurements are usually made at total pressures
!
:
!
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:
,

I less than 5x1'0-8 Torr in order to remain below the region of non-linear effects of
our mass spectrometer,'

i

EUEL Expt. my Tj Pc Hjua Hjan
No. gram 'C MPa m m

7R 0.0 25 .566 0.0 0.435 .

'
8R 0.0 21.9 .555 0.0 0.435

9R 0.0 22.1 1.177 0.0 0.435

53 0.0 723.5 .523 0.0 0.435

EMPTY CRUCIBLE 55 0.0 710.3 .555 0.0 0.435 [
57 0.0 893.2 .584 0.0 0.435

61 0.0 901 1.159 0.0 0.435 ;

'
62 0.0 902 1.187 0.0 0.435

66 0.0 993.4 .570 0.0 0.435

31 31.80 889.1 .562 0.034 0.401

32 25.72 773.6 .552 0.028 0.407

33 25.72 766.5 .516 0.028 0.407

Al 6061 T6 34 28.48 980.3 .578 0.031 0.404 i

35 28.18 967.9 .537 0.031 0.404 ,

'

36 29.45 1022.9 .494 0.032 0.403

37 29.41 1010.8 .485 0.032 0.403
,

i

Table 1: list of the preliminary experiments j

Experimental Results
Table 1 shows the list of the 16 successful experiments performed investigating the
effects of the initial fuel temperature and driving pressure on the energetics of va-
por explosions between molten aluminum and water. To check the performance of
the experimental design, we performed the scoping experiments with the crucible
and the water at room temperature and the experimental peak pressures and the ,

'
acoustic relief time were in good agreement with the theoretical results. The exper-
iments have been carried out at four other initial temperatures of ~750 'C , ~900
'C, and ~1000 'C. The lower end of the initial temperature region, 750 'C, was
chosen so that the existence of a homogeneous aluminum melt inside the crucible
is guaranteed. The maximum temperature for safe operation of our apparatus is
~1100 'C at which point the crucible can be easily ruptured due to the combined !

'

effects of aluminum corrosion and water hammer pressure. The crucible used in
Expt. 39 (not reported here) failed when water column with a driving pressure of
0.399 MPa impacted upon molten aluminum at 1107.3 'C. !

The second independent variable ofinterest is the driving pressure which accel-
erates the liquid column downward. The effects of driving preesure on the energetics
of the interaction have been investigated using diaphragm of 1 and 2 mils in thick-

;
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nesses that rupture at ~5 and ~10 bar, respectively. The one mil rupture disk,
however, failed unexpectedly at pressures below 5 bar in some of the higher tem-
perature experiments, *.e., Expts. 36 and 37.'

The experiments were carried out in a random order to inware that the results
were not affected significantly by the changes in the characteristics of the exper-'

imental design. To investigate the reproducibility of the experimental results, we
,

have tried to perform a minimum of two experiments for any given initial condi-
tions. The reproducibility of the experimental results can be seen by comparing the

results as listed in table 3 and Farahani [8).
Dynamic pressure traces, fuel and water temperatures, and gas concentrations j

were the measured quantities in each experiment. The pressure and the temperature
profiles along the shock tube for all the experiments listed in table 1 are included in
a detailed report by Farahani[8]. Table 2 lists the important initial and boundary
conditions for the 1st series of the experiments.

|

i

Coolant Temperature ('C) 23 ~ 27
'Driving Pressure (MPa ) .343 ~1.187

Water Column ID (cm) 2.54

Crucible ID (cm) 2.22 |
'Coolant Height (m) 2.60

Vacuum Height (m) .40 )Coolant Mass (Kg) 1.95 j

Total Fuel Mass (gram) 25 ~ 32 ]
Fuel Volume (cc) 11.67 ~ 12.92
Coolant Volume (cc) 1950
Mass Ratio (M,/M ) 61 ~ 78f

Volume htio (V,/V ) 151 ~ 167f

Table 2: The initial and boundary conditions in the 1st series of the experi-
ments.

Pressure Profiles
Dynamic pressure measurements were made at 5 different locations along the shock j

tube (see figure 1 for the locations of the pressure transducers). The PTO transducer i

measures the pressure in the region below the rupture disk. The measured pressure
by PTO is positive as long as the pressure at the location of the transducer during
the experiment does not fall below the initial vacuum pressure. The gas pressure

.

in the expansion vessel is measured by PT4. Figures 3 through 5 show the pressure |
traces for typical experiments conducted for this initial test series. )

A typical pressure trace for the impact of a pressurized water column upon the I

surface of an empty crucible is shown in figure 3. The value of the pressure at the |
|
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[ peak of the first rise in the PT4 trace corresponds to the injection pressure as
measured by the strain gauge transducer and is noted on the plot. The traces in
the figure 3 and others are shown between 0 to 1000 meec. The zero maec does not

,

i correspond to the beginning of the experiment; but,it is recalibrated here in order
i to eliminate the unnecessary data from the opening of the solenoid valve until some

time before the diaphragm ruptures.*

The generation of water vapor and hydrogen gas can contribute significantly.

j to the pressurization of the argon gas during the experiment. The increase of the
pressure inside the expansion vessel beyond the initial driving pressure is part of

j the work done by the FCI. ;

! Temperature Profiles-

t Figures 6 and 7 show the water and fuel temperature traces for the above exper-
! iments. The T1 thermocouple is located at the same axial location as PT1. The

temperature traces are plotted for an approximate time interval of 4 or 5 seconds. ,

The initial time in the plots, 3 see, corresponds to the end of the three second |
; countdown and the opening of the solenoid valve. The Keithley data acquisition !

j system continues to record data for a period of three seconds after a signal from
} PTO. The signal from PTO corresponds approximately to the time of the rupture |

disk failure. The rupture disk failure time is noted in all of the temperature plots.
'

s

Gas Measurements

}
Two gas samples, taken at one and five minutes after the experiment from the

.

.

' expansion vessel, were collected to measure their constituent concentrations to de- r
'

termine the extent of the chemical reaction between the aluminum part of the fuel<

and water. Table 3 gives values for the measured hydrogen mass and the wt% of the'

i aluminum content of the fuel that was oxidized in the initial experiments. The wt%
! of the aluminum content of the fuel oxidized is based on the assumed stoichiometric .

1 reaction between the measured hydrogen mass with aluminum.
'

d

j Data Analysis ,

The pressurized gas in the expansion vessel in our shock tube apparatus is a part !j
'

< of the triggering device that forces the collapse of the vapor film, forces liquid-
| liquid contact, and triggers a vapor explosion. The pressure difference across the ;

water column along with the weight of the water are the contributing forces that |,

accelerate the coolant toward the fuel surface. The higher the driving pressure,'

the greater will be the coolant impact velocity for a given fall distance. Driving4

pressures of ~5 and ~10 bars have been thus far used. A comparison of the results
of expts 35,36, and 37 with those of expt 34 show that the amount of the chemical

;

reaction between molten aluminum and water increased when the driving pressure4

| was increased from .485 MPa to .578 MPa. The rupture disks in experiments 35 t

to 37 were ruptured unexpectedly at pressures lower than .560 MPa. The sifting ofi
~

the aluminum residue collected from Expts. 31 to 34
,

H

4

h
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revealed notable differences between the debris size distribution for the experiment
with aluminum ignition in it (Expt. 34) and that of the other experiments (see

.

Fig. 5.1 in {8)). Much of the debris were core-like in shape and were made of
agglomerates of smaller particles.

Dynamic pressures much larger than those due to only hydrodynamic effects
(~20 MPa) were observed in Expt. 34 when water at room temperature impacted
upon aluminum at 980 'C. The actual transient pressure was greater than 69 MPa,
which was the maximum pressure that could be measured by PTO transducer due to
charge amplifier settings, with a rise time of less than 125 sec. The water column
impacted the aluminum only once in Expt. 34 compared to several impacts of water
upon the fuel surface in all other experiments (see figures 3 to 5). The absence of
additional water impacts suggests the presence oflarge amounts of water vapor and
hydrogen at sufficiently high pressures. The scaled PTO trace for Expt. 34 in figure
8 shows the condensation of the existing steam in the form of a tailin the pressure ,

trace which is absent from plots for Expts. 66 and 35 in figure 8. The impact |
of water upon liquid surfaces of molten aluminum generates a series of pressure I

ioscillations suggestive of coarse fuel and coolant mixing unlike the pressure plateau
seen in the hot solid impact, like in empty crucible experiments where no mixing !

lor fragmentation occurs (see Fig. 8 for the scaled plots for the initialimpact of the
Expts. 66 and 35).

FUEL Expt. Ps,. Tf Work mn, wt% Al
No. (MPa) 'C (J) mgram reacted

711 .566 25 (-) 0.0 0.0
811 .555 21.9 (-) 0.0 0.0

9 11 1.177 22.1 (-) 0.0 0.0
53 .523 723.5 71.6 0.0 0.0

EMPTY CRUCIDLE 55 .555 710.3 47.9 0.0 0.0
57 .584 893.2 86.4 0.0 0.0
61 1.159 901 105.8 0.0 0.0
62 1.187 902 158.2 0.0 0.0
66 .570 993.4 58.1 0.0 0.0

31 .562 889.1 114.9 67.9 1.9

32 .552 773.6 111.0 2.4 0.1

33 .516 766.5 141.4 25.3 0.8

At 6001-T6 34 .578 980.3 > 892 476.4 14.9

35 .537 967.9 202.0 20.3 0.6
36 .494 1022.9 219.9 24.7 0.7

37 .465 1010.8 153.9 48.9 1.5

Table 3: The list of the measured hydrogen mass and calculated compression
work for the initial experiments.

The increase in the fuel temperature of the aluminum in Expt. 34 due to
relatively significant chemical reaction can be easily seen in Fig. 7. This is in
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contrast to'other experiments where the fuel temperature decreases upon the water
impact. Finer debris and larger amount of the chemical reactions caused a larger
increase in water temperature, as measured by T1 thermocouple, in Expt. 34 (~90
'C) compared to ~35 *C in Expt. 35.

Table 3 shows that, except for Expt. 34, only less than 2% of the total mass
of the fuel in each experiment has reacted with water. I explained previously,
we conducted a few unsuccessful experiments to reproduce the initial conditions
like those of Expt. 34.' It is our belief that future experiments should further
investigate the effect of the driving pressure (using 2 mil rupture disks) at 1000 'C
fuel temperature.

The ideal way to calculate the work from the explosion requires the knowledge
of the pressure and the volume of the generated vapor at any instant. However,
the work from the vapor explosion can be determined indirectly, by calculating the
coolant acceleration due to the expanding vapor. A third method, which estimates
the work from the explosion by calculating the work required to compress the ex-
pansion gas from state one (the end of the gas expansion process) to state two (the
end of the expansion gas compression by the upward motion of the coolant), is
employed here to compare the amount of the work from the explosion for each fuel
type.

du, = dw,_, + dq,_, (1)

where du,, dw,_,, and dg,_, are the change in the internal energy of the gas, the
work done by the coolant on the gas, and the heat transferred from the coolant to
the gas during the compression process, respectively. The compression process is
assumed to be isentropic, so that the work required to compress the gas is mini-
mum (dg,_, = 0. and PV1 = constant). The isentropic assumption enables us to
approximate the gas volume at the end of the compression process.

du, = dw,_, (2)

Au, = Aw,_, (3)

For an ideal gas with constant properties
!
' Aw,_, = c (T - T ) (4)2 2

i

2v2 - P v'i
A w,_ , = (5)

1-7
'

The isentropic assumption underestimates the work output from the explosion.
The amount of the work for compressing the gas inside the expansion vessel for

all the hot experiments (where the crucible temperature is above 700 'C) is reported
,

in table 3. The reported work values although different, don't show a significant
difference between empty crucible experiments and aluminum experiments. Because'

the compression work is affected by the impact of the coolant column upon the
molten fuel (expansion process), the ratio of these two values is a better indicator
for the energetics of FCI. Figure 9 shows that the work ratio is always below unity
for empty crucible experiments and larger than one for aluminum experiments. It
is worth mentioning that the same work ratio is below two for cermet and silicide
fuels (see [9]) and galium, tin, and lead (see [10]).
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Conclusions

Energetic FCI's with significant chemical reaction in experiment 34 resulted in one
order of magnitudelarger dynamic pressures and explosion work. The results of the-

experiment 34 show that aluminum ignition can occur in small scale experiments at
a temperature which lies between those reported in large scale experiments (see [3])

i and drop size experiments (see [4]). Although similar experiments to experiment 34
(experiments 35,36, and 37) were conducted, the results were different (see table
3). One could speculate, based on the results of the experiments conducted thus

a far, that alumiunmignition at about 980 'C although possible, is not assured. Our
speculation is similar to that from Alexis W. Lemmon [11] who observed that very-

violent explosions did not occur in all experiments where tap and distilled water
interacted with molten aluminum at about 1000 'O under similar initial conditions..

|
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a one-dimensional numerical model that deals with radiative transfer in a medium,

where aerosols are present. This model is written with the aim of performing radiative transfer calculations in
the framework of severe Pressurized Water Reactor accidents, especially during the last stage of such an
accident (Molten Core Concrete Interaction (MCCI)) when aerosols are very numerous .
We explain the theoretical basis of our model, writing the general radiative transfer equation, knowing that
acrosol droplets participate in radiation transport. We then simplify this equation for a one-dimensional

; medium and we propose to solve it using the spherical harmonics approximation. This gives us the radiative
intensity and we can then deduce the radiative flux.
Aerosol optical properties (extinction and scattering coefficients) are also required in such a calculation. They
are determined using Rayleigh or Mie theory, depending on the aerosol size.
In order to provide an example of results one can expect from such a calculation, we applied our model to a
test problem with given aerosol size and concentration distributions. Our example does not model any
experiment explicitly but the physical conditions used are very close to the L4 test from the Advanced
Containment Experiment (ACE) program (Argonne National Laboratory,1988-1990).

INTRODUCTION
In the later phase of a severe PWR accident, the corium could reach very high temperatures, becoming a
strong thermal radiation emitter and damage the containment. Therefore, to better assess the downward and
upward heat fluxes, it is of a great interest to determine the amount of energy emitted by the corium pool and
received by the containment.

The main difficulty in estimating the upward fluxes is due to the presence of aerosols which participate in the I

energy transfer between the melt surface and the walls. Depending on the composition of the concrete and the
melt and gas temperature, the concentration of suspended particles could reach high values and consequently
the thermal radiation from the melt could be strongly reduced [1]. I
Most computer codes (CONTAIN [2]'and WESCHL [3] for example) do not calculate precisely the aerosol l

effect on the radiation emitted by the corium pool. They usually determine an average opacity above the
cerium pool. The theoretical work that we present here is certainly too fundamental to be included in a severe
accident computer code; however we intend to deduce from this work a simplified model which could better
take into account the role played by the aerosols.

The aim of this paper is to present a radiative transfer study in a medium where aerosols are numerous and
,

play a significant role in heat exchanges. We first write the radiative transfer equation in a medium that can i
scatter, absorb and emit radiation [4,5]. This gives us an integro-differential equation for the intensity; we
propose to solve it using the spherical harmonics approximation [4] and to deduce the radiative flux.

* Present address: NEEP Dept.- University of Wisconsin - Madison - WI 53706 - USA
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Coefficients of the this equation are functions of aerosol optical properties. Depending on the value of the
ratio between the droplet size and the wavelength, we use Rayleigh (for small droplets) or Mie (for large
droplets) theory to calculate scattering and extinction coefficients [6). For that step in the calculation, it is
necessary to know the aerosol size distribution as well as their concentration in the studied volume. -

We describe the numerical scheme of the calculation and provide results for the radiative flux and optical
coefficients in the studied volume with given aerosol features and temperature profile. We can not precisely
compare our results to experimental ones but, nevertheless, we obtain the flux within an order of magnitude
of the value measured from ACE-test IA.

I RADIATIVE TRANSFER
We propose here a numerical model that deals with radiative transfer in a participating medium. We suppose
that vapor and aerosols are present in the medium and that those aerosols can scatter absorb and emit
radiation. Aerosol size distribution and concentration are known, esumated from experimental results or from

a special modeling. We now present die theoretical basis of our study.

1.1. Radiative Transfer Equation [4, 5].
The first step of a radiative transfer calculation is to write the radiative transfer equation (RTE)(which is the
energy balance) in the studied medium. Let us describe the RTE with the following notations:
In general, the optical properties of the medium are functions of the wavelength of the radiation. However, by
making the assumption of a gray medium, we use the average properties of the medium (which is discussed
in section II)

O'
dQ

O [, _ _ [ _ _) I + di m
U dVj

Figure 1: Geometry used to write the RTE

I is the incident radiation in the direction O and dl is the variation ofI due to the medium.
In this geometry. the steady state RTE is written:

U(1,0) = -(K,(1)+ K,(1))I(i.0) + K,(1)la(T(1))+E'b II(1,0)p(O',O) da . (1)
al Art y

This equation represents the evolution of the radiative intensity (I) while it passes through the studied
volume. The right side of this equation is composed by three different terms that will cause the intensity I to
change. These terms are:

1. extinction by absorption (Ka is the absorption coefficient) and out-s:attering (Ks is the scattering
coefficient). This first part represents the energy removed from the initial beam.

2. emission: this second term represents the energy added to the beam, das to the aerosol emission at
their temperature. Aerosols are considered to be black bodies.

| 3. in-scattering: this is the energy added to the beam due to scattering inside tae studied volume. This

.

term depends on the phase function (p). p gives the probability for the incident wave traveling in the
| direction O to be scattered along the direction O' about dQ.

| Notice that p=1 for isotropic scattering.
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Solving (1) will allow us to calculate the radiative flux defined by:

^qn=jOI(1.0)da. (2)
,

4R
,

From now on, we will consider a one-dimensional model depicted as follows:
;

T , E22
z=L. t=to

b |

| dz I=cos0
O

j z=0,t=0
Tg, Ej

Figure 2: one-dimensional medium

where dz is the thickness of the slab. Ti are the boundary temperatures, ci are the boundary emissivities, t is
i the optical thickness and I is the radiative intensity.

l
-

The steady state RTE at the given position (z. p) is: 1

'di I
g(z. ) + K,(z)l(z. ) = K,(z)le(T)+ 7 ,(z) j p( , ')l(z. ')d *K (3)

-l 1

where I (T) is the Planck function for a black body and Ke(z) is the extinction coefficient defined by:B

i

Ke(z) = Ka(z) + Ks(z) . (4)

l It is generally more convenient to rewrite the RTE with respect to the optical variables, namely the scattering
albedo:

K,(z) I

m(z) = (5) 1

; K,(z) |

and the optical thickness t, such that dr = Ke(z) dz .<

Then, the RTE becomes:

'dl
p(r, ) + I(r, ) = (1-m(r))Is(T)+ m(r) P(#,#' ) I(z ' ) d ' . (6)

2
4

This last equation represents the integro-differential equation that we solve to perform our radiative transfer
study and determine the upward radiative flux:

l'
q(r) = j I(r, )dy . (7)

4

o

To do so, we chose to use the spherical harmonics approximation, from among the different methods
proposed in literature.
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1.2. Spherical harmonics approximation (or P N method) [4]
The idea of this method is to expand the radiative intensity and the scattering phase function in series of
legendre Polynomials: ,

1

N.

I(r,y)= [ g"'*g P,(y) T,(f)
,

4K..o

(8)

n.
p( , ') = 1 (2n + 1) f, P,(y) P,(y')

..o

where Pnare the Legendre Polynomials, Tm are functions to be determined and fn are coefficients such that,
for isotropic scattering, f =1 and fnw0-0. With the P-N method, direction and position variables are separated0

Replacing this development into the RTE and using the orthogonality and recurrence relationships of the
Ixgendre polynomialsleads to:

(m + 1)T,.i( f) + mT',.i( r) + (2m + 1)(1 - mf,)T,( f) = 4 x (1 - m) Is(T) 6o, (9)

where Som is the Kronecker symbol, (') corresponds to the first derivative and m is an integer positive or
equal to zero.
This is a system of (m+1) coupled differential equations. We are going to simplify the resolution of this
system by using the P1 approximation.

i

I.2.1. P1 approximation [4]
The order of the approximation corresponds to the number of terms in the series, namely N. (P1
approximation means N=1). We will now consider isotropic scattering and the system of equations. reduces
to:

Ti(f) + (1 - m)To(r) = 4 x(1 - m)l,(T)
(10)

To(r)+ 3? (r)= 0 .i

Using the orthogonality relation of the legendre polynomials, To and 91 can be related to I by:

i .

To(r)= 2xj f(r.p)dp
-'

(11)i

T (f)= 2xj y f(r,y) d .i
-l

These expressions help to give a physical meaning to 70 and T : they are the first two moments of theI
intensity and can be identified as the incident radiation (TO) and the net radiative flux (T ). From now on,I
we will write 10 and I instead of 70 and T in all our expressions.t 1

Using these notations. I is expressed (from Equ.8) with respect to its first moments by:

I(r,y) = 1[lo(r)+ 3y l (r)) (12)i4x

with the closing relation:

l ( r) = - I'o(r) (13)i
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and the RTE becomes finally:

2

d g (r)=3(1-m)(Io(r)-4x!,(T)) .gy (14)

1.2.2 Boundary conditions
.

We employ the Marshak boundary conditions. To calculate them, we first have to write an energy balance on
each boundary

I(0, )= t le(T )+(1-t )l(0.-y) y>0i i i
(15) ,

I(r - )= E Is(T )+(1-E;)l(r ,y) y<0 ;'

o 2 2 o

! Then, following the spherical harmonics method, we multiply both sides of these equations by Yn(p) and
integrate over p [4].'

This way, the boundary conditions are suitable to the P-N approximation (Pl here) and there is no more
angular dependency. The results for Marshak boundary conditions (for the geometry shown on Fig.2) are:

'

I ~#'I (0) = 4x!,(T ) for z = 0, T = T , c = cil ilo(0) + iti;

i (16) j

~# )l (r ) = 4x!,(T ) for z = L, T = T . E = E22Io(r ) - i o 2
|o

22,

I.3, Aerosol optical properties (6]
To compute the radiative transfer equation, it is necessary to determine the anosol optical properties: the |

;

scattering and extinction coefficients used to calculate e and t. Depending on the relative value of the particle |'

size (radius r) to the wavelength (1) of the incident radiation, one can use three different theories. Let us
define the Mie parameter a by:

a

2xr'

(37)
a= A

,

If r is much smaller than A (a < 0.2) then, the Rayleigh theory applies.
If r is of the order of magnitude of A (a = 1) then the Mie theory applies.

t If r is greater than A (a > 300) we are in the optical geometry domain.

In our case, we can either be in the Mie theory domain (for large aerosols) or in the Rayleigh theory domain
"

(for small aerosols). Those two theories allow us to calculate the extinction and scattering efficiencies (Qeand
Qs), which are directly related to the extinction and scattering coefficients by:

K, = f x r' Q,(r) N(r) dr
er all r

[
(18)

K, = j K r' Q,(r) N(r) dr .
mr allr

a

4
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The result using the Mic theory is:

Q. = Ny f (2n +1)(ja,|* +|b,j')
,el

(19)
I

Q, = 7,f (2n + 1)Re(a, + b,)
2

,

el

where a and bn are the Mie coefficients; and the result using the Rayleigh theory is:n

~'
. Q, = - 4 alm ( "j + 2)

.

m ,

' (20)

Q' = - 4a lm ( "2 ,2 ) + S a
d * !

~

.

m 3 mj+2

Those efficiencies (both from Mic and Rayleigh theory) depend on:
i- the Mic parameter (therefore the aerosol radius), .

- the real and imaginary parts of the complex index of refraction m =nt-ik .e i

i
I

h

II. MODELING
We describe here the main features of the one-dimensional numerical model.
Consider a slab (as the one defined by Fig. 2) with two boundaries such that T2 s lower than T . :i i
The model takes into account the radiative transfer through a given aerosol cloud (the size and concentration

'

distribution with respect to the elevation in the medium are known).

Description:
Given aerosol data as function of the position, we calculate the extinction and scattering coefficient profiles
into the volume. :

Then, to determine the intensity distribution, we solve the radiative transfer equation (given in the P1
approximation by Eq.14). To match the aerosol distribution we write this equation in the z-coordinate. It is
important to remember here that, from the structure of the aerosol cloud (different sizes and concentrations at ;

each elevation), the extinction coefficient depends on the position. Then, the RTE becomes: [
,

d z (z)=3K (z)(1-co(z))[Io(z)-4xIs(T(z)))+ I
8 2 * 8

(21)2 K,(z) dz dz

:

where is(T) is the Planck black body function at a given te.T.i -ars. |
The above equation is solved by using a central finite difference scheme for the second derivative ofIo and a

,

forward scheme for the first derivative ofIo and Ke. Equations (7), (10) and (12) are then used to calculate the *

radiative flux:

!

qa(z)=1 (z) 1 I b1o (22) ;
4 6 K,(z) dz

.

The boundary conditions are those given by expression (16) except that we suppose that the upper boundary
does not send any energy (no emission and no reflection)into the medium.1herefore, in the z-system, Eq.
(16) becomes:

,

'
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,

1 2 (2-r,) dio(z)''

lo(0) - = 4 xletT,)
3K,(0) ci dz s,,o

(23)

2 din (z)'
lo(L) + =0

3K,(L) dz s ,,, t,

We also use a finite difference scheme to include these equations in our system.

Researk:
We investigated the behavior of the extinction coefficient with respect to the wavelength (A) for two given
values of the aerosol radius (rg and r2) : those values were chosen so that at (the Mie parameter given by (17)),

was in the Mie domain for rg and in the Rayleigh domain for r2. For each calculation r was fixed but A (andi

then a) followed the temperature profile (see Fig. 3). The results showed little variations of the extinction
coefficient with A. Therefore, we decided to assume a gray medium.

.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION'

To give an example of the kind of result we could expect, we place our study into the framework of severe
water reactor accident analysis. We are especially interested in the last stage of such an accident. when the
corium interacts with the concrete basemate (MCCI). This phenomena generates a large amount of aerosols
mainly composed of numerous products issuing from concrete decomposition.
Experimental programs have been performed to study the aerosol behavior. For this work we chose the
example of the Advanced Containment Experiment program that took place in Argonne National Laboratory
(1988-1990). Results for example, from test L4 showed that the aerosol cloud is essentially composed of j

,

Silicium products and that the dominating species was SiO I131-2

Hypothesis:
Following [8] we chose to consider a cubic temperature profile in the gas layer above the corium melt (Fig.
3).

' 2:00 , . ,
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I

neee - --
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,
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_

T !,,00 .

. . .,,00
0 0.0s 0.1 0.1s 0.2 0.2s 0.3 0.3s 0.4 0.4s 0.s

position (a) |

|

|
Figure 3: Temperature profile. )

4 i

Figures 4 and 5 give the acrosol concentration and size distribution with respect to the position into the )
studied volume. These curves are idealized: their shapes are estimated from a one-dimensional -

4
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monocomponent aerosol generator described in (9). In this generator, the medium (an Argon flow with a
constant upward velocity equals to 3.2 cm/s)is over-saturated with SiO vapor and aerosols are produced by2

homogeneous nucleation (10). Aerosols grow by condensation /evaporanon of vapor molecules and by aerosol
droplet thermal coagulation [11]. This model takes into account aerosol sealing. depending on the droplet size
and the gas velocity [121
In our example, the aerosol size distribution is a gaussian curve centered 3 cm above the pool with a most
probable value of 2.4 micrometers (see Fig. 5). It has to be pointed out that above 4 cm the aerosol radii are
quite small (1010 to 10-9 m). Although very small. these aerosols are very numerous and the aerosol

3concentration remains around 0.4 kg/m (see Fig. 4) for the next 45 cm.
Below 2 cm in the domain that we consider. the medium is not enough over. saturated. aerosol nucleauon can

,

'

not occur and radii and concentrations are equal to zero.
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Figure 4: Aerosol concentration prosle.
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Figure 5: Aerosol size distribuuon.
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Figures 6. 7 and 8 show the aerosol optical properties: absorption coemeient, scattering coefficient and
extinction coerficient with respect to the position. We notice that scanenng only dominates for big aerosols
which are present only on a very small part of the domain. Elsewhere the absorption coerficient.is the most
important. The resulting extinction coefficient (Fig. 8) is very peakea around 3 cm.
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Figure 6: Absorption coefficient with respect to the position. |
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Figure 7: Scattering coefficient with respect to the position.
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Figure 8: Extinction coefficient with respect to the position.

We previously explained that there are no aerosols below a certain position (2 cm). However. as vapor is
certainly present in this area, we chose to set the extinction coefficient to 1.0 m-3, to represent the small
absorption due to the vapor molecules.
Figures 4 to 8 are then consistent and define the aroperties of the medium in which the thermal radiation
from the corium pool propagates.

Here are :he numerical data we use to perform ote c .:ulation:

Temperature of the corium pool: 2!00 K (see Fig. 3)
Emissivity of the corium pool: 0.9
Temperature of the upper boundary: 1200 K (see Fig. 3)
Thickness of the layer: 0.5 m
Spatial step: 2.10-3 m
Aerosol size distribution: Gaussian curve (see Fig. 5)
Aerosol concentration distribuuon: See Fig. 4
Aerosol complex index of refraction: m = 4.07 - 0.095i [13)e

Radiation wavelength: A = 1.5.10-6 m

Results:
Figure 9 shows the radiative flux distribution in the domain of interest. The calculated flux at the top of the

2enclosure (z=0.5 m) is about 0.15 MW/m . A precise comparison between our calculations and the
experimental results is not possible. However, from experimental curves for the sidewall power loss and the
lid power loss. one can estimate the "true upward heat loss" from a correction to radiative losses to the
sidewall. If ACE was a one-dimensional experiment, the out-going tlux is calculated to be around 0.11

2MW/m for test L4. One notes that our one-dimensional analysis results are in good agreement.

This example shows how the radiative flux can be strongly reduced, due to the presence of aerosol droplets at
high concentracon:

z=0m -> qR = 1.0 MW/m2
2z = 0.5 m -> qR = 0.15 MW/m

; it has been reduced by a factor 6 to 7 between the corium pool and the upper boundary.
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Figure 9: Radiative flux with respect to the position.

CONCLUSION
We presented here a one-dimensional model to perform a radiative transfer calculatio.n in a dense aerosol cloud.
Aerosol optical properties were determined by the Rayleigh or Mie theory, depending on their size. The
radiative transfer equation was then solved, using the first order spherical harmonics approximation (PI) and
the radiative flux was calculated. An example of the radiative flux distribution for given aerosol size and j

concentration distributions in the medium was presented. We could not perform any precise comparison with
experimental data. However. from experimental curves, we could estimate the 'tue upward heat loss" from a
correction to radiative losses to the sidewall. Our results were in good agreement with an one-dimensional
estimate of the experimental results.
One can note that the aerosol cloud strongly reduced the upward heat losses by participating in the heat
exchange.
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NOMENCLATURE
I = radiative intensity. W/m2

IB = black body intensity (Stefan law), W/m-
2

'11 = moments of the radiative intensity. W/m

ki = imagmary part of the complex 1ndex of refraction

Ka = absorption coefficient, m-3

Ke = exunction coefficient. m 3
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Ks = scattering coefficient, m !
l = given distance, m

me = complex index of refraction

nr = real part of the complex index of refraction
p(Q.Q') = phase function ;

Pn = Legendre polynomials
'

e = radiative flux , W/m2

Q. = extinction efficiency

Qs = scationng officiency
r = aerosol radius, m
T = temperanse, K

Yn = sphencal harmonics

Greekleners:

tr = Mie parameter

Ei = boundary (i=1 or 2)
A = radiation wavelength, m

= cos 6 (see figuas. 2)
T = optical thickneas
a = Stefan constant
a) = scanering albedo
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Abstract
1

The objective of the paper is to study heat and mass transfer processes related to core
: rnelt discharge from a reactor vessel in a severe light water reactor accident. The phe-

nomenology of the issue includes (1) melt convection in and heat transfer from the melt
poolin contact with the vessel lower head wall;(2) fluid dynamics and heat transfer of the"

melt flow in the growing discharge hole; and (3) multi-dimensional heat conduction in the
ablatinglower head wall. A togram of model development, validation and application is un-
derway (i) to analyee the dominant physical mechanisms determining characteristics of the
lower head ablation process; (ii) to develop and validate efficient analytical / computational ;

methods for estimating hrat and mass transfcr under phase. change conditions in irregular i

moving-boundary domains; end (iii) to investigate numerically the melt discharge phenom-*

ena in a reactor-scale situation, and, in particular, the sensitivity of the melt discharge'

transient to structural differences and various in-vessel melt progression scenarios. The |

|paper presents recent results of the analysis and model development work supporting the

}
simulant melt structure interaction experiments.

;
i

1 i

; |

|t

: 1 INTRODUCTION: PHENOMENOLOGY AND PROBLEMS

F in a light water reactor core meltdown accident (severe accident), the molten core material could
: cause a failure of the lower head of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV),if sufficient internal or

; external cooling of the vessel could not be provided. Depending on the vessel design and accideut
sequence in question, the lower head integrity could be lost due to a global or local creep rupture|

; of the lower head wall or - if the lower head had penetratione - a local penetration failure [1].
! With a local creep or pen-tration failure the growth of the initial lower head failure site, due to

heat transfer from the ejected melt (corium) at a higher temperature (T ~ 2000-3000K) than'
f

j the vessel melting point (Tw,,np ~ 1790K), codd enhance the melt ejection rates. Melt-induced
loads on the cc tainment and any further accident progression involving interactions between ;;
core melt and the coolant, structures and atmosphere in the reactor cavity of a pressurized

~

|

water reactor (PWR) or in the pedestal (lower drywell) or suppression pool of a boiling water;

reactor (BWR) would largely depend on the melt ejection characteristics.

Previous work on melt mteractions with the vessel wall has been largely analytical (1), ex-
cept for the experiments conducted at SNL; for a relevant review, su [2]. These experiments,
on hole ablation, were performed with iron-alumina thermite and covered a limited range of
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the hole ablation problematics. The experimental data received from these experimental stud-
les have been used to evaluate the ablation rate formula implemented in the integrated severe
accident computer codes like MELPROG and MELCOR. For the hole ablation issue, phe-
nomenological models have recently been developed by Pilch [2]. Most recent studies employed
a one-dimensional formulation which equates the energy required to melt the wall material
(steel, crust, etc.) to the energy transferred from the molten fuel passing through the orifice.
Comparing to former studies [3],[4], these methods employed the difference between the tem-
perature of the molten fuel (T ) and the melting temperature of the wall (T ,mp), instead off

the difference between the temperature of the molten fuel (T ) and its melting point (T ,mp).f f

The analytical relationships have shown that the past experiments did not cover the range of
characteristic numbers typical for either local penetration failures or a circumferential vessel
creep rupture (5). Because the models have been based on experimental observations and data
obtained in a relatively narrow range,it is not clear that the assumptions on physical mecha-
nisms and correlations made in the above-mentioned models of the hole ablation process will
hold for reactor-scale situations. The lack of experimental evidence supporting or contradicting
the applied melt ejection and hole growth models was emphasized also in the recent DCII study

for the Zion PWR [5].

Melt ejection and lower head ablation experiments, using an oxidic melt material (T ~f

1000 - 1500K) discharged from a vessel with a low-melting-point, metallic lower head (T.,mp ~
600 - 900K), are underway at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm. Up till
now we have been working with the oxidic, glass-type melt mixture PbO - B203 (80-20 wt%).
It has a melting point of about 900K and its melt-phase viscosity of about 0.1 Pa.s increases -

under freezing, a characteristic of the core melt as well. In the scoping tests on vessel ablation, |
pure lead with a melting point of 600K has been used as the lower head material. The integral |

Iscaling is based on the method introduced by Pilch in [2]. It has been shown that we need
melt volumes of the order 10-100 liters to reach integral process characteristics relevant for
such reactor cases, where the initial lower head failure site is small compared to the vessel melt
contents. In the scoping experiments that we have performed so far with melt volumes of about
3-7 liters, the melt has been quite much superheated; the lead plate thickness has been varied
in the range of 2-4 cm [6]. To support the design and the analysis of the experimental results,
as well as their use for reactor cases, a detailed analytical model is being developed. In the
present paper, we will focus on physical modeling.

For reactor safety analyses and accident management considerations, the primary interests
are the hole gmteth dynamics [Du,(t)] and melt dischame flow pammeters (melt flow rate,
superheat, composition). In this sense, all potentially significant aspects have to be identified
and evaluated for reactor-specific scales and conditions. The considerations of phenomenology'

are built around three key elements: the thermal-hydraulic behavior of core melt in the vessel
lower head, the fluid dynamics and heat transfer in the melt ejection hole, and the thermal and
physical (phase-change, mass-transfer) response and feedback of the lower head wall, during
core melt discharge from the RPV; see Fig.1.

For melt pool thermohydraulics, the flow fields in the pool during the discharge process are
related to phenomena oflarge uncertainties. Because the convective heat fluxes (from melt flow
to discharge hole boundaries) form the driving mechanism of vessel ablation, the heat transfer
characteristics of a laminar entry region in experiments and those of a turbulent entry region
in prototypic situations have to be analysed in an accurate manner. Based on tentative iden-
tification, ranking and evaluation of related physical mechanisms, the most critical phenomena
are considered to be crust formation and relocation dynamics, temperature dependence of melt
properties, and multi-dimensional heat conduction and ablation front propagation in the vessel
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Figure 1: Overall scheme of the hole ablation phenomenology. ;

wall beneath the crust.

The basic objective of model development is to study the phenomenological scalability of
experiments, the quality of correlative models, and the physics oflimiting mechanisms. In order
to ensure direct applicability of the data base, all effects should be confirmed to be prototypical
from the melt flow, heat transfer, wall behavior and crust integrity point of view. Because this is;

hard to achieve, we must be able to differentiate between various effects dominating in our tests
i and to address their relevance to the reactor case. Analytical modeling helps considerably in this
'

task. The limiting mechanisms are attacked (first) separately, and separate effects data are used
to validate analytical modeling. The major advantage of the models described in this work is
that we have intended to employ - whenever reasonable - only first-principle formulations or well- '

supported assumptions on physical mechanisms. Such an approach avoids direct applications of |
empirical correlations in studying sepamte efects. Calculational data obtained are used to assess
the applicability of available correlations for heat transfer and then friction under prototypical
and experimental conditions of interest. Furthermore, new or modified correlations can be
employed in the integrated code HAMISA to describe multi-dimensional effects of the ablation
processes.

|

2 MODELING OF MELT DISCHARGE AND VESSEL WALL ABLATION
:

In order to approach the subject, we employ a stepwise research scheme. In the first stage, the
modeling efforts emphasize integmted thermal hydmulics of the melt ejection and lower head
ablation processes. The code named HAMISA.1D 1 has been developed to perform sensitivity !

estimates of a set of phenomena involved in the melt ejection process and to do scaling calcu-
lations for the experimental facility design. The code considers two basic cases: (1) lower head
failure and core melt discharge in the RPV configuration; and (2) experimental cases with some

'The HAMISA stands for Hole Ablation Modeling In Severe Accidents.
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metallic material as the lower head and oxidic material as the corium simulant. The mathemat-
ical models of the IIAMISA.1D include point kinetics of mass and energy conservation in the
melt pools, a set of transient, one-dimensional equations of mass, momentum and energy con-
servation of melt flow in the growing discharge hole, as well as the closure correlations required.
These equations form a set of non-linear differential equations integrated within a time loop and
along the hole. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is applied for numerical treatment. The
code determines discharge flow rate from the so-called P-SOLUTION algorithm, and performs
the melting calculations in an axisymmetric geometry for melt-plate heat transfer and tracking
of the ablation front. Thus, the code can provide the hole ablation rate, Dw,(t,:), and the
melt mass discharge rate, U,jea%(t), as function of time, and the results can then be compared
to the data obtained in the experiments. The code varies the melt properties, e.g., viscosity and
thermal conductivity, as i,mction of temperature. The accuracy of the numerical methods em-
ployed has been tested against analytical solutions available for limiting cases. Furthermore, the
II AMISA.1D code has been used to describe the SNL tests, with reasonable agreement between ,

'

calculational results and data. Results of the IIAMISA.1D calculations have been presented

elsewhere [6].

In general, the dynamic analysis has shown that the calculational results of the 1-D and
transient models are similar to the results obtained with simplified models (2]. This fact can be
explained by the short time period of the discharge process analysed and the similar approach
applied to define the ablation rate. One should also note that large melt superheats and small
temperature differences between melting points of simulant (thermite melt) and vessel wall
metal in the previous experiments could have dampened thermal effects of crust formation (if
any). Furthermore, calculations performed for reactor-specific situations demonstrate significant
bifurcations of ablation dynamics depending on whether a stable crust layer exists or not. The
presence of the crust involves lower rates of vessel wall ablation in the initial phase, aplifying
thereby the effects of pre-heating and heat conduction in vessel wall and test plates. Due to
such spatial and temporal complications, detailed multidimensional and dynamical analyses
were considered to be necessary in order to support experimental design and interpretation, as
well as extrapolation of the experimental results to reactor conditions.

2.1 Melt pool thermal hydraulics

The thermal hydraulics of the melt poolin the hole ablation problematics has specific goals that
are (i) to evaluate the thermal state of the RPV wall and the thickness / composition of the crust
lying on the lower head prior to the discharge process, and (ii) to model the forced convection
and heat transfer phenomena during melt discharge from the RPV. For the purpose of this

| study, a model has been developed and employed to describe two-dimensional fluid flow and
heat transfer in a complex geometry [7]. The modified low-Reynolds-number turbulence model |
is applied to predict heat transfer characteristics from the melt pool to its frozen boundaries '

[8]. The heat fluxes obtained are then employed to calculate quasi-static thickness of the crust
between the melt pool and the vessel wall 2 During the melt discharge process, heat fluxes
from melt flow to the crust-vessel wall structure can remelt such crust (solidified fuel) layers.

,

Calculations performed show that under both experimental and prototypical conditions, the !
pool flow during the discharge processes is mostly laminar. This is due to the low vessel i

overpressurization in our experiments, and the large ratio between the melt pool radius and the !
discharge hole radius in reactor cases. :

81n this section, the crust refers to solidified fuel on the inside of the RPV lower head.
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2.1.1 Heat trznsf;r results

The laminar model was used to analyse geometrical and regime effects on heat transfer to the
top surface of the vessel wall during the melt discharge process in small-scale experiments and
in prototypical situations. Both the oxidic melt simulant and core melt were employed as the
respective working fluids, with temperature dependent viscosity. For experimental conditions
the Nusselt number, Nuop, is shown to depend on the Reynolds number, Renoi,, the ratio
between the pool radius and the discharge hole radius (,',*[), and the dimensionless distance
from the hole inlet, r*, as follows:

Nu , ~ 1.2 Re'/', . (r')-2/3 (3)
"#

o ,i

rrote

A limited number of calculations also have been performed for reactor-specific conditions.
In general, the Nusselt number, Nuop, obeys eq.(1). The correlation developed ( 20% for near-
hole regions) can be applied to assess the remelting process of crust overlying the top surface
of the vessel wall and test plate.

2.1.2 Flow fields results

In analyses of the melt pool flow fields during discharge one needs to know the conditions
(overpressure, geometry of pool and hole, viscosity, melt volume) under which significant non-
uniformities (central suppression) of the melt surface could occur. This process is often referred

; to as blowthrough phenomena, which have been studied extensively. Prototypical (reactor)
situations under consideration might involve several complications. For instance, an overlying
crust in the molten pool in the reactor vessellower plenum may influence the free surface flows

! associated with gas blowthrough. However, such detailed effects are yet to be addressed in |

further experiments and analyses and are out of the scope of the present study. !

In general, first-principle modeling of the gas blowthrough processes would eventually in-
clude the task of determining the interfacial geometry. This would be a very laborious compu-
tational exercise, and a reliable numerical scheme would have to be developed for dynamic free
surface tracking with 3D vortex flows in complex geometry domains. In addition, this problem
might have a continuum nf solutions corresponding to arbitrarily prescribed interface shapes.
Furthermore, physical situations in question might be highly unstable, necessitating thus flow

~ instability analysis [10). We are not aware of extensive computational efforts in predicting gas<

blowthrough dynamics. In contrast, several correlations have been obtained through the past
studies, which have been derived mainly from dimensional analysis and empirical fitting with
the experimental data; see e.g. [9). Gluck et al. proposed a correlation for gas blowthrough
onset in flat and hemispherical bottomed cylinders [12),[13),

Droi,iH ooij = 0.43 ' *'f anh Fr /2 (2)
p t

Dros, Droi, D oot ,g r

Recently, Pilch and Griffith have collected and examined a number of correlations describing
gas blowthrough in regard to their applicability to accident situations with core melt discharge
from RPV [11]. It was also noted in ref.[11] that only the Gluck correlation embodies the effects
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of tank diam:t:r and the dats bass of this correlation spans the range of the Froude number i
i

.{ and D o,i/Droi, valu s of reactor applications. Therefore, the Gluck correlationFr = p

was recommended for use in DCH analyses. However, it could be shown that there are no I

significant effects of the ratio g$e range 0.05-0.5m).
rd- under the RPV hole ablation and melt discharge conditions

(i.e. D o,i ~3.6m and Da,i, inp

In the present work, we are interested in the onset of gas blowthrough, rather than the ;

annular gas-liquid discharge flow dynamics. For this purpose, a quasi-steady 2-D formulation |

is used to calculate flow and pressure fields in a test crucible and RPV lower plenum with melt
discharge through holes of different sizes. It can be shown that the boundary layer thickness in
the hemispherical poolis so small that the whole flow field could be treated as potential flow.
Nevertheless, the grid independence of numerical solutions has been examined, based on results
of comparative calculations with computational meshes of different refinements. Calculations
employing a low-Reynolds-number turbulence model indicates that shear-induced turbulence
generr. tion takes place only nearby the hole inlet and does not affect the pressure field results
ofinterest. The laminar modelis then applied to calculate flow and pressure fields.

Fig.2 describes the calculated velocity field in a hemispherical lower head during the core
melt discharge process. Calculational data of dynamic pressure field were analysed to evaluate
potential " crater formation" in the melt pool. First, dynamic pressure distributions on various
elevations from the lower plenum bottom are compared to hydraulical heads of the respective
melt column; see Fig.3. It is hypothesized in the present work that at the critical pool depth
the maximum variation of the dynamic pressure (i.e. above the discharge hole) is equal to
the corresponding hydraulical head, inducing such deformation of the free surface that enables
gas entrainment into the discharge flow. Fig.4 depicts the technique used to determine the
blowthrough onset. Comparison of numerically determined critical pool depth with the experi-
mental correlation of Gluck et al. for the hemispherically bottomed cylinders is given in Fig.5.
One can see that a good agreement is achieved for the parameter ranges ofinterest.

It is worth noting here that the present work assumes (at least partial) depressurization of
the reactor coolant system prior to the melt discharge, i.e. the discharge flow rates are in the
intermediate range of 3-10m/s. The moment when a melt pool crater starts to dominate the
flow patterns in reactor cases can be evaluated in the integrated HAMISA modeling using the
Gluck correlation. In addition, the relative critical pool depth (kcreer = ) is decreased
with increasing discharge hole diameter. It is shown that annular-type discharge regimes can
occur only at the very end of the ablation and discharge process. For an initial melt mass of
100 tonnes, fractions of melt mass discharged in annular-type regime have been evaluated to be
in the ranges 2-5% and 4-10% for cases with and without crust, respectively 3,

2.2 Discharge hole thermal hydraulics

In this section, we present some results of studies of heat, mass and momentum transfer related
to core melt ejection through a circular hole in the RPV lower head. The control-volume based
model has been developed to solve Navier-Stokes and energy equations in 2-D axisymmetric,
narrowing channels with a constant wall-temperature boundary condition [7]. Axial diffusion of
both momentum and heat as well as viscous dissipation are taken into account in the numerical
simulation. Additionally, a low-Reynolds-number model of turbulence is applied due to the
presence oflaminar, transition-to-turbulence and turbulent regimes in reactor-scale processes.

aNote that crust afects the hole growth and the hole sire.
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h

| By employing the first-principle-modeling approach,it is possible to examine the following
set of specific effects: variation of viscosity and conductivity across the boundary layer due to

f'
'

freezing of the core melt near the wall, variation of velocity / temperature profiles at the hole
,_

inlet, variation of (narrowing) channel geometry, and variation of fluid Prandtl number. For
limiting cases of interest, the calculational results obtained compare satisfactorily with previous
boundary layer solutions, calculational results and experimental data found in the literature.

!

!

2.2.1 Experimental conditions !

;

;

Since Reynolds numbers in experiments are sufficiently low, laminar flow is the most probable
experimental regime. That is why detailed analysis of thermal hydraulics within the discharge
hole under experimental conditions must be carried out in order to address the relevance of ;

experiments to prototypical reactor conditions. f
.

I

!Pressure drop.

The apparent Fanning friction factor corresponds to pressure drop in a certain flow length :

through the duct. In a tube with its frictionless infinite upstream extent (-oo < z < 0), the
"

apparent Fanning friction factor is defined as follows: [
P

(3) ff.pp(z.)=
~ *

i

In calculations presented in Table 1,it is assumed that the viscosity varies strongly in the j

< 1). The maximum value of the viscosity at the wallis as much as 25
sublayer (0.95 < y(te bulk viscosity. It can be seen that in the vicinity to the entrance, the;times greater than t

'

property variation leads to more than two times higher values of the apparent Fanning friction
factor. Note that z in the range of 10-4 - 10-3 characterizes parameters of experiments under |

consideration.

Table 1: The apparent Fanning friction factor. ;

Apparent friction factor f
z. = bz/(Drosa . Rehoia) pf, = var pf, = const j

3.138 10-4 464.3 222.8 [
1.256 10-3 170.9 102.9 -

7.034 10- 60.9 44.7 i

[9.166 10-1 19.4 16.3

;

i

The Nusselt number.

Table 2 presents results of heat transfer calculations for four cases. The first case is the
standard case without property variation. The second case shows effects of the above-described
variation of viscosity across the sublayer on heat transfer. The third and fourth cases include
variations of both viscosity and conductivity across the sublayer. The conductivity is decreased
near the wall parabolically. Values of the fluid conductivity in the wall-fluid interface are
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two and ten times smaller than that of the bulk conductivity, for the third and fourth cases,
respectively. Values of the Reynolds number are constant for four cases, and equal to 500.
In fact, the effects of property variations on heat transfer are even greater than those shown
in Table 2, due to the fact that the discharge mass flow rates are also reduced (see Table 1
for the apparent Fanning friction factor). Similar calculations have also been performed for
reactor proceces by means of the low-Reynolds-number turbulence model. Most notably, there
is also a laminar boundary-layer flow development in the very short section of the discharge
hole (z+ ~ 10-8). Ilowever, there are two different factors affecting effects of temperature
dependence of fluid properties on heat transfer rates. First, the lower are the values of z+, the
more significant are the effects of fluid properties, due to the smaller thickness of the boundary
layer with property variation. Second, the Reynolds numbers are higher under prototypical
conditions, which decreases temperature variations along and across the flow sections.

At the present range of applications, one can conclude that umperature dependence of
transport properties needs to be accounted for in evaluation of pressure dwp and heat transfer
coefficients inside the discharge hole. Ilowever, there remains the prictip question about tral
variations of melt properties in temperature range near the melt solik point. Due to large
uncertainties of heat transfer rates in (short) discharge holes under .;a notypical situations,
experimental data with higher Reynolds numbers employing melt simulants with temperature-
dependent viscosity are required to confirm order-of-magnitude assessments of convective heat
fluxes and formulation of boundary conditions for a freezing melt flow with a wide mushy region

[ATm ,3, = (7);,oggo, - T,agao,) ~ (150-200)K].

Analyses performed for converging ducts show dual effects of such geometry: narrowing
channels cause a flow laminarization but can also expose channel walls to direct hotter melt
entering from the poolinto the hole-wall boundary layer. Such aspects require further modeling
work coupling melt thermal hydraulics in the hole and the pool. Thermal convection for non-
Newtonian fluid in the (laminar / turbulent) entry region of a duct is another fundamental aspect
that could change heat transfer rates as much as two times. It is not certain whether the core
melt and its oxidic simulant act in accordance with Newtonian formulation, especially for cases
with small melt superheats above the melt solidus point.

Table 2: The Nusselt number in laminar flows.

Nusselt numbers

p, k = var; g =0.5 , k = var; g =0.1z+ = Az/(Dra, Peaa,) p,k = const = var

3.138 10-4 22.21 15.81 14.47 11.70

1.25610-a 11.56 9.82 9.34 8.19

7.034 10-3 5.82 5.39 5.26 4.92

9.166 10-1 3.65 3.44 3.37 3.21

Discharge coefficient.

In most scaling studies and previous models, velocities of melt ejected from the vessel are
calculated by means of Bernoulli's equation [eq.(4)) with discharge coefficient Co, in the range

of (0.6-1).
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2APra,
U,j,cigon = Co (4)

pf

where APra, = pfgH oa + P,, cto,- Peons.gnm,ne. The calculational results for melt ejectedp

through holes (in a 2-D axisymmetric steady-state formulation) show the general applicability
of eq.(4) for conditions of interest. Specifically, it is true for prototypical situations, due to the
low viscosity of core melt, f ~ 0.005 Pa.s, and the relatively small thickness of the vessel wall,
Lw u, compared to discharge hole diameters, Dra, (Lwan/Dra, <1 in the most vessel ablation
phase). Ilowever, in our experiments oxidic melt simulant has a higher viscosity ( f, ~ 0.1
Pa.s), the test plate is relatively thicker and vessel overpressure is smaller. In such a case, the
fluid-wall friction along the hole, (f_w, should be taken into account. In order to facilitate
developments of the fast-running IIAMISA code,it is proposed to calculate the pressure drops
due to flow resistances in an orifice [eq.(5)) by means of a loss coefficient (Kio,, = 1//C ),
whereas the discharge flow velocity is determined from solution of momentum equaticas along
the hole [eq.(6)).

* * "
APorgfge, = (5)

**

dUf dUf Ej_w(z)pjU (z)| U | 2 P dDra,dPf U ~ P19 ~ ~ gho,, g,.
ff f

g, = ~Pf I g, ~ PI gg g gh,,

f dz Dra, dz
_ 2pf fU d D roi,

-U 9/ ' dup + 2Uf dDra,
(6)Droi, dt

with APj_w,ha, = APra,- AP,,4fic, as the given pressure drop in the hole. These equations
together with mass conservation equation form a method (to calculate melt ejection rates from
a vessel) that is more general than the conventional Bernoulli's equation. As already mentioned,
the method is crucial when analysing experimental processes.

Calculations pufermed for reactor-scale melt discharge processes also show an increase in
hole pressure drop due to temperature dependence of melt viscosity, llowever, as shown above
(see section 2.2.1) when discussing the discharge coeflicient, Co, the fluid-wall friction inside the
hole has a minor effect for ejection rates. A more detailed discussion is therefore not necessary.

2.2.2 Prototypical conditions

Typically core melt flows in the discharge hole under prototypical conditions have very high
5 8lleynolds numbers (Re in the range 10 - 510 ), depending, mainly, on the reactor system

overpressurization and the size oflocal failure site (hole diameter). The forced convection heat
transfer within the discharge hole may be characterized by development of laminar boundary
layer at the very entry region and its transition to turbulent. Nusselt numbers in the laminar
flow region and turbulent region can be determined by Schlichting's correlation [eq.(7)) and von
Knrman's correlation (eq.(8)), respectively (15).

t/2 Pr-3 /8 (7)Nu = 0.332. zi
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0.0288 Re /5 zi'/5 Pr /53 i

Nu= (8)
1 + 0.85 Re-1/5 zi'/* . Pr-1/10 {Pr - 1 + In[1 + |(Pr - 1)]}

In contrast to the fact that Eqs.(7-8) were obtained, originally, for boundary layers over the
flat plate, they are given here in the form of Nu numbers based on the channel diameter. These
correlations along with current results of solving the fluid flow and heat transfer problem within
the hole are presented in Figs.6-8. One can see that the method of two-dimensional turbulent
flow modeling employed in the present work is able to reproduce heat transfer laws related to
boundary-layer development. Correlations of Dittus-Boelter and Petukhov et al. [16] for heat
transfer in developed flows are also given for comparison.

Despite of the quantitative agreement achieved between computational results and exper-
imental correlations, it is worth noting that there exist significant difficulties in turbulence
modeling of the thermally and hydrodynamically developing flows. An attempt has been made
towards accounting for anisotropic effects in the thermally developing and developed flows [14].
llowever, the absence of experimental data for z+ < 10-6 still renders uncertainties of predict-
ing heat transfer in the very entry region of high-Reynolds-number flows (Re numbers up to
10 and z+ in the range 10-7 - 10-5). Thus, further work on validation and application of the7

model developed must focus on effects of Re and fluid Pr numbers, as well as possible effects
of temperature dependence of physical properties in the thermal boundary layer.

Eqs.(7-8) have also been used in the TIIIRMAL analysis (17]. IIowever, the criterion of
5laminar-to-turbulence transition was taken as Re,,,ron, = pf ,jecten Z,,,,,/ f = 5 10 . SuchU

,

a selection of Re,, tron, is perhaps based on data of some measurements in the past. Most of
such data are related to small diameter channels or flat plates. As a result, the authors of

the work [17] showed that the minimum heat transfer coefficient will be either at the channel4

exit or at the location where the laminar to-turbulent transition occurs. It can be seen also in
Figs.7-8, which indicate very sharp changes of Nusselt numbers by the THlRMAL model. Such
a selection of Re,,eron, provides relatively small final hole sizes determined by the local erosion
rate.

The present two-dimensional modeling of heat transfer in simultaneously developing turbu-
lent flows, however, indicates that the transition might occur at much smaller Re,, tron,. Results

4 6of computations performed for the range of Reynolds number from 10 up to 7.5 10 indicates*

Re, = 10 as the most probable value of Re,, tron, for the large-diameter (more than 5cm ID)5

6circular channels. In the prototypical range of Re numbers (Re ~ 10 ), thelaminar-to-turbulent
transition would take place near the hole entry. Furthermore, one has to account for turbulence
in melt flow coming to the hole inlet. In such a case, the boundary layer might become turbulent
from the inlet leading edge of the discharge hole. This might also be seen from Fig 9, which
depicts a monotonic decrease of Nusselt numbers for hydrodynamically developed flow (in the

4thermal entrance region) already at low Re numbers (Re = 4 10 ). Two other calculated lines of
the local Nusselt number along the channels are also presented in the figure for simultaneously

4 4developing flows with Rew, = 10 and 5 10 .

In addition, the physical picture involves several complications due to geometry of the hole
(variation of flow cross-section) and convection with freezing / melting procesces. Nevertheless,
presuming forced convection heat transfer as the governing mechanism, the present analysis
indicates that the axial profile of heat transfer coefficient, and, therefore, also the wall ablation
rate, are decreasing monotonically towards the hole exit.
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2.3 Crust bzhevier within the discharge hala

In the hole ablation problematics, the crust behavior plays the most important role. The
physics of (thermal and mechanical) crust behavior during the melt dischanye process has at-
tracted a very limited number of experiments and analyses so far. The phenomena of crust
formation, growth, remelting and mechanical instability have been considered mainly for the
LMFBR program and in lower head failure analyses, when p".dicting core melt penetration
distance (transient freezing) in steel tubes and potential localized failure caused by core melt
jet impingement against the vessel lower head; a relevant review can be found in [1]. Most
notably for the purpose of the present work, the unsteady growth and decay of a frozen layer
(crust)in aliquid flowing past a non-melting wall was studied by Epstein in ref.[18],in which an
lategral method (employing second-order polynomials for temperature profik j was developed.
The method was then applied to calculate time characteristics in a tube flow with solidification
in the liquid flow and melting in the initially solid wall (19]. However, no direct observations
nor measured data on the dynamic behavior of the crust and molten wall layer have been re-
ported from low-temperature simulant (say, Freon-ice wall system) or higher-temperature melt
experiments.

The crust formation and existence determine the vessel wall ablation regime. On the other
hand, the crust characteristics depend on thermal-hydraulic processes in the melt flow and in the
lower head wall. The approaches of some recent studies (2],[3] have been partially contradictory.
If there is a stable crust, the melt superheat (say,10-200K in reactor cases) forms the 1. eat-
driving temperature difference (ATr,f = T -T ,mp), while without crust the ablation could bef f

much more rapid, as controlled by the difference between the melt temperature and the wall ,

melting point (say, AT,,f = T - T.,mp = 2700-1700 ~ 1000K). If the difference in melt-wallf

heat transfer were about ten, as it could be latween the limiting cases, the relative growth of

initially small hole (oc AT,'[f [2]) could differ by a factor of two or more.

In order to assess possibilities of crust formation, growth and existence during the melt
discharge processes in both prototypical and experimertl conditions, we have cont,idered a set
of physical mechanisms, including conduction-controlled crust growth, crust remelting process !

due to convective heat fluxes from melt flow, q w, convection-induced crust sweep-out by melt
flow and falling film of molten vessel wall beneath the crust. It was shown that although the
remelting time periods, r ,,,,,re, are rather short for characteristic values of crust thickness, theer

remelting times are as much as 3-5 times larger than the characteristic times of the conduction-
controlled crust growth, r,,,,,,,ca, for the given values of crust thickness, 6 ,,,,,c; see Tablef

3. The most important parameter (for ex-vessel melt progression) is the diameter of the melt ,

jet ejected out of the vessel. At the hole leading edge, the heat transfer rates are relatively
small, especially in the initial phase of the discharge process. IIence, the crust growth and {
existence are promoted. Further, limiting mechanisms of convection-induced crust dynamics :

are considered to evaluate typical values of the crust thickness. Order-of magnitude assessments ;

for crust-related parameters in reactor situations and KTH experiments are given in Table 4. !

It can be seen that values of the crust thickness are about 0.5 mm under both prototypical and
experimental conditions. Such crust thicknesses are applied to the outlet leading edge of the
discharge hole, since the crust life times are calculated by using the totallength of the hole. The
time characteristics related to the hole ablation process (ablation time, convection-controlled

crust life time) are similar in both cases ofinterest. i

: Under the !! AMISA code development, a number of models have been selected and developed
? to describe the crust formation and wall melting processes. Originally, a separate-layer model
! was proposed to model the thicknesses of the crust,6 ,,,,,,, and of the molten walllayer,6 ,mi.f
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Table 3: Crust formation and remelting.

|| PARAMETERS || REACTOR - || EXPERIMENTS (KTli) ||
pf,cru,:, kg/m 8000 60003

5 5H u, ion,J/kg 3 10 2.5 10
f

qco,w, M W/m 1 5 10 20 3 6 92

"'g"" , mm/s 0.4 2 4 8 2.4 4.8 7.2

6 ,cru,t, mm 1 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.5 0.25 0.1
f

r ,,,,m,it , s 2.5 0.1 0.025 0.006 0.2 0.06 0.015c

r ,,,,owta , s 0.5 0.04 0.01 0.0025 0.06 0.015 0.005c

Table 4i Dynamics of the crust within the discharge hole.

| PARAMETERS | REACTOR || EXPERIMENTS (KTil) ||
Film-driven crust dynamics

Typical ablation rate, Vos, mm/s 3-10 (ave: 6) 1-6 (ave: 3)
Vessel / plate thickness, Lwon, m 0.15 0.02-0.05

6w,mi, mm 1 0.5 1 0.5

U um = V 6Lwon/6w,mi, m/s 0.9 1.8 0.06 - 0.15 0.12 - 0.3
f

rfum, con, = Lwan/U am, s 0.16 0.08 0.25 0.10
f

Melt flow-driven crust dynamics

U,jecuo , m/s 3 - 10 0.3 - 1
6Reroi, (0.7-2.3) 10 900-3000

&1--cr 0.3164 ReW| 16/Reroi,

U 6 = U,j,eriond, m/s 0.1 - 0.3 0.02 - 0.1
f

7161.conu = Lwon/U 6i, s 1.5 - 0.5 1.5 - 0.2
f

r ,,,,, = min (rfn,n,cono, rf 6i,co .), s 0.1 0.15c

6 ,eru,,, mm (for r ,,,,owra = r ,,,,,) 0.5 0.6
f .

c c

The formulation of the three-layer modelis general (see, e.g. ref.[19]), using heat conduction and
heat balance across the layers (of crust, molten wall and solid wall) to simulate their transient
behavior. Finite-difference method is used to solve heat transfer problems in conjugated domains
with phase-change boundary mobilization. Ilowever, the heat conduction is not the only heat
transfer regime in the layer of molten wall as it has been assumed in most previous works,
including the above-referred one (19). There are large uncertainties in describing the behavior
of molten wall layer (beneath the crust) due to shear stress from melt flow through crust layer
and flow dynamics of a falling film. Therefore, a simplified approach to the treatment of the
crust within the discharge hole has been taken in the first-order integrated analysis, by assuming
that heat conduction is the dominant process in the initial ablation phase when the thickness
of the molten wall layer is less than a critical value (6w,mr < 6 ,mi), say 6;,mt = 1mm forw
experimental conditions. Then, two equations of heat conduction and phase change in crust
and molten walllayers are applied

d6 . crust T - Tj,mp1 i
H usion,cru,t = -Kf,cru,t - qcons (9)PJ,cru,t f (gt 6 ,cru,ef,
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Pw H "'' "'" d6w,mt Ti - Tw,mp
I " ~ " * - * "4 (10)di 6w,mt

.

! where
#1x,.., Tr.~,, 4 ,6

T. .n
6 ,eetst w,-lf; p'

| R:::." + c

j Should the thickness of molten wall layer reach its critical value, the equation 6 ,mi = 6*y,mtw
; . is assumed for the following ablation phase. In such a case, the thickness of the crust layer is
; calculated from eq.(11), and the heat flux imposed on the phase-change interface, egne,is defined
'

from eq.(12).

d6y,au,e = -san, + T ,mp - Tw,mp (11)
f

.
Pj,austHju, con,au,s g, ,,,,, ,

~

6 ,er ,ef
.

Tw.mp - Ti
1 gin = - n* (12)

6* mtw,

In the present work, the calculated values of gin, are used as the boundary condition to
the problem of vessel wall heat conduction and ablation analysed below; see, e.g., eq.(13).
The crust-related assumptions need to be verified, when more experimental observations and

,

data become available. If so, the dynamics of the crust within the discharge hole and the
role of the crust in heat transfer-controlled ablation process'can be shown more explicitly for '

prototypical situations. hiost notably at the moment, the dynamics of the molten wall layer i

requires substantial modeling and experimental efforts to clarify its phenomenology. After that,
,

a general treatment of the crust within the discharge hole could be developed as the uncertainties,

in describing the flow of the molten walllayer would not be overriding details of heat transfer
I in the crust.
i

:

2.4 Vessel wall heat conduction and ablation
j-
,

In this section we will examine effects of preheating and multi-dimensional heat conduction in
the vessel wall and test plate. Preliminary assessments for experiments employing lead (as well ;

as aluminum and tin) as metallic lower head models show significant transients in the test plate's
temperature field prior and during melt discharge. As it takes time (15-30s) for melt discharge
process to start after the first melt-wall contact, the thermal front could already penetrate |

: through the relatively thin metallic layers (2-4cm) of the test plate due to large values of thermal j

diffusivity (a = 20- 40 10-6m /s) of vessel materials (metals) used. The IIAhflSA.2D/ WALL :2

model has been developed to describe two-dimensional heat conduction teith phase change.
An efficient numerical technique has been developed to solve two-dimensional heat conduction j3

i equation in complex geometry domains with moving phase-change boundary. The idea of the
'

method developed is to have a dominant direction of boundary mobilization, that is the ablation
' front along the hole. The heat conduction in the remaining direction is taken into account in a
- semi-implicit manner. The moving rate of phase-change boundary of a given strip (horizontal

-layer)in cylindrical coordinate system (r,z)is defined through the difference between the heat

1-
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flux imposed on tho interfaca, gg,g, and thtt tak:n cway by heat conduction, econs, as follows
(see also Fig.1)

4 mme-wM _ 7,
#" "

Q(z,t)= -- (13)

where r, is the position of the melting front at time to, and at is time step, At = t -
to. Calculated values of Q are then used to track the phase-change interface. Calculations
by means of the HAMISA.2D/ WALL model were performed for conditions of hole ablation
experiments. Results of calculations for cases with and without crust are presented in Figs.10-
13.

It can be see" from Figs.11,13 that roughly similar diameters for the final hole were predicted
for two cm. Nevertheless, transient temperature fields in the test plate during melt discharge
proceso are sensitive to the given boundary conditions, i.e. crust presence (18s process; see j

Fig.10) or absence ('Is process; see Fig.12). Therefore, data of thermocouples installed inside !

the test plate and reduced data on ablation dynamics could be used to assess heat fluxes from
melt flow to the test plate. Consequently, existence of the crust can be evaluated. Large ;

'

openings of the hole at its inlet are due to entrance effects on heat transfer and additional
pre-heating of the test plate (from molten pool's flow above) prior to melt front propagation.
Qualitatively, calculational results of final hole formation (see Fig.14) and ablation dynamics ,

agree with observations from the KTH scoping experiments on vessel hole ablation. Firstly, |
the geometry of the final hole indicates effects of the hole entry region on heat transfer and of
the two-dimensionality of heat conduction in the test plate. Future experiments are required
to quantify heat transfer coefficient within the hole. Influence of pool geometry (ratio of pool
and hole diameters) on flow turbulence, velocity and temperature profiles at the hole inlet must
be taken into consideration in experimental data analysis. Secondly, it has been observed for
the discharge hole exit that the hole growth rate has been accelerated towards the end of the
process, rendering thus a basis for assuming crust existence, at least, at the hole exit (compare
cases 1 and 2 in Figs.11,13. However,in order to observe, more decisively, crust existence from
measurement data in future experiments, one has to provide small ratios hf[_h,',[, i.e. the
melt temperature has to be much less above the melt liquidus than above the wall melting
point. Under such conditions, the effect of the crust could lead to distinctive bifurcation of the
final hole geometry.

Depicting a regime pattern of hole ablation phenomenology, one could imagine three extreme
regions: (a) no melting of the wall; (b) rapid ablation of the wall; and (c) simultaneous existence
of the crust layer and propagation of the melting front in the wall. Actually, the experimental
and analytical simulations have to be able to describe such regime transitions. Also, simulant, ;

'

low temperature separate effects tests are envisioned to study the crust formation without melt-
ing of the wall, and with melting of the wallincluding rapid ablation without crust formation.
Apparently, during a (reactor / experiment) process, the transient can lead to dynamical change
of the state, from the (a)-region to the (c)-region, and perhaps further to the (b)-region. Such I

considerations are important to confirm the reproducibility and correct interpretation of our
experiments. Analyses performed with the help of the HAMISA.2D/ WALL model allow us to
define the tl'ermal state of the test plate (the initial and boundary conditions of hole ablation
problem), to set requirements for melt pouring (from melt generation vessel into test crucible)
times, and to design the test plates. In addition to the above-mentioned scaling aspects, ana- )
lytical pedictions of the thermal behavior of test plates are necessary to avoid the possibility
of pros. esses other than ablation, such as creep rupture.

1824
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Lead test plit2. Crust casumed. Lead 1:st plate. No crust assumed.
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3 SUMMARY

The paper describes the model development work at the Royal Institute of Technology, Stock- )
holm, to study the core melt discharge and reactor pressure vessel (RPV) lower head ablation.

'

The objective of the study is to provide understanding of the physics of these complicated melt-
structure interaction processes. Both phenomenological and computational models are under
development to treat together the dynamically coupled processes of melt flow, heat transfer to
vessel wall, and the hole ablation. The most difficult, and the most uncertain, part of the mod-
eling is the thermal and mechanical behavior of the crust, which can form a limiting mechanism j

for lower head ablation in severe light water reactor accidents. Other significant phenomena '

(such as penetration hole entrance effects, multi-dimensional heat conduction and phase change
in lower head wall, melt pool thermal hydraulics) also have been discussed in detail. By taking
advantage of these developments, we believe, it is possible to reduce the uncertainties in the
quantification of the continued enlargement of the initial failure site in the RPV lower head.
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As a link between reactor processes and exp:riments, the mod:1 development work has been
oriented to confirm relevance and completenrss of the research efforts on hole ablation.

Calculations using the mechanistic models developed have confirmed the effects of core melt
(momentum and heat) transport properties and their temperature dependence. The current
modeling has also highlighted the importance of the wall thickness and thermal properties in
scaling considerations of the hole ablation experiments. Further progress in model development
and validation relies on applications to various aspects of hole ablation experiments and separate
effects tests. The HAMISA code, when validated against related experiments, will form the basis

i to analyse hole ablation dynamics for reactor situations ofinterest.
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NOMENCLATURE4

3

,

Arabic letters

i Co Discharge coefficient (-), see eq.(4)
i D Dinmeter (m)

fopp Apparent friction factor (-), see eq.(3)

Froude number, Fr = y* 'f'j, (-); Fr |
! 2y Gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s )
; h lleat transfer coefficient (W/m .g)2

; # Melt pool level (m) ;

! # oto. Ileat of fusion (J/kg)f

L , L.,on Given thickness of the RPV wall (m).

j Nu Nusselt number, Nu = ^''y
! Nu Nusselt number, Nu , = y')rI$') (-)oy o

j P Pressure (Pa) |

| Peroi, Peclet number, Pesoi, = Renoi, . Prf (-)
3 Pr Prandtl number, Pr = C /r. (-)

{

_

p

Radius or distance from the hole symmetry line (m)r,

) r* Dimensionless radius, r* = ,]?,L (-)
'

Reaoi, Reynolds number based on Droi,, RcAot, = pf ,j,cri,oDroi,/ f(-)U
Re, Reynolds number based on 2, Re, = pf ,j,crioo2/pf (-)U

i 2q Heat flux (W/m )
; t Time (s)

U Velocity in z-direction (m/s)
V Velocity in r-direction (m/s)4

1

d,

z,2 z-coordinate (m)
|

z+ Dimensionless z for heat transfer data, z+ = Az/(Dra, Peroi,) (-)
|

3
z. Dimensionless z for friction data, z. = Az/(Droi, ReAoi,) (-)

Greek letters
6 Thickness oflayers (m)-

Heat conductivity (W/m K)x
,

p Dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
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I

1

3Density (kg/m )p.
Solidification time scale (s)r,r a
Remelting time scale (s)rremen
Convection time scale (s)r ,,,,eo

Residence time scale (s)7,7

( Friction coefficient
AP Pressure difference (Pa)
At Time step (s), see eq.(13)

A: Distance from the discharge hole inlet (m)

Subscripts
ab Vessel wall ablation
cond Conduction
cony Convection
ct, crust Crust of core melt or simulant material
f Core melt flow
ibl Boundary layer of discharge flow

film Falling film characteristics of the molten wall layer

is Simulant material of core melts
gb Gas blowthrough

hole Discharge hole

int Interface
ml Molten layer

Reference valueo
pool In-vessel melt pool

t Turbulent
transition Laminar-to-turbulent transition

Upper surface of the crust overlying the vessel wallup
Vessel lower head wall or its modelw
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ABSTRACT'

Intemational Standard Problems (ISP) organized by the OECD are defined as com-

parative exercises in which predictions with different computer codes for a given

physical problem are compared with each other and with a carefully controlled experi-

mental study. The main goal 'of ISP is to increase confidence in the validity and accu-

racy of analytical tools used in assessin0 the safety of nuclear installations. In

addition, it enables the code user to gain experience and to improve his competence.

This paper presents the results and assessment at the blind ISP No. 36, which deals

with the early core degradation phase during an unmitigated severe LWR accident in

a Russian type VVER. Representatives of 17 organizations participated in the ISP

using the codes ATHLET-CD, ICARE2, KESS-Ill, MELCOR, SCDAP/RELAPS and

RAPTA. Some participants performed several calculations with different codes. As

experimental basis the severe fuel damage experiment CORA-W2 was selected. The

main phenomena investigated are thermal behavior of fuel rods, onset of temperature

escalation, material behavior and hydrogen generation.

In general, the calculations give the right tendency of the experimental results for the

thermal behavior, the hydrogen generation and, partly, for the material behavior.

' This work was sponsored by the German Ministry for Education, Science, Research and Technology
under the contract No. RS 871 A.
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However, soms calcul:tions d;viata in importint quantiti:s - c.g. soms mit: rial be-

havior data - showing remarkable discrepancies between each other and from the

experiments.
i

i The temperature history of the bundle up to the beginning of significant oxidation was

calculated quite well. Deviations seem to be related to the overall heat balance. Since

the material behavior of the bundle is to a great extent influenced by the cladding

} failure criteria a more realistic cladding failure model should be developed at least for

the detailed, mechanistic codes. Regarding the material behavior and flow blockage-

some models for the material interaction as well as for relocation and refreezing re-
i

| quires further improvement.

i

i

i INTRODUCTION-
i

l

| An International Standard Problem (ISP) Exercise is defined as a comparative exer-

cise in which predictions with different computer codes for a given physical problem
.

are compared with each other and a carefully controlled experimental study. The main
,

goal of ISP is to increase confidence in the validity and accuracy of analytical tools
;

i which are used in assessing the safety of nuclear installations /1/. Moreover, it en-
|

f ables the code user to gain experience and to improve his competence. The related
^

calculation can be performed with or without previous knowledge of the experimental |i

!
! results. Therefore two approaches of performing a standard problem exercise can be

: defined, "open" or " blind".

i !

i Accepting a proposal of the Federal Republic of Germany the Principal Working
,

| Group (PWG) No. 2 of CSNI offered the experiment CORA-W2 /2/ on severe core

damage as International Standard Problem No. 36 (ISP36) to its member countries. It

was conducted as a blind standard problem, i.e. only the experimental boundary

conditions were given to the participants prior to performing the calculation. ISP36 );

was initiated in December 1993, the first workshop took place in February 1994 and

the second in February 1995.
,'

:

! 17 organizations from 9 Eastern and Western countries participated in the ISP submit-

ting 22 calculations (s. Table 1 and 2). They employed the severe accident codes

1
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ATHLET-CD /3/, ICARE2 /4/, KESS Ill /5/ MELCOR /6/, RAPTA /7/ cnd

SCDAP/RELAP5 /8/.

ISP36 is the third ISP on severe fuel damage aspects. The first one (ISP28) was

performed in 1990/1991 using PHEBUS-SFD B9+ experiment as basis for the data

comparison /9/ and the second one (ISP31) /10/ is based on the experiment

CORA-13..

i

OBJECTIVES OF INTERNATIONAL STANDARD PROBLEM NO. 36
i

During an unmitigated severe LWR accident the core material reaches temperatures
i

significantly higher than 1200* C. This causes core damages in a large variety of ;

forms, i.e. chemical interactions of the different materials, melting, relocation, block-

age formation, hydrogen generation and further more embrittlement and fragmenta-

tion of the cladding on cooldown and quenching. To predict the course of the accident

and to mitigate the accident a detailed knowledge of the core meltdown behavior is

necessary. Experimental results and code predictions can be used to quantify the

safety margins presently existing in the safety systems of operating reactors, and to

explore possibilities of ending a high temperature transient before it can lead to the

formation of a ceramic melt poolin the core or even more an uncontrolled core melt-

down. For demonstrating the capability of current computer codes to model and to

calculate the initial phase of core meltdown of a severe accident with sufficient accu-

racy, the OECD-CSNI decided to propose a further fuel degradation standard

problem.

The general objectives of the International Standard Problem No. 36 (ISP36) are to

analyze the heatup and early degradation of a Russian type VVER fuel element with

B,C- absorber rods at the CORA facility and to examine the reliability and precision of

the severe accident computer codes used.

In more detail the objectives are the comparison and investigation of the following

physicalvariables and phenomena:

Temperature behavior of selected fuel and absorber rods,*
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o. Onset cf temper;tura cscalation cs e r:sult cf th) ex:thernti zirc nium/ st:nn

interaction,

Extent of zirconium cladding oxidation.*

Liquefaction process of stainless steel spacers and B,C-absorber rods,*

Extent of UO, and ZrO, dissolution by molten zirconium,*

Oxidation of metallic melt containing zirconium,*

Formation of blockages,its extent and location,*

Timing and magnitude of hydrogen generation.*

EXPERIMENT CORA-W2

The experiment CORA-W2 was performed in the CORA out-of-pile facility /2/, which is

designed to investigate the behavior of LWR fuel elements under severe fuel damage
I

accident conditions. In the experiment the decay heat is simulated by electrical heat- |

ing. Great emphasis is given to the fact that the test bundle contains all materials used I

in light-water reactor fuel elements, to investigate the different material interactions.

Pellets, claddings, grid spacers, absorber rods and the pertinent guide tubes are

typical of those of commercial LWR with respect to their compositions and radial

dimensions (s. Fig.1).

Test CORA-W2 was performed with a fuel bundle simulator which was assembled

from original VVER bundle material. The major differences are the hexagonal rod

array, Zr1%Nb as cladding material instead of Zry-4 as well as B,C absorber rod with

stainless steel guide tube and stainless steel grid spacers.

The central part of the facility is the fuel rod bundle, which contains 19 rods in a hex-

agonal array: 13 heated rods,5 unheated rods and 1 B,C absorber rod. The tungsten

heaters have an effective length of 1024 mm and three spacer grids are used to

maintain the positions of the rods. To conduct the steam through bundle, it is sur-

rounded by a Zr1%Nb shroud with Zirconia insulation and a high-temperature shield to

minimize the heat losses.

.
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The tIst sequ:Enca can be divided into the gis prehrat ph32, tha transknt phase

with a duration of 1500 s and the cooling phase. During the gas pre-heat phase the

bundle is heated by an argon flow of 793 K. The transient phase is performed by

raising the electric power input from 2 to 14 kW at a constant rate and by introducing a

steam flow of approximately 4 g/s into the system. Tha cooling phase starts after the

?ransient phase by switching off the electrical power.

:

COMPUTATIONAL MODELS USED

I The computational models used for the ISP36 calculations are defined by both the |

models provided by the codes and the specific input decks defined by the participants. ;
5

,

! The basic modeling aspects particularly as regards the ISP36 calculations are sum-
i

marized below in terms of nodalization scheme, thermal hydraulics, structure heat-up,

material oxidation and hydrogen generation, mechanical rod behavior and cladding

failure, chemical interactions, and material relocation.
,
,

!

The basic constructional elements to be nodalized in the CORA bundle are the three

! types of rods (heated, unheated, and absorber rods), the shroud, the HTS, the flow i

i sub channels in the bundle, the bypass flow channel and the spacer grids. A further

f governing nodalization characteristic is the treatment of the flow channels. For most

ISP36 calculations, two flow channels have been defined, one representative channel
I ,

i for the bundle flow (inside the shroud) and the other for the bypass flow. The codes [

| uniformly apply quasi one dimensional formulations of the conservation equations
'

! coupled to constitutive equations :le modeling of heat and mass transfer between

|
the fluid phases and betvveen fluid and structures. True cross flow modeling is not

; possible in terms of momentum mixture.
,

I Generally, the codes provide two types of models for structure heat-up, so called heat ;

i structures for energy balances in structures maintaining their integrity during core

degradation and core structure for energy balances of degrading geometries. Core j

structures apply two dimensional thermal energy equations including sources due to j

oxidation, fission product decay and relocating material. I
i-

! Regarding material oxidation and hydrogen generation, most of the calculations per-
*

formed for ISP36 are based on rate equations for oxidation (some used a diffusion ;
*

, i
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model). Only partiilly tha rate co:fficirnts have be:n adapted to treat the Zr1%Nb

material of the WER-type of cladding. Most of the codes treat inside oxidation after

the burst of the cladding. Melt oxidation models - so far available - are thoroughly

i based on rate equations for intact rods. For the rate calculation of melt mixtures con-

|
sistinn of U-Zr-O, UO, and ZrO,, the mixture layers in the respective axial zones are

rearranged to show a vertically stratified structure with the Zr component forming one4

layer in this structure. Besides Zr, most of the codes provide oxidation models for

stainless steel and some (e.g. MELCOR) for B,C too.

The most important models for early phase structure mechanics are those for balloon-

ing with subsequent cladding rupture and for the breach of oxide shells containing

molten U-Zr O mixtures and absorber materials. Except MELCOR, all codes used for i

ISP36 provide ballooning models, varying from highly mechanistic codes accounting

for material anisotropics and circumferential temperature gradients (SCDAP/RELAP5)

to more empirical (ICARE) based on specific experiments. The models for oxide shell

breach have significant impact on the amount of liquid U-Zr-O mixtures and the onset

of relocation of liquid materials including U-Zr-O and absorber material eutectic mix-

tures. The impact on the amount of U-Zr-O mixtures is due to the fact that the oxide

shell keeps the mixture within the reaction zone, i.e. the chemical dissolution process

lasts until the shell breaches and the mixture is released to outside of the fuel rod.

Chemical interactions important for CORA W2 are the fuel rod UO -Zr ZrO, and the2

absorber rod B,C Stainless Steel (SS) eutectic interactions. The B,C absorber rods

are a specific feature of WER type bundles. The B,C absorber materialis surrounded

by a SS cladding and a SS guide tube. Consequently, as far as the outer oxidized

steel shell is intact, the chemical interactions of interest are those between B,C and

SS. Some of the codes in principle provide models for the dissolution of SS by B C.

However they are either coupled to certain geometric situations (SCDAP/ RELAP5

model for BWR absorbers) or they are rather simple by just providing an eutectic

temperature leading to an instantaneous liquefaction (ATHLET-CD). Both, mechanis-

tic models for radial spreading of absorber material and for chemical interactions of

B,C-SS-ZrO, are presently not available in the codes.

All the codes used for ISP36 provide models for axial relocation (candling), only some

(e.g. MELCOR) have simple models for radial relocation. The approaches underlying

the candling models differ widely from highly mechanistic (ATHLET-CD, KESS) to
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basically par: metric (MELCOR). Gen: rally, ths models are based on the assumption

of a given relocation velocity (in MELCOR essentially infinitively high) and of a given

arrangement of the melt leaving the rod on its outer side (film or certain number of

rivulets or droplets).

COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For comparison purpose the experimental and analytical results are grouped in over-

lay plots according to the codes used. The most important results are discussed here

(only the results of one code group are shown here in the figures as an example). The

different curves are labeled according Table 1 and 2, which gives the name of the

organization and the code version used. In more detail the results are given in /11/.

Fuel and Cladding Temperature

During the heatup phase the temperature behavior is quite well calculated between

3000 and 4000 s by most of the participants with a spread of about 150 K (Fig. 2). But

this temperature spread results in a large spread in time of onset of temperature

escalation which spans more than 300 s. Most of the calculations show an onset

which is to late compared to the experiment. Since no thermocouple survived the high

temperature after the temperature escalation only an estimate from material investiga-

tions of the maximum temperature can be given, which ranges from 2250 K to 2500 K.

The comparison shows that most of the calculations lie within this temperature band

i or underestimate it, except SCDAP/ RELAP5 which deviates is to higher

: temperatures.

!

{ Zirconium Oxidation
!

| The distribution of oxidized Zr is given in Fig. 3. The post test examination shows that

i above elevation 250 mm approximately 20 to 30 % of solid, unmolten Zr is oxidized
'

with a maximum of 55 % at elevation 300. The oxidation of the molten Zr is not in-

cluded in the experimental values, but in the calculational results. With some excep-

tion the ATHLET-CD and MELCOR calculations meet this oxidation level, the

SCDAP/RELAP5 calculation overestimate and the ICARE calculation underestimate
4
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tha cxidation. Nearty til calculations detirmined tha maximum of tha oxid;ti:n et a

much higher level (450 mm to 650 mm).

Absorber Matetial(B,C) Total Mass

in Fig. 4 the B,C total mass distribution is plotted compared to the mass per length of

0.64 kg/m of the intact bundle and to the calculated data. Above elevation 500 mm all

of the B.O was dissolved by SS and relocated to lower positions. At the lower end of

the bundle the B,C mass per length increased to nearly 1 kg/m. All but one ATHLET-

CD calculation (GRSA) underestimated the B,C ralocation considerably due to an

underestimate of the temperature in the lower bundle half.

UO, Total Mass
1

The initial value of the UO, total mass per rod is 0.65 kg/m. During the test a small !

amount, mainly in the upper part of the bundle was dissolved or relocated. Only some

calculations (1 MELCOR,2 SCDAP/RELAP5,1 ATHLET- CD) got the right tendency

of the UO, distribution (s. Fig. 5).

Core Blockage

The core blockage is given in Fig. 6. Due to the material relocation a core b!ockage of

25 % relative to the originally free flow area, was measured at elevation 200 mm. In j
|the uppe, part of the bundle, the flow area is slightly increased (about 10 %). The

ICARE and some MELCOR calculations show the tendency of core blockage ade- |

quately, despite the lack of suitable models, but not all calculate the correct maximum.
;

ATHLET-CD and SCDAP/RELAP5 calculated only positive flow blockages due to the
,

i fact that the cladding and pellet stack !n the upper part of the bundle stayed in place.

H, Generation

The measured H,-generation rate between 4100 s and 4600 s is approximately
'

0.13 g/s. As can be seen in Fig. 7 most of the calculations under- or overestimated!

the rate consiowmoly. The same tendency is shown by the accumulated hydrogen
5

generation, which was measured with a total of 68 g (s. Fig. 8).

I 1837
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ASSESSMENT OF iSP36 AND CONCLUSIONS'

in general, the calculations give the correct tendency of the experimental results.

However, some calculation show major differences from the experimental results,

mainly in the area of material behavior.

The temperature history of the bundle up to the point of the beginning of significant

oxidation was caleslated qu;te well. Deviations seem to be related to the overall heat

balance. The material behavior of the bundle is to a great extent influenced by the

absorber rod material, the cladding failure criteria arid by the interaction between the

stainless steel grid spacer and the cladding, as could be demonstrated by the

SCDAP/RELAPS grid spacer model. A more realistic cladding failure model should be

developed at least for the detailed, mechanistic codes. For the integral codes, like

MELCOR improved cladding failure criteria might be sufficient.

The time history of the hydrogen generation is strongly influenced by local effects like

bypass flow, steam starvation and relocated metallic melt. Due to the large deviations

between measurements and calculations it can be concluded that either the existing
'

models were not applied properly or the measurements might have a too large error

band. For the total amount acceptable agreement could be achieved, if the code

calculated the total amount of oxidized Zr correctly.

The B C absorber rod failed relatively early due to interaction of B C and SS-cladding4 4

as well as SS-guide tube. Subsequently the n:9|t at absorber rod material attacks the

fuel rod claddings. Regarding the material interactions and flow blockage larger differ-

ences occur between calculated and measured data because of inappropriate models

for the material relocation and refreezing, and the lack of models for interaction of

absorber rod material and the fuel rods.

In general the ISP showed that basically the code calculated the overall thermal bun-

die behavior sufficiently correct. Some material interactions and relocations have been

fairly well simulated. But especially for detailed mechanistic codes the modeling of

material interactions and failure criteria (fuel rod cladding and absorber rod) should be

further developed. This assessment reflects the early core degradation processes

only. It is obvious, that further modeling effort and intemational exercises should be

' The results are sud in the process of being reviewed inside OECD
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f.

directed to th3 lita phase cora degrrdition.lSP36 documented tha importanc3 cf

actions of this kind. It provided a forum for the intomational community enhancing the

experience in performing SFD-computations, it serves as an excellent basis for com-

parative assessment of the codes, and it thus may have a great impact on further

code development acting into the same direction as independent peer reviews.
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Tab.1: Partillpents

Legend Participant

AEA Atomic Energy Authority, Dorchester, UK

ARS All - Russian Scientific and Research Institute of Inorganic Materi-
als, Moscow, Russia

GID EDO Gidropress, Podolsk, Russia

ENE Ente per le Nuove Tecnologie, L'Energia e L'Ambiente,
Bologna, Italy

GRS Gesellschaft for Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH,
Cologne, Germany

IKE Institut f0r Kernenergietechnik, Stuttgart, Germany

KFi Atomic Energy Institute, Budapest, Hungary

NRI Nuclear Research Center Rez, Rez, Czech Republic

NUP Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

OKB OKB Mechanical Engineering, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

1

RAS Russian Academy of Science Nuclear Safety Institute,
I Russia, Moscow

RDI Research and Development institute of Power Engineering,
Moscow, Russia

RRC Nuclear Safety Institute RRC "Kurchatov institute", Moscow, Russia
.

TUD Technical University of Dresden, Dresden, Germany

'

UBO Ruhr-University of Bochum, Bochum, Germany

VTT Technical Research Center of Finland, Espo, Finland
i

|
|

|

l
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Tab. 2: Codes Used by Participants

! 2 .

AEAM MELCOR 1.8.2 TUDK KESS Ill 1.0 WNER

GIDM MELCOR 1.8.2 NRil ICARE2 MOD 1 Release Dec.1993

KFIM MELCOR 1.8.2 RASI (CARE 2 MOD 1.0 -

NUPM MELCOR 1.8.2, COR modified RRCI ICARE2 V2 MOD 1.0

OKBM MELCOR 1.8.2 UBol ICARE2 V2 MOD 0

UBOM MELCOR 1.8.2 ARSR RAPTA-SFD

GRSA ATHLET-CD MOD 1.1B 0.1V ENES SCDAP/RELAP5 MOD 2

RASA ATHLET-CD MOD 1.1B 0.1V RDIS SCDAP/RELAP5 MOD 2.5

RRCA ATHLET-CD MOD 1.1B 0.1V RRCS SCDAP/RELAP5 MOD 3.1

UPOA ATHLET CD MOD 1.1B 0.1V UBOS SCDAP/RELAP5 MOD 3.0 7o

IKEK KESS Ill 1.3 VTTS SCDAP/RELAP5 MOD 3 V7af

1 lhe fwst 3 letters stand for the institution (see Tab.1) and the 4th for the code used (A = ATHLET CD, t = ICARE2,

K = KESS lil, M = MELCOR, R = RAPTA-SFD, S = SCDAP/RELAP5).

i
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i Oxidation During Reflood of Reactor Core
' With Melting Ciadding
.

L. J. Siefken

C. M. Allison

! K. L. Davis

J. K. Hohorst'

Abstract

Models were recently developed and incorporated into the SCDAP/RELAPS code for calculating the
oxidation of fuel rods during cladding meltdown and reflood. Experiments have shown that a period of
intense oxidation may occur when a hot partially oxidized reactor core is reflooded. This paper offers an
explanation of the cladding meltdown and oxidation processes that cause this intense period of oxidation.

Models for the cladding meltdown and oxidation pmcesses are developed. The models are assessed'

by simulating a severe fuel damage experiment that involved reflood. The models for cladding meltdown
and oxidation were found to improve the calculation of the temperature and oxidation of fuel rods during

the period in which hot fuel rods are reflooded.
,

'
1. Introduction

This paper describes models for the oxidation oflight water reactor fuel rods with cladding that melts
and slumps during a severe accident. Oxidation of slumped material may result in a significant increase in
the oxidation that began when the material being oxidized was configured as part of intact fuel mds. The
oxidation of the slumped mateial thus has the potential of significantly influencing the damage
pmgression and the hydrogen production occurring during a severe accident.

,
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2. Kinetics Equation for Oxidation of Liquefied Material

The oxidation ofliquefied Zircaloy and UO is represented as a diffusion controlled process using an2

approximate parabolic rate law I The parabolic rate law constants for 100% Zircaloy and 100% UO have2

been well defined through experiments.2 For mixtures of Zircaloy and UO , U-Zr-0, the experimentally2

determined constants are extzmely limited. Therefore, the calculation of rate constants for U-Zr-O is
based upon the assumption that the rate constant changes linearly with the mass fraction of UO in the2

mixture. As shown on Figure 1, the comparison of a calculated rate constant with a contlation developed
3from data for a mixture of 85 mol% Zr and 15 mol% UO by Prater and Courtright shows good agreement2

at temperatures below 2000 K. The variation at higher temperatures is due to the differences in the rate
constant for Zircaloy used in SCDAP/RELAP5, based upon a correlation developed by Urbanic and
Heidried for temperatures above 1850 K, and a similar correlation developed by Prater and Courtright.3

010 . .

Upper andlower
bound form results of
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10000/T(K) ,

l
Figure 1. Parabolic rate constant for mixture of 85 mol% Zr and 15 mol% UO -2

|

|

Although there is significant difference in the rate constant data for these high temperatures, assessment of

the code for Zircaloy oxidation using a wide variety of bundle heating and melting experiments indicates
that the Urbanic and Heidried correlation provides better overall agreement with the data than the Prater
and Courtright correlation.5 J
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'

he large variation in rate constants at high temperatures is normally not important in bundle heating
and melting experiments because the maximum oxidation rates am limited by the availability of steam at,

the surface of the material. In the SCDAP/RELAP5 models, die limits on oxidation due to steam

availability are represented using two related models. First, the diffusion of steam to the surface of
,

| liquefied material is limited using a mass / heat transfer analogy to determine a mass diffusion rate constant.

Second, the driving potential for the diffusion process is determined by the local steam bulk mass flow.
That is, as the steam is replaced by hydrogen during the oxidation process, the bulk concentration of steam
in the flow channelis reduced conespondingly. The oxidation rate is also limited at high temperatures by
the availability of unoxidized material. The oxidation process is normally tenninated because the material
either becomes completely oxidized or relocates to a colder region where the oxidation rate is effectively'

| zero.
a

3. Oxidation of droplets of liquefied fuel rod material
,

.

.

Meltdown of the cladding of fuel rods may have a significant impact on the subsequent damage

| progression that occurs in a reactor core. In some cases, meltdown may result in a rapid increase in the
oxidation rate of the reactor core. In other cases, meltdown may result in the blockage of coolant flow. De

,

modeling of cladding meltdown is empirical in nature and is based on the observed behavior of melting
6

] and relocating cladding of fuel rods. A theoretical analysis performed by Dussan and Chow showed that a
mechanistic model depicting the motion of a drop flowing down a surface in response to gravity requires
correlations that define the contact angles as a function of the velocity of the moving drop. Dese

j

j correlations for advancing and receding contact angles as a function of velocity are not available for a

; mixture of Zr-U-O flowing down the surface of a fuel rod. Thus an empirical model for the configuration
and motion of drops of Zr-U-O has been developed that is based on observations of cladding meltdown

;

dudng experiments that subjected fuel rods to severe damage. De observations used to develop these1
,

! models are primarily obtained from the CORA experiments 8 and supplemented by results from post
7

i irradiation examinations (PIE) of several other severe fuel damage experiments.glo The development of
the new oxidation model used during reflood and clad relocation is described in the following sectiort"

3.1 Experimental observations of fuel rod meltdown
4

An example of the configuration of a fuel rod with cladding meltdown is shown in Figure 2. His)
figure was taken during the post test examination of the damaged CORA-13 fuel bundle.8 A significanti

result that is shown in Figure 2 is that the slumped material is in the configuration of drops. Other severe;

fuel damage experiments such as CORA-7 have shown a similar behavior for liquefied fuel rod materialj

that has slumped.Il The characteristics of slumping material considered to be the most important are
,

j summarized in Table 1. The average velocity of slumping drops is estimated to be 0.05 m/s. The drops are
observed to have a wide range of velocities, with some drops slumping as slowly as 0.01 m/s and some as

rapidly as 1.0 m/s. The definition of the contact angles used to characterize the configuration of the drops is
j

shown in Figure 3.<

j

l
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Table 1. Characterisdes of meltdown of fuel rod cladding.

!

Characteristic Description of Characteristic
,.

Number
,

1 Relocated materialis in the configuration of drops*

i 2- Drops slunp at velocity of about 0.05 m/s.

3 Advancing contact angle is about 100 degnes.
'

4 Receding contact angle is about 80 degrees.
,

;

1

/-

| /
..

/
~ ~

! O R
' ~ - Drop of liquefied

| / % ~

mixture of Zr-U-Oi eN
A

/i %

/'

.' /
/'

M263 SDR 06M-0$a
d

Figure 3. Configuration of drop ofliquefied material suspended on surface of fuel rod.

3.2 Breach of Cladding Oxide Layer
i

The release of droplets of a liquefied mixture of cladding and dissolved fuelis caused by a breach of
the cladding surface ZrO layer. To determine if a breach in a shcIl of cladding oxide occurs, criteria based2
on well defined parameters are used. Variables defining the criteria are temperature, extent of oxidation of
the cladding, and the fraction ofliquid in the fluid at the surface of the fuel rods. Liquid droplets of water
in contact with an oxide shell that contains a mixture ofliquid cladding and dissolved fuel are assumed to

disrupt the shell.

3.3 Configuration and Relocation of Liquefied Zr-U-O

This step of the modeling calculates the configuration and relocation ofliquefied Zr-U-O that pours
through a breach in the ZrO layer and slumps downward until solidifying. 'Ihe configuration of the2

slumping material is taken into account in calculating the oxidation of the slumping material. The relocated
material that is released by a breach is assumed to be configured as an array of drops as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Cross section qf fuel rod with oxidation of relocating material and intact section of fuel rod.

The size and surface area wetted by each drop of slumping material is calculated based on the
6application.of the Dussan and Chow lubrication theory, in order to calculate the radius of the dmps of

slumping material, two simplifying assumptions are required. The first assumption is that the drops are in
the shape of a hemisphere and the second is that the area wetted by moving drops is 10% larger than the
area wetted by static drops. For values of wetting angles shown in Table 1, and using value of 0.45 N/m for

3surface tension and 7000 kg/m for a drop density, a drop radius of 2.5 mm is calculated. This value is in
agreement with the size of the dmps observed in the cladding meltdown experiments, shown in Figure 2.

The oxidation of the drops of Zr U-O on the outside surface of the fuel rod may result in a significant
amount of heat generation. Oxidation of these dmps occurs very rapidly because the hot metallic material
released fmm the protective oxide shell on the cladding surface is exposed directly to steam. The rate of
oxidation is limited, in most cases, by the availability of steam in the vicinity of the drops and by the rate of
mass transfer between the steam and hydrogen at the surface of the drops. Heat generation in the fuel rod
due to oxidation is calculated based on the configuration shown in Figure 4. The oxidation of the portion of
the fuel rod surface covered with drops is represented by the drop oxidation model and the oxidation of the |
uncovered portion of the fuel rod is represented by the oxidation model for intact fuel rods. Drops are
identified according to the axial node at which they originated. This distinction takes into account the |

different extents of oxidation of drops that have different times of origin. When a breach occurs at an axial
node, all the liquefied material inside the fuel rod is assumed to be simultaneously released to the surface |

of the fuel rods and to form drops.

Oxidation at an axial node with drops of relocated material is calculated in three steps. First, the
change in weight gain per unit surface area is calculated. This calculation takes into account the
temperature of the drop, the composition of the mixture of Zr-U-O in the drop, the spalling of the oxide
layer due to contact with water which exposes the metallic part of the drop to steam, and the limitation on
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4

the rate of mass transfer. Second, the rate of heat generation for each drop is calculated taking into account

- the surface area and composition of the drop. Third, the surface area of the axial node not covered with
j - drops is calculated and used to calculate the heat generation due to oxidation of the uncovered portion of

the cladding.4

N
6

| Drops released from a breach in the cladding surface flow downward. Dussan and Chow determined
that the downward velocity of a falling drop can be mathematically approximated, although the exact'

velocity due to gravity of a falling drop must be determined from experimental results. A limited survey of
. experimental results showed that the average velocity of a moving drop is about 0.05 m/s. Experimental;

data is currently too limited to develop a correlation relating the downward velocity of falling drops to'

j parameters such as the temperature and composition of the drop. Thus the downward velocity of the drop
i .s assumed to be 0.05 m/s if the drop temperature is greater than the solidus temperature of materialin the

dmp and 0.0 m/s if the drop temperature is less than the solidus temperature.

f

] The experimentally determined value for drop velocity can be compared to the theoretical value

j calculated on the basis of assumed values for the rate of change in velocity with respect to the change in

the advanc ng and rece ng contact ang es. Since the change in contact angles with respect to velocity has Ii di lj

i not been measured, the contact angles are conjectured to linearly increase by a value of r/36 as the

; velocity of the drop changes fmm 0 to 0.05 m/s. If these assumptions are applied, the theoretical value for
downward velocity is calculated to be 0.02 m/s. The estimated value from experimental data of 0.05 m/s.

j In view of the large uncertainties in material properties, the theoretical and experimentally based values are

]
considered to be in fair agreement and the assumption made to calculate drop size was not unreasonable,

f The temperature of the drops is calculated taking into account the heatup of the drop due to oxidation

I and the transfer of heat from the drop to the substrate on one side of it and to the fluid on the other side.

! The heat transfer process modeled is shown in Figure 5. A temperature wave propagates into an axial slice

j of the fuel rod beginning the instant the drop of relocating material comes in contact with the surface of the
axial slice. The amount of heat transferred into the axial slice is calculated using the integral method.12

,

Transient heat flux at the surface of each axial slice is calculated assuming that the temperature of the

surface changes from the cladding temperature to the drop temperature the instant that the drop comes in
i

I contact with the surface. The distance propagated by the temperature wave is proportional to the square
root of time. The temperature change of falling drops is calculated in five steps; (1) calculate the length of
time the axial slice is covered by the flowing mixture; (2) calculate the amount of heat conducted into the

j axial slice from the time the leading edge on the drop contacted the surface of the slice to the time that the

receding edge covered the surface of the slice,(3) calculate the amount of heat transferred fmm the drop to'

the surrounding fluid during the time the drop covered the axial slice, (4) calculate the heat generation in
,

the dmp, and (5) calculate the temperature change of the drop during the time step. The heat transfer from
the drop to its cladding substrate is accounted for by the heat conduction model of the intact fuel rod. The
heat generation term for the cladding includes the heat transfer fmm the drop to the cladding. The term that-

accounts for the transfer of heat from the fuel rod to the fluid is incremented to also account for the heat
'

] transfer from the drop to the fluid.

|
After drops have fmzen and become static, the drops are represented as being part of the cladding.

First, the equilibrium temperature is calculated for the drops and the fuel rod at the axial node at whien the
drops solidified. This calculation of equilibrium temperature adds the intemal energy of the drops to the i;

!
fuel rod intemal energy term. The subsequent representation of the drops is performed using the heat
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j Figure 6. Calculated hydiogen production rate during renood period. >

i conduction model for intact fuel rods. The heat capacity of the drops is taken into account in calculating

| the effective heat capacity of the cladding and the oxidation of the drops is taken into account in
i calculating the oxidation of the cladding. If the drops heat up to the point ofliquefaction, then the drops are

calculated to move in response to gravity and the temperature of the drops is again calculated.
.

! Shattering of the oxide layer on frozen drops is assumed to occur as for the oxide layer on intact
cladding.I If the drops of relocated cladding are above a temperature of 1150 K and are contacted by drops

'
,

of water, then the oxide layer is considered to shatter and expose the metallic part of the drop directly to,

steam. The shattering is assumed to occur over the entire interface area between the oxide layer and its<

metallic substrate. The oxide layer is not modeled as continuously shattering but is considered to shatter;
; after the layer has attained a threshold value for the weight gained since the last shattering. An exact

threshold value needs to be determined experimentally.
.

4. Results

'Ihe new oxidation models had a significant impact on the predicted response of the CORA-13
bundle during reflood. Even though the code was previously able to predict the sharp burst of hydrogen
observed during the reflooding of the experimental bundle, the cumulative hydrogen generation, peak;

oxidation rate, and the associated bundle temperature excursion during reflood was underpredicted. With
the new model these discrepancies were either significantly reduced or eliminated. For example, the,

i cumulative hydrogen generation predicted without the new models was 70 g, and with the models is 144 g.

{ The measured value was 210 g. 'Ihe calculated value is less than the measured value in part because the

; calculations did not represent structures above the test bundle that oxidized. Figure 6 shows the predicted
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hydrogen production rate during the reflood phase of the experiment. The peak oxidation rate occurring
during reflood was increased by a factor of ten by the addition of the new models. The new rate is in much

better agreement with the experiment as well. The sharp rises in hydrogen production are due to the
shattering of the oxide layer as r-ha water comes in contact with the hot fuel rod and the oxidation of the
newly exposed Zirealoy. The percentage of the total hydrogen production that occurred during the reflood

period of the experiment was calculated to be 48%, which is the same as the measured value. ,

The temperature response during reflood was also much improved as indicated in Figure 7. This
figure shows the calculated fuel rod temperatures at the 750 mm elevation for both cases along with the
measured temperature at the 1150 mm elevation. The 1150 mm elevation is above the directly heated
region of the bundle and is the closest location to the 750 mm elevation for which measurements are
available. Thermocouples at the 750 mm for the fuel rods had failed during the experiment prior to reflood
although the estimated peak temperatures at this location were compable to those at 1150 mm elevation.
Calculated temperatures at the 1150 mm elevation were not available because the region above the heated

partion of the test bundle was not represented in the calculations.

The uncertainty in the measured temperatures is estimated to be i 20%. The calculated temperatures

fall within the range of uncertainty of the measure temperatures.

3000.0 . . . .

# ,, f f.,
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Figure 7. Calculated fuel rod temperatures at the 550 mm elevation compared to measured upper bundle
temperatures for the CORA-13 experiment.
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5. Conclusions

Models have been developed to calculate the oxidation of a reactor core as it degenerates during a
severe accident. The models indicate that the quenching of a hot and partially oxidized reactor core may
result in an oxidation excursion and the production of a large amount of hydrogen. The oxidation excursion

is triggered by the release of liquefied metallic material at the same time that a large amount of steam is
available to fuel the oxidation excursion. A limited amount of assessment of these models has been
completed. The assessment to date indicates that the models are in good agreement with CORA-13
experimental result. Further assessment of the models and further evaluation of the experimentally
determined parameters which the model uses are planned for the future. The experimentally determined
parameters to be further evaluated include: (1) velocity of drops of slumping material, and (2) temperature
range for which an oxide layer shatters during reflood.

|
|

|

I
|

|

|

i
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Abstract

Experimental and analytical studies of the crust formation and its effect on the
molten pool coolability have been performed to examine the crust formation ,

process as a function of boundary temperatures as well as to investigate heat
transfer characteristics between molten pool and overlying water in order to
evaluate coolability of the molten pool. The experimental test results have shown
that the surface temperature of the bottom plate is a dominant parameter in the
crust formation process of the molten pool. It is also found that the crust
thickness of the case with direct coolant injection into the molten pool is greater
than that of the case with a heat exchanger. Increasing mass flow rate of direct

i coolant injection to the molten pool does not affect the temperature of molten
pool after the crust has been formed in the molten pool because the crust !

behaves as a thermal barrier. The Nusselt number between the molten pool and'

the coolant of the case with no crust formation is greater than that of the case
with crust formation. The results of FLOW-3D analyses have shown that the

,

temperature distribution contributes to the crust formation process due to'

Rayleigh-Benard natural convection flow.

4

1. INTRODUCTION
i

; From a nuclear reactor safety point of view, much attention has been given to
: the corium pool coolability[1,2, 3]. If energetic FCl(Fuel Coolant Interaction) is

not occurring when the water is injected into the corium pool during a
hypothetical severe accident, the crust can be formed over the corium pool. Due
to the complexity of the corium pool coolability phenomena, crust formation
process of the corium pool and its effect on the corium pool coolability have not
been clearly understood.

1

If the crust is formed around the deep corium pool, corium coolability is
degraded because the crust behaves as a thermal barrier [4] between the
coolant and corium pool. The crust formation of the corium pool is a very

,

important phenomenon to understand the range of corium pool coolability
,

configuration in the core, in the lower plenum, and in the reactor cavity. For
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I this raison, the crust formation process of ths corium pool should be
i understood more precisely. Many macroscopic studies have been pedormed in

the field of corium pool coolability[5, 6, 7], but few microscopic studies on thei

crust formation phenomena and heat transfer mechanisms around the crust!

have been performed. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the crust formation
,

i characteristics and its effect on the corium pool coolability.
:

Experimental and analytical studies on the crust formation of the corium pool
i in a hypothetical ~ severe accident of nuclear power plant have been performed.

The objectives of this study are to investigate the crust formation processes by
changing the boundary temperatures and the coolant injection methods for
understanding the thermal barrier behavior of the crust as well as the heat
transfer characteristics between the corium pool and the overlying water.

Steady state tests on the crust formation in the molten pool have been
'I

performed for the case with non boiling situations. Experiments for a case of
direct coolant injection into the test section and a case of using heat exchanger
have been performed to investigate the crust formation characteristics as a '

function of corium pool temperature and the coolant conditions contacting with
the corium pool. Analytical studies have been performed to validate and to
evaluate the test results using FLOW-3D computer code [8). The results can be
used to validate the crust formation process models of the molten pool presently
used in the severe accident computer codes and to understand the insight of
the crust formation phenomena of the molten core material pool.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

Steady state tests of the crust formation on the molten pool have been |

performed to investigate the crust thickness and heat transfer characteristics
around the crust as a function of the coolant injection conditions and setting
temperatures of the top of the coolant and the bottom surfaces of the molten
pool. As shown in Figure 1, test facility is consisted of four parts, namely, test
section, coolant injection system, data measuring system, and data acquisition
system. The size of rectangular test section was 15 cm in height,15 cm in
depth, and 45 cm in width. A 2 kW heater was installed to maintain the uniform 1

temperature of lower plate at the horizontal bottom surface of the test section. I

A 5 mm thick STS304 stainless steel plate was installed between the heater and
the inner side of test section. And a 3 mm thick copper plate was installed to
maintain the uniform temperature of the bottom plate of the heat exchanger at )the horizontal top surface of tha test section for the case of using heat
exchanger.

The pyrexglass was used for the visual inspection of the inside of the test
section at the vertical front and back surfaces. Three pipe lines of coolant i
inlet / outlet and low melting alloy drain, and two thermocouple outlet lines were ;

installed at the two vertical sides made of 5 mm thick STS304 stainless steel. I
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!

The sid2s of the t:st section wers well insulated with e 3 cm thick Fiberfrax
insulation material to reduce heat loss to the environment. ,

!

Two coolant pipe lines of heat exchanger and direct injection into the test
section were installed to provide the c=lont. The coolant region inside of test
section has a closed system for the case with heat exchanger, but it has a part i

of open loop for the case with direct coolant injection into the test section. A 605 ;
'

Dl/R digital purnp was ' installed to provide uniform mass flow rate of coolant at
i

the coolant injection pipe line. A heater and a thermocouple were installed in a
water stora0e tank to maintain the injection temperature of coolant for the case
with direct coolant injection into the test section.

,

The measuring system included 39 copper constant thermocouples(type T)
and the digital pump speed. Measurements of the temperature distribution of
the inside of test section were made with 30 thermocouples. They were placed
in two Teflon bars located at one-half and three-fourths of the width of test
section. The crust thickness was calculated by interpolation of the measured5

: low melting alloy temperature applying Stefan condition, which phase change
occurred at melting temperature. The mass flow rate of direct coolant injection

.

into the test section was calculated by conversion of the measured digital pump ;

! speed.
;

| A data acquisition system based on IBM 486 personal computer was used in .

| this test. Heater power and coolant mass flow rate weto controlled to maintain ]
uniform temperature of the bottom of the molten pool and the top plate of the I

|
i

i test section for the case with heat exchanger. Heater power and coolant
j injection tank power were controlled to maintain uniform temperature of the
} bottom plate of the test section and the coolant for the case with direct coolant

into the test section. The heat transfer coefficients between the corium pool and
the crust have been estimated by performing a total energy balance, integrated

j- bottom heat flux, latent energy of the corium mass frozen, integrated top heat
i flux, and energy loss to the environment. ,

?

! The test parameters were coolant injection condition, which is a direct coolant

| injection into the test section and a heat exchanger, setting temperature of the
i heat exchanger from 30 *C to 60 'C, bottom plate setting temperature of the

molten pool from 80 *C to 100 *C, setting temperature of direct coolant injection'

into the test section from 40 *C to 60 C, and the mass flow rate of direct
coolant injection into the test section from 2.48 kg/ min to 6.50 kg/ min. The'

i
simulant material for the corium melt was low melting alloy (wood metal's with

1 composition in weight percent: Bi=49.92, Pb=13.28, Sn=13.28, Cd=9.85) of
which melting temperature was 70 *C as a corium. The low melting alloy had ai

| density of 9383.2 kg/m3 a specific heat 167.5 J/kgK, a coefficient of
j volumetric expansion 0.000221/K, a thermal conductivity 18.8 W/m.K and a

kinematic viscosity 2 x 10 -7 m2 s. The distilled water was used as a coolant./j
; The depth of low melting alloy was 7.5 cm.
!
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! If c trmperature distribution of the low mtiting alloy and the wat:r region does |
| not change as time increases, it is assumed to be reached a steady state i

I

! condition for one test in the given test parameters such as coolant injection
condition, bottom plate setting temperature of the molten pool, setting

;

; temperature of the neat exchanger, setting coolant temperature of direct
j injection, and the mass flow rate of direct coolant injection. Twenty five steady

state tests have been performed in the present study.
,

.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
!

i Figure 2 shows temperature distribution at the central part of the test section
j en a function of the coolant injection mass flow rate from 2.48 kg/ min to 6.50

|
kg/ min for the case with direct coolant injection into the test section. The lower

| part of the dotted line is a low melting alloy region and the upper part of the
j dotted line is a water region. In the low melting alloy region, the part of which

temperature is higher than 70 C is in liquid state and the other part is in solid;

state.,

As shown in the Figure 2, natural convection heat transfer contributes to the
temperature distribution in the molten pool. Although the crust was not formed
as the direct coolant injection mass flow increased from 2.48 kg/ min to 3.93
kg/ min, the temperature of molten pool has changed. Since the top surface
temperature of molten pool is lower than 70 C, the thin crust is formed at the
case of 5.41 kg/ min of direct coolant injection mass flow rate into the test
section. As the crust behaves a thermal barrier, the temperature of the molten
pool is not increased as mass flow rate of direct coolant injection increases.
From this result, it is concluded that increasing mass flow rate of direct coolant
injection into the corium pool does not affect the temperature increase after the
crust has been formed in the molten pool, because the crust behaves as a
thermal barrier.

Figure 3 chows temperature distribution at the central part of the test section
as a function of the bottom plate setting temperature of the molten pool for the
case with direct coolant injection into the molten pool. Natural convection heat
transfer in the molten pool contributes to the temperature distribution in the
cases of 90 C and .100 *C of the bottom plate setting temperature of molten
pool. But the natural convection heat transfer is not fully developed in the case

-of 80 'C of the bottom plate setting temperature of the molten pool, because the
buoyancy force decreases. The crust is not formed in the case of 100 C of the

. bottom plate setting temperature of the molten pool. But more than 50 % of the
overall mc|ter pool has been solidified in the case of 80 'C of the bottom plate
setting temperature of the molten pool. From this result, it is concluded that the
bottom plate setting temperature is very important for the. crust formation
process of the molten pool for the direct coolant injection case.

Tat'o 1 shows the heat transfer rate for the case with direct coolant injection
into the test section in the molten pool. The range of the Rayleigh Number in the
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|

tt:sts is from 10 to 10 . Th3 Rayisigh number can be dat rmined by sstting i4 6

{ temperature difference between the top and the bottom plates. The Nusselt (
number is defined by the ratio between convective heat transfer rate and- !i

conductive heat transfer rate. As shown in the Table 1, the upper part Nusselt
;

j number of the molten pool of the case with no crust formation is greater than
; that of the case with crust formation, because the crust behaves as e thermal
E barrier. !

:

) Figure 4 shows temperature distribution at the central part of the test section
as a function of the bottom plate setting temperature for the case of using heat 1

1

2 exchanger. As shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, temperature of the molten pool is

i
almost uniform because of natural convection flow by buoyancy force for the :

} cases with bottom plate setting temperatures of 90 *C and 100 C. But the ,

natural convection flow is not effective for the case with bottom plate setting ;

temperature of 80 *C because the buoyancy force decreases as shown in ;

,

j Figure 4.3. The setting temperature change of heat exchanger is not effective to

i the crust formation of molten pool because of natural convection flow for the

! case with bottom plate setting temperatures of 90 *C and 100 *C But the setting
j temperature of the heat exchanger is important for the crust formation of molten

low melting alloy for the case with bottom plate setting temperature of 80 *C,
! because intensity of natural convection flow decreases. From this result, it is j

concluded that the bottom plate setting temperature is very important for the' ,

i crust formation process of the molten pool for the heat exchanger case.
1

! ~ Table 2 shows the heat transfer rate for the case of using heat exchanger. The
4 to 106 similar to the| range of the Rayleigh Number in the tests is from 10

i direct coolant injection case. Since the crust behaves as a thermal barrier, the
j upper part Nusselt number of molten pool of the case with no crust formation is
; greater than that of the case with crust formation similar to the case of the
j direct coolant injection. The crust starts to form initially for the cases of the top
; plate heat exchanger setting temperature of 32.0 *C and the bottom plate
i molten pool setting temperature of 100 *C, the top plate heat exchanger setting
j temperature of 42.5 *C and the bottom plate molten pool setting temperature of

90 *C, the top plate heat exchanger setting temperature of 57.5 C and the:

i
bottom plate molten pool setting temperature of 80 *C. More than 50 % of the

| overall molten pool has been solidified in the case of the bottom plate molten
! pool setting temperature of 80 *C and the top plate heat exchanger setting

|
temoerature of 40 *C.

Gomparing the results of Table 1 with Table 2, it is concluded that the crust;

thickness of the case with direct coolant injection into the test section is greater
;

than that of the case of using heat exchanger. The test results show that the
bottom plate molten pool and the top plate heat exchanger setting temperatures;

are dominant parameters in the crust formation process of the molten pool.
1 Especially, the bottom plate molten pool setting temperature is the key factor of

the crust formation process because it is very effective to the natural convection,

j heat transfer.

:
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! 4. ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
i

| Analytical study has been performed to validate and evaluate the test results
! for the case of using heat exchanger. Many studies have been performed on
i natural convection heat transfer to develop the heat transfer correlation for the ,

i case with no crust formation and high Prandtl number [9,10,11]. The natural l

,

convection of molten pool during a hypothetical severe accident can be defined
! by low Prandtl number and crust formation. Natural convection heat transfer of .

the molten pool have been calculated using FLOW-3D version 3.3 computer !'

code in the present study. But natural convection with crust formation can not
be calculated because the code is not capable of crust formation modeling.

8 :

] The FLOW-3D input model has been developed for two dimensional, steady
i state, buoyancy, famino flow, and heat transfer. Two vertical sides were

assumed to be adiabatic. And two horizontal sides were maintained at the
| setting temperatures. Figures 5 and 6 show velocity field and temperature |

! contour of the molten pool in the cases of the bottom plate molten pool setting
,

temperature of 100 *C, 90 *C, and 80 *C. The top surfacs temperature is 70 C [
in three cases. The height of molten pool is 7.5 cm in the cases of the bottom

| plate molten pool setting temperatures of .100 *C and 90 C. The height of ,

| molten pool is 3.2 cm in cases of bottom plate molten pool setting temperature
of 80 *C because the crust thickness was 4.3 cm in the experiment. As shown in

'

i the Figure 5, three Rayleigh-Benard natural convection cells are developed in
the case of bottom plate molten pool setting temperature of 100 *C, four cells

3

: are developed in the case of bottom p| ate molten pool setting temperature of 90 !

'

i C, and six cells are dueloped in the case of bottom plate molten pool setting ;

temperature of 80 *C. The Rayleigh-Benard natural convection cells are [
; depended on the temperature difference between the top and bottom, and the
; height (aspect ratio) of molten pool.

i The natural convection flow pattern by the buoyancy force contributes to the
'

;

| temperature distribution of the test section, as shown in Figure 6. Temperature
i of the molten pool which upper flow pattern occurred is higher than that of the i

molten pool which lower flow pattern occurred. From the calculation resultsi ;

using the FLOW-3D computer code on the crust formation test, the Rayleigh-
i

Benard natural convection flows of the molten low melting alloy pool and the
j water by the buoyancy force contribute to the crust formation of molten pool. As

,

j shown in the Figure 3.2, the average temperature of molten pool is about 80 C
7

.in the case of bottom plate molten pool setting temperature of 90 C, but the -
.

! average temperature of molten pool were about 84 *C in the FLOW-3D !
j calculation. Since heat losses to the environment was not considered in the ;
j FLOW-3D analysis, the average temperature of mciten pool in the FLOW-3D '!

calculation is higher than that of molten pool in the experiment.

.

4,
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5. CONCLU$10NS

Experimental and analytical studies on the crust formation and associated
heat transfer mechanisms of the molten pool during a hypothetical severe
accident of nuclear power plant have been performed to investigate the crust
formation proccas as a function of boundary temperature and the coolant
injection conditions as well as the heat transfer characteristics between the
molten pool and the overlying water in order to understand the moltel pool
coolability phenomena. The experimental test results have shown that the
bottom plate setting temperature is.the influential parameter in the crust
formation process of the molten pool. It is also found that the crust thickness of
the case with direct coolant injection into the molten pool is greater than that of
the case with heat exchanger. Increasing mass flow rate of direct coolant
injection into the molten pool does not affect the molten pool temperature after
the crust has been formed in the molten pool because the crust behaves as a |
thermal barrier. The heat transfer rate between the molten pool and the coolant
of the case with no crust formation is greater than that of the case with crust
formation due to the fact that the crust behaves as a thermal barrier. The results
of the FLOW-3D computer code analyses have shown that the temperature
distribution contributes to the crust formation process due to Payleigh-Benard
natural convection flow. Since heat losses to the environment were not
considered in the FLOW-3D analysis, the average temperature of molten pool
in the FLOW-3D calculation is higher than that of molten pool in the experiment.
To apply the results of this study for the actual reactor situations, further
studies are needed for the case of high Rayleigh Number, the cases with
coolant boiling, and to analyze difference between internal heating and bottom
heating. The results of these studies will be used to develop the crust formation
models of molten core material pool in the core and in the lower plenum.
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Table 1. Heat transfer rate for the case with direct coolant injection into the test section in the molten
pool region.

Set Temp. of Coolant Inj. Coolant Inj. Heat Rayleigh Lower Part Upper Part Crust
Botton Temp. Mass Flow Flux 1hickness
(t) (t) Rate (kg/ min) (W/m') Number h(T/m'K) Nusselt N, h(T/a'K) Nusselt N. ( cm )

100.0 60.0 2.48 1.49ES 7.00E5 1.24E4 296.7 2.25E4 537.8 0. 0

100.0 50.0 2.48 1.70E5 -7.84E5 1.42E4 338.1 1.96E4 468.4 0. 0

g 100.G 50.0 3.93 1.74E5 8.31ES 1.20E4 287.2 1.60E4 383.1 0. 0

100.0 50.0 5.41 1.76ES 9.70E5 1.41E4 337.1 1.30E4 312.1 0.12

100.0 50.0 6.50 1.82E5 9.39E5 1.46E4 348.5 1.36E4 322.7 0.20

90.0 60.0 2.48 4.02E4 5.57ES 3.02E3 72.2 4.02E3 95.9 0.73

90.0 50.0 2.48 9.29E4 4.92E5 1.24E4 295.9 7.43E3 177.5 1.01

90.0 40.0 2.48 1.20E5 3.69ES 8.91E3 212.9 1.85E4 147.3 1.60

80.0 60.0 2.48 1.74E4 1.30E5 2.17E3 51.8 5.79E3 66.1 2.25

80.0 50.0 2.48 3.29E4 2.14E4 3.65E3 87.2 1.09E4 67.0 4.62

,

i



Table 2. Heat transfer rate for the case of using heat exchanger in the molten pool region.

Set Temp. of Set Temp. of Heat Rayleigh lower Part Upper Part Crust
Botton Top Flux Thickness
(t) (t) (T/m*) Number h(T/n'K) Nusselt N. h(T/mK) Nusselt N. (ca)

100.0 50.0 1.71E5 7.38E5 1.57E4 375.8 2.05E4 489.9 0. 0

100.0 40.0 1.73E5 8.54E5 1.24E4 295.9 2.03E4 485.1 0. 0

100.0 32.0 1.82E5 1.16E6 1.17E4 280.5 1.26E4 299.8 0.02

100.0 30.0 1.82E5 1.09E6 1.17E4 279.9 1.25E4 299.2 0.11

90.0 50.0 1.16ES 7.13E5 1.16E4 277.9 1.32E4 316.2 0. 0

{ 90.0 42.5 1.18E5 7.58E5 1.32E4 281.0 1.32E4 281.0 0.01
"

90.0 40.0 1.39E5 7.31E5 1.39E4 331.0 1.39E4 331.'O 0.09

90.0 30.0 1.46ES 6.11E5 1.46E4 348.1 1.46E4 348.1 0.52

90.0 25.0 1.46ES 5.27E5 1.42E4 a. I 1.50E4 359.0 0.86
80.0 60.0 4.75E4 2.38E5 1.06E4 248.9 2.99E4 714.4 0. 0

80.0 57.5 4.23E4 3.42E5 6.50E3 155.4 1.21E4 288.4 0.25

80.0 50.0 4.23E4 1.20E5 6.04E3 144.2 1.41E4 336.5 2.38
80.0 40.0 5.45E4 5.29E4 7.79E3 186.0 1.82E4 433.9 3.61

80.0 30.0 6.62E4 2.95E4 9.45E3 219.0 2.21E4 526.8 4.30
80.0 25.0 7.65E4 2.01E4 1.09E4 260.9 2.55E4 608.7 4.68
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SIMULATION OF THE THERMALHYDRAULIC BEHAVIOR OF A MOLTEN CORE:
- .WITHIN A STRUCTURE, WITH THE THREE DIMENSIONS THREE COMPONENTS

TOLBIAC CODE
1

. . .

! B. SPINDLER, G.-M. MOREAU, S, PIGNY

; Commissariat & l'Energie Atomique, FRANCE, Direction des Rdacteurs Nucidaires
Ddpartement de Thermohyoraulique et de Physique, Service de Thermohydraulique des Rdacteurs;

i Centre d' Etudes Nucidaires de Grenoble,17 rue des Martyrs, F38054 GRENOBLE CEDEX 9

ABSTRACT
The TOLBIAC code is devoted to the simulation of the behavior of a molten core within a structure (pressure vessele

] or core catcher), taking into account the relative position of the core components, the wall ablation and the crust
i formation. The code is briefly described: 3D model, physical properties and constitutive laws, wall ablation and crust ,

i model. Two results are presented: the simulation of the COPO experiment (natural convection with water in a 1/2 i

i scale elliptic pressure vessel), and the simulation of the behavior of a corium in a PWR pressure vessel, with ablation
and crust formation.

,

i 1. INTRODUCTION -

Frame.

! In the frame of severe accident studies, the behavior of a molten core has to be predicted. Numerous
; physical processes are involved in these studies and a predictive tool is of great interest in order to

investigate several situations, geometries, or events. The purpose of the TOLBIAC code is the simulation;

j of the behavior of a molten core within a structure (pressure vessel or external core catcher). De ame of

|
the code is not to describe the successive phases of the degradation of a reactor core, in a situation of
severe accident. In a pressure vessel or in a core catcher, the simulation with TOLBIAC takes place after;

j the evaporation of the existing water, if any, and at , after melting of the corium debris, depending of
' their volume, their heat exchange surface and the resi&al power.

| The TOLBIAC code user has to define the initial composition and temperature of the molten core,

| according to what he can imagine or calculate if possible. De TOLBIAC code mainly gives, during the
! time of the simulation, the pool temperature field (in a 3D meshing), and the wall temperatures and

thicknesses.

: The three dimensions three phases model is what distinguishes the TOLBIAC code from other codes
j describing the behavior of a molten pool. However the closure of such a model needs some constitntive
j laws. Their assessment is not easy, because experiments with true materials or full scale are scarce and

poorly instrumented.
TOLBIAC specifications |

.

The thermal conductivity is about ten times i gher for the metals than for the oxides, and consequently
the heat transfer coefficients are in the same mio. De other physical properties also depend on the
component, and mainly the density. The major part of the residual power is generated in the heavy oxides
and not in the whole volume. De zirconium may be oxidized by the gases in an exothermal reaction.
The relative position of the components has consequently to be known. A 3D discretization was then

.
chosen, with three components: a liquid metal phase, a liquid oxide phase and a gas phase. The following

!- main phenomena can be simulated: metal-oxide stratification, residual power, wall heat transfer, free

| surface heat transfer (radiation, or heat transfer with a water pool), wall ablation, cmst formation.

| 2. The 3D model
! De three phases
'

The model describes the different phases as a mixture of several materials, with a single velocity field,
and a single temperature field for each phase. Only the most present in terms of mass are taken into
account, because materials in low quantities are of no influence on the physical propetties. The residual

,
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power is defined by the code user with several parameters: the initial power at the time the simulation
begins, the coefficient controlling the decay of the residual power, and the proportion of residual power
generated respectively in the oxide and in the metal phases. The residual power is not calculated with a
peculiar model describing the behavior of the fission products.
The metal liquid phase is a mixture of iron, zirconium, nickel and chromium, defined by the code user.
It is characterized by its own volumetric fraction, temperature and velocity fields.
The oxide liquid phase is characterized by its own temperature and velocity fields. It is divided into light
and b 'avy oxides, each with its own volumetric fraction. The heavy oxides are a mixture of uranium
dioxide and zirconia. The light oxides, issued from the concrete ablation, are a mixture of alumina, silica
and lime, or zirconia, depending on the nature of the concrete. Finally the gas phase, characterized by its
volumetric fraction and velocity fields,is a mixture of carbone dioxide and water vapor, issued from the
concrete ablation.
System of eauations
Four mass balance equations are used (metals, oxides, light oxides and gases). The source and sink terms
of these equations are the following:

component source or sink terms for the mass balance equations
ablation oxidization crust formation

metals F * RAD "PA Ac
^

oxides To +F o+T,o - To,i

light oxides r, -rxc

gases r, -rso

The nature of the ablation source terms depends on the wall material: metal (for instance the pressure
vessel), heavy oxide (for instance zirconia), or light oxides and gases (for instance concrete). The
oxidization terms appear in the case of a concrete wall ablation with a source of gases. The exothermic
reaction between the gases (water and carbone dioxide) and the zirconium is taken into account.
Two energy balance equations are used (metals and oxides). The energy of the gas phase is not taken into
account, due to its negligible value compared to the energy of the metal and oxide phases. The
temperature of the gas phase is taken as the temperature of the liquid phase around. The source and sink
terms of the energy balance equations are the following:

component source or sink terms for the energy balance equations
ablation oxidization interface power wall crust formation

kAq kAo * Ac Acmetals r4B, -r4oEA A AD

oxides r .Ho, (rio+F,n).Ho +Q4o Qg Qo, -To,.Ho,o

The mass issued from the wall ablation is supposed to be at the fusion temperature of the wall material.
The interface term corresponds to the heat exchange between the two liquid phases, and depends on the
interfacial area. Part of the residual energy may be generated in the metal phase, according to the user's
choice. The wall heat transfer is controlled by heat transfer coefficients. The enthalpy corresponding to
the crust formation is calculated at the solidus temperature of the considet::d liquid phase.
Finally, three momentum balance equations are written (metals, oxides and n;ases), projected in each
direction. The interfacial shear stress between the phases is taken into account, as well as the wall shear
stress.

In addition, a diffusion term is included in the energy and momentum equations, in order to take account
of the effect of the viscosity and conductivity. Up to now only the molecular viscosity and conductivity
are considered. The assessment of the code will show if aturbulence model is needri
Apart from the hydraulic equations, the temperatures in the walls are calculated by solving a ID
conduction equation, one for each part of the wall facing a cell of the hydraulic meshing.
Geometry

The variation of the volume, the flow areas, the exchange surface and the wall thickness of the cells, due
to the wall ablation or crust formation, are taken into account. The cells geometry is calculated explicitly
at each time step, and depends on the ablation velocity and crust thickness.
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Numerical features
In figure 1 is presented a diagram of the main steps of the

~

u"n,",,,, calculation scheme.'

The equations are discretized with a finite difference scheme on. _ _ _ . ,

| c,usuhicueu | t a staggered spatial meshing, and with the donor-cell method.-

| The numerical integration uses a two-step numerical method, inin

I voturnes. no. m | 1 order to avoid the time step Courant limitation. This method is

| consuiuuve iaws| | issued from the 3D module of the CATHARE code [1]. The first"

step (predictor) is written with a quasi implicit scheme. Thei

|{
equations are written in a non-conserving form. The non-linear|musequauons | .

system of equations is solved through a Newton-Raphson iterationi e

| =rsnquaum | |J procedure. Simple arithmetic manipulations reduce the linear
system by considering only the pressure as unknown. This'" i

I ""*"" *9"*"" |
|

reduction leads to a Jacobian linear system with a highly sparse

| ,,,oi,ijoo | t matrix. A second step (corrector) is used to restore the
i conservation. It involves a fully implicit set of equations for the

| scalar quantities. 'Ihe mass and energy balance equations generate"*
: cony,,,,ne. .

.___q one linear system for each phase. Since these systems have the
y,.

- | constitutive iaws| '8 same sparse structure as the predictor Jacobian matrix, they can be
i solved using the same method.

| mas equanoas | | g The resolution of the wall thermal equations uses a fully implicit
i ii difference scheme.

| energy equauons | ;g

| 3. Physical properties
j

, , _ _ ,,, J The physical properties of the components are not well known,

| mnc.conuoi|
particularly in the case of mixing of several materials. Two of
them are of great imponance: the solidus temperature and the

| ,nergy i>aiance comrot | viscosity of the oxides.
The solidus temperature is a key parameter for the crusts

N7o'n'" '"" * formation and hence'the wall heat transfer coefficient. The values

_
| used in TOLBIAC are deduced from curves calculated with the

~

code GEMINI 2 of THERMODATA [2}.
Fig.1 Main steps of the calculation scheme The oxides viscosity highly depends on the light oxide,

concentration, and controls the diffusion effects. Its values in
TOLBIAC are adapted from the curves of Gonzales [3), who

pointed out some inconsistencies in the values of the literature. The other properties of the components are
classically deduced from the values of each material with a mass or a volume balance.

4. Constitutive laws
Presentation
The constitutive laws are correlations from the literature, or simple models which lead to consistent trends.
Further works concerning the code assessment will provide new or improved correlations. However the
uncenainties concerning the physical properties, the initial conditions and the crusts behavior for instance,
are large enough so that a good precision of the constitutive laws is probably not necessary, and not
reachable.
Flow confinurations
'Ihe peculiarity of a three dimensions three phases modelis to calculate the relative position of the three

' phases (oxide, metal and gas). The result depends on the densities and the constitutive laws. Among the
constitutive laws, the three interfacial shear stresses (metal-oxide, metal gas and oxide-gas) are the key

parameters which control the phase mixing or stratification.
In a molten corium pool with no gas get ;ation at the wall, the sedimentation of the oxide and metal
phases rapidly occurs. In the bottom of the structure, the oxides generated by the wall ablation mix with
the oxides. 'Ihe oxides generated in the metal layer either flow up or down, depending on their density,
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,

| De sedimentati:n remains, except along the wall. Reciprocally the metals generated by the wall ablation -|
either mix with the met:1 phae or flow up in the oxide layer, When no gas is generated at the wall, the ;

; stratified configuration concerns then the main part of the structure, during a long time, until a sufficiently !

large amount of light oxides are generated, so that the oxide phase becomes lighter than the metal phase. ;
'

An inversion of the stratified layers then occurs: metals at the bottom and lightened oxides at the top. j*

On the other hand, when the walls att made of concrete, their ablation generates a gas flow through the |
corium pool. If this gas flow is sufficiently high, its influence prevails with respect to the natural ]
convection. Hence the three phases in the pool mix.

,

f In each case (gas generation or not) the flow configuration is the resul! of a calculation (momentum
: equation, in which the key parameters are the gravity and interfacial shear stresses terms). During a

simulation, the flow configuration may vary, depending on the relative densities of the phases, or the l

i beginning or termination of ablation. |

Dese two types of flow configuration (stratification or mixing) correspond to different sets of constitutive i
,

laws. Taken into account the first needs of the code users, the first constitutive laws developed correspond'

to stratification. They are briefly presented here. |
,

'

Enerav balances-

| For the interfacial energy transfer coefficient in a stratified configuration, the natural convection correlation ,

. of Haberstroh and Reinders [4] is used. For the wall heat transfer, natural convection correlations are used t4

! ' (Haberstroh and Reinders [4] for an horizontal wall and Chawla and Chan [5] for a vertical wall). These r

{ correlations are written with a Rayleigh number (Ra= GAT. .L .p .Cp.Ad.p") based on a temperature3 2

difference. He correlations of Steinberner and Reineke [6] written with a Rayleigh number based on ai

; volumetric heat power (Ra=g.Q. .L .p .Cp.A'2.p ) can also be chosen. However these last correlations can :
5 2 d

only be chosen if a volumetric power is present. !
,

! If a crust exists between the wall r,d the molten corium, the exchange temperature used in order to
i evaluate the wall heat flux is not the wall temperature, but the solidus temperature, supposed to be the

crust temperature at the pool side. De crust model is described hereafter. i

Besides, for the upper surface of the molten pool, either a radiative heat transfer or an exchange with a j

water pool is taken into account. De crust formation at the upper surface is also considered.
Momentum balances
For the interfacial momentum transfer, simple models are used, depending on the density and volumetric

,

fraction, with two different constants, one for a stratified configuration, the other for a mixed flow :

configuration. A wall momentum transfer is considered, depending on the flow configuration. If there is |
no gas generation at the wall, a classical friction factor model is used, with the whole structure diameter !

or height used as hydraulic diameter. If gases are generated at the wall, no shear stress is taken into
account for the liquids.

.

5, Crust formation I

Wall crust |
A crust appears along the wall if the solidification temperature of the liquid component is between the
liquid pool temperature and the wall temperature. Typically, at the beginning of a transient, the wall is
at the ambient temperature, whereas the corium is hot. Hence a crust appears and grows. When the wall
temperature increases, the crust thickness progressively decreases and the crust disappears if the wall ;

temperature becomes larger than the solidification temperature.
The crust thickness is calculated using a heat balance in the crust, where the following terms are taken
into account: the pool to crust heat flux, the residual power in the crust, the crust to wall heat flux, the
heat stored in the crust and the solidification heat. In order to simplify the model, it is supposed that the
temperature profile in the crust is stationary, and the crust physical properties are constant, which yields
a parabolic temperature profile in the crust. After rearrangement, the following equation is obtained:

-f . Ip .H "f"-p.cp.{',**1u + p.cp.

hs. (Ts-T s) + 0'CD'* d(T s-T) _ A . ( T s-T) , o. en n.
n . ,

2 de e 2 ;
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;

. This equation, giving the cmst thickness variation, is solved by mean of a Newton iterative method.
; Crust at the surface of the cool
1 The principle of the crust formation at the surface of the pool is the same as the wall crust, except that

the wall temperature is replaced by the crust external surface temperature. His surface temperature is not'

known and depends on what exists above the pool (water or not). Hence the model giving the crusti

4 thickness is more complicated, because the cmst thickneu and the surface temperature are both to be
j determined. De energy balance of the crust is written with the same principles as for the wall crust. A
j second equation is written for the heat transfer at the surface: radiative heat transfer, or heat transfer with
- water, with the boiling curve giving the heat transfer coefficient h,,,. After rearrangement, the two

i equations obtained are the following:
1

[p .Nu + 0 . CP. ( l'. ( **3 ' ' * - ))-
.

g )
,

s dh ,e dT,,,~ O . C'p . e dT,,1 0 .Cp.e' .e*

**2# *=c*~

: 2. (1+A) * " de 2.A .(1+A)a* * dT,,, ' dc
;

*"'' **I *"'' * *A '. hs. ( Ts-T,,3) - + Q. e. 2. (1 +A)
<

! 1+A
:

.

[ T,,, - T.,, - , . ( T,,2 - T.,, + )). ' " ' . *"' + h ,, . *"'

g g

.
h,,, dT,,s _ h*"' -TJ . h.,e _ Q.e.(2+A)3,de

-(1+A)*.( A 2.A de1+A dei

|

| wi en A . h= c *

|
.

| These equations are solved with a Runge Kutta method.
;

: 6. Ablation
De ablation velocity is obtained by the wall thermic model resolution. De energy balance takes into'

i account the melting heat. A fine meshing is defined near the melting front. When a cell is entirely molten,
it is withdrawn from the energy balance, by setting its heat capacity to a negligible value.

i

!

; 7. Natural convection in a volume
Presentation

'

! De COPO experiment [7] simulates with water the behavior of molten core in the elliptic pressure vessel
! of a VVER reactor, with a two-dimensional slice in a linear scale 1/2. The height of the pool is 0.80 m.

) The simulant fluid is water, with some zinc sulfate added in order to adjust the electric conductivity for
: Joule heating. The side, bottom and top walls are cooled, and the measurements give the wall temperature

and the power dissipated in the water. However, some thermal losses are to be noticed in the COPO
3

| facility, since the wall heat exchanges balance only 83 % of the total Joule heating. De effective heat
power used in the simulation is then reduced compared to the annonced value.!

Results
Test fh2 is simulated with TOI.BIAC, in a 20x20 meshing. De initial pool temperature is 349 K, the
effective heat power is 34.25 kW.m , and the wall temperature is 336.8 K. De Rayleigh number based4t

on the heat power, corresponding to this test is Ra = 1.6.10". De calculation time is sufficiently long so
that a steady state is reached. Actually no steady state is reached because eddies develop under the top!

wall, which are continually changing. Dis phenomenon correspond to what is observed in the experiment.
However, the heat flux at the side and bottom walls become stable (fig.1).

.

Two simulations were performed. De first one with the correlations of Steinberner and Reineke and the
:

| second one with Nusselt numbers derived from the Copo measurements.
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( :;| Top: Nu = 0.345.Ra*32" = 1200
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) !! Side: Nu = 0.85. Ra* = 660
*'

,

* *- * * *

Bottom: Nu = 1.389. Ra* = 39 I*
,
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'

2-+- , , . . Simulation 2 i
I

-Top: Nu = 1800 - {*; Side: Nu = 560
'

, .

Bottom: Nu = 220.
,

t
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height (m)i

Fig.1: COPO, bottom and side wall he6t flux (kW.m'2) versus height (m).
I: TOLBIAC with Steinberner and Reineke correlations (curves at different times).
2: TOLBIAC with Nusselt numbers derived from the experiment (curves at different times).y

*: COPO measurements.

'

The side and bottom wall heat flux are presented on figure 1, in comparison with the measured ones. For
: each calculation, several curves are plotted, corresponding to different times, and showing the non

stationary behavior of the upper part of the pool. The correlations of Steinberner and Reineke give results
"

far from the experiment, because the top heat exchange is largely underestimated by these correlations.
which are derived from measurements in square cavities.'.
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Fig. 2: COPO, temperature field calculated with Nusselt numbers Fig. 3: COPO. velocity field calculated with,

derived from the experiment. Temperature difference between Nusselt numbers derived from the experiment..

i two curves: 0.25 K.
,

The second calculation shows that with adapted correlations, the TOLBIAC code is able to simulate the
natural convection in a volume. However, the general trend in the upper part of the vessel is still
somewhat different from the experiments, because the Nusselt numbers used are mean values derived from
several tests, on one hand. On the other hand, the exact geometry and experimental devices (thermal
losses, thermal resistances) are not exacly known. A perfect fitting is probably not reachable.
In addition figures 2 and 3 present the calculated temperature and velocity fields. The main roll is
perturbated by secondary rolls generated by the top heat exchange.

8, Failure of a pressure vessel
Presentation - ;

This calculation has to be understood as a demonstration of the code abilities, since many of the code
models are not yet assessed. In our simulation, the initial temperature of the metal phase is high, and
consequently the wall ablation occurs within a shoit time. 'Ihe code user has to answer to the main
following questions: what is the corium composition, what are the metal and oxide temperature, what is
the level of the residual power? The ame of the TOLBIAC code is not to address these questions.
At the beginning of our simulation, a streified lioG; cu.ium made of 94.10'kg oxides and 39.10' kg
metals at 2700 K is within a steel pressure vessel (0.20 m thick, initial temperature 373 K). Radiation at
the free surface is taken into account, and a wall extemal heat exchange (coefficient 1000 W.m .K',2

extemal temperature 293 K) is supposed. 'Ihe residual power is 1.6 MW.m''. A 20x20 meshing is used.
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Results

Crusts appear along the wall in the oxide phase located in the bottom of the stratified corium pool, and
,

grow, whereas no metal crust appears along the upper part of the pressure vessel wall (fig. 4).
Consequently the wall heat transfer in the oxide phase is low and no ablation takes place in the bottom.
On the contrary, the metal to wall heat transfer is very high, and ablation occurs, with a fast melting of
the wall thickness (fig. 5-6). Due to the high value of the metal to wall heat flux, the major part of the
heat transfered to the wall is used to melt the wall. Conduction is low, and becomes notice able only when ,.

the wall thickness becomes low (fig. 7). Due to the low oxide to wall heat transfer, the oxide flow is more
depending from the metal-oxide heat and momentum transfers than from the oxide wall exchange: the
natural convection flow in the metal phase induces the oxide phase flow (fig. 8). The temperature in the
oxide phase is rather homogeneous, whereas high differences exist in the metal phase (fig. 9).
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9. Conclusion
i TOLBIAC is a simulation code developed in order to describe the behavior of a molten core within a

structure. A three dimensions three components model is used. The first results show the ability of the
code to simulate natural convection on one hand, ablation and crust formation on the other hand.

NOMENCLATURE
variables T temperature b corium

I Cp specific heat p thermal expansion coef6cient c crust

e crust thickness T mass trarsfer D oxide

g gravity AT temperature difference ext external

h heat exchange coefficient A conductivity g gas

H enthalpy p viscosity q power

Ha solidification heat p density sol solidification

L length scale sur surface

Q volumetric power indices X light oxide

t time A metal w wall
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RESUME
SIMULATION DU COMPORTEMENT THERMOHYDRAULIQUE D'UN COEUR FONDU DANS UNE|

STRUCTURE, AVEC LE CODE A TROIS DIMENSIONS ET TROIS COMPOSANTS TOLBIAC
Le code TOLBIAC a pour objet la simulation du comportement d'un coeur de r6acteur fondu dans une
structure (fond de cuve ou r6 cup 6tateur), en tenant compte de la position relative des composants, de
l' ablation de la paroi et de la formation de croates. On pr6sente une br6ve description du code: modble
3D, propridt6s physiques et lois constitutives, ablation des parois et formation de croates. Deux r6sultats
sont pr6sent6s: la simulation de l'expdrience COPO (convection naturelle en eau dans une cuve elliptique

i

h I'6chelle 1/2), et la simulation du comportement d'un corium dans un fond de cuve REP, avec formation
de croate et ablation.
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The Modeling of Core Melting and In-Vessel Corium Relocation in
the APRIL Code

S.W. Kim, M.Z. Podowski, R.T. Lahey, Jr. and N. Kurul

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY 12180-3590, USA

ABSTRACT
This paper is concemed with the modeling of severe accident phenomena in boiling water reactors (BWR).
New models of core mciting and in-vessel corium debris relocation are presented, developed for imple-
mentation in the APRIL computer code. The results of model testing and validations are given, including
comparisons against available experimental data and parametric / sensitivity studies. Also, the application
of these models, as parts of the APRIL code,is presented to simulate accident progression in a typical
BWR reactor.

1. INTRODUCTION

| This paper presents the results of the recent work of thermal-hydraulic models of phenomena gov-
! crning the progression of hypothetical severe accidents in boiling water nuclear reactors (BWRs).
| These new models have been developed for, and implemented in, the new interactive version of
| the APRIL computer code, APRIL. MOD 3X. A description of the modeling concepts in APRIL is

given, encompassing phenomena from the inception of an accident to the advanced phase of core
meltdown, and including the in-vessel /ex-vessel thermal-hydraulics and fission product transport.
The new models which are discussed in detail are those of core heatup, degradation & meltdown,
and melt relocation into the lower plenum. The results of model testing and validations are given,
including comparisons against the available experimental data and parametric / sensitivity studies.
Also, the application of these models, as parts of the APRIL code, is presented to simulate acci-
dent progression in a typical BWR.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE APRIL CODE

APRIL is a severe accident analysis code which has been developed at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute under the sponsorship of Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the Empire State Electric
Energy Research Corpcration (ESEERCO). A summary of the modeling principles used in
APRIL is given in this section. A detailed description of the models developed for, and imple-
mented in, the APRIL code can be found in Refs. I and 2.

The APRIL code consists of mechanistic models pertaining to the reactor core, pressure vessel,
| and the primary and secondary containments. The simulations can start from the fully covered
| core conditions and continue into the core dryout, core degradation and melting, breach of vessel,

primary containment and secondary containment. The most recent version of APRIL,
APRIL. MOD 3X is intended for use in accident management, and its major components are out-
lined below.

The core model in APRIL uses a two-dimensional (in axial and radial directions) nodalization
scheme. In each node, the following core structures are accounted for: fuel, cladding, canister, and
control rod. The specific in-core phenomena modeled include: 2-D heat transfer betwcen individ-
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l

ual core components as well as between the core and surrounding structures; heat convection to
-

the coolant in both the covered and uncovered portions of the core; oxidation of the fuel cladding,
channel wall, and control blade; fuel buckling (used as a criterion for rubble bed formation);
slumping of the canisters and control blades; melting of individual core components; formation of
an eutectic mixture of fuel and molten Zirealoy; molten material relocation and refreezing; chan-
nel blockage; and the resultant flow redistribution. The effect of B C and stainless steel (SS)4
eutectic is accounted for by appropriately lowering the control rod melting temperature. A simi-
lar approach can be used for the SS/Zircaloy interaction.

The core model is coupled with a model of in-vessel thermal-hydraulics. Various flow configura-
tions inside the vessel are accounted for, including the formation of a natural circulation loop
between the hot core and the relatively cool downcomer region after the core and jet pump dis-
charge get fully uncovered. The in-vessel model provides the core model with boundary condi-
tions such as gas / steam mixture inflow temperature, system pressure, and temperature of
surrounding structures.

The gas pressure and temperatures in the primary containment are calculated using a multi-com-
partment natural circulation model. The primary containment module accounts for the events fol-

I lowing corium release from the vessel, namely, concrete ablation and the resultant gas release,
l debris cool-down/ solidification in contact with the concrete and due to the radiative and convec-

tive heat losses, corium/ water interaction in the pressure suppression pool (PSP), and others.
"

The fission products are collected into several groups according to their physical properties. Fol-
lowing the release of each gmup from the core, their concentration and deposition are tracked in
the vessel compartments, and in primary and secondary containments, using mechanistic aerosol
transport models.

The APRIL code is written in FORTRAN, and has been used on a variety of platforms, including ,

486 PC, Unix computers, VAX VMS, etc. Its speed is up to five times faster than the real time on
an IBM RS6000-7012. The APRIL code has user-friendly input and output formats for stand-
alone usage. It can also be used in conjunction with its graphical user interface (GUI) on Unix
workstations equipped with X-windows environment. One of the screens of the APRIL-GUI is
shown in Fig.1. This screen includes most of the operator controls. In addition, main parameters
can be viewed in the form of dynamic plots. Fission product concentruions, temperatures and
pressun:s in the primary containment can be monitored on other screens. The active screen can be'

switched on at any time during the run.

The Graphical User Interface of APRIL has been developed using the Computer Visualization
System (CVS) and the graphical libraries of the Nuclear Plant Analyzer obtained from EG&G

| Idaho. The APRIL engine and the GUI run in parallel, communicating over a unix pipe. This
architecture has several advantages, mainly, better performance due to a more uniform usage ofI

the computer resources, suitability for platforms with multiple CPUs, and an easier code mainte-
nance. Among other code characteristics, the restart / playback feature can be particularly useful
for performing analyses. During a run, the current status can be saved at several check-points; the
results can be played backward and forward without re-running the code. The calculations can be
resumed starting from any of the check points if the user wishes to modify some of the operating

j parameters.

3. MODELING CORE HEATUP AND MELTING

3.1. Model description
This section presents some of several new and/or improved models for heat transfer inside the
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! degraded core and between the core and the surrounding structures. The development of such |
1 models was stimulated by the modifications in the original core model of APRIL which were ;

required in order to compare this model against the data obtained in the SANDIA DF-4 experi- )
>

! ments [3] and the CORA experiments 14] performed at KfK (Germany). The validation of the
! APRIL model against the above-mentioned experiments was very helpful in identifying areas
3 where improvements were needed concerning the various heat transfer models and the specific
; modeling assumptions used.

| The new models and modifications of the reacwr core model included: (a) adding new experi-
j ment-specific structures to the original core model, such as a multi node model of the multi-layer

shroud, including the ZrO fiber insulator and dense ZrO tube, employed in the DF4 experiments; 2 2
! and models of similar structures in the CORA experiments, and separate models of the unheated

UO rods used only in the CORA experiments; (b) the modeling of physical phenomena of core2.

| heatup and degradation (all applicable to actual BWRs), such as: steam-induced oxidation of zir-
caloy and stainless steel, possible B C liquefaction, eutectic interactions between UO & Zircaloy;

4 2

! and other core materials, convective heat transfer under developing. flow conditions, and heat
! transfer between fuel elements, channel boxes, control rods and steam / gas flow in the uncovered

j portior,s of the core. The latter model is summarized below.

| Nodal Eaunriora in the Uncovered Core Region
!

! The nodal goveming equations of the gas mixture in the uncovered region of the reactor core refer
! to the sys'em pressure calculated in the in-vessel thermal-hydraulic model of APRIL [2]. Based
{ on this assumption, the nodal flow rates and temperatures of the gas mixture am calculated. Fig. 2
j illustrates the modeling of heat and mass (steam consumption and hydrogen production due to
; oxidation) transfer in a node in the uncovered mgion of the core, between wall k (where the index,
! k, refers to one of the following structures: cladding, canister, and control blade) and the gas
j (steam and hydrogen) mixture. The goveming continuity and energy equations of the gas mixtum

j become, respectively

*
; V; = wf_ , - wf + [ wg , ; - w,,, ; (1) |p

*
i

pic,,V; = wf_ ,c,, W;_ , -- T;) + [ w*fp, i pff + $,, gH; T* ;- T; + V; (2)c
f ,

k

where

wf = w,,; + w ,; (3)ff

P7 = P,,i + Pii,4 (4)

Here, w,,j and wff,; are the flow rate of steam and pydrogen from the i-th node, p,,; and pff,k-th, are

the denpty of steam and hydrogen, respectively, w f s the steam consumption rate on the
i

cific hea[o,j s the hydrogen generation rate from thi -th gallin noqe i, c, Die nealtransfer areawall, w i and c are the spe-ff ff
f the gas mixture and hydrogen, respectively, A,,; and T' are

and temperature of the k-th wall in node i, H is the heat transfer coeffi;cient, and p is the pressure.
g

By using the ideal gas assumption, Eq. (1) becomes

PNi ; * pfV gdT' *
m m n k iy'

w; _ , - w; + wffp, ;- w,c, ;, = - T; E p; dt
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Eqs. (2) and (5) are solved to evaluate the nodal temperature, T , and the flow rate of the gas mix-j
ture, .q. Then, the flow rate of each gas component can be calculated according to its local mass
fraction.

1

Radiation Heat Transfer Between Vrnctes |

Radiation heat transfer is one of the n.z. important modes of heat transfer during and after core
uncovering. In order to improve the predictive capabilities of the degraded c.>w model in APRIL,
the structural radiation heat transfer model has been replaced by a new model. This i.uproved
model takes into account the geometrical configuration of the core to evaluate the view factors
and the emissivities of core materials.
In this model the radiation heat transfer in the main channels and in the bypass are modeled sepa-
rately. In the nodal configuration of APRIL (see Fig. 3), the fuel rods in a node in the main chan-
nel are surrounded by two channel walls. It is assumed that there is no radiation heat transfer
between channel wall-1 and channel wr31-2, since the surface area of channel wall-1 facing chan-
nel wall-2 is negligible compared to the drea facing the fuel rods.

Unlike in the main channel, there is radiation heat transfer in the bypass region between channel
wall-2 in radial node i and channel wall 1 in radial node (i+1) (See Fig. 3). The radiation heat
transfer between the structures accounts for the axial position of the control rods in each radial
zone.

Naturally, the radiative heat transfer mode is combined with h,at convection, as indicated in
Eq.(2). In addition to heat radiation between internal core structures, the present model also
accounts for radiative heat losses between the core and the surrounding structures.

3.2. Model Validation and Testing.
The models described in the previous section have been implemented in the APRIL code and
extensively tested and validated against experiments. Specifically, the degraded core model in
APRIL has been used to simulate the experimental conditions of five different BWR severe fuel
damage experiments: the DF-4 experiment performed at Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), and
the CORA-16, CORA-17, CORA-28, and CORA-31 experiments performed at Kernforschung-
szentrum (KfM Germany.

In all these Wwments the key structural elements of the BWR core were included, such as fuel
rods, canisters, and control blades. A common purpose of the D_2-4 and CORA-16 experiments
was to investigate the phenomena associated with failure of, and interactions between, the fuel
rods, canisters and control blades in a BWR core. The specific purpose of the CORA-17 test was
to observe the effect of quenching following a heat-up phase similano the CORA-16 experiment.
In the CORA-31 experiment, the influence of slow initial heat-up (0.3 K/s compared to 1.0 K/s in
other experiments) was investigated. The objective of the CORA-28 experiment was to investi-
gate the effect of preoxidation [6]. A brief overview of those experiments is given in Table 1.

Since the results of APRIL predictions of the DF-4 experiment were presented before [5], the
results given below are focused on the APRIL predictions of the four CORA experiments listed in
Table 1. As mentioned before, because the APRIL code has Nen designed for the analysis of
severe accidents in BWRs, new models for the experiment-specific structures had to be imple-
mented for the purpose of COR A simulatior,s, including a test bundle insulator and unheated rods.
A simplified geometry of the CORA test section and the related APRIL representation are shown
in Fig. 4. With these modifications, each experiment was simulated using the same model, com-
bined with appropriate geometrical input data and initial / boundary conditions.

Several APRIL-calculated parameters were compared against the CORA experimental data, such
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Table 1. Overview of the simulated experiments

HeatupExperiment Objective Heating Cooling

DF-4 Investigate the behavior of BWR core Fission 0.3 K/s steam Slow gas
geometry under severe accident conditions -1.2K/s

CORA 16 Influence of B C/SS absorber material on Electric 1 K/s steam +Ar Slow gas4

the Zircaloy channel walls

CORA-17 Additional damage progression during Electric 1 K/s steam +Ar Water
quenching quench

CORA.28 Influence of pre-oxidation Electric 1 K/s steam +Ar Slow gas

CORA-31 Influence of slow initial heatup Electric 0.3 K/s steam +Ar Slow gas

(0.3K/s)

as: the structural temperatures at various locations along the test section in each experiment, the
amount of hydrogen generated due to oxidation and the deformation of the test bundle flow area
due to structural melting and melt relocation. Typical comparisons between the calculations and
the data for all four experiments at the same location near the exit of the heated section are shown

'
in Figs. 5 through 8. A typical result for the hydrogen generation rate is shown in Fig. 9 for
CORA-31.

Generally, very good agreement has been observed between the APRIL predictions and the exper-
imental data. The analysis of the obtained results also revealed several factors which may cause
diffen:nces between the measured and predicted data, including both modeling assumptions and
experimental methods, thus helping to understand the fundamentals of degraded core phenomena.
Concerning the former issue,i.e. the modeling simplifications and limitations, the following seem
to be the most important ones: the lumped parameter approach to heat transfer and system nodal-
ization, uncertainties in the modeling of melt relocation, and uncertainties in the parameters used
in the calculation of heat transfer following a significant structurti deformation caused by melting
and melt relocation. The discrepancies in the comparisons may have been caused by apparent
limitations of the technique used in these complicated experiments in the measurements of the
accumulated mass of hydrogen (specifically, a delaying effect of gas mixing) in the CORA exper-

,

iments.,

<

4. A MODEL OF CORIUM RELEASE INTO LOWER PLENUM
i

l
4.1, Modeling Concept

i

The present model evaluates a variety of phenomena occurring in the reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) lower plenum following the release of molten corium debris from the core. This new
model replaces the simplified lower plenum model developed for the original version of APRIL.
The models of specific phenomena associated with melt / structure interaction in the lower plenum
include the heat transfer and phase change between the melt, solid structures and any water which

:ay be present, and the RPV failure mechanisms and the resultant release of the molten corium
into the reactor containment. The lower plenum model also accounts for the heatup and remelting
of the quenched debris beds. The lower plenum internal structures considered here include the
control rod drive (CRD) tubes, the instrument guide (IG) tubes, and the lower head. The entire
lower plenum volume is divided into a user-specified number of vertical nodes. The parameters
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calculated in each node include the temperature and mass of solid and molten materials. The mol-
ten debris model assumes corium stratification into two main regions: a molten metallic pool on
the top and a heavier oxidic pool at the bottom. In contact with cold soiid structures and water in
the lower plenum, the molten materials in each pool may gradually freeze and simultaneously
ablate these structures. The frozen metallic material freezing on the walls (i.e. metallic crust) is
added to the structures in the respective nodes. In particular, a solidified metallic layer is typically
formed on the bottom of the lower head as a result of the initial melting of stainless steel and melt
release into the lower plenum. The frozen oxidic material (crust) in the nodes containing molten
oxidic pool is always treated separately from the RPV structures. Following crust formation on
the surface, the structure can be heated up to the point that the heat from the crust ablates the
structural surface, and the molten metal combines with the metallic pool. The modeling concep!
described above us s mass and energy conservation equations for each material, including heat
conduction in solids and heat convection between the molten pools and surrounding structures.

The internallower plenuni structures are nodalized in such a way that each node contains a sec-
tion of vessel wall, CRD tubes, IG tubes, and debris crust. A lumped parameter approach is used
to evaluate the temperatures and masses of the structures. Heat transfer mechanisms considered
here include: convective heat transfer to the water in the lower plenum, and to the water / steam
inside the tubes, axial heat cor. duction, heat transfer from the crust or molten corium pool, and the
heat and mass transfer associated with phase change. Considering these mechanisms, the lumped

parameter governing equations become:

Mass Conservation

dM'
" '' ik "b' ikdt

where, k denotes the structure (i.e. the lower I;ead, CRD tubes and IG tubes), i is the node num-
ber, / is the materialidentification number, Af,,ji s the rate of solidification of the j-th materiali, f
on the k th structure in the i-th node, and M'ab,ik is the rate of ablation. Since a node can be in
contact with the crust and the metallic melt at the same time, both the ablation and freezing rates
are accounted for in Eq. (6).

Energy Conservation

d lMu) g,g
" O . ik~0 " ik~0 out.ik * O . ik ~ Oab,ik * Oax ik * Omp. ik (7)

c li l ltdt
where, M and u are the total mass and internal energy of the k-th structure in the i-th node, Q ji

a are the heat transfer to the
is the heat transfer from the crust to the structure, O ,,,be,nd O ,, ghe energy carried bu the fro-ff fy
gas / water in the lower plenum and the heat loss to outs Q gi
zen material, Q,4 j, is the energy carried by the ablated struchu,re,is tQ,,, g, is the axial heat conduc-
tion, and Q,,,# j, is the heat from the metallic pool. Since a given structure may contain more than
one material, the properties of the structure are established as composition-dependent average val-
ues.

As the molten oxidic material containing UO and ZrO freezes on the cold stmetural surfaces, a
| 2 2

crust is formed. This crust is modeled separately in each node. The lumped crust mass and energy
conservation equations are used in each node separately.

Mass Conservation

(0)*
c' ' *d'

*
(
!
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wt;cre,M' is the mass of the j-th material (j=1 for UO ,j=2 for ZrO )in the crust in node-i, and# 2 2
M',,ja is th;e rate of solidification of the j-th material on the surface of the k-th structure in node-i.
f

Energy Conservation

dlM u)
0 c ik * 0 c,i + 0axc.i' 0cw,i (Ob" 0 cint,i ~ 0c,ik* f pgg

k k

where, G g
is the internal heat generation (decay heat) in the crust Gp,he crust, G,,, , is thej, is the energy associ-ated with, pila,fse change, G is the heat transfer from the oxidic pool to t

axial heat conduction, G,,y,, jis the heat loss to water / gas in the lower plenum if the crust is
,,

j
exposed to the water / gas en,vironment, and G,,g, is the heat transfer from crust to the wall. Like
the structure model, the properties of the crust are composition-dependent, and are evaluated as
mass-weighted average values.

The oxidic pool model accounts for phenomena such as: phase change, corium inflow, and
corium discharge to the containment, the conservation equations for this pool become:

Mass Conservation

dM'
}"

dt li"~ ''i* ~ 1 "'
,

j s k j j :

where, W is the flow rate of thej-th material of the oxidic material from the reactor core, and |

W ,, isihe" discharge rate of the j-th material into the containment after RPV failure, jj,
'

Energy Conservation

d lM}u'') = [ W ,h , ;,, -- [ W ,,h , ,, - [[G c,ik + Ocy, ini ~Ocij, g j j, j t p
) j s k (9)

~ 0 m ~ 0cpw |cp

where, h , j is the enthalpy of the j-th material of corium inflow, h is the enthalpy of thej-th
material in'the oxidic pool at the pool average temperature, G,p ;,,,j,,,, he internal heat generation

j
is t

rate in the pool, G , is the heat transfer between the oxidic poo,l and the metallic pool, and G,p,
is the heat loss to tTe water / steam in the lower plenum. Gp,jg and G ,,; are the same as in Eq.y
(9).

As in the modeling of the molten oxidic pool, the inflow from the core, discharge of molten metal
into the containment, solidification on the wall surface, and heat loss to the water are considered
in the modeling of the metallic pool. The governing conservation equations are similar to Eqs.
(10) and (11).

The remaining water in the lower plenum serves as a heat sink for the reactor vessel wall and the
internal lower vessel structures, thus preventing, or delaying, the process of lower head melting |
and failure in contact with th" corium debris. At the .eme time, a substantial amount of steam can
be produced during the ' ooldown. This, in turn, may result in considerable pressure
buildup in the RPV ar sidation of the remaining metallic zircaloy in the core. The present
model accounts for su iomena as heat convection between malten/ solid debris pool and
water, and the resultant steam generation.

Two possible modes of heat transfer betwecn the debris and water in the lower plenum are consid-
ered. One is the heat transfer from free falling debris through the water pool inside the lower ple-
num and the other is the heat transfer from the debris pool. Adding the two heat sources, the
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j evaporation rate of water inside the lower plenum is calculated.

| 4.2. Corium Solidification
i An important part of the overall model is concerned with the phase change phenomena in the
! corium pool and in lower plenum structures. As mentioned before, the molten corium, both metal-
; lic and oxidic, may freeze in cc,ntact with cold lower plenum internal structures, and heat up the -

structures to cause RPV failure. Since or.ly molten materials are likely to be discharged into the!

containment after the RPV failure, it is important to predict the amount of molten material in the
;

wwer plenum at the time of RPV failure.;

! Whereas a lumped parameter approach has been used to model the molten corium pool, in order
: to model phenomena such as localized fmezing of melt at the structural surface, an approximate
j = analytical solution of a one-dimensional problem of heat conduction with solidification [8] is
| used. Consider the case where molten material"1"(corium) is suddenly brought in contact with

| solid material"2"(structural wall), as shown in Fig 10. The melting and initial temperatures of
i mateiial-1 are assumed to be higher than those of material-2. In this situation, the interface tem-

perature of these two materials can either be lower than the melting temperature of material 2 or
reach this melting temperature. In the former case only material-1 undergoes phase change at the
interface. Iii the latter case, both materials will undergo phase change. Both cases are considered,'

as discussed below.'

(a) Solidification of the melt without wall ablation
In this case the interface temperature T is below the melting temperature of material-2, T;

Using one-dimensional semi-infinite th!ckness conduction models for three regions, i.e. mNten
.

'

material-1, solidified material-1, and material-2, the following expression has been derived for the'

rate of crust growth,

,

! 6,(t)=20,[oir (12)
,
'

where, D, is the root of the following transcendental equation,

exp(-O',]- (T "- T exp(-Oh = J A' O '(1 (13)la-T,) erf(0,) 3a) erfc(0,) - c1 cp3

where T, is the time dependent interface temperature, which is evaluated by coupling the crust
model with the wall model as discussed later.

(b) Solidification of the melt with wall ablation

If the interface temperature is greater than the melting temperature of the wall, Wall ablation will '

occur immediately. In the case where molten layer of the wall material is present between the
crust and wall,it is assumed that the molten wall material can escape from the interface immedi-
ately. This assumption is based on the experimental observation [7] that the molten material-2 ,

percolates upwari through cracks in the crust to the debris pool surface when the density of mate- !
rial-2 is lower than that of material-1. This means that the interface temperature will stay at the
wall melting temperature as long as phase ch.tnge continues on the wall surface. Thus, the solu-
tion for the melt and the crust is similar to the one obtained for the case without ablation, but with

|
T, replaced by T The values of G, have been calculated for various interface temperatures and i

melt superheats fo"r,both cases, and the calculated values have been implemented in the APRIL as
a look-up table.

Using the analytical solution described above, the functional dependence of the heat flux from the
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a

crust to the wall surface can be deduuxl. The heat flux into the wall can be obtained from the tem-
,

! perature distribution insic the crust as
.

2 O k
#'

p(T -T) (14)4"; = g c g
,

; erf(O y)dyc
,

} O

| where the average temperature of the crust is,
! 8 i

erf(O y) dy| l ! c
(15)T=y T,(t, x) dx = T; + (T ,,- T )j. D)e 3

,

O O'

j Therefore, considering the finite geometry, it is assumed that the heat flux from the crust to the
; wall can be approximated by
,

2 O k
#

q", = f,g , (T,- T ) (16)j

erf(O y)dy
; c

,

i 0

where, f, is the correction factor for finite geometry and multi-dimensional effects.

.

j 4.3. Wall Heatup and Ablation
As indicated befere, the solidification rate of the oxidic melt is a direct function of the interface
temperature. After the interface temperature reaches the melting temperature of steel, the wall:

i surface heat flux is needed to evaluate the wall ablation rate. These variables can be readily deter-

| mined if tl.c temperature profile across the wall is known. In the present model, the wall is repre-

| sented by a finite (possibly, time-dependent) thickness slab, and the temperature distribution at
: time t is used as an initial condition in the calculations of the new temperature profile at time
L t + At. A cubic profile is assumed across the wall,

T(q) = a (t)q' + b (t)q' + c(t)q + d (17)
,

} where, a, b , c, and d are the coefficients of the profile which is to be determined at each time step
of calculation, and q = x/6, where, x is the distance from the outer surface of the wall, and 6 is

: the wall thickness. Fig.11 shows the definition of the coordinate and the conditions at the bound-
,

| aries. In this study, two cases are considered, one is the case without ablation and the other is that

! with ablation.
5 !Without wall abintion

In this case, the heat fluxes at both sides of the wall can be used as boundary conditions for the
time-dependent one-dimensional heat conduction equation across the slab. Since Eq.(17) con-

3

i tains four time-dependent coefficients, these boundary conditions must be complemented by two
; additional conditions. These conditions can be obtained by integrating the governing heat conduc-

tion equation, first directly and then after multiplying both sides by x (or, in other words, taking
'

the "zeroth-order" and "first-order" moments over the slab thickness). This approach yields a sys-
tem of ordinary differential equations for a (t), b (t), c (t) and d (t) . At each time step these
four coefficients are used to evaluate the interface temperature,
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T; = a + b + c + d (18)

The initiation of wall ablation can be determined by comparing T; with the melting temperature
of the wall.

With wall ablation

After the interface temperature reaches the melting temperature of the wall, T,,, the wall surface
may be ablated by the continuous heat addition at the interface. Since it is assumed that the
ablated material is immediately removed from the interface, the interface temperature remains at
the wall melting temperature while wall ablation occurs. Therefore, the boundary conditions at
the wall interface become,

T; = a + b + c + d = T,, (19)

|d6* dA,p,dt = q", - k _T (20)
dx x ,- s

where q"j is the interfacial heat flux from the corium crust. Using the integral moments method |
similar as in the case without ablation, the time dependent coefficients, a (t), b (t), c (t) and !

a (t) can be calculated and used to obtain the heat flux at the inner wall surface,

dq",; = k, T (3a + 2b + c) (21)=

dx x.s
The model described above was tested in a stand-alone fashion for the case of a steel slab 21.5 cm
thick in contact with corium on one side. The other surface was exposed to air at a temperature of

C 2285 C. The heat transfer coefficient between the slab and the air was assumed te - 170 W/m -K
2

(30 Btu /hr-ft -F). The initial temperature of the slab was 285 C. The initia} conta.a temperature
2between the corium and the wall was 1125 C. A constant heat flux,2.2 x 10 W/m , was assumed

between the corium and the wall. The assumed value of the heat flux was an average heat flux
from the crust to the wall surface calculated by Eq. (16). The calculated temperature profiles
across the slab at various time instants are shown in Fig.12. As can be seen, the interface temper-
ature increases until it reaches the melting temperature of steel (at 1240 s). A continuous supply of
heat to the interface after 1240 s causes wall ablation. The ablation of the slab is represented as the
movement of the boundary to the *:ft side in Fig.12. Throughout the transient, the temperature of
the outer wall continues to increase. The rate of increase is a result of the net heatup due to the
heat conduction from inside being higher that the heat loss to the ambient.

4.4. Modeling of debris-pool to-interface heat flux
The evaluation of the debris pool-to-interface heat flux is considered for two cases. In the first
case, molten corium pool still exists, and the convective heat transfer plays a dominant role In the
other case, after all debris has solidified, only heat conduction between the solidified debris pool
and crust is considered.

When a molten corium pool exists, an experimental correlation for the heat transfer coefficient
due to natural convection in the pool is used to estimate the pool-to-solid interface heat flux. This
correlation is given by,

0.25##Nw = 0.68 + 0.67 (22)
[l + (0.492/Pr)*]
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where, Ra = [g (T, J,,) d]/ (va) is the Rayleigh number and Pr is the Prandtl number.

As can be seen in Eq. (22), the heat transfer coefficient is dependent on the pool superheat and the
pool height for a given material. Several values of heat fluxes for different corium superheats and
geometries have been calculated for molten UO and stainless steel, and implemented in the2

APRIL code in tabular form.

When the debris gets completely solidified, the solid debris temperature is calculated from the
energy balance which accounts for: heat conduction between the various debris materials and
lower plenum structures, heat convection / radiation to the water / gas and/or upper structures in the
lower plenum, and internal decay heat generation.

4.5. Modeling of Lower Plenum Failure
Them are more than 200 reactor vessel bottom head penetrations in the lower plenum of a BWR.
These penetrations include CRD tubes, IG tubes and possibly a drain line. Thus, it is possible that
the initial lower plenum failure after the corium attack may occur through those penetrations. Two
types of failure of tube penetrations are considered in this study. One is an ex-vessel tube failure, ,

and the other is a tube ejection failure. I

)
In the ex-vessel tube failure, melt-through of the tube inside the lower plenum due to the interac-
tion between the corium and the tube wall causes a spill of corium into the tube. The downward i

relocation and freezing of the corium inside the tube can result in tube failure outside the lower i

head. The failure mechanis.a would be creep-rupture of the tube wall. This failure mechanism !

illustrated in Fig.13 applies to CRD tubes, IG tubes and the drain line. Because the CRD tube
internal cross section is almost completely blocked by the movable index tube (only a 0.6 mm I

annular flow gap exists there), the ex-vessel tube failure is less likely to occur in the CRD tubes
than in the IG tubes and/or the drain line both having a relatively large open cross section. ,

In the case of tube ejection failure, the heatup of welds holding the tube penetrations in place may
cause failure or melting of the welds. Then, the pressure difference between inside and outside the
lower plenum can cause the ejection of the tubes. Since BWRs are required to have a structure

'

beneath the lower head that would limit the downwani movement of any control rod assembly to
about 3 cm in the event of failure ofits stub tube weld, this type of failure is considered only for
the IG tubes.

A continuous heatup or ablation of the lower head by corium may cause gross failure of the entire
lower head. However, considering the thickness of the lower head (~20 cm), this type of failure is
expected to occur much later than the potential penetration failure. Nevertheless, the gross failure
mode is also considered in the present model.

The models for each bottom head failure mode are discussed below.

Following the melt-through of some of the tubes inside the lower plenum, the molten corium must
reach the tube region outside the lower head to cause melt release. Therefore, it is necessary to
estimate the penetration distance the corium inside the tube will travel for the possibility of ex-
vessel tube failure. This distance is evaluated by using the conduction layer model [9] and the
bulk freezing model [10]. Both models are illustrated in Fig.14. Existing experimental data indi-
cate that the distance reached by the melt is bounded by the values predicted by these two models

[11].
The bulk freezing model assumes that turbulence in the flowing melt prevents stable crust from
forming at the channel wall. The plug solidification distance in the bulk freezing model is given as
[10],
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ID,lA +c (T,-T,,)]-c c

"f c ~IhP
c c w

where, D, is the equivalent diameter of the tube, f is the friction coefficient, A is the heat ofq

fusion of corium, c, is the specific heat of corium, T, is the temperature of corium, T,, is the
melting temperature of corium, and T, is the initial wall temperature.

The conduction layer model involves the growth of a stable frozen layer at the channel wall. Once
the frozen layer closes at the channel center, flow ceases and the remaining melt inside the chan-
nel freezes. The model also assumes a constant penetration melt velocity into the channel.

The distance predicted by the conduction layer model is given by,

D,'v
'

(24)X = 160,0,P

where, v is the inlet velocity of corium, O, is the solidification constant, and a, is the thermal
diffusivity of corium. The solidification constant, D, can be estimated from Eq.(13). Typical val-
ues are between 0.8 and 1.1). The melt velocity of corium, v, at the point where melt exits the
vessel lower head is given by,

2 (Pi -P2)/Pc + 2gl,
'"

9 4ff,(D,+K+1

where, pi and p2 are the pressure at point 1 and 2 in Fig.13, p, is the corium density, f is the
friction coefficient, I, is the distance the melt travels before exiting the lower head, and K is the
entrance loss coefficient at the failed tube.

As mentioned before, the two models give bounding values of the distance traveled by the -

corium. However, both models have predicted that melt would travel to distances below the vessel
outer surface in all BWR penetrations for depressurized conditions, regardless of melt composi-
tion (metrdlic or oxidic) [11]. Both models have been implemented in the code, and either can be
chosen by user input.

After the molten corium fills the ex-vessel tubes, the heat-up of tube wall is modeled using a one-
dimensional lumped parameter model (see Fig.15). The temperature of the tube wall is used to
determine a possible tube failure due to creep rupture. The Larson-Miller correlation [1] is used to
estimate the failure time of the tube.
This model is used to determine the ex-vessel tube failure of the IG tubes, CRD tubes, and the
drain line. Unlike IG and CRD tubes, the drain line has no internal structures, and is directly
accessible tc ;he molten / solidifying corium materials delivered into the lower plenum. If a large
amount of molten corium is delivered over a short time, the drain line will be filled with the
corium, and may fail. However, if the rate of delivery of corium is low, so that the molten corium
solidifies around the drain line causing a complete blockage of the entrance to the drain line, this
failure mode will be unlikely to occur. Therefore, a selection for the failure of drain line is made
based on the delivery rate of corium, i.e., if the delivery rate of corium is less than a certain value,
the failure of the drain line is not considered. The threshold value of the delivery rate of corium is
determined by userinput.

' As mentioned before, tube ejection failure map for th$ IG tubes. also developed by Rempe, et al
[11],is used to express the tube ejection conditions in terms of the RPV pressure and the lower
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nead inner temperature.

The lower head can fail mechanically at temperatures well below its melting point because of
high vessel pressure and the combined mass of the debris and of the lower head itself. The failure
mechanism would be creep-rupture. In this study, the creep-rupture curves [13] for the SA53381
carbon steel of the BWR reactor vessel are used to estimate the failure time of the lower head.
Since the creep-rupture curves are not applicable to the temperature range above 1373 K, the Lar-
son-Miller parameter correlation [1] is used in this range. The stress used in the determination of
the time to failure is calculated by considering the system pressure, the mass of the debris, and the
mass of the lower head.

4.6. Corium Discharge Outside the Wed
Following the penetration failure of the lower head, the corium discharge into the containment
will be governed by the RPV pressure and corium pool height. For the modeling purposes, it has
been assumed that the initial size of the opening made through the lower head is equal to the
cross-sectional area of the tube originally penetrating the lower head. The modeling concept is
shown in Fig.16. When the penetration failure occurs, failure of N tube penetrations is assumed.
The number of failed tubes, N, is controlled by user input.

The mass flow rate of corium through the openings can be calculated by, !

wg = A (t) p,v(t) (26)
'

where, p, is the coriurp density, y (t) is the corium velocity obtained fmm an equation similar to
Eq.(25), A (t) = xr,(t)N is the opening area, and r,(t) is the radius of tube penetration
calculated by [1],

dr, H, (T - T,,)c

E " p, \ X, + c , (T,,- T,) ) (2D
p

where T,,, and T, are the melting and current temperatures of the lower head, T is the lower#
head temperature, p,, A,, c , are the density, heat of fusion, and specific heat of steel, H,is the ,y
heat transfer coefficient between the corium and the lower head, and e is a co rection factor.

\
! 4.7. Testing and Validation of the Lower Plenum Model
i Two series of tests for the stand-alone lower plenum model have been performed. In one of them

the effects of melt composition and delivery rate & duration on the timing and mode oflocal pen-;

: etration failure have been investigated, in the other series, the long term lower head heatup and

| gross failure have been studied for various melt delivery scenarios.

| After the molten corium relocates into the lower plenum, the initial lower plenum failure is likely

| to occur through the tube penetrations. The failure of the penetrations depends on the composition
; and the temperature of corium. Normally, molten metals are released first, followed by oxidic

debris. The molten corium would interact with the drain line first (especially for high delivery'

i rates) since it is located at the bottom of the lower plenum. Then, the interactions with other tubes
; (IG and CRD tubes) would follow. The penetration failure modes discussed in Section 4.5 have

been tested for various conditions of corium delivery into the lower plenum: different material

i composition (metallic and oxidic) have been used in the individual test cases; the temperature of
the incoming corium has been varied; and the order of the material delivery has been changed!

with the metallic and oxidic corium delivered sequentially into the lower plenum. The effect of

i system pressure on the penetration failure has also been tested. It has been assumed that the dry-
well atmosphere is air at 200 C and the pressure is 1 atm. in all test cases. Table 2 shows the con-.
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ditions for the various test cases. A total of six cases were run in this series. In all tests, the rate
of delivery has been assumed to remain constant during the time of delivery. The predicted tim-
ings of the ex-vessel tube failure for all the cases are summarized in Table 3. The results of these
tests indicate that the important parameters which affect the ex-vessel tube failure are: the mate-
rial properties of corium (oxidic or metallic), the superheat of molten corium, the pressure inside;

the reactor vessel, and the sequence of corium delivery into the lower phrmm.-

Table 2. Summary of test conditions'

,

ate of hstem
Material Duration of Temperature

'

#f delivery (C)delivered
, a

200 0 ~ 300 s 2760 1CASE 1 UO2

200 0 - 300 s 2760 68CASE 2 UO2

CASE 3 SS 100 0 - 200 s 1370 1'

CASE 4 SS 100 0 ~ 200 s 1570 1

200 0 ~ 300 s 2760'

UO2

SS 100 0 ~ 300 s 1370
;

| UO2 200 200 - 500 s 2760

CASE 6 I'

SS 100 0 - 300 s 1370<

Table 3. Summary of test results

j Timing of failure (s)

**
{

IG tube inside IG tube'

ranh.n
LP outside LP +

CASEI 130 210 440

CASE 2 87 210 370

CASE 3 no failure no failure no failure

CASE 4 76 120 no failure

CASE 5 130 120 340

CASE 6 no failure 240 450

When the penetration failure occurs, the long-term lower head heatup will be due to the solidified
corium in the lower plenum. Since in this case almost all molten corium has already left the lower
plenum, the heatup of lower head will be slow, and the global failure of lower head, if any, will
occur long after the penetration failure. If the penetration failure did not occur, the only possible
mode of failure would be the global rupture of the lower head. In order to identify the important
parameters which affect the gross failure of the lower head, the thermal and mechanical responses
of the lower head without penetration failure have been tested for various situations. The test con-
ditions for each case, including different specified parameters such as: corium superheat, corium
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flow rate, material composition of corium and system pressure, are summarized in Table 4. In all
the cases, it was assumed that the initial mass of waterin the lower plenum was 30,000 kg. Also,

3the decay heat power was assumed to be at 1.5 MW/m .

The time of gross failure of the lower head is also shown in Table 4. From the results of these
tests, it can be concluded that the gross failure of the lower head can be affected by the system;

pressure, the corium release rate, the presence of water in the lower plenum, and the history of
corium release.

Table 4. Summary of conditions in the testing oflower head failure
!

Rate of Duration of System GlobalLower.;, ymg c
Delivery Delivery Pressure Head Failure

. *'" ()
(Kg/s) (s) (atm.) Time (s)

UO2 50 0~1000 2760
;

| SS 0 - -

CASE 2 68 6240

SS 0 - -

1
l

5 0-10000 2760UO2

i SS 0 - -

CASE 4 1 1.5980

4 SS 0 - -

wt h ' e

CASE 5 68 No failure
SS 50 0-1000 1671

4

CASE 6 68 6900

| SS 25 0~1000 1371

UO2 5 1000-11000 2760

SS 25 0 - 1000 1371

:

$ 5. MODEL APPLICATION TO SIMULATE SEVERE ACCIDENTS IN
BWRs

The models discussed in Sections 3 and 4 have been implemented in the APRIL code and used to'

simulate a hypothetical station blackout accident in a typical BWR. The defmition of ' station;

blackout' includes both the loss of offsite power as an initiating event and, subsequently, the loss
of emergency AC power, In the analysis, it was assumed that the station blackout is due to equip-
ment failures at the emergency buses or 115 kV supplies, and the situation is not recoverable.
Similarly, the emergency diesels are not available. Thus, all coolant injection systems fail to sup-,

ply emergency cooling to the reactor core. In order to delay the core heatup, the automatic depres-
surization system (ADS) was manually activated at 5000 s into the accident.

# The station blackout accident causes a loss of feed water to the RPV, and the reactor system pres-
sure to rise rapidly to the safety relief valves (SRV) setpoint. The SRVs open in response to high
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vessel pressure. Since no emergency core cooling system (ECCS) water was injected, the water
level in the core begins to decrease due to decay heat. When the core is panially uncovered, the
ADS is activated (at 4000 s as shown in Fig.17). This action results in flashing of water in RPV,
and provides temporary cooling of the uncovered region of the core. After the RPV depressuriza-

{ tion, the water level drops below the lower core plate. 'Ihe change in the water level is shown in
Figure 18. Thereafter, the core becomes completely uncovered and is heated up by the combined
decay heat and the beat from the oxidation reactions. Figure 19 shows the temperature of fuel rods
in the central zone of the core.

'

A continuous heating of the core results in melting ofin-core structums, such as control blades,
channel boxes, cladding and, finally, fuel pellets. As core melting is in progress, the molten mate-
rials released from the degraded core eventually reach the lower core plate. The predicted timing
of the first arrival of the melt at the core plate is about 6,420 s (114 min). A continuous relocation
of the melt to the core plate will cause heatup and, possibly, failure of the core plate. The pre-4

dicted timing of the lower core plate failure is 7,460 s (126 min).

Following the failure of the lower core plate, the molten materials miocate into the lower plenum.
Figure 20 shows the amount of corium released into the lower plenum. As can be seen, at the
time of the lower core pla te failure, molten steel was the first material relocated into the lower ple-
num.

As molten fuel (UO ) relocates into the lower plenum, the heatup of the lower plenum structures2
is accelerated. The IG tubes inside the lower plenum are predicted to fail at 13020 s (217 min). At
13295 s. (221.5 min) the CRD tubes inside the vessel also started to fail. This was followed by
the failure of the ex-vessel portion of the IG tubes tube at 13835 s (230 5 min). Then, the molten
corium and the water are released into the primary containment. Figure 21 shows the amount of
corium released on the drywell floor.

Even after the penetration failure, the structures in the lower plenum continue to be heated by the
solidified corium. Fig. 22 shows nodal temperatures of the lower head.

6. CONCLUSIOliS

Several new models of severe accident thermal-hydraulics have been presented. These models
,

have been extensively tested and validated. The results shown in this paper demonstrate the con- l
sistency of both the physical modeling assumptions and numerical methods used in the analysis.
The above conclusions have also been confirmed by applying the new models, after their imple-
mentation into the APRIL. MOD 3X code, to simulate a station blackout accident in a typical
BWR/4 reactor. Moreover, it appears that this code is well suited for BWR accident management.
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CODE PACKAGE "SVECHA":
Modeling of Core Degradation Phenomena at Severe Accidents

M.S.Veshchunov, A.E.Kisselev, A.V.Palagin, A.V.Lemekha,
A.M.Volchek, N.V.Yamshchikov, A.V.Boldyrev, A.I.Deryugin,
Nuclear Safety Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow.

Abstract

The code package SVECHA for the modeling ofin-vessel core degradation (CD)
phenomena in severe accidents is being developed in the Nuclear Safety Institute,
Russian Academy of Sciences (NSI RAS). The code package presents a detailed
mechanistic description of the phenomenology of severe accidents in a reactor core. The
modules of the package were developed and validated on separate effect test data. These
modules were then successfully implemented in the ICARE2 code and validated against
a wide range of integral tests. Validation results have shown good agreement with
separate effect tests data and with the integral tests CORA-Wl/W2, CORA-13,
PHEBUS-B9+.

1. Introduction

I The code package SVECHA for the modeling of in-vessel core degradation (CD)
! phenomena in severe accidents is being developed in the Nuclear Safety Institute,

Russian Academy of Sciences (NSI RAS). The code package SVECHA presents a new
detailed mechanistic description of the phenomenology of severe accidents at nuclear
power plants.

A recent OECD/CSNI state-of-the-art report (SOAR) (1) on in-vessel core
degradation (status 1991) concluded that although the experimental data base and
models are adequate in some areas, there are still substantial gaps. This was confirmed
by the results of two recent OECD International Standard Problems: ISP 28 (PHEBUS
B9+ test) and ISP 31 (CORA-13 test). Model inadequacies are quite common for the j,

majority of existing codes and these inadequacies have been formulated for the '

SCDAP/RELAPS code in the Independent Peer Review [2] and can be summarized as I

follows: I
; l) Mechanistic models are not included to account for effects ofinternal pressure, ',
| effects of oxidation in strengthening the cladding, effects of oxide cracks in
| oxidation kinetics, description of oxide-shell failure and mechanistic description of I

; breach formation;
2) The Zr-U-O mixture relocation is based on a gravity driven mixture, slug-ring'

flow. Rivulet, rather than slug flow has been established experimentally;
3) The possibility of melt running down the inside of the balloon rather than

| forming a crust on the outer surface (" gap candling") is not considered;
| 4) There is no proper coupling between the models for the reactions between
'

Zry/ steam (outside of the cladding) and UO2/Zry (inside);
5) Additional Zr oxidation during Zr-U-O relocation is not modeled;

| 6) The current models for control rods and spacer grids material interactions are |

| absent or oversimplified.
,

| 1914 !
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To avoid these discrepancies a more physically grounded approach for the
description 6f CD phenomena is being developed in NSI RAS. The mrin features of this
approach can be characterized as follows:

1) development of detailed physical theory of key processes for the analysis of
experimental data;

2) investigation of qualitetiWly new physical phenomena occurring in accident
conditions on the basis of the developed theory;

3) recommendations for arrangement of additional experiments (or examinations
of existing samples) aimed at revealing of required details or data collections;

4) development of code modules on the basis of physically grounded
simplifications of the theoretical models;

5) development of new mathematical methods which allow the implementation of
these more sophisticated physical models in the codes;

6) verification of the modules against separate-effect tests:
; 7) implementation of the new modules in different integral codes;

8) benchmarking and sensitivity calculations against integral experiments and
compaiison with other code systems; analysis of the test results and improvement of
the models and codes.

Such an approach increases the predictive power of the qualitative analysis of the
complex system behavior and reduces the ambiguity gap in the quantitative results.

The following models are currently under investigation:
1. Fuel - Cladding Oxidation.
2. Dissolution of UO by Molten Zircaloy.2
3. Fuel - Cladding Deformation.
4. Relocation of Molten Materials (Candling).
5. Eutectic Interactions and Liquid Phase Formation.

On the basis of these models FORTRAI' :odules, ready for implementation in
different CD codes, are being developed. Curra . some of the developed modules have

been implemented into ICARE2 code (France) ~j and have demonstrated satisfactory
description ofintegral Severe Fuel Damage (SFD) tests. Implementation of the modules
into the codes ATHLET (Germany) and SCDAP (USA) has been started recently

2. Fuel-Cladding Oxidation

The progress of a severe accident is strongly influenced by the Zr/ steam and
Zr/ fuel reactions. The former produces significant additional heat and hydrogen. The'

temperature of the core may as result rise sufficiently for the remaining unoxidized Zr to
melt. This liquefied cladding can dissolve a substantial quantity of UO fud, forming an2

eutectic, which may then rdocate downwards.
Two different appraaches for modeling of pellet-cladding oxidation were used

previously
(i) simulation of the oxidation processes by the parabolic law for growth of different
layers width;
(ii) physical modeling, using diffusion equations of oxygen in different layers and mass

balance conditions on the interface boundaries.
An advantage of the first approach is its simplicity and quick calculation.'

However, it works well in the simplified isothermal conditions, and is valid for unlimited
steam supply and a semi-infinite Zr substrate. Problems of physical consistency arise if
the approach is used directly to model complete oxidation of finite-thickness fuel clad
and under possible steam-starved conditions. Calculations demonstrate that in the
transient temperature regime this approach fails.'
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The second appro:ch (realized, for example in code PECLOX [3]) is more
physically ground:d and provides bett:r agreement with experiment. !

A serious disadvantage of this second approach is that numerical realization
requires large computation time and memory consumption.

Physical model. The proposed model is free from the disadvantages of these two
approaches. This model is based on the solution of the oxygen diffusion equation in the
multilayered structure (7 and roore layers) of different phases formed in the course of the
UO /Zr/ steam interactions. PDE describing real diffusion processes are reduced to ODE2
(this mathematical procedure is physically well grounded). The proposed model is ,

accurate and simple, taking into account the following physical phenomena occurring in
the course of UO /Zr/ steam interactions and not accounted in the framework of the2
correlation approach:

- coupling of Zr/ steam (outside) and Zr/UO (inside) interactions;2
- cladding internal oxidation;

"

- chemical thinning" (or even complete disappearance) of the oxide layer in the
conditions oflimiting steam supply (" starvation");
- tetragonal-to-cubic phase transition in ZrO at transient temperature regimes;2
- formation ofliquid metallic fractions due to the interaction of UO with Zr(solid);2
- oxidation of Zr-U-O mixture during relocation.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the results of calculations by the developed diffusion model and standard
parabolic model (Urbanic-Heidrick correlation) with experimental data for transient regime
(11ormann's experiment [3]).

Numerical module. On the basis of this model a FORTRAN module was developed [4].
The proposed mathematical procedure leads to a great simplification of calculations,
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which become comparable (in computation time and memory consumption) with the
empirical correittion approach. The accurtcy of these calculations is high and
comparable with the more sophisticated and time consuming methods (i.e. PECLOX
code).

Data base formation. The P.Hofmann's, Urbanic-Heidrick and Olander
experiments for isothermal and transient temperature conditions werr used to complete>

the database for the module. |

The simplicity, relatively high degree of accuracy and fast running speed of the
developed module allows its implementation it in different code systems. The module

' has been implemented into the ICARE2 computer code (named UZRO in the code) and,

validated against the integral SFD tests CORA-13, CORA-WI,W2 and PHEBUS B9+.
Currently, implementation of the module into codes ATHLET (GRS) and SCDAP

~ (NRC USA)is in development.

In Fig.1 the results of calculations with the diffusion model and a standard parabolic
model (Urbanic-Heidrick correlation) are compared with experimental data for the
transient regime (Hofmann [3]).

3. Dissolution of UO by Molten Zircaloy2

Dissolution of. UO2 by molten Zircaloy is an important chemical process !

influencing many physico-chemical processes during core melt progression in severe |

accidents. When Zircaloy cladding starts to melt at about 17600C, the interaction ;
between solid UO2 and molten Zr becomes more active and leads to a partial |

dissolution of fuel in the liquid phase. Therefore, liquefaction and relocation of UO2
!

must be assumed about 10000C below the melting point of the fuel (28500C). This limits
the possibility of stopping the high-temperature transient before an uncontrolled core i

:
! meltdown occurs and has a strong impact on fission product release.

<

|
A theoretical study of this complicated phenomena has been carried out. It has

been demonstrated that, depending on dimensionc # the molten cladding, two differentd

mass transfer mechanisms through the liquid pha.e can take place. Correspondingly,j
two different models for the dissolution process are proposed: diffusion and convection.:

Diffusion model. The diffusion model describes dissolution kinetics on the basis of,

diffusion mass transfer equations in the phases that account for an appearance and
;

|
growth of a two-phase (solid and liquid) region at the boundary between the solid UO2
and liquid (Zr,U,O) phases. It is shown analytically [5] that difrusion mass transfer;

j through this two-phase region can be described by an effective (temperature-dependent)

|
diffusion coefTicient. Its value, estimated from measurements, is several orders of
magnitude smaller than the corresponding value in a pure liquid phase and, thus,;

; determines the rate of dissolution process.

!
Convection model. The theoretical convection model [6], developed in cooperation

) with P.Hofmann (KfK, Germany), describes dissolution kinetics on the basis of a
convective mass transfer equation in the liquid phase and a diffusion equation in the,

solid UO -'
2

|
The results of different experiments (P.Hofmann, D.Olander, P. Hayward),

performed in conditions of convective mixing of molten Zircaloy inside UO crucibles,21
are rather controversial and do not allow an unambiguous choice of an empirical kinetic
correlation which could be used in numerical simulations. The proposed convective

4

; model resolves the apparent discrepancy between the empirical results of difTerent
; groups and provides practical recommendations for application of measured
i
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correlations for fuel rods, resulting in a certain renormalization (by a factor 2.5 for
Hofmann's correlation) of UO dissolution rates, measured in crucibles.2

The model self consistently describes both stages of the dissolution process,
observed experimentally: incubation, or saturation (exponential rate), and post-
incubation, or precipitation (parabolic rate). It shows that a rather quick saturation of
the liquid phase due to UO dissolution is reached at the first (incubation) stage, and2
after that, a more riow dissolution process, accompanied ty precipitation of ceramic
phase and described by parabolic time law takes place. It resolves the discrepancy of
existing codes, in which Hofmann's or Olander's parabolic correlations are used for the !

description of the incubation stage, at which saturation is reached, instead of the post-
; incubation stage which should be described by a renormalized parabolic correlation. .

; Currently a general model for simultaneous dissolution of UO2 and ZrO2 by
molten Zr in an oxidizing atmosphere is in development.i

Numerical module. A FORTRAN module has been developed on the basis of the
diffusion model. It is coupled with the Fuel-Cladding Oxidation module and describes

'

.
simultaneous dissolution of UO2 Pellets and the ZrO layer, which is competitive with2 t

'

the Zr oxidation process.'

A FORTRAN module, where convective movement in the liquid will be taken i,

into account, is currently in development.
'

Benchmarking calculations for the diffusion model were performed against
,

D.Olander's measurements in special conditions (provided diffusion mass transfera

through the liquid phase: experiment with UO2 disk). These calculations have
; demonstrated satisfactory agreement with the experimental data.
] The developed diffusion module is implemented in ICARE2 code and validation

studies against integral tests are in development. ,,

;
.
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Figure 2. Results of calculations by the developed difTusion model of simultaneous dissolution of
UO (5) and ZrO (2) by molten Zr (3) under the conditions of time limited external oxygen (1) j

2 2 ,

supply (left side - oxigen available for 8 s, right side - oxigen available for 100 s), accompanied by
the groch of the two-phase region (4).

lFig.2 gives the temporal evolution of layers at T=2600 K for the case where two.

i

reactions of oxidation and dissolution goes simultaneously.
|
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In the right picture (b) cxtzrnal or, gen supply from the cladding surface was unlimited
during 100 seconds, in the left one (a)- only during 8 seconds. In the left picture the
protected zirconia layer is totally dissolved after 20 seconds.'

- 4. Fuel- Cladding Deformation.

The basic parameters controlling deformation and rupture of fuel rods are stress,
strength and temperature. Clad ballooning occurs when tensile hoop strain induced by
the pressure difference across the clad thickness exceeds the ultimate value. The fuel rod
behavior in 9 temperature transient is strongly innuenced by the spatial temperature'

'

distribution of the fuel element.
Once liquid U-Zr-O eutectic has formed, it is assumed to be held in place by the

oxide crust until this crust fails. The position and timing of the oxide layer breach will
depend on the thickness and mechanical properties of this layer together with the stress

; acting upon it. The existing rupture criterion: T > Tmax. 0 > 0 max, is very rough and
depends significantly on the choice of the critical temperature. This assumption is most;

innuential in terms of the peak temperatures attained and the extent of fuel dissolution
and relocation.

Physical model. The model for the analysis of mechanical behavior of cladding [7]
'

,

; describes a deformation of a multilayer structure (ot-Zr, p-Zr, a-Zr + -Zr, ZrO ) with2

an account of the dependence of physico-mechanical properties of cladding material on,

temperature, oxygen concentration, deformation rate and cracking of the ZrO layer.2
The main considered factors which innuence the deformation of cladding in the model

,

'

are: internal and external pressure, the pressure due to expansion and extrusion of the
liquefied eutectic into the fuel cavity, relative change of material volume due to the
oxidation, and temperature. The model is based on the consideration of mutual
viscoelastic deformation of different layers with an account of three-dimensional stress-
strain state of each phase and innuence of oxygen concentration on the creep rate of ot-
Zr. The ZrO layer is proposed to be deformed elastically till the moment of failure. The2
maximal stresses due to a circumferential temperature distribution in the oxide layer are
analyzed for the description of failure and breach formation by " flowering" mechanism.

The proposed model describes the:-

- change of fuel cladding geometry and collapse of a gap between fuel and cladding;
- effects of oxi(ation in strengthening the cladding and reducing the strength due to<

cracking of oxide;'

- effects of oxide cracks on the oxidation kinetics, i

- the prediction of internal pressure drop due to the burst (ballooning) of the l,

cladding; ,

- the prediction of oxide-shell failure due to "Howering", caused by a circumferential |

temperature gradient, and the beginning of U-Zr-O mixture relocation.i

Numerical module. On the basis of this physical model, a computer program, in
FORTRAN, was developed. This program is coupled with the Fuel-Cladding Oxidation
module which allows the incorporation of the innuence of cladding geometry change ;

and oxide layer cracking on oxidation kinetics. |

A number of verincation tests were performed on the basis of S.Sagat's et al. |
(Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Canada), S.Leistikov's et al. (KfK, Germany) and !

REBEKA experiments (for isothermal and transient temperature conditions with
oxidizing and inert environments). On Fig.3 the results of benchmarking calculations

! against the experiments of Sagat [8] are presented. There is reasonable agreement
between the modeling of the phenomena and the experimental data.

I
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Th3 module was implemented in the ICARE2 computer code (named CROX in
the code) and validated against the integral SFD tests CORA-13 and PHEBUS B9+.
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Figure 3. The simulation results of Sagat's experiments [8] perfonned by the developed fuel-cladding
defonnation module demonstrating the effect of oxidation in strengthening of the cladding. The
diametral strains of Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding (15.25 mm in diameter, 0.45 mm wall thickness) under
overpressure of 0.34 MPa and heat rate of SK/s in steam and vacuum are plotted.

5. Relocation of Molten Materials (Candling)

Once the clad oxide is breached, the process of relocation of materials
(downward Gow of ceramic melts and liqueDed eutectic mixtures) begins. As the raixture
Dows, it will affect the heat transfer, possibly causing the formation of a frozen track.
The innuence of this process upon the global core behavior during the accident is
conditioned by the fact that it results in a change of flow cross sections or a blockage of
the cooling channels, further fuel rod heatup and extended core degradation.

In existing codes the description of the candling process is usually based on the
assumption of a one-dimensional axysimmetrical Dowing film. This assumption clearly
has an important in0uence on the Dow of the mixture and heat transfer to the clad. It
can lead to incorrect determination of blockage formstion.

Physical model. The model [9,10] is based on the system of differential equations
obtained by the integration of the hydrodynamic equations over the volume of the
moving liquid element, taking into account boundary conditions on the liquid-solid and
liquid-gas interfaces.

The model allows to take into account:
- capillary effects (contact angle, hysteresis, contact line resistance to displacement,
wetting of the fuel rod surface) and the introduction capillary scale;
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- viscous effects (viscous drag force, laminar / turbulent regimes); ,
- heat exchange innuence (melting / solidi 0 cation process, temperature dependence of
viscosity, surface tension, etc.).

The model also allows the description of:
- various types of flow (drops, rivulets of different length, films);
- transient processes (drop-rivulet transitions, liquid element disintegration due to
viscous-gravit ational interaction);
- nonstationary heat exchange of the liquid mixture with arbitrary temperature
distribution along the fuel rod.
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Figure 4. Post-experimental distribution of relative area blockage: dashed line - experimental results
(CORA 13), solid line calculation by ICARE2 code with the developed (NSI) candling model.

The model also describes the gap candling process - flow inside the gap formed |

by cylindrical structures (cladding / fuel pellet). The latter process is especially important
in the case of the gap thickness increase, up to several mm, due to cladding deformation
(" ballooning") or extended melting and may affect suf0ciently the blockage mass !
distribution outside the cladding.

The process of the disintegration of the liquid element (drop formation) in
accordance with capillary-viscous-gravitational interaction accounting for different
regimes of this process (single drop formation, united liquid element Howing, mixed
transient disintegration /connuence case) is involved in the model.

Numerical module. On the basis of this physical model, a computer program in
FORTRAN was developed. A detailed physical consideration of the process of
disintegration of the liquid element allows the determination of the characteristic size of
the liquid elements and thus decreases the dependence of the results of the calculations
on the nodalization scheme.
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The module has been implemented into ICARE2 computer code (two difTerent
versions, named DROP and DROG in the code).

A number of verification tests performed on the integral SFD tests CORA-13
[I1], CORA-Wl/W2, PHEBUS shows good agreement with experimentally measured
blockage distributions along the fuel rod (see Fig. 4).

1

6. Eutectic Interactions and Liquid Phase Formation.

Models for physico-chemical interactions between more important core
components: - Zry/ stainless steel (SS);

- Zry/(Ag,In,Cd);
- Zry/Inconel;
- Zry/B C;4
- SS/B C;4

are currently under investigation.
All of these reaction pairs have relatively low eutectic temperatures and,

therefore, their interactions are of concern in a severe accident, since relocation of the
resulting fragments or melts and formation of local blockages cause further heatup of
the core. Separate-effect tests have been performed in different laboratories (KfK,
Germany; JAERI, Japan; KI, Russia) in parallel with the integral out-of-pile and in-pile
experiments and serve to explain the complex material interactions in the integral tests
and the TMI-2 accident by the resulting multi-phase system at room temperature.

Physical models. New physical models have been developed for the escription of
interaction kinetics measured in these separate-effect tests. A ne'v sproach for
theoretical study of diffusion processes in multi-component and multi-phase reaction
zones, observed experimentally, has been developed (in cooperation with P.Hofmann,
KfK). On the basis of the proposed theory, experimental data obtained by different
groups are compared and revised. The models, being based on first-principle equations,
are well physically grounded and, thus, can be used for the description of material
interactions in complex transient (accident) conditions.

Numerical modules. FORTRAN modules based on the proposed model are
currently in development.

7. Results of validation of new models against integral test data.

Validation on PHEBUS-B9+ experimental results. The main objectives of the
PHEBUS-B9+ were to investigate the following phenomena occurring during a SFD
accident:

- cladding oxidation;
- mechanical behavior of the cladding with ZrO layer of variable thickness2
containing molten Zr;
- simultaneous dissolution of UO and ZrO by molten Zr;2 2
- relocation of the resulting melts.
Practically all these objectives are the subject for the simulation with the newly

developed modules UZRO, CROX, DROP /DROG.
The PHEBUS-SFD facility consists of several .aain parts:
- governing core which provides nuclear power for test bundle;
- SFD contour for modeling thermal hydraulic conditions in the bundle;
- pressurized water line (Pressure 8 MPa, temperature 528 K) for cooling of a test
bundle.
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The SFD contour consists of three inlet lines for steam and helium supply, test
bundles and outlet line. The test bundle consists of 21 fuel rods placed in a rectangular
matrix with a pitch of 12.6 mm. Fuel pellets with the diameter 8.19 mm (enrichment is
equal to 2.6 %) are placed in Zircaloy cladding with an inner diameter of 8.36 mm and
an outer diameter of 9.56. The total length of the fuel rods is 0.8 m. Two Inconel spacer
grids are located at the levels 0.138 and 0.661 m. Rods are placed inside multilayer
insulation which consists of Zircaloy pipe with a thickness of 0.6 mm and porous
zirconium dioxide. Thermocouples allow the measurement of temperatures for the fuel,
cladding, liquid and shroud on different elevations.

Scenario of the experiment can be divided into three phases:
- oxidation phase which was modeled by supply of steam with the rate of 2 g/s
which lasted for 8370 s;
- helium phase (now rate 0.5 g/s) when the temperature of 2750 K was obtained;

.

- Onal stage followed by decreasing ofinput power leading to the cooling of the !
bundle.
Three power steps allowed rod temperature to reach levels of 1000,1350,1600 K .

at the hottest level. A slower power increase followed and increased temperatures from |
1600 K to about 1800 K. A subsequent power step allowed practically complete
oxidation in the inner part of the bundle. The second heat up phase was performed in
pure helium starting at 8366 s. A pressure of 1.9 MPa was maintained throughout this
temperature phase. The fulnllment of Ove power steps led to a maximum rod j
temperature of about 2750 K. During the Dnal phase, which began at 13860 s, step
reductions in nuclear power enabled a slow cool down which kept the previous bundle
geometry unchanged. The pressure was decreased to 0.4 MPa at 14135 s. During this
phase the mean helium mass How rate was 0.5 g/s with an inlet temperature of 528 K. It
was maintained up to the end of the test (time of 18000 s).

The results of simulations performed with the ICARE2 code using new versions ,

of developed modules UZRO and DROP are shown in Figures 5 and 6. |
In Figure 5 the simulated temperatures are compared with experimentally ;

measured data for the levels of 0.6 m and 0.7 m. A good agreement was observed. The ;

temperature escalation after 8000 sec was correctly predicted as well as temporary |
temperature evolution. Final bundle state (Fig. 6) shows correct prediction of bundle
melting and relocation. As observed in the experiment the cladding was damaged at
elevations 0.4-0.48 m and the meit does not relocate below elevation 0.16 m. One can see
the liner damage between the levels of 0.48 and 0.64 m. The melted parts of the liner
relocated down to the levels 0.08 - 0.0 m.

Validation on CORA-W2/ISP36 experimental results. Experiment CORA-
W2 was carried out in the CORA facility with the following main goals:

- analysis of heat up of the core;
-investigation of relocation processes;
- comparison of the experimental results with the code predictions.
The following physical processes were studied during the experiment:

i

- temperature behavior of fuel and control rods;
- oxidation of cladding and hydrogen generation;
- melting of spacer grids;
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- dissolution of UO and ZrO by molten Zr;2 2
- mechanical damage of the cladding;
- relocation of materials and formation of blockages.

,

: The test bundle contained almost all materials used for WWER-400/1000 reactor
cores, thus the interaction and relocation of real materials were considered. Decay heat
was modeled by electric heating. The central part of the CORA facility is a test bundle

! placed in porous insulator made of zirconium dioxide. Argon and superheated steam
How through an inlet nozzle on the level 0 m. The CORA-W2 test scenario was divided
into three phases

- 0 - 3000 s is the preheating phase;,

- 3000 - 4500 s is a transient phase;
i - 4500 - 5000 s is a cooling down phase (electrical power reduced to 0.52 kW).
4 During the nrst phase of heating the electrical power was constant and was equal
i to 0.52-1.65 kW. The flow rate of heated argon was 8 g/s.

| During the transient phase the rate of the temperature increase was defined by a )
linear increase of the electrical power up to 14.3 kW. At 3300 s, steam with a Dow rate of ;

'

4 g/s was supplied to test bundle. During the nrst two phases the pressure in the system
was 0.22 MPa. Instrumentation of the test bundle allowed the measurement of.

,

temperature profiles, hydrogen generation rate and etc. I
,

; The modified ICARE2 code (with modules UZRO, DROP, CROX) simulation
2 results are presented in Figs 7-10.

| In Fig. 7 the simulated and measured cumulative hydrogen production data are
! compared. One can see that up to the time 4500 s good agreement exists between both
i sets of values. The agreement occurs due to correct simulations of total bundle

temperature behaviour during the second phase of experiment (including oxidation4

; during melt relocation). After instant 4500 s in the calculations the amount of hydrogen
produced is slightly lower than the experimental one. The explanation of this.

! discrepancy may be the following. At 4500 s, the injection of the steam to the test bundle
was turnM off. That resulted in steam starvation and total suppression of the oxidation;

j reaction. Experimentally, oxidation was observed practically up to the end of
; experiment. Apparently, a residual flux of steam existed in the experiment (evaporatior.
.

from the quench cylinder) and to improve the simulation data for that phase of the
expenment more exact information about the residual steam fluxes is needed.<

The temperature behaviour for elevations 35,55 and 95 cm are presented on Fig.<

! 8 and 9. One can see well agreement at the times for the temperature escalation, start of
;- melt relocation as well as dynamics of melt movement at lower parts of the bundle.
! . In Fig.10 the simulated final state of the bundle is presented for different types of

the rods (1, 2, absorber, 3,4 rings). In agreement with the experiment the absorber rod'

practically totally destroyed on elevation higher 20 cm. Melted pares of rods not4

;

; penetrate lower when 10 cm, in accordance with experimental data. Position of channel
j blockage is well predicted (20 cm.).
i The usage of the modified ICARE2 code allows the correct prediction of

the main physical phenomena observed during the CORA-W2 experiment: oxidation,
temperature escalation, movement cf the melt, blockages formation.

,
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8. Ccocirsi:ss

1. The modules in the package "SVECHA" modules were developed and validated ont

i separate effect test data in the current scope of work. They include the following:
-a module for the mechanical behavior of the cladding under severe accident conditions;4

! -the diffusion module for cladding oxidation, dissolution of UO2 Pellet by solid and
liquid Zr;

.

i -the module for description of candling on surfaces of solid components and candimg m j

{ gaps with mechanism of drops formation.
~

;

i 2. Modules were successfully implemented in ICARE2 code and validated against a wide ;

range ofintegral tests. ;
;; >

! 3. The use of the new modules does not cause to a significant increase of consumed CPU
1

; time. (This value is about 1.5 times greater than the old one.) ,

2
'

!4. Validation results have shown good agreement with the separate efTect tests data as

| well as with the integral tests CORA-Wl/W2, CORA-13, PHEBUS-B9+. !

i ;

i 5. Use of modules, developed in NSI allow to improved simulations for the description ,

'
j 'of the following phenomena:
| -destruction of fuel rod cladding under inert and oxidizing conditions; |

| -simulation of fuel rod cladding oxidation in transient regimes; {-melt relocation and oxidation during melt relocation. ;4

f
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EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION OF THE WATER COOLING OF CORIUM

SPREAD OVER THE FLOOR OF A BWR CONTAINMENT

F. Moraga, R.T. Lahey, Jr. and M.Z. Podowski
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

,

'

Troy, NY 12180-3590, USA

ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with an experimental investigation of the cooling effect of
water collected on the surface of corium released onto the floor of a BWR drywell. In the

present experiments, the actual reactor materials wem replaced by simulant materials.
Specifically, the results are shown for Freon-11 film boiling over liquid Wood's metal
spread above a solid porous surface through which argon gas was injected. An analysis of
the obtained experimental data revealed that the actual film boiling heat transfer between a
molten pool of corium and the water above the pool should be more efficient than pre-
dicted by using standarti correlations for boiling over solid surfaces. This effect will be
further augmented by the gas released due to the ablation of concrete floor beneath the
corium and percolating towards its upper surface and into through the water layer above.

1. INTRODUCTION

Containment integrity is an important safety issue for boiling water nuclear reactors
(BWR), especially for those having Mark-I containment's. In this type of containment
early failure could occur because of molten corium attack of the steel liner. Significantly,
if sufficient energy is removed from the corium by film boiling heat transfer to an overly-
ing water pool, the spreading rate of the corium would gradually slow down and eventu-
ally stop, preventing liner attack.

Chemical reactions induced by the high temperatures involved will occur between
the materials present in the concrete floor and the corium. The noncondensible gases
released in these reactions will bubble through the corium/ water interface and may
enhance the heat transfer. Thus, in order to asses the consequences of severe accidents
with gross core melting, it is necessary to study the film boiling heat transfer of layered
liquids above a solid surface through which noncondensible gases are bubbling.

It has been assumed that when no gas flow is present and the heavier liquid's top sur-
face is quiet, film boiling over a solid surface will occur. Greene's [1] experiments with
Freon-11 and bismuth support this hypothesis, however the experiments of Henry et al.[2]
for Freon-11 and mercury and Freon-22 and water show that the minimum superheat and
the minimum heat flux can be drastically different.

A model for gas-sparging-enhanced melt / water film boiling heat transfer has been
developed and implemented into the MELTSPREAD-I computer code [3], [4]. This model
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assumed that Taylor instability theory, on which the predictions of film boiling heat trans-
fer are based, can be modified to take into account the flow of the noncondensable gases.
Using this model, and the experimental results of Greene [5], these authors conclude that
the most important effect of gas bubbling is to augment the net area available for film boil- |

ing heat transfer due to deformation of the surface of the heavier liquid. Thus, the heat flux
was assumed to increase linearly with the superficial gas velocity of the noncondensable .
gases. ;

!

Duignan and Greene [6] measured the effect of a gas flow on the heat transfer of |

water film boiling over a solid surface. The gas passed through small holes arranged in a i
square pattern. The data were fitted by the equation ;

\

T" = (l + 2.086f,)l# (1)
4 Be

where f, is expressed in em/s and q",, is the Berenson film boiling correlation [7].
i

For the purpose of future reference the heat transfer coefficient (N am) predicted byf
Berenson [7] and the predictions of Zuber [8] using Taylor instability theory for q"#,
respectively are given below,

1/4

(kjip,(pt - p,) L'g)
'

N jf, = 0.425 ' (2)
, p,AT[o/g (pt- p ,)] m

"

f
,

1

| '0.4xfi' (KL'p,)
Og (pt-p,)*#

I)4,, min = -

: , (pt - p,) 2 ,3 25 240;

s(

I
The fluid properties in Eqs. (2) and (3) are evaluated at the average temperature in<

i- the vapor film. Eq. (2) is reliable when radiation is not imponant but the surface tempera-
ture is significantly higher than the Leindenfrost point.

IIt is the purpose of this paper to report results obtained for Freon-11 film boiling*

over liquid Wood's metal spread above a solid porous surface through which argon gas
was injected.'

.

H. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
i

An experiment was designed to measure the stationary film boiling of Freon-ll over
a layer of liquid Wood's metal with a noncondensible, non-reactive gas, argon, passing
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through the liquid metal and the vapor film. For the purpose of comparison, experiments
on Freon-11 film boiling over a solid porous surface with gas flowing through it were also
carried out. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 and details of the test section are
shown in Figure 2.

The test section consisted of a bmnze porous plate (Figure 3) silver soldered to the
top of a hollow copper cylinder (99.9% pure copper). Eight radial grooves on top of the
copper cylinder allowed the Argon gas to reach the top of the porous plate with a uniform
distribution. ;

- A cylindrical electric heater, which was silver soldered to the copper cylinder, pro- |
vided the required power. The wall heat flux was measured using six thermocouples (T6 !

to T in Figure 2). Since the thermal conductivity of copper was known and the two
33 ,

groups of thermocouples used to measure the copper temperature were at a given distance !

(60 mm) apart, the heat flux along the cylinder could be determined quite accurately.

The copper cylinder was insulated using three concentric Teflon cylinders, which are
not shown for simplicity. An approximately 3 mm air gap prevented any direct contact i

between the metal and the Teflon, except at the top where a Tefion piece provided a seal j
and insulation simultaneously. This use of Teflon was very important because it prevented
direct contact between the enclosing flange and the liquid, ' iminishing heat losses and,d
when only Freon was used, helped to stabilize the film boiling regime. ;

On top of the Teflon piece, a 50.8 mm ID glass tube was placed. On top of this tube :
'

there was an aluminum upper plenum. An exit at the top of this plenum led to a condens-
ing system used to recover Freon-11. An auxiliary condensing coil was also installed !

inside the aluminum plenum to help with the condensation process when necessary. i
.

Freon-11 was fed to the aluminum plenum from a supply tank. When necessary, the !
incoming Freon was preheated to maintain saturation conditions. An aluminum cylinder !

inside the plenum helped to reduce the kinetic energy of Freon delivered onto the boiling i

j surface. This effect was particularly important during the initial phase of Freon pouring !
; over a hot surface, when an undesired transition to nucleate boiling could occur. The total ,

!' level of Freon was' controlled visually and more Freon was added when necessary. j

!. The porous plate used in the experiments was a 50.8 mm ID by 12.7 mm thick i

bronze sintered disk of grade 23 (150 microns). This coarse grade was selected to prevent !

liquid silver solder from filling-in the pores during the soldering operation and, conse- |i quently, obstructing the argon gas flow. |

|
The amount of silver solder used was carefully controlled, so as to ensure good ther- |

mal contact between the copper and the porous plate on the one hand, and, on the other j
hand, to prevent the pores above the grooves, or the hole in the cylinder, from filhng m.

After soldering the test assembly, argon gas was bubbled through liquid Wood's J

metal pool to verify the uniformity of argon distribution across the plate. )
In order to determine the minimum thickness of the porous plate required to have a i

flat temperature profile at the top, numerical simulations were performed using the PHOE- |

|
|
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NICS code. The temperatum profiles at the surface and at the plane where the themiocou- i

i pies were located can be seen in Figure 4. Good agreement between the simulations and |
'

the data has been obtained. The simulations were also useful to evaluate any necessary
corrections in the wall temperature.

De thermal conductivity used in these simulations was given by,

k = k (1-a ) (4)3 3
I

where k is the thermal conductivity of bronze and a is the volumetric void fraction of3 3
the porous bronze plate. The latter pa.ameter was determined by weighting several similar
porous plates and using the density of bronze provided by the manufacturer. !

The available surface for heat transfer at the top of the porous plate was a disk 41.3 !

mm in diameter. The remaining area of the porous plate was used to accommodate o-rings
and to insulate the porous plate. Kesselring et. al. [9] showed that when the smallest hori-
zontal dimension of a flat heat transfer surface is larger than 25.4 mm, the film boiling of ,

Freon-ll3 or Freon-ll is not affected by the boundary effects. Klimenko [10] proposed
that when the sudace dimension is greater than 2.8 A , the sudace is large enough. Both .g
above-mentioned criteria have been satisfied in the present experiments. ;

The noncondensible gas flow system consisted of a pressurized tank of argon and a ;

flow regulator. The flow rate of argon and the inlet pressure were measured during the
experiments using a rotameter and a manometer, respectively. t

The argon was routed into the bottom of the copper cylinder and its temperature
increased while flowing along the cylinder. The argon temperature was measured at the
exit of the rotameter (To in Figure 1) and was always close to room temperature. The :

argon temperature was also measured at the bottom of the portion of the copper cylinder !

used to mcasure the heat flux (T33 n Figure 2), and at the bottom of the porous plate (Ti
34

in Figure 2). The sheaths of thermocouples, T and T were carefully insulated with a
,

'
34 is

ceramic to climinate systematic errors due to the conduction along the sheath. |

The temperatures of argon at the outlet of the rotameter and at the bottom of the
porous plate were used to determine a correction factor to account for the thermal expan-
sion of argon. Since the specific heat of argon is very low, the error introduced in the heat -

flux measurement by the argon cooling of the interior walls of the cylinder was found to
be negligible. This fact was verified by the measured temperature increment (T34 - T ) Ofis
argon in the portion of the cylinder used to evaluate the heat flux.

The manometer indicated that the argon pressure before the inlet to the copper cylin- !
der was never higher than 5 mm Hg gauge. Thus, for the purpose of properties determina-
tion, the entire system was considered to be at atmospheric pressure. !

Seventeen apper-constantan (i.e,T-type) thermocouples were used. Most of them |
(T through T,, T , T34 and T ) were Inconel sheathed thermocouples 1/16" O.D. |3 33 ts

!
,
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and T ) were bolted onto the copper cylinder. T12Three thermocouples, (T , T33 was
123o

used mainly to ensure that heat losses in the radial direction were negligible.

Five thermocouples were located at the porous plate (Figure 3) and four of them
were placed radially (T through T ). Since temperature gradients are more important in2 5

the axial direction, this way of locating thermocouples allowed for accurate measure-
ments.

Thermocouples T and T were located at the same radial distance from the center2 4
in order to check for symmetry. There was a systematic difference between the readings of |

these two thermocouples. Typical values can be seen in Figure 4. In order to be sure that
this difference came from asymmetries in the porous plate and not from the data acquisi-
tion system, the connection of the thermocouples to it were swapped. From this procedure
it was concluded that the difference responds to a small asymmetry in the porous plate
propenies, presumably due to inhomogeneities in the silver solder distribution between
the porous plate and the copper cylinder. However, it should be stressed that the error <

introduced was small, as discussed in the following sections.

The Wood's metal temperature was measured by a thermocouple (T ) P aced asl16

close to the Freon-Wood's metal interface as was possible, yet always submerged in the
| Wood's metal. Furthermore, instead of Inconel sheathed thermocouples, a naked tip Teflon

insulated thermocouple was also used to determine the Wood's metal temperature. No dif-
,

ference was found between the readings of these two thermocouples. Thus, the possibility

! of a systematic error in the Wood's metal temperature due to heat conduction through the
thermocouple sheaths was eliminated.

Another thermocouple (T ) was used to check that the Freon was at saturation tem-33

perature.,

A personal computer was used with an Exp-16 Keithley temperature acquisition card
i having an electronic cold junction compensation. The power supplied to the electric heater

was measured using a watt meter. However, this information was used only as a check
because most of the heat losses occurred at the bottom of the copper cylinder. The reasons.

i for this are explained below.

The copper cylinder was connected from above to the bottom of the aluminum ple-
num. This setup had an advantage that heat losses through structural materials did not
introduce measurement errors, but also a disadvantage that the elements immediately#

below the copper cylinder had to provide both mechanical support and thermal insulation.
i The purpose of the mechanical support was two fold, since besides providing the required

stability,it provided the alignment necessary for the seals of the glass pipe. To satisfy
these requirements, a combination of ceramic and Teflon elements was chosen. To pre-
vent Teflon melting or deformation, a steep temperature gradient was used. The " price
paid" was that the electric power could not be used to calculate heat losses.

The entire thermocouple acquisition system was carefully calibrated prior to running
the enriments.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Once the liquid Wood's metal (or the porous plate for experiments without Wood's
metal) reached a temperature slightly above 300 C, Freon was poured over the hot sur-
face. Simultaneously, an argon flow was supplied. It was visually checked that the Wood's
metal stayed liquid during the measurements. Entrainment of liquid Wood's metal into the
Freon region was noticed to occur only during a short time interval just after the Freon

,

'

was intmduced. For the case without argon flow, the Wood's metal surface was quiescent.
For other cases, some agitation at the surface was observed. The height of the liquid
Wood's metal without gas bubbling was 7 mm for every run. No Wood's metal oxidation
was evident during or after the experiments.

It was found that the film boiling regime could not be maintained when Freon was
boiling directly over the porous plate. for porous plate temperatures lower than 180 C.
This result was independent of the superficial gas velocity of argon.

Moreover, since the ports were large, it was not possible to reduce the gas flow rate
to zero when there was no Wood's metal, because the Freon would penetrate the plate.
This limitation is intrinsic to this type of experiments and has been noted before by Duig- '

|

nan et al. [6].

The basis of the experimental design was the needed accuracy of the heat flux
measurements. To accomplish this, temperature gradients must be unidimensional along
the test section used in the measurements. Moreover, this section has to be long enough to
obtain the required accuracy of the temperature gradient. The disadvantage of this
approach is that the required large amount of copper introduces thermal inertia and, conse-
quently, the porous plate and/or Wood's metal temperatures can be controlled only over
broad ranges and large time spans. For this reason, most measurements were made using
the same initial electric power, adjusting it only to prevent transition to nucleate boiling
and/or an overheat that could damage the Teflon piece above the enclosing flange (T3
well above 300 C). Furthermore, the electric power was adjusted during the transient
phase of experiments in order to reduce the time required to reach steady-state, but only if
the final heat flux and porous plate temperature were approximately known from a previ-
ous shorter run.

A couple of hours were usually required to reach steady-state conditions. Only the
temperature values measured at steady-state were considered useful. The final values for
each temperature measurement come from averaging over an interval of at least eight min-
utes. Since each temperature was measured once every 0.78 s., a sample of at least 61
measurements was used to calculate the final values. The case of boiling over Wood's
metal with no gas flow was measured twice. Although the results are very much the same
for both measurements, only the values obtained for the longer run were used.

The superficial argon velocity, Jg, defined as the volumetric flow rate of argon
through the porous plate divided by the area of the test section, was the variable chosen to
quantify the effect of the argon gas flow.
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Due to the heat losses from the combined copper cylinder / porous plate system (esti-
m'ated as less than 10% of the total heat supply) the measured temperatures differences
along the copper cylinder varied with the radial position. Hence, the average heat flux into
the porous plate was calculated using the following formula,

q" = k " [a3 (T o-T ) + a2(T - Tg) + a3 (T - T )]C (5)g 3 33 9 7 6
,

where kc, = 3.84 W/cm- C is the copper thermal conductivity, L = 60.3 mm is the
distance between the thermocouples in the measurement section of the copper cylinder,
and af are the area weighting factors. These weighing factors were obtained by dividing
the cross section of the copper cylinder into two concentic rings of the same " radial
length" and using the measured temperatures to obtain an average axial temperature dif- i

ference for each ring. The resultant values of are:

a3 = 0.307 .

a2 = 0.50

a3 = 0.193
t

Since the dominant factor contributing to the overall error was concerned with the
thermocouples' readings, the error in the heat flux was estimated from,

|ai|6(7 -T )|+8 |b(I ~I )|+8 |b(I ~I)OSIAq"| = 9 8 2 l0 ll 3 7 6

,

of the m|S (Tg-T,_3)| = |ST| +|ST,_g = 0.8 C (i=7,9,10)is the statistical fluctuation
where g

easured temperature difference.

The film boiling heat transfer coefficient at the surface between the Wood's metal
pool (or porous plate in the experiments w/o Wood's metal) and the liquid / boiling freon

*

above was obtained from,
,

1

(7)N=T Tg

where (see Fig. 2) T y is the freon temperature and T, is the reference heat source temper-f s

fature (T, = T16 or the experiments with Wood's metal and T = Tj when only the porous3

plate was used).' |
|
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The porous plate temperature was always considered to be T . The error in the
3

porous plate temperature was taken to be T - T (a conservative estimate).5 i
Since only one thermocouple was used to measure the temperature of the liquid

Wood's metal, and the statistical fluctuations observed in this temperature were substan-
tial, the error for the Wood's metal temperature, typically about 1 C, came from the stan-
dard deviation in the time interval being considered.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of measurements are shown in Table 1 and in Figures 5 to 7. The porous
plate and Wood's metal temperatures are referred to the Freon-11 saturation temperature,

T,,, = 23.7 C ,

AT,, = T - T,,, (8)1

ATwd = T16 - T,,, (9)

As mentioned before, the experiments without Wood's metal, i.e. where Freon boil- |

ing occurred directly on the porous plate surface, were always accompanied by flowing
'

argon. The results in Figs. 5 through 7 indicate only a small effect of the superficial veloc-
ity of argon on the measured parameters. Regarding the film boiling heat transfer coeffi-
cient, a slight decreasing trend can be observed in Fig. 7 if the gas flow rate increases. j

|

Table 1. Freon-11 film boiling over porous solid surface.

Jg T, - T,,, q" Aq"/q" q" ,,, H AH/H
2 2cm/s C W/m % 2 W/m C %W/m

5 42.61 200 1.49 10 4 3.2 10 740 8

5 43.01 210 1.40 10 4 3.3 10 670 7

5 43.96 219 1.57 10 4 3.5 10 720 8

5 44.56 226 1.59 10 4 3.6 10 700 8
,

5 45.59 271 1.58 10 3 4.3 10 580 5

5 44.37 202 1.44 10 3 3.2 10 710 7
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Table 2 Freon-11 film boiling over liquid Wood's metal

T - T,,, T,3 - T,,, q" 6q"/q" q" ,,,, H AH/HJg 1
22 2 W/m C %cm/s C "C W/m % W/m

4 4
0 265 229 9.2 10 7 3.7 10 400 8

5 4
1.17 252 93 1.17 10 0.4 1.8 10 1250 8

5 4
1.46 256 94 1.17 10 2 1.8 10 1240 6

5 4
2.93 256 96 1.12 10 1 1.9 10 1200 8

5 4
3.60 263 86 1.10 10 5 1.8 10 1350 7

The data for film boiling of Freon on the Wood's metal surface show a significant
difference between the cases without and with gas flow. Specifically, Fig. 7 and Table 2
indicate that even a small gas flow rate increases the net film boiling heat transfer coeffi-
cient by a factor of 3. On the other hand, this heat transfer coefficient stays almost con-
stant over the entire range of superficial velocities of argon used in the experiments.

The current results have been compared against typical existing data for pool film
boiling over a horizontal plate, such as those obtained by Hozler and Westwater [7] for

,

film boiling of Freon-11 over a solid plate. It has been found that the results for boiling j
over a porous plate (q"f,,, ) give an increase by a factor of about 4 compared to the case ]
of boiling over a smooth solid plate. In order to explain this difference, let us calculate /

'

estimate the vapor film thickness from,

|

k
3 _ /11 (10)

H

The present data indicate that the film thickness is about 10 m to 15 pm. Since the
porous plate is made of bronze beads approximately 150 m in diameter, the film thick-
ness is only about 10% of the bead size. Herce,it is clear that the geometry factor, due to
the fact that the actual contact area between the surface and the Freon is substantially j

higher than the projected area, must be tahn into account. A rough estimate indicates that
2replacing the area of hemisphere (2nr ) by its projected area (nr') gives a 100% increase.

Now, the effect of gas flow in Eq.(1) gives an increase rate between 1.6 and 1.8 for the
range of superficial gas velocities used in the experiments, compared to the case without
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gas flow. A superposition of these two effects yields the same augmentation as that p esent'

results and the data of Hasler and Westwater [6]. ;

It is interesting to mention that the effect of increasing gas flow through the pores
may result in a reduction in the effective area between de Freon and the surface, thus
reducing the net heat transfer coefficient. Since this effect competes against the increasing
rate of gas / vapor removal rate from the surface, the net anticipated impact should be
small, as shown in Fig. 7.

.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Examining the results for Freon boiling over liquid Wood's metal yields two major
conclusions. First, and most importantly, film boiling over a liquid surface is much more
efficient (i.e 250%) than a similar film boiling situation over a solid plate. There are sev-
eral reasons for this. In particular, the effect of surface wettability and local motion of the
liquid metal may result in a thinner film of vapor. Also, the evaporation of the coolant and
of the hot metal mixed with the gas coming from the solid surface (i.e. argon), leads to the
fom1ation of a binary mixture in the vapor film. It is well known [11], [12] that even a
slight amount of volatile and trinary elements coming from the evaporating liquid metal
pool can dramatically change the film thickness and, consequently, the effective heat
transfer coefficient. Secondly, the effect of gas percolating through the metal layer and
into the film agitates the gas / vapor mixture and further reduces the effective film thickness
and increases the heat transfer coefficient. The observed qualitative effect of the latter
phenomenon is similar to (or even higher than that) indicated by Eq. (1).

In summary, applying the experimental data presented in this section to severe acci-
dent phenomena, one concludes that the actual film boiling heat transfer between a molten
pool of corium and the water above the pool should be more efficient than predicted by
using standard correlations for boiling over solid surfaces. This effect will be funher aug-
mented by the gas released due to the ablation of cor. rete floor beneath the corium and
percolating towards its upper surface and into through the water layer above.
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NOMENCLATURE
a, area weight factors used for text flux calculation (i = 1,..,3)

Cv heat capacity of freon vapor

g acceleration of gravity.

H measured heat transfer coef5cient

hw enthalpy change ofvaporization

j, superficial argon velocity

k thermal conductivity used for numerical simulation of conduction in

porous plate

k6 bronze thermal conductivity

kc. copper thermal conductivity

kni thermal conductivity of gas Freon-11

kw thermal conductivity ofWoods metal

L distance used to calculate heat fluxes (see Figure-2)

L' enthalpy change of vaporization plus sensible heat ofvapor. ;

q" measured heat flux |

q"s. heat flux predicted using Berenson correlation

best .' of exponential results for film boiling of Freon-11 over a nonF
i q"ni

porous solid "large" surface as reponed by Hosler and Westwater1

] (1962).

q" mi, minimum heat flux for which stable film boiling is possible.

q"pi heat flux for film boiling over a porous plate (without Woods metal).

T, temperature measured by thermocouple / (/ = 0,1,....,15)

AT Superheat (Temperature minus saturation temperature)

I AT i. Minimum superheat for which stable film boiling is observed.

AT,, temperature of the porous plate, (T ) - Freon saturationi

temperature (23.7'C)
'

ATw temperature of the Woods metal, ( Ti3) - Freon saturation

i temperature

e4 void fraction in the porous plate'

6 vapor film thickness

4 most critical wavelength in film boiling

pv viscosity ofvapor

pv vapor density

pi, liquid density
I a surface tension
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ABSTRACT Hundreds of experiments in the past show that the
critical heat flux depends strongly on the thermohydraulic

The SULTAN facility (France /CEA/CENG) was conditions (mainly: pressure, mlet temperature, mass
designed to study large scale structures cootability by fl w rate) and on the geometric conditions (as hydrauhc
water in boiling natural convection. diameter, inclination of heating surface) [2], [3]. ,

IThe objectives are to measure the main But. if the particular conditions of our problem,
characteristics of 2D two-phase flow, m order to evahiate low pressurt low flowrates, large hydraulic diameters,
the recirculation mass flow m large systems, and the inclined surfaces of large dimensions, are taken into
limits of critical heat flux, on a mde range of account, the experimental data reduce to nearly none, if
thermohydrauhc (Pressure: 0.1-0.5 MPa. Inlet we except the very recent ex,criments such as ULPU and
temperature: 50-150 C, Mass flow velocity: 5-4400 CYBL (USA) [4|. |S|'100-1000 kW/m ) and geometric (gap: 3-2kg/s/m2. flux: Moreover, the standard approach for CHF
15 cm inclination: 0-90*) parameters. c ml dons. based on amage local thennohdrauk

This paper mi.kes available the experimental data conditions in the test section, is not applicable to large
obtained during the first two campaigns (90* 3 cm) and test sections. where the vapour generated by boiling can
(10*,15 cm): pressure drops DP = f(G) CHF limits, remain c nfmed within a two-phase boundary layer
local profiles of temperature and void fraction in the gap. along me headng sudace.
sisualisations.

Another problem is that CHF is very dependent
Other campaigns should confirm these first results n the local mass How rate mdud by natural

indicating a favorable possibility of coolability of large conmuon. itself very dependent on the geometrical
surfaces under natural convection. characteristics of the two-phase flow path, channels and

,

restrictions. Therefore. the two aspects, system behaviour
under natural convection and CHF are highly connected,

INTR 9 DUCTION
and a full-scale experimental approach representing

In case of a severe accident in a PWR leading to correctly the heating surface, but not the whole system
core mell-down, different corium retention concepts may itself could lead to unrealistic data.
be emphasized among which retention of debris within Considering these difTerent points, and taking also
the lower head. or within core catchers placed under the int account that the final reactor concept (flooded lower
vessel. In both cases, external surface of the retaining

head or core catcher, different possible designs of core
structure would be cooled by boiling water in natural

catchers...) was not yet chosen in France, the SULTAN
convection. ,

facility was designed in a spirit of an analpical
Considering the expected heat flux levels (0.2 I approach with a great emphasis on two phase flow

I.5 MW/m ) film boihng should be avoided, and the measurements and code validation.
2

coolability limits will be the limits corresponding to In a first approach the system effect is not
" critical heat flux" (CHF) [1 j.

represented, and the range of mass flow rates, estimated
by pre-calculation. is varied by forced convection.
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The test section itself is fhil scale dunensioned but Actually, the forced convection configuration is
represents only schematically the heating structure. used, with the following characteristics:

The influt we of the main thermohydraulic and * outlet absolute pressure: 0.14 i MPa (P)
geometric parameters is then systematically tested over a inlet temperature: 50 4 180 *C (Te)*

wide range of parameters. mass flow velocity: 5 4 5000 kg/s/m2 (G,,)*

Main characteristics of the two-phase flow, heat flux: 0.1 4 1 MW/m2 (4,.,)+'
,

pressure drop, void fraction distributions, temperatures
distributions, are measured, and will help to validate 3D
codes such as CATHARE code. II- THE TEST SECTION

The general behaviour of the two-phase water Dncription

system can then be predicted, and even optimised.
The test section itself simulates schematically a

The CHF results will be gathered in a data bank slice of the vessel (lower head or core catcher).
covering most of the situations involved.

A rectangular flat stainless steel plate 4 x 0.15 m2
In a second step, some re- . tic and heating is heated electrically by direct Joule effect, and cooled on

structure and optimized two-phase water flow path will one side in a rectangular channel (figure 2). The section
be tested together, of the channel can vary from 0.15 x 0.03 m to 0.15 x |

2

The purpose of this paper is to make available the 0.15 m2, the distance between the heating plate and the
'

experimental data obtained on SULTAN facility during opposite wall or " gap" is one of the geometric parameters
the first two campaigns. of tests.

The SULTAN program is realised at Grenoble.

Nuclear Research Centre (France /CEA/CENG) and is .% 1-

supported by CEA (Commissariat A l'Energie Atomique), )#4 / gapTc==
,_

.. g?/NEdF (Electricit6 de France) and FRAMATOME. inoon, p.,,7e _
tii, u E coppet

SULTAN was designed in 1992. built and tested coio we Tcou -
' j

##/ hunne pate

in 1993. the tests started in 1994 and should last up to ,',[h$ c"'"

l996|61 [,,, ,,,,,

---

'yg'! ' ' ' alummium fimng
's vame gapg
#'"I- Cil ARACTERISTICS OF Tile SULTAN FACILITY 1J A

SULTAN facility is a demineralised and degassed 7 [' -

~""

water loop. It is possible to perform tests under forced 1 /
~"" h """"-

i ;,[convection or free convection configurations (figure 1). nunne pai.Te Cs
--- ,., ;.g - 3

cold wall Tc Irse i

;f, , fyh
'

h.
- gap Tc ==

. . . n,,_,,,,,,

Y._)
- nm ,,

, 4 ./ ," y , opse prote.Tcn_ w,
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Figure 1 : SULTAN forced convection Figure 2 : SULTAN test section
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The test section can also be put from 6e vertical outlet absolute pressuree

position to the horizontal position with heatmg plate outlet fluid temperature: 1 Pt probeo

above water, to simulate the efTect ofinclination. pressure drop: 4 DP transducerse

The plate is electrically insulated from the rest of
,
'

the test section by ceramics. It is maintained every 10 cm h Pt probe SP7 pe Pse E
to prevent local defonnations by thermal stress, but can

" '
n

expand freely. [ y
*

The heating plate is 1.5 nun thick. its unifonn g Pt probes SP4
t sP6 se pthickness is controlled before tests to guarantee for a j g

unifonn heat flux. g.
" ''

Of course, this thin plate has small thennal inertia E

compared to the inertia of a reactor lower head wall with if i:"- >
a residual thickness of say. 4 cm. For comparison based End of heating length J- @ ["- A_ 7 PSse cW

'*b'''*
on avoiding melting, at 1 MW/m2, the maximum 8

permanent allowed dry patch should be about D = 4 cm , , , , , , , , , ' [-[ }
_"_

for the vessel and only D = 1.5 cm for the thin plate. If N 8
we consider intermittent big dry patches. durations of 80 D

-c'
,an.__ Pg

8"s are allowed for the vessel. and only 7 s for the thin v !' tab'' '"

waH. f O) *
optic pret Tc f" ! ' ' (,, '/ gAnother inconvenience is that the tests are more

difficult to perform and can casily lead to the destruction Optic probe and Tc detaii py =

~ ' yof the plate. , ,,3,,,
*But, on another hand, we can insure that the 23 m

#"* N ) [limits of CHF measured on SULTAN are conservative
with regard to reality.

' "%"
e

p#>
- AE--_ , _a_

g"taoie i

#"" * "#"'"'I"" Pressure tap detail [
The test section is instrumented. as well as the @

P1pipe at its outlet (figure 3). ,,g,nn,ng o, n,,,,n g ,,ng,n g.

For the test section itself: g 8-

inlet absolute pressure g.e

outlet absolute pressure pi proces sP1 to spasee

inlet mass flowrate: 3 nozzicse

inlet fluid temperature: 3 Pt probes Figure 3 : SULTAN test sectinn instrumentation=

outlet fluid temperature: 3 Pt probes |e
The data acquisition is made with a Hewlett

electrical soltage and current. Use x Isce
Packard 3852 sy stem every 10 s. the data are averaged onpressure drop: 14 DP transducers giving i DPe
5 to 15 acquisitions and stored, so that a complete

even 1 meter
asiaI profile of fluid temperature: " Cold Wall TC recording of each test is retained.

e

tree" made of 20 type K TC For the void fraction measurement, the acquisition

radial profile of fluid temperature : " Gap TC tree" is made every I s as long as necessary to tend towards ana

made of 10 type K TC average. Generally, data acquisition during I to 3 mn is
axial profile of heating plate temperature: 38 non necessary.e

isolated type K TC welded on the back of the plate The data are measured with the following
i radial profile of local void fraction and of local accuracy:e

fluid temperature every 1 m: a moving table (15
Absolute and differential pressure: 1%e

cm displacement) supports a 19e K TC and an
fluid temperature with Pt probes: i o.25 C'

e
|optic fiber probe

fluid temperature with TC: 0.5 Cevisualisation: 4 sets of 3 windows every I m to*

heating wall temperature: 15 Cmake visual observations and video films. *

These thermocouples are not insulated and the
crr r due to the voltage of the plate must be

For the outlet pipe:
compensated.
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Their role is mainly la detect the limit cf boiling Each campaign includes:
..

cusss. First campaien:
mass flow ratc: i 2% relative.

electrical flux: i 1% relative Cover Inlet Heat flux levels Flow ratee

void fraction: no precision estimate pressure temperature (kW/m') (kg/s/m2)e

relative position in gap: 10.01mm (MPa) (*C)e

absolute position in gap: iimme
0.1 50 100 * 1000 20 * 4400

These precisions are only valid for steady state
0.5 100 100 -+ 1000 20 -+ 4400

conditions and can be degraded in pulsated flows or
when shocks due to condensation occur. 0.1 99 100 * 1000 20 4 4400

The tests are perfonned in quasi steady state 0.5 150 100 -+ 1000 20 4 4400
conditions only.

Measurements:

Internal characteristics DP = f(Gse) I.

III- TEST CAMPAIGNS AND OPERATING |
e CHF limitsPROCEDURES

Axial profile of fluid temperature (cold wall)
.

.

Each test campaign corresponds to a geometne
configuration of the test section:

Secom!campaien:
,,

I inclination Cover Inlet Heat flux levels Flow rate.

Inside a campaign, two kinds of tests are pressure temperature (kW/m2) (kg/s/m )2

perfomed. the first one aims to determine the internal (MPa) (*C)
characteristics DP = f(Gse) of the test section. and the 0.1 50 100 -+ 1000 5 * 1800
limits of critical heat flux. the second to incasure profiles
of temperatures and void fractions. 0.5 100 100 -+ 1000 5 * 1800

For the first kiad of tests, the outlet pressure and 0.1 99 100 -+ ILuo 5 * 1800
the inlet temperature are held constant the flowrate is

0.5 150 100 * 1000 5 * 1800
decreased very slowly with a constant ratio AQ/Q of
about 2% per mn for difTerent levels of heat fluxes up to Measurements:

the CHF limit or to the minimal flowrate available. A Internal characteristics DP = f(Gse).

complete test can last I week.
CHF Hmits*

For the second kind of tests. all the parameters are Axial profile of fluid temperature (cold wall)e
held constant. and measurements are made at difTerent

Radial profiles of fluid temperature and voidpositions inside the gap. It takes about one hour to *

achieve a profile. fraction

Visual observations and video filmsThe limits of critical heat flux are determined by a e

sharp increase of the temperature of the plate above a
given level set at Tsat + 100"C. Small oscillations of IV- RESULTS OF TIIE FIRST CAMPAIGN AND
thermocouples (up to 40 C). Very ollen observed. are not INTERPRETATION
taken into account.

Electrical power is then automatically reduced by The first campaign of tests. (vertical position and

15%. or even switched oft . Dry r itches ar'e sometime's 3 cm gap)is presented and analysed: an evaluation of the
,

diflicult to rewet when the detection thennocouples are [ecirculation mass flow rate in a free convection system

not exactly located on the dry spot. is sunply predicted. the levels of critical heat flux are
given.

The whole experimental program made in 1994 is
.

In two-phase flow recirculation. difTerent types ofsummarised below:
instabilitics may occur: static and dynamic instabilities.

inclination Static instabilitics concern the mean mass flowGap (m)
(* from horizontal) rate which may decrease to very low values and induce

CHF.ist campaign 0.03 90* (vertical)
ynan nsta es arc PcMc Dow

2nd campaign 0.15 10
oscillations around a mean value of the mass flowrate.
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they may also lead to periodic dry out and rewetting of in the case oflarger hydraulic diameters (Dh > 2
the heating surface. In this case. thermal incrtia of the cm), calculations predict that the Internal Characteristics
wall and mechanisms of rewetting are very important. are continuously increasing. In th:.1 case, no static

SULTAN forced convection tests only deal with instabilities can develop.

static instabilitics, and give the general behaviour of the That important point was confirmed by SULTAN
system, natural convection tests in the future will have to first campaign: the pressure drop over the test section
study the effects related to the dynamic instabilitics. DPl5se (IC) decreases continuously with the decrease of

the mass flowrate, for any conditions of pressure, inlet
Static instabilities are studied with the well known

approach of External and Internal Characteristics (EC temperature or heat flux tested (figures 5,6).

and IC).

Of course, this approach is limited to systems soo --

where a clear water circuit may be identified, and where -

no predominant 3D c.;; cts exist. {4o0. V8 ' d M"*The whole flow path is separated into two parts. I
',',* *3 W* . m w *e P

.--
* " " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

/ .* l[@*('e,th .' '[][
*/the hot leg in two-phase flow and the cold leg in single 8' s,

phase flow. Each circuit is defined by its j soo
,r .5,'g

.

Characteristic". that is the variation of pressure drop [ .,,s 7 ,oo ,wns,

p/tgY'' g '
i 3 7maww2versus the mass velocity flowing through this part j*

4 exmwe2[AP = t (G)]for given thermobydraulic conditions. s
E 5 5%tWM2

The " Internal" Characteristic is attributed to the * s,. ,x ,wn

hot leg the " External" Characteristic to the cold leg. gim- 7 . 3oo ,w,,,2

The deternunation of the Internal and External i s . 2m kwm2
9: 100,WM

Characteristics will provide: 0 m

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 000 900 10002
the rcCirculation Inass flowTatC at thC intersCCtion tiow veiocny Gse (kgishn )*

of both Characteristics (Working Point) Figure 5: Internal characteristics of test section
the stability of the Working Point: a static g,, ,,,p,;g, 499.,3 cm) P = 0.5 MPa Te = 100'C.

mstability develops if the LEDINEGG criterion
(DP/DQ) ext is not fulfilled.(DP/DQ) int >

,

Dynamic instabilitics can also. to some extend. be
suc gpredicted as they are related to the slope ,,,

,, .f. #dilTerences of both Chvacteristics. _

g'p5 parameter o ,,{, 2' o - iom kwaClassical EC and JC for channel with small , , , , ,"

1 9m kWa2
*Qhydraulic diameters are given as an example on figure 4. 'e

2 soo kwan2
,

S .suo. .
.

' 3 "

h OP c racteristic (iC) . af}
,

.' 5 - 500 kWd ,u 200*
2* * a 4no twnPressure head delivered by the pump (EC)

or watcLhcadan,,n,ajurai convection 7 3gg ,g,2 ,
,

28 n
stable ,g,

working point
;

' - o icoo 2xo 3000 4eo Smo
2no. v.may one ogs% 3__ C ,gw *

stable excursion Figure 6: Internal characteristics of test sect.mn
.

! high \ (low Ist campaign (90',3 cm) P = 0.1 MPa Tc = 99 C ,

!

quainy i boihng l quality all liquid mass How ratei

0 Oo 'O
If the cold circuit is optimised, with little

pressure drop due to restrictions and friction. the
Figure 4 : Internal and esternal characteristics recirculation flow may be rather high.

(classical shapes) A nonheating pipe with two-phase flow above the
heating length (test section + outletpipe) may even

j

,
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provide a chimney effect and increase this flowrate the working point could easily be located between points
(ligure 7). A and B.

{,5 In that case, coolability for vertical surfaces of
large dimensions can be assumed for any conditions of

!# m.ar wtw m' cover pressure and inlet temperature in the range of P =-- y' m 0.1 - 0.5 MPa ; Te = 50 - 150*C ; and for heat fluxes up[ ' r, 78Sm e; *
,

, , , , ,

[s7s }e '/ 2to I MW/m .+2 , . ,,an ,,g,

{7so.f f ',' '* *d , a
***8 ' 1: emkwn2 Of course, this analysis has to be confirmed on a, .

2: exkwe2 demonstrative test section with real geometry tested'.*
f ,, e ,

*
T o i'' under natural convection.

, , ,

.!.e s: sookwn2 CHF generally occurs within the last meter of the
5875' ' e: 4mawas heated plate and under some circumstances even at lower
* 7: sm=w=2 g,ygg,,
$aso. e . tw swn2
* 9: ico wn2 Dry patches are generally rather small, about 2 to

|its 6 cm2. When CHF is detected lately, dry patches expand ,

o
h o $m 2m 3m ** sw a 7x em em now towards the bottom of the plate with an oblong shape. b st |

SaW o" So**') their surface never exceeds 50 cm , since the thin plate j2

1melts rapidly.
Figure 7: Internal characteristics of test section The CHF results are reported on figure 9.

'

+ Outlet pipe ,. , , ,

, , , ,. , , , |P**" a.,Ist campaign (90',3 cm) P = 0.5 MPa Te = 100'C
0: to kg's/d i

,5 m ssed -1: e,,, , 3

,,, _

I ,"|,'||1At a given heat flux. the slope of the Internal
at 20 * * .='Characteristic is rather flat at high mass flowrate and I C'[,$-becomes steeper aller average saturation (thermodynamic 4* -

2

outlet quality Xth = 0) is reached (figure 8). 1.co 7 : '800 * *'a",,a', . : suo ar. ,,aj ' roa me ='a'' -The CHF points are always located in regions m. ,N
,

Nuhere Xth > 0 .ac - , . o s up.. v. . oo . o e -

soo- ,

3 ,A y xm .o (p,7, 4 , ,,,]xm 4 o (IC) ,,,,,,,,,..e
m, _

JA y

e o. a '. or . ' . . ' .*
i... .. .,

(EC)1 ouns avamy x

B
! Figure 9: CHF limits : Heat flux versus outlet quality.

|x Ist campaign (90',3 cm)
(EC)2,

! CHF

'/ The CHF limit increases when the pressure or the

hr'~ tEc)3 mass velocity increases. There is no influence of the inlet
>G temperature if the points are compared at outlet average

Figure N: Internal and External Characteristics conditions. which is rather normal as CHF is always

(large hydraulic diameters shapes) observed to occur for saturated conditions (Xth > 0).

#8e rauhs haw compared with
Working point A could lead to large dynamic flow Groenevcid,s Data Table IRef.yn3 w,th the maximal

1 ioscillations, since the slopes of IC and EC are quitc
, correction for hydraulic diameter (K 0.79)=

closed. but with no real danger of dry out as CHF point is
recommended.Very far.

This comparison reveals a great discrepancyPoint B is more stable. since the IC and EC slopes between the table and the experimental results.are quite different, but the flowrate is lower and CHF
limit is not so far away' Gr eneveld s table overestimates CHF by nearly a factor

of 2 at low quality (Xth < 0.2 ) and underestimates CHF
Point C leads to the destruction of the plate. by about 20% at high quality (Xth > 0.6).

| In natural convection. in so far as the cold leg
i (EC) is optimised and a good chimney efTect is provided.
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This is not surprising since the test conditions in The pressure drop measuremea's show the same
SULTAN are very f:r from the validity conditions cf tendancies when compared with the first campaign, but
Groencycid's Data. with a significative difference if we consider natural

convection with a liquid head corresponding only to the
elevation of the inclined test section it would be possible

V- SECOND CAMPAIGN (10' INCLINATION to avoid CHF only for low heat fluxes (e < 300 kW/m2) -FROM HORIZONTAL, GAP 15 CM)
8"'"PRELIMINARY RESULTS

it is important to notice that, for the particularPressure drop measurements, CHF limits,
Campaign, nayal convedonSc m e fy 8CCvisualisations through windows, video films and radial mass How rates wouM k much greater 6 we take into

profiles of local fluid temperatures and void fractions
ount the test section + the outlet pipe (DP16se)(figure

have been performed.

,

Visualisations show that the flow is highly 2D, This last point is very important, as it confirms
with a two-phase flow boundary laycr localized near t that, in natural convection tests, a whole system and not
the heating plate. only the heating part must be represented in order to

The interface between the two-phase and liquid provide a good evaluation of the CHF limits.
regions is quite well defined, but becomes very weavy
when quality increases. The flow can even come to a is

SLUG type flow at low heat fluxes 100-300 kW/m2 and 7 so -

1: w mass velocitics 5-50 kg/s/m2. with periodic rewetting 1
ofIhe plate (period = a few seconds). f,

.

'

Visualisation is not sufTicient for a good b'
I (, Z ^ A -- M ^ ) * [',',"=,

"'i si" =
'

understanding of the two-phase flow. Local ao

measurements prove that, for rather high void fraction i: .oo .w.2
near the plate. the fluid can remain highly subcooled I'so- 9

,

2 soo k*=' '

~

' *- '""**'(fi 'are 10).E g3 '
4- soe w.2
> noo nw 2e

2o. e dookw 2
7 3#6*=2 1void traction temperature (*C) g

- e 2wtso a io05 names &aia4a6 ; j 4 & 4 4 6 4 4a .
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The CHF results are gathered on figure 13 and
figure 14.,
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Figure 13: CHF limits : Heat flux versus outlet quality. 2nd campaign (10's 15 cm)
Influence of pressure and subcamling

) As for the ist campaign. there is a small influence"" ' - - - - ' - -

im-
' ' " " " * * ' ' ' ' " * i of the pressure.

P * ' ' "'* T* * '8o e
-| .00 . . . e. , u . ,. . we 'J hM ddd s ud mm

i
1) 2 9

T,
.

important than for the 1st campaign.'

* = 8 i *P=. T* = *cl For near saturation inlet conditions, the influence
E*

~

' l of mass velocity on CHF becomes predominant.
5J 600- parameter Xth

At low mass velocitics. CHF curves tend towards'o: . . '
1 I '<M

5001
7 :: o i an asymptotic limits (p > 200 kW/m at 0.1 MPa cp >8 " 2

$ 's '"i i 300 kW/m2 at 0.5 MPa).a n. 5 .2 g

m -

ji j 1 Visualisation allows to explain this phenomenon:
m . p' a .; at low heat flux and low mass velocity, we observe a type

-

of SLUG flow, with rewetting of the plate every 2 to 3i

'" F- /E-l ~~de"J-T&WiE-T.FYm~na seconds. A film of water remains on the plate and tends
* * " * " " ' * * ' * " to evaporate but has no time enough to dry out before

Figurel4: CHF limits : Heat flux versus mass flow next water reflooding. This particular regime can be
velocity. 2nd campaign (10's 15 cm) maintened for hours without occurence of CHF. Local
Influence of pressure and subcooling measurements give then average void fractions up to

95% with two-phase boundary layers thicker than 10 cm.
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At higher heat fluxes. this particular wetting under natural convection. OECD/CSNI/NEA
mecanism cannot persit any more and CHF occurs before Workshop on Large Molten Pool Heat Transfer,
reaching SLUG flow regime. Grenoble (France) . 9-1I march 1994

CONCLUSION

Other campaigns with different inclinations and
gaps will be performed on the SULTAN facility. The RESUME (EN FRANCAIS)
pressure drop measurements and CHF results will help to L' installation SULTAN (France /CEA/CENG) a
optimize a circuit in natural convection. Local did conque pour 6tudier le refroidissement externe en
measurements are very important in large sections. as the convection naturelle de la cuve d'un REP. ou d'un
How is very 2D. with vapour staying near by t!ie heating r6cupdrateur de corium. en cas d' accident grave.
surface. and SULTAN will help to validate the 3D tu-

Les r6sultats dans deux conDgurations
hP ase CATHARE code. g6ometriques extr6mes (90*. 3 cm et 10* 15 cm) sont

The results of the first two campaigns indicate prdsent6s : les d6 bits de convection naturelle sont dvaluds
favorable possibilities of coolability of large surfaces par la m6thode des caractdristiques internes et externes,
under natural convection. especially the first one which les points de crise d'6bullition sont donn6s sur la gamme
indicates cicarly that heat Duxes larger than 1 MW/m2 0.1-0.5 MPa. - 50-150*C 5-4400 kg/s/m . 100-10002

may be removed under natural water circulation kW/m2
conditions. provided that the water circuit is well

Les premi6res mesures de profil de tempdrature et
designed and optimized.

de taux de vide caracterisant l'6coulement for1cment 2D
The results obtained on the SULTAN facility are sont fournics.

in agreement with the results obtained on other existing Ces premiers r6sultats tendent a confirmer la
large scale experiments (ULPU at UCSB). Furthermore possibilit6 de refroidissement en convection naturelle.
the influence of pressure mass flow rates. mlet
subcooling. channel width and inclination are separately
characterized.
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AN INTEGRAL MO;EL FOR THE CALCULATION OF HEAT FLUX DISTRCUTION
<

IN A POOL WITH INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION

J.M. Bonnet,

Commissariat A l'Energie Atomique C.E.N.G'
DRN/DTP Service de Thermohydraulique des R6acteurs"

17 rue des Martyrs - 38054 GRENOBLE CEDEX 9 (France)

(33) 76.88.97.17
,

ABSTRACT

A simplified model of heat transfer from a volume heated pool has been developed on behalf of IPSN' for
use in reactor accident codes. These codes have to handle many physical phenomena and cannot describe the
internal pool thermohydraulics with great details as couM be done with sophisticated codes. For the description

!
of corium pools, the needs concern mainly the knowledge of the heat flux distribution at the boundaries as a I

function of the geometry. The model is restricted to pool situations corresponding to high Rayleigh numbers
(10* or higher), so for turbulent boundary layer flows; this is the case of concern for reactor situations. The
model also treats homogeneous pools. A constant temperature is considered as the boundary condition for the
bottom heat transfer calculation and different boundary conditions may be considered for upward heat transfer
(crust or liquid surface with radiation). The model predictions are compared with results obtained for different '
geometries (BAFOND, COPO, ..) The simplified approach will allow in a second step to take into account
geometry evolution during the propagation of a corium pool in the core or in a debris bed.

L FORMULATION OF THE MODEL
i

A. Generaloverview |

The model assumes that the lower part of the pool can be divided into a bulk central region and an
external boundary layer. Due to the natural convection flow, the heated liquid rises in the bulk central region
and releases sensible heat by flowing down at the boundary layer (b.l.). ;

A pool formed by only one volumetrically heated oxidic component is considered. ;

if the pool is also cooled from the top, the presence of a cold boundary leads to the formation of an j

unstable upper layer. Periodically the cold fluid returns to the bulk as cold tongues. As a result, the well mixed
upper layer is assumed to be at a uniform temperature. Furthermore, this temperature will be the maximum
temperature of the pool.

Tn z. n
'

.

Isoth:rmal area f
.

Q !

Depends on local
mass flow rate |

Tn |,

AT.

Figure 1 : Description of the assumed flow

The_ general modeling principle is based on the determination of the heat flux distribution using the
,

temperature profile along the center line and a local heat transfer correlation. |

|

;

c
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Expresion of

" "Ihickness and mean ' man flow rete rMass flow rate in'
velocity in the b.l. '

the central area,
,

9 conservation i
4

consistency Energy equations

+ 4
" Local heat transfer' Temperature distribution'

correlation in the central area ,,
,

" '
Heat flux

distribution
w a,

i

Figure 2 : General overview of the model i

j

; B. Energy equations la the central area.
.

~ In our ID model, the pool is axially divided into slices of thickness dz with a central area and a boundary
'

layer area. |4

To calculate the enthalpy transfer between the boundary layer and the bulk central area, we assume
'

uniform radial temperature distribution for es.ch region. It is physically justified for the central region in which
I the radial temperature profile is expected to be quite flat and it is a necessary simplification for the boundary

layer. Heat conduction and viscous dissipation terms are neglected.

!

, C,m,.4:+dz.Ts)T,.4:+dz) c, nWz+dz.Tu)Tu(z+dr)

|
| c,dm, iTu(z)

z+dz ,r

QdVw ..+ PmQdvs
8

| c, dmg T,.gz)4

? i ,,

| c, m,,4z.Ts)T,.42) c, mu(z.Tu)Tu(z)
i

i
i

Figure 3 : Power balance on a slice of thickness dz
,

i If we consider only the central area we obtain the following equations:

For a mass transfer from pool to boundary layer :: e

QdV,,,, - C, an'**'T'**' & = -C,T,,,, &n[&(la)

f For a mass transfer from boundary layer to pool :e

QdV,,,, - C, '**' '**' & = -C,T *& (lb)u
.

If the mass transfer occurs from boundary layer to the central part of the pool, the boundaiy layer
temperature T,3 has to be known. To reach this objective we have three possibilities : 1) to write a power |

i '

balance in the boundary layer area and solve both equations 2) to use a temperature profile in the boundary
layer to calculate the mean temperature. (such as Tw=l/8T u+7/8T oot or Eckett's temperature profile) and 3) !fp

to assume that the recirculation occurs at a temperature equal to Tg. (In relation to the second way the error

is less than 12.5 %)>

1959
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:
,

Due to the fact that recirculation from boundary layer to pool is significant only in a few meshes in the
lower part of the pool and also to keep the approach as simple as possible, we choose the casiest way to express
T by assuming Tu = Tpi.bt;

In that case the equations (la) and (Ib) reduce to :.

# O#M. W (2)
dr C,mpdr,

). C. Coupling with the upperlayer

In our model we consider that the well mixed upper area is globally isothermal at Tmaxand bounded in its -
'

I lower part by a virtual adiabatic planc ( 4 ,, o).
*

We assume that the enthalpy rate which goes through this virtual plane is entirely redistributed to the
boundary layer. Thus we consider that all the volumetric power generated in the top layer (excluding the
volume of the boundary layer) is removed from the upper surface.'

i

] The lateral heat flux is calculated on the same basis as in the lower part of the pool. (Heat transfer
correlation and temperature difference Tpi-Twen).

1

j ' PvQV, OL)d

Rt' 2 M13Q%ft
W)%f;D3||1
fg ( M Pm E

|
Pm 6' g

* %
? i&Qh|vM* '
j . .. . . .

;

Virtual adiabatic
! lP ane

Figure 4 : Unstable upperlayer

i The relation between the maximum temperature diffenence and the height of the unstable upper layer is
determined using Kulacki's heat transfer correlation.'

Nu = 0345 Ra"'' avec Ra = #"' et Nu = #'
'

Am AAT,

d

This correlation was established for rectangular slice, volumetrically heated and cooled only through the
upper surface. Validity range : 2.10* < Ra < 4.410"*,2.75 < Pr < 6.85 and 0.025<H /D<0.50.

i

;
'

We choose Kulacki's correlation because it's application conditions are close to our model approach
excepted for the fact that there is no rigid adiabatic plane. Even if the range for Rayleigh numbers is not high
enough, the advantage of this correlation is to allow independent treatment of the upper layer for different pool
geometries. We obtain a relation between ATmax and H .i,

H' " V*(N')Q' (3)AT =.

, Y .n.
'

0345A S#(Am

With this expression, the coupling with the upper layer is ensured. For each elevation the local
temperature is compared to the maximum difference given by expression (3).

j

2
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.In case of radiative transf;r from the upper surface, the coupling is made also by iterati:n on the
temperature of the free surface.

D. Calculation of heat flux profile

I The global balance in the pool is calculated by integration of local heat flux distribution along the
upperward, sideward and downward walls.

The local heat flux is calculated from a 19Eal heat transfer correlation depending on the local inclination
and on the local temperature difference between the centre line of the pool and the wall.,

p = h(a, ATXT4 - T,,,, )
2

; The heat transfer coefficient is supposed to be given by Chawla's correlation :

| h(a, AT) = F(Pr)
"

i e v s

4

This cerrelation corresponds to the case of a turbulent boundary layer along a ve.tical or an inclined plate
! (up to 30* from the vertical line).

The expression of Nussselt as a function of Gr" implies that the heat tensfer coefficient depends only on I

the local temperature difference and on the local gravity (inclination). |
t

4

~ For the bottom of cylindrical geometry we have to use different correlations (Steinberner correlation for ,

i example).' Nevertheless, most of time the heat transfer from the bottom is negligible and in a first step it is not |
|

! taken into account.
J l

!' E. Mean flow rate in the boundary layer ;

i

i The starting point of the model is the analytical expression of the mean flow rate in the boundary layer and !

i the expression of heat transfer law which have to be consistant. [
i
i In order to calculate the mean flow rate our first approach was based on the semi-theoretical work by

Eckert and Jackson which opens the way to establish velocity and temperature profiles analytically in ai

turbulent boundary layer.' Their work is based on an integral model (developped for Pr = 0,7), supported by a

! number of assumptions with respect to the velocity profiles, the temperature profiles, the friction equation and

! the heat transfer equation.

Velocity profile in b.l. : p.(gi_
W'

T4 -T
! Temperature profile in the b.l. : 8- l-=

Tg - T.,,a , ,

)
These authors used the following definitions for the characteristic velocity and the thickness of the'

boundary layer-
*

, u = /sp4Tx
,

8 = 0.6 x Gr#'

Nevertheless, the use of these correlations tends to overpredict the mass flow rate by a factor of about 3 (as

; shown by the interpretation of the BAFOND experiments), consequently the temperature profile and thus the
heat flux distribution are not well predicted. This discrepancy was attributed to a liriitation of the validity ofe

Eckert's laws. In particular, the influence of Prandtl number is not taken into account. As it is the case in;

; laminar regime, we may assume that such a dependency also exists in turbulent regime.'

J

<

J-

1
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We attempted to express this dependency by determining a characteristic velocity and a characteristic
thickness for the boundary layer by introducing correcti:ns fact:rs f and f :i 2

*
u = f (Pr)/gpATx3

6 = f (Pr) x Gr*2

The integration of momentum and energy equations in the boundary layer allowed us to determine
expressions for fa and f . In the same time with this integral model we ensure consistency between heat2

transfer law and expression of mean velocity or thickness in the boundary layer.

Following assumptions are made:

1 It is assumed that the thickness of the thermal boundary layer is equal to the thickness of the
momentum boundarylayer. (Prg ~ 1)

.

2 It is assumed that u* takes the form of a constant times xP (AT constant: semi-infinite medium)
3 It is assumed that 8 takes the form of a constant times x9(AT constant: semi-infinite medium)

,

4 An expression is consedered for the Nusselt number of the form : Nu = F(Pr) Gr"

| 5 The expression of the friction term has been determined on the basis of Colburn's analogy (forced
convection).

6 We have neglected the volumetric heat generation in the boundary layer.

The integration of momentum and energy equation in the boundary layer using the Chawla correlation for
the heat transfer (this calculation is not detailed here) leads to the following expressions for u* and 8.

Characteristic velocity :

w* = (8 (7.8410-8 + 3.6610'' Pr )[ggA T,,,, - Ts )xM
,

u* = f(Pr)fgMT,,,o - T,,,)x

Boundarylayer thickness :

'" (8 (7.8410' + 3.6610'' Pr%f F(Pr).g

3.6610'' Pr

6 = f (Pr>Gr'W

with 0.15Pr8p(p,) ,,
OA92

3
Pt ,s

The mean flow rate in the boundary layer is derived from these expressions, as a function of the
curvilinear abscissa and local temperature difference,

in the expression of boundary Icyer thickness we observe that the exponent affecting the Grashof number,
( 1/6) is not the same as in Eckert's relations. We would have obtained an exponent (-1/10) if we had
considered a Nusselt law expressed as a function of Gr at the power 2/5.

It is now possible to derive the functions fg and f and determine their effect on the characteristic thickness2

and velocityin the boundary layer.

|

|
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6<
*5 11(Pr) -

# ''4" f2(E') -

d
b3
C "2 - n- ..

i Io

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Firne 5 : Variation of fa and f2

The factors f and f decrease with the Prandtl number, but the effect is more significant for f , i.e. on thei 2 2

thickness of the boundary layer fi remains, in all cases, close to unity and so the effect on the velocity is less
important.

1

It is now possible to explain a reduction of the recirculating mass flow rate (and thus on the axial
temperature distribution) observed for BAFOND (Pr number around 7) with original Eckert's expression (Pr

number around 0.7).

More detailedjustification of the model would need analysis of other experimental results (not available in
the open litterature) in order to obtain independent validation for the analytic expressions of mean velocity and
boundary layer thickness for fully developped turbulent boundary layers.

i IL VALIDATION

A. Validation on BAFOND esperimental results.

The BAFOND experimental program has been developped in the CENG CEA on behalf of IPSN, to study
natural convection in volumetrically heated liquid pool. This experiment was applied to FBR assembly.'

The facility consists in a cylindrical water pool, heated by Joule effect (upper and lower disks form
electrodes) and cooled at constant temperature through upper, lateral and iower surfaces. Measurements ,

f
included: 1) temperature profiles on the axis of the pool, 2) temperature profiles in the boundary layers and 3)

f velocities on the axis of the pool.

For the validation of FLUXBAIN we choose a high Rayleigh number experiment, and a large H/D aspect
ratio, in order to get a turbulent regime over a great height in the boundary layer.

Characteristics.

-Cylindrical geometry: R = 0.18 cm H = 1.08 m

- Dissipated power P=8kW

- Uniform wall temperature Ta = 20'C
;

;

- Internal Rayleigh number Ra = 2.5410*" (Water physical properties at 20'C)
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Tesaperature profile

--0-- Expenmersal dT
- - - Second simulation Chawla*0.735
+ Corrected expenmental(f(Rth=5.45E-4 n/K/W)

First simulation Chawla'l

25

~"'20 -

U ^ *15
12- -;-o.._,e i

10

5 ;

H '0 O-
0.0 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.9 1.1

Top Ratio x/li Bottom

Figure 6 : Tpool-Twall in BAFOND test n'74

Two calculations was carried out. The first was made without any adjustment and the second by a
modification of the lateral heat transfer correlation (multiplied by about 0.7).

A thorough analysis of the experimental results showed that these adjustments are physically justified; a
supplementary thermal resistance has to be taken into account due to the presence of a thin varnish layer
deposited on the lateral surfaces to ensure electrical insulation. This insulation layer can be taken into account
either through an additionnal thermal resistance (5.410" m2K/W) or through a decrease of the lateral heat
transfer (factor 0.7). If this correction is taken into account, a satisfactory agreement between experiment and
calculation is obtained.

Velocity profile on axis

--O--Experimessal velocity
First simulation Chamia* 1

---- Second simuhr.ation Chawla'0.735

6.E43 pi '

5.E-03 /
3,4E43 '

h '
.b & -

S g.o33
0

$ .E-03 %-2

1.E43 1 O-

0.E@
0.00.10.20.30.40.50.60.70.80.91.0

Top Ratio x/H Dottom

Figure 7 : Velocity profile on axis BAFOND test n'74

In the calculation, at mid-height, a velocity of 3 mm/s is calculated which is comparable with the
experimental value of about 3.2 mm/s.

In the frame of our assumptions, it is not possible to describe the bottom effect which gradually induces a
decrease of the boundary layer flow (2D cffect). So it is not surprising that the description of the lower zone is
incorrect. Nevertheless the effect on the whole temperature profile is limited.
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B. Valid: tion en COPO czperimental results. *

'Ihe COPO facility has been constructed for the study cf the heat transfer from a molten corium pool. The
W.way reproduces the lower head of a VVER-440 reactor at scale 1:2.

The corium pool consists of a two<limensional slice heated by Joule efect. The simulant fluid is water
with zinc sulphate addition to a4ust the electrical conductivity.

Several runs, with different power levels, are available. Our numerical calculations are based on run fh2
for which the power level and so the Rayleigh number are the highest. *

Characteristics and hypotheses.

- Elliptic bottom 2a = 0.8 m,2b = 1.77 m
. Dissipated power P=5.2kW
- Uniform wall temperature Twall = 63.7'C
-Liquid height H = 0.8 m
-Internal Rayleigh number Ra = 1.510*"

The power balance otained from the integration of measured heat fluxes does not agree with the total
dissipated power P. It is assumed that the difference about 16.7% represents the thermal losses through front
and back faces or the measurement uncertainties.

Two calculations were carried out. The first was made without any adjustment and the second with two

adjustments: one on the lateral heat transfer law (factor 0.6) and the second on the upward heat transfer law

(factor 2.2).

The correction factor affecting the lateral heat transfer may have the same justification as for the !

BAFOND experiments: the cooling units of the COPO facility are insulated by means of a thin (0,1 mm)
Teflon layer. The thermal resistance associated to this insulation layer corresponds to a reduction of the lateral
heat transfer by about 30%.

The correction factor on the upward heat transfer law is more puzzling. The differences observed with
Kulacki's correlation are greater than those obtained with Steinberner's correlation. In the analysis of the
COPO runs presented at Nureth 6, it appears that for Rayleigh numbers lower than 510* the comparison

shows a good agreement between experimental results and Steinberner's correlation but for Rayleigh numbers
higher than 10 Steinberner's correlation also underpredicts the experimental results by a factor of about
40%. ' There is a difference ofliquid height in the pool between these diferent runs. Is this behasiour due to a
transition in the mechanism of heat transfer around Rayleigh 10*" or is there an effect of the aspect ratio for a

particular geometry ? At this time we have no explanation to this behaviour.

Power distribution

Upward Sideward Downward

I
18.5 kW/m2 5.8 !.W/m' 2.6 kW/m'

hea x

$**er 75.6 % 13.5 % 10.9 %
,

44.5 % 34.5 % 20.1 %
,, ;,

76.0 % 13.9 % 9.7 %
ca 1 on

In the first calculation, without any adjustment, the power distribution is not well reproduced. The power
evacuated to the upper boundary represents only 44.5% of the total dissipated powcr.
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In the second calculation described below, a good agreement is obtained f:r the power distribution between

each zone.

Sideward heat flex

---- First simulation
Second simulation

o Experimental heat flux j

1.80E+04

i)k 1.20E+04
1.50E+04

----

s

\ !

U 9.00E+03 \ |
" 6.00E+03 - I

'
^ '

''- -

3.00E+03 -

'
0.00E+00 O

0.00 0.25 0.51 0.76 1.01 1.27

B""Top Curvilinear abscissa m

Figure 8 : Sideward heat flux COPO ih2

'

In the first calculation the sideward heat flux is over-estimated and the unstable upper zone is incorrectly
reprodix:cd. The low upward heat transfer induces an increase of pool temperature and also higher sideward -
heat fluxes. i

In the second calculation the heat flux profile is in good agreement with the experimental results. |

In the first calculation the maximum temperature is too high and the height of the isothermal upper zone
represents only 31.5 cm. The upward heat flux is only about 10.9 kW/m .2

The adjustments in the second calculation lead to a good agreement with the experimental data. The upper i.

zone is about 55 cm thick and the maximum temperature difference reaches 12.6'. The calculated upward heat
'

flux reaches 18.6 kW/m2

Temperature on the amis of the pool

5

---- First simulation
Second simulation

o Exerimentaltemperature on axis

82.0 _ _ . , _ _ . . _

P 80.0 s
78.0 N :

%s;g a-
,

p 72.0 \ S-- i

70.0 !

0.00.20.30.50.60.80.91.1 >

Top @zW Bottom

Figure 9 : Temperature on the axis of the pool i
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C. Validation on TRIO-VF aumerical results.

In the absence of experimental data available for hemispherial geometry and for high Rayleigh numbers,
a comparison has been made with existing TRIO-VF results for a PWR lower head. We do not presume about
the physical validity of these results. |

Some TRIO VF results for this case c. ave been presented at the Workshop on Large Molten Pool Heat

Transfer (Grenoble 9-11 Mars 1994) and have been used.'

Due to the large radius of a vessel, the meshes s,te too large for a self description of heat transfer in the
boundary layer and TRIO-VF code also used heat transfer correlations at boundaries.

Characteristics and hypotheses.

- Hemispherical geometry : R = 2 m, H = 2.12 m

- Dissipated power : 32 MW

- The molten corium is surrounded by a thin crust of oxide. So a uniform boundary temperature of 2700 K
is considered except at the free surface.

- For the radiative heat transfer the steel upper structures are assumed to be at their melting point 1658K.
The emissivities are assumed to be ccor = 1 for corium upper surface and e teel = 0.2 for steel.s

For our calculation we have taken the same characteristics and hypothesis, furthermore the calculation was

made without any correction factors.

Power distribution

Power extracted in 8.5 MW 26.5 %
the upper zone

Power extracted 23.4 MW 73 % ,

from the side wall j

Siden ard heat flux

---- FLUXBAIN results
1RIO results

1.80E+06

h1.50E+o6
' -

/'1.20E46

g 9.00E+05 e

| 3 6.00E+o5 /
j 3.00E+o5

0.00E+oo -

0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1

Bottom Top
level abow the bottom (m)

Figure 10 : Heat flux at the wall of the vessel lower head

|
The tendencies are quite similar for the two calculations. DifTerences can be explained by expressions of

heat transfer coefficient which are different for the two calculations.

I
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Both calculations use the Chawla s correlati:n to express the sidewards heat transfer coefficient, but do not
consider the same dependency laws : 1) for the TRIO-VF calculati:n, the heat transfir coefficient varies with
the local t:mperature difference between wall and the first mesh. The effect ofinclinati:n is taken into account
by a sin a multiplier 2) for the FLUXBAIN calculation, the heat transfer coefficient varies with local
temprature between the bulk and the wall and the effect ofinclinat;on is represented by (sin ot)l/3

Upper some

Both calculations are in agreement: - the free surface temperature is about 2863K. There is no crust of
oxide in the upper zone - the height of top cooling zone is about 38cm. In this upper zone the temperature is

maximum and uniform Tmax.=3213K

IIL CONCLUSION

The model presented in the paper is aimed to calculate the heat flux' distribution at the boundaries of a
pool on the basis of a simplified, fast running, model which is able to take into account geometry evolutions
during the propagation of a corium pool in the core or a debris bed . A simplified model cannot describe the
reality with details similar to what may be obtained with sophisticated codes. The analysis of what is important
to describe and what is less important showed that the lateral (or downward) heat flux distribution is strongly
connected to the temperature distribution in the central part of the pool itself strongly connected to the
recirculation flow rate in the boundary layers. Therefore a specific effort was made for the approximate
description of the boundary layer flow.

Validation of the model on BAFOND experiment has shown that it was necessary to devely a specific
*

analytical expression of the mean flow rate in a turbulent boundary layer including Pr dependency. With this
expression we obtain good agreement with BAFOND or with TRIO-VF results. The correction factor for
BAFOND is clearlyjustified and takes account for the thermal resistance due to the electrical insulation.

The comparison with the results from COPO showed that, in addition to the correction taking into account
the effect of an electrical insulation layer, we have to add a correction factor on upward heat transfer
correlation in order to reach a good agreement with experimental results. For Rayleigh numbers higher than
10*" the Kulacki's correlation but also Steinberner's correlation are not appropriate. It is concluded that
complementary specific efforts would be necessary to understand the physical phenomena which control the
heat transfer in the upper unstable layer.

Also basic experiments concerning boundary layer thicknesses and velocity profiles for fully turbulent

| layers under natural circulation are needed.
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NOMENCLATURE

Physical properiles of the pool

I
Dilatation coefficient (1/K)

C Specific heat (J/kg K)p

A Thermal conductisity (W/mK)
Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)

2v Kinematic viscosity (m /s)
p Density (kg/m')
g(a) Gravity m/s2

Non-dimensional numbers

Gr= 8 Grashofnumber
v

Nu = h Nusselt number

EPr = Prandtl number

Ra = gpQH' Internal Rayleigh number
Aun

Boundary layer

Abscissa parallel to the wall or curvilinear abscissa (origin at free surface) (m)x
y Normal coordinate on the wall (m)
5 Boundary layer thickness (m)
u Boundary layer velocity (m/s)
u* Boundary layer characteristic velocity (m/s)

Tb1 Boundary layer temperature (K)

myi Mass flow rate in the boundary layer

Twin Wall temperature (K)
AT Temperature difference Tgi-Twan

Elementary boundary layer volume of thickness dZ (m')dVbt
Pa Power extracted from side wall (W)i

Pool

myi Mass flow rate along the centre line of the pool (kg/s)

T i Temperature along the centre line of the pool (K)
Elementary pool volume of thickness dZ (m')d i

Vpi (H ) Volume of the unstable upper layer (m')i

Spi Upper pool surface (m*)
D Diameter of Spi (m)
Q Power dissipated in the pool (W/m')
H Thickness of the upperlayer(m)i
z level above the bottom (m)
H Liquid height (m)
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RESUME,

Un mod 61c simplifid de calcul de transfert de chaleur aux fronti6res d'un bain chauff6 en volume a 6td
d6velopp6 au STR-CEA, avec le soutien de l'IPSN, en vue d'une utilisation dans les codes d' accident grave. Ces
codes qui doivent prendre en compte de nombreux phdnom6nes physiques ne oeuvent pas dderire de mani6re
d6taillde la thermohydraulique du bain comme cela se fait avec des codes plut :,aphistiqu6s. Pour la description
des tains de corium les besoins sont ax6s principalement sur la d6 termination de la distribution du flux de
chaleur aux frontieres en fonction de la adom6trie.

Le mod 61e se limite aux bains correspondant & des nombres de Rayleigh 61cv6 (1015 ou plus) c'est & dire &
des 4coulements de couche limite turbulents. Ces situations sont repr6sentatives des cas r6acteur. Le modble
consid6re un bain homog6ne. Une temp 6rature constante est imposde aux fronti6res pour calculer le transfert
de chaleur vers le bas. Diffdrentes conditions aux limites peuvent 6tre impos6es pour le transfert de chaleur
vers le haut (ctoote ou surface liquide avec dchange radiatif).

Les pr6 visions du mod 61e sont compardes & des rdsultats obtenus pour diffdrentes gdom6tries (BAFOND,
COPO,...)

L'approche simplifide permettra dans un deuxieme temps de prendre en compte l'6 volution de la g6om6trie
durant la phase de propagation d'un bain de cw jum dans le coeur ou d'un lit de d6bris.

' C.E.N.O Centre d' Etude Nucidaire de Grenoble

' DRN Direction des Reacteurs Nucl6aires
DTP D6panement de Thermohydraulique et de

Physique
STR Service de Thermohydraulique des R6acteurs

* IPSN Institut de Protection et de Sareid Nucidaire

:
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Numerixl Sinulati:n cf Str:tifi:d Shrr Fl:w using

a Higher Order Taylor Series Expansion Method

Kengo lwashige and TakashiIkeda
Power and Industrial Systems R & D Division, Hitachi, Ltd.
7 2-1 Omika-cho, Hitachi-shi Ibaraki-ken,319-12 Japan,
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ABSTRACT |

A higher order Taylor series expansion method is applied to two dimensional numerical simulation of
stratified shear flow, in the present study, central difference scheme-like method is adopted for an even
expansion order, and upwind difference scheme like method is adopted for an odd order, and the expansion

*

order is variable. To evaluate the effects of expansion order upon the numerical results, a stratified shear flow
,

} test in a rectangular channel (Reynolds number =1.7x108) is carried out, and the numerical velocity and
!temperature fields are compared with experimental results measured by laser Doppler velocimetry and thermo-

couples. The results confirm that the higher and odd order methods can simulate mean velocity distributions,
root mean-square velocity fluctuations, Reynolds stress, temperature distributions, and root-mean-square

,

; temperature fluctuations.
8

!

l. INTRODUCTION

The present thermal-hydraulic design of ligv'd metal fast breeder reactu r (LMFBRs) is made with manyr

experimental test results considering conservative safety margins rigorously. Advanced numerical analysis
methods should, however, be developed to optimize the design and to enable further reduction of the
construction costs, in the thermal-hydraulic design, it is important to study mixing phenomena of sodium coolant

'

in the reactor vessel and the primary loops. For example, thermal stratification of sodium coolant occurs in the
upper plenum and primary pipes under reactor trip conditions, while thermal striping occurs in the core outlets
under normal operation. In these phenomena, hot and cold sodium coolants commingle in mixing shear flows, so

' that temperature fluctuation occurs, which can caut a thermal Stress for internal structures. To evaluate the
thermal stress, not only the averaged temperature difference, but also frequency of the change must be

~

considered. Hence, it is necessary to estimate instantaneous velocity and temperature for the design. For this
purpose, numerical simulation using higher order finite difference schemes, represented by the third-order ;

upwind schemesl1Hdl, is a suitable one, and is simple to use for complex geometries and boundary conditions.
Nishida et al.15) and Kajishimal61, however, have compared direct simulation results of turbulent flow using

,

spectral methods with higher order central difference schemes, and have showed that it took more than fourth.
order calculations to obtain the same precision as by spectral methods. Rai et al.l71181 have showed the fifth-4

order upwind scheme was a good candidate for numerical simulations of turbulent flows. Although higher order
upwind methods are superior in numerical stability for high Reynolds number flow, they have some artificial,

( numerical errors. The applicability and precision of higher order upwind methods than third-order have not been
4 studied sufficiently.

In this study, a higher order Taylor series expansion method is applied to two-dimensional numerical simulatio
of a stratified shear flow. The expansion order is adopted to variable, and third- to seventh-order methods are
examined. To evaluate the effects of expansion order upon the numerical results, a stratified shear flow test in a
rectangular channel is carried out, and the numerica! velocity and temperature fields are compared with the
experimental ones.

,
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II. EXPEF.lMENTAL PROCEDURE

1. Experimental Apparatus

The test section for a stratified shear flow in a rectangular channel is shown in Fig.1. The test section was 5m
long. 0.1m wide and 0.3m high, and was made of transparent acrylic resin to allow laser beam measurements and
visualization. The section entrance was divided into upper and lower regions by a flow separator.

The instantaneous local velocity was measured by laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), which was an optical fiber
and probe type two-dimensional system. The laser light source was a 4W argon gas laser. The probe was moved

by a traversing system with precision 14x10 8mm.

2. Experimental Conditions
The experimental conditions are shown in Fig. 2. The mean inlet velocities of the lower (cold) and the upper (hot)

regions were set for (1.2010.06)x101 m/s and (3.3020.17)x10-2 m/s, respectively. The water depth h was set as

(200 2) mm and temperature differences between the lower and upper regions AT were 0 and (710.5) K. Under
these conditions, Reynolds number and Richardson number were defined as follows.

Re = $ = 1.7x10
d

(3)

Ri = g p AT h = 0 and 0.4
AU2 (2)

The three dimensional coordinates were defined with their origin as the edge of the separator and the middle of
the channel width, with x, y and z as the stream, channel width, and vertical directions. The vertical distributions
of the velocities for x and z directions were measured at (x, y) = (0.45m,0) and (0.9m,0), where the mixing
layer of the upper and lower fluids had just started to form and was fully developed, respectively.

The algebraic mean velocities 0, w, the root-mean-square velocity fluctuations M , h , Reynolds stress
|

- uT, algebraic mean temperature f, and the root-mean-square temperature fluctuations were calculated
from the measured instantaneous velocities and temperatures.

3. Measurement Errors
The measurement errors of the velocity and temperature were estimated for LDV and thermo-couples on the

;

basis of the measurement uncertainty analysis method [91. The resultsDel for 95% coverage were as follows. '

Uncertainty of the velocity: 16.9x10 4 m/s
Uncertainty of the temperature: 10.1 K

111. NUMERICAL METHOD

The non dimensional forms of the goveming equations for the two-dimensional unsteady incompressible fluids
are written as follows:

f + uf + wf = ( )+ Rif , (3)+

g ug wg= a,s p
|

e

su
(p + p >=-ro. (5)

!

I
i
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h hgnu. g=-w. (6)

A two-dimensional approximation was chosen according to the measured results that the mean velocity
distributions and the root-mean square velocity fluctuations showed two dimensionalities at y= 0.03 to 0.03 m

between x= 0 and 1.5 m.
In the numerical calculation of the goveming equations, the spatial derivatives are obtained by a higher order

Taylor series expansion methodlu). The nth-order Taylor senes expansion of a function f(x) about a certain point

x,+ax is approximated by the following polynomial of f(x,):j

Rx g+Ax)) - f(Ax )' Rx i) (7)

Equ ..on (7) represents first-order simultaneous equations by substituting n+1 quantities at a point x, and n

points near x, for f(xi + Ax). These equations have n+1 unknowns about the Oth to nth-order spatial derivatives
3

of f(x,). The spatial derivatives can be obtained to solve the simultaneous equations of Eq. (7) numerically.

In the present study, a numerical analysis was carried out using the higher order Taylor series expansion
methods from n=3 to 7. The spatial denvatives in Eq. (3), (4), (5) and (6) were obtained to solve the simultaneous

equations of Eq. (7) by using the Gaussian elimination method. In the choice of n+1 spatial mesh points, a ,

central finite difference scheme like method was adopted for an even order, and a upwind finite difference [121 |
scheme-like method was adopted for an odd order, namely, one-point upstream biased. In these methods, both |

the first and second order derivatives of f(x,) can be calculated with nth-order accuracy using the even order

ones. But, using the odd order ones, the first and second order derivatives are calculated with nth- and (n 1)th-
order accuracies, respectively. Configurations of the spatial mesh points are shown in Fig. 3.
The third order Adams-Bashforth method was used for integration of the time derivatives in Eqs. (3) and (4). The

fast Fourier transformation methodl13) was applied to solve the Poisson's equation (5).
The calculational region was 1.35m from the edge of the separator and 0.2m deep in the test section. This

region was divided by two-dimensional meshes at 200x32 points. The mesh points were set so that the
maximum wave number

k,, (8),

obtained from the spatial mesh interval, was enough larger than the energy containing range of this flow. The
kmu was determined according to the experimental one-dimensional energy spectrum for the streamwise
velocity component, illustrated in Fig. 4. Previously, the authors carried out numerical simulation of one-
dimensional random waves!") and two-dimensional isotropic turbulent flowps) using the present method, and the
numerical results were compared with theoretical solution and numerical solution of spectral method. The results
on a succession of grids showed that the present higher and odd order methods (more than fifth) had a good
applicability to the comparatively large scale fluctuations, corresponded to the low wave number less than about
kmu/4. and higher wave number fluctuations were dissipated abruptly.

The bounr%ry conditions at the upper free surface, bottom wall and outlet (x=1.35m) were slip, no slip and free-
outflow conditions, respectively. The inlet velocity distributions were given as the expenmental ones, and the
inlet velocity fluctuations were given using the Gaussian random numbers, which had the expenmental root-
mean square ones as the center values.

The time integration step was selected as 2x10 3 seconds, and 40000 time steps were calculated in a case.
The typical computing time was about 4 hours by using a Hewlett Packard Model 735 workstation.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Flow Fields
A flow visualization photograph from the test section at Ri=0.4 is shown in Photo.1. A laser light sheet and

fluorescont dyes were used for the visualization. The dyes were injected from the inlet of the lower fluid. The
dyes were mixed with water of the lower region. The photograph shows the mixing shear layer between the upper
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and low r fluids has grown downstcam due to the VIlocity diffir:nes. The interface of the upper and low:r fl .ds
fluctuatId unstably.

Photo. 2 and 3 compare the instantaneous vorticity and temperature fields of the calculational results for n=3
and 5, respectively. With both n=3 and 5, the upper and lower fluids were mixed and vortices grew and were
transferred downstream. Furthermore, the vorticity and temperature fields fluctuated unstably near the interface
of the upper and lower fluids, the same as seen experimentally. Smaller vortices could be captured for n=5 than
n=3.

2. Mean Velocity Distributions
Figure 5 shows experimental and calculational results for the vertical distributions of the non-dimensional mean

velocities 0/AU and w/AU at x=0.45m and Ri=0. The averaging time of the calculation was 10 seconds (5000 time
steps), almost the same as the experimental time, in these figures, (a) and (b) were calculated by n=3 and 5
methods, respectively. With both n=3 and 5, the velocity D/AU could simulate the experimental trends. But for
both 0/AU and w/AU, the differences between the calculational results of n=3 and the experimental ones were
larger than that of n=5 near z/h=0, which was the interface of the lower and upper fluids. The calculational results
of n=3 were shifted a little downwards near z/h=0. The results of n=5 agreed with the experimental results with
95% coverage near the fluids interface. But the difference between the calculational and the experimental
results for w/AU was large near the bottom wall (z/h= 0.5 to -0.25). The authors considered that the generation ,

a'd growth of wall turbulence could not be reproduced in the present calculation because of a lack of turbulent
boundary layer resolution and the assumption of two-dimensionality. |

In the present calculations, the results of n=7 were almost the same as 5, and further improvement of the I
precision could not be obtainad. In the case of even orders (n= 4 and 6), numerical instabilities occurred. !

I

3. Velocity Fluctuations !
a

Figure 6 shows experimental and calculational results for the vertical distributions of the non-dimensional root-

mean-square velocity fluctuations M/AU and M/AU at x=0.45m and Ri=0, respectively. For both n=3 and
5, the calculational results could simulate the experimental trends, the same as the velocity distributions. But for

both M/AU and M/AU , the differences between the calculational results of n=3 and the experimental ones

were larger than those of n=5 at the interface of the lower and the upper fluids and near the bottom wall
especially, where the shear stress worked strongly. The difference between the calculational and the
experimental results was large near the bottom wall (z/h= 0.5 to 0.25) for the same reason as the velocity
distribution of n/AU.

Figure 7 compares experimental and calculational results for the vertical distributions of the Reynolds stresses j

-u'w'/AU' at x=0.45,0.9m and Ri=0. The erperimental results showed that the Reynolds stress had a peak near |
z/h=0, where mixing of the upper and lower fluids was vigorous and the momentum of the faster region was
transferred to the slower one. In the calculational results of n=3, the peak was shifted a little downwards. The i

results of n=5 had good agreement with the experimental ones. The authors considered that the results of n=3
corresponded to underestimation of the momentum transport near z/h=0.

4. Mean Temperature Distributions and Fluctuations
Figure 8 compares experimental and calculational results for the vertical distributions of the non-dimensional

mean temperature (i' T )/AT and fluctuations h /AT at x=0.45,0.9m and Ri=0.4. Both mean temperature
c

distributions and fluctuations could be simulated by the method of n=5.
The present results showed that higher and odd order Taylor series expansion methods can be applied to direct

simulation of stratified shear flow and can estimate mean velocities, temperature and their fluctuations with gooo

precision. To evaluate the thermal stress on the intemal structures of LMFBR, not only mean quantities but
also the frequency must be considered. Clarification of the precision of the method for the frequency e' .'mation
must be done next.

,
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V. CUNCLUSION

A higher order Taylor series expansion method was applied to the numerical simulation of stratified shear flow in

a rectangular channel with the Reynolds number 1.7x104. The numerical velocity and temperature fields were
compared with experimental results measured by LDV and thermo-couples, and it was confirmed that the higher
and odd order methods could simulate mean velocity distributions, root mean square velocity fluctuations,
Reynolds stress, temperature distributions, and root mean square temperature fluctuations.
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NOMENCLATURE

eg- Gravity acceleration (m/s )
h- Water depth (m)
n Taylor series expansion order
Pr Prandti number
Re Reynolds number
Ri Richardson number
T Temperature (K)

Te Cold water temperature (K)

u x-direction velocity (m/s)
w z-direction velocity (m/s)
x Stream direction (m)
y Channel width direction (m)
z Vertical direction (m)

Greek symbols

Volume coefficient of expansion (K 1)

AT Entrance temperature difference (K)

AU Entrance velocity difference (m/s)

v Kinematic viscosity (m2/s)

co Vorticity

y Stream function
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Application of an Analytical Method for Solution of
Thermal' Hydraulic Conservation Equations

M. R. Fakory
Simulation. Systems & Services Technologies Company (S3 Technologies)

8930 Stanford Blvd
Columbia. M) 21045

i

Abstract !
!

An analytical method has been developed and applied for solution of two-phase flow |
conservation equations.The test results for application of the model for simulation of |
BWR transients are presented and compared with the results obtained from application

'of the explicit method for integration of conservation equations. The test results show
that with application of the analytical method for integration of conservation
equations the Courant limitation associated with explicit Euler method of integration
was eliminated. The results obtained from application of the analytical method (with
large time steps) agreed well with the results obtained from application of explicit
method of integration (with time steps smaller than the size imposed by Courant
limitation). The results demonstrate that application of the analytical approach
significantly improves the numerical stability and computational efficiency.

Introduction

Training simulators require mathematical models with capabilities for faster than real
time or near real time computation. Modern nuclear power plant simulators are designed
for accurate simulation of full range of plant operation including unanticipated
transients and abnormal operations or accidents. Thermal hyaraulic and neutronic models
with accurate numerical methods are required to design simulators which are now being
used for engineering analysis of plant behavior (analytical simulators) as well as for
training the reactor operators. The high fidelity simulators that are designed today
use thermal hydr 0 J1ic models which divide the simulated system into a number of nodes
(fluid cells) snd Tiow-paths or channels [1.2]. Thermal hydraulic conservation equations
are integrated for each of these nodes to obtain local thermodynamic and thermal
hydraulic parameters such as temperature, pressure, phasic flow rate, void fraction,
etc., as a function of time step increments. Normally, a sufficient number of nodes ;

provides detailed information about flow behavior and produces precise local parameters ;

needed for simulation of response of the plant instruments (eg, in-core and ex-core
'

neutron detectors, LPRMs. etc.). Most simulators employ four-equation or ,five-equation
thermal hydraulic models but six-equation models have also been tried [3,4]. Reference i

[5] gives an overview of advantages and disadvantages of five-equation models versus
six-equation models for real time simulators.

|
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Models

Ideally, a high fidelity model may attempt to solve the conservation equations in a
closed form both in space and time domains. However, due to complexity which arises from 1

'

application of closed form solutions, the method application has been limited to special
initial and boundary conditions ~ [6). The Method of Characteristics (MOC) which
integrates differential equations along the characteristic lengths has provided closed i

!

form solutions for two-phase flow problems in some cases [eg. 7,8.9]. Closed form
solutions have been obtained using method of lines (MOL) which assumes linear variation
of parameters over the time step [10), The well known thermal hydraulic codes such as !

iTRAC [11] and RELAP5 [12] use finite differencing method in both time and space with
donor cell (upwind) approach. Simulators also employ models which use nodalization and |

idonor cell approach through division of the simulated system into a number of nodes'

(fluid cells). The governing thermal hydraulic conservation equations are integrated |
for each of these nodes to obtain local thermodynamic and thermal hydraulic parameters j

per increment of time. High fidelity simulators are required to employ. in addition to
accurate two-phase flow models and closures, sufficient number of nodes to be able to

icalculate local phenomena associated with transients or oscillatory behavior of the
reactor operation [13]. However, the extra number of nodes may require smaller
integration time step which is associated with stability of explicit or semi-implicit
numerical methods. On the other hand, the real time constraint requires that the
integration time step (At) remain larger than or equal to the updating problem time
increment, and therefore necessitates computers with fast CPUs. The time step
requirement combined with the speed of computer CPU can limit the number of nodes which
are employed to simulate a system and therefore may affect the simulator fidelity.

This paper is concerned with application of near analytical solution to conservation
equations used for two-phase flow. This closed form solution is continuous in time but
discrete in space. That is. the fluid system is divided into a number of nodes (fluid
elements) and the closed form solution is applied to each element under the assumption
that the thermal hydraulic and thermodynamic parameters remain uniform within each
element but they may vary from an element to the next and as a function of the time.
The results of application of the method for calculation of thermal hydraulic parameters I

I
during a fast transient in a BWR are presented and are compared against the results
obtained from application of fully explicit solution for the same transient. The method
has been applied under the assumption that the effects of acoustic wave propagation can
be ignored. This assumption is well justified since the integration time step used for
real time simulators is on the order of tenth of a second which is much higher than the
time which is required for acoustic wave propagation across the simulated system (eg.
the reactor pressure vessel). Therefore the code uses a five equation (two mass, two
energy and one mixture momentum) two-phase model, and the mixture momentum conservation
equation is solved separately from the mass and energy conservation equations. The
method chooses liquid mass, gas mass, liquid energy and gas energy as the conserved
quantities which also provides a possibility to avoid computational errors associated
with low independence between the constituting conservation equations [14].

A general conservation equation for one-dimensional area averaged, time averaged,
unsteady-state two-phase flow can be presented as [15),

|
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a(% * p, * % ) a ( q 'p, * u, * g )
- F" G)

at az
|

|

where we have assumed uniform flow area in the z direction, and q, p,. u,. are the
volumetric fraction, density and velocity, respectively of phase-k (k-V for vapor, k-L
for liquid), g is a general variable the physical meaning of which depends on the ,

conservation principle under consideration, where its value is set equal to one for mass !

conservation, and for energy conservation g represents specific internal plus kinetic
energy, and for momentum conservation g represents phasic velocities. F, represents the
source term or forcing function where for mass conservation it represents phase
conversion (condensation or evaporation) as well as sink or source of mass. Then mass
conservation for vapor phase _ implies,

a(A*q+p,) . a ( A + u, + q + p, ) '

.f" (2).

at az

Assuming the average of product of properties is equal to product of the averages, and
; defining a as the volume averaged vapor void fraction, ,

a - f a, * dz / AZ
|

. then Equation (2) can be integrated along the z direction for the vapor phase of a fluid
l cell, i, to obtain,
1

d ( A, + 6 Z, +a, *p,' ) d ( A, *u,' ea, *p,' ) ) dz - A, *AZ, *f,
.

(3)+ ( ,

dt dz.

Where we have assumed the fluid properties within each element (fluid cell) remain
spatially uniform (well mixed) and,

u, Vapor velocity.

a : Vapor void fraction

p, : Vapor density

AZ : Length of element, constant

A Channel flow area-

f : Rate of vapor generation per unit volume |
1 Node number-
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Equation (3) can be applied to all fluid cells within the system to yield a set of
coupled differential equations which in vectorizeu form can be presented as,

d[ Y] = [R] *{ Y } + { F } (4)
dt

Where:

{ y, , y,.3, ...}: 1 - 1. N{Y} -

y, a, * py,,-

N : Number of fluid cells (nodes) in the system

[R] : A matrix of order N containing the coefficients which are function
of fluid velocity

{F} : A forc"ig vector with its elements in the absence of external source :

is defined as.

{ F } = { f, } (5)

.

The solution to the set of differential equations shown in form of Equation (4) at time
t- At is:

{ Y( At) } = e ""3 *'" * { Y, } + e d"3 *'" * e H"3*" *{ F } * dt (6)

Where:

A vector containing values of "y" at time zero which are obtained{ Y, } :

from previous time step l
!

At .: Integration time step ]
|
1

i
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Performing the integration the following equation for Y is obtained:

{ Y } - e ""l'6" * { Y, + [R] * [ I - e M")**"] *{ F } } (7)

Where:

[1]: Identity matrix of order N

Equation (7) gives the exact solution for the set of equations given by Equation (4).
The solution is valid for any chosen time step (At) as long as the forcing vector {F}
and the coefficient matrix [R] remain constant for the duration of the time step. The
rate of phase change (f) within a fluid cell (assumed constant here but could be a
function of time) has been included in the forcing vector. Therefore, the phase change

. within one time step can not exceed the phasic mass inventory within the fluid cell.
The forcing vector may also become a function of the rate of external input flow into
the fluid cells. Therefore, the chosen time step cannot be larger than the time step
which is used for calculation of the system's input flow or output flow.

Similar equations can be derived for liquid phase as well as for energy conservation
and solved simultaneously. The model was implemented into RETACT*t [1] which is a five
equation drift flux based thermal hydraulic code and has been widely used world wide
for design of full scope nuclear power plant training simulators.

Results

The performance of the developed method has been tested by applying the model for
simulation of boiling water reactors (BWRs) with various type of recirculation systems.
Two sets of results, the first for a BWR with external recirculation pumps and the

f
second set for a BWR with internal recirculation pumps, are presented here. For the case
of the BWR with external pumps, the reactor core region was divided into 4 channels (one
channel represents the bypass flow region and three channels represent the fuel region),
but each channel was further divided into 6 axial nodes providing 24 nodes for
calculation of thermal hydraulic parameters in the reactor core. Identical tests were
performed with application of explicit Euler method of integration as well as with
application of the analytical approach. The results show that for a configuration with
6 axial nodes (fluid cells) in the reactor core, the integration time step associated
with the analytical method can be easily increased beyond the Courant limitation. For
the case of this test the time step was set equal to 0.25 sec (4 cycles per second),
where the material Courant number. defined as (u * At / Az), can exceed one (for the
case of this test it passed two in the reactor core region) without affecting the
numerical stabilities. For comparison, the same nodalization required a time step
smaller or equal to 0.083 sec (at least 12 cycles per second) with the explicit n.2thod.
For comparison, the same nodalization required a time step smaller or equal to 0.083
sec (at least 12 cycles per second) with the explicit method.

~

tRETACF is a registe sd trademark of Smmlation. Systems & Services Technologies Company.
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The test results for a few sample parameters are shown in Figures 2 through 5. For this
test, the feedwater flow rate and enthalpy as well as the main steam line pressure
downstream of the discharged flow from the steam dome were kept constant around their
values corresponding to 100% normal condition. As shown in Figure-1. the test was
started from 100% normal condition but the fuel power generation was sudoenly dropped
to the decay power level and then was increased back to 100% normal level in a single
step mode after the void in the reactor core region had collapsed. Figure-2 compares
the results for pressure in the steam dome region, and Figure-3 shows the results for
the dischcrge flou rate from the steam dome. Figure-4 provides a comparison for the
system mass calculated from the two different approaches, and Figure-5 shows the
calculated results for void fraction in the steam dome. The comparison shows that the
results obtained from the analytical method (executed with time step At-0.25 seconds)
and the results obtained from explicit Euler method of calculation (executed with time
step At- 0.083 seconds) are the same, although the required computer CPU time associated
with the two methods are substantially different. For example, on a SGI-320 computer,
the analytical model required 448 msecs per one second of real time simulation while
for the same nodalization, the explicit method required 1032 msecs per one second of
real time simulation.

The second test presented here deals with power excursion in a BWR with 10 internal
recirculation pumps. For this case, the reactor core region was divided into 6 channels
and each channel was further subdivided to 6 axial nodes (fluid cells) providing a total
of 36 nodes within the reactor core region. The test was started from normal 100%
condition, reactor power generation was suddenly dropped to the decay power level and
then was set to the normal 100% power level after all the voids in the system had
collapsed. Identical test conditions, except for the size of integration time steps,
were imposed for the case of the analytical approach as well as for the case of the
explicit Euler approach. The integration time step for the case of the analytical
approach were set to At-0.1 second (10 cycles per second), while for the case of the

Iexplicit integration, a time step of At- 0.0417 second (24 cycles per second) was
imposed due to numerical stability associated with the Courant limitation. On a SGI-
Challenge computer, the analytical model required about 320 msecs per one second of real |
time simulation while for the same nodalization, the explicit method required 610 msecs
per one second of real time simulation Figure-6 compares the results for reactor vessel ;

mass inventory calculated during the test through application of the two approaches.
Figure-7 compares the test results for steam dome void fraction which are calculated
through application of the two approaches. As can be seen, the calculated results from
the two approaches agree well with each other although the time steps used for
application of the two methods are significantly different. The code performance with
the explicit method of integration has been previously compared and validated against '

data from test facilities and actual power plant data for various types of power plants
and transients [eg, 16, 17). The good agreement between performance of the code upon
application of the analytical method (with relatively large time steps) in comparison !

with the code performance upon application of the explicit method of integration (with
small time steps) shows that the analytical method improves computational efficiency
as well as numerical stability. Consequently, the analytical method provides facilities
for. implementation of large integration time steps. On the other hand, with fixed CPU
time and computer speed, the analytical approach provides opportunities for
implementation of larger numbers of nodes. Thus, thermal hydraulic parameters can be
calculated in detail for accurate simulation of response of measurement instruments.
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Conclusion

Use of analytical methods for solution of two-phase flow conservation equations can
significantly improve the numerical stability and computation efficiency for real time
applications. The analytical approach can eliminate the material Courant limit
associated with the size of a node. Therefore, the approach provides an opportunity to
increase the number of nodes employed for simulation of a system and consequently can !

improve the simulation fidelity.
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF HEAT TRANSFER IN HIGH-

TEMPERATURE GAS-COOLED REACTORS

Gary Chen and Samim Anghaie

Innovative Nuclear Space Power and Propulsion Institute
College of Engineering, University of Florida

Gainesville, FL 32611, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

((4
This paper proposes a computational model for analysis of jjjj,

flow and heat transfer m high-temperature gas-cooled reactors.
'

jThe formulation of the problem is based on using the z
|r f(u) |axisymmetric, thin layer Navier-Stokes equations. A hybrid C # '*"" -- i

used to numerically solve the goveming equations. A last --

gimplicit-explicit method based on finite vohime approach is
m

converging scheme is developed to accelerate the Gauss-Seidel l||}|iterative method for problems involving the wall heat flux
boundary condition. Several cases are simulated and results of ((4

temperature and pressure distribution in the core are presented.
Results of a parametric analysis for the assessment of the impact Fig. I Schematic of numerical modeling .

of power density on the convective heat transfer rate and wall
temperature are discussed. A comparative analysis is conducted The numerical model solves the compressible thin layer i

to identify the Nusselt number correlation that best fits the Navier Stokes equations for turbulent flow of a gas in a smooth
A havephysical conditions of the high-temperature gas-cooled reactors. tube which is shown in Figure 1. Viegas and Rubesin

addressed the complexities of dealing with the numerical

L INTRODUCTION solution of Navier-Stokes equations for the prediction of heat
transfer. In their treatment, they have used empirical relations
f r the turbulent boundary layer instead of near wall fine grids.

Over the past few decades, high temperature gas cooled Since mid 1970 s the explicit techniques with highly stretched
reactors (ilTGRs) have been considered and used for a wide fine gnds have been the dominant method for near wall heat
range of applications. Compactness, high efficiency and very transfer calculation. This approach lends itself to computational

,

high temperature capability of these reactors are of great stability limitations and slow rate of convergence. To remove
importance to power generation in space. Other applications of the time step limitation, a fully implicit num ical scheme has
llTGRs include: terrestrial electric power generation, nuclear been mtr duced by Briley and Mcdonald . Although the
thermal propulsion and direct use of high temperature as for a implicit procedure allows for large time step sizes, the |

,

variety of industrial processes such as steel-making ! The
factonzation mtroduces an error proportional t e time step,

technology ofilTGRs for commercial power generation, as well which restricts the time step size. MacCormackgpdeveloped a
;as the computational methods for analysis of thermal fluid hybrid implicit-explicit method using a fmite volume method i

performance of these reactors are well developed. The majority
combined with the Gauss-Seidel and Newton iterative scheme

,

of existing IITGR thermal fluid analysis methods use empirical to solve compressible Navier-Stokes equations. In this method
,

correlation to resolve heat and momentum transfer at the fuel- an explicit scheme and flux splitting procedure are used to
coolant boundary. Ilowever for liTGR concepts with operating change a block matnx mto a diagonally domm, cnt matnx

|

,

parameters beyond those of commercial itTGRs, the issue of
the accuracy and applicability of empirical correlations are not ytructure which is more amenable to the Gauss-Seidel row-

steration procedure.
fully resolved. In particular, energy transport in very compact The work presented in this paper utilizes the MacCormack
space power reactor concepts may require flow at very high hybrid method with the Baldwin and Lomax algebraicI

velocities and high Reynolds numbers. This paper presents a turbulence model. To meet the requirements of the heat flux
detailed non-correlation based computational thermal-fluid thermal boundary conditions m the llTGR cores, a new
model for analysis of flow and heat transfer in HTGR cores, enthalpy-rebalancing scheme is developed to accelerate the rate
The computational model is used to assess the performance of of c nyergence. Real helium gas properties at high temperature
several mechanistic correlations and I-D approximation models are used. A variety of parameters for the llTGR coolant flow,
for calculation of heat transfer and pressure drop in HTGR such as core power and mass flux, are considered and
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investigated. The Nusselt number correlation and pressure drop
equation that best fits the physical conditions of helium cooled

'

1

~

flow is identified. '"P 8+ " , + ' , (5)
,

The thermal and transport property of helium are used for
IL MATHEMATICAL 'ORMULATION all cases considered in this study.

2.1 Governing Equations 2.2 Turbulence Model

Compressible thin layer Navier-Stokes equations are used The turbulence modeling is the most important factor
to simulate hydrogen or helium flow in a !!TGR nuclear reactor. influencing the convergence of the Navier-Stokes equation
This model consiuers both convective and conductive heat solver. The turbulent models are classified according to the
fluxes. The radiative heat transfer in very narrow channels of number of supplementary partial difTerential equations. This
IITGRs which are cooled by transparent gases is several orders number ranges from zero (algebraic model) to two (K-c model). |

*

of magnitude smaller than the conductive and convective heat The turbulent shear stresses in the mean-momentum equations I
transfer ratesM and is not included in this model. At are replaced by product of an effective viscosity and a mean rate
temperatures up to 3000'K the mean free path of the thermal of strain. The zero-equation model relies on specifying velocity
radiation is many times larger than the transverse flow and length scales in terms of the ment flow, which has been
dimensions in HTGRs. Therefore the absorptivity of the thermal used to yield faster convergence at reasonable accuracy in this
radiation is very small and can be ignored for this analysis. For study. The algebraic turbulence model used in this analysis is a
fi1GR cores with very high axial temperature gradient, the two-layer algebraic eddy viscosity model'I in which the effectsl

' conductive and radiative heat transfer may prove to be of turbulence are simulated in terms of the eddy viscosity
significant. liowever, the analysis of wall-to-wall radiative heat

coefficient, p, ' urbulent viscosity is u2cd:
For the inner region, the Prandtl-Van Driest

transfer and conduction through the solid fuel is beyond the formulation for t
scope of this investigation and in not included in the model. The

i Navier-Stokes equations in strong conservative and
axisymmetric form are given as (p,)u,,,, = pk y [1 -e h.]2ko| (6)

2

kok k p, , $_ p' (1) For the outer region, the eddy viscosity is given by
at ar ar or

1

(p,),,,, = AC, p F F ,(y) (7)*

,

~ P' Pu
'

. F , = y F. (8)
py pY

'
__ pu

_
pu' + r

__ puv - puv (2) where k is the Clauser constant, C, is an additional constant,
u- r, - G, . H, = F. is the maximum value of F(y) in a radial profile and the

"" P"" P",4 ? E' lfunction Fun (y) is the Klebanoff intermittency factor'1 given
: .e. .(e + r)u, ,(e + F)v. ,(e + F)v. by

and the viscous and thermal source terms are
-

, a-s
0 "# (9)3, Fu(y) = 1 + 5.5

(3)p,
,

sys,
5, . ptav 2 v

4_3 5 ipr 7 The constants used for this model are A'=26, C,=1.6, Ca,

p,, #' _ g , =0.25, Ca. =0.3, k=0.4 and K=0.0168, and ci represents thea
p,.

br
; vorticity. .

This model has the advantage of avoiding the necessity for 1

0, finding the edge of the boundary layer and exhibits good3

97 5 accuracy.

~ "'
IIL NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

, t"g * ] pr g ~ 9"e,p v

in this study, MacCormack's hybrid implicit-explicit
In the above formulas, u and v are the velocity components upwind approach with the lig Gauss-Seidel and Newton

in z and t directions respectively, p is the density, P is the iteration procedure is employed . An algebraic grid ciustering
techn,que is used to obtam a high degree of accuracy within the ii

,

pressure. Mr is the total viscosity, q', is the conductive heat
flux, and e is the total energy per unit volume which is related limits of the second-order accurate solution scheme.

to the int:rnal energy e and kinetic energy. The discrete governing equations take the following form-

|
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The predictor step 3.2 Enthalpy-Rebalancing Scheme

In order to solve problems under an arbitrary heat flux'

n, .p, * o,4,-o,) "- boundary condition, a novel method of enthalpy-rebalancing at'"Es "'' 4, y
the transverse flow surface has been developed. This scheme is"#

n. st , u. d, n, a. , o. s. T based on the fact that under steady conditions the gas enthalpy

)1, ,y,d , ,'d rise at each transverse flow surface is equal to the heat removal
.

a, a, ) e e ar

Uff = U,",j + 6U,"f (10)
from the wall. Mathematically, it is written as fo!!aws:

M, = 2xRAg, (17)
,

"

The corrector step l

Equation (16)is explicitly solved to obtain the balancing ;

MC, -* o r, + 0. 4,-a,) u
"i

bulk temperature (T )i, that is jc
-

, ,
"s ;

i.f",d . "- -).f";8 . ";"-) '' go.) ag' . uc'. m:, (r,),, = (r.), + cp {'],,
W 4

'

,

Ufj' = f (U , + U";' + 60**') where T is the bulk temperature, and Cp, is the local specificIII)
heat. In this section,(T ), is known,(T ),.i can be found from

where the difference operators D., D. and 6 represent forward, Equation (18) which is always true in the transient procedure

backward and central difference approximations. A=dF/au and based on the enthalpy-balancing principle. The bulk
B-0G/DU are the Jeobians of F and G with respect of U. Using temperature ((T ),.i) ,,, is calculated from temperature fields

a flux splitting scheme the implicit block matrix equations can under every iteration. Since these two bulk temperatures shouldM

be changed into a diagonal matrix of the following form be equal, their relation may be used as a convergence criterion
as fo!!ows:

's, e, c, 's u,., 'a u,.,+ - (T,) , (gg)
{jy) 3 , ((T ),,,) j

Before achieving the steady-state flow conditions, the mass
s, a, c, a u,., a U ,., + .. g ;, ,;, ggg

,

Therefore, during the transitory pre-steady sta.c conditions the
value of 6 is greater than one. Whenever the mass flux, pu,
approaches its steady-state value, the convergence parameter 6s, A, c, au,a a u,,, +. .
approaches its asymptotic value which is one. At this moment,-r i, , a v,.. . o
the wall boundary condition (16) is used to calculate the wall

where A, B, and C; are block matrices in terms of u, v, p, T,
temperature. As soon as 6 is equal to one, a thermal steady-state

Ax, Ar and At. The last equation in Equation (12) is used to set condidon is achieved. At this point, the wall temperature isj

the boundary conditions. The hydraulic and thermal boundary
frozen to control the heat transfer through the solid wall until a

conditions at the solid wall are set as the following: global thermal convergence is achtesed. This scheme has been

axial velocity condition (13) proven successful when problems with heat flux boundary
g,, = -g, condition are to be solved.

radial velocity condition (14)v,3 = -v,,

E3 = 2E, - E, uniform wall temperature condition (15) Jy. ns%ULTS AND DISCUSSION

[, = (, + (r;, - r;3) heat flux boundary condition (16) .

computational model to analyze the high-temperature gas-
A simple sketch of finite volume mesh to express the cooled reactor system. The core consists of 631 fuel rods and 37

boundary conditions is shown in Figure 2. The Gauss-Seidel holes per fuel rod which has flow equivalent diameter of 3.2
row iteration method is used to solve diagonal metrics equation mm and heated length of 0.544 m. The system pressure of 6.5

(12). MPa and the core power of 25 MW,50 MW,75 MW and 100

MW are used, resp'ectively. The Reynolds number of the flow
is in the range of10 to 10.

The flow domain was divided into 54 radial and 54 axial. . .
control volumes spaced non-uniformly, A fine grid, defined byou t3 ou

riuid siae
algebraic method, was used near the wall to ensure more than* * *

va n , ' " , Y, ,7, two grid points in the laminar sublayer which is used to control
,7 , ,

J g 4 the heat flux near the wall, The convergence history in Figure 3
shows that the root-mean-squared t siduals of velocity and

"
Fig. 2 Finite volume grid system.

>
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iterations or 300 minutes of CPU time using an IBM 486
computer. The Figure 4 shows the typical computational grids. 87* - '"
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The maximum temperature in the liTGR reactor is strongly 0;g%. _ .
_ _ L @-

-

' '
w 00 00r6

' " ' 'dependent on the power density. To demonstrate the influence SL i T< r "
' ' " '

" s.04
000,

of power density, a calculation was done with core power of 00m4 02 m,,'
25 MW,65 MW and 100 MW, which is shown in Figure 5. **

Because of high heat flux the derivative of Emperature at wall (3)

is much higher than temperature at the center area. The
.

temperature at Q-100 MW grows much faster than temperature Fig. 5 Comparison of temperature distribution for different

at Q=65 MW. valued of core power: (1) Q=25 MW, (2) Q=65 MW, (3) Q=100
MW.Nusselt number correlttions are of great importance to

calculation of the heat transfer. Ilowever, almost all of these
correlations are developed under fully developed and constant Am ng the long list of correlations for the Nusselt numiser,

wall heat flux conditions. In some cases the heat flux used for f ur c rrelations which seem to have more relevance to the heat

the generation of the experimental data base is rather low. The transfer in a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor are chosen for

low wall heat flux indicate small temperature gradient in the this analysis. These correlations which have been developed by

flow boundary layer. Therefore the changes in flow properties Colburn, Gnielinski, Karman-Boelter-Martinelli and Notter-

due to temperature gradient may not be important. Under flow, Sleicher and the associated functions for variable property and
axial distance corrections are as follows:temperature and heat flux conditions of ultrahigh temperature

and compact IITGRs, similar to those proposed for space
The Colburn correlationgojpower and propulsion applications, the flow is not fully

developed, so the temperature gradient could be very large and Nu = 0.023 Re'' Pri (20)the wall thermal boundary conditions may be different fmm
what is used for the development of the experimental data but The Gnielinski correlationU1
used for the derivation of the particular heat transfer empirical
correlation. Thus, the detailed computational analysis developed

f
in this work is used to evaluate the most common experimental (Re-1000) 7 (2g)
correlations for wall heat transfer in HTGRs. Nw= <

,I,

LO7+ 121 Pr -12

2s s
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The Notter-Steicher correlation "Il
,
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Fig. 7 Local Nusselt number variation (G=45kg/m^2.s)

a = 028 p,24
0.

in
.4 (23)

I

b = 3 + 0.5e*'" 2o

-- c-eu6.wa s 1

tui y o- g |The Perkins and Worsoc-Schmidt axial distance correction , , ,

1 -* o-as,wza

,, ,.c j .

,,

/, * l+
. .o

tulDe Notter and Sicicher property correction

,

f %0 103, |

^

-^ k- I ~"

o e.i s.: os e4 os eaf, =
To' , , , , , , , , ,

j | j j Fig. 8 Local Nusselt number variation (Q=50 MW)."'

ioo
7 upad Nusselt number variation along the tube length is shown inno . croi,.d .s

C c ig Figures 7 and 8. From the results of this study, the Nusseltgso
number increases as the core power increases. The ditTerences |3 _.- x, .r, .u.n m

j ,,, '

of the Nusselt number of core power of 25 MW,50 MW,75= **"86=8*

MW and 100 MW at x=0.554 m are about 14% and differences.m

| h**%**
" of the Nusselt number of mass flux of 45, 60, 75 and 90

kg/m^2.s is about 29.5%. It is interesting to note that the core* * '

m

aEJ??$w e1.__.o""""*** power and mass flux have similar effects to Nusselt number. .
* wme.jw

Y Y "***
_

Similarly, simplified equations are used to calculate the f20 -
I

I | | | pressure drop in heated channels of HTGRs. These equations
,,

may or may not be applicable to the flow and thermalo os on os c4 os ce

Axisi thstance. m conditions of ultrahigh-temperature gas-cooled reactors. An
analysis is performed to evaluate the accuracy and validity of

Fig. 6 Comparison of the numerically calculated Nusselt the pressure drop equations for HTGRs. Equations which are

number with the empirical correlations. conveniently used to calculate the accelerational and frictional
pressure drop in HTGR cores are:

Figure 6 compares results of detailed numerical
' #

Ij'3 - 1 + 2fg '7; + T (26)calculations with Nusselt number correlations. The Gniclinski i

equation, when is combined by Perkins and Worsoe-Schmidt M"P y L 2T ;~,

axial distance correction ar d Notter-Steicher property correction
shows the best agreement with the computationally calculated r 3

Nusselt number based on full compressible Navier-Stokes &= InE + 2/M (27)#G *

A Pi D,f.equations.
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[6] B. S. Baldwin and H. Lomax, " Thin Layer Approximation i

Fig 9 Pressure drop correlation comparison. and Algebraic Model for Separated Turbulent Flows," AIAA
i 16th Aern=n=ce Sciences Meetino. Huntsville. Alabama AIAA
| Figure 9 shows the axial pressure distribution in the heated 78-257, 1-15 (1978). i

! flow channel as calculated by the detailed Navier-stokes solver

| can also by Equations (26)-(28). The legend appearing in the [7] S. W. Chung and S. Anghaic, "A Computational Model for !

Figure 9 is: Incm implies equation (26) which is found in Determination of Wall Heat Transfer Rate Due to Flow of Very
Reference [12]. Comi implies equation (27) and Com2 trt; plies Ifigh Temperature, Optically Thick Gas," NURETil 5, Proc. Fifth
equation (28) which can be found in Reference [13]. From this Intemational Topical Meeting on Reactor Thermal llydraulics,
analysis it is evident that the equation (26) provided the best Salt Lakc City, UT, Septeber 1992.
agreement with the numerical results. This is mamly due to the

,,

fact that the thermal evolution of the flow is taken into account [8] D. A. Anderson, J. C. Tannehill, and R.11. Pletch,
m the equation (26), which is much closer to the governing Computational Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer, Hemisphere
equation used for the CFD calculation. Publishing Corporation (1984).|

V. CONCLUSIONS [9]1. L. Steger and R.F. Warming " Flux Vector Splitting of the
Inviscid Gas Dynamic Equations with Application to Finite-

In this paper, a convective numerical model is developed to Difference Methods," NASA TM D-78605,(1979).
simulate fluid flow and heat transfer in high temperature gas-
cooled reactor. The real transport and thermal properties of helium

[10] B. S. Petukhov. " Heat Transfer and Friction in Tuibulentgas are used. The axisymmetric, thin-layer Navier-Stokes Pipe Flow with Variable Physical Properties," Advances in Heat
equations are employed as the governing equations for this model. Transfer. Academic, New York, pp. 503-564,(1970).
The results of this study indicate that IITGRs can be operated at

,

power density ratings up to about 1000 W/cm^3. As power [I1] R. K. Shah and R. S. Johnson, " Correlations for Fully
density increases, wall temperature and Nnsselt number increases. Developed Turbulent Flow through Circular and Noncircular
In particular, the Gniclinski correlation with axial and property Channels," Proceedinoc of the 6th Internatinnal ligat and Mass
corrections provide the best agreement with numerical vesults. Transfer Cnnference Madras. India pp. 75-96, (1981). I
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. Development of a Graphical User Interface for
the TRAC Plant / Safety Analysis Code

Ann E. Kelly
Cynthia K. Harkins

Richard J. Smith
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL)

Abstract:

A graphical user interface (GUI) for the Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC) has been
developed at Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory. This X Window based GUI supports the design
and analysis process, acting as a preprocessor, runtime editor, help system and post processor to
TRAC-PFl/ MOD 2. TRAC was developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). The
preprocessor is an icon-based interface which allows the user to create a TRAC model. When the
model is complete, the runtime editor provides the capability to execute and monitor TRAC runs '

on the workstation or supercomputer. After runs are made, the output processor allows the user to
extract and format data from the TRAC graphics file. The TRAC GUI is currently compatible
with TRAC-PFl/ MOD 2 V5.3 and is available with documentation from George Niederauer,
Section Ixader of the Software Development Section, Group TSA-8, at LANL. 1

Users may become functional in creating, running, and interpreting results from TRAC without
.

'

having to know Unix commands and the detailed format of any of the data files. This reduces
model development and debug time and inemases quality control. Integration with post-
processing and visualization tools increases engineering effectiveness.,

:

1.0 Introduction
4

The Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC-PFl/ MOD 2) is a state-of-the-art, best-estimate l

thermal-hydraulic, reactor kinetics and plant analysis code that was developed at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL)[1]. It is used for simulating the performance characteristics of
pressurized water reactors as well as thermal-hydraulic test facilities. Because TRAC provides so
many capabilities, creating a TRAC model is a complex and often error prone task. It is especially
difficult for the user to keep track of the dependencies between input parameters. The goal of the
TRAC GUI development team was to devise a grr.phical interface (Figure 1) that makes the
creation of TRAC input files more intuitive and less prone to errors. One of the primary
development requirements was to make the GUI easier to use than workstation text editors. This
interface will minimize plant design and analysis process cycle time while maximizing quality
control. The GUI must provide runtime con'rol and at: cess to the various output files of TRAC,
such as the dump, restart and graphics fdct

.
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FIGURE 1. TRAC GUI Screen

The TRAC GUI was designed to support different levels of users. This includes beginners who
have no experience with TRAC, advanced users who know the TRAC input format, and users
who will be making many runs which are permutations of a base model. Novice users need a GUI
to provide easier access to data, guidance in understanding the dependencies between input
variables, and the generation of the TRAC input file (TRACIN) which is needed to run TRAC.
They also need the interface to perform all system commands so that no knowledge of Unix or file
transfer is needed. Expert users must be able to create models and modify existing models in an
efficient manner, and have the software perform error checking during a model creation session.
All levels of users must be able to submit many runs of the same base model from within a TRAC
GUI session, access the graphics data generated from a run and load graphics data into post-
processing tools. These capabilities must be provided without the user having to leave the TRAC
GUI environment.
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These goals were achieved by teaming expert TRAC users with user interface software design
experts and involving the intended user community throughout the GUI development and design

i process. Early in the development cycle, a user interface functional requirements document was
created to serve as a road map throughout the GUI design. Changes from the original functional
requirements were allowed to occur as the GUI was tested by users and ,as new software
development tools became available.

This paper presents an overview of the TRAC GUI design and implementation. The model shown
in the TRAC GUI in Figure 1 is the LOFT test facility model [2], which is one of the TRAC

; assessment problems. The LOFT model is shown in all the GUI displays throughout this paper.

2.0 TRAC GUI System Summary

This section describes the software tools used to develop the TRAC GUI, the modules that make4

up the system, and the flow of data through the . stem.

2.1 System Description

The TRAC GUI uses the X Window System and Motif widgets to perform all graphical user
interface capabilities. The GUI requires the X11R5 version of the X Window System and was
implemented in the C programming language. It has been tested on both the Sun and SGI
workstations.

The TRAC GUI consists of three main modules: Model Generatar, Runtime Editor and Output
Processor. Figure 2 shows the interaction between the three modules and the data flow between
these modules.

,

2.1.1 Model Generator

TRAC is an input intensive code, requiring a great deal of information to describe system
configuration, geometry, initial fluid state, specialized component inputs (e.g. - pumps, reactor,

kinetics, valves, etc.), and reactor plant control system inputs. The Model Generator [3] facilitates
rapid model construction through an intuitive user interface.

The Model Generator capability in the TRAC GUI allows a power plant analyst to interactively
create a plant schematic using TRAC components which are supplied in a component library. This
process entails " dragging" a component icon to an infinite work area where the model schematic
is being created. When added to the model, the components are automatically named and
numbered (although component names and numbers can be modified). After the components are

'

dragged into the work area, they can be connected together through point and click operations
using the mouse. The TRAC junction array (or connectivity array) is automatically numbered
when the user clicks on the component icon connectors, which can be seen in Figure 1.

Components are initially populated with default data (where applicable) which the user can
modify through input panels accessed through the component representation in the schematic
(Figure 3). Data entered through these panels are checked for consistency and type, eliminating
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| -

crrors due to data format. Input arrays are initialized to "no data" so that as array sizes change, ,

default data is not used. Arrays are checked for "no data" before a TRAC model is run so that the i

TRAC input file does not contain array data which was not specifically set by the user. j
l

The TRAC GUI also performs logic checking of data entered by the user and updates array sizes |
when the dimension parameter is modified. The interface incorporates interdependencies of i

TRAC input data by automating the TRAC user manual logic, thereby aiding the user during
model creation and reducing modeling errors. Data which are not needed are desensitized t

(" grayed out") so the user receives a visual queue that this data is not required and will not be j

used. j
1

. A plant designer may create a TRAC model from scratch or read in an existing TRAC input file t

for TRAC-PFl/ MOD 2 (Version 5.3). When starting from a TRACIN file, the user must still !

| create the schematic for that model. Once a schematic has been created, the model may be read |

into the TRAC GUI as a Model Generator file. !
A

t

!

!
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FIGURE 3. TRAC GUI Screen

The user interface contains a connection to on-line nelp through a Help menu. This allows users to
access a specific section of the TRAC manual. If the exact section is not known, a Table of
Contents may be accessed which contains hypertext links to the correct portion (or page) of the
manual. Any text processor may be linked into the user interface as a way of obtaining help,
assuming the help files are formatted for that text processor.

Along with user manuals, connections to documentation on the status of TRAC development
items and user interface information have also been incorporated.

2.1.2 Runtime Editor

TRAC is currently used in a batch-oriented environment. When a model is complete, the TRAC
GUI generates a TRAC input file (TRACIN) and provides the capability to execute TRAC on the
workstation or super-computer and monitor runs. The user may specify TRAC run parameters
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FIGURE 4. Runtime Editor

such as which machine to run on, memory required, and time limits. The user also specifies where
to save all of the possible output files. The TRAC run is submitted from the interface without the
user needing to know the details of Unix or how to submit runs. Figure 4 shows the method used
to submit a TRAC run to the supercomputer. Once a run is submitted, the user may monitor that
run from within the interface.

2.1.3 Output Processor
|

Once a modelis run, the engineer needs to evaluate the results and make decisions based on these
results. In most cases, visualization techniques provide the fastest means of understanding output.
There are currently many excellent commercial visualization and analysis packages available.
Rather than reinvent the functionality provided by these packages, the TRAC GUI provides the
user with the means for easily utilizing TRAC run data within these tools. One challenge involved
in meeting this goal is that each visualization and analysis tool has its own data format. A second
challenge is that the TRAC graphics file (TRCGRF) is currently a machine specific binary file.
TRCGRF contains output parameter data at each timestep as well as a catalog of what data are
available in the graphics file. This file may reside on a different machine than the visualization

: software. In order to use this data, it must first be extracted from the binary data file, formatted
appropriately and then moved to the machine where the visualization software resides.

|
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To handle this data formatting and extraction process, the TRAC GUI provides an Output
Processor. The Output Processor is a window based tool that allows engineers to specify what
data they want to look at and for which tools the data should be formatted

Figure 5 shows the output processing GUI. At the top of the window is a set of scrolled windows
used to display the data catalog. 'Ihe data catalog is a list of what data are available from a specific
TRAC run (the available data may vary between TRAC runs). The Output Processor automates
the process of extracting the data catalog from a specific TRAC graphics file and transferring it ,

back to the workstation. Using the data catalog display, the engineer selects the parameters to be !
!extracted and model locations at which to extract those parameters. For each set of parameters

selected, the user may select one or more formats to output the extracted data in. After the user
has defined the data to be extracted, the Extract option may be invoked. This option extracts data
from the TRCGRF file and formats it as specified by the user. The Output Pmcessor handles the 1

data transfer between the machine where the data resides and the machine on which the user is |

working. The Output Processor also provides a tool for loading this data into the appropriate
visualization tools so that the user appears to never leave the GUI even when using a separate data
processing tool.

|

3.0 Summary and Conclusions .

i

The TRAC GUI provides a flexible, robust means for creating and quality checking . TRAC
models, controlling the analyses, and processing the output information all from a single, intuitive |

user environment. |

Users are able to create TRAC models without detailed knowledge of the TRAC input format, the j

operating system, or the connection between the workstation and the supercomputer for i

submitting runs. Both new and experienced TRAC users are able to more rapidly construct .

hydraulic system models and perform analyses using the TRAC GUI than with a traditional text i

editor.
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ABSTRACT

! As is well-known, both TRAC-BFI and TRAC-PF are using the first upwind scheme when
finite-differencing the phasic momentum equations. In contrast, RELAP5 uses the second -4

upwind which is less diffusive. In this work, we shall assess the differences between the
two schemes with our modified version of RELAP5/ MOD 3 by analyzing some transients of{

-

: - interest. These will include the LOFT LP-LB-1 and LOBI small break LOCA (SB-LOCA)
BL34 tests, and a commercial PWR 200% hypothetical large break LOCA (LB-LOCA). '

In particular, we shall show that for some of these transients, the employment of the first.

upwind scheme results in significantly different code predictions than the ones obtained when,

: the second upwind scheme is used. !

!

i 1. INTRODUCTION

| All transient analysis thermal-hydraulic analysis system codes are employing a staggered-
mesh solution scheme for the solutions of the finite-differenced phasic equations. As far
as the phasic momentum equations are concemed, the phasic velocities are computed at the

,

! edges of the computational cells by using an upwind scheme [1]. Both TRAC-BF1 [2] and
,

TRAC-PF are using the first upwind, while RELAP5 [3] uses the second upwind scheme'

.
which is less diffusive [1].

One can ask the question to what extent (if any) these two schemes ma lead to different
~

results within the framework of the same code and, furthermore, shoul!the two schemes
really lead to different code predictions, are these differences large enough to justify a more,

! in-depth investigation of the problem. It is the aim of this work to try to give an answer to
these questions.

i

This work is organized as follows. In section 2, we shall outline the way that the phasic
momentum equations are finite-differenced in RELAP5/ MOD 3 (henceforth to be referred to;

as R5M3) by using the second upwind scheme while we shall also outline the first upwind'

scheme, which is the one used when finite-differencing the momentum equations in the TRAC
i ' codes. Subsequently, by using standard techniques, we shall demonstrate that the former

scheme is less diffus,ve than the latter. Furthermore, we shall briefly describe a Crank-i
Nicolson type scheme [4] for the convective terms in the framework of the semi-implicit'

first-upwind solution scheme, which improves the accuracy (in the temporal direction) and is
in fact the one we implemented in the code. In section 3, we shall present some comparisons ;

L ' of code predictions calculated by using the two schemes and we shall discuss any differences - !
!~ between the two.' In this work, we used our modified version of RELAP5/ MOD 3 which

|
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we hav: extensively assessed and qualified in the past with a number of separate-effect and
integral test experiments [5-7] (reflooding, LB-LOCA and SB-LOCA tests).

2. THE TWO UPWIND SCHEMES

In RELAP5, one uses the sum and the difference phasic momentum equations. The vapour
momentum equations can be written as [3] i

1 8(V,') OP
SV, + 5 a ps s 5 + a, p, B,= -aa Po os y g,

- (a ps) /w.,(V ) + T (V,i - V )s s s s s

(a pu) fi,, (C V, - Co V) ;
o 1 i-

+ f,, |V,| V, - f,a |V| V + Fm,, (2.1) \i i
.

where all the symbols have their usual meaning. A similar equation can be written down
for the liquid phase. The last term in eq. (2.1) is the virtual mass force F ,,. The finite-
differenced difference phasic momentum equations for example are generally written as fol-
lows

V",j+ 2 - V,"| ' + . .. = V "; - V,",i + . . . . . . . . .

- (R7+' CONV"+2 - R,"+1 CONV,"+2) At + .. (2.2)

where we shall define R7+ and R"+2 in due course, while CONV7+2 and CONV,"+' are the
convective terms. In the nearly-implicit scheme, one assumes

R7+2 CONV7+2 R7CONV7 (2.3a)=

and

R," + 2 CONV,"+ 2 = R,"CONV7 (2.3b)

RELAP5 uses the second-upwind scheme for the convective terms which is more accurate
than the first upwind scheme, since it maintains something of the second-order accuracy of the
convective terms possessed by the central difference schemes [1]. For the vapour momentum
equation for example, after integrating the equation from the centre L of the down-stream

'

volume of the junction j, to the centre K of the up-steam volume, the convective term in the
semi-implicit scheme is written at time-step n as follows

p,",y)1 /0(V,2)3aL = CONT,', = (y, L p,,L
_ yno

y
(2.4)-I I

2 q Oz ) g 2 A :j

where A j is the length of the hydraulic volume around the junction j (from K to L). In
RELAP5, the donored phasic velocities are defined as follows (here for the vapour phase):
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V,,g = V"g + 0.5 |V,"g| ( V,"j , - V,"j ) (2.5a)y;Ks,

and

V ,,t = V,",t + 0.5 |V,"t| ( V,"j -V,"j+, ), (2.5b)
~n

y ,Ls,

while the volume-centre velocities Vfg and V,"3 are defined by,

.

V,"g = 0.5 ( V,"j_3 + V,"j ) (2.6a)*

and4

i

1

0.5 ( V,"; + V,"j+3 ). (2.6b) lV"t =

Finally, the convective term given by eq. (2.4) is written as follows:
1

((V,"t)2 _ (y K)2 + VISC,") (2.7a)
/ ) 1

I CONV" I =

.

where

f i

1 (2.7b)|V,"t| ( V,"j - V,"j+3 ) - |V,"g| ( V,"j_, - V,"j )/VISC" = 0.5 l
(

is the numerical viscosity term.
~n

In this formulation, it can readily be seen from the above equations that the products Vag V,,g
'

and V,"3 f,,t appearing in the convective term are explicitly defined by

' V"x V"J-1 YEx ?Os s~.
(2.8)Y[K V,,K =4

, V,"g V,"; V,"x <0

and

' V,"t V,"; V"t >0
,,

V,"t V ,,s = < (2.9)
, V,"t V"y, V"t $; O
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The convective term CONV7 of the liquid momentum equation is defined in the same way.

As can readily be seen from eq. (2.1), in R5M3, the vapour convective term enters the
difference phasic momentum equations in the form [3]

,

~n ~n ~n ~n

1 f a, p, fD(V|)\" ' _ (V"t V,,t - V,7x V,,y) f 0.5 a,j p,j \ (g 19)"

5," p,\a poi \ Oz j g azi \2 )s
,

The factor in the large brackets multiplying the (CONV,") would be equal to 1 if one hadi

cancelled the product (a, p,) from the original equations. Though, due to the donor-cell
differencing of the convective terms, one has to assume that, provided the up-stream or:

down-stream volumes are not time-dependent volumes, this ratio is not equal to 1 and if one
assumes this, a number of transients terminate with minimum time-step or water-property
error. In RELAP5, this term is modelled as follows:

p'j )I
~"

/ 0.5 j(ly) = ' _n _n
A*s,i p,4

max (5.10-28 (R1" p,",t a,",t + (0.5 - R1,") p,",x a,",y) (2.11)= ,_n _n,

"aJ Pod

where

4R1" = min (max ((CONV," + 10-8) 2.5 10 , 0), 0.5). (2.12)

There is no justification given by the code developers for the aforementioned functional form
of R; and the same form was also used in RELAP5/ MOD 2. A tilde over a variable indicates

n _n
that the variable is an upwinded quantity, while a bar (5,j and p,j) indicates that they
are cell-length averaged. From the above definitions it is clear that R1" 0.5 as long=

as (CONV); > 10-8; if (CONV)" = 0, R1" = 0.25 and if (CONV)" < -10-8,
R1" = 0. In exactly the same way, one defines the term (RT) multiplying the convective
term CONV" of the liquid momentum equation.

The first upwind scheme and the way we implemented is in R5M3 can be outlined as fol-
lows. The convective term of the vapour momentum equation in the TRAC codes is finite-

y differenced in the following way:

1 l8(V|) " ' _ f BV,)" ' _y
~ q * Oz j

~

2 q az j g g
1

$,, (V,T; (V,"; - V,";_,) (WV) + V,"j (V,"j+, - V,"j) (1 - WV)) =
1

3, (V,"; 6V"(jj_3) (WV) + V,"j 6V,"<j+3j) (1 - WV)), (2.13)
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where

'1 V,"j > 0.

(TYV) = (TYV)] = 4 (2.14a)
,0 V,"j $ 0.

Before proceeding any further, we shall first show that the first upwind scheme is more
diffusive than the second upwind one which is used in R5M3. To show this, we shall
first consider as an example the general form of the (spatially discretized) steam momentum
equation: it is written as

OV'#- = CONV," + .. .. ... . . (2.15)
Ot

where all the symbols have their usual meaning. We shall now use standard techniques [1]
and investigate the truncation error introduced by the two different discretization schemes.
We shall assume that the velocity direction is from the cell K to the cell L and let us first
introduce in the above equation eqs. (2.7a) and (2.7b) (second upwind scheme). Finally, we
shall use the following Taylor expansions around V,j for the velocities at the junctions

BV - 1 63V
V,s., = V,3 - az gy+5(azf g,Y + .-- (2.Ma)

g y + 5 (a zy 'V',' + -~~SV - 1 o
(2.1%V,s+1 = V,s + az g,

where az is the mesh-length, if we now take into account eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6b), it can
readily be shown that eq. (2.15) can be written as (after dropping the subscript j)

>
.

i

f 1 f 8V,h '
OV' + V' DV' = 1 bz !V' O'V, \

'

1 + - bz 1 + ........ (2.17)
at Oz 4 q Oz2 4 g az jj,

This is the original steam momentum equation and the terms on the right-hand side are the'

truncation errors: The first term is the numerical diffusion, while it can readily be seen
that the second term modifies the convection term itself (and decreases as the mesh-size az
decreases). If we now follow the same procedure for the first upwind method, one can readily
show that the steam momentum equation corresponding to (2.17) will be

BV' + V, DV' = 5 z (V,o'V,;8
1 a + .......... (2.18)g g, g,,

Clearly, the numerical diffusion of the first upwind scheme is twice as high as the on of the
: second upwind.

We have implemented the first upwind scheme in R5M3 but in a slightly modified form than
used in the TRAC codes. In particular, we used a Crank-Nicolson (in time) type treatment
of the convective terms of the phasic momentum equations by evaluating them at half the
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time-step, which results in a more " implicit" evaluation of these terms; after some lengthy
algebra, one can show that the diff:rence phasic momentum equations can be written as

/ 1 ( )T
V,"j+ 2 1+3 Af RT (6V,"(jj_3) (IVL) + 6F"(j+33) (1 - IVL)) ;-i

/ 1 / T'
V,"f2 1+3 Af R" (6V"(jj_3) (TVV) + 6V"(j+1j) (1 - IVV)) + . . . . .

= V,"j - V,"j + . . . . . . . -
1 /

6V"(j+3j) (1 - IVL)) -3 (R7 (V,"j 6V,"(jj_3) (IVL) + V,"j i

T

(2.19)R" (V,"j 6V,"(jj_3) (TVV) + V,"j 6V,"<j+3j) (1 - WV)); At + ....

1

where all the quantities 6V,"(j,53 etc are defined as in eg. (2.13). |
l
1

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we shall compare the predictions of R5M3 when using the second and the first
upwind methods for finite-differencing the convective terms of the momentum equations. As
basis for our analysis, we shall use modified version of the code [5-7] since as we have shown
in a series of previous investigations, the frozen version leads to erroneous results for almost
all separate- effect and integral test emeriments analyzed. In this section, we shall analyze
the following three transients: The LO FT LP-LB-1 [8] and the LOBI SB-LOCA BL34 [9]
tests and a hypothetical 200% LB-LOCA calculation for a two-loop commercial PWR
[10]. We shall show that the code predictions (here, we shall mainly concentrate our attention
to the rod surface temperature (RST) histories) are depending on the upwind scheme used
in the solution of the momentum equations, although the extent of this dependence varies
depending on the transient under consideration. We shall perform all the calculations with a
fixed spatial nodalization since the aim of this work is to assess the importance of two different
discretization schemes of the convective terms of the momentum equations rather than study
the effect of node size on the code predictions. Funhermore, we should >oint out that simple,
separate-effect type calculations (reflooding in a heater rod bundle etc) aave been performed
with both versions of the code and the results were for all practical purposes identical and
indistinguishable from each other. Hence, the differences between the predictions obtained
by using the two different schemes are mainly showing up in large system calculations rather
than in separate-effect tests.

(a) The LOFT LP-LB-1 test.
For this analysis, the input deck of Ref. 8 was utilized, and the RST histories at the
peak axial power level predicted by the two versions of the code are shown in Fig.
1. Clearly, for this case, the predictions obtained are not so sensitive to the finite-
differencing scheme used in the phasic momentum equations. Notice that since the aim
of this work is to assess the possible differences due to the two different disenetization
schemes rather than investigate possible deficiencies of physical models, we are not
showing the measured values in this figure. The interested reader is referred to Ref. 7,
where the predictions of our modified code for the same LOFT test are compared
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both to the ones cf the frozen version and to the measurements. An other important !
'

point which we would like to notice here is that the differences between the pred ictions !

obtained by using the two different discretization schemes are also depending on the<

:

i actual physical models in the code and in particular, the different interfacial shear )

| models. This we have shown by analyzing the same LOFT test with these two schemes, ;

but by using the option of our code version which activates the Andersen drift-flux wet-i ;

; wall mterfacial shear correlations for pipes as in TRAC-BFI [2,5,7]. For this case, the ;

j differences in predicted RSTs obtained by using the two schemes were much larger,
,

; . indicating that there can be strong interactions 3etween the numerics in the code and ;

particular physical models. This com) lex interaction and inter-relation between the !,

j discretization scheme and the physica models and correlations used in the code is ;
.

an additional evidence of the fact that qualifying code uncertainties in a rigorous and ;

j invariant fashion is not really an attainable goal.
i

j (b) A hypothetical 200% LB-LOCA calculation for a two-loop commercial PWR plant.
For this case, we used the input deck of Ref.10 which models a two-loop 1130 MW i-

commercial PWR. In Fig. 2, we show the predicted RST histories at the peak axial
power level. Here, one can see that the employment of the first upwind scheme for the1

convective terms in the momentum equations results in RSTs (for this particular axial -|
elevation) which are approximately 150 K lower than the case in wiuch the second'

; upwind scheme was used. One of the reasons for this behaviour may be the fact that
since the former scheme is more diffusive, during the blow-down phase, more water i

,

is held in the core; consequently, the RSTs start increasing a little later, leading to a i
,

: lower maximum RST dunng the reflooding phase. .

(c) The LOBI SB-LOCA BL34 test.
I Finally, the LOBI SB-LOCA BL34 test [9] was analyzed with the two versions and in !

Fig. 3A and B, the predicted RST histories at two different axial elevations are com- |-

pared to the measured ones. One can see that when the first upwind finite-differencing !

{ scheme is used, both the time that the third dry-out is predicted to occur and the pre- |
4

j dicted peak RSTs change significantly. A closer look at the results of this analysis
reveals that as can be seen from Fig. 3C, this can be attributed to the fact that when the'

former scheme is used, the collapsed level in the core starts decreasing earlier, probably

| due to the larger numerical diffusion of the first upwind scheme.
I
i

4. CONCLUSIONS

j In this work, we have tried to assess the effect of two finite-differencing schemes of the
; phasic momentum equations on the predictions of R5M3. In particular, we investigated the ;

differences between the second upwind scheme used in the code, and a modified first-upwind I!

i scheme, similar to the one used in the TRAC codes. Our conclusions are that in general,
| due to the different truncation errors of the two schemes and the fact that the second upwind
j scheme is less diffusive than the first, the code predictions are to some extent influenced by

the particular scheme. Consequently, care should be exercised when one tries to compare.

predictions obtained by two different codes, even if the physical models in them are identical
(which is actually never the case). We saw that although the differences between the code

] predictions for the LOFT test LP-LB-1 were not very significant, this was not the case either
for the LOBI SB-LOCA test BL34 or for the hypothetical LB-LOCA in a commercial PWR,i

both from the point of view of the predicted RST hirories and the CLL. Additionally, when
the same LOFT test was analyzed by our code version in which different wet-wall interfacial

;
shear correlations were activated, there were also large differences in the RSTs predicted -.

when the two different schemes were used. Clearly, there may be transients for which the
;

two different schemes lead to significantly different predictions while for others, this may noti

be the case and in fact, these differences may be enhanced by the actual physical correlations
used.

i
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Concluding, we can say that there is really o large number of effects which have to be taken
into account when one tries to estimate uncertainties in the predicting capabilities of the codes;
certainly, although some of these effects can indeed (at least to some extent) be quantified

:(11), we do not believe that this can be achieved for the general case in any rigorous and
invariant fashion,

I
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ABSTRACT
!

<

A new local mesh refinement (LMR) technique has been developed and applied to :
incompressible fluid flows with free surface boundaries. The LMR method embeds patches of !
fine grid in arbitrary regions of interest. Hence, more accurate solutions can be obtained with a |
lower number of computational cells. This method is very suitable for the simulation of free '

surface movements because free surface flow problems generally require a finer computational ,

grid to obtain adequate results. By using this technique, one can place finer grids only near the ;

surfaces, and therefore greatly reduce the total number of cells and computational costs. This
paper introduces LMR3D, a three-dimensional incompressible flow analysis code. Numerical
examples calculated with the code demonstrate well the advantages of the LMR method.

1. Introduction

!

Local Mesh Refinement (LMR) is a kind of zone decomposition method. The basic idea of
the technique is based on local adaptive mesh refinement (LAMR) developed by Berger et al.[Il
to track shock wave propagation in compressible flow. LAMR uses a sequence of overlapping
grids of increasing fineness. The grid is adaptively refined until the solution error estimate is
below some desired level. This method makes it possible to use very fine mesh and is suitable to
resolve detailed structure of complicated flow, such as burning flow with fast chemicalk

reactions [2],
)

{ The main difficulty of this method is the need for data structures not usually found in numerical
software. It makes programs highly complex. To adapt LAMR to incompressible flow analysis,

'

the authors have converted it into LMR by neglecting the adaptiveness, but retaining the simple
data structure used in conventional flow analysis programs. LMR embeds grid patches with an
arbitrary level of fineness in arbitrary regions ofinterest. Although the grid patches are " frozen,"
so that the computational grid system does not change, the fine mesh regions are confined within
the patches and the increase in the number of cells is restrained unlike in the conventional pmgram.

'

As a result, more accurate solutions can be obtained with lower computation costs.

2 The LMR technique is extended to solve free surface flow problems in this study. Several

: methods, such as the height function method [3), MAC methodl4), ALE method [5] and so on,
have previously been used to approximate free surfaces in finite difference numerical simulations.
From among the methods, the volume of fluid (VOF) method [6] is chosen for this study because
ofits flexibility and wide applicability, A special interpolation scheme is needed to redistribute.

| the fluid volume fraction in coarser cells into finer cells contained within the coarser cells. This
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interpolati:n scheme is very important to maintain the mass conservation of the fluid. A program,
LMR3D, has been developed to investigate performance of the LMR method. It is a three-
dimensional code for incompressible flow with free surface boundaries and can solve a wide
range of free surface problems in Cartesian or cylindrical coordinate systems with the LMR
grid. Several numerical examples are solved to verify the code. The results clearly demonstrate
the advantages of the LMR method.

I

2. Outline of LMR3D ;
i

LMR3D is a three-dimensional code for incompressible viscous flow with free surface )
'

boundaries. The free surfaces are treated by the VOF method. VOF is used in a lot of general
purpose fluid analysis codes because of its flexibility and applicability to a wide range of free
surface problems. The following 5 an outline of LMR3D.

(1) Basic equations
The incompressible viscous flows are governed by the following set of nonlinear partial j

differential equations:

i
i

' "l = 0
Bx)

'Bu, + Buj "+ g' . [
Bui + ax)(uiuj)= -p Bxi1 Sp + 3xj

B 8
(1) -v -- <

8t axj 3xi |,
.

3(uj ) = 0FOF ,

-+ t

St dxj !

|
t

The third equation is a kinematic equation governing a volume-fraction function, F, which f
specifies the fraction of volume containing fluid per unit volume. This cell-centered function ;

assumes a value of unity in cells full of fluid, a value of zero in empty cells, and intermediate ;

values in surface cells. The surface is located at F=0.5. The kinematic equation is usually solved i

by a donor-acceptor method (6),

(2) Grid system
The grid system of LMR is the same as that of LAMR. It is composed by a sequence of j

nested, logically rectangular meshes on which the basic equations are discretized. Differences !

between the two grid systems are: ;

!
i) The LMR grid system is not adaptive, and so all the refined regions must be fixed

before calculation.
ii) Fine grid must be contained in only one coarser level grid in LMR. !

iii) LMR employs the same staggered mesh arrangement as the traditional ;

incompressible flow analysis programs instead of the regular mesh employed by ;

LAMR. :

iv) In the LMR grid system, only the outer boundary cells are overlapping to connect
physical quantities smoothly.

,

!

The above restrictions make LMR less flexible but highly effective and easy to implement. |
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Figure 1. An example of grid system used in LMR3D. Overlapping cells of the
level I grid are indicated by shading.They are treated as the fictional cells.

Calculation of a number of geometrical quantities, such as metrics and index list vectors, that are
frequently needed in later work is required only one time. Error estimation and grid refinement ;

in each time step are not required. !

l

LMR3D uses a staggered mesh arrangement in which all the vector components, u, v, and w,
are defined at the center of cell faces and all the scalar variables, p and F, are located at the cell
center. This is the best way to prevent the checker-board pressure oscillations. To connect the

,

patches of different fineness level smoothly, an overlapping grid system is employed. Level I !

patches are also presupposed to exist in the next-coarser grid patches, level (I-1), for simplification. |
As shown in Figure 1, the outer boundary cells of a level I grid patch are overlapped with a level
(1-1) patch. Boundary values of all the variables for the level I grid are set at the overlapped cells
by interpolation, and fixed during each time cycle. The highest grid level available in LMR3D is
2, although this is not essential and extension to a higher level is straightforward. The refinement

ratio,r = Ax'-' , is set to 3 because this is suitable for a staggered mesh arrangement. Then, a
Axf

cell in a level (I-1) grid is divided into 3x3x3 sub-cells oflevel 1. The variable mesh approximation
is also used on the level zero grid.

(3) Redistribution of fluid volume fraction
One of the important problems to be solved is the redistribution of fluid contained in coarser

cells to sub-cells. This is directly related to mass conservation. LMR3D employs a special
interpolation scheme for this fluid redistribution which assures adequate fluid transfer between
the different fineness grids.

Figure 2 illustrates this interpolation method. Let the fluid in a cell (i,j,k) of level (1-1) be
redistributed into sub-cells of level 1, and assume the surface boundary near the cell can be
approximated by a plane cutting through the cell. Then, the height of the surface above the
bottom face of the surface cell is defined at each location. After interpolating the surface heights
corresponding to the sub-cells, the fluid volume fractions of the sub-cells are obtained as follows.
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F[,j+p,g+y = max 0, min 3 hj p -(1 + ) ,1 (2),

where, hj p is the surface height and F[,3+p,g y is the fluid volume fraction to be redistributed to
the sub-cell, (1,j+ ,k+y), as shown in the figure. For fluid mass conservation,

2 2 2 i

F[,J,I = 1a-op-oy-o [+a.J+0.k+y ,IIIF (3)g
;

should hold. l
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| Figure 2 Illustration for the fluid re-distrubution into sub-cells
1

(4) Numerical procedure
LMR3D is based on a finite volume formulation. The finite-volume equations are derived by

integrating the governing equations, Eq.(1), over a control volume. In this formulation, the
unsteady terms are discretized by the 1st-order Euler scheme and the convection terms in the
momentum conservation equations are discretized by the 1st-order upwind scheme or QUICK
scheme. Other terms, such as pressure and diffusion terms, are discretized by the 2nd-order
central difference method.

LMR3D performed fluid dynamic calculations by marching in time using a fully implicit
scheme, SIMPLEST [7]. A steady-state solution is obtained from calculation starts with an initial
guess and continues the marching-in-time process until the values of the dependent variables
stop varying with time. SIMPLEST secures unconditional numerical stability, so that the time-
step size is not limited by the Courant number criterion when fixed boundary problems are
solved. Hence, one can get a steady-state solution rapidly by marching with very large time-
step, e.g.1010 second. In the case of free surface calculation, however, the time-step size is
limited by the Courant criterion because the donor acceptor scheme for VOF equation is
essentially explicit. The SIMPLEST scheme is still useful to enhance the numerical stability.

If the e are no refined regions, then LMR3D solves Eq.(l)just the same way as the conventional
2024
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! programs do on a single grid With multiple grids, each grid is separately defined and has its
own solution, so that a grid can be advanced independently of other grids, except for the
determination ofits boundary values. This feature would match well with parallel processing
computers. The present version of LMR3D is tuned up for vector computers, so that the time
advancement is performed from the lowest level grid to the highest level grid by using boundary -
values at the previous cycle, say m, and the values of the independent variables at cycle m+1 are
calculated. Then the boundary values of each grid are updated from the highest to the lowest
level. When this iterative process is considered converged, the last iterated values are used for
the advanced time variable values. The main structure of the computer program can be seen in

| Figure 3.
.

; < ,

~

Start
!

' "
i ,

Read Data;
j--

Calculate geometrical g 2antities
and initialconditions far all grids

:
;

'

i Time lwp Implicit loop

i

Setup boundary values of levell grids
s using previous solutions
!

Get solutions oflevell grids
;

I

n+1 -> n Setup boundary values of level (l+1) grids m+ 1 -> m
| time = time + At using previous solutions

i

Get solutions oflevel(l+1) grids

; -

Update boundary values of levell grids
,

using level ( l+1) grid solu *. ionsi

Update boundary values of level (I-1) grids
: using levelI grid solutions
:

Converge ?<

Output

|

I time > tstop ?

r ,
,

i Stop

!
< ;

.

Figure 3. Main structure of LMR3D
.
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3. Numerical examples

(1) Flow around a rectangular column
A three-dimensional flow around a rectangular column without free surfaces is solved to

verify LMR3D. A schematic diagram of the flow is shown in Figure 4(a). Three calculations,
listed in Table 1, are made to compare accuracy and computing time. The total number of cells
in the coarse grid (Case A) is 1,800, in the LMR grid (Case B) 10,548, and in the finer grid (Case
C) 48,600, respectively. Figure 4(L) shows the flow vector distribution on the horizontal plane,
and Figure 4(c) shows that on the vertical plane of each case. Figures 4(d) and 4(e) compare
velocity and pressure profiles, respectively. Although the refined grid region is not very large,
excellent results are obtained from the LMR calculation. The computing time of each case is
also summarized in Table 1. It shows that by using the LMR technique, almost the same results
are obtained with about 1/8 of the computing effort.

:

i leve10 .

:
:

!A /
N ![ | level 1 [

A !
:

1.0 OI ,"|h'"""""
"""

'
,

. . '
'

'

f o,c,,-, 1.0'

.. y

y ,,'' O.9 W
d 1.8 M

Figure 4(a) Configuration of the flow around a rectangular column

Table 1. Numerical conditions and CPU times

Case Number of cel's CPU time ratio

A ( level 0 only ) 1,800 0.07

B ( level 0 and 1 ) 10,543 1.00

C ( level 1 only ) 48,600 7.74

l The CPU times are measured from the 2-second simulations.

(2) Free surface flow around a rectangular column
Free surface movement when a column suddenly takes up motion at constant speed is calculated

using LMR3D. This is a good test to verify the fluid redistribution scheme of Eqs.(2)and (3).I

| Figure 5(a) is a schematic diagram of the problem, and Figures 5(b),5(c) and 5(d) show the
instantaneous velocity vectors around the column when the time is 0.2 second. These figures
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demonstrate the adequacy of the redistribution scheme. The total number of cells for the LMR'
celculation is 10,801 and that for the fine grid is 41,580. The computing time for LMR is less
than 1/3.2 that consumed by the fine grid calculation. The reduction in computing time for these
problems is approximately in proportion to the ratio of total number of cells.

,

<

i . Level 1"

|'

' "" 'A i i
<

: i
: |

1.0 1.......... '-

"'
e,/ -

4 1.1

V,

1.4,

; Figure 5(a) Schematic diagram of the free surface flow

:

!

(3) Large recirculating flow with free surface'

i Gas entrainment tests were conducted at Abiko Research Laboratory in Central Research
Institute of Electric Power Industryl8}. In these tests, five models with geometrical similitude
but with different scales were used to examine the scale effects. LMR3D qualification is done

i against data obtained from the large size model test and the time-averaged surface profile is
compared with the experimental one measured by wave gauges. The test section for the L-sizei

i model is shown in Figure 6(r.). The major analysis conditions are:

i

! i) initial waterlevel 150 cm

11) flow rate 0.3 m3/s (inlet velocity is about 2.0m/s)'

; iii) grids 20x1x15 (level 0)
! 45x3x12 (level 1)
: 18x9x15 (level 2)

iv) difference scheme QUICK
|
i Figure 6(b) shows the grid system. In this analysis, non-uniform mesh is applied for the coarsest

,
grid,i.e. level 0, as shown in the figure. The level 1 grid is located around the water surface, and
level 2 grid is located at the upper right corner where the vortex induced gas entrainment'

intermittently appears. The instantaneous velocity vectors together with water surface profile ati

30 second are shown in Figure 6(c). The calculated flow pattern is very similar to the observed
,

one. The velocities, pressures and surface profile are varying during the simulation, as in the
experiments. Figure 6(d) is a time history of surface height at x=5cm, and represents this surface
fluctuation. The fluctuation becomes periodic after 10 seconds, and so the time averaged surface
profile is obtained by averaging the profile from time at 10 to 30 second. The comparison result
is shown in Figure 6(e). The solid line shows the calculated profile and dots show the averagedi ,

i surface height measured at each location. Good agreement is observed from the figure. '

e 4

i
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|Figure 6(a) L-size test section

Figure 6(b) Grid system for recirculating flow
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Figure 6(e) Comparison of surface profile between experiment and calculation

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a local mesh refinement (LMR) technique and describes its applications*

for incompressible flows with free surfaces. Although the idea of LMR is based on a local
*

adaptive mesh refinement (LAMR) method developed for compressible flow analysis, it is'

converted into a zone decomposition method. The LMR method is more Dexible in the
composition of computational grid systems than usual zonal methods. It can place an arbitrary'

.

number of patches with arbitrary levels of fineness in any regions of interest. This flexibility
| enables us to use a high-resolution grid system with a reduced number of cells in total. Therefore,

more accurate solutions are obtained at less computational cost. The LMR method can,'

furthermore, be extended to free surface flow problems. A special interpolation scheme for the
;

redistribution of Guid in coarser cells into finer sub-cells is developed to achieve this extension.
;

Several numerical examples are presented. These exaniples demonstrate well the advantages of
i LMR.
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!

We introduce a useful test problem forjudging the performance of reactor safety codes in situations where moving two-phase
mixture levels are present. The test problem tracks a two-phase liquid level as it rises and then talls back to its original position. |
Pure air exists above the level, and a low void air water mixture is below the level. Conditions are subcooled and isothermal j
to remove complications resulting from failures of interfacial heat transfer packages to properly account for the level. ,

Comparisons are made between the performance of current versions of CATHARE, RELAP5, TRAC BFl. ar.d TRAC-PF1.
These system codes are based on finite-difference methods with a fixed, Eulerian staggered grid in space. When a partially filled
cell with a mixture level discontinuity becomes the donor cell, the sharp changes in fluid properties across the interface results
in numerical oscillations of various terms. Funhermore, the cell-to-cell convection of mass, momentum and energy are

I
inaccurately predicted nearby a mixture level.

To adequately model moving mixture levels, an efficient discontinuity tracking method for the finite-difference Eulerian
approximations is described. This model had been implemented in the TRAC-BWR code for the two-phase mixture level tracking
since the TRAC-BD1 Version (released April 1984). The result of the test problem run by the current version of TRAC-
BFl/ MODI with the mixture level tracking model shows some peculiar behavior of the variables such as velocities, pressures
and interfacial terms. A systematic approach to improving performance of the tracking method is described. Implementing this
approach in TRAC-BFl! MODI Nas shown a major improvement in the results.

1. Introduction

Tracking of distinct water levels has always been an issue for simulations of Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)
vessel behavior. Although it has been less important in Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) simulations, situations
do exist where the ability to accurately model moving levels would be desirable. Since the interfacial heat transfer
in the two-fluid codes of our interest is tied to the flow regime map through the void fraction of the mesh cell,
distinguishing the annular / drop flow above and bubbly / churn flow below the two-phase level requires the knowledge
of void fractions above and below the level. Otherwise, for the mesh cells partially filled with two-phase mixture,
the interfacial heat transfer is inaccurately predicted.' Since the interfacial heat transfer around two-phase level is
based on the cell average void fraction, reactor safety codes can not accurately predict the rate of pressurization or
depressurization of systems. Boyer et al.8 compared major U.S. safety codes for a BWR/4 main steam isolation valve
(MSIV) closure transient where smearing of void fraction front reduced the pressure quenching effect. In the same
study, tracking the two phase level and accurately predicting the interfacial heat transfer helped to simulate the
pressure quenching more accurately when cold feedwater was sprayed into pure steam above the sharp void fraction
front.

For simulations of advanced passive reactor designs, an accurate level tracking is even more important. Since
system behavior of passive designs is dependent on the delicate pressure balances of natural circulation, anomalous
pressure behavior due to the presence of two-phase levels can seriously degrade the quality of advanced reactor
simulations. In principal, the flow problems associated with two-phase level interfaces can be handled numerically
by working with the governing equations in integral form and constitutive relationships that hold across the
discontinuities. In practice, however, their application is severely limited. Away from these interfaces, where the
solution is smooth, the integral equations can be well approximated by partial differential equations (PDEs). Most
fluid models in reactor safety usually approximate these PDEs by finite difference methods. For the finite-difference i

|

i
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,

i

numerical methods to be accurate near discontinuities, where the PDEs fail to approximate the integral equations,

they must treat the discontinuity specially. Otherwise, the sharp changes in flow quantities such as void fraction and ,

phasic velocities across the discontinuous interface will result in peculiar behavior of pressure, phasic velocities and |

void fraction. |
4

Although flow problems involving motion of pure liquid into a voided region are useful, they miss some j.

important phenomena related to the interface between two phase mixture and single phase regions that occur in full ;

reactor transients. Therefore, we have designed a test problem including a two-phase mixture below the level to
provide more understanding of these situations. Our problem involves an isothermal air and water mixture. Thus,
the solution of this problem is only sensitive to how the two phase interface is handled by the conservation equations
for mass, momentum and their constitutive equations. Wi.n this test problem, we have compared the performance

,

i of current versions of major nuclear safety codes CAfHARE, RELAP5, TRAC-BFI and TRAC-PFl. The
comparison of codes has shown that problems with the treatment of interfacial shear and inertial densities result in
poor simulation of pressure behavior for the mesh cells around the two phase boundary. ,

As we shall see, the results from test runs indicate a common gap in the two-fluid models of major safety codes
when dealing with moving two phase levels. Akimoto et al.3 studied the numerical pressure spikes associated with

i
a quasi-stable water surface in the initial stage of reflood phase after a PWR-LOCA. They rigorously showed that
upwind-difference scheme approximating the gradient of liquid velocity across a liquid front, resulted in numerical

d

pressure excursions. Unlike pressure spikes due to water packing that is a well known phenomenum , these
numerically induced pressure oscillations resulting from level motion are often overlooked when judging calculations.
In general, to deal with flows containing sharp fronts, the tracking methods have been very popular, where additional
computational elements are introduced to explicitly keep track of the front. These methods have been developed for
various interfaces that commonly occur in many fluid flow problems such as detonations, flame fronts and multiphase
flows." Among these methods, the so-called volume-tracking methods offer region following schemes where the

>

problem domain is a union of fluid regions divided by interfaces. Because of their simplicity, they are widely
applied to various multi-phase interface problems including reactor safety applications.' In 1980s, the General
Electric (GE) developed a level tracking model for TRAC-BWR to curtail the numerical diffusion of void fraction,
a tracking model that shares common features with other volume-tracking methods. Later, the developmental
assessment at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) demonstrated several deficiencies in the model
which could iead to spurious computational results.' Despite the changes made by INEL to improve the level
tracking model, it has failed to properly simulate the moving mixture level in our test problem. In this study, we
also suggest a systematic approach to improving performance of the TRAC-BFI level tracking model. '

In the next section, we will introduce our test problem for judging the performance of reactor safety codes in
situations where moving two-phase mixture levels are present, and the following section will compare the results
from recent versions of CATHARE, RELAP5, TRAC-BF1, and TRAC-PFl. Later in the paper, we will review the
TRAC BFI level tracking model and show the test run results when level tracking is activated that clearly illustrate .

'

the nature of the problems encountered. Further, an improved approach to the level tracking will be described, and
we will provide the results obtained implementing the improved lavel tracking in TRAC-BFl.

2. Moving Mixture Level Test Problem

Given our experience with level tracking problems in BWR simulations, we found it necessary to introduce a
,

new, simple problem to test our method. A schematic of the test problem is shown in Figure 1. The model consists
of a vertical pipe with 0.1 m ax al flow area and 1.0 m height, that is made of 10 equal volume cells. A T branch2

,

is connected to the bottom of the test pipe, through which an air flow maintains the air and water mixture at 0.13
void fraction and 50 "C equilibrium temperature. A mixture level is initially maintained in cell 2 of the test pipe
with 37 kg total liquid inventory, Below the mixture level, the air bubbles form and rise at a terminal velocity. Due
to differences in interfacial shear models of the codes being tested, equal air mass flows result in different mixture
void fractions. We have adjusted the flow of air in each code to match the below level mean void fractions for a ,

'
better comparison. From the T branch, the liquid water is first injected and then withdrawn to create a moving
mixture level. The injection at 5 kg/sec into the test pipe creates a rising level that moves a distance approximately
one-half grid spacing per second for the first 5 seconds. Similarly, the liquid water is withdrawn at the same rate
to create a falling mixture level for another 5 seconds.

2036
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Figure 1. Schematic of the test problem . Figure 2. A flow cell with the mixture level

Conditions are subcooled and isothermal to remove complications resulting from failures of interfacial heat
transfer packages to properly account for the level. Hence, the solution depends only on the conservation equations
for liquid and gas mass and the conservation equations for liquid and gas momentum. Gravity and the interfacial
shear between air bubbles and liquid water are the only forces that act on the fluid. The wall friction is suppressed
in the calculations, so that pressures below the level solely result from the hydrostatic gravity head. Moreover, the
isothermal and subcooled conditions at 1.01 x10' Pascal force all interfacial mass transfer terms to zero. The safety
codes then effectively solve Equations (1),(2),(3) and (4) that govern the fluid flow of moving mirrure level test
problem.

a i

g(sp,) + a (sp,V,) = 0 (1)

i

a i

g[(1- a)p,] + a [(1- a)p,V,) = 0 (2) j

SV 1

-- I + V* a V =
g ap

- F, + g (3)
Of dc * 9,&c a p,

SV a g ap + 1

3 + V,5 , = pe at (1-a)pe ,+ g
V F (4)

di

where F is the interfacial shear at the face interface.
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3. Comparison of Reactor Safety Codes

In order tojudge the performance of codes, we have selected a set of common variables for comparison. The
state variables are defined at the cell centers, whereas dynamic variables are at the cell faces. We then present
pressures in cells 2,3,4 of test pipe shown in Figure 1. However, we only compare the void fraction in cell 3 and
phasic velocities at cell face 3+% of the test pipe.

The pressures as the mixture level rises and falls are depicted in Figures 3,4,5 and 6. We observe pressure
spiking in various degrees during the transient while the mixture level rises. In order to understand the underlying
mechanism that results in pressure spikes, we solve the momentum equations (3) and (4) for the pressure gradient.
Multiplying Equations (3) and (4) by macroscopic densities and rearranging, we have

(5)a - -(ap, - F, + a p,g ,

(1-a) BP = -[(1-a)p,)D,Y, + F, + (1-a)pg (6)
.

where D/Dt and D,/Dt are the substantial derivatives along the gas and liquid flow respectively. Away from the
two-phase interface, summing Equations (5) and (6) gives the pressure gradient proportional to the hydrostatic gravity
head, provided that the acceleration terms on the right hand sides vanish. In all the safety codes being tested except
TRAC-BFl. interfacial shear is modified to strongly couple the liquid field to the gas when the flow is single phase
gas (codes assume 1 cx=10 or 10 ) as can be seen in Figure 7. In contrast, a rising mixture level that partially fills4 4

mesh cell J, reduces the cell average void fraction convected across cell face J+%, and therefore weakens the
interfacial drag. When combined with the upward gas flow, this results in negative liquid velocity at j+%. As the
void fraction front rises in cellJ, the void fraction convected atJ+M decreases, which in turn, continuously changes _

'

the force balance between interfacial drag and gravity acting on the dispersed droplets. When finally the two-phase
mixture fills up cellJ, the liquid velocity at J+% suddenly becomes positive and resulting high liquid acceleration
term in Equation (6), inducing a pressure peak.

It is important to note that the water packing options are in effect for RELAP5, TRAC-BF1 and TRAC-PFl.
Although spiking due to water packing is suppressed by an ad hoc procedure setting the compressibility artificially i

to zero when a cell nears the filling point,' in our test run, this procedure has not suppressed the pressure spikes. -

CATHARE has no special water packing treatment. On the other hand, a method proposed by Akimoto et al.2 avoids
high acceleration pressure losses associated with liquid velocity reversals in TRAC-PFI (their method is not ,

implemented in our version). As seen from Figure 7, while the mixture level fills up cell 3, the liquid velocity above
the void fraction front, predicted by RELAPS, TRAC-BFI and TRAC-PFI changes very rapidly. When the mixture
level is between j and J-M, pressure atj is overpredicted since the flow is assumed uniform in cellJ, although it is
really not.

The void fraction in cell 3 predicted by all codes are compared in Figure 8. When the mixture level fills up
cell 3. TRAC-PFl and RELAPS predict 0.0 void fraction. That is smaller than the donor cell mixture void fraction.
Although the TRAC PFI void fraction returns to more reasonable values, RELAPS retains a lower void fraction than
predicted by the others and as a result, RELAPS propagates the mixture level to cell 2 later than predicted by the ,

'
others. Forfalling mixture level, while the void fraction of cell 3 convected across cell face 3-M changes from 0.13
to 1.0, the flow regime shifts from bubbly to annular droplet. During this transition, the codes interpolate between
the interfacial drag coefficients based on these flow regimes. We observe that the rate of downward liquid flow then
becomes smaller as the liquid mass in cell 3 decreases. Here, the comparison between the asymptotic approach to

| 1.0 of computed void fraction from Figure 8 and the straight line that could be theoretically predicted for the level
I motion, gives us a measure for the numerical diffusion of void fraction. ~Ihe safety %s selected the time step size

| based on their numerical method and time step selection algorithm.
'

We have only considered the maximum time step size of 0.1 seconds in comparing the safety codes. Only
TRAC-BFI did not achieve this step size, running at about 0.05 seconds. This allows at least 20 time steps to fill

| cach cell. Our test results of codes certainly indicate a need for explicitly keeping track of void fraction front.

| Otherwise, inadequate modeling of moving mixture levels will decrease the accuracy and degrade the quality of our
analyses.'
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4. Mixture Level Tracking

As we pointed out in our introduction, a level tracking model was implemented in TRAC-BFI primarily to have
more accurate interfacial heat transfer description for partially filled mesh cells. Several assessments following the
model development indicated deficiencies which could lead to spurious results. Before we introduce our new
approach to level tracking in reactor safety two-phase flow, we feel that it is important to learn more about TRAC-
BFI level tracking. In this section, we briefly describe how TRAC BFI level tracking works and then present the
results of TRAC-BFI test run when the two-phase level tracking is activated.

For each vertically oriented cell, the level tracking model first searches for the presence of a two-phase mixture
level from criteria based on the axial void profile around that particular cell. His logic developed by GE to test for
the level in a computational cell is based on certain BWR experimental test data and numerical experiments? The
initial step in detecting a void fraction front is to evaluate the axial void profile around a particular hydrodynamic !

cell. In general, a level is assumed to exist in cellj if the calculated cell centered void distribution satisfies the i

following criteria: |

a .,- a > 0.2 or a - a _, > 0.2 and a ,, > 0.7 (7) |
j j j j j

\
provided that no level exists in cellj+1 or cell j-1 (Figure 2). When a level is detected in cell j, its position is
calculated in terms of computed mean cell and non-cell centered void fractions according to Equation (8)

L,= Az, "I ~ "l_ (8)

aj - aj

where a+ represents the void fraction above the level and is equal to the void fraction in cellj+1; u~ represents the
void fraction below the level and is equal to the void fraction in cellj 1 For example, in the first time step of our
test problem a mixture level is initially actected in cell 2 where the void fractions in cells 1,2 and 3 are oy=0.12,
oq=0.69 and eq=1.0. An existing level in cellJ is propagated toj+1, if the projected position based on the level
velocity is in cellj+1 or the mean void fraction a, becomes less than the mixture void fraction or. Similarly, the
level is propagated tof-1, if the projected position based on the level velocity is in cellj 1 or the mean void fraction
a, becomes equal to the above level void fraction a'.

When there is no mixture level in the momentum cellJ+M, TRAC-BFI linearly interpolates between above and
below cell macroscopic densities based on the lengths of cells on either side of the cell edge under consideration in
order to determine inertial macroscopic densities in the staggered momentum cell. If a mixture level exists, TRAC-
BFI interpolates non cell-centered void fractions based on the relative position of the level in the space between the
cell center and the cell edge and determines an average voidfraction for the half of momentum cell in which the
level exists. The mass and energy equations then convect the non cell-centered macroscopic quantities across the
cell face.

For the TRAC-BFI test run when the level tracking is activated, pressures in cells 2,3 and 4 are depicted in
Figure 9. We have no doubt that the TRAC-BFI level tracking has failed in our moving mixture level test. Figure
10 further indicates that the interfacial drag between dispersed bubbles and liquid does not remain constant.
Whereas, bubbles should rise at a terminal velocity based on a constant balance of drag and buoyancy forces and
resulting pressure gradient at the phase interface.

Conventionally, the safety codes assume an average flow regime and evaluate the coefficients of momentum
equations in terms of densities, void fraction and known velocities either defined at j+M or interpolated between j
andj+1, which are also assumed uniform. We have found it necessary to take greater care in this area of modeling',
and have introduced several new corrections to the basic finite difference equations.

If a void fraction front exists, the level tracking model provides void fractions which are uniform in regions
between the void fraction front and the edges of staggered cell. The regions above and below the void fraction front
then have two distinct flow regimes based on these non cell-centered void fractions. Since the velocities convect the

fluid either from above or below the void fraction front, inertial macroscopic densities and interfacial drag must be
evaluated in terms of the non cell-centered void fraction in theregion which occupies cell facej+M." Therefore, we
define the inertial macroscopic densities that prevail atJ+% as follow when a void fraction front exists between j+%
andj,

:
2040 ,'
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1** " (L - Az/2)aj* p + (Az. /2)a .: p .j j j j j (9)
'

(L,- Az)2) + Az,,,/2

or if a void fraction front exists between j+% and J+1, then
~

(EP)j.g * (Azg2)a p + (Az 3/2-L.3)aj.s p .jj j j j (10)
,

A 2 + g/2 Ly

where the void fraction and density are defined for liquid and gas phases accordingly.
Obviously, the resulting pressure gradient at cell face J+% will not yield an accurate pressure drop between i

pointsj andJ+1 when multiplied by Az,.., since there are really two distinct pressure gradients in each region above j

and below the void fraction front. Therefore, the pressure gradient must be corrected for the hydrostatic head of
mixture level in order to give the pressure drop across the momentum cell when multiplied by the cell length.

P. -(P g ) (;;)Of j j
.

& Az.gr.p j

The pressure drop correction given by Equation (11) is vital, since the velocities in the implicit finite-difference
equations for the conservation of mass and energy are linearly expressed in terms of the pressure drop across the
momentum cell. If a mixture level exists below cell face j+%, the pressure gradient at j+% must be the gradient
between the void fraction front andf+1 when corrected by

g - (L - At /2) g (a p,+(1-a-)pg , (12)P j j

and similarly if a mixture level exists above cell face J+%, it becomes the gradient between the void fraction front
and j when corrected by

j /2 -L ,,) g {a p, +(1 -a-)pf,, . (13)Pg = -(Az.3 j

We also experienced very short-lived pressure and velocity excursions as the void fraction front was propagated
across the cell faces. For smooth changes in relative velocity, a first-order Taylor series expansion in time provides
a simple method to evaluate the new time interfacial shear. As soon as discontinuities appear when the void fraction
front is propogated across the cell face, the information for the new time step provided by Taylor series expansion
is destroyed. Reevaluating the old time level interfacial shear for the flow pattern behind the void fraction front
stabilized the solution."'

The corrections implernented to TRAC-BFI showed major improvement in the results for the moving mixture
level test. As can be seen from Figure 1I, the pressures in cells 2,3 and 4 accurately follow the hydrostatic pressure
of moving two-phase mixture level. The comparison of void fractions between Figure 8 and Figure 14, gives us a
measure for the numerical diffusion of void fraction when there is no level tracking. As seen from Figure 13, the
liquid and gas velocities display a sharp transition after the void fraction front moves across the cell edge. Moreover,
the interfacial drag at the cell edge remains constant throughout distinct regions above and below the void fraction
front and shows a stable rapid transition in Figure 12 as the void fraction front is propagated across the cell edge.
When finally the motion of void fraction is adequately modelled, we can now observe the small increase in mixture
void fraction (Figure 14) and decrease in bubble rise velocity (Figure 13) when the fiow is counter-current.

5. Conclusions

Based on our experience with TRAC codes, we think that pressures, void fractions and velocities must be
carefully considered when judging the results of benchmark problems. These variables are especially important
during down flow in testing safety codes. To demonstrate this approach, we designed a test problem which
simulated a moving void fraction front in a vertical tube. We then compared the performance of current versions
of CATHARE, RELAP5, TRAC-BFI and TRAC-PFl. Our test results indicate that CATHARE is the best
performing of the current releases of these reactor safety codes. The results of RELAP5 and TRAC-PFI has shown
some peculiar pressure and void fraction behavior. Based on the results presented, we have concluded that TRAC-
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BFI is the worst performing code in our moving mixture level test. We have further demonstrated that relatively i

4

simple corrections can make radical improvements in even the worst performing code. After corrected. the level
tracking has helped TRAC-BF1 to produce the most accurate results for our moving mixture level test problem.

We only considered the mixture levels moving with constant velocity in our test problem. We recognize thats

the detailed strategy presented here does not function nearly as well when strong accelerations are present. Current j
1

research is addressing this issue.

: Nomenclature
!

P Pressure

P Hydrostatic pressure between the void fraction front and the cell bottom edge
; %,

; F. Interfacial drag at the phase interface
>

V Phasic velocity'

tr Void fraction
; ;

p Density
g Gravity vector t'

Az Cell length
Subscripts
# Liquid phase

i g Gas phase
j Cell center index'

i j+1/2 Index for the cell edge in positive flow direction

; j-1/2 Index for the cell edge in negative flow direction 3

| Superscripts
Fluid region above the void fraction front :j +
Fluid region below the void fraction front-

;

|
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SUMMARY
|

This paperpresents the application ofthe DASM (Discrete Adjoint Sensitivity Method) to CATHARE

2 thermal- hydraulics code.

In afirst part, the basis of this method is presented. The mathematical model of the CATHARE 2 code |

is based on the twopuid six equation model. It is discretized using implicit time discretization and it
. is relatively easy to implement this method in the code. The DASM is the ASM directly applied to the
algebraic system of the discretized code equations which has been demonstrated to be the only solu-
tion of the mathematical model. The ASM is an integralpart of the new version 1.4 of CATHARE. It
acts as a post-processing module. It has been qualified by comparison with the "bruteforce" techni-
que.

In a second part, an application of the DASM in CATHARE 2 is presented. It deals with the determi- |

nation of the uncertainties of the constitutive relationships, which is a compulsory stepfor calculating |
thefinal uncertainty ofa given response. \

First, the general principles of the method are explained: the constitutive relationships are represen- |

ted by severalparameters and the aim is to calculate the variance-covariance matrix of these para-
!

meters. The experimental results of the separate effect tests used to establish the correlation are
considered. The variance of the corresponding results calculated by CATHARE are estimated by
comparing experiment and calculation. A DASM calculation is carried out to provide the derivatives
of the responses. Thefinal covariance matrix is obtained by combination of the variance of the res-
ponses and those derivatives.

,

Then, Ihe application ofIhis method to a simple case - the blowdown Canon experiment - ispresented.'

This application has been successfully performed.

In short, this paper can be seen as an interesting contribution to the generalproblem of uncertainty \

analysis.

INTRODUCTION

CATHARE is the safety code developed by EdF(the French utility), Framatome (the French
vendor) and the safety authority (CEA IPSN). It is based on a six-equation two-fluid model with 4
additional equations for non-condensable gases [1]. Additional equations can also be used for trans-
portation of boron and activity. Additional models are present in the code to take into account thermal
conduction in the heat structures, mechanics in the fuel pins, neutronics and reflooding. Several hy-
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draulical models are availible:
*A one-dimensional model, with fully implicit time discretization
*A three-dimensional model, with a multistep method for time discretization, ensuring implicit beha-
viour
*A tee model, boundary conditions, source, sinks, pump model and various components useful to des-
cribe an industrial device

The coupling between thermal-hydraulics models and heat structures is implicit.

The code is used for safety analysis, accident management, definition of plant operating pro-
cedure and research and development. It is also used to quantify the conservative analysis margin and
for licensing by EdF. This last point led EdF and IPSN to develop rules and methodology for the ap-
plication of best estimate codes. One of the major points is to develop tools for uncenainty analysis.

The aim of this paper is to present, in a first part, a powerful tool for uncenainty analysis: the
discrete adjoint sensitivity method (DASM), which provides an economical answer -in terms of CPU
time and man hours - to the following question: how sensitive is the response of a code to any para-
meter? The origins of this method are the works of Oblow [2] and Parks [3] about the adjoint sensi-
tivity method (ASM). Its application to a code, where the equations are discretized, has been
developed by Ounsy and al.[4]. It has been implem-nted in the new version of Cathare 2.

In a second part, an application of the DASM is presented: it permits to calculate the range
of variation of the constitutive relationships of the code. The general methodology is defined and is
then applied to a simple case: the uncertainty of the interfacial friction from the results of the Vertical
Canon experiment [5].

To sum up, the purpose of this paper, unlike the CSAU [6 and 7] for example, is not the de-
finition of a general methodology for the uncertainty analysis. It only presents an important contribu-
tion to such an analysis. Problems like the combination of the individual uncertainties or the
uncertainties due to the scaling effect are not considered.

PART 1: PRESENTATION AND QUALIFICATION OF THE DASM METHOD
FOR THE CATHARE 2 CODE

1.1. The ASM method

1.1.1. The problem to be solved

The problem to be solved is an engineering problem. It can be formulated in the following
way. Let R be a response of the code; it can be, for instance, a physical quantity (as mass inventory,
cladding temperature, break flow rate, heat flux, etc.) or the timing of an event, etc .
Let eg be any parameter of the code: physical quantity ( pressure, temperature, etc.), steam water phy-
sical properties, constitutive relationships ( interfacial friction, wall friction, mass and energy transfer
between phases, etc.), initial or boundary conditions, etc.

The first question to answer is: what will be the change SR of the response R, due to a mo-
dification Seg of the parameter eg? It needs to be able to calculate the sensitivity profile:

En dR
y which is the percentage of change of the response R for one percent of change of

the parameter E -k
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The second question is to determine the uncertainty AR on R.

The initial physical problem (i.e. the set of equations resolved in the CATHARE code) is
modelized by a partial differential system: A(X ,c)=0, where Xe is the solution of the equation, i

c

c=(ci,c2. E ) is the parameter vector and A is a non linear function of both X and c. In this paper, |
d

it is called the " direct" problem. A response of the code is a real function R which could be considered
as a function of the vector of parameters c: R(E)=F(X ). The sensitivity evaluation consists in calcu-

,

c
lating the derivatives of R: |

D, R (E) = [dR dR} (I). . . .

Several methods are used to calculate this derivative vector. [

1.1.2. The brute forte.

The most commonly used and easiest method is the one referred to as "bmte force". To eva-
!

luate the sensitivity of R with respect to the parameter Eg, one calculation is performed using the stan-
dard set of parameters c=(E ,E ,....E e

*C ), and one Calculation with c=(ci,c2,....E +AE ... E )Ih8i2 k d k k d

derivatives are numerically evaluated:

dR R (X, g,,) - R (X,)

k" AEk

The advantage of this method is that the sensitivity of the code is obtained. The drawbacks are that
one CATHARE computation is needed for each E ,t ,...E parameter. This results in a heavy compu- ji2 d

ting cost for reactor computation dealing with a large range of parameters. Another drawback is the
idifficulty to choose appropriate Act ncrements.

This method will be used in this study to qualify the ASM.

1.1.3. The direct sensitivity method.
!

Another method, which is often used, is the direct sensitivity method, which consists in re- ;

solving the derived equations of the initial system:

dA dX dA

dX' k " deg

The main drawback is that the computation time of each derivative is of the same order of
magnitude as the computation time for the solution.

1.1.4. The adjoint sensitivity method.

The proposed method is the Adjoint Sensitivity Method (ASM).
If (X,c) is a solution of the system, another solution around (X,c) is (X+AX,e+Ac). At the

first order,

2
D A(X,c)AX + D,A(X,c)At + O (IAc) = 0 (4)x

where Dxand Deare differential operators. The change of the response R of the code, due to the chan-
ge in c parameter vector can be evaluated:

AR = (VxF(X)|AX) + O*(IAE) (5)
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The sensitivity pronle vector can be written: D,R(E) = (VxFID,X) (6)

As, D,X = -Dj(X,,e) D,A(X,e) (7), then,it can be written:

.

a f i

D,R (e) . = (\-Dj(X,,e) * VxPlD,A(X,e)) (8) |j
. .

5 D,R (c) = ('@|D,A(X,E)) (9)'
: i

where 'e is the adjoint vector, which is the solution of the adjoint equation:
:
.

) '(-D A(X,c)) '@ = VxF(X) (10)x
;

! '!he advantage of this method is that only one linear adjoint equation for each response R is
needed after calculation of one direct problem. In addition, it is very easy to introduce new parameters j
rg. There are two methods for applying the ASM. :

'Ihe first one, the Continuous Adjoint Sensitivity Method (CASM) (Figure 1), involves wri- !

ting the adjoint system of the initial direct problem and then discretizing it. In this way, two problems !
arise: the first one is how to choose the boundary conditions of the adjoint problem and the second i

one is how to be sure that the discretization of the adjoint problem is consistent with the discretization i

of the direct problem. '!he sensitivity calculated using this method is not the sensitivity of the initial !

code. !
The second method, the Discrete Adjoint Sensitivity Method (DASM) (Figure 2), is to derive the ad- |
joint problem from the discretire.1 direct problem. From a mathematical pcht of view, Ounsy and al. !
[4] have demonstrated that this approach is correct and that the calculated sensitivity is really the sen- - i

sitivity of the initial code.' ;

r

i

[
~

Initial continuous problem Adjoint continuous problem !
A(X,c)=0

DxA(X,c)'@ = AF(X) f
i

I

l
U 1f !

DISCRETIZATION DISCRETIZATION !

If If j
PROBLEM SOLVING PROBLEM SOLVING .

:

i
FIGURE 1 e

CONTINUOUS ADJOINT SENSITIVITY METHOD |
!
,

.

i
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INITIAL CONTINUOUS PROBLEN

1r i

|

DISCRETIZATION
.

|

|

P

DISCRETINITIAL ADJOINT SYSTEM
OF DISCRET

PROBLEM
INITIAL PROBLEM

1r 1r

SOLVING SOLVING

FIGURE 2
DISCRETE ADJOINT SENSITIVITY METHOD i

1

1.2. Implementation of the DASM in the Cathare 2 code.

1.2.1. Method of implementation

As a physical problem is computed with the CATHARE code, the system of equations

is resolved at eacg(tige step.first time step: A X,,c) = 0 (11)

n-th time step: A"(X"-',X", c) = 0, for n=1,N (12)

BA BR
To simplify the notation in this section, g = D A and g = VxF(X).x

Each time step is resolved, using a Newton-Raphson method, as the system is non-
linear. As the discretization is fully- or nearly- implicit, a Jacobian matrix has to be calculated
at each iteration, p, of a given time-step to evaluate Xc" from X,"~l:

g ,p-1 Ca)n.p-!n BA n, p n, p - 1 = o (13) for p>l and X" l=X"-!n, p
g ,

<

(g)"' P- 3BAT is the Jacobian matrix, re-evaluated at each iteration p of the n-th time step.

The time step has converged when X .p_ y ,p-I g g g,n n
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i

the main variables are X" = X .P .This implicit behaviour of the CATHARE code mckes implemen-n

| tation of the DASM very easy. For a given response R, the adjoint system can be written (where the
left matrix is the transposition of the matrix of the initial direct system):

'
~

^g3 gr ^3 BR
3 'r

0 0 0... ...

(8X"s (8X > - - BX"

A A R
O 0 0

(8X's (3X's o' BX'
... ...

(14)=
... ... ... ... ... .. .. ... ..

f N-13 t N 5 N-1 BR/t g g

N N-l N OX ~*** ***

gg -1
j

BRir 3

^3

,

(BX s , - BX" -0 0 0 O... ... n

To resolve this system, it is necessary to start at the last time step and to go up to the first time step,
i

| as can be seen on the equation (14).

''BA"
-@N

BR MInitial condition (last time step of the direct calculation): =-
g g

(BX s BX

^ ^
n-th time-step: 0" = - - - Q" * I (16)

(BX"s BX" (BX"( s s

It is apparent that in the adjoint system, derivatives with respect to explicit variables are ne-
cessary. As in CATHARE discretization is fully or nearly implicit, the additional calculations needed
to write the explicit Jacobian matrix is reduced.

Another interesting point is that the equation (16) is linear and then very cheap in cpu cost.

The sensitivity calculation is therefore performed in the code in three stages:
1) CATHARE computation: only one computation for the sensitivity study where the Jacobian

matrix and the main variables of the calculation have to be saved: A (X" ~ ',X,, c), X"
"

ax

2) Resolution of one LINEAR adjoint equation for a given response R :

BR
* Computation of the derivatives of R :

BX"

* Computation of the derivatives with respect to the explicit variables of the direct

A
code:

BX"
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* Computation of the Equ: tion (16), then stor ge of the adjoint flux 0.

3) For each parameter Eg, computation of the sensitivity profile: d "( ) (I7)' which is only a
.

simple vector product.

This sequence of calculation is summarized in figure 3. Thus, for each sensitivity study, one
direct CATHARE calculation is needed, one CATHARE adjoint calculation is needed for every res-
ponse R, and only one vector product per og parameter.

1.2.2. Implementation in the CATHARE 2 code.

In the new version of CATHARE 2 (version 1.4), the adjoint calculation has been imple-
mented. For each hydraulical module (1-D, volume, Tee and boundary conditions), the heat conduc-
tion module and the fuel thermo-mechanical module, it is possible to perform an adjoint calculation.
For the reflooding module and the 3D module development is still underway.

|

The adjoint modules use, from a coding point of view, all the elementary subroutines of the |

CATHARE code. Then it ensures that exactly the same equations, the same discretization, the same
physics are used for the adjoint calculation. Additionnal subroutines have been added to calculate the
derivatives of the terms which are explicit in the direct code and the derivatives of the response. ,

When a CATHARE 2 calculation is performed, the sensitivity calculations are used as a |
post processing module.

|

1.3. Qualification of the DASM in the Cathare 2 code.

1.3.1. Method of qualification
!

The method of qualification of the DASM is to compute a large number of analytical tests |
with CATHARE 2 and to compare the results of DASM with the brute force technique. This work I

has been started using the qualification matrix of CATHARE 2 and the first results indicate that for |
very simple sensitivity studies the results of both methods must be exactly the same. To reach this |
quality of results, considerable attention has been paid to the debugging process. This was also of
considerable value for the CATHARE code itself because some errors were found.

Two examples of calculations are presented here: a very simple CANON experiment [5]
and a more complex blowdown experiment in a reactor Large Break LOCA condition (OMEGA
EXPERIMENT) [5).

1.3.2. Adiabatic blowdown.
The Vertical Canon blowdown tests were conducted in Grenoble. The test section consists

of a vertical straight pipe of 0.100 m inner diameter. The total length is 4.483 m. The void fraction is
measured at several elevations. The bottom end of the test section is closed. The upper head is sur-
mounted by a 7 degree converging nozzle. The nozzle is followed by a 4mm long straight pipe with
the desired break inside diameter and the rupture disc. The pipe is initially pressurized at 13.3MPa.
The top break is open and the fluid depressurizes very quickly. This experiment is very suitable for
qualifying momentum and heat exchange between phases.

A CATHARE calculation is performed for a test with a 5mm break. The sensitivity of three
responses to different parameters is evaluated with the DASM and with the brute force technique.
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l.3.2.1 First response: mass inventory at the end of the experiment.
The chosen parameters are: initial pressure and temperature, interfacial friction and energy transfer
between liquid and interface.

The results are en table I and show a good agreement between both methods.

CATHARE CALCULATION

A"(X"c,X*1ct)=0

1r

1r

RESPONSE R
RESULTS

i

X"e , Jacobian matrix

*

17

DERIVATIVES
OFTHE

RESPONSE
'

2

1r 1r

LINEAR ADJOINTSYSTEM*

.

Equation (16)

SENSITIVITYList of Parameters
'

PROFILES
-

to

FIGURE 3
METHOD OF SENSITIVITY CALCULATION

IN THE CATHARE 2 CODE
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PARAMETERS ek dR/deg AR AR Sensitivity
( DASM ) ( brute force ) profile

%

initial temperature -1.07 10-5- -1.943 - -1.953 -2.242

Initial pressure 2.567 10-s 2.567 10-2 2.578 10-2 0.032

Interfacial friction -1.475 -0.148 -0.149 -0.137

energy transfer -4.310-2 -0.004 -0.005 -0.004
between liquid ed

interface

Table 1: Comparison between DASM and bmte force in a blowdown calculation.
Sensitivity of the final mass inventory for one percent of change of the parameters.

k.3.2.2 Second response: maximum break flow rate during the transient
The chosen parameters are those of the previous test: initial pressure and temperature, interfacial
friction and energy transfer between liquid and interface.

The results are on table 2 and show good agreement between both methods.

!PARAMETERS et dR/dcg AR AR Sensitivity

( DASM ) ( brute force ) profile
%

initial temperature -1.07 10-5 -1.07 -1.07 -1.291

Initial pressure 6.36 10-7 0.636 0.629 0.824

Interfacial friction -2.127 10 5 -0.002 -0.002 2.027 10-5

energy transfer -0.452 -0.045 -0.041 -0.044
between liquid and

interface

Table 2: Comparison between DASM and brute force in a blowdown calculation.Sen-
sitivity of the maximum break flow rate for one percent of change of the parameters.

k.3.2.3 Third response: wall temperature
The chosen parameters are those of the previous test: energy transfer between liquid and interface
and wall material specific mass.

The results are on table 3 and show good agreement between both methods.
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|

PARAMETERS eg dR/deg AR AR SensitivityI

( DASM ) - ( bmte force ) profile
%

Energy transfer 2.44 0.25 0.25 0.75

between liquid and'
interface

Wall material speci- 25.6 2.7 2.7 1.68

fic mass

Table 3: Comparison between DASM and brute force in a blowdown calculation.Sen-
sitivity of the maximum break flow rate for one percent of change of the parameters.

1.3.3. Blowdown in a heated pipe.

The OMEGA bundle test section consists of a rod bundle connected upstream and downs-

tream to spherical plena. The connection pipes support spool pieces. The rod bundle simulates a

|' reactor core. It consists of 36 rods arranged in a 6x6 array on a 12.6mm square pitch with a 3.656m

heated length. The thickness of the rods varies in order to obtain a cosine axial heat flux with a peak
factor of 1.34. Two spherical plena simulate the primary circuit water volume, respectively downs-
tream and upstream from the core. Break nozzles can be connected either to one of the spheres or to
both, in order to simulate small or large break LOCA.

A test representative of a double ended bmak was chosen in order to analyse the peak clad-
ding temperature due to flow stagnation during the blowdown phase of a large break LOCA.

The chosen msponse is the maximum cladding temperature. The parameters are: the forced
liquid convection heat transfer, ti;e nucleate boiling heat transfer, the interfacial friction, the energy
transfer between liquie and interface, the wall conductibility and the power generated in the wall.

PARAMETERS eg dR/deg AR AR Sensitivity

( DASM ) ( brute force ) profile
%

forced liquid con-
vection heat transfer -5.72 -0.572 -0.582 -0.015

the nucleate boiling
heat transfer 2.16 0.216 0.221 0.006

the interfacial fric- 88. 8.8 8.8 0.231

tion

energy transfer
between liquid and -24.4 -2.44 -2.45 0.061

interface

wall conductibility- 51.23
5.12 5.14 0.135mass

Table 4: Comparison between DASM and brute force in a blowdown calculation.Sen-
sitivity of the maximum break flow rate for one percent of change of the parameters.
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PART 2: AN APPLICATION OF THE DASM IN THE CATHARE 2 CODE:
THE CALCULATION OF THE UNCERTAINTIES OF THE CONSTITUTIVE

'

RELATIONSHIPS.-

2.1. Presentation of the method.

2.1.1. Introductior. : sensitive parameters and relevant parameters

The DASM provides the derivatives of the responses with respect to the parameters. The
most natural idea is to compare, for a given response R, the different derivatives with respect to the
cg parameters, i.e. dR/deg. The largest derivatives would correspond with the most sensitive mrame-

; ters, for the considered response. Nevertheless, this information is not very interesting. In fact, there
is an immediate problem of units: there is no sense in comparing derivatives if the parameters are
expressed in different units.

Moreover, the notion of relevant parameters is more intemsting than that of sensitive para- |
i

meters. At the first order, the relevant parameters are those corresponding to the largest values of the
square of the product (dR/dE )x Scg , where dR/dek s given by the DASM and where Scg is the rangeik

of the cg parameter. This approach is theoretically limited to small ranges Seg, where the first crder

approximation is vaiid. Nevertheless its use for larger ranges gives interesting results, as shown
below,

So the elevant parameters are those having the greatest influence on the response. They are
the ones selected to set up the calculational test matrix leading to the calculation of the response sur-
face in a methodology like the CSAU one [6 and 7]. But in this methodology or in others [8 and 9],

j the determination of the relevant parameters - the ranking of the parameters, in other words - comes
from expert judgement. In this paper, this notion has a mathematical definition.4

However using this notion involves knowing the Seg n.nge of the parameters. Its knowledge

is also useful for determining the variations to be given to the parameters when establishing the cal--

culational test matrix.

2.1.2. Purpose of the study

Knowing the range of parameters is fairly easy for parameters which describe the condi-
tions of the plant (such as initial power or geometrical data) or for parameters describing thermophy-
sical data (such as thermal conductivity of UO ). It is more difricult for parameters relative to the2

constitutive relationships.
;

This is the purpose of this part of the paper. A methodology was developed, which calcula-
tes the variance-covariance matrix of the parameters relative to the constitutive relationships of the
code (chapter 2.1). As shown below, this methodology needs the results of the DASM.

The methodology is general: theoretically, it can be applied to all the constitutive rela-
tionships of the code. But,in this paper,it is only applied to a simple case (chapter 2.2): the relevant
parameters of the Venical Canon experiment. It is proved that the methodology works in this case.
Its extension to other parameters and other experiments is planed in the future, as explained in chap-
ter 23.

2.13. Overview of the methodology for determining the uncertainties of the constitu-
tive relationships

To this end, the results of the Separate Effects Tests (SET) useful for establishing or asses-
sing these constitutive relationships are used, as well as their experimental uncenainties. The corres-
ponding results calculated by the code are also used, and denoted R .i-
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The generalidea is to calculite the variance-covariance matrix of the parameters relative to
the constitutive rel:tionships from an estimation of the variance of the R responses. The followingi

equation (19), written for one response and valid at the first order, is used:<

tdR. dR

var (R;= jxC x (19)'

g

where, supposing there are d peameters:

e var (R )is the variance of the R response. Only an estimation of it, denoted var R; cani i ,

i

be obtained. This estimation is a combination of the experimental uncertainty and of the code-expe-
riment difference.

e C is the varianec-covariance matrix of the parameters. It is unknown. More precisely,it is |
e

a dxd symmetrical matrix, so there are d(d+1)/2 unknowns.

'
dR. dR'. dR'.

dR.
8 -!

de = (dc *dc ' de ) is the transposed d-dimension vector of the d derivatives ofe

3 2 d
,

the response R with respect to the d parameters. It is given by a DASM calculation of the SET faci-i
,
'

lity. Equation (19)is the basis for the calculation of the variance-covariance matrix of the parame-
ters. The rest of the study only deals with its use and the necessary developments.

Consider now the set of responses of a SET facility, or even of several SET facilities treated
together. The minimum of the following sum S (equation (20)) with respect to the terms of Cc (the

unknowns) has to be found:

tdR. dR. ' 2'

var (R; - xC x (20)S= g
'

i=1
where n is the number of considered responses.

A linear system of d(d+1)/2 equations in d(d+1)/2 unknowns is obtained. Its solution
amounts to the inversion of a matrix, called inertia matrix . If this one can be inverted, which is gene-
rally the case, the problem has a single solution. The main issue is to know if this solution is satisfac-
tory. For that, two conditions are obviously compulsory. The condition number of the inertia matrix
(i.e. the ratio of the highest eigenvalue to the lowest ene) must be not too high. And the solution !

matrix C must be a variance-covariance matrix, i.e. with greater than or equal to 0 eigenvalues.e

Other conditions must be met. They will be explained later.
Having established the overall principles of the methodology,its application was checked in t

a simple case.

2.2. Calculation of the uncertainties of the constitutive relationships: application
in a simple case

<

2.2.1. Framework of the application !

e Only one experiment, namely Vertical Canen [5], is considered. Four tests are considered
for the application (table 5). This program was conducted to establish the constitutive relationship of
the interfacial friction in a pipe, in slug-bubble flow, denoted in this paper as tj. So it is - a priori - a

i
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|

relevant parameter (expert judgement).

i break initial initial
n' test diameter pressure temperature |

(mm) (MPa) ('C) l

27 3 10.8 300
!

22 5 5.7 232

23 5 14.9 320
-

24 5 13.4 300

table 5: list and main features of the Vertical Canon tests used

e A large number of responses R was chosen. They must meet the following criteria:i,

the responses must be sensitive to interfacial friction: the remaining masses and the void ,

, '

fractioss were selected.
- the responses must be independent. That is to say they have derivatives with respect to the,

interfacial friction which are significantly different. For example, two remaining masses at two close
times can not be selected together. i

| - the responses must all represent the different ranges of pressures and void fractions in a

| similar manner. For example, the fact that a remaining mass, taken at a time t, integrates the effects !

; of the pressures between the beginning until the time t, must be taken into account.
JA total of 34 responses for the 4 tests is thus obtained: 17 remaining masses at different-

i times and 17 void fractions at different times and elevations.
a

| e At the beginning, a large number of parameters is considered. As described in paragraph
; 2.2.3, only the relevant parameters will be considered later for the calculation of matrix Cc: an algo-

rithm was developed for selecting them mathematically. Among the starting parameters, the fol-.

lowing ones can be found:
- wall-fluid heat exchange coefficients
- liquid-interface heat exchange coefficients

; - vapour-interface heat exchange coefficients

!
- thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the wall material
- wall liquid and vapour friction'

- interfacial friction (bubbly, slug ang churn flows)

5N5ct, two parameters were defined for interfacial friction t . The general form of t is [10]:i i

K;p + K 2
t; = a (1 - a) 3,6(V - V

j gg
g

where K being multiplied by the p gas density takes into account the pressure effect.g g

Both paremeters ci and c2 are defined as follows:

K p3 + c K p
a (1 - a) 3,6(V,- V

2j 2 g
tg = c,

t is a multiplicative parameter of t . Its nominal value is 1. Its variance and thus its stan-i i
,
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dard deviation will be calculated. By misuse, Ej is denoted as t .i
c2 s introduced to take into account the eventual pressure effect. Its nominal value is also 1.i

By misuse. E is denoted as Pt .2 i
The combination of the variances of ej and E will ermit to calculate the variance of t ,2 P i

. depending on the hydraulic variables.
fThe other correlations are only represented by one multiplicative parameter,like ei or t .i

e The study carried out with this test case consists of two parts:
i) systematic selection of the relevant parameters. It leads to several possible sets of relevant

parameters, the corresponding matrix C being calculated at each time. This step is not compulsory,e

but has the advantage of making sure that none of the relevant parameters included in the code are
forgotten.

ii) setting up of criteria for estimating the quality of the different C matrices found in i).e
I

This is the answer to the issue raised at the end of paragraph 2.1.3 (a solution is always possible but
it must be also correct). Finally, the parameters corresponding to the best C matrix are selected.e

All in all, the C matrix of the relevant parameters of Vertical Canon is established with suf-e

ficient reliability.

2.2.2. Estimation of the variance of each response var R;

,

This step is necessary before each calculation of the C matrix.e

e For each response R , the estimation ofits variance can be written as fol-

I *8 ' = r Ri, code - Ri, truei
R ,w, being the true response, that the user tries to measure (experiment) or calculatei

(code). It is unknown but it is not a random variable.
Assuming that the two amounts (R . code-R . measured) and (R . measured-R ,we) are two inde-i i i i

pendent random variables, the equation (21) is obtained;

R; i, code i, measured + v i, measured i, true-R R -R I I)y =

e The estimation of the variance of(R . code-R . measured) depends on the quality of the resultsi i

of the code with respect to the results of the experiment. Only one variance is considered for each
type of response (remaining mass or void fraction ), which is written, for example for any remaining

"Mr 32

mass: v r - Mr (22)*
i, code i, measured nMr

.

I=I
nMr being the number of remaining mass type responses.

e The estimation of the variance of(R . measured-R;,we) depends on the quality of the measu-i
rements of the experiment and is given in [5].

: e Finally the variances have to be normalized depending on whether they are relative to a ,

remaining mass or a void fraction. Weights wj are introduced in sum S (defined in (20)) as follows:

i
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n - r t
dR. dR."2

var (R;-- xC x (23)S= x4

g

i=1' '

n being the total number of responses (remaining masses and void fractions)
There are two kinds of weights, depending on whether they are relative to a remaining mass

,

or a void fraction. For example, for the remaining mass type R responses, all the weights are equali
.

"Mr

[v R;;

to : w = I * I
"Mr |

nMrbeing the number of remaining mass type responses.

|

2.2.3. Systematic research of relevant parameters
.

2.2.3.1. The principle

] As pointed out in paragraph 2.1.1, a parameter cg is relevant with respect to a response R ifi

the squan: of the product (dR;/deg)x c t s high,in comparison to the other parameters.ie,

2For the set of responses, the number R lying between 0 and I, and referred to as the square
of the total correlation coefficient, is defined as follows: |

2 S
R =1- (24)

,

2me
R;var;

i=1
S is the sum to minimize defined in (20) and depends on the calculated matrix Cc , and so on

the considered parameters. In S, the squares of the products (dR /deg)x c g arise. S is all the closer toi e

2 2
0 (and R close to 1) because the latter are high. Consequently, having R close to 1 means that the-

considered parameters are relevant.
On that basis, the following process is propo cd. It is taken from the stepwise regression .

;

eThe parameters are considered one by one:
For each parameter, matrix Ce is calculated. It is reduced to the scalar var (eg). A first set E i

2
.

of parameters having the highest numbers R s selected.
e The parameters are considered two by two, being limited to the pairs of E xE : the Ci i e

var e * * "k, Egk
matrix relative to two parameters cg and ei akes the form: cov(Eg ,ci)t

| ,cov(e,E var E,

k g

being the covariance of the parameters cg and ci. A subset E of E xE is selected. It contains the2 i i
,

2 2
pairs of EjxE for which the gain in R !s significant with respect to the maximum R of E .ii

e the triplets of E xE are tested in the same way. The process is continued until there is no2 i,

2more significant gain in R ,

2.2.3.2. Application to Vertical Canon
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oConsidering the parameters one by one, the results below (table 6) are obtained. They are
2 2classified by descending order of R .The other parameters present less than 0.20 coefficients R . The

two apparently most relevant parameters are both relative to interfacial friction, which confirms the
expert judgement. After them, the vapour interface heat exchange q,, is found. The derivatives with

2respect to gy, are average, but as its standard deviation is high, the coefficient R is rather high. The ;

large value of the standard deviation means that gy,is poorly determined in Vertical Canon. The fol-
2lowing parameters do not present large enough R coefficients, to have any meaning and are not I

kept. To sum up, the set E consists of ( t , Pt , q,, }, Pt being the parameter representing the pres-i i i i
sure effect on interfacial friction t .i

standard 2Rparameter deviation

intenacial fric- 0.65 0.67
tion t,

pressure errect 1.11 0.65
in t,

vapourintedace 38.85 0.58
heat exchange

qve

wan conducti- 4.82 0.45
vity

wall vapour 42.34 0.44
friction

nucleated ebul- 31.28 0.44
lition heat coef-
ficient

wallliquid fric- 4.94 0.39
tion

wall heat capa- 1.22 0.22
city

2table 6: Vertical Canon, classification according to R of the parameters taken one by one

e Considering the parameters two by two, the results below (table 7) are obtained. The
matrix C obtained for the pair of parameters ( Pt ,gye )is negative. This solution must be rejected.c i

standard standard
pair of deviation deviation correlation 2

parameters of 1st of 2nd coefficient
parameter parameter

( t , Pt ) 1.25 2.29 -0.89 0.73i i

( t , qve ) 0.70 33.50 0.47 0.68i

2table 7: Vertical Canon, classification according to R of the parameters taken two by two
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!

2
N.B.: do not confuse the corretnion coefficirnt with the total correlation coefficirnt R . The corretnion coef-

ficient of 2 parameters cg and ci, often denoted Pu ,is the ratio of the product of the standard devi:.tions to the covariance

of the two parameters.
,

oConsidering the parameters three by three, amounts to calculating C for the triplet { T ,e i

Pt , qv, ). The matrix C obtained is also negative, that is with less than zero eigenvalues.j i e

Finally, this process leads to the selection of two possible pairs of relevant parameters ( t ,i
,

Pt ) and ( t , gy,). The total correlation coefficient is a little higher for the ( t , Pt ) pair, but noti i i i i ,

''
enough to permit a choice between the two pairs of parameters.

; 2.2.4. Measurement of the quality of a result: study ofits convergence
i

j The two results are satisfactory with respect to the three following criteria: a correct condi-
2

| tion number for the inertia matrix, a positive C matrix and a high enough R total correlation coeffi-e

|
cient . A fourth criterion has to be added to them: do the results converge in relation to the number of

; responses? The answer to this question can be given with two ways. ;

,

i
j 2.2.4.1, Influence of the sampling of responses

! 'Ihe first way consists in estimating the influence of the sampling of the responses. For that,
two entirely different samples are taken and the results are compared. But, with 34 responses, it was! ,

i
difficult to find a really different sample of responses. So it seemed better to divide the 34 responses

,

j in two subsets of 17 responses and to compare the results. This separation is arbitrary. Nevertheless, ;

; in each subset of 17 responses, there are as many remaining masses (8 or 9) as void fractions (9 or 8). !
I

1 The second subset is a little different from the first one, as it takes into account responses for slightly
:

] higher time values.
!

The results found for the two subsets of 17 responses are summarized in the tables 8 and 9,:

! for comparison with table 7. The same process as the one described in paragraph 2.2.3 for the selec- i

j tion of the relevant parameters was applied. |
In each case, the same parameters t , Pt , gy, are found. The results are close, except for the !j i i

( Pt ,q,,) pair, which will be explained in the next paragraph. |j i
!

| 2.2.4.2. Convergence of the results in relation to the number of responses
;

.

1

; The second way consists in checking the convergence with respect to the 34 responses by j

j eliminating the responses step by step. More precisely:
>

; e with the n selected responses, one C matrix is obtained for a given set of parametere

i

\
standard standard

pair of deviation deviation correlation 2

: parameters of 1st of2nd coefficient

: parameter parameter

f (t,Pt) 1.30 2.26 -0.88 0.72
i i

1
( t , qve ) 1.13 102.16 0.85 0.83

| i

) (Pt;,qv,) 0.48 41.92 -0.75 0.85

table 8: Vertical Canon, results with the first subset of responses
:

I

i
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standard standard
pair of deviation deviation correlation g

parameters of ist of2nd coefficient
parameter parameter

( t Pt )i. 1.37 2.71 -0.92 0.77i

( t , qy, ) 1.04 53.24 0.83 0.69i

( Pt , qy, ) 1.85 54.11 0.83 0.73i

table 9: Vertical Canon, results with the second subset of respon-
ses

In each case, the same parameters t , Pt , gy, are found. The results are close, except for thei i

( Pt , qv ) pair, which will be explained in the next paragraph.i

2.2.4.2. Convergence of the results in relation to the number of responses

The second way consists in checking the convergence with respect to the 34 responses by
eliminating the responses step by step. More precisely:

e with the n selected responses, one C matrix is obtained for a given set of parameters.e

e the responses are eliminated one by one. There are n possible combinations and as many
C ,i matrices, obtained by eliminating the response Rj The average and the standard deviation ofc

each term of C ,i matrices are calculated. The averages must be close to the terms of Cc : there is noc

drift. The standard deviations must be weak: there is no dispersion.

e the process is repeated by eliminating the responses two by two. n(n-1)/2 matrices C ,ijc

are obtained, which correspond to the elimination of the responses Rj and R . The averages and thej
standard deviations of the terms of the matrices C ,ij are calculated and compared with the terms ofc

C .:c

eliminating the responses 1 by 1 eliminating the responses 2 by 2

var (t) var (Pt ) cov(t ,Pri) var (t ) var (Pri) cov(tj , Pri)i i i i

drift 1.07 % 1.12% 1.24 % 2.32% 2.39 % 2.65 %

dispersion 10.4 % ;1.6% 12.2 % 16.0 % 17.2 % 18.3 %

table 10: Vertical Canon, study of the convergence of the results relative to the ( t , Pri) pair

A similar table (table 11) is get for the second pair of parameters ( t , gy, ):i

eliminating the responses I by I eliminating the responses 2 by 2

var (t ) var (qv ) cov(tj , gye) var (t ) var (qve) cov(tj , gye)i i

drift 0.33 % 1.59 % 1.56 % 0.64 % 3.19 % 3.08 %

dispersion 15.2 % 35.0 % 49.0 % 21.4 % 48.5 % 67.8 %

table ll: Vertical Canon, study of the convergence of the results relative to the ( t , gye) pairi
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When applied to the first pair of selected parameters,i.e. ( t . Pt ), the following results arei i

obtained (table 10) .
The drift for both pairs of parameters is slight. But the dispersion of the results is high for |

the ( t , qv, ) pair: the results have not really converged for this pair.i.

All in all, the (t , Pt ) pair will be kept.i i
Comment: the same process applied to the two subsets of 17 responses shows that the

results have not at all converged for the ( Pt , qv, ) pair. It is particularly true for the results relativei ,

to the variance of Pri . This explains the difference of the results for this pair when considering the

two subsets of responses.

2.3. Future uses of the DASM'

- 2.3.1. Extension of the methodology of the calculation of the uncertaintles of the cons-
titutive relationships

The study achieved about Vertical Canon must be extended to several SET facilities treated
together. To begin with, three experiments will be considered. Each of them is conducted with diffe-
rent pressure and hydraulic diameter conditions. However, i nterfacial friction is an apparently rele-
vant parameter in all of them. Besides, other parameters are apparently relevant, but in one
experiment at one time. The aim is to calculate only one Ce matrix for the set of parameters relevant

'

in one , two or three experiments.
When this preliminary study has been completed, the method will be applied to the set of all

the correlations of the code by using the set of SET facilities used to establish these correlations. The

variance covariance matrix for the set of all the correlations will be then known.

1
2.3.2. Blas calculation

Up to now , the whole work presented in this paper deals withfrozen code. Indeed, the exis-2

tence of biases can be suspected, if there is a cystematic shift of the code responses with respect to
the experiment ones. The occurence of biases increases the standard deviations of the parameters of
the constitutive relationships, as shown in figure 4. One can observe that the calculated standard

deviation o includes the bias. i
c

h pdf of E

O
t

'\
E

m
-

^ .O
tash g

values of E : code exPerirnent

figure 4 : comparison of the standard deviation deviation o and of the biasc

N. B. : pdf = probability distribution function
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Thus, another interesting line of research might be the calculation of biases, if modifying
the code is authorized, k is possible by using a relationship at the first order (equation 25) equivalent

d
dR.

to equation (19) and also using the DASM results: R,,,,,- R ,,og,= b (25)3 j
J=1

where i

ed is the number of parameters which are considered as influencing the response R;. I

e b) is the bias associated to the parameter ej. The different b are the unknowns.j

Like in paragraph 2.1.3, a sum S equivalent to the sum S (equation 20) is defined and mustb

be minimized with respect to the unknowns bj (equation 26):

n d '2'

dR i

8b= R;, ,,p - Ri, code - b) (26)

i=lt j=1 's

which leads to a linear system of d equations in d unknowns. j
- A first estimation of the biases is thus obtained, which is denoted b (0 jj
The direct calculations are performed a second time while introducing the biases in the cor- [

. relations. New code responses, denoted R ,d2) are thus obtained. New DASM calculations also {i

provide new derivatives dR/dej(2) By minimizing S (2) defined by (equation 27): ;b.

n d '2
.

'

dR. (2) i
' (} - b (27)R;,,,p -Ri, code jS =

im1L j=1 js

new biases b (2) are obtained, which must be added to the previous ones b (U.
'

j j
The iterative process is restarted until the biases are insignificant.
This methodology was applied to Vertical Canon with encouraging initial results. j

i

i

'
CONCLUSION

i r

I i

;
,

Ii

-1- The DASM has been successfully implemented in the CATHARE code. It has been |;
demonstrated that it is a powerful sensitivity method, easy to use, and with a low CPU cost. ;

-2- The DASM has been qualified against the classical brute force method, using separate
effect tests from the qualification matrix of CATHARE. The robustness of the method has been pro-

,

ved.- -

-3 An application of the method has been presented which deals with the determination of (,

1 - the uncertainty of the constitutive relationships. The general methodology is presented: it calculates
:

the variance-covariance matrix of the parameters relative to these constitutive relationships. Its
|

application to a simple case has been successfully performed: the Vertical Canon experiment. In this '

case, the relevant parameters have been determined, the variance-covariance matrix relative to these
parameters has been calculated, and the quality of this matrix has been also estimated.

.

!
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,

j

.-4- Other applications of the DASM can be considered. Especicily,it seems possible to cal-
culate the biases relative to the constitutive relationships. . i

-5- This methodology will be included in the methodology developed by CEA and EdF
_

,

'
defined for the use of best estimate code for safety studies and licensing. ;

J

i
List of symbols of part 2:

b : bias of parameter ej j: j
C : variance-covariance matrix of the parameters je

C ,i: matrix C obtained by chminating the response R; je e

C jj: matrix C, obtained by eliminating the responses R and Rj
i;i e i

4 cov (eg ,ci ) : covariance of the parameters ek and ej ,

d: number of considered pararneters :
;

; n : number of considered responses ;

w : number of remaining mass type responsesn

- |}
'

Pt : pressure effect in interfacial friction ti .

i
R : response (generally speaking)
R : response number i ;

i

R : square of the total correlation coefficient \2

qye : vapour interface heat exchange }
S : sum to minimize for finding C je

S : sum to minimize for finding the biases of the parametersb

w;: weight given to response Ri

var (eg): variance of parameter ek
var (R ): variance of response Rii ,

var [R; : estimation of the variance of response R; ;
' i

6ek : range of parameter k ;

e : parameter (generally speaking) ;

eg : parameter number k ;

o : standard deviation of a parameter ec

t : interfacial frictioni
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' DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF A MODIFIED VERSION
OF RELAPS/ MOD 3

i
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CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

Tel: 56-99-21-11/ Fax: 56-99-21-99

ABSTRACT

^ A ' summary of a number of modifications introduced in RELAPS/ MOD 3 is presented. 'Ihese
include implementation of different heat transfer packages for different processes, modification
of the low mass-flux Groeneveld CHF look-up table and of the dispersed Row interfacial area

;(and shear) as well as of the criterion for transition into and out from th'. resme, elimination
of the under-relaxation schemes of the interfacial closure coefficients etc. T w modified code
is assessed against a number of separate-effect and integral test experiments and in contrast
to the frozen version, is shown to result in physically sound predictions which are close to
the measurements.

i

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, extensive assessment [1-4] of the transient thermal hydraulics code
RELAP5/ MOD 3 [5,6] (to be referred to as RSM3) has been pursued at the Thermal Hydraulics
Laboratory at PSI and a number of model deficiencies and problem areas have been identified,
the most striking one being the inability of the code to even remotely ca xure the physics of
reflooding due to a number of reasons on which we have extensively e aborated elsewhere
[1,7]. As a result of this, a rather broad developmental program has been undertaken, and a
number of improvements covering a rather extensive area have been made [1,7].

In this work, we shall report on the final model changes and code modifications introduced'

into R5M3. These will be summarized in section 2 and include the implementation of two
| different wall-to liquid heat transfer packages and removal of the package of the frozen version
: (which has been shown to be unphysical and problematic), modification of the low mass-flux

limit of the Groeneveld CHF look up table, modification of the minimum allowed droplet4 ;

'dicr.eter (and hence, the interfacial shear) in dispersed flow and the criterion for transition to
this regime, re-activation of the modified Bestion bubbly / slug interfacial shear correlation for
bundles at low pressures and almost complete elimination of the under-relaxation schemes
of the interfacial closure coefficients. In section 3, we shall compare the predictions of the
modified code with the ones of the frozen version as well as with measurements for a number
of separate-effect and integral test experiments and wherever possible, we shall discuss the
origin of the differences in predictions. Finally, we shall conclude this work in section 4 with !
some recommendations.

,

; 2. SUMMARY OF MODIFICATIONS IN R5M3 ;

In this section, we shall briefly outline the code modifications and model changes we found
necessary to make in R5M3.

i
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(c) The modified Bestion interfacial shear correlation for bubbly / slug flow was re-activated ,

and used for pressures less than 10 bar. It reads [7-9]

f, = 65 o (L - o) p, (g, y, _ g,y,)2 (2.1)
Du

where p, and Du are the steam density and hydraulic diameter, respectively, while
the value of the distribution parameter C, is set equal to 1.2. For pressures greater
than 20 bar, the EPRI interfacial shear conelation [5] already in the code is used,
and a linear interpolation is used between these two pressures. There is a number of
reasons for re activating the modified Bestion correlation, one of them being that as j

has already been shown in Ref. 5, it results in very good predictions for low pressures. 1

Additionally, recent work has shown that the highly complex EPRI correlation, due to |
its dependence on a large number of local variables which are usually oscillating in a i

transient calculation, may induce a number of other problems, one of them being an ]
unacceptably large mass-error. Hence, although the EPRI correlation, due to the fact ;

that it is actually a fit to a large number of data points, is bound to result, in general, in
better predictions than other correlations, we would generally recommend employing
a simpler bubbly / slug interfacial shear correlation for pipes similar to the one used in
codes like TRAC-BFI [10].

(b) In order to avoid vapour de-superheating, the average droplet diameter D', defined via the-
Weber number (We) was increased in R5M3 by the code developers by first increasing
(We) to 12 (in RELAP5/ MOD 2.5, it had the value of 3). Furthermore, the minimum
allowed droplet diameter DL in the post-dryout regime is defined (ad-hoc) as a function
of the pressure p as follows:

'

DL = 0.0025 for p 5; 0.025,

DL = 0.0025 -
4.444 (0.0025 - 0.0002) (p - 0.025), (2.2),

for 0.025 < p < 0.25,

DL = 0.0002 for p > 0.25
,

p = p/pc., p is the pressum and pc, is the critical pressure. Finally, th average droplet
diameter D, used is defined by

D, = min {Du, max (DL,D')} (2.3)

where DL is defined by eq.(2.2). Hence, as can be seen from eq. (2.3), for p < 5.4
bar, D, is not allowed to be less than 0.0025 m. Subsequently, the droplet interfacial
area per unit volume Sg, is defined by [5,6]

Se, = 3.6 (1 - o) (2A).

go

In R5M3, the interfacial shear is proportional to Sg, and since the droplets are large
(small interfacial area), in a number of situations, they cannot be " lifted" by the vapour.
Hence, we re-set the Weber number to 3 and assumed a minimum D, of 0.0015m.
Here, we should clearly state that in a 2-fluid model code one cannot " rigorously"
define an average droplet diameter since there is only one liquid field. The assumed
value of 0.0015m (which in itself may also be relatively high since the average droplet
diameters measured in FLECHT did not exceed 0.00lm) is based on a compromise and
engineering judgement rather than on a rigorous argument.
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(c) The logic for selecting the pre- or the post-CHF interfacial closure laws in R5M3 is as
: follows: One defines

: P21 (2.5)

where

P = max (0, min (1, P' (0.4 - os)10)). (2.6a) i

Now P' is defined by
P' = min (1, P,ga T,,) (2.6b),

where

~ '

P,;a = 0.06667 for p $ 0.025,

(2.6c) |
'

P.;a = 0.016667for p 2 0.25, ,

P,;a = Interp. for 0.025 < p < 0.25,
,

j and

| T,, = T, - T, - 1. (2.6d)
i

I
as is the void fraction for transition from bubbly to slug flow and T,he code selectsand T, are thevapour and saturation temperatures, respectively. If (2.5) is satisfied, t i

the post-dry out closure laws. The reason for this " indirect" selection lo;;ic is that the;
interfacial closure laws subroutines are not actually " communicating" witi the ones for ,

the wall heat transfer and one would like to have some consistency between the two >

(which, by the aforementioned indirect procedure, is not always possible). We found
that the definition of P' given by (2.6b) with P,ga given by (2.6c) is too restrictive.-

| Hence, we modified equation (2.6b) to read (as it was defined in RELAP5/ MOD 2.5
[9]).

:

i

i P' = 1.0000454 (1 - e .s r,,) (2.7a)

where now (as we modified it in the past in RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 [9]),
; if the component in question is a bundle,

T,, = T, - T, - 29 (2.7b)-

:

i

otherwise, T,, is given by eq. (2.6d). This modification has a st':prisingly large effect
on a number of predictions. At this point, we should say that the selection of the value;

29 in the above equation was made based on inspection of a number of predicted void;

; fraction profiles during reflooding which with the original formulation, were exhibiting
discontinuities near the quench front (QF) as in the case of RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 [9].
Conceptually, decrease (resp. increase) of this value results in employing the post-CHF
interfacial closure laws at a lower (resp. higher) vapour temperature,

j (d) 'During reflooding, if the wall heat flux is exceeding the CHF, we implemented in the code
a special heat transfer package based on the empirical CATHARE film-boiling, wall -
to - liquid HTC and modified the heat transfer logic in the same way we modified it for
TRAC-BF1 [1l}. Hence, for the post-CHF wall heat transfer regime, we first define

i
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niax{(fi - f2 Azor) min (1 - a, 0.5), 0}hwi(rs) =

+ haa VI - o (2.8a)

where f3 = 1400, f2 = 1880, Azor is the distance from the QF and hsn is the original
Bromley correlation. Subsequently, we define

max {hwi(rs, car),hra} (2.8b)hwi(rs) =

where now hra is the Forslund-Rohsenow wall-to-droplets contact HTC [9]. Finally,
we define the wall - to - liquid post-CHF HTC by

hwi = max {h.itrs),hwi(rs)} (2.8c)

where hwi(rs) is the Weismann transition boiling correlation given by

''
aar + 4500( e- 412AT. (2.9a)hwi(rs) = he

We have chosen for the constant ( = 0.03 and [9]

'C"'
'

(2.9b)hm =
Tcur - T,

AT = T. - Tcur (2.9c)

where Tour and T, are the wall temperature at CHF and saturation temperature, re-
2spectively G is the total mass-flux and Ga = 67.8 kg/m /s. No Tmn is used in

this formalism. Furthermore, we ramped the Weismann correlation linearly to 0 for
distances between 0.1 m and 0.2 m from the quench front, ie

' hwi(rs) Azor 4 0.1m
= < 0 Azor A 0.2m (2.9d)hwi(rs)

,Interp. 0.1m < Azor < 0.2m.;

; The reason for this is that we want to avoid " spurious" quenching of a node (eg due
to a high value attained by eq. (2.9a)) if the adench front is not in the vicinity of
this node. This model should be applicable if the flooding velocities are not exceeding

i 0.2 - 0.3 m/sec. The author should take into account the fact that in conjunction with
the aforementioned approach, one should in principle utilize a QF velocity correlation,
and this is precisely the approach followed in CATHARE. Since one of our aims is to

im) rove the physical models in the code without (at least for the time being)ilize such aintroducing
racical changes to its basic structure and philosophy, we did not try to ut
QF velocity correlation.

(e) If the reflooding trip is not active, we implemented a different wall - to - liquid heat
; transfer package, which is similar to the one of TRAC-BF1 [10]. For this case, we

define the wall-to-liquid film boiling HTC h.i yb

hwi hwitan) (1 - a) (2.10a)=
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where h ,(as) is the modified Bromley correlation. -Additionally, we define a Tuin
and the transition boiling wall-to-liquid HTC (if T. < Tuin) by the Bjornard quadratic

: interpolation between the CHF point and the film-boiling wall-to-liquid HTC h (rs)wi

| ( = hwigss) (1 - o) ) in the usual way [10,11]
c ,

,

(1 - r) hwi(rs) + r
'C"#

(2.10b) |hwi(rs) =
T , - . Tii

i, where l

l

*- "'" !r= (2.10c)
\ Cnr - Turnj

.

;T
e
;

j . and all the symbols have their usual meaning. For the time being, we use a constant
Tuin equal to 710 K. Here, we should say that one of the concerns of the code'

i developers when moving from RELAP5/ MOD 2 to R5M3 and unifying the two wall
heat transfer packages was that the employment of two different packages was resulting:'
in discontinuities when the reflooding tnp was activated.- In the framework of R5M3,

and our model, we did not notice such a behaviour since the reflooding package is;

T usually activated when the core is empty and discontinuities would generally arise from i

the different wall-to-liquid HTCs. In any case, even if such discontinuities exist, this |;
is no reason for not accepting that since reflooding is a special process, it cannot be

'

modelled by conventional means and requires a special heat transfer package.
<;

(f) It has been shown [1,2,7] that during transients, for low |G|, the Groeneveld look-up table
i CHF exhibits oscillations which are fed-back into the HTC, hence adversely affecting. ]

| the predicted rod surface temperature (RST) histories. For this reason, for low mass-
-

;

fluxes |G|, we have modified the CHF in the code as follows:
,

-
2qCHF = qz for |G| < 50 kg/m fg,

1 2qCHF = qa, for |C| > 150 kg/m /8' (2.11)>

gcyr : Interp., for 50 $ |G| 5150
,

'

:

i where qCup, qz and go, are the critical heat flux, the modified Zuber CHF, and the
'

; CHF predicted from the Groeneveld tables, respectively.
t

(g) For the post-dry-out droplets (this includes low pressure reflooding), the interfacial shear;

! coefficient ca, is restricted in the code by the following (wrong) condition:
!

: cs, = min (car, 0.45). (2.12a)
1

This condition severely limits the value that the coefficient ca, can attain [12] since,#
,

even for very large Reynold's numbers, ca, rarely becomes less than 0.45. The correct !; '
form of this condition reads

| ca, = max (ca,, 0.45). (2.12b)
:
!

(h) The interfacial closure coefficients are "old-time averaged" (under-relaxed) in order to
!- smooth largely different values obtained during flow-regime transitions [5]. The scheme !

used for under-relaxing the interfacial shear and heat transfer coefficients can be sum-4

marized as follows: The new-time under-relaxed coefficient f,"+1 is defined by
!
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f,"+ 2 = f| [ (2.13)

where f| is the explicitly evaluated interfacial coefficient, and the exponent R is gen-
erally defined by

R = f( At, Atc ,, r', C, V,, Vr...), (2.14)

where R's are now complicated functions of the phasic velocities, time-step,' Courant
limit, different constants C's, relaxation time-constants t's etc. We have shown that
these schemes may lead to time-step dependent code predictions [1]. Hence, as an op-
tion, we almost completely eliminated the under-re!axation schemes by setting R = 0
in Eq. (2.13), except the one for the liquid interface-to-liquid heat transfer which we ,

kept as is in the code if f| f the under-relaxation schemes may give problems and this> ff. We should warn the reader that there may be cases ;

for which this elimination o !

may well be the case with transients which are using relatively large time-steps and {
hence, this procedure may not always be practical, j

(i) We have implemented (also as an option) a linearization procedure for the interfacial shear
terms in the momentum equations (both for the semi- and nearly-implicit hydro-dynamic |
solution schemes; subroutmes vexpit and vimpit, respectively and also jchoke). Briefly,

'

in the code, the new-time (superscript n + 1) phasic velocities V,",tjg and V,"j+,'g at the
'

junctions j + } are solved in terms of, among other variables, the old-time velocities

(superscript n) V,"j g and V,"j,g. Though, the interfacial shear term f[,?)gis at time-

step n + 1 and is given by (in general)
'

i

f;?)g = C o (C V,"+' - C V,"+')],g = C o(V"j'g)' (2.15a)
'

f i f 3

where

1 - a C" . (2.15b)Ci= 1-a

2), and C, and C o are flow-regimeq is an integer (in the case of RELAP5, q =
f

dependent coefficients. Hence, to be able to express the new-time velocities in terms
of the old-time ones, one has either to use a simple approximation for eq. (2.15a), eg

f",,?[g ~ Clo(V") } } (VEs+g)'-' (2.16)i a

(and this is the assumption made both in R5M2.5 and in R5M3), or one can use a second
order linearization scheme as in TRAC-BFI [10]. Eq. (2.16) is a good approximation
provided

6 V"'* 5
RA = | (V"jjg - VR3+g }|V"j+g | = x1 (2.17)g g y +fRJ

where 6Faj+g is the change in Vas+} during one time-step. Hence, we shall adopt
the more general linearization scheme and we shall linearize the interfacial shear term

f{?)g o second order as follows:t
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(V"g)' ~ -(q - 1) (Vgg)' + q(V"g)'-8 (F",ty). (2.18)y

Clearly, in contrast to the approximation given by eq. (2.16) which is valid provided
(RA) < 1 (where (RA) is defined by eq. (2.17), one can readily show that the
a)proximation given by eq. (2.18) is valid for (RA)2 < 1 and hence, much larger
c ianges of the phasic velocities between two successive time-steps are allowed without
the danger of exciting numerical instabilities. This_ modification is bound to improve
the numerical robustness of the code, either when the nearly-implicit solution scheme is
used, or when the semi-implicit method is used with relatively large allowed time-steps.

0) A number of additional options have been introduced in the code like the Andersen's drift-
flux-based interfacial shear correlations (as in TRAC-BFI [10]), the implementation of
the first upwind scheme in the momentum equations and the inclusion of the spatial
derivatives in the virtual mass term in the phasic momentum equations. We shall not
comment on these di'.ferent options in this work.

3. COMPARISON OF CODE PREDICTIONS

In this section, we shall compare the predictions of the frozen and modified version of the
code whh measurements from separate-effect and integral test experiments. We shall present
and discess four different cases: A simple constant inlet liquid velocity bottom floodmg test
in a heater rod bundle at PSI, the LOFT LP-LB-1 experiment [14], the LOBI SB-LOCA BL34
experiment and a two loop commercial PWR LB-LOCA calculation [16].

We shall start by discussing the low flooding rate NEPTUN experiment Nr. 5036 (P = 4.1
bar, AT, = 10 K, Viu = 0.015 m/s) [13]. We should say that other reflooding experiments
have also been analyzed with both versions of the codes, and the interested reader is referred
to Ref.1. In Fig.1, we show the measured and predicted RST histories and the predicted
total HTC at axial elevations of 0.714 and 0.946 m. Clearly, our modified version predicts
the RST history very well, while the frozen version of the code predicts a totally unrealistic
a'id unphysical RST history. The main reason for this is the unphysical modeling of the HTC
during reflooding, as well a number of other reasons related to the droplets interfacial shear.
This can be seen in the highly oscillatory total HTC predicted by the frozen version.

We shall now present some results from the LOFT LP-LB-1 experiment by using the input !

deck of Ref.16. In Fig. 2, we show the measured and predicted RST histories at axial
elevations of 27 and 31 inches. Also here, one sees that although the RST histories predicted
by the code are still below the measurements, there is a considerable improvement over the
predictions of the frozen version. Additionally, in order to show the sensitivity of the results
to the assumed interfacial shear correiraions, we show the RST histories predicted by the code
when the wet-wall interfacial shear coirelations of Andersen [10] are used if the component
is a pipe. One sees that the RSTs are now closer to the measured ones.

Next, we shall present some results from the LOBI SB-LOCA BL34 experiment [16] for
which the reflooding option is not activated. In Fig. 3, we show measured and predicted i

RST histories at two axial elevations, as well as the collapsed level in the core. Neither our j
modified code nor the frozen version predict the first dry-out; though, the modified version
predicts the RSTs significantly better than the frozen version.

As a final test of our fully modified version of R5M3, we run a two-loop commercial PWR
200 % LB-LOCA case, with an input deck supplied to us by Lubbesmeyer [16]. In Fig. 4, ,

we compam the RST predictions of the modified and frozen versions [16] for the hot rod in i

the high power channel at axial elevations of 2.37m (peak axial power level). One can see
j that the predictions of the frozen version exhibit a sharp RST decrease at approximately 7.5s
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| after the break opens, due to the prob'lematic Chen transition / film boiling correlation which
2attains a very high value at |G| = 271 kg/m /s and when later |G( decreases, the RSTs start

increasing agam, . A consequence of this is that the peak RSTs predicted by the frozen version
of the code are much lower than the ones predicted by the modified version (s) since with the
former code, a large amount of stored energy is removed during the first 12s of the transient.
Sensitivity studies have shown that the peak RSTs are strongly dependent on the assumed

| interfacial shear during the first few seconds of the transient, but also on the assumed value
of the Tmy. Clearly, a detailed investigation and qualification of all these effects and their
incorporation into an " uncertainty analysis methodology" matrix would be a horrendous job.

4. CONCLUDING DISCUSSIONS

In this work, we have outlined a number of modifications and model changes introduced
in R5M3 which result in better and more physically sound code predictions. Some of the
main code deficiencies we identified were in the modeling of the wall-to-liquid post-CHF heat
transfer coefficient, the adverse effects of the oscillatory behaviour of the CHF predicted from
the Groeneveld look-up table (mainly for low mass-fluxes), the unphysically small interfacial
shear at lower pressures (which greatly affects the code predictions during reflooding), the
effect of the under-relaxation schemes of the interfacial closure coefficients (particularly in -
the presence of numerical oscillations), as well as a number of other minor points which can
show-up and become important under certain conditions.

A number of separate-effect and integral test experiments were analyzed with the modified
code, and the predictions were compared with the ones obtained by the frozen version and

- (when. possible) with the measurements. Without exception, the predictions of the modified
code were closer to the measurements, in many cases free of unphysical oscillations, and
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.alw:ys more physically sound than the ones of the frozen version. These tests included I
reflooding in a heater rod bundle, the LOFT LB-LOCA LP-LB-1, the LOBI 6% SB-LOCA i
BL34 and a hypothetical 200% LB-LOCA in a two-loop commercial PWR. Clearly, a wider ;

assessment of this version with a number of different transients is required before one can
make general and definite statements about its improved predicting capabilities.

|
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Abstract
.

The model ofinterfacial heat transfer for the dispersed flow regime used in the RELAP5 computer
codes is investigated in the present paper. Short-transient calculations of two low flooding rate
tube reflooding experiments have been performed, where the hydraulic conditions and the heat
input to the vapour in the post-dryout region were controlled for the predetermined position of the

.

quench front.
Both RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 and RELAP5/ MOD 3 substantially underpredicted the exit vapour'

temperature. The mass flow rate and quality, however, were correct and the heat input to the
vapour was larger than the actual one. As the vapour superheat at the tube exit depends on i

'

the balance between the heat input from the wall and the heat exchange with the droplets, the
discrepancy between the calculated and the measured exit vapour temperature suggested that the
inability of both codes to predict the vapour superheat in the dispersed flow region is due to the:

overprediction of the interfacial heat transfer rate.

1 Introduction
An extensive program of assessment, development and application of the RELAP5 and TRAC /B
reactor safety computer programs has been underway for some time in the Thermal-Hydraulics
Laboratory of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI).'

One of the reactor safety issues to which the research has been specially addressed is the'

,

reflooding phase of the LOCA. The main results of this research and the contributions to the
code development in the areas of wall heat transfer, interfacial drag, and numerical techniques

'

have been fully documented (1][2][3]. For several reflooding experiments,it has been observed that
both the trend and the values of the calculated results (wall and vapour temperatures, entrainment,

,

collapsed liquid level, etc.) obtained by the ' frozen' version of the codes were very different from the
measured experimental data. These discrepancies were noticeably large, especially for low flooding
rate conditions. Low flooding rate experiments are characterized by very high void fractions all
over the region above the Quench Front (QF), for long time periods. In this zone droplets are
dispersed in a stream of superheated vapour, and the so-called Dispersed Flow Film Boiling (DFFB)
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heat transfer regime controls the wall cooling rate. The incorrect calculation of either the vapour
superheat or the wall heat transfer coefficient resulted in the poor predictions of the ' frozen' versions
of the codes.

The implementation of more consistent packages of correlations for wall heat transfer and
interfacial shear (for both the wet and dry wall regions), the accurate selection of several empirical
constants entering in the various models on the base of sensitivity studies, and the modification of
interpolation schemes lead to improved versions of the programs, which successfully simulate most
experiments with bundles (references above).

Modifications to the closure laws (droplet size, interfacial heat transfer) related to the dis-
persed flow regime above the QF have also played a role in the achievement of good results. Ilowever,
since only a few quantities (average temperatures, entrainment rate, quench front velocity, etc.)
are measured and therefore used for the assessment, the adequacy of the closure laws used for the
individual submodels can seldom be demonstrated. j

in the present paper, a different approach to the analysis of the reflooding process is pre-
sented, which is more suitable for evaluating the capabilities of one of the submodels used in the
codes, namely that for interfacial heat transfer in the dispersed flow region.

This study on the interfacial heat transfer model for the dispersed droplet regime in the
RELAP5 computer codes was motivated by a previous generalinvestigation [4][5] on the validity of
the 1-D models usually adopted for calculating DFFB. The 1-D approach used for calculating the
heat exchange between the vapour and the droplets in the dispersed flow region above a QF was
shown to be questionable for conditions oflow quality at the QF, and low mass flux. An extensive
steady-state analysis of the heat transfer processes above the QF was performed for such conditions
using the 1-D capabilities of a 3-D computer program developed for that purpose [5][6]. This study :

revealed that the vapour superheat was strongly underpredicted when the multi-dimensional effects
were neglected, independently of the choice (within reasonable limits) of the droplet diameter [5].
The reason for the limitations of the 1-D approach was found to be the overprediction of the
interfacial heat transfer. On the other hand, the 3-D model, accounting for the liquid droplets
dist.-ibution, predicted vapour temperatures much closer to the measured values [5]. It was thus
inferred that the reason for the failure of the 1-D approach is its inability to account for the
accumulation of liquid around the centre where the driving temperature difference for interfacial
heat transfer is low [5][7].

The present analysis using RELAP5 is, therefore, aiming at verification of such a general
statement by a specific application of the 1-D approach. In this respect, the most interesting
variable for judging the capability of the model is the vapour temperature at the exit of the test
section, and this will be the main theme of the discussion of results. For this purpose,it is convenient
to assess the codes against data obtained in single-tube experiments which avoid ' spurious' effects
due to the presence of the grids on, for example, the droplet size. The results of two low flooding
rate tube reflooding tests [8] were used in the present analyses.

The complete transient runs were carried out first [9]. Ilowever, while the aim of these codes
is to analyze the transient behaviour of a complex system, much deeper insight in the influence of
the interfacial heat transfer on the mixture evolution is made possible by considering ' snapshots'
at different times during the transient. The values of several variables are considered constant over i

a short time period, and the analysis is referred to such a ' frozen' picture. The rationale for the
consequent 'short transient analysis' is briefly outlined here, and discussed in more depth in 4.
This analysis is intended to approximate a quasi steady-state analysis, which cannot be performed
by means of transient codes such as RELAP5. For forcing a 'short transient' to approach a quasi
steady state calculation the conditions above the QF must be assumed constant over a short time,
and the wall heat flux over the tube length above the QF must be given as input. If good predictions

|
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for both liquid and vapour mass flow rates are obtained, the resulting vapour temperature at the
tube exit (which depends on the total heat exchanged with the droplets) will give a direct estimate of
the adequacy of the interfacial heat transfer closure law used in the code. Indeed, the uniform heat

,

flux which characterizes the single-tube experiments leads to slowly-changing axial wall temperature |
distributions and allows a sufficiently good estimate of the local heat flux at all elevations. This, !

in turn, allows a rather accurate evaluation of the total power input to the mixture above the QF l

(on which the vapour superheat strongly depends) to be made at any selected time, so that one of |

the unknowns which complicates the interpretation of the results of the transient analyses, namely 1

the instantaneous ' actual' power input, can be eliminated. |

Therefore, the present work focuses on a short transient analysis of two low flooding rate |
tube reflooding experiments for the time of the mid-height quench. )

i

2 Test Cases Used For The Assessment
!

Well documented experimental results for the reflooding of a non-insulated tube (3.66 m length
and 14.25 mm inside diameter) were obtained at the University of California at Berkeley [8]. Two .

I

low mass flux tube reflooding experiments were analyzed: run 3051 at 2 bar and run 3053 at 3
bar. For both experiments, the initial wall temperature was 812 K and the inlet liquid velocity
and subcooling were 2.5 cm/s and 80 K, respectively. These experiments were chosen because the
separate steady state analyses (5][7], showed severe limitations of the 1-D approach.

During many tests, the wall temperatures at some distance from the QF displayed nearly
constant values for long times, with the heat input balanced by the heat losses and the heat transfer
to the fluid. In the present investigation, the 'short-transient' analyses are chosen to begin at the
earliest time such a quasi-steady condition (the quality at the QF being positive) for the wall
temperatures at the higher elevations is attained.

The equilibrium quality immediately above the quench front zor is calculated by adding the
quality immediately below the quench front x- (as calculated by an energy balance over the wet
region) to the quality change across the QF due to the intense vaporization caused by the release of
the heat stored in the tube wall. The net heat flux q|'n at each elevation is obtained by subtracting i

from the inside-wall ' imposed' heat flux (the total power input to the test section, divided by the |
internal surface area), the heat losses (referred to the inside-wall surface area) and the sensible heat

'

stored in the wall. The total heat input to the fluid in the dry region above the quench front Pa,.y
is calculated by integrating q|', over the wall heat exchange area. Values for the several variables
required for the 'short-transient' analyses are given by Andreani et al. [9].

3 Transient Analysis

A transient analysis of run 3051 has been performed (9] with the ' frozen' versions of both ItE-
LAP 5/h10D2.5 (10] and ItELAP5/h!OD3 (11). The reflooding wall heat transfer package was then
utilized in the calculation with ItELAP5/hlOD2.5; this option does not affect the correlations used
by itELAP5/h10D3 as a unique wall heat transfer package is used for all conditions. Here, the

results (9] are summarized:

e The calculated mass accumulated inside the tube, the collapsed liquid level, the vapour flowing
out of the test section and the totalliquid carry-out were all well predicted. One may therefore
conclude that both code versions predicted the ' average' hydraulic behaviour of the system
fairly well.
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o The quench front progression, however, was .bstantially overpredicted by both codes. The j

test section quenched completely in about 550 s, while both codes predict complete quench
'

within 160 s.

e The calculated vapour temperature in the uppermost node decreased early close to the satu-
ration temperature whereas in the experiment remained for a long time around 600 K.

!

The fast desuperheating of the vapour at the tube exit is thus in accordance with the hy- 1

pothesis that the interfacial heat transfer rate is overpredicted by the 1-D models. However,in the
present calculation, the low vapour temperature was probably driven by the early rewetting of the
wall, caused by inadequacies in the wall heat transfer package (3].

Therefore, with respect to the main goal of the present work, namely the assessment of the
interfacial heat transfer model for Dispersed Flow, it appears that little can be concluded from
the transient analysis; hence, the analysis of experiment 3053 (for which results similar to those
obtained for test 3051 are expected) was not carried out.

4 Short-transient Analyses

4.1 Formulation
The basic idea behind the short-transient analysis has already been introduced in 1; here the
mathematical formulation of this approach, as well as the conditions which must be 'ulfilled in
order to arrive at 3 i.e evaluation of the capabilities of the interfacial heat transfer model using only
the experimental vapour temperature at the tube exit, are discussed.

When the quenching process progresses slowly, and at constant rate, as is usual when the
quality at the QF is positive, the thermal-hydraulic conditions at any point in the channel down-
stream from the QF (wall and fluid temperatures, mass flows, qualities, etc.) vary slowly as well.
The quasi steady-state condition is thus realized if the time necessary for the QF to move a signifi-
cant distance (e.g., the distance between the centres of the volumes above and below the ' nominal'
position of the QF)is larger than the residence time of the droplet in the post-CHF region. If this
prerequisite is satisfied, any slow variation of the QF position (and quality) willlead to slow varia-
tions of the hydrodynamic variables downstream and the evolution of the mixture can be described
by the usual conservation equations, dropping the time-derivatives.

The steady-state forms of the vapour continuity and energy equations can be written for a
straight tube of cross-sectional area A as:

g(< ag > < pg > U ) = dG" M F > Wd
g g,

<ag > < pg > Uo g, = G,dHsg, = Qw, + < Q, > - < F > Ws - H ,d mdHs
g

where U , Hs, G , Qw, and < Qig > are the (averaged) axial vapour velocity, the bulk vapourg o

enthalpy, the vapour mass flux, the phasic wall heat transfer rate per unit volume and the cross-
sectionally-averaged interfacial heat transfer rate per unit volume, respectively. These are similar
to those used in the RELAP5 codes, except that dissipation is neglected and the enthalpy is used
instead of the internal energy.

By integrating between the QF elevation zor and the tube exit elevation er Eq. (2) Mul-
tiplying Eq. (2) by the tube flow area A and integrating between the QF elevation :gr and the
tube exit elevation 27 one obMins:
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AG,gy,dz = |2QF Qw, Adz + |IQF < Qi, > Ads -|SQT
, s

'

f(H - H ,,)Adz'
6 gg,

' 3Qr

:

and, integrating by parts the first term in the left hand side of the equation, j

; i

!

AG, H[ - AG,,qrH,,qr - fsc , AH6 ,z' fse, Qw, Adz +'dz =

3
T

1ser < Qi, > Adz +
s

|;
s

r2

-fsqr
*

; T(H - H,,,)Adz !6

i-

i .j
j Using the continuity equation (1), and replacing G,A by the vapour mass flow rate A,,it follows !
i that: !

;
,

i. !
;

,r ,r ,r i

: A[H[ ~ A,,qrH ,qr = |QF Qw, Adz + |QF < Qi, > Adz + |SQF6 TH6Adz |
1 ;

T '
s

' T(# - H,,,)Adz6
-

;

EQF

I.

Observing that:} ;

1 ,r
.

|

| |2QF TAdz = $[- A,,qr |
j ,

i '

one can write, assuming saturated vapour at the QF: '

|

. . Ire

f
Af[H[ = A,,qrH6,qr + P,, dry + < Qi, > A0% + (Aff ~ ,,Qr)H,,, (3) i

: sQr

| where P,,s,, is the total heat transfer rate to the vapour alone in the dry-wall region. If all the
droplet population is represented by an average diameter d, the average interfacial heat transfer

j rate per unit volume is:

Ghi
-

- Qi, > = 7 < (1 - a,)(T - T,) > (4)6

i

; where hi is the interfacial heat transfer coefficient.
|Since,in a 1-D model, the droplet concentration is assumed uniform over the cross section'

'

; and the distribution coefficient is taken equal to unity, the relation: |

< (1 - a,)(T - T,) >s < (1 - o,) > < (T - T,) > (5)6 6

leads to: '

Gh-
< Qi, > = 4 < (1 - a,) > < (T - T,) > (G) |6a
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In bc,th RELAPf;/ MOD 2.5 and RELAP5/ MOD 3 a modified Lee and Ryley correlation is
used for calculating h :i

h = k (2 + 0.5 Re 8) (7)1i d

where Re is the droplet Reynolds number. The other two variables which affect the calculation
of Qi, directly, namely < o, > and d, are mainly influenced by the interfacial drag and by the
maximum stable droplet diameter, respectively. The correlations for calculating these variables
have practically the sarine form in both codes [10][11]: the differences between the two codes will be
briefly outlined in $4.2.2, where their effects on the different results obtained will also be discussed.i

'

Equation (6) is the relation that, under low mass flux and low quality conditions, will lead
to the overprediction of the interfacial heat transfer, and the underprediction of the vapour tem-
perature [5][7]. It is the aim of the present analysis to show that, by assuming Eq. (6) to be always
valid, the Qi, in RELAP5 is overestimated. In the present investigation, the validity of Eq. (7) ;

will not be discussed, as an extensive analysis [12] of DFFB has shown that the predictions of the
interfacial heat transfer cannot be improved by simply choosing a different correlation for ha. Poor
prediction were obtained for several low mass flux experiments also using the correlation which

.

yields the lowest values for h [5][12].i
From Eq. (3) one easily realizes that if the gas mass flow rate at the QF and the tube exit

calculated by the computer code are (approximately) equal to the experimental ones, and the total
wall-to-vapour heat transfer is the same as in the experiment, any deviation of the exit enthalpy
(temperature) can be attributed to the incorrect prediction of the interfacial heat transfer. This
estimation can be done irrespective of the wall-to-liquid heat transfer, and the consequent vapour
production at the wall.

Therefore, to make the short. transient to approach a quasi steady-state condition, four con-
ditions (Fig.1) must be fulfilled in the calculation:

1. The time needed by the QF to advance a substantial length from the ' reference' QF position
is much longer than the droplet residence time tr (s (:r - :gr)/O , 0 being the axiallyi 4

averaged drop velocity). The average values of the variables during this time (which we will
t

call the ' averaging period' to,,) can be compared with the values obtained by a steady-state
analysis.

2. The same (approximately) ror ($,.or) to be adopted as in the experiment during the
averaging period top.

3. The total heat input to the vapour to equal to the experimental value.

4. The same $,7 as in the experiment.

The first two conditions can be satisfied by restricting the analysis to a section of the tube
including the region downstream of the ' nominal' position of the QF, and a short length upstream i

'

of it. The fluid injected a( the bottom of this ' reduced' length section is a mixture with quality
close to that inferred from the experiment. The QF progresses from the inlet of the section up tof

the nominal location of the QF (and the quality at the QF changes accordingly). for which the
tube exit vapour temperature must be compared with the experimental value. From this time on,
and until the time the first node above :gr quenches, the values of the various variables of interest

"

are considered.
With respect to the third condition, the heat input to the vapour can only be approximated, I

'
as the total heat flux to the mixture is known only at the measurement stations. In order 'o prove

I
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Figure 1: Prerequisites for the 'short-transient' analysis to approach a quasi steady-state represen-
tation of the zone above a slowly advancing quench front (under these conditions the interfacial
heat transfer model can be assessed).
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that the low vapour temperatures are due to the overprediction in the interfacial heat trar sfer, the
calculations will use upper bounds for the wall heat transfer rates.

With regard to the fourth condition one can only assume that the computer program predicts
liquid and vapour carry-out flow rates close to the experimental ones at the time of the mid height
quench. This exoectation is confirmed by the results of the transient analysis above, where both
calculated liquid and vanour carry-out were in excellent agreement with measured values. For the
purpose of testing the interfacial heat transfer model, lower vapour mass flows than measured in
the experiment can also be accepted, as the calculated vapour superheat is enhanced by a reduced
vapour mass flow. Similarly, the liquid carry-out must be approximately equal to or lower than the
experimental value. A calculated liquid mass flow much higher than in the experiment would imply
a large concentration ofliquid at high elevation: the consequent vapour desuperheating effect could
not be related to the 1-D approach for the interfacial heat transfer.

In order to avoid misunderstandings,it is appropriate to repeat here that, since RELAP5 is
a transient code, our 'short-transient' analysis consists in running the program over the short time
period needed by the QF to advance from the inlet of the tube to the node immediately above the
elevation zor, chosen for the analysis.

In summary: the analysis will be restricted to a shorter tube length, its inlet being a few cm
below the QF. The quench front moves from the inlet to a certain predetermined elevation above
zor. From the time the QF is close to zgr, the quality immediately above must be close to ror,
and the power input to the vapour in the dry region must be equal to P,,ary; thislast condition can
be approximated by imposing the condition that the total heat transfer rate to the mixture is equal
to or larger than the experimental Paru. The mass flows at the tube exit will be monitored; if these
are in close agreement with the experimental data (obtained by differentiating the experimental
water and vapour carry-out), the ,apour temperature at the tube exit will be compared with the
experimental data.

4.2 Short-transient analysis of run 3051

4.2.1 Calculation with RELAP5/ MOD 2.5

The nodalization used for the short-transient analyr with the MOD 2.5 version is shown in Fig. 2

| and consists of ten short (0.03 m) cells below :gr, and nine cells representing the above-QF region.

| The total mass flow rate was imposed. The inlet quality 7,n was estimated by checking the value
! of ror at the end of the transient, as calculated from an energy balance performed by means of a

control variable. This gave x,o at about 6L The need for this procedure is due to the oscillations
in the calculation of the mass flows immediately above the QF, which render a direct estimation of
the quality impossible. The imposed value of x,o led to sqr slightly higher than in the experiment
(Fig. 3). The entrained liquid flow rate was, consequently, a little lower.

|
The axial heat flux distribution at the wall was initially imposed according to the experi-

l mental profile [9]. Unfortunately, the calculation stopped after a few seconds because a very large

( amount of heat was transferred directly to the vapour (in spite of the fact that a bubbly flow
regime was predicted), and this led to vapour temperatures as high as 3000 K. It was realized that
RELAPS, for imposed heat flux conditions, calculates the heat fluxes to the two phases by splitting
the total heat input into two (qual parts, irrespective of the flow regime.

It was thus necessary to change our approach of imposing the heat flux, and the following
; boundary conditions were used instead:

!

e imposed power generation;

|
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Figure 3: Equilibrium quality immediately above the QF calculated using the three different initial
wall temperature distributions (Fig. 4). Inlet quality zio = 0.06.

. Imposed experimental heat losses at the time selected for the beginning of the s'iort. transient
(t=150 s);

e Imposed axial temperature profile. As the heat flux is then calculated by the reflooding
heat transfer package, the total heat input to vapour is not controlled, but varies during the
short period of time of the short-transient analysis, and depends mainly on the initial wall
temperature. Therefore, three different axial wall temperature profiles are imposed, and the
resulting heat input to the vapour is calculated. The three axial wall temperature profiles,
shown in Fig. 4, are:

1. exp: experimental wall temperature distribution.

2. Iow: temperatures decreasing with the distance from the QF. These values have been
found (by trial and error) to yield (approximately) the desired axial heat flux distribution
(Fig. 5).

3. high: temperatures higher than those experimentally observed.
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3051 at the time of the mid. height quench.

The resulting wall heat fluxes averaged over the last 5 s of the calculations are given in Fig.
5.

The transient for the three cases was set to 15 s. The temperature histories showed: 1) the
wall temperatures at some distance from the QF (z 2 2.2 m) are practically constant during the
calculation time, and 2) in the time period between 10 and 15 s the QF lies somewhere between
1.855 m and 2.0 m. The time needed for the QF to advance from 1.855 m to 2.0 m was found
to be larger than the droplet residence time t,. (~ 1-2 s), so that the first requirement for the !

'short-transient' analysis were satisfied.
The equilibrium quality at the QF oscillated during the transient, but was close to the

experimental value, at least for times larger than 10 s.
The vapour mass flow rate at the tube exit was also in close agreement with the experimental

value. liowever, the liquid mass flow rate exhibited large oscillations: their, amplitude, however,
did not exceed 30% of the measured average flow rate. The fact that the average values (between
10 and 15 s) of the total mass flow rate and exit quality were quite close to the experimental values
suggests that the hydraulic behaviour is,in general, well predicted.

The total power input to the vapour (Fig. 6) was,in all cases, at least as high as the total
(experimental) heat input to the mixture, so that also the thermal boundary condition on the
vapour superheat evolution is also satisfied in all cases.

Under the conditions mentioned above, the average values of the several quantities ofinterest
for our analysis during the time period from 10 to 15 s are thus comparable with those obtained
from a steady-state analysis for the QF ' frozen' at 1.89 m. Thus,it does make sense to compare the |
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.

alculated vapour temperature with the measured value. In Fig. 7,it can be observed that after 10c

s the vapour temperature (while being unstable) is always underpredicted by at least 50 K, even
when the power input to the vapour is twice as much as the experimental total heat transfer rate i

to the mixture (Fig. 6). The large underprediction (150 K) of the vapour temperature observed for !
the initial wall temperature (lowTw) distribution, which yields a value of Par, close to experiment !
is in fairly good agreement with that expected on the basis of the steady-state separate model [7]. i

From the RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 calculations, we can thus conclude that the interfacial heat
transfer must be overpredicted. The possible sources contributing to the overprediction are:

1. The liquid fraction may have been overestimated. This, however, can almost be excluded
because of the imposed entrainment and the fairly good prediction of the liquid carry-out. A
correct estimate of the axialliquid distribution can thus be supposed.

2. The correlation for the interfacial heat transfer coefficient hg yields too high values. This
is probably true. Ilowever, calculations by means of a separate steady-state program [6]
showed that the 1-D approach underpredicted the vapour temperature even when a correlation
yielding much lower values of hg was used [7].

3. The interfacial heat transfer coefficient (hi)is possibly overpredicted because of a large average
value of the phase velocity difference. Indeed, one can suspect that large oscillations in the
liquid velocity (leading even to negative velocities) can still be compatible with a correct
average value of the liquid mass flow, but yield (because of the non-linear dependence of the
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|

heat transfer coefficient on the phase velocity difference (U,- Us))large values of hi. This can
be also excluded as it was observed that the velocity difference at two elevations was quite

stable.

4. The interfacial heat transfer coefficient used by the code might be inadequate because it
neglects the effect of interactions between the droplets. No data, however, substantiate the
suspicion that interaction effects at high void fraction can reduce the interfacial heat transfer
rates to the extent necessary to reconcile calculations and experiments.

5. The droplet diameter may be underpredicted. The separate, steady-state analyses [5][7]
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showed, however, that for a wide range of droplet diameters the results are very similar to
those obtained using the RELAPS/ MOD 2.5 criterion.

6. The only possibility left is, therefore, that the interfacial heat transfer rate (Eq. 6) is based
on the wrong assumption of uniform distribution of the heat sinks (droplets) over the cross
section.

Other calculations (not shown) have been carried-out using the normal (blowdown) heat
transfer package, and slowing down the propagation of the QF by increasing the thickness of the
heat slabs in the region below it. The vapour temperature at the tube exit was still underpredicted
by at least 100 K.

In addition, a version of the code was generated in which the wall-to-liquid heat transfer was
forced to zero within 30 cm from QF. The axial wall temperature profile was imposed in such a
way as to preserve the total experimental power input to the dry region (Pg,y), so that the heat
transfer rate to the vapour (P,,ary) was practically equal to the total measured value. Even under .

'

these conditions, the calculated vapour temperature was still much lower than in the experiment.

4.2.2 Calculation with RELAP5/ MOD 3

For the analysis with RELAP5/ MOD 3, the nodalization had to be slightly modified. This was
due to the fact that the first calculation showed that the QF was progressing much faster than in
the corresponding RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 calculation. Under these circumstances, the time necessary
for the QF to propagate from the node below zqr to the node above it (time f., over which the
thermal hydraulic conditions of the post-CIIF region can be considered approximately insensitive
to the actual location of the QF around the imposed zqr) became comparable with the droplet
transit time: the averaging of the variables over the time period to, was consequently becoming
of dubious meaning. Therefore, larger nodes (50 mm instead of 30 mm) were used for the section
below zqr and for the node including zor. Moreover, the time over which the average values of
the variables discussed above are calculated is made dependent on the transient,i.e., the averaging
period is between the time the wall temperature in the cell below zqr falls below the quench
temperature (580 K) and the time this happens to the first node in the ' dry' zone. When the wall
temperature in the node above the QF falls below 580 K the transient is thus terminated.

The first calculation, performed by using initial wall temperatures equal to the experimental
ivalues, also showed a very high heat transfer rate in the dry zone, nearly double that measured in the

experiment, and a much larger vapour mass flow, resulting from the large evaporation rates caused
by the high wall-to-liquid heat transfer. llence, the low axial wall temperature distribution (Fig.
4) was used for the subsequent calculations. During the time 8 to 12 s, the QF was between 1.825
and 2.0 m and the equilibrium quality at the QF, though oscillating, was close to the experimental

; value.
The vapour temperature at the tube exit (Fig. 8) was predicted quite well, but it was realized;

from the negligible liquid carry-out that this was due to the deficiency of liquid in the region far
,

away from the QF. In fact, the water accumulated in the region immediately downstream from the
QF (notice the high void fractions at high elevations in Fig. 9), so that no heat sink was available.

to the steam further up. It was originally believed that one of the reasons for the insufficient liquid
3

carry-over could be the larger value of the critical Weber number (Wey=12) used in MOD 3 with
; respect to that used in MOD 2.5 (Wey=3), which results in the calculation of quite large droplets

in the mist-flow region, which cannot be lifted by the drag force.
; It was then decided to perform the calculation with a modified version of the code developed
| at PSI (version bb) which, among other features, uses the same Wey as in MOD 2.5. This modified

!
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version has been described by Analytis (3] and'no details are given here: it suffices to say that
better numerical stability is achieved and several unphysical effects (like the void fraction passing
through a minimum immediately below the QF) are eliminated by the utilization of more physical
correlations. The use of this improved version of the program, resulted in a little higher carry-out,.

but still much lower than in the experiment.
in order to understand the reasons why the utilization of the same criterion for the dropletd

size yields different results in RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 and in RELAP5/Af 0D3, the overall calculation1

scheme of the interfacial drag in RELAP5/ MOD 3 was reviewed. It was realized that, for reflooding
calculations, the droplet diameter was bound by a lower limit of 2.5 mm. This value appears
arbitrary, and for sensitivity analysis purposes it was changed to 1.25 mm in a new version of the
code, which was called UPX. Moreover,it has been found out that the drag coefficient for droplets

;

is defined as:
:

Co = min {Co.,,0.45} (8)
i

where the drag coefficient for the viscous regime Co,, is given by:4

1

24
Co , = Re (1 + 0.1 Re #5) (9)

f It is clear from Eqs. (8,9) that for large Re (large dropleis) the drag coefficient attains
very low values. Ilowever, the drag coefficient for a solid sphere is asymptotically approaching the
value 0.45 for Re > 1000 (Newton regime), being higher for lower values of Re (Ishii and Mishima
[13]). The value of Cp for fluid particles is even higher, as they get distorted. Equation (8) is
then basically incorrect and even if one wants to consider the droplets as solid spheres,it must be
replaced by the usual criterion:

Co = max {Co,,,0.45) (10)

Equation (10) was then implemented in the version UPX.
The liquid carry-out was larger than in the previous calculations, but it was still too low.

The axial void fraction distribution showed a larger presence ofliquid at the higher elevations (Fig.
9), and this determined the lower vapour temperature (Fig. 8).

It was also observed that the calculated heat transfer rate to the mixture was higher than in
the experiment, but the heat transfer rate to the vapour was about 30% lower. Ilowever, radiation
from wall-to-droplets can account for a significant portion of the wall heat transfer [7][12), so that
the actual heat transfer rate to vapour P,,ary is likely to be predicted realistically.

Further attempts to modify the code in order to get the correct liquid mass flow were not
performed. As a trend, it has been already established that, for decreasing values of the droplet
diameter, more and more liquid can be carried over, and increasing underprediction of the vapour
temperature results.

These results are thus in agreement with those obtained by RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 and by the
steady-state analyses performed by a separate program (5][7].

4.3 Short-transient analysis of run 3053 by RELAP5/ MOD 2.5

Experiment 3053 was practically the same as 3051, the only difference being the higher pressure
(3 bar instead of 2). The analysis has been performed only by RELAP5/ MOD 2.5, because of the
difficulties in the prediction of the liquid carry-out by MOD 3, which render the interpretation of
the results more difficult. Two axial wall temperature distributions have been temd, valy.
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Figure 9: Void fractions at various elevations calculated for run 3051 by the frozen version of
RELAP5/ MOD 3 (left) and by the modified version UPX (right).

The calculation time was 14 s, since the node above the ' nominal' value of or quenches at
that time. The time span over which the results are representative of a steady QF at 2.05 m (QF
between 2.055 m and 2.2 m)is 8 to 14 s.

The quality at the QF was correctly obtained and the heat transfer to the vapour alone
was much larger than the experimental total power input (Fig.10). The calculated liquid carry-
out and the total mass flow at the exit decreased during the averaging period to values lower
than in the experiment. The calculated vapour carry-out was, however, always larger than in the
experiment, due to an excessive evaporation in the tube. Therefore, one necessary condition for

| a fully-meaningful comparison between calculated and experimental vapour temperature was not
satisfied (see S4). We note, however, two circumstances: 1) the experimental total mass flow was

!
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i,

I

)

probably larger than that measured in the test, as a certain error in the mass balance was found (9); j'

and 2) the heat input per unit volume of the flowing vapour is at least as large as in the experiment, )

since P,,ary was substantially larger than the total experimental heat flux.

It is thus possible to state that the large underprediction of the vapour temperature at the
tube exit (Fig.11) was again due to the overprediction of the interfacial heat transfer, and not to
an overprediction of the vapour mass flow.
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5 Conclusions

The main goal of the present work was the assessment of the interfacial heat transfer model for
the Dispersed Flow Film Boiling region above a quench front as implemented in a well established, .
1 D computer code.

The transient analysis of a low flooding experiment by means of RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 and
RELAP5/ MOD 3 has shown that both codes overprc4ict quench front propagation rates: this can
be attributed to an inadequate modelling of the heat transfer phenomena in the vicinity of the :

'

QF and confirms other similar analyses. The vapour temperature at the tube exit dropped to
the saturation value much earlier than in the experiment, but it could not be conclusively stated
whether a too high interfacial heat transfer contributed to the poor predictions.

A short transient analysis has thus been performed. A short transient was run, during
which the quench front was allowed to advance a short distance from the position ofinterest, and
imposing (approximately) the quality at the quench front. The power input to the mixture could
be controlled, to a certain extent, by settiag the initial wall temperature distribution above the
quench front.

The RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 code calculated correctly the total carry-out but overpredicted the
total heat transfer to the vapour. In spite of this, the vapour temperature was substantially
underpredicted. It could be concluded therefore that the interfacial heat transfer was overpredicted.

RELAP5/ MOD 3 showed a large underprediction of the liquid carry-out, and this led to a
good prediction of the vapour temperature, llowever, when the calculation was repeated using two
other versions of the code, where the closure laws affecting the droplet dynamics were modified in -
a way to allow a larger carry-out (though still lower than experiment), the vapour temperature was
again underpredicted.

The short-transient analysis of a second experiment at 3 bar was also performed by RE-
. LAP 5/ MOD 2.5, and results similar to those obtained for the test at 2 bar were obtained.

It can be concluded that, as expected from the separate steady-state analysis, computer
codes such as RELAP5 overpredict the desuperheating effect of the liquid, and hence underpredict
the vapour temperature at large distances from the quench front. Taking into consideration Eq.
(6), one can suspect various reasons for the overprediction of the interfacial heat transfer. These
have been discussed in 4.2.1. There, it was shown that the most likely source of error is the
cross-sectional averaging process used in 1-D codes (such as RELAP5), which neglect the actual
cross-sectional droplet distribution. The present calculations confirmed the statement that the
1-D Dispersed Flow Film Boiling approaches are inadequate under low mass flux and low quality
conditions. No attempt was made, however, to improve the results by reducing the interfacial heat
transfer rate, since no information on any possible reduction factor is available. Even though the
effects of the cross-sectional distribution of the liquid could yield such a reduction, no proof exists

, that this is the actual mechanism producing the necessary reduction in the interfacial heat transfer

| rate; only. experiments can provide us with such evidence.

i It is thus recommended that specific experiments for measuring the cross-sectional liquid
j fraction distribution are carried out, to test the hypothesis that the liquid accumulation in the centre )

does take place. If this phenomenon will be confirmed experimentally, the root to an improved l

j interfacial heat transfer model for codes like RELAP5 can be the development of a correlation for

j a correction factor of the interfacial heat transfer rate per unit volume, trying to account for the
3-D effects.;
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4
'

! Nomenclature
.

A- cross-sectional flow area
!,

Co drag coefficient . ;

d droplet diameter !

, G, - ' vapour mass flux ,

hi interfacial heat transfer coefficient j
'

1#6- bulk vapour enthalpy
; H, ., vapour saturation enthalpy

3I,7 vapour mass flow rate at the tube exiti-
,

,
'

Af,,qr vapour mass flow rate at the quench front
q|', wall heat flux
Q, wall heat transfer rate to the vapour per unit volume |

?

. Qi, interfacial heat transfer rate per unit volume
4

Pary heat input to the mixture above the QF i

P,,ar, heat input to the vapour above the QF ,

QF - Quench Front
Re droplet Reynolds number (Re a p,(U, - U )d/ ,) ii

te droplet residence time

T6 vapour bulk temperature
T, saturation temperature ,

;

U, axial vapour velocity

U4 axial droplet velocity
04 axially averaged droplet velocity
z- quality below QF
zqr quality above QF
11'e Weber number = p,(U, - U4)2d/o .

: p quench front elevation (nominal position)
: tube exit elevation

~

a, void fraction ;

P vapour generation rate
'

p, vapour density
cr surface tension

t
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ASSESSMENT OF COMPUTER CODES FOR
' VVER-440/213-TYPE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

L. Szabados, Gy. szsol, L. Perneczky

KFK1 Atomic Energy Research Institute
H-1525 Budapest, P.O. Box 49, Hungary

ABSTRACT

Nuclear power plants of VVER-440/213-type designed by the forme: USSR have a number
of special features. As a consequence of these features the transient behaviour of such a
reactor system should be different from the PWR system behaviour.

To study the transient behaviour of the Hungarian Paks Nuclear Power Plant of VVER-
- 440/213-type both analytical and experimental activities have been performed. The
experimental basis of the research is the PMK-2 integral-type test facility, which is a scaled
down model of the plant. Experiments performed on this facility have been used to assess
thermal-hydraulic system codes. Four tests were selected for " Standard Problem Exercises"
of the International Atomic Energy Agency. Results of the 4th Exercise, of high international
interest, are presented in the paper, focusing on the essential findings of the assessment of
computer codes.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the Standard Problem Exercises (SPE) of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) is to assess the modelling capabilities of thermal-hydraulic codes for VVER
systems. Until now four IAEA-SPEs have been performed in the framework of projects
between the IAEA and the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute (AEKI) in the time
interval of 1985 to 1994. Results of the first three Exercises are published in Refs. [1], [2],

[3].

The experimental basis of the IAEA-SPEs was the PMK-2 integral-type test facility which
is a scaled down model of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant equipped with VVER-440/213-type
reactors of Soviet design. Such reactors are different from PWRs of usual design and have
a number of special features, viz.: 6-loop primary circuit, horizontal steamgenerator (SG),
loop seal in both hot and cold legs; safety injection tanks (SIT) inject coolant directly to the
reactor vessel and their set-point pressure is higher than secondary pressure.

The objectives of this work are summarized as follows: to give a short description of the
PMK-2, to describe the test for SPE-4, to provide selected test findings, to show the results
of code assessment, to offer conclusions.
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FACILITY AND TEST DESCAllrTION

- Facility Description

'A detailed description of the facility is given in Refs. [1 to 4]. A short description is given
here to facilitate the understanding of the results included in the report.

As shown in Fig.1, the six loops of the plant are modelled by a single active loop. The
pump is accomodated in a by-pass line. The hydroaccumulators (SIT) are modelled by two |

vessels. Both the low and high pressure systems are modelled (LPIS and HPIS). On the
secondary side the feedwater and steam systems, as well as the emergency feedwater system
are modelled. The control system of the facility provides any intervention to model the
reactor protection system. The data acquisition system has 125 measurement channels with
appropriate software to get the results in the desired format necessary for code validation.
The core model consists of a 19-rod' bundle with axially and radially uniform power
distribution. The core model is presented in Fig. 2.

Test Description

The test for the IAEA SPE-4 can be characterized as follows [4]:

o Cold leg break, modelling a 7,4 % (O 13510-8 m) break in the VVER-440/213
o Starting from full power

'o With injection from SITS
o Without injection from high pressure injection systems (HPIS)
o With injection from low pressure injection systems (LPIS) ;

o With secondary side bleed and feed.

The lack of HPI systems leads to a beyond design basis accident To reduce the pressure,
secondary side bleed and feed is applied.

.

The initial steady state conditions and the sequence of events for the experiment and as they
are calculated by AEKI using RELAP5/ MOD 3.1, are given in Tables 1 and 2. The
comparison is an example, sequence of events for other codes is given in [5].

!
4
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PV - pneumatic control valve A.A sution
,

MV - motor valve
VT - flow measurement device ,g
TF - flow measurement device I

*

CP - density measurement device
'

b- f --- U L-
:

CV density rneasurement device
SIT-1 - connected to downcomer 'o b ems p
SIT-2 connected to upper plenum j' ' ' '

HPIS - high pressure iqjection system
LPIS low pressure injection system

,

Fig.2 Core model

Fig.1 Flow diagram of PMK-2 facility

The main characte istics are as follows:

o Scaling for power and volume: 1:2070
o Elevation ratio: 1:1
o Pressure: 16 MPa
o Core inlet temperature: 540 K
o Core nominal power: 664 kW
o Nominal flow rate: 4.5 kg/s
o 19 heater rods, with 2.5 m length
o Loop piping: 46 10'' m ID
o Pressure on the secondary side: 4.6 MPa
o Feed water temperature: 493 K
o Nominal steam mass flow: 0.36 kg/s
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Table 1. Initial steady state conditions

Parameter Units Experiment RELAP5/ MOD 3.1
4

' '

Pressure in upper plenum MPa 12.33 12.33

Imp flow kg/s 4.91 4.91

Core inlet temperature K 540.1 539.33

Core power kW 665.12 665.12

Coolant level in pressurizer m 9.38 9.26
,

SIT-1 pressure MPa 6.05 6.05

SIT-2 pressure MPa 6.04 6.04'
;

Pressure in SG secondary MPa 4.56 4.56
|

-

Feed water flow kg/s 0.35 0.35

Feed water temperature K 494.2 494.2

1

Table 2. Sequence of events

Event Experiment RELAP5/ MOD 3.1

[s] [s]

Break valve starts to open 0 0

Valves PV21 and PV22 start to close 0 0

Transient for power initiated 4 3

Pump cost down initiated 10 12

SIT-1 and SIT-2 actuated 27 34

SIT-1 and SIT-2 emptied (MV91 and MV92 388 304
i

are closed)

Pump coast down ended 160 162
;

Secondary bleed initiated 160 -

r

Dryout 1127 1112

Secondary feed initiated 1427 -

LPIS starts 1381 1427

Test / calculation terminated 1800 2000

1
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I

ASSESSMENT ACTIVITY IN SPE-4

Participants and Codes

Countries participated in the 4th Exercise are as follows [5]: China, Croatia, Finland,
France, Germany, Italy, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Ukraine, United Kingdom,
United States of America and Hungary, as the host country. The total number of
organizations is 17.

Thermal hydraulic system codes currently applied to safety analysis were used in the 4th
Exercise as: ATHLET, CATHARE2 V1.3E, RELAP5-MOD 2.5, -MOD 3, -MOD 3.1, and
TRAC-PWR. Information on codes and experience on their application are given in [5].

Results of post-test analysis are presented for selected parameters provided by 6 participants
as listed in Table 3. By this selection computer codes applied to the SPE-4 are included.

Table 3. Countries, organizations and codes

Item Country Organization Code

1 France Institute de Protection et de Surete CATHARE2 V1.3E
Nucleaire

2 Germany SIEMENS AG RELAP5/ MOD 2.5/V251

3 Germany Forschungszentrum Rossendorf ATHLET

4 Hungary KFKI-AEKI RELAP5/ MOD 3.1

5 Spain TECNATOM, S. A. TRAC-PWR

6 USA Texas A & M University RELAP5/ MOD 3.1

Legend in Figs. 4 to 11 are: Item 1: France - IPSN; Item 2: Germany - SIE; Item 3:
Germany - ROS; Item 4: Hungary - AEKI; Item 5: Spain - TEC; Item 6: USA - TEXAS.

Computer Code Modelline Asnects

As shown in Table 3, five different computer codes were applied to the calculations. Due to
the limitations of the paper, nodalization schemes cannot be included. Data for the
nodalizations are given in Table 4. A short description of the modelling aspects is given
below.

One of the most important modelling aspect is the right prediction of the pressure on the
secondary side of SG, because it strongly affects the pressure decrease in the primary circuit.
Another important aspect is the modelling of the break flow, as well as the prediction of the
coolant distribution in the primary circuit, especially the coolant level in the core. In the
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experiment dryout occurs in the core, when the core is significantly uncovered. Therefore,
the prediction of the dryout strongly depends on the prediction of the level and coolant
distribution end conditions in the core model.

Table 4. Data for nodalizations

.

Number of
Item Code

Volumes Junctions Slabs

1 CATHARE 326 (total)

2 RELAP5/ MOD 2.5/V251 157 162 158

3 ATHLET 97 104 116

4 RELAP5/ MOD 3.1 108 117 82

5 TRAC-PWR 164 44 25

6 RELAP5/ MOD 3.1 99 104 96
.

'

RESULTS OF ANALYSES
'

,

In I AEA-SPE-4 33 parameters were selected for comparison. However, due to the limitations
of the paper,4 parameters are chosen, which are the most representative parameters. They
are given in Table 5.

.

I Table 5. Selected parameters <

,

d

Identification Elevation [m] Measurement accuracy Unit
,

(less than )1

TE15 3.441 2K K
;

LE11 0.190/9.22 5 10-2 m m

PR81 11.21 0.02 MPa MPa

1.0 kg kgMA01 -

The TE15 is the heater rod surface temperature at the outlet of the core model. The Lell
is the coolant level in the reactor model. The PR81 is the pressure on the SG secondary side,
while the MA01 is the integrated break mass flow. The locations of sensors are presented
in Fig. I as L1, L2, L3 and L4.

In accordance with Table 3, two groups of results are presented in Figs. 3 to 10 for
parameters given in Table 5. In both groups results of analyses are compared to the
experimental results as a function of transient time.
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Figs. 3 and 7 present the pressure on the SG secondary side. As shown, the pressure is
underpredicted after about 400 s of the transient time which is a consequence of the
overpredicti:n of the secondary side bleed. It affects the pressure in the primary circuitk

resulting in errors in the predicted timing of the pressure actuated events.

Figs. 4 and 8 show the integrated mass flow. Again, predictions are fairly good until 400 s.
After that, however, the single phase steam flow through the break is underpredicted except
for AEKI and SIEMENS AG.

As shown in Figs. 5 and 9, there are problems in the prediction of the coolant distribution
in the loop and especially in the prediction of coolant collapsed level in the reactor model.
This discrepancy was identified in Ref. [6]. It is in connection with the cold leg loop seal
clearing which has a large effect on the reactor water level. Codes fail to describe correctly
the level increase after the clearance which takes place at about 200 s. As a consequence, the
coolant level in the core and the timing of the minimum level are underpredicted. This group
of phenomena leads to discrepances in the prediction of the dryout in the core (Figs. 6 and

10).

i

CONCLUSIONS

Sophysticated thermal-hydraulic computer codes were used to model an SBLOCA initiated
event with secondary side bleed and feed at the PMK-2 test facility representing a VVER-
440/213-type nuclear power plant. The general trend of the predictions is acceptable. Some
of the weaknesses of the predictions are as follows:

In most of the predictions the secondary side bleed is overpredicted resulting in the*

underprediction of the secondary and consequently the primary system pressure,
especially late in the transient.

The codes fail to predict correctly the cold leg loop seal clearance resulting in some*

discrepances in the correct prediction of the primary mass inventory distribution,
especially the prediction of the coolant level in the reactor model.

In most of the calculations the dryout in the core is predicted, but at a lower coolant*

level in the core and with different timing.

In conclusion, the RELAP5/ MOD 2.5, MOD 3.1, CATHARE V1.3E, ATHLET and TRAC-
PWR have demonstrated their applicability to model the phenomena during a SBLOCA of
this type. The weaknesses, however, show that more analyses are needed to improve the
results of these analyses.

r
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VIPRE MODELING OF VVER-1000 REACTOR CORE FOR DNB ANALYSES
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Abstract

Based on the one-pass modeling approach, the hot channels and the WER-1000 reactor core
can be modeled in 30 channels for DNB analyses using the VIPRE-01/ MOD 02 (VIPRE) code

' (VIPRE is ovmed by Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, Califomia). The VIPRE
one-pass model does not compromise any accuracy in the hot channel local fluid conditions.
Extensive qualifications have been performed on the VIPRE modeling. The model
qualifications include sensitivity studies of radial noding and crossflow parameters and
comparisons with the results from THINC and CALOPEA subchannel codes. The
qualifications confirm that the VIPRE code with the Westinghouse modeling method provides
good computational performance and accuracy for WER-1000 DNB analyses.

l. Introduction

Similar to other Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR), one of the design objectives of Russian-
designed VVER-1000 reactors is to prevent reactor core from reaching departure from
nucleate boiling (DNB) or boiling crisis. In the reactor design, DNB margin is evaluated based
on local fluid conditions in the most thermal limiting subchannels (i.e., hot channels) predicted
by a subchannel thermal-hydraulic (T/H) computer code coupled with a DNB correlation.
Westinghouse uses VIPRE-01/ MOD 02 code (VIPRE) developed by Stewart et al. [1] for the
T/H design of the Temelin VVER-1000 reactors in the Czech Republic. The VIPRE code is
suitable for one-pass or one-stage modeling of the reactor core, which models hot channels
and the reactor core in one simulation. The VIPRE modeling of the VVER-1000 core and
model qualifications are discussed in the subsequent sections,

ll. VVER-1000 Reactor and VIPRE Code

VVER-1000 is a four-loop PWR with a rated thermal power of 3000 MW A VVER 1000 fuel
assembly contains 312 fuel rods,18 guide thimble tubes and one instrument tube in the
center. The locations of guide thimble tubes are in rotational symmetry in every one-sixth
section of the assembly. A one-sixth section of the fuel assembly is shown in Figure Ia. The
reactor core contains 163 fuel assemblies as shown in Figure 1b.
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Th3 Tem;lin WER-1000 re:ctors will be loaded with Westinghouse VVANTAGE6 fuel
assemblies. The WANTAGE 6 fuel design is compatible with the original WER-1000 fuel.
However, the VVANTAGE6 fuel adapts many features of Westinghouse PWR fuel products to
improve fuel economics, design and operational flexibility, performance margin, and reliability
for VVER-1000 reactors. For example, the structural grids of the VVANTAGE6 fuel assembly
at the axial region of high heat flux have mixing vanes to improve DNB margin of the reactor.

Like many other subchannel codes, VIPRE solves the finite-difference equations for mass,
energy and momentum conservation for an interconnected array of channels assuming
incompressible and thermal expandable homogeneous flow. Although the formulation is
homogeneous, empirical models have been incorporated into the VIPRE code to account for
subcooled boiling and vapor / liquid slip in two-phase flow. VIPRE has been approved by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for referencing in PWR licensing applications [2].

Ill. WER-1000 Core Modelina

VIPRE modeling of the WER-1000 core is based on the one-pass modeling approach. The
one-pass modeling technique was first introduced by Moreno et al. [3] and has been widely
used for PWR square-lattice core DNB analyses. In the one-pass modeling, hot channels and '

their adjacent region are modeled in detail, while the rest of the core is modeled
simultaneously on a relatively coarse mesh. A reactor core can be modeled in a few channels
while maintaining sufficient detail and accuracy around the hot channels.

In the WER-1000 triangular lattice, a subchannel can be the flow area surrounded by three
fuel rods (typical cell) or two rods with an instrument or thimble tube (thimble cell). By
selecting a radial power and an inlet flow distributions symmetric to the core center, the
reactor core can be represented by a one-sixth section with the hot assembly located in

,
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the center. The one-sixth core can be modeled in 30 channels, as shown in Figure 1. The
30-channel model covers the limiting subchannels in the WER-1000 core, including hot
typical cell and hot thimble cell with either an instrument tube or a guide thimble tube.
Depending on reactor power distributions and fuel design, the hot channels can be
Channels 1,3, and 7 in Figure ia. The hot channels are completely surrounded by at least
two rows of subchannels to provide solution details of the flow field in the vicinity of the hot
channels. The rotational symmetry in the WER-1000 fuel assembly is simulated by
connecting the peripheral subchannels (e.g., Channel 2 linked to Channel 4 in Figure ia). A
row of subchannels is lumped into one channel for transition to larger flow channels. The rest |

of the one-sixth hot assembiy and the reactor core are modeled in four channels with j

increasingly larger channel size. In order to obtain correct crossflow for the lumped channels, )
parameters such as crossflow area and crossflow resistance are redefined for the VIPRE l

lateral momentum equation. Channel lumping for the VVER-1000 core is in general consistent
with the lumping for a square lattice core described by Stewart et al. in Reference 1.

The 30-channel model meets the NRC's requirements for PWR one-pass modeling in
Reference 2. It is possible to reduce number of subchannels in the 30-channel model for
some WER-1000 design applications. However, sensitivity studies have shown that further
reduction in subchannels does not significantly improve computing speed with VIPRE running
on a Hewlett Packard 735 workstation. The 30-channel model seems to yield better numerical
stability for VVER-1000 applications.

The empirical models selected for WER 1000 applications are consistent with the models
used in the NRC-approved THINC code by Chelemer et al. [4]. For example, the turbulent
mixing model in the VIPRE energy equation is based on the model proposed by Cadek [5]:

O,/Ax = - w'Ah

w' = p,SG,,

where

0, = thermal mixing energy, W (Blu/hr)
Ax = axial nodal length, m (ft)
w' = turbulent crossflow, kg/m-s (Ibm /ft-s)
Ah = enthalpy difference between subchannel control volumes, J/kg (Btu /lbm)
p, = thermal diffusion coefficient
S = channel gap width, m (ft)
G., = average axial mass flux in the adjacent channels, kg/m'-s (Ibm /ft -hr).2

The turbulent mixing model accounts for the energy exchange between subchannels. The
thermal diffusion coefficient for the WER-1000 WANTAGE 6 fuel is verified with experimental
data from bundle mixing test. The Levy model [6] is used for predicting subcooled void in the
coolant. The homogeneous model is used for predicting bulk boiling and two-phase flow
pressure drop. The crossflow resistance in subchannels is determined using the Lokshin-
Formina correlation [7]. The Lokshin-Formina correlation predicts crossflow resistance in a
triangular pitch from rod pitch and diameter and Reynolds number based on lateral flow
velocity.
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IV. Model Qualifications

Extensies qualifications were performed on the VIPRE modeling of WER-1000 core. The
model qualifications include parametric sensitivity studies and comparisons with THINC and
the CALOPEA subchannel code developed by Kostalek et al. [8). The sensitivity studies
confirm the adequacy of the VIPRE modeling. The comparisons with THINC verify that the
empirical models selected are equivalent to the THINC code for PWR square-lattice core
applications. The comparisons with CALOPEA demonstrate that the simplified VIPRE model
has the same accuracy for VVER-1000 design applicat;ons.

IV. a) Model Sensitivity Studies

Sensitivity studies were performed with different radial noding configurations of WER-1000
,

core. The configurations considered in the studies include the following: 1) a one-sixth core
model with the one-sixth hot assembly being modeled completely as subchannels,2) a one-

,

sixth core model containing one less row of subchannels as compared to the 30-channel
model, and 3) a whole core model with the 30-channel model extended to the whole core.
The results of sensitivity studies show that the maximum difference in DNB Ratio (DNBR) was.

less than 1% under various VVER-1000 design conditions. Figure 2 illustrates a comparison
of the minimum DNBR values between the 30-channel model and the one-sixth core model
with the complete one-sixth hot assembly modeled as subchannels, and the DNBR range
considered in the sensitivity studies.

Sensitivity studies weM also performed on parameters that affect the crossflow calculations,
including the channel centroid distance and crossflow loss coefficient. VIPRE control volume
for the lateral momentum equation is defined by channel gap width, centroid distance and I
axial nodal length, in the VIPRE model the centroid distance is approximated as the

; geometric centroid distance between the channels. In the sensitivity studies, subchannel and I

:
.
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lumped channel centroid distances and crossflow loss coefficients were varied by 50% from j

the base value. The resultant DNBR changes were rather insensitive (<2%) considering the
magnitude of variations in the parameters.

!

IV. b) Comparisons with THINC code

VIPRE and THINC benchmark calculations were performed for the DNB data from test i

sections that simulate Westinghouse 17x17 square-lattice Optimized Fuel Assembly (OFA)
design (9). The VIPRE analysis of the DNB data used the same empirical models as for
VVER-1000 applications, including the two-phase 4ow model and the turbulent mixing model.
Accuracy of DNB prediction was measured as the ratio of measured CHF to predicted CHF ,

(M/P). The VIPRE predictions are in very good agreement with the THINC results. The
comparison between VIPRE and THINC M/P values for 101 OFA DNB data points is shown in
Figure 3. The difference in the M/P mean values is less than 1%.

<

IV. c) Comparisons with CALOPEA

To demonstrate the accuracy of the VIPRE one-pass model, the hot channel conditions
predicted by the VIPRE model were also compared with the CALOPEA code for a VVER-1000
core with the original fuel design. CALOPEA is a subchannel code developed for VVER-440
and VVER 1000 design analyses, based on ti,e COBRA IllC code developed by Rowe [10].
For VVER-1000 DNB analysis, CALOPEA models the entire fuel assembly in 666 channels as
shown in Figure 4. For the purpose of code comparison, VIPRE calculations were performed
for the hot assembly only, using the 27 channels in Figure Ia, with the mixing and two phase ,

flow models same as the CALOPEA code. The code comparisons show that the VIPRE hot
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Figure 4: CALoPEA Modeling of VVER 1000 Fuel Assembly
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channel conditions are in very good agreement with the CALOPEA predictions. The
comparisons of local flow rate and local equilibrium quality in the hot channels at the DNB
limiting time step of a postulated WER-1000 4-loop loss of forced coolant flow accident are
illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. respectively. The local flow rate and the local quality are the
subchannel parameters used by most CHF correlations for reactor DNB margin predictions.

V. Conclusion

Based on the one-pass modeling approach, the WER-1000 core can be modeled in
30 channels for DNB analyses. The VIPRE model has been qualified with sensitivity studies
and comparisons with THINC and CALOPEA subchannel codes. The VIPRE code with the
Westinghouse modeling method provides good computational performance and accuracy for
VVER-1000 DNB analyses.
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ABSTRACT 1

l

Blind and post test calculations with CATHARE2 have been performed concerning
the SPE-4 exercise organized under the auspices of IAEA on the hungarian PMK-2
facility, a one loop sc'aled model of WER 440/213 Nuclear Power Plant.
The SPE-4 test is a cold leg SBLOCA associated to a " bleed and feed" procedure
applied in the secondary circuit.
The present paper is devoted to the analysis of the post test calculation.

l

For the first part of the transient (until the end of the SlT activations), the primary
and secondary pressures are rather well predicted, leading to a good agreement
with the experimental trips, as scram, flow coast down, SIT beginning and end of
activation. Nevertheless, some discrepancy with the experiment may be due to an
over prediction of the thermal exchanges from the primary to the secondary circuits.
For the second part of the transient, the predicted primary circuit repressurization is ,

shifted after the SITS are off, while in the experiment this event immediately follows
the end of SlT activation. The delay in the calculation leads to underpredict primary
and secondary pressures, thus anticipating the timing of events, such as LPIS and
emergency feedwater activation.

4

1. BACKGROUND
.

In the framework of an IPSN (Institut de Protection et de Sorets Nucl6 aire) Working
Group, thermal-hydraulic calculations with the CATHARE2 code are performed, in
order to verify the ability of the code to predict the behaviour of WERs under

; accidental conditions.
Former calculations have been performed with CATHARE2 concerning the Standard
Problem Exercises SPE1 & SPE2, realized under the auspices of IAEA, on the PMK

,

i hungarian facility [1].
! This paper presents the analysis of the SPE4 test with the CATHARE2 code. It is
i focused on the additional post-test calculation performed with CATHARE2 V1.3 U in
.
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ord:r to improva tha form:r rcsults pras:nt d during tha s:cond SPE4 workshop
h:Id in Budapest on May 1994 [2].

2. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The PMK-NVH integral facility is located at the KFKl Atomic Energy Research
Institute (AERI), Budapest, Hungary. .

I

The facility is a single loop full pressure,1/2070 volume scaled model of the PAKS
NPP and is designed mainly to investigate the processes following small and
medium size breaks in the primary circuit and to study the natural circulation j
behaviour of WER-440 type PWRs. i

These reactors slightly differ from PWRs of western design and have a number of
special features such as :

. horizontal steam generators,

. loop seal in hot and cold legs, *

. safety injection tanks (SIT) connected to hot and cold legs.
The PMK-2 is an upgraded version of PMK-NVH, intended to extend the capability of
the facility to the simulation of transient processes including accident sequences in
support of accident management procedures.

3. STANDARD PROBLEM TEST

3.1 Test definition

The experiment selected is a small break loss of coolant accident (SBLOCA) in the
cold leg with the unavailability of the high pressure injection systecn (HPIS), leading
to a beyond design basis accident scenario. For the prevention of core damage, the
secondary side " bleed and feed " procedure is applied [3).
The figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the PMK-2 facility.
The break in the cold leg is 3.2 mm diameter (simulating a 7.4 % break in NPP). It is
located in the top of the downcomer, and activated by opening the valve MV31.
The pump of the PMK-2 facility is only used for establishing nominal operating
conditions. During the steady state operation at a power level corresponding to full
power in the reactor, the valve MV11 is closed and circulation takes place through
the pump line. Since the pump is not designed to represent the main circulating
pump of the NPP, pump trip is simulated during the transient. This is achieved by
controlling the pump flow rate by PV11 in the pump line. When the flow rate
decreases up to the prescribed flow rate, PV11 is closed and MV11 is opened
simultaneously, thus establishing natural circulation in the cold leg. The pump is
then switched off and the pump line valved off from the loop by closing MV12.

There are injections frnm the hydroaccumulators connected to the facility, SIT 1 to
top of downcomer (MV91), SIT 2 to core upper plenum (MV92).

The low pressure injection system (LPIS) injects water only into the cold region of
the facility (line of SIT 1).

The feedwater line is connected to the secondary side of steam generator by the
valve PV11. The outlet steam line is connected to PV22. These two valves are
closed for simulating the secondary side isolation of SG.
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PV23 his two functions : during a first period, it is us d as a sscondary reli:f valva,
op:ning wh:n tha s:condary pressuro exceeds 5.3 MPa end closing at 4.9 PMa ;
during a s cond p riod, it simulates tha blend procsduro, tho flow being limited by
an orifice of 6 mm diameter and 15 mm length.

3.2. Test scenario

The scenario consists of different events tripped at particular values of the primary
and secondary pressures. The sequence of these events is indicated in Table 1.

events trip signals
start of break valve opening (MV31) Os
full opening of break valve 0.1 s
secondary side isolation 0s
SCRAM at primary pressure 11.15 MPa
initiation of flow coast down at primary pressure 9.21 MPa
activation of SIT 1 & SIT 2 at primary pressure 5.9 MPa

SIT 1 empty at relative level .245 m

SIT 2 empty at relative level 1.035 m

secondary bleed initiated at primary pressure + delay 9.21 MPa + 150 s j

EFW initiated at secondary pressure .93 MPa
'

.
LPIS initiated at primary pressure 1.04 MPa

Table 1 - Scenario of the test

3.3 Test results

At the beginning of the transient, the break in the primary circuit is opened and the
secondary circuit is isolated.
In consequence, the primary circuit depressurization starts (figure-2), leading to the
following trips : scram, pump trip, activation of SITS and initiation of bleed procedure
in the secondary circuit. l

After the end of SIT activations at 310 s, a temporary repressurization immediately
takes place. It is due to the arrival at the break of liquid water following the climb of
the downcomer collapsed level (figure-3). It is followed by a new depressurization
until the end of the transient, eventually leading to LPIS activation at 1380 s.

In the secondary side, due to the secondary circuit isolation, the pressure increases
and reaches a maximum value of 5.1 MPa (figure-2). Then a slow depressurization
occurs, dropping the pressure to 4.5 MPa. The bleed procedure, initiated at 160 s,
accelerates the depressurization until the end of the transient, leading to the
initiation of the emergency feed water.

On figure 4, one can observe three core collapsed level depletions associated with
core uncovery and heatup (figure-5). For the first and the second heatups, the
temperature excursion remains very limited (15 K and 3 K). Each time, the core is
recovered due to loop seal clearings in the hot leg at 165 and 345 s (table-3). The
last heatup is very significant with a temperature excursion of 270 K, leading to 730
K as maximum clad temperature. The associated core recovery is due to coolant
water arrival when LPIS activation occurs at 1380 s (table-3).;

i,
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-It is obs:rv:d that coro h:: tup takes'placs when the colicps:d lovel drops b: low
61% of the h: t:d.langth (figuro-4).

4. CALCULATION RESULTS

4.1. CATHARE2 code [4]

The CATHARE2 code version V1.3 U used for this calculation is a French code
jointly developed by CEA, EDF & Framatome. It is based on a two-fluid model
leading to a 6 equations system in 1-D elements. Mass, momentum and energy
equations are written for each phase. The numerical scheme is a finite difference
method using staggered meshing and' first order upwind differencing. Time
discretisation is fully implicit.

Several modules are available to represent the different components of a circuit. The
basic module is the 1-D pipe module. The so-called " volume module" is a two node
volume with a moving mixture level. It allows the description of vertical stratification
and phase separation effects at junctions with pipes. The " tee module" allows to ;

connect a branch to a main pipe. It is a single node module provided with specific
phase separation correlations.
The constitutive relations in the CATHARE2 code are either taken from the literature
or original models developed from the analysis of a large experimental program

' associated to the code. For example, wall friction models are original and depend on !

j the flow pattern : stratified or non stratified, with or without droplet entrainment. The ;
stratification criterion takes account of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and liquid |
turbulence effects. The condensation model used for SG tubes is derived from the

j Shah correlation. Convective heat transfers in single-phase use the classical
Colburn correlation. |,

;

j The calculations were performed on a HP 735 workstation with 160 MBytes RAM. !

j 4.2. PMK-2 nodalization f
;

?

Figure 6 presents the nodalization of the primary circuit. !
j- The 1-D pipe module is used for the hot leg, the surge line, 6 horizontal SG tubes
'

(corresponding to 82 real tubes), the intermediate leg, the cold leg, the downcomer,
'

the core, the link lines to SITS and the break line.
.

The volume module is used for the upper and the lower plena, the hot and cold
; collectors, the top of downcomer and the pressurizer. |

The tee module is used for the connection of the hot leg to the surge line of the,

j pressurizer and the pump line to the main cold leg.

Figure 7 represents the nodalization of the secondary circuit.

'

The 1-D pipe module is used for the exchange zone with the primary circuit,q

connection lines to steam volumes, the steam outlet (connected to PV22) and
secondary break (PV23/1). '

The volume module is used for steam dome and steam volumes.
The feedwater inlet is connected to the exchange zone by two points, PV21/1

,

(necessary upstream junction for the 1 D pipe) and PV21/2, specific arrival of WER i

feedwater. The steam outlet is PV22.

.
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During a first p:riod (until tha blasd proc 3duro initiation), tha secondary reli:f valva
is repres2ntcd by PV23/2, sinco PV23/1 is blocked up, Then, during a second
p:riod, (from biced initiation to tho end of the calculation), PV23/2 b:comss blocked

j up and the secondary break is located at PV23/1.

4.3. Steady state calculation
!

, - For obtaining steady state at nominal conditions, several regulations have been
i used for :
! . adjusting the secondary level by means of a couple " source-sink" located at
; the bottom of the steam dome volume. ;

. adjusting the inlet flow temperature of the core by fitting the fouling of the'

i steam generator exchange. :

; . setting the feedwater flow rate equal to the outlet steam flow rate by !

; controlling the inlet flow at PV21/2.
The steady state conditions arc indicated in Table 2. From the experiment, they are j!

; given by [3] and (5).
-

Nominal condition Experimental value Calculation result .

.

i pressure in upper plenum ( MPa) 12.33 12.33

loop flow (kg/s) 4.91 4.901

|
core inlet temperature (K) 540.1 539.6

core power (kW) 666.4 666.5 >'

coolant level in pressurizer (m) 1.37 1.37I

i SIT-1 pressure (MPa) 6.05 6.05

SIT 2 pressure (MPa) 6.04 6.04
.

SIT 1 level (m 1.465 1.465 :

SIT-2 level (m) 1.855 1.855
.

total primary heat losses (kW) 23.4 23.4 ;

coolant temp. at top of upper plenum (K) 534.2 533.5

t

i Table 2 - Nominal conditions at steady state

| 4.4. Transient calculation and comparison with the experiment
i

General features. :

The transient can be divided into three phases. The first corresponds to the period
from the primary break opening until the initiation of the secondary bleed ; the
second from the bleed initiation to the end of the SIT activation ; the last phase from
the end of SIT activation to ihe end of the transient.
The primary and secondary pressures are generally underestimated by the code
(figures-B and 9). The loss of coolant through the primary break is underestimated
until the LPIS initiation takes place at 1380 s. From this instant, the LPIS coolant
participates to the break flow, thus increasing the integrated mass flow (figure-10).
Several depletions of the collapsed core level are calculated, leading to core
heatups (figures-11 and 12). The predicted cladding temperature excursions are
more pronounced and frequent than in the experiment.
These general trends are analyzed in more details in the following.
The occurrence of the main events are indicated in Table 3.
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R:firence Occuirences Timing (s) EXP Tirping (s) CALC

0 braak valve opens 0 0

1 pressurizer is empty 23 18

2 first dryout occurs 138 195

3 two-phase flow at the break 44 50

4 hot leg loop seal cleared ( LE31) 165/345 326 /600
5 cold leg loop seal cleared (LE46) 250 364

6 reactor collapsed level drops to hot leg 78 96
elevation

7 collapsed level reaches the top of the core 125 196

8 SIT-1 flow begins 26 27
9 SIT-2 flow begins 26 27
10 SIT-1 flow terminates 310 307
11 SIT-2 flow terminates 310 313 ;

j12 SG secondary pressure s .8 MPa 1720 1080

13 heater rod surface temperature 2 873 K no no i

14 LPIS starts 1380 950

Table 3 - Main occurrences j

First phase (frorn break openina at 0 s to bleed procedure at 160 s) :
,

The primary depressurization is rapid, leading to the different trips, scram, flow coast ;

down and SIT activation, predicted in good agreement with the corresponding
experimental events. During this period, the secondary circuit is isolated, the
predicted secondary pressure increases, reaching the value of the secondary safety
valve opening (figures-9 and 13). After a short secondary pressurization, stopped by
the opening of the secondary safety valve, the calculated secondary pressure ;

remains almost constant, whereas the experimental one continuously decreases. As ;

a result, the primary pressure is underpredicted, while the secondary pressure is :

overpredicted. This behaviour may correspond to an over prediction of the thermal !
exchanges from the primary to the secondary circuits.
In order to explain this particular behaviour, especially the continuous decrease of .

'
the secondary experimental pressure, we make the hypothesis that the secondary
safety valve could have been opened until the bleed initiation.

,

The over prediction of the thermal exchanges from the primary to the secondary '

circuits is probably due to the non calculation by the code of the recirculation in the
horizontal tubes of the SG which takes place in the experiment. The indication of this ;

experimental event is the reversal of the temperature gradient (hot collector
temperature less than cold collector temperature during this period).
The consequence of the primary pressure under prediction ;s to stop the SITS before
the initiation of the secondary bleed procedure (figure-14). As the SITS are off, the

.|temperature of the liquid in the top of the downcomer increases, reaching the
saturation temperature (figure-15). Two-phase appears at this location, swelling the
level (figure-16). Thus, liquid reaches the break, leading to the prediction of a partial
and slight primary repressurization. The experimental results show that the break
remains uncovered during this period, associated to a continuous depressurization
(figure-17). ;

!

!

,
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Second chas,(from bleed initiation at 160 s to SIT cnd of activation at 310 s)

The s:cond:ry bl::d initiation products e sharp d:crensa of tha secondary
pressure, involving a sharp decrease of the primary pressure (driven by the
secondary pressure), leading to the reactivation of the SITS (figures-9,8 and 14). As
a r.onsequence the liquid in the top of the downcomer becomes immediately
undersaturated (figure-15). The double phase disappears in this region and the
swelled level collapses, thus uncovering the break. This phenomenon also
participates to intensify the primary depressurization.
During this period, the code predicts a depletion of the collapsed level of the core
("1" in figure-11), which produces a heatup when the level drops under 90 % of the
heated length.
The SITS become off on their minimum elevation criterion.

Third chase (from the SIT end of activation at 310 s to the end of the transient)

At the end cf the SIT activation, the temperature of the liquid at the top of the
downcomer increases up to the saturation temperature (figure-15). The occurrence
of the first loop seal clearing in the hot leg (figure-18) cools the liquid at this location,
temporarily stopping the temperature increase. After the loop seal clearing end, the
temperature increase goes on, reaching the saturation temperature, and again the
same phenomenon occurs : swelling of the level (figure-16), leading to a partial and
slight repressurization. This predicted repressurization is delayed compared to the ,

'

experiment, due to the predicted clearing of the loop seal in the hot leg.
This delay of the calculated repressurization allows the primary pressure to
decrease much more than in the experiment, leading to an under prediction of the ,

primary and secondary pressures. This under prediction involves the anticipation of
I

the following trips : LPIS activation and emergency feedwater.
During this period, several depletions of the core collapsed level occur, dropping
under 90 % of the heated length ('2', '3', '4', '5' in figure-11), leading to heatup ('2',
'3','4','5' in figures-12), whereas in the experiment such heatups appear for a level
drop of about 61 %.
The second and the fourth calculated heatups are stopped by two loop seal
clearings in the hot leg (figure-18).
The last temperature excursion is very important, 310 K , leading to reach 780 k as
maximum clad temperature. It is stopped by core refilling (figure-11), due to LPIS
activation (flow rate on SIT 1 line in figure-14), as in the experiment.
In figure 18, we can observe that the first experimental loop seal clearing in the hot
leg occurs at 165 s (table-3). Nevertheless, the calculated collapsed level of the hot
leg loop seal perfectly follows the experimental evolution but does not drop as in the
experiment, up to the minimum elevation necessary to involve the clearing.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Th3 g:n:rd trends of CATHARE2 calculation results on SPE-4 are in good
agreement with the experiment.
The good prediction of the primary pressure during a first period (from the
transientinitiation up to the end of SIT activations) leads to a good prediction of trips,
as scram, flow coastdown, SIT beginnings and end of activations.

i

The overprediction of the thermal exchanges from the primary to the secondary
circuits could be due to the non simulation by the code of the recirculation in the
horizontal tubes of the SG, as well as the opening of the secondary safety valve until
the start of the bleed procedure. Additional calculations will be performed in order to
verify these assumptions.

The primary circuit repressurization following the SITS switch off is calculated with a
slight delay compared to the experiment. This involves t'ie underprediction of the
primary and the secondary pressures leading to anticipate trips, as LPIS and
emergency feedwater.

<

Nevertheless, the main features of the experiment,' core uncoverv. heatup, and core
refillina are qualitatively rather well predicted by the code. These good results
illustrate the capability of the CATHARE2 code in describing such kind of accidental
sequence on WERs.
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Abbreviations are:
PV : pneumatic control valve
MV : motor valve
VT : flow measurement device
TF : flow measurement device
CP : density measurement device
CV : density measurement device
SIT-1 : hydroaccumulators
SIT-2 : hydroaccumulators
HPIS : high pressure injection systen1
LPIS : low pressure injection system

Figure 1 : Flow diagram of PMK-2 facility
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ABSTRACT f
i
V

Aiming at quantifying code accuracy, a methodology based on the Fast Fourier Transform has been f

developed at the University of Pisa, Italy. The paper deals with a short presentation of the |
,

| methodology and its application to pre-test and post-test calculations submitted to the International !
Standard Problem ISP33. This was a double-blind natural circulation exercise with a stepwise :

reduced primary coolant inventory, performed in PACTEL facility in Finland. PACTEL is a 1/305 !
,

volumetrically scaled, full-height simulator of the Russian type VVER-440 pressurized water'

:

reactor, with horizontal steam generators and loop seals in both cold and hot legs. Fifteen foreign J
'

organizations participated in ISP33, with 21 blind calculations and 20 post-test calculations, j

altogether 10 diff'erent thermal hydraulic codes and code versions were used. The results of the,

I application of the methodology to nine selected measured quantities are summarized. |
;

1. INTRODUCTION ;
!

The assessment process oflarge thermal hydraulic computer codes aims principally at verifying the |

gam == of code predictions against experimental data gained mainly by tests pedormed in plant i

simulators. The reliability of these predictions, adopted for safety analyses of Nuclear Power Plants ;

(NPPs), depends on many factors involving code features and user experience. The OECD/CSNI !
International Standard Problem (ISP) program was settled to investigate validity and the accuracy :

(i.e. the capability to predict correctly the observed scenario of tests pedormed in scaled facilities) j

of used computer codes and to increase the general confidence in their utilization. !

A methodology suitable to quantify code accuracy has been developed at'the University of Pisa, f,

| Dipartimento di Costmzioni Meccaniche e Nucleari (DCMN). It is an integral method using the Fast .

Fourier Transform (FFT) in order to represent the code discrepancies in the frequency domain. J
Pisswy applications of this method have been already carried out in the calculation analyses of |

other tests (e.g., ISP21, [1], ISP22, [2), ISP27, [3]). This paper deals with a new application of the j
i
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L
1

1

FFT methodology to the pre-test and post-test calculations submitted for the ISP33, [4],[5], in |

PACTEL fhcility, [6). The facility was constructed and it is run by VTT Energy in co-operation with
the Lappeenranta University of Technology, Finland. ISP33 was approved by the CSNIin 1991 as
a double-blind standard problem, the experiments and the corresponding calculations were
performed during the years 1992-1993.

As the objective of this paper is to present the application of the FFT method in the ISP33 case,
Chapter 2 will contain only a short description of the method. Ref. [3] is recommended to readers
interested in the details of the method; ref. [7] deals with a comparison of FFT based and other
methods.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE FFT METHOD |
)

When using functions sampled in digital form, the FFT can be used, i.e. an algorithm that computes i

rapidly the discrete Fourier Transform. To apply this algorithm, functions must be identi6ed by a ;

number of values which is a power of 2. Thus, if the number of points defining the function in the ;

time domain is N=2"", the FFT gives the transformed function defined in the frequency domain by
2*tl values associated to the frequencies f;=n/T, (n=0,1,...,2"), where T is the time duration of the
sampled signal. The accuracy quanti 6 cation of a code calculation is based on the evaluation of the :
amplitude of the FFT of the experimental signal and of the difference between the calculated signal
and the experimental one. The accuracy of a single parameter is characterized by means of a
dimensionless average amplitude and a weighted frequency of the transformed quantities. ;

2
'

E lfr(f ) |n
- a dimensionless average amplitude u.no ,

2*

E 18,(f ) l !n
n.o

- a weighted frequency f|8'r(f,)j.(f,)
wr= "'*

2"

E |Yr(f,) i
n=0

where the symbols with a tilde (~) denote Fourier transformed quantities, e.g., AF(f;) denotes
the FFT of the difference AF(t) between the calculated signal F,(t) and the experimental signal
F ,(t).

The most significant information is given by AA, which represents the relative magnitude of the
dimpsy deriving from the comparison between the addressed calculation and the corresponding
measurements (AA=1 means a calculation affected by a 100 % of error). The WF factor gives an
indication of the frequency content of the experimental and calculated signals: owing to the nature
of the considered thermal hydraulic phenomena, high frequency errors are more acceptable than low
frequency errors. In other words, analysing thermal hydraulic transients, better accuracy is generally
represented by low AA values at high WF values, [7]. Trying to give an overall picture of the
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accuracy of a given calculation, average indexes ofperformance are obtained by defining:

x,,,

(M) ,,,={ (M) ,-( v ) ,f

4=1

u,,,

(WF) ,,,= { (WF) j'(w ) jf
4*1

|
1

'

W,.,

with { (w,) , 1 .

4=1

'
.

where N is the number of analysed parameters and (w,), are weighting factors introduced to take
into account the different importance of each parameter from the viewpoint of safety analysis, [3),

'

[8). This introduces some degree ofengineering judgement requiring the choice of thermal hydraulic
parameters and the definition of the weighting factors.

In the present investigation the weighting factors have been calculated using the following equation:
:

( w..) , * ( w,,,) ,
(w,)3 ,, ;

E ( W.,) , * ( W, ,,)i

; j4*1

!
i where (wd is the relative weight due to the experimental accuracy of parameter i, and

(wd is the relative weight due to the safety relevance of parameter 1.;

a

j 3. FACILITY AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION ,

3.1 PACTEL faculty |i

:
:

; PACTEL is a 1/305 volumetrically scaled, full-height model of the Russian design VVER-440
; pressudzed water reactors. The facility simulates all the major components of the primary system of !

the reference reactor,[4], [6).

; The reactor vessel is simulated with a U-tube construction including separate downcomer and core

i sections. The core consists of144 full-length, electrically heated fuel rod simulators with a maximum
'

total power output of 1 MW,22 % of the scaled full power. Three double capacity coolant loops
'

with horizontal steam generators are used to model the six loops of the reference power plant. The+

horizontal orientation of steam generators is one of the unique features of the VVER design. One
'

'

1
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;

j

consequence of this geometry is a reduced driving head for natural circulation. Component.

elevations correspond to those of the fhll-scale reactor to match the natural circulation gravitational
heads in the reference system. Especially, the hot and cold leg elevations have been maintained, !

including the loops seals in both hot and cold legs. The hot and cold legs are shorter than in the
reference system. To preserve the scaling, the leg cross-sections have been increased. Consequently,
the Froude number in the loop seals becomes close to that of the full-scale plant.

The facility includes a pressurizer, high and low pressure emergency core cooling systems and an,

i accumulator. The primary pumps were installed after the ISP33 experiment in the beginning of 1993.

4

3.2 International standard problem ISP33

i The main goal ofISP33 was to study natural circulation in the VVER primary circuit in various
j single-and two-phase modes. This was the first time that a VVER type reactor was investigated in
; a CSNI international standard problem.

;

During the experiment the primary coolant mass was reduced from the lower plenum in several,

i steps, allowing the system to restabilize between the steps. The secondary side was maintained near
; the nominal full power conditions of the reference plant. As the inventory was reduced the primary ;

flow changed from single-phase to two-phase flow and finally to a boiler-condenser mode."

i Stagnation periods of the flow with corresponding pressure peaks were observed when the swell ;

i level in the upper plenum fell below the hot leg nozzles. The experiment was terminated when the

] core temperatures began sharply to rise.
a

i Fifteen foreign organizations participated in ISP33 calculations, with 21 blind calculations and 20

i post-test calculations, altogether 10 different thermal hydraulic codes and code versions were
i used, Table I. A detailed description ofISP33 can be found in the recently published final report

[4], see also [5]in this conference.
;

\.

'
! 4. QUANTITATIVE ACCU'tACY EVALUATION

4.1 Considerations about the evaluation

In the quantitative evaluation nine thermal hydraulic parameters of Table II have been used. The I

1 parameters have been chosen with the objective ofidentifying the most representative ones with the |

attention to their imponance to reactor safety. The parameters related to the asymmetric behavior of
the primary loops have not been included in the analysis. It should be noted here that in the earlier
FFT applications larger sets of thermal hydraulic parameters have been used (e.g., 25 parameters in
ISP27 [3]). As the behavior ofindividual loops is not included into this investigation, nine relatively

j independent parameters are enough to characterize the general behavior of the facility during the
experiment.

I As described in Chapter 2, the overall indexes of performance are obtained by a weighted average
1 over the individual parameter indexes. The set of values utilized here to derive the weighting factors

is the same as ured in the earlier code accuracy evaluation ofISP27 [3] On the basis of thermali , .

hydraulic events during the experiment the quantitative analysis has been performed for five time<
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' windows: 0 - 1200 s, 0 -1400 s, 0 - 2100 s, 0 - 3200 s and 0 - 6600 s. The last two time windows
can be regarded as the most interesting ones: the last time window 0 - 6600 s includes the overall
transient with the final rise of the cladding temperatures, the window 0 - 3200 s includes the
stagnation periods ofnatural circulation flow (around t = 2500 - 3000 s, see ref. [5]) that represents ,

a peculiarity of the experiment and a challenging phenomenon for the codes.
,

4.2 Pre-test results |

FiAeon out of 21 submitted blind calculations have been evalueted with the FFT method for all five
time windows. (Three sets of results were omitted due to missing parameters, three calculations
were analysed only for the first three time windows.)

l

' In Figures 1, 2 and 3 t'ae development e the (AA), factor for all the calculations in five timer

intervals are shown. The AA factor tends to increase with time in all the calculations. The values
increase most in the fourth time window due to the time shifting of the thermal hydraulic phenomena .

in the calculations or due to the difficulties in calculating of the flow stagnations. The smallest AA
values for the blind ISP in the last two time windows were obtained by US (Relap5/ mod 2 and
Relap5/ mod 3) and STUDS (Relap5/ mod 3). Figure 4 shows certain results on (AA,1/WF)-plane:
The marked zones characterize the dispersion of the calculational results for each code, illustrating

the uncertainty of the calculations.

Based on the experience gathered from the previous applications of the DCMN method, ref. [3] |
gives the value (AA), = 0.4 as a threshold for identifying acceptable accuracy, This threshold
represents a value coming from the evaluation of several tens of complete experimental scenarios
and related calculations, see also ref. [9]. In all the ISP33 calculations analysed the overall AA
values are below the value 0.4 indicating acceptable accuracy. Similar criteria can be used to
evaluate the code capability in a single parameter prediction. Especially, the acceptability limit for
the primary side pressure evaluation has been defined based on the vast experience gathered from the
earlier applications: (AA) < 0.1. The ISP33 results analysed clearly show difficulties in
calculating the pressure during the flow stagnation periods in the experiment. In the time window
0 - 3200 s the AA value for the pressure is larger than the acceptability limit 0.1 in all the;

|
calculations. In fifteen cases out of 19 the AA value is even larger than 0.2. ;

i
i 4.3 Post-test results
:

1

$ Sixteen results out of 20 submitted ones were chosen for the FFT analysis. (Some participants
submitted more than one set of results, i.e., a sensitivity study; only one set per participant per code

'

; version was analysed. One result was omitted due to missing parameters.) Figures 5,6 and 7 show
the development of the (AA), values for all the calculations in five time intervals. The AA values5

again increase algawantly in the fourth time window (0 - 3200 s). The smallest AA values in the last 1.

'
two time windows were obtained by NRI (Relap5/ mod 3), SIEMENS (Relap5/ mod 2.5) and GRS
(Athlet). The uncertainty of the calculations is illustrated on (AA,1/WF)-plane in Figure 8. .

'

j Especially, Relap5/ mod 3 calculations seem to have a large scatter. Again the overall AA values are [
! well below the threshold value 0.4. However, the difficulties in calculating the pressure during flow
l

*

,
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1

3 i
'

|

Y |

| stagnations still exist: in the time window 0 '- 3200 : the AA value for the pressure is larger than the' _j
; acceptability limit 0.1 in founeen calculations out of 16 and in seven cases AA is even larger than . !

' 0.2. _
^ '

J-

Y

:

7 5. DISCUSSION

'

In this paper, the pre-test and post-test calculation results submitted for ISP33 have been analysed
in order to quantify the code accuracy by the method developed at DCMN of the University of Pisa.;
As far as the authors know, ISP33 is the first ISP where a quantitative evaluation of the quality of:

j - the participants submissions has been a part of the very ISP procedure.

5 .. -

It'should be pointed out that the DCMN method contains in the selection of thermal hydraulic
'

*

| parameters and associated weights a certain degree of engineering judgement which may vary from
- one' expert to another. In the evaluation of the global accuracy nine thermal hydraulic parameters

.

. have been used. This is less than in the earlier applications and, hence, a certain caution should be
.

j

| | exercised when comparing the ISP33 accuracy results with the results obtained in the earlier i

j applications. Especially, in this work the parameters related to the asymmetric behavior of the three
; primary loops have not been included in the evaluation. .

:

! With reference to the expenence gathered from the previous applications of the DCMN method, ref.
[3] gives the value (AA)f .4 as a threshold identifying acceptable accuracy. We can note (keeping0 i:

: the caution above in mind) that in both pre- and post-test calculations for ISP33 all the results

| analysed are below this threshold indicating acceptable accuracy. On the other hand, difficulties in

j the calculation of the primary pressure during the flow stagnation periods in the experiment lead |
!

[ generally to large values of AA for the pressure exceeding the acceptability limit proposed by the

! developers of the DCMN method. It seems that in the case ofISP33 the two acceptability limits
((AA), = 0.4 and (AA), = 0.1) are not well in balance.!

The dispersion in the results obtained by different participants either with a certain code or with
different codes leads to a scatter in the values of the factors AA and WF of the DCMN method,

i (Figures 4 and 8). This scatter illustrates the uncertainty in the code predictions and prevents an ;

order of superiority among the different codes and code versions from being derived. In a sense, the !F

| scatter among the results with a certain code reflects also the user effect, i.e., the fact that different
j users having the same code and the same information from the ISP organizers produce different

results.

! It may be wonh noting that the post-test predictions are generally characterized by a better accuracy |
than the pre-test ones. Improvements in boundary conditions, changes in nodalization, sensitivity !'

j analyses, result in a better prediction of phenomena and their timing; this improvement in the
accuracy can be quantified by the FFT method.

'

i
,

The ultimate goal of code uncenainty quantification is to provide the basis by which it may be
judged that a code is sufficiently accurate to be used in the safety analysis of a nuclear power plant. '!

;

I
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This goalis clearly beyond the scope of the present application to an ISP in a scaled facility. Yet, the
FFT based method can be used and has been used as a tool in the evaluation of the uncertainty in the

code predictions of nuclear power plants related transient scenarios; see references [9] and [10] on
UMAE, Uncertainty Methodology based on Accuracy Extrapolation.
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TABLE I Participants ofISP 33.

Organization Code Pmtest Post-
test

BARC (Bombay, India) ATIILET MOD 1 D X
ATHLET MODI D X
RELAP4/ MOD 6 X

CEA CENG/SEMAR/LEACS CATHARE 2 VI.3e X X
(Cadarache, France)

ECN(Netherland Energy Research) RELAP5 MOD 2.5 X X

FRO /FZR (ReW, Germany) ATHLET MOD 1.0 E X X

ORS (Germany) & RSC K! (Kurchatov L. Russia) ATHLET MODI.0 E X X ,

IJS (J. StefanI., Slovenia) REAP 5 MOD 2/36.05 X X .

RELAP5 MOD 3 SmS X X ;

JAERI(Japan) RELAPS/ MOD 2 XX*

NPPRI(Slovakia) RELAPSMOD2/RMA X X
RELAP5/ MOD 3/5m5 X

NRI (Czech Republic) RELAP5 MOD 2.5/SRL X
RELAP5 MOD 3/5m5 X |

OKB Oidropress(Russia) DINAMIKA 5 X
TECH-M-4 X

PSI (Switzerland) RELAP5 MOD 2.5 X X (
RRC KI ST. (Kurchatov I., Russia) RELAPS/ MOD 3 X X'

RCS KI A.N. (Kurchatov I., Russia) SCDAP/RELAPS/ MOD 2 X X

! RCS KI DE. (Kurchatov I., Russia) RELAP5/ MOD 3/5m5 X X

SIEMENS (Germany) RELAPS/ MOD 2.5 X

STUDS (Studsvik, Sweden) RELAPS/ MOD 3/Sm5 X

j TAEK(Turkey) RELAP5/ MOD 3/Sm5 X XX*

TIE (Zittau/Gorlitz, Oennany) ATHLET MODI.0 E X X'

UP-DCMN (Pisa, Italy) CATHARE 2 VI.2E X X

VIT(Finland) RELAPS/ MOD 3 X
||

* sensitivity study

.
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TABLE II. List cf selected parameters and their relative weighting factor components.
'

EXP PARAMETER w, ww
1

P02PZ Pressurizer pressure 1.0 1.0

FDC Downcomer flow 0.5 0.8

DP24PZ Differential pressure over pressurizer 0.7 0.7
DP18UP Differential pressure over upper plenum 0.7 0.7
DP16CO Differential pressure over core 0.7 0.7 i

TCA25R2286 Cladding temperature of core level 2286 mm 0.9 1.0

TCA25R0672 Cladding temperature of core level 672 mm 0.9 1.0

TFCOR2800 Coolant temperature at elevation 2800 mm 0.8 0.8

TFACR6150 Coolant temperature at elevation 6150 mm 0.8 0.8

j w,: relative weight due to experimental accuracy
ws relative weight due to safety relevance

,

;

!
!

;

ISP 33 pre-test: global accuracy trend during the whole transient
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Figure 1. Pre-test results; AA factors in five time intervals.
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ISP 33 post-test: global accuracy evaluation in the time interval (0-6600 s)
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FARO Base Case Post-Test Analysis by COMETA Code
,
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,

ABSTRACT
The paper analyzes the COMETA (Care Melt Ihermal-Hydraulic Analysis) post

test calculations of FARO Test L-11, the so-called Base Case Test. The FARO
Facility, located at JRC Ispra, is used to simulate the consequences of Severe
Accidents in Nuclear Power Plants under a variety of conditions. The COMETA Code
has a 6 equations two phase flow field and a 3 phases corium field: the jet, the droplets
and the fused-debris bed. The analysis shown that the code is able to pick-up all the
major phenomena occurring during the fuel-coolant interaction pre-mixing phase.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a postulated severe accident in which the core melt-down has occurred jets of

molten material are poured into the lower plenum through the core support plate. The
pmsence of residual water in the lower plenum can determine a fragmentation of the
melt leading to interaction of melt particles with the coolant. This thermal interaction,
depending on the fragmentation degree and the fragments size, could lead to a strong
vapor production that could eventually thmaten the vessel integrity (steam explosion).'

On the other hand,if the melt reaches the bottom of the lower plenum unquenched
potential exists for lower head penetration due to the residual power still produced in
the debris bed.

In this context the FARO Program has been established in 1990 by the Commission
of the European Communities in order to study the melt / water interaction. A first
series of tests was proposed in collaboration with US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

: (NRC) and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) [1].

The FARO tests concem the quenching of large masses of corium melt of realistic
composition when poured into pressurized water at reactor scale depths. The test here
analyzed was the first FARO test in which a large amount of melt material was released
into the vessel. In the other tests at most 44 kg were introduced while in this case
about 150 kg. In addition in this case the mixture contained about 6 kg of metallic Zr
thus determining an additional energy input due to metal-water maction.

The test has been analyzed by the COMETA computer code [2]. The primary
objective of the COMETA code is the prediction of the thermal-hydraulic behavior of
the FARO facility for design verification, definition of operational procedures and test
interpretation. COMETA is composed of a two-phase flow field, which is described 1y
6+n equations (mass, momentum and energy for each phase and one mass conservar'on
equation for each non condensable gas present in the considered problem) ard a
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corium field with 3 phases: the jet, the droplets and the debris. The two-phase field is
described in Eulerian while the corium field in Lagrangian coordinates. The validation
of the code is being performed by comparison with FARO tests as far as regards the
fragmentation models and with LOBI tests for the thermal hydraulic models
verification.

The code is actually used for the pre-test prediction of the FARO Tests in order to
anticipate the prospected behavior and properly set-up the instrumentation and the
experimental facility.

2. The FARO Base Case Test L-11
De table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions of the test L-11. This test,
described in [3,4] was characterized by the injection of 151 kg of a mixture of UO2
(76.7 w%), ZrO2 (19.2 w%), and metallic Zr (4.1 w%) into a saturated environment of
about 50 bar. The pressure history is presented in fig.1. The pressure increased within
1.3 s up to the relief valves setpoint (93 bar) which started to open to control the
system pressure. A maximum pressure of about 100 bar was reached in the test. In
contrast to previous tests, the whole injected mass was completely fragmented, and5

this was attributed to the presence of the metallic Zr which enhanced the fragmentation

,
due to the H2 formation.

>

Re knowledge of the real behavior of the control valves was retained important for
the correct prediction of the transient. Therefore an analysis has been performed on the
available experimental signals to determine the outlet mass flow rate [5]. This analysis
allowed to obtain the following interpretations: ,
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'

valves 1 and 4 opened almost at the same time,1.45 s;-

At 2.07 s the valve 2 opens determining the pressure decrease of the facility. |-

,
if therefore valve 5 did not open the pressure in this line can be considered as the
outlet collector pressure and the quantities:

- APv1= PTSV1-PTSV5 |

- APv2= MSV2-MSV5 |

- APv4= MSV4-MSV5
i

show therefore the friction pressure drop between the valves outlet and the !

downstream common manifold (in Fig. 2: D -E, D -E, D -E, because D =E). Taking |1 2 4 54

1
t this into account it was possible to estimate the mass flow rate through the valves

(Fig. 8) by the evaluation of the lines discharge lines friction pressure drop.
i

3.COMETA Analysis

!
j 3.1 Initial and boundary conditions
. I

Table I shows the test initial conditions compared with the values assumed in the ;;

L calculations.

i
During the interaction phase, complicated flow pattems develop in the coolant, due to

; strong thermal gradients resulting fmm localized energy exchange with the molten
j corium. Therefore in the analysis of the FARO Base Case Test different nodalizations

| (1-d and 2-d) have been used in order to verify the influence of multidimensional
; phenomena on the calculated results. In the COMETA version used, in the 2-d case the

i melt (jet and droplets) are kept within the central radial cell and cannot get out of this |
! zone. The dimension of this central zone (35 cm) has been selected based on the

experimental evidence that the jet remained confined in about 30 cm within the center. |>

| Fig.s 3a and 3b show the two nodalizations adopted. In the calculations the hydrogen

; production has been calculated with a simple model which determined the gas

| production as a function of the local fragmented mass multiplied by a coefficient given
j in input which represents the reaction efficiency; the coefficient adopted for these
i calculations was 0.5.

|

| In the COMETA code the fragmentation rate is controlled by jet break-up lenght
correlations. The correlation adopted [2] is the Saito correlation in the water and theI

Epstein-Fauske correlation in the steam. In this case however a reducing factor has:

i been adopted because this test, in contrast to the previous ones, presented a much
higher fragmentation due to the presence of Hydrogen.

The temperature of the melt has been slightly increased, within the experimental
: uncertainty.

I 3.2 Results of the 1-d calcu!ations |
: |

!

Table II indicates the comparison of the main quantities calculated by the code.

:
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|
Tab. I - Initial Conditions of FARO Test L-11 1

L il -COMETA COMETA
1d 2d

Melt Mass (kg) 151 151 151

Melt Composition UO2 76.7 = =

ZrO2 19.2
Zr 4.1

Temperature (K) 2823 2823. 2823.

Delivery time (s) =1 1.1 1.1

Outlet Orifice (m) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Water Mass (kg) 608 608 608 <

Water Height (m) 2 2 2

Water Temperature (K) 536. 536. 536.

Cover Gas Volume (m3) 1.28 1.28 1.28

Pressure (bar) 49, 49. 49.

Argon Partial Pressure (bar) 2 2 2

Tab. II - Results of FARO Test L-11

L 11 COMETA COMETA
Id 2d

Fragmented Mass (%) 100. 100. 100.

Maximum pressure (bar) 100. 95. 98.

Average Pressurization rate 45 25. 45.

between 0. and 1.5 s (bar/s)
Melt Drops fragments mean
diameter (mm) 3.5 4.2 3.6

Temperatureincrease(K):
Gas Phase 44 38. 47.-64
Water 27 44. 33.

Venting Phase:

duration (s) 3.8 - 3.0
Waterdischarged(kg) 48 52.

The pressure calculated by the code is quite similar to the experimental curve (Fig. 4)
up to 1. s. The pressurization rate after this time reduces and only a small valves
opening occurs. At 2.5 s the pressure restarts to increase because saturation conditions
are occurring in the vessel. This event is overpredicted because in the experiment the
pressure re-increase occurs at 1.8 s. The reason for this can be identified by the
temperature behavior. In the experiment thermocouples located in the central part of
the vessel show a rapid increase to almost saturation conditions (Fig. 5), while the
extemal ones grow slowly. On the contrary the calculation shows an intermediate
behavior with a smooth incirase. In a 1-d nodalization scheme part of the power
released to the fluid is used for increasing the water temperature and part is used to
create steam. The fraction used for temperature increase will be distributed over the
whole surface area whereas in reality a temperature distribution is present, due to a
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not-uniform heating, i.e.:' the central zone is heated first while the extemal zone is -;_

heated by natural circulation. This phenomenon cannot be predicted with a 1-d,

| nodalization. In addition, the fragmentation rate depends on the local steam and liquid
; | velocities. In a- 1-d nodalization the velocity is the average over the surface and
j therefore it is smaller than the velocity in the center, when the melt is. travelling. The

'

consequence is that the fragmentation rate is smaller. The behaviour could be improved

i by increasing the fragmentation rate correlations. In order to. compare 1-d and 2-d
i cases this was not done.
:

I

[ 3J Results of the 2d calculations
J
'

he subdivision of the area in multi-radial cells allows: a) greater heating of the central

[ - part while the extemal side of the pool is heated by natural convection; b) increase of
j the fragmentation rate due to higher local velocities. This determines an enhanced j

temperature and vapor generation rate and a better reproduction of the experimental i:

[ - data. Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the fluid temperature at elevation 400 mm. De ;
temperature in the central part increases and then decreases. This was due to the fact !

;

that at the beginning the central part is heated; as well as the heating power reduces ;

: due to reduced heat transfer rate, the fluid in the extemal zones tends to re-enter in the ;

; central zone which is hotter thus causing a re-mixing by the natural circulation. !

!

The pressure curve is also better reproduced because in this case the saturation occurs
at 1.5 s with an enhancement of the vapor generation rate and an increase of the j
pressurization at 1.5 s (Fig. 7).

,
~

i

The valves mass flow rate is compared in Fig. 8. It is possible to see that the valves
,.

; sequence is correctly predicted and also the amount of mass flow rate discharged by

[ the relief valves.

i
ne COMETA capabilities of tracking void fraction is shown in Fig. 9 where the

,

situation at time 1.3 s is presented,just before valves opening. It is possible to see that
! the two phase mixture almost reached the top of the vessel. This caused entrainment of

| melt drops above the injection point. Also in the test this phenomenon occurred and
j 5 kg of small melt particles (diameter < Imm) were found in the separator component.
i
!
;

| 4. Conclusions

i
The COMETA code has been used to perform the post test analysis of the FARO L-11

i Test. His test was characterized by a strong interaction of the melt injected with the

[ . water, enhanced by the presence of Zr which determined a energy addition due to
metal-water reaction. The code was able to predict the main phenomena occurring*

j during the test even if the presence of Zr did change the fragmentation rate in relation
j to previous FARO tests.

!

Two nodalizations were used a-Id and a 2d one; it was pointed out that the 1-d,

| nodalization allows a " fast" global evaluation of the test but that if a more detailed
analysis is needed a 2-d scheme is necessary. With this nodalization it was infact

4
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possible to predict the correct water temperature trend which affects the vapor
g:neration rate and the pressure behaviour. The code has also been applied to give a
description of the hydn> gen distribution during the test.
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THE ANALYSIS OF SCS RETURN MOMENTUM EFFECT ON
THE RCS WATER LEVEL DURING MID-LOOP OPERATIONS

Jae Kwang Seo, Jae Young Yang, Sun Tack Hwang
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Taejon, Korea

Goon Cher! Park
Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea

ABSTRACT |

An eccurate prediction of Reactor Coolant System (RCS) water levels is of importance in |
the determination of allowable operating range to ensure the safety during the mid-loop 1

operations. However, complex hydraulic phenomena induced by Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) return
Comentum cause different water levels from those in the loop where the water level indicators ,

cre located. This was apparently observed at the pre-core cold hydro test of the Yonggwang '

Nuclear Unit 3 (YGN 3) in Korea. In this study, in order to analytically understand the effect
of the SCS return momentum on the RCS water level and its general trend, a model using
one-dimensional momentum equation, hydraulic jump, Bernoulli equation, flow resistance !

coefficient, and total water volume conservation has been developed to predict the RCS water
levels at various RCS locations during the mid-loop conditions and the simulation results were
compared with the test data. The analysis shows that the hydraulic Jump in the operating cold
legs in conjunction with the momentum loss throughout the RCS is the main cause creating' the
cater level differences at various RCS locations. The prediction results provide good
explanations for the test data and show the significant effect of the SCS return momentum on the
RCS water levels.

I. INTRODUCTION
It. order to perform the refueling and the steam generator (SG) maintenance activities i

simultaneously, SGs should be isolated from the radioactive reactor coolant by the SG nozzle '

dams. The RCS water level must be lowered below the lowest point of the nozzle dams to install
the nozzle dams. In many pressurized water reactors (PWRs), the lowest point of the nozzle dams
is lower than the top of the hot leg pipe. Therefore, during the nozzle dam installation the
free surface of the reactor coolant remains in between the top and bottom of the hot legs . such !

Ian operation is called "Mid-Loop Operation". However, this operation involves certain risks to
the plants decay heat removal (DHR) capability and loss of DHR (LODHR) accidats during nonpower
operation (especially, during mid-loop operation) and its consequences have been of increasing
concerns for years.

The most frequent reason for the LODHR accidents during the past fif teen years is the
air binding of the DHR System or SCS pumps due to vortex formation near the junction of hot leg
and SCS pump suction line resulting from insufficient RCS water level. In most cases,
inappropriate indication of the level instruments followed by over drain of the RCS was the
direct cause of the accident. The LODHR accident in the Diablo Canyon plant on April 10, 1987
[1], probably was the most serious one in this type, resulted in core uncovery, which prompted
the issue of the US NRC Generic Letter (GL) 88-17 [2].
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The GL required the holders of operating license and construction permits for PWRs to
improve plant design, if necessary, to rectify the deficiencies in the areas of (1) prevention
of accident initiation. (2) mitigation of accidents before they potentially progress to core
damage, and (3) control of radioactive material if a core damage accident should occur. For (1)
and (2) above, the GL emphasizes the importance of providing reliable level instruments by the
discussions on the RCS level differences during the mid-loop operation. The GL indicated that
the causes of the RCS level differences are the ariving force necessary to accomplish the SCS
flow and the SCS return water momentum. The GL also stated that these level differences will not
be discovered if instrumentation is not independent nor will it be found by calibration between
shutdown level instrumentation and the pressurizer level instrumentation.

Despite the importance of these phenomena to the safety in the mid-loop operation,
efforts to analyze these phenomena have been circumvented due to the difficulties involved and
lack of experimental data [3). Previous works have been concentrated on developing experimental
correlations to determine the critical water level incipient of vortex formation and air

entrainment using downscaled experimental facilities [4,5,6]. However, their results showed
large discrepancies so that their applications were not acceptable to some plants with narrow
mid-loop operation bands, In addition, because (1) these experiments have been performed in
downscaled facilities emulating only the portion of the operating hot leg and SCS suction line
and (2) the level in the idle hot leg, where the level indicator is located, is expected to be
higher than that in the operating hot leg, their applicability to the real plants is quite
limited. As such, Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS), Asea Brown Boveri-Combustion
Engineering's ( ABB-CE) System 80 type plants, has performed incipient air entrainment tests by
measuring the RCS water level by differential pressure (DP) gauges and sight glasses to
determine the acceptable mid-loop operation range. Such a test is prohibitive and must be
performed with extreme care when the fuel is in the core. If, however, the test is performed
without fuel in the core, applicability of the test data must be analyzed by considering the
effect of the increase of flow resistance by the fuel and the reduction of the net RCS water
volume by the RV upper structures. Therefore, it is important to develop an analytical tool to
accurately assess the RCS water level distribution during mid-loop conditions with and without
fuel in the reactor core. In order to prove the validity of the tool for the application to a

real plant, it would be the best to be verified against the data obtained at the plants to be
applied.

The Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPC0) and the Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute (KAERI) jointly performed the RCS water level measurements at six different RCS
locations of the YGN 3. The purpose of the test was to assess the operation range in conjunction
with the measurements of incipient level of air entrainment for mid-loop operation. This paper
(1) describes the test data of water levels at six legs obtained at the YGN 3, and (2) focuses
on the analysis of the water level distribution during the mid-loop operation with a model
developed in this study. The comparisons of the predicted results with the measured data are
also provided and discussed.

II. OBJECTIVES
Through this effort, the authors intend to identify the important aspects of RCS water

level distribution to be considered in assessing the allowable operating ranges for mid-loop
operation. The objectims of this study are .
(1) to develop a nodel to predict the RG water lemi distribution during the mid-loop conditions, (2) to
wildate the nodel by conparing the prediction with the test data, (3) to provide the rhenomenological
understartilrg of the effect of the SG retum nomentum on the water level differences at various RG
locations, and (4) to provide a rudimentary basis for dewloping future design tool assessing the mid-loop
operation bands.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST

A. The P1agli
YGN 3 is a ABB-CE System 80 type PWR plant producing 1000 MWe consisting of two

identical heat transfer loops (see Figure 1). Each loop is composed of one hot leg and two cold
legs. SCS suction line is connected vertically on the bottom of each hot leg and SCS return
lines (two per loop) are connected to the top of the cold legs with 60 degree inclination. Table
1 shows dimensions of components important for the analysis of the test data (the item numbers
are correspondingly designated in Figure 1). The plant was at cold hydro test phase and the
reactor core was not installed.

j SECTION A-A SECTION B-B SECTION C-C
4 i i
' \ #

SCS RETURNq

l I INJECTION $ Co
J LINE @ T~

-,

y 4 i A

$ h a
* ' >

- h^.-c s:
(B) DET AIL OF OPERATING (C) DETAIL OF DPERATING (D) DETAll DF RCP

3
COLD LEG HOT LEG SUCTION LEG

j A CP #1B RCP #2Ag
t. OLD LE STEAM :STEAMi

GEN. #1 GEN. #2
N-

.Om e MEASURED LOCATIONS j'
7

Bl |JB lgg o Ge)g (ep o i COLD LEG #1Ai

)
'" ". " " i COLD LEG #1B2

5 i HOT LEG #1b i COLD LEG #2A
,

RCP #1 A-. OLD LE RCP #2B : COLD LEG #2B
Y @ i HOT LEG #2'

i (A) PLAN VIEV DF REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Figure 1. General Plan View with Major Components and Measured Locations
,

Table 1. Descriptions of YGN 3
,

Item Major components related to the analysis Dgnggs
1 Reactor sessel core barrel inside d'2. ster 140

[ 2 Reactor vessel downcomer gap size 9

3 Hot leg inside diameter 42

4 Cold leg inside diameter 30

t 5 Distance from RCP casing to SCS return injection nozzle 73

6 Distance from SCS return injection nozzle to downcomer 154

7 Distance from SCS suction nozzle to downcomer 118

8 Distance from SCS suction nozzle to S/G plenum 22

9 SCS return injection pipe inside diameter 10

10 Height of SCS injection pipe relative to cold leg bottom 103

11 Cold leg nozzle exit diameter 35.5
RCP casing inside diameter 3012 (equivalent diameter considering internal structure)
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Table 2. Test Conditions

Operating loop InitialRL(relatigeto ot leg Flowrate (gpm)

+ 2.9 2510 i3038 I3434 13963 4491

Loop 1 0. 0 12510 |3038 3434 3963 4491

- 2.0 2510 j3038 3434 3963 4491

+ 2.0 2510 13038 3434 3963 4491

Loop 2 0. 0 2510 |3038 3434 3963 4491

- 2.0 2510 |3038 .3434 3963 (*)
* The level measurements could not be conducted due to the air entrainment to the SCS

pump indicated by both the SCS pump current and v!bration monitoring

B. Instrumentation
The level measurements were performed in the inlet and outlet nozzles of the SGs (@ -

@ of Figure 1) by measuring the distance from the lowest pin hole for the nozzle dam !

Installation to the surface of water by a ruler. A tygon tube and two differential pressure
level transmitters with sensing taps located on each of the SCS suction lines respectively were
used to determine the initial reference water levels (initial RWLs). SCS flowrates, SCS pump
suction and discharge pressures, and SCS pump currents were also monitored and recorded from the
main control room (MCR). SCS pump vibration was measured in the primary auxbuilding and were
reported to the MCR by telephone. The RCS water behavior in the operating hot leg was recorded
by using a video cassette recorder for later analysis.

C. Test Rango

Three initial RWLs for each loop operation were selected. There were four SCS flowrates
for each initial REL, except for initial RTL of - 2 inches in the case of loop 2 operation,
where the test was not conducted for 4491 gpm (see Table 2).

p. The Test Procedure
The RCS water level measurement test (RWLT) was performed in conjunction with the test

to measure the incipient level of air entrainment (ILAT). The tests were performed using loop 1
SCS pump first and upon completion of RWLT and ILAT for the loop, repeat both tests by switching
the SCS pump in loop 2. The test procedures were as follows:
(1) adjust the RCS level to a steady pre-determined initial RTL,
(2) start SCS pump at the preset lowest flowrate of 2510 gpm,
(3) wait to reach a steady state and measure / record the test parameters.
(4) raise the SCS flowrate and repeat (3) for all the flowrates in Table 2,
(5) repeat (1) through (4) for all the initial RWLs in Table 2.

Caution was given to the operator that the SCS pump current shall be continuously
monitored and that if a sudden variation of pump current occurs or abnormally high pump
vibration is reported, the pump shall be stopped immediately to protect the pump from being
damaged by air entrainment and record the flowrate as the incipient flowrate of air entrainment
for the level and terminate the RWLT.

IV. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In order to predict the water level and understand the general trend of the level

behavior during mid-loop conditions, modeling of hydraulic phenomena expected in the components
composing the RCS is required. The review of the RCS pressure drop data indicated that the major
source of level difference from the cold leg to the SCS outlet nozzle during mid-loop operation
are 90* flow direction change at the RV inlet nozzle, flow area change and frictional pressure
loss across the complex geonetries of flow skirt, flow baffle and lower support structure of the
lower RV plenum region and the flow area change at the RV outlet nozzle. To account for these,
basic mass continuity equation, one-dimensional momentum equation, empirical head loss equation,
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cnd Bernoulli cquation era incorporated in the redel. In addition, th3 hydraulic jump codel is
introduced to explcin thi ov:rall cat:r Icysl trends. In part A of this section, equations and
parameters with which the level profile of the flow in a horizontal pipe can be determined
conveniently are derived and defined. Part B of this section describes the necessary equations
and the calculational scheme to link these equations in the sequence of flow path.

A. General Method for Not Fully Filled Horizontal Pipe Flow

For general flow in pipe shown in Figure 2 I-D momentum equation is written as

PA -(P +dP)( A +dA) - r.P,dx + pV A pVA(V +dN ) = 0. (1)2

i

Mass continuity equation for an incompressible flow is |
|

V A = (V + dV)(A + dA). (2) |

By combining equation (1) and (2) and neglecting the terms of small order, we get:

2_ gE. _ r.P, _ (P - oV ) _d A = 0* (3)
h A A h

Since, the pressure at the faces of the control volume is essentially hydrostatic, the
area-averaged pressure is given as:

(4)P = k,pgy.

where.
3

[ - Ocos 0 + sin 0 sin 0 )
k, = [ (1 - cos 0)( 0 - sin O cm 0)] '

The term k,y represents the distance from the free surface to the centroid of the water cross
section, i.e. the centroid is located at ke y below the free surface.
Upon differentiation of equation (4) with respect to the axial coordinate, we get:

AP d(k,y) (6)-=0g
dx dx .

It can be shown that by substituting equations (4) and (6) into equation (3) and using the
simplification method shown in Reference 8, equation (3) reduces to

A+-
SECTION A-Ayffffffffy

Li
;

% A I
P P+dP f fjfffwy

~ '

;

3 [[M(1-KcW _
*~*

p

7////[[[/8/', CENT .DID OF VATER |
CROSS-SECTION '

c

Figure 2. General Flow Geometry

!
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i
!

' .dy g - r.P. - r.P. 1
(7),

3 pgA (1 -F ) '3dx . pgA - L pVi

where, F, is Froude number and is defined by

F, = ,'A , (8).

the shear stresses at the fluid-wall boundary, rw. is.given by
#Vrw=f (9}

8
.

with geometrical parameters defined as:

6 = cos .~ 8 ( R - ), (10).R
P . = 2 B R ,' (11)

|
: Le = 2(R -(R-y)3,and (12)

3

A = R 6- f L (R -y). (13)8
i

If the friction loss ters is negligible equation (1) reduces to

' ' P A - Pa: A . = pQ(V + - V ). (14)ii i i i

Equations (7) and (14), in conjunction with other parameters defined above, are used to
' determine the water levels in the hot leg and cold leg, respectively.

B. The Model for the RCS Tater Level Distribution
As indicated previously, the 90' turn of the fluid at the RV inlet nozzle impacts the

level in the operating cold leg. In addition, the phenomenon of hydraulic jump needs to be
considered. Hydraulic jump is a local nonuniform flow phenomenon which occurs when the
supercritical flow decelerates to subcritical flow. It ;;ay be seen from equation (7) that when
the Froude number of the fluid approaches to unity from a value greater than 1, the differential
variation of fluid level in the direction of flow becomes infinity. 1he result, then, is a
marked discontinuity in the surface, characterized by a steep upward slope of the profile.
However, it has been a difficult topic to determine the location and the length of the jump in a
metangular channel [9,10,11,12,13, and 14]. Equation (7) mst be solwd to detemine the location
and the length of the jump. Houewr, Nr== the geometrical parameters of cylindrical channel am som
couplex than those of the metangular channel, a further study is rarlai to solw equation (7) and to
determine the location and the length of the jump. In order to model the hydraulic phenomena
including the hydraulic jump as well as the effect of 90' turn of the flow direction at the RV
inlet nozzle, the operating cold leg is divided into three control volumes as shown in Figure 3.
The second control volume represents hydraulic Jump. By noting that the water at the rear side
of SCS' injection nozzle is stagnant and all the x-momentum of flow is lost at the downconer
wall, and by assusing the fridion loss is negligible we getI

Po Ao - P , A ,, - pQ (V , - V j., cos 60), (15)i i i

P , A , - P ,,, A , = pQ (V ,,, - V ), and (16)i i i i i 3

P ,,, A ,,, - P: A r = PQ (- V s.)- (17)i i

For a given downstream level, yt., equation (16) results in a quadratic equation with respect toi

L

| the upstream water level, yi,,, hence, yields two different values for yi,, which correspond to
super- and suberitical levels.
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Figure 3. Three Control Volumes and Hydroutic Jump

V., is the velocity of the SCS injection flow at the water surface, y or. Considering the |
3

gravity acceleration from the top of the SCS injection line, yj, to y ,, we get:

V ., = V Vf + 2g(y3 - y ,), (18)
3

where V is the fluid velocity in the SCS injection line at y, and y,, is set equal to yi ,.
3

Considering the energy loss upon collision with the fluid in the cold leg and specific energy of
the fluid after collision at x = 0, we get: The specific energy of the fluid at y ,:

2 l

E ,( x = 0) = y , + (1 - K cor.) V"" II8I |i 2g *

where Kcos. is the energy loss coefficient and the value of 0.15, which corresponds to the loss
coefficient of a 60' bend, is selected [7). The specific energy of the fluid at the jump
location is:

2V (x g ) (20)Es (x = L o ) = yi,(x = L jo ) + 2g .

3

yw(x = L .) is obtained by solving equation (16) and V(x=L o.) can be obtained from mass
3 3

continuity equation for a given flowrate. While for supercritical flow regico the excessive energy,

Es(x = 0) - Es(x = L o ), is set equal to the energy dissipated by the wall friction, for
3

suberitical region the energy dissipation is neglected. This approach is reasonable hame the velocity of
subtritical flow is negligibly small courared to that of supercritical flow.
1hm, using khnning fonsula (9,10), the location of the jump is detennined by

E ,(x = 0) - Es(x = L, ) (20iL o, 3
= ,

3

where,

S=( )2
(22)

S and Rn in equation (22) represent the slope of energ/ grade line and hydraulic radius of the flow
channel, respectively and n is a constant in khnning foralla. If the supercritical lesel yields the value
of L o, less than or equal to 0, the level is not physically acceptable, which means that the

3

hydraulic Jumps can not occur, Then, yi, is set equal to yi, and y , is set equal to the stagnant
water level, yo. As indicated above, the solution for upstream level, yo, requires the knowledge
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of downstrema level, yg. In order to deters!ne yi,,, using equation (17), the level at the exit of the cold

leg should be known. In addition, to determine the water level in the idla cold leg, free surface profile
sust be known. If we consider Hoc as a Bernoulli constant of the fluid in the downcomer region,
the water level at the exit of the operating cold leg is given by

( }ya - Hoc + K' 2 '

where K, is defined in this analysis as the water level buildup factor and the value of 11,76 j

is chosen which best fits the overall trend of the RCS water level distribution. |

At any location on the free surface in the downconer the following equation holds: |
l
'

Hoc = y oc(x) + Vh(x) (24)g ,

where Vrs(x) is the velocity of the fluid at the frie surface. In order to determine Vrs(x) accurately a
riaprous 3-dimensional analysis needs to be done.

CIRCUHFERENCE (X2 ey2 )
DF EXIT OF
NOZZLE (Xp @ )

'/DC(X) K u- a

>< iW
DDVNCOMER -
FREE SURFACE
PROFILE

Figure 4. Vater Level Profile in Operating Cold Leg /Downcomer
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i
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Figure 5. Hotr View of Flat Downconer
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However, for calculttimal simplicity, the wlocity of the fluid at the fme surface of the dowrcomer
region is assumed to be inwrsely proportional to the length of the wetted cirunnference of the circle
centemd on the axis of the operattru cold leg submerged in the water (see Figure 4), i.e.,

Vrs(x) = (25)
Acc(x),

where Acc(x) = doc P. oc(x), and doc is the imum-r gap size and P.oc(x) = 2 x 8(x).
The imel profile based on this model is schematically shown in Figure 4. We can find the free-surface i

profile in the whole ima.u-r mglon by asstaing a Bernoulli constant using equations (24) and (25). The f
correctness of the assumed Hoc can be checked by comparing the average water lewl of the dmum-r mgion |

.

based on an assumed Hoc with the average water lemi necessary to oven:ome the msistance of the RV. If |
the level in the RV upper plenum, which is almost identical to that of idle hot leg, yint, is known, the ;

everap water lew! In the downcomer region, yoc, can be obtained by I

E = y int + Kor (26)
.

whem Kor is the flow resistance coefficient between the free surface of the downcomer and the RV upper

plenum.

1he average water lewl based on assumed Bernoulli constant, y DCA, IS

-, s.
yoc(x) U + yoc(x)dx +2x,y, + (x, + x2)(ya -ye)

yocA " xw +xE
*

If the calculated value of yoci falls within the conwrgence criteria about E, the assumed value of a
Bemoulli constant is considered adequate.
At the mirance of the RV outlet nozzle (hot leg nozzle) water level drops dae to the increase of @namic
head and entrarre loss. If we define Kg as the entrance loss coefficient, the water level at the

operating hot leg nozzle, yg, can be expmssed as I

ys = yint - (1 + Kr) (28)
,

where yr arri Vg are water lew! and wlocity at the hot leg nozzle, respectiwly.
In order to account for the level drop from the entrance of the hot leg pipe to the SG suction nozzle, ;

iequation (7) is integrated over the flow path, i.e.,

yout. " YE - dX* (20)

where Lat is the distance between the S3 suction nozzle to the end of the RV outlet nozzle. j

It may be seen from the foreping that if a level at any m=gment in the RG is known, all the
levels can be determined successively. lbwever, such infonnation is not available. Hence, the solution |

should start with an assumed level. The agropriateness of the assumed lew! is checked by using water
volume conservation befom and after the SG pap operation. The initial water volume in tre RG can be
detemined by using the measumd initial RWl.. If the mlative error of the calculated total RG water
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wlume, ryg. defined as

calculated total water volume -initial water volurne (30)sva a initial water volume

falls within the ecmergence criteria the assumed level is considered adequate. In this study, the idle hot
leg level is chosen as the libuut variable to be assumed and a brief solution schee is shown in
Figure 6. In ortier to deal with the numerical instability perturbed by step function of the hydraulic jusp.
underrelaxation method was used in inner and outer loops shown in Figure 6. A summary of the values of
the coefficients and factors used in this analysis is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Values of Various Coefficients and Factors Used in the Analysis

Psrameter Description Value

Kw Resistance coefficient of reactor vessel 15.21

K, Buildup factor at the exit of operating cold leg 11.76

Ktot Collision loss coefficient of SCS Injection flow 0.15

K. Entrance loss coefficient at operating hot leg nozzle 0.25
n Manning roughness coefficient 0.013 |

f Friction factor in the wall of operating hot leg 0.0145

( START )
4 ( STOP l

AssumeMHL I
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Figure 6. Solution Procedure
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Table 4. Summary of Calculsted Results
'

- Vi Q ' yo yu ' y i, ' Y ' yict ' yint yout 'E ' E,t ' E g Fr 'L
'

3 a %

inch GPM inch inch inch inch inch inch inch inch inch inch inch
.90 2510.00 .38 4.03 4.03 4.33 2.87 3.20 2.96 92.67 .90 4.17 .13 .00
.90 3038.00 7 4.56 4.56 4.96 2.79 3.16 2.81 9 .84 ,17 4.74 5 ,00

|90 3963.00 -12.43 5.97 6.54
3434.00 5.03 5.03 5.51

2|72
3.09 2.62

9 '63
.42 5.25 6 .0073,

9 .81 75.73 10' 6 13.2690 2 88 3.21 2.59.

2.90 4491.00 .54 -12.18 6.98 7.63 2.95 3.25 2.43 102.94 2.27 73.41 9.44 25.52

2.00 2510.00 .72 3.21 3.21 3.54 1,97 2.32 2.06 92.67 .89 3.36 .14 .00
2 00

3038.00 -1.25 -: 2.88 3.84 4. 2' .62 '.95 94.84 .16 77.70 11.23 1.86
2:35.00 3434.00 -1.07 . 2 63 4.50 5. 01 2 46 .96 96*73 .41 71.40

2.00 3963.00 .68 - 2.34 5.46 6.06 |0 10:38 30'95
23 15 53

2 2.56 .88 99 63 .80 67,19 9
2.00 4491.00 .16 -12.09 6.50 7.18 2.26 2.57 .69 102.94 2.25 66.00 8.88 41.87

.00 2510.00 -3.03 -13.05 1.89 2.27 52 .89 .57 92.67 .86 66.06 10.94 39.81

.00 3038.00 .15 -; 2.65 2.58 3.08 . 50 .89 .42 94.84 12 54.51 9.18 43.98
00 3434 00 .88 -: 2.41 3.32 3.89 .65 .01 .41 96.73 .37 51 89 8.55 59.03

.00 3963.00 .37 -: 2.13 4.38 5.05 .76 .09 .28 99.63 . 76 51 06 8.04 74.01

.00 4491.00 -1.71 -11.88 5.50 6.25 .69 .14 .07 102.94 2.22 52.21 7.77 84.27

-2.00 2510.00 -5.46 -:2.76 .36 .83 -1.19 79 -1.19 92.67 .81 40.14 8.35 69.58
.00 30 8.00 -5.24

'

2' 6
9

2 36
1.94 .95 57 -1. 4 94.84 1.08 36.97 7.46 94.191

.00 34 4.00 -4.87 - 2 17 2.84 .82 .45 -: .9 96.73 1'33 36 79 7.11 108.70

-2.00 4491.00 -3.26
..l. 9 3.33 4.08 .80 .37 -: 7 99.63 l.73 38.19 6.87 121.59 ).00 39 3.00 -4.19
. . l . 68 4.59 5.42 .98 .39 - . 74 102.94 2.19 41.48 6.85 126.66

V. COMPARIS0N OF THE PREDICTED RESULTS WITH MEASURED DATA

A. Test Data Evaluation
The measured water levels are illustrated at the left-hand-sides of Figures 7 and 8 as

functions of initial RWL and SCS flowrate. In these Figures, the level data are converted to the
relative values with respect to the hot leg center line for convenience. The followings are the
f cts found in the evaluation of the test data.

(1) The levels in the operating cold legs are, in general, lower than those in other
legs. For a given initial RWL, the level of the operating cold leg decreases as the RCS flow
increases upto a certain point and further increase of the flowrate results in the increase of

the level. The point where the minimum level occurs tends to move toward lower flowrates w the
initial RWL decreases. (2) The level in the operating hot leg decreases as the SCS floerate
increases. For a given SCS flowrate, the levels in the operating hot leg are lower than those in
the idle legs with the exceptions in several points at higher initial RWL and low SCS flowrate.
The level differences increase with the SCS flowrate. (3) The levels in the idle loop increases
with the increase of the SCS flowrate. (4) The scattering of the measured levels, especially the
levels between the operating cold legs, is more pronounced at lower initial RWL and higher SCS ;

flowrate. (5) In the case of initial RWL of 0.0 inch, the measured levels in the loop 2 during
loop 1 operation are higher than those in the loop 1 during loop 2 operation.

B. Coop _arison of the Predicted Results with the Test Data
'the water levels calculated from the suggested nodel are congnmd with measured data in Figums 7

and 8. Table 4 sunmarizes the analysis results. In this Table, the calculated level and the specific
energy are converted to the relative values with respect to the hot leg center line for
convenience. In the nodel, the cold leg level measurement points symmetric about the axis of hot legs are
treated the same ard only one value is given for a given flowrate for a given initial RWL As can be seen
in these figures, the trends as well as the calculated values of the RG water levels are in good agreement
with the measured data. Figure 9 illustrates the level predictions without hydraulic jump model.
Fme these results the followings am found *

The trends of the RCS water level distribution described above are normally expected
except the case of operating cold legs. Considering the driving force, the level in the
operating cold leg should be higher than that in the idle hot leg. Therefore, it is concluded
that the observed level depression occurs only in the rear side of the SCS injection nozzle and
is caused by the drag of the SCS injection flow. However, if the level depression is caused only
by the drag, the level of the operating cold leg should decrease monotonically with the SCS
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flowrate. Hence, other hydrodynamic mechanism which results in a significant level buildup in
the downstream of injection front thus, replenishes water to the rear side is expected to occur.
It can be seen, upon summation of equations (15) to (17) that the level in the rear side of the
injection front, yo, is dependent only on the SCS return water momentum and the level at the
downcomer wall, y2 It should be noted here, however, that the value of ya is affected by the
downstream levels and that because the downstream levels are influenced by the amount of water
removed from the operating loop and added to the downstream, the amount of water removed from
the operating loop will eventually influence the level, yo. Based on the foregoing the authors
felt it would be necessary to consimi the hydraulic Jump and the level buildup due to the
momentum loss at the downcomer wall. The comparison of Figures 7 and 8 with Figure 9 indicates
that even when the hydraulic Jump is not considered the parabolic level behavior in the
operating cold leg still exists but is less pronounced and the levels in all other legs are
monotonically decreasing as the flowrate increases. Based on these, it may be concluded that
both the hydraulic Jump and the level buildup due to the momentum loss at the downcomer wall are
important contributors in determining level profile in the operating cold leg. Further, a close
review of Table 4 reveals that in most cases the energy of injection flow is large enough to nake the
flow in the operating cold leg supemritical and that the hydraulic jump occurs easily at lower initial
RWL The location of the jump increases with the SCS irdection flowrate. Thus sweeping larger anount of
water fmm the operating cold leg, resulting in higher water levels in the idle loop. This is consistent
with what haw been observed in the test. The fomgoing clearly show that the owrall behavior of the RCS
water levels is stmngly attributed by the hydraulic jump. The authors strongly believe that without
the hydraulic Jump, an accurate prediction of the RCS water levels during mid-loop conditions is
not possible. Although the model suggested in this study incorporates several simplifying
assumptions such as K cot in equation (19), a constant n in equation (22), velocity profile in

i equation (25), preliminary sensitivity analyses indicate that the use of these assumptions has
little impact on overall trends of the prediction. The differences in the measured levels
between loop 1 and loop 2 operation in the case of initial RWL of 0.0 inch is not well
understood. However, the comparison of the test data with the predicted results indicates that
the water volume in the RCS during loop 2 operation is less than that during loop 1 operation. Ai

possible explanation would be the replacement of voids in the SCS toop with water in the RCS.
However, due to the lack of detail information of the SCS during the test, this cae. t be
confirmed. The lowl of the RV Inside, which is a parameter directly influenced by the water volum
transferrai from the operating legs, strongly affects the change in the cross-sectional ama of the flow;

at the entrance region of the hot leg nozzle, therefore the level pmfile in the operating hot leg is
strongly influenced by the water volume transfer from the operating loop to the RV inside. However, the
water lewl in the operating hot leg obtained from the test data is lower than that from the calculated
result. This is partially cbe to the be of the local fme fall and swirling at the entrance region
of the SCS suction, which is not modeled in this analysis.

VI. CONCLUSION
The major factors affecting the RCS water level behavior during mid-loop operation are

the SCS return water momentum, water level buildup at the RV inlet nozzle, water level drop at
the operating hot leg, and water volume transfer from the operating loop to the RCS. Water
volume transfer strongly affects the overall water level behavior. The locations of water volume
transfer are the operating hot leg, the stagnant region in the operating cold leg, and the
supercritical flow region in the operating cold legs. The volume removal swept by supercritical
flow upstream of the operating cold legs is the strongest mechanism of the volume transfer, it
is clear that the volume transfer effect in the post-core condition is stronger than that in the
pre-core condition because of the reduction of net water volume in the RV. This, in conjunction
with the increased flow resistance of the RV, limits the operational band of the mid-loop
operation in the post-core condition.
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Nomenclature
A: Area of water cross section
D: Diameter
E Specific energy of the SCS return injection water-

3

E g. . Energy loss of injection fluid due to the collision to the water surface
H: Bernoulli constant
g: gravity acceleration, 9.8 m/sec'
K: Flow resistance coefficient
L ,,, : Distance from the SCS injection point to the location of hydraulic Jump9

P, : Wetted Perimeter of water cross section in the pipe

Q: Volumetric flow rate
R: Radius
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V: Avirage v21ocity
x: Axial coordinate in the pipe or x-coordinate of the free surface in the downco region
x, ; x-coordinate of the wetted circumference of the exit nozzle of the operating leg
y: y-coort!!nate of the water level in the pipe from the bottom of the cold leg.

. yi : Initial RG reference water level ( = initial RWL)
y, : y-coortilnate of the wetted circumference of the exit nozzle of the operating cold leg

p: Water density,1000 kg/m'

|

Subscripts : i

CL : Cold leg |
COL : Collision of the flow to the water surface
DC : [bwncomer

DF : Driving force
IN : Downstream section of contrt>l volume
FS : Free surface of water in the umhr region
IL : Hot leg
ICL : Idle cold leg
iHL : Idle hot leg
j: At the top of the SCS return fruection line
oCL : Operating cold leg
oHL : Operatirs hot leg
p: Wetted Perimeter
RV : Reactor vessel
SUR : Water surface
UP : Upstream section of contrt>l volume
0,1,2 : Numbers of sections of contrt>l volume
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An Assessment of RELAP5 MOD 3.1.1 Condensation Heat Transfer
Modeling with GIFIAFFE Heat Transfer Tests
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9

: ABSTRACT

RELAP5 MOD 3.1.1 is being used to simulate Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA) for the Simplified Boiling Water

Reactor (SBWR) being proposed by General Electric (GE). One of the major components associated with the SBWR

is the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) which provides the long-term heat sink to reject decay heat [1].

The RELAPS MOD 3.1.1 code [2] is being assessed for its ability to represent accurately the PCCS. Data from the
,

Phase 1, Step 1 Heat Transfer Tests performed at Toshiba's faravity-Driven integIal Eull-Height Test for Passiva Heat

Removal (GIRAFFE) facility [3] will be used for assessing the ability of RELAP5 to model condensation in the

presence of noncondensables.

The RELAP5 MOD 3.1.1 condensation model uses the Ur.iversity of California at Berkeley (UCB) correlation

developed by Vierow and Schrock [4). The RELAP5 code uses this heat transfer coefficient with the gas velocity

effect multiplier being limited to 2 [5,6). This heat transfer orstion was used to analyze the condensation heat transfer

in the GIRAFFE PCCS heat exchanger tubes in the Phase 1. Step 1 Heat Transfer Tests which were at a pressure of 3

bar and had a range of nitrogen partial pressure fractions from 0.0 to 0.10.

The results of a set of RELAP5 calculations at these conditions were compared with the GIRAFFE data. The effects

of PCCS cell nodings on the heat transfer process were also studied. The UCB correlation, as implemented in

RELAPS, predicted the heat transfer 1o 15% of the data with a three node model. The three-node model has a large

cell in the entrance region which smeared out the entrance effects on the heat transfer, which tend to overpredict the

condensation. Hence, the UCB correlation predicts condensation heat transfer in the presence of noncondensable

gases with only a marse mesh. The cell length term in the condensation heat transfer correlation implemented in the

code must be removed to allow for accurate calculations with smaller cell sizes. ,

|

|NTRODUCTION

The PCCS is a new and unique safety feature for Advanced Light Water Reactors (ALWR). Figure 1 shows the

containment and passive heat removal systems of an ALWR called the SBWR. By condensing the steam vented into

the drywell from the Depressurization Valves (DPVs), a steam line break, or any line break in the reactor coolant

system, the SBWR can prevent the drywell pressure from increasing to unacceptable levels during a LOCA.

Because the drywell is inerted with nitrogen gas to prevent hydrogen explosions and fires, the PCCS will have to

condense the steam in the presence of nonmndensable gases. As the steam condenses in the tubes of the PCCS,

the heat is transferred to a pool of saturated water containing the PCCS unit. The condensate from the PCCS drains

to the Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) tank to be returned to the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV). Eventually,

the nitrogen gas that accumulates in the PCCS is purged to the Suppression Chamber (S/C) through a vent tube 1
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submerged in the Suppression Pool (S/P). Purging occurs when the pressure drop between the drywell and the S/C is

sufficient to overcome the static head of the submergence of the vent tube, which is about 7 kPa.

It is necessary to remove nitrogen from the PCCS to enable the heat transfer rate to be high enough to remove

enough energy from containment to reduce containment pressure. The nitrogen purging process in the PCCS will be

an oscillatory process which will affect the heat removal rate in the PCCS. As the steam condenses, the nitrogen gas j

will tend to build up in the PCCS tubes. This nitrogen will gradually blanket large amounts of the liquid condensate film |

that has condensed on the tube surface. This increasing nitrogen layer will degrade the condensation process :

reducing the flow through the PCCS tubes and increasing the pressure difference between the drywell and the S/C. >

. As the pressure difference between the drywell and the S/C rises high enough to overcome the static head in the

bottom of the nitrogen vent tube, the accumulated nitrogen will be purged out of the PCCS and into the S/C. The
,

vapor flow into the PCCS will increase and purge the nitrogen out of the PCCS. Since the PCCS nitrogen

concentration was made lower by the purging process, the condensing process can begin again. As condensation

resumes, the pressure differential between the drywell and the S/C decreases forcing the venting process to

terminate. As the steam condenses, the nitrogen gas will be stripped off the steam and will build up in the PCCS

tubes to start the cycle over again.
'

The test program for the PCCS developed by Toshiba, for GE, is known as the gravity-Driven integral Eull-Height

Test for Passiva Heat Removal (GlRAFFE)[1,3]. GIRAFFE demonstrates the ability of the PCCS to operate in the

long-term heat rejection period of a SBWR LOCA. In the Phase 1, Step 1 test series various steady-state vapor flow

rates, system pressures, and nitrogen concentrations were used in a separate effects test to examine the

performance of the PCCS component. These flow rates and nitrogen concentrations are in the expected ranges for

the long-term cooling period of an SBWR LOCA. The GIRAFFE Phase 1, Step 1 test results were a$o used to assess j

the ability of RELAP5 to predict condensation of steam in the presence of noncondensables and to model the venting

of noncondensable gases to the S/C. Since the vent line tube was not submerged in the S/P water, the venting and

heat transfer were steady state processes in these tests. The effect of various cell nodings of the PCCS tubes was

also investigated.

,

GIRAFFE FACILITY DESCRIPTION |
.

GIRAFFE is a full-height test f acility scaled 1/400 by volume and power. Toshiba designed GIRAFFE to preserve
'

elevations and local pressure losses to capture data demonstrating the passive heat removal system [1,3]. The

radial dimensions are scaled 1/20 while all the relative elevations of the SBWR have been preserved to achieve

natural circulation flows typical of the SBWR. The GIRAFFE facility attempts to maintain (1) the gravity-driven

circulation paths throughout the containment for liquid and vapor phases; (2) the nitrogen partial pressure in each

volume; (3) the nitrogen trar'sfer rate from one volume to another; and the (4) nitrogen accumulation in the PCCS

condenser tubes. Hence, GIRAFFC's ability to represent the gravity forces, nitrogen gas concentrations, and the
,

small pressure differences in the SBWR is important for the data collected at the GIRAFFE test facility.
,

)
;
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The GIRAFFE Phase 1. Step 1 configuration is shown in Figure 2. The test facility included components for the |

reactor pressure vessel (RPV), the suppression chamber (S/C), and the isolation condenser pool containing the ~ f
PCCS heat exchanger unit. The PCCS heat exchanger consists of an upper plenum (steam box) to represent the

steam injection, three heat exchanger tubes, and a lower plenum (water box) which collects the liquid. The
~ condensate drains out the water box to the RPV and the noncondensable gas vents to the S/C. As stated

previously, in the latest version of the SBWR, the condensate will no longer drain directly to the RPV from the PCCS

but will drain to the GDCS tank. However, the GIRAFFE Phase 1. Stop 1 mnfiguration will not distort the ', eat transfer

and fluid flow phenomena being investigated.

The data from the Phase 1. Step 1 scries of tests was used to assess RELAPS. In the Phase 1, Step 1 tests, steam

and nitrogen were injected as boundary conditions at various nitrogen partial pressures into the PCCS. The ateady.

state mndensation rates and temperature profiles were examined in this test. This test provided data on the steady-
i

state behavior of the PCCS with prototypical flow, pressure, and nitrogen concentration conditions likely to be seen

in a SBWR LOCA.

RELAP5 Heat Transfer Package
RELAPS has been used to modelthe GIRAFFE Phase 1, Step 1 Heat Transfer Tests. The PILAPS noncondensable

heat transfer package is based on the UCB correlation by Vierow and Schrock [4,5,6). The RELAPS MOD 3.1.1

implementation of the correlation is:

h ,,p = f f h (1)

c h
(2)h - 3.185811 ht 2

e cond

3' 1/4 '

E E "E bgif f g
hcond- 0.296 DE(T;-T,) (3)

hf

f = min [2,1 + 2.88 (10 5)Re1.118 ]
3 g g

b
f2-1-C M a (5)
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with h no being a laminar film condensation heat transfer coefficient derived by Chato [7] for horizontal pipes. C andco

b are factors that take into account the effect of gas mass fraction in the following fashion:

C.10, b-1.0 for M. < 0.063

C.0.938, b-0.13 for 0.063< M < 0.60

C.1.0, b-0.22 for M. > 0.60

for different gas mass fractions. It should be noted that in the entrance region of a pipe where condensation is

occurring the gas Reynolds number will be at its highest value. As the liquid condenses out of the vapor, the vapor

velocity drops and the gas Reynolds number decreases. Hence, the dependence on gas Reynolds number can

increase the gas velocity effect by a large amount in the entrance region.

Schrock has recommended that a limit of 2 be placed on the gas velocity effect factor, f , to avoid overpredicting3

the heat transfer in the entrance region. In a study of approaches to modeling condensation phenomena in the ,

PCCS, Tills [8] found that the multiple linear regression technique for analyzing the heat transfer data produced a |

correlation that appears to predict heat transfer well over the wide range of data points. However, the wayward

scattered points may not be random scatter. Points that are far from the calculated curve may be correlated to each

other by their position in the tube. Lumping all the data together ignored local phenomena such as the entrance

effect on the heat transfer coefficient.

RELAPS PHASE 1, STEP 1 MODEL

A RELAPS MOD 3.1.1 model of the GIRAFFE test facility (Figure 2) for the Phase 1, Step 1 Heat Transfer tests is

shown in Figures 3 and 4. It has components representing the PCCS, the RPV, and the S/C. In GIRAFFE, the steam

and noncondensable gases were injected into the PCCS at constant flow rates. Tht, RELAPS model simulated this

behavior by using a time-dependent volume and a time-dependent junction to specify flow and pressure boundary

conditions. In GIRAFFE, the nitrogen purged to the S/C. During normal operation of the PCCS, uncondensed steam

and nitrogen being purged to the S/P will cause condensation chugging and flow oscillations. As in the GIRAFFE

tests, the S/C was kept empty of liquid to avoid oscillatory flow and heat transfer phenomena. The liquid drained out

of the PCCS to the RPV which functioned as a collection tank. The RPV had a small amount of water at the tank

bottom as its initial condition. Toshiba tan a line from the RPV to the S/C to equalize pressure between these two

vessels. The pressure in the condensate collection tank and the purging tank were identical to avoid having a

pressure gradient develop between the RPV and S/C that would cause gas flow to the RPV, liquid flow to the S/C, or

even reverse flow from the S/C or the RPV to the PCCS. A valve on the S/C opened to vent out the purged gases at

the rate that they were accumulating in the S/C [9]. A RELAPS VALVE component simulated the vent valve by

opening when pressure exceeded the nominal system pressure and by cicsing when the pressure dropped below the
nominal system pressure.

The pool that the PCCS resides in was not explicitly modeled. RELAPS being a one-dimensional fluid flow code could

not simulate the two-dimensional nature of the natural convection pool boiling occurring in the pool. Therefore, a
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i

table of heat transfer correlations for pool boiling, shown in Table 1, was developed from literature [10-14] to use for

GIRAFFE and SBWR modeling.
4

Models have been devoleped to predict four Phase 1 Step 1 tests that have a system pressure of 3 bar and a steam

flow rate of 0.03 kg/s. The nitrogen partial pressure fraction was varied in the four cases by keeping the steam flow
.

rate at 0.03 kg/s and adding nitrogen to the inlet flow to reach the proper nitrogen concentration (nitrogen partial
~

pressure fractions - 0.0,0.02,0.05, and 0.10). The heat transfer coefficients, overall heat transfer, and gas volume

temperatures were calculated.. The gas volume temperatures were compared to the temperatures obtained from six
7

thermocouple positions in the GIRAFFE test [3]. The RELAP5 PCCS model used 5 different nodings of evenly

spaced cells (3,6,12,18, and 24 cells) to explore the effects of cell noding on the heat transfer calculations.
'

PHASE 1, STEP 1 TEST ASSESSMENT WITH UCB CORRELATION - RELAP5 RESULTS

Figures 5 through 8 show the RELAPS predicted heat transfer coefficients for Phase 1, Step 1 and Figures 9 through

12 show the gas temperatures in the tube calculated by RELAP5 and the bulk tube temperatures from GIRAFFE test

data for the Phase 1. Step 1 tests with nitrogen partial pressure fractions of 0.0,0.02,0.05, and 0.10, respectively.

The RELAP5 flow and pressure input derived from GIRAFFE data is assumed to have an accuracy of 12%

corresponding to the accuracy of the flow and pressure instrumentation in the GIRAFFE facility [9). The heat

transfer coefficients and gas temperatures from the RELAPS calculations are plotted in Figures 5 through 12 on the

x-axis at the point corresponding to the mesh cell center. The origin is the top of the 2.4 m PCCS tubes. The

GIRAFFE temperature test data were obtained from a bulk temperature probe located in the center of one of the three

FCCS tubes. The x axis locations for the test data are the positions of the thermocouples on the bulk temperature

probe.

As shown in Table 2, the pool-side heat transfer coefficients are of the same order of magnitude as the tube-side

heat transfer coefficients. The pool-side heat transfer coefficients are larger than the tube-side heat transfer
.

coefficients except in the entrance region of the GIRAFFE test with pure steam. Hence, except in the entrance

]
region of the GIRAFFE test with pure steam, the limiting resistance to heat transfer lies in the PCCS tubes.

The predicted heat transfer coefficients show the effects of the cell length dependence, as expected from the AZe /

Lc term in Equation 2. Ac the number of nodes increased, the heat transfer coefficient increased. A comparison of2

Figures 5 through 8 illustrates the effect. With increasing nitrogen concentration the effect is more dramatic. The

heat transfer coefficient increases to its greatest value at the tube entrance. Figure 5 shows that the cell length

dependence on the gas velocity effect allows a higher maximum heat transfer coefficient with increasing cell

numbers. Furthermore, this limit of two still appears to be high, especially for the cases with steam and nitrogen

mixed.

As shown by Equation 4, the plateau in the heat transfer coefficients in Figure 5 is created by the high gas

velocities near the tube entrance in the tests with pure steam cases. The high gas Reynolds number push the gas

velocity effect number, f , to the maximum of two where the plateau occurs. Since the vertical film condensation2

heat transfer coefficient, h , should be nearly constant and the noncondensable gas degradation factor, f . is equalt 2
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4

to one in a pure steam environment, when f, is equal to two the condensation heat transfer coefficient will remain a
,

constant. When Re falls below 11,518, the condensation heat transfer coefficient will drop below the plateau.e

The temperatures in Figures 9 through 12 provide a direct comparison of RELAPS calculations to GIRAFFE data

| (contains error bars of 11*C). It can be seen that the three-cell and six cell nodings predict the temperature profiles

within 1-2*C of the GIRAFFE data in the two cases with the lowest nitrogen concentrations. The 12 ,18 , and 24-cell i

node cases show up to 10*C deviation from the data by the exit of the PCCS in the two cases with the lowest nitrogen

concentrations. In the two cases with the highest nitrogen concentrations, the RELAPS entrance temperatures are

3*C greater than the GIRAFFE data and the data shows a temperature rise from the first thermocouple to the second
'

thermocouple. The RELAP5 temperatures are consistent with the saturation temperatures for the partial pressures

of steam for the two highest nitrogen concentration cases. Therefore, there may be experimental errors in the
t GlRAFFE bulk temperatures or pressure drops in the feed lines to the PCCS that are not included in the RELAP5
i model. As in the two cases with the lowest nitrogen concentrations, the RELAPS three-cell noding and the six-cell

noding results show agreement within 1-2*C of the data. However, the twelve-cell noding also shows agreement of 1

2'C with the data and the runs with 18 and 24 cells are not appreciably different than the data.

As seen in Figure 9, the test with pure steam had a temperature plateau not seen in the tests with nitrogen presen?

(Figures 10 through 12). Since the pressure drop in the PCCS tubes is small, the temperature stays at a constant

saturation temperature until full condensation occurs and subcooling occurs. On the other hand, in the tests with

nitrogen present, the saturation temperature drops as the partial pressure of steam decreases as the nitrogen
content of the vapor mixture increases.

Since the tube exit temperatures decreases in all cases with increasing cell numbers, increasing the number of

cells resulted in higher heat transfer. To get an idea of how much the cell noding affected heat transfer, the total heat

transfer, as shown in Figure 13, must be examined. When nitrogen is added to the vapor mixture the total heat

transfer calculated by RELAPS is around 10% too high when compared to the GIRAFFE data for the cases with 6

cells, it is up to 20 to 33% too high when compared to the GIRAFFE data for the cases with 12,18, and 24 cells. The

three cell noding calculated heat transfer that was at most 15% off the GIRAFFE data.

The increase in heat transfer caused by increasing cell noding is more pronounced with increasing concentrations of

noncondensable gases. In the test with pure steam, the condensation length is less than the total tube length.

Therefore, as cell nodes increase in pure steam flow, condensation length decreases. However, the cell noding

effect on sensible heat removalis nearly negligible and the total heat transfer is affected by only 2% by increasing

cell nodes from 3 to 24. As noncondensable gas is added to steam, the heat transfer is degraded enough to prevent

total condensation of the steam within the PCCS tube length and the cell noding effect on heat transfer is felt over

the entire length of the tube causing a 20% to 33% increase in heat transfer as seen in Figure 13.

Since the UCB correlation overpredicts the heat transfer in the entrance region of a condensing tube [8], numerical

homogentzing of the void fractions, air mass fractions, and gas and liquid velocities with decreasing cell nodes can

reduce the entrance effect. Hence, the three-cell noding most closely reproduces both the GIRAFFE heat transfer

(Figure 13) and temperature profiles. However, the code user must be aware that this effect is a product of the
approach taken to implement the UCB heat transfer correlation in RELAPS MOD 3.1.1.
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CONCLUSION

This study showed that the RELAPS MOD 3.1.1 Implementation of the UCB correlation has a tendency to

overpredict the heat transfer in the entrance region of the tube. Furthermore, and that increasing the noding in

RELAPS MOD 3.1.1 has a profound effect on the heat transfer coefficient. The RELAPS MOD 3.1.1 implementation of

the UCB correlation does overpredict heat transfer in the entrance region of a tube but the use of three large cells in

the RELAPS PCCS model will smooth out the effect and produce satisfactory agreement with the data. However,it is

recommended that this version of RELAPS should remove the cell length term in the condensation heat transfer

correlation to avoid its effect on the heat transfer caused from using different cell sizes. If this change is

implemented, another noding study should be conducted and the recommendation of using three cells reevaluated.
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TABLE OF NOMENCLATURE J

Dn - hydraulic diameter for heat transfer, m

AZe - RELAPS mil change in elevation, m

f, - gas velocity factor

f- noncondensable gas degradation factor2

acceleration of gravity, m/s2 - 9.81 m/s2g -

G- gas mass velocity, kg/m2.secg

hw - laminar film condensation heat transfer coefficient, W/m2.K

h,x, = UCB heat transfer coefficient W/m2.K

h,g = latent heat of vaporization, kJAg
'

h - vertical film condensation heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-Ki

kg - liquid conductivity, W/m-K

Le RELAPS celllength, m-

M- gas mass fraction

Re - G Dn/g, -gas Reynolds numberg g

T i- interf acial temperature, Kg

{ T. - wall temperature, K

h- liquid film thickness, m
,

'
p- gas viscosity, N sec/m2g

: p, - liquid viscosity, N sec/m2

density of gas, kg/m3pg =

pr - density of liquid, kg/m3,
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Table 1:RELAPS Pool Sc,iling Curve

Temperature Heat Transfer Coefficient

(K) (W/m2.K)
373.25 169.0

'373.65 290.0

374.15 365.0

375.15 460.0

376.15 526.0 ,

376.65 554.0

376.83 1380.0

377.59 1480.0 ;

377.77 1650.0 '

'

378.13 1810.0

379.15 2370.0 |
380.15 3250.0

381.15 4280.0 |
382.15 5460.0

383.15 6780.0

384.15 8250.0 ;

385.15 9860.0

386.15 11600.0

387.15 13500.0 |

388.15 15600.0

389.15 17800.0

390.15 20200.0

391.15 22700.0

392.15 25400.0
|

.
393.15 28200.0

394.15 31200.0

395.15 34300.0

396.15 34300.0

397.15 34300.0

398.15 34300.0

399.15 34300.0

401.15 25900.0

403.15 18700.0 j

407.15 10400.0 i
'

411.15 6160.0

415.15 3850.0

419.15 2510.0 1

423.15 1700.0 |

427.15 1180.0 i
!

431.15 845.0

435.15 617.0

439.15 460.0

443.15 349.0 ,

445.15 306.0 |

453.15 300.0 !

463.15 278.0

473.15 260.0 ;

483.15 255.0

493.15 250.0

i
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Table 2: RELAPS Tube-Side and Pool-Side Heat Transfer Coefficients

GIRAFFE Tube Tube-Side Pool-Side
Test Pos. Heat Transfer Heat Transfer

PN2/ Pew (m) Coefficient Coefficient
(W/m2.K) (W/m2.K)

0.0 0.4 16418 8991.6

0.0 1.2 8996.9 7832.8

0.0 2.0 973.50 1586.5
'

0.02 0.4 7151.0 7281.9

O.02 1.2 4195.3 5960.4

0.02 2.0 2515.5 4428.8

0.05 0.4 4082.9 5874.4
t

0.05 1.2 3582.7 5391.3

0.05 2.0 2981.5 4636.7

0.10 0.4 3338.4 5130.9

0.10 1.2 3017.8 4704.5

0.10 2.0 2684.2 4151.7
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ATHLET Validation Using Accident Management Experiments

V. Teschendorff, H. Glaeser and F. Steinhoff

|
'

Gesellschaft f0r Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH

Forschungsgefunde, D-85748 Garching, Germany

Abstract
|
!

The computer code ATHLET is being developed by the GRS as an advanced best-estimate j

code for the simulation of leaks and transients in PWRs and BWRs including beyond design

basis accidents. The code has features that are of special interest for applications to smallleaks

and transients with accident management, e.g. initialisation by a steady-state calculation, full-

range drift-flux model, and dynamic mixture level tracking. The General Control Simulation

Module of ATHLET is a flexible tool for the simulation of the balance-of-plant and control sys- |

tems including the various operator actions in the course of accident sequences with AM mea-

sures.

The systematic validation of ATHLET is based on c well balanced set of integral and separate

effect tests derived from the CSNI proposal emphasising, however, the German combined ECC

iniection system which was investigated in the UPTF, PKL and LOBI test facilities.

PKL-Ill test B 2.1 simulates a cool-down procedure during an emergency power case with

three steam generators isolated. Natural circulation under these conditions was investigated

in detail in a pressure range of 4 to 2 MPa. The transient was calculated over 22000 s with com-

plicated boundary conditions including manual control actions. The calculation is in good

agreement with the data and demonstrates the code's capability to model the following pro-

cesses successfully:

variation of the natural circulation caused by steam generator isolation,.

vapour formation in the U--tubes of the isolated steam generators,a

break-down of circulation in the loop containing the isolated steam generator.

following controlled cool-down of the secondary side,

2203
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accumul:ti:n of vapour in tha pressure v:ssel doms.*

One conclusion with r:spect to the suitability of exp: rim:nts simulating AM procedures for codat

validation purposes is that complete documentation of control actions during the experiment

must be available. Special attention should be given to the documentation of operator actions

in the course of the experiment.
|

1 Introduction

Large thermaMydraulic system codes have been developed and verified in several countries

during the past two decades. The aim of this development has shifted during this period from

conservative calculations for design basia accidents to realistic analyses of loss-of-coolant ac-

cidents (LOCA) and transients.

With the planning and implementation of accident management (AM) procedures in the existing

nuclear power plants a new field of application was opened for which the codes were not origi-

nally intended and for which assessment is not yet completed.

For the design and evaluation of safety systems, the specification of operator actions and for

operator training, reliable and thoroughly validated thermal-hydraulic system codes are re-

quired, which describe the reactor system response under off-normal and accident conditions.

Although AM involves many more subjects besides thermal-hydraulics it can be clearly stated

from actual practice in Germany that thermaMydraulic codes are valuable tools to support

planning and assessment of specific AM procedures.

It is the objective of this paper to point out specific needs and conditions to be observed during

the validation process necessary for applying thermal-hydraulic codes to AM procedures. This

| is exemplified by the post-test calculation of an integral experiment in the PKL-ill facility.

2 Calculations For Preventive Accident Management

in Germany, investigations of possible AM measures were started several years ago [1]. The

meaning of the term " Accident Management"is not exactly the same in all countries. Therefore,

we shall use here the definition from a report jointly prepared by the IPSN and the GRS [2j:

" Accident management" includes all measures to prevent core damage and retain the core

within the reactor vessel, maintain containment integrity and minimize off-site releases.

2204
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Th3 abova d;finition goes on making a distinction between prev:ntion and mitigition. This pa-

per will be confined to soma aspects of th:rmaRydraulic cod 3 validation for prev:ntiva AM

measures.

A considerable number of accident sequences were analyzed by the GRS that begin with differ-

ent initiating events and include AM measures [4], [5]. The most important ones for PWR's are:

AM measures on the secondary side*

- Totalloss of feed water

- Station black-out

AM measures on the primary side.

- Loss of secondary heat removal

- Primary leaks with loss of secondary heat removal or failure of High Pressure Safety
!injection (HPSI)

- SG-tube ruptures with failure of pressurizer spraying

The analyses were performed, for a large part, to evaluate the risk reduction potential of AM-

measures in the German Risk Study, Phase B [3]. Detailed analyses for selected transients are

being performed presently to support planning and assessment of specific AM procedures.

Several leaks and transients involving AM-measures were analyzed also for German BWR's
![4], [7]. Recently, the GRS has completed a probabilistic safety study for a 1300 MWs BWR [5].

Additional AM sequences are analyzed for this study. Since 1989, all calculations are being per-

formed with ATHLET, using best-estimate models.

3 The ATHLET Code

The computer program ATHLET (Analyses of Thermal-Hydraulics for Leaks and Transients)

is being developed by the GRS for the whole spectrum of leaks and transients in PWRs an

BWRs [6,7]. The code is based on a five-equation system (mixture momentum equation with

drift) and is now being extended to a full six-equation two-fluid model including non-condens-

ible gases. A four-equation system (only mass equations separated) is available as an option

that users still prefer for operational transients. The reactor coolant system is modeled by a net-

work of one-dimensional components (objects), allowing for cross flow between parallel chan-

nels. The time integration method is fully implicit.
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Tha fcilowing futur:s of ATHLET ara of speciil int 3 rest for applicitions to small in.ks and tran-

sients with AM meisures.

Steady-state capability:.:

A steady-etate, i.e. a time independent solution, is calculated to establish the initial condi-

tions.~

Critical discharge model:-

The critical two-phase flow rates for a given geometry are calculated in a pre-processor

step as a function of the upstream conditions and stored for use during the transient run.

Full-range drift-flux model:-

A model for the relative velocity between the two phases was developed, based on experi-

mental data for counter-current flow limitation in various geometries [8]. The model com-

prises options for vertical, horizontal and inclined channels as well as rod bundles and an- |
nuli. 1

- Dynamic mixture level tracking:

In a user defined vertical stack of cells, a two phase level with bubble rise below and droplet ;

entrainment above is calculated and dynamically traced across cell boundaries.

General Control Simulation Module (GCSM):-

A high level simulation language allows via input control to model protection and other bal-
|

ance-of-plant (BOP) systems. Control circuits or even simplified fluid systems are conve- !

nient to model this way. GCSM has a general interface for user provided external BOP mod- ;

els.

!

- Integrated Mass and Momentum Balance (IMMB):

This simplified treatment of the mixture momentum equation (one dynamic pressure for a

whole loop) is a fast running option especially valuable for long transients. This technique

has been extended to permit local flow reversal.

i
- Plant Analyzer: i

The code can be run in an interactive mode in the frame of an engineering plant analyzer. |
,

!

,

A version ATHLET--CD (Core Degradation) is being developHf [9]. The thermo-fluid-dynamic i

module is closely coupled with modules for core melt, fission product release and fission prod-
.

_

uct transport in the primary system. '

;

i
!
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4 V;lidation cf ATHLET for AM-Tran:lents

4.1 General validation strategy
4

in 1987, the OECD/NEA/CSNI issued a report [10] compiled by the Task Group on the Status

and Assessment of Codes for Transients and ECC. It contained proposed validation matrices

for LOCA and transients, selected according to the dominating phenomena and the available

test facilities. Meanwhile, the Task Group on Thermal-Hydraulic System Behaviour is in the pro-

cess of updating the integral test matrices [12] and extended their work also to separate effect

tests [11].

The systematic validation of the ATHLET code is based on a well balanced set of integral and

separate effect tests derived from the CSNI proposal emphasising, however, the German com-,

| bined ECC injection system which was investigated in the UPTF, PKL and LOBI facilities [13,

14,15]. The ATHLET validation matrices actually comprise 94 integral and 91 separate effect

tests, including only a few VVER-specific tests until now. The ATHLET matrices consist of a

matrix for large breaks in PWRs, small and intermediate breaks in PWRs, small and intermedi-

ate breaks in PWRs with once-through steam generators, AM for a non-degraded core in;

PWRs, transients in PWRs, transients in shutdown conditions in PWRs, LOCA in BWRs and

transients in BWRs. Table 1 shows the validation matrix for integral experiments with the num-

ber of tests in each category. The specific selection of tests is based on the intention to cover

each relevant thermal-hydraulic phenomenon and each test type in the matrices by at least

three facilities of different scales, if available. A total of approximately 30 test types results in

about 90 integral tests for code validation. Validation work is shared between the G RS and inde- |

pendent organisations. By the end of 1994,51 integral tests and 71 separate tests were calcu-

lated.
'

;

-

5

:

i
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Facility or Scalo Pr:ssurized Watar Reactors *) Boiling Watar
Plint Reactors

Large Small Tran- AM LOCA's Tran-
Breaks Leaks sients sients

intermedi-
ate Leaks

UPTF/ TRAM 1:1 4 2 3,

CCTF 1:25 2

LOFT 1:50 1 4 1

LSTF 1:50 2 2

BETHSY 1:100 7 3 5

PKL 1:134 3 6 5 5

ROSA-Ill 1:424 5 1
,

FIST 1:642 2 1

LOBI 1:712 2 7 6 2 .I

GERDA 1:1686 1

j German Kon- 3

1 voi

i Brokdorf 1

; Gundremmin- 3 j

| gen j

i Kr0mmel 2

Total ~12 29 21 15 7 7

*) Experiments for VVER reactors not included
.

!

| Table 1: ATHLET Assessment Matrix (No. of integral Experiments) |
i i
! |

| |
9 i

'. i

| 4.2 Validation for accident management phenomena i

!

| A large spectrum of small break and transient scenarios include the unavailability of safety sys-

tems, like high pressure injection system, and auxiliary feedwater system. Core heat-up and i

degradation would occur if no operator action would be taken. These actions constitute preven-

| tive accident management (AM) procedures. The OECD/NEA/CSNI " Task Group on Thermal-

Hydraulic System Behaviour"willinclude a section on proposed experiments related to the val-

,
idation of computer codes in the update of the integral test validation report (12]. The validation i

matrix for AM transients proposed in that publication comprises a list of 27 relevant phenomena.i

| The PKL lil test B 2.1 is selected as an example to validate the ATHLET code. The experimental ;

2208
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conditions of the test will be discussed later. The following iht contains less than 27 ph: nomina,

1
' sinco not til of th:m tra adressed by this PKL t:st. For tha remiining 13 ph;nomena, how:ver,

test B 2.1 is suitable for validating the code or has a limited suitablility at least:l

1. Natural circulation in 1-phase flow, primary side suitable
!

2. Natural circulation in 2-phase flow, primary side suitable,

3. Asymmetric loop behaviour suitable

'

4. Phase separation without mixture level formation suitable

5. Mixture level and entrainment in SG secondary side suitable

6. Stratification in horizontal pipes limited suitability

7. ECC-mixing and condensation limited suitability

8. Heat transferin covered core suitable
,

9. Heat transfer in SG primary side suitable

10. Heat transfer in SG secondary side suitable

11. Pressurizer thermal-hydraulics limited suitability

12. Surgeline hydraulics limited suitability

13. Structural heat and heat losses limited suitability

The main subjects of investigation in the PKL ||| test B 2.1 are closely related to the first four ;

phenomena of the above list:

Variation of natural circulation in the different loops with active or isolated steam generator,*

Vapour formation in the U-tubes of the isolated steam generators,.

Break-down of circulation in the loops with isolated steam generator following controlled |*

Icool-down of the secondary side,

Formation of a vapour bubble in the pressure vessel upper head.*

The calculation of (tiis PKL test is discussed in the following sections.

|

|

2209
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5 C:lculati:n cf a PKL411 Test with ATHLET

5.1 The PKL411 test facility

Within the scope of German reactor safety research, extensive experiments covering the ther-

mal hydraulic behaviour of a PWR under accident conditions have been performed in the inte-

gral test facility PKL-lli operated by Siemens/KWU in Erlangen (13]. The PKL test facility simu-

lates a 4-loop,1300 MWei KWU-designed PWR with a volumetric and power scaling factor of

1:145 (Fig.1). The elevations and the primary circuit pressure losses are scaled 1:1.

b SteamA 1
T -

[ b eedwaterF

b($I
v - -

' I
3

e t o w

i|| ,) 3"'
,

x e
N* -

; y.,

.
N I,g

' '' "

,- a g

1 Pressure vessel
2 Downcomer:

, ,

%
.

3 Steamgenerator
/ 4 Pump'

5 Pressurizer
/'

Fig.1: PKL lil test facility

The four loops of the test facility are symmetrically arranged around the pressure vessel, which

consists of the lower plenum, core with bypass, upper plenum and upper head. The downcomer

is modelled as an annulus in the upper mixing region which is connected to the lower plenum

by two external pipes. Each of the four loops contains a hot leg, a steam generator and a cold

leg with a main coolant pump. As in the PWR one of the loops is connected to the pressurizer

by a surge line. The core is simulated by a bundle of 314 electrically heated rods with a total

power of 2.5 MW which corresponds to 10% of the scaled nominal power. The primary pressure

is limited to 4.5 MPa.
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On ths primtry sids, the test facility is equipped with all important engineered safsty and auxilia-

ry systems. Th:se includ3 the high-pressura safety injection system, accumulators, low pres-

sure injection system, residual heat removal system, volume control system and pressurizer :

heating and spraying control system. Each of the four steam generators is equipped with 28 |
U-tubes which are the same as in a PWR with respect to length, inner diameter (19.6 mm), tube

wall thickness, differing elevations (1.5 m) and material.

The secondary side of the steam generator and the systems connected were simulated as

closely as possible to the reference plant. This includes the correct volume in the bundle region,

water and steam dome volumes above the tube bundle, the resistance of the steam dryer, the

flow limiter of the steam outlet, the main-steam lines with all control features of the original sys-

tem, the simulation of the downcomer by two stand pipes, and the feedwater and emergency

feedwater system. The test facility is equipped with extensive instrumentation which is divided

into the PKL test (860), the PWR-identical (60), and the PKL operational instrumentation (150).

5.2 Objectives of test B 2.1

Test B 2.1 simulates a PWR cool-down procedure for a loss of preferred power event. The spe-

cial feature of the procedure investigated here consists in the isolation of three steam genera-

tors, i.e. feed water line and main steam line of these steam generators are shut off by valves.

Heat removal from the primary system has to rely in this case on the fourth steam generator

alone whose secondary side is cooled down with a gradient of 50 K/h. I
!

Although the cool-down process investigated in test B 2.1 is formally not an AM procedure this

test was chosen for detailed presentation here because it exhibits phenomena and code re-

quirements that are typical for this field of application, e. g.

Small driving heads and mass flow rates (natural circulation),*;

; Complete phase separation and liquid level movement in vertical components,e

' Long problem time ( > 8 h),.

Decisive influence of facility specific boundary conditions on major results (e. g. heat.

losses),

Variation of boundary conditions during the transient depending on the course of the tran-e

sient itself (manual control actions).

5.3 ATHLET model for the PKL calculation |

| The post-test calculation was performed with ATHLET 1.0 Cycle E on a CONVEX 3840 com- |
I puter at the GRS. In this code version the four equation thermo-fluid model was chosen, be-

2211
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l
caus2 the assumption thit gither the vapour or w;ter phase is saturtted should be appropriats ]

for this type cf transient. ]

|

The facility was modelled by 70 thermNiuid objects (pipes, branches) comprising a total of 245

volumes and a larger number of junctions.

PV-UH3

_i PV-UH2
PV-DC-Cl PV-BYPI

~

PV-UH1

PV-DC-B19 =

PV-DC-Al PV-UP-B'

l, i.|
x

,

I
.-

| PV-CORE
- PV-DPIPE12

~

.
-

i

j

.

( PV-CORE-LP-

I ' PV-LP
|
f

:

!

Fig. 2: Nodalization of PKL test vessel and downcomer

,

| Figure 2 shows the nodalization for the pressure vessel and the downcomer. The two external

downcomer pipes of the facility were modelled as one pipe. In the pressure vessel, the core-

bypass is visible around the Mated rod bundle. This picture was drawn by a graphical tool using

j the ATHLET input data. Thermofluid objects are identified by user defined names. The ATHLET

data set comprised three loops, while the facility has four loops. Loops 2 and 4 of the facility,

i are simulated as one double loop in the calculation since the SGs in these loops were isolated

at the same time. In order to follow the vapour formation and phase separation in the upper

t parts of the system with sufficient accuracy it was necessary to use a finer nodalization there

than in our PKL deck used for previous calculations.
.

.
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Fig. 3: Nodalization of loop no. 2. with pressurizer and steam generator secondary side

I

| Figure 3 shows the nodalization for this loop including pressurizer and surge lina. The SG sec-

ondary side with the steam line is off-set to the right of the SG tube bundle in the picture. The1

! secondary side of the cooling system was modelled as an open system. Heat conductor objects

were used to model heat losses through pipe and vessel wall. The GCSM Module was applied
,

to model control systems, e. g. pressurizer level control, etc.
i
,

i
5.4 initial conditionsJ

At the time when the SGs in loops 2 and 4 were isolated (origin of time axis in plots), the following
.

main parameters prevailed in the test:

Bundle power 425 kW (1.7%)

Primary pressure 4.0 MPa

Secondary pressure 2.6 MPa

Mass flow 1.1 kg/s per loop

Subcooling in primary system ca. 5 K
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4

Prcssurizer I; vel 4.2 m

SG heating (compensation of h:at losses) 12 kW per SG

The main coolant pumps were not running.

ATHLET matched these conditions with sufficient accuracy after running from its automatic

steady state initialization through a zero-transient phase of 1000 s. During this phase the con- i

trol models, especially f or pressurizer level control, were adjusted to the control characteristics

of the facility.

5.5 Transient test phase
'

The transient was initiated by the isolation of two steam generators (SGs 2 and 4). In the stabi-

lizing phase until 4500 s the core power was removed through the two remainin0 SGs 1 and

3 by an intentional depressurization of the secondary sides of these SGs. In this phase, the

secondary side temperatures and the primary side outlet temperatures in SGs 2 and 4 were ,

rising significantly while the primary side mass flow rates were decreasing (Fig. 9). In the active

SGs 1 and 3 conditions were inverse, i. e. temperatures were falling while mass flow rates were

increasing (Figs. 8 and 10).
85 28 _
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At 4500 s, anothrr st:tm gen:rator (SG 3) was isolated and furth:r d: pressurization of the sec-

ondary side of SG 1 was initiated. This caustd a further t3mparatura risa and mass flow ds- !

crease in SGs 2 and 4. Conditions in SG 3 (Fig.10) rapidly approached those in SGs 2 and 4. |

After reaching stable conditions no further action was taken until 12900 s.

In the test phase until 12900 s primary pressure (Fig. 4) and pressurizer level (Fig. 7) could be

kept almost constant in the test as well as in the calculation by means of controllers for the pres-

surizer heating and for the volume control system. For the stabilization of the subcooled fluid

temperature in the upper plenum through the secondary side pressure and temperature, how-

ever, numerous manual control actions were taken in the experiment. Information on those ac-

tions was not sufficient to model them in the calculation with the necessary detail. Therefore,

the measured secondary pressure .. Smoothed form was provided as a boundary condition for

the calculation (Fig. 5).

At 12900 s, the manually controlled cooMown of the facility with a gradient of 50 K/h was initi-

ated by means of the steam control valve of SG 1. Additional manual actions were taken in order

to limit the expected rise of the pressurizer level to 8 m and to maintain a subcooling margin

of 10 K in the upper plenum. These control actions involved the pressurizer spray and heating

system ant the volume control system. Furthermore, the cooMown process was interrupted

when necessary. i

About 1500 s later, the primary side outlet temperature of the isolated SGs exceeded the inlet

temperature causing complete flow stagnation there under single phase conditions when this

temperature difference exceeded 8 K. In the test under consideration here, this process was

supported by vapour formation causing end of flow through the isolated SGs at 2100 s after

initiation of the coot-down (Figs. 9 and 10).4

.

About 1800 s after initiation of the cool-down, vapour formation started in the vessel upper

head (Fig.11) and in the U-tubes of the isolated SGs (Figs.12 and 13) pushing water into the

pressurizer (Fig. 7).
,

At about 16000 s, the level of 8 m was reached in the pressurizer (Fig. 5). At 22000 s the vapour

bubble completely occupied the vessel upper head (Fig. 9). The U-tubes of the three isolated<

SGs were completely filled with vapour (Figs.10 and 11). After activation of the long term cool-

ing system and the end of cool-down procedure the experiment was terminated at 31500 s.

The calculation was terminated at 22000 s when the upper parts of the primary system were

completely occupied by vapour.

.
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5.6 Discussi n cf calculated rssults

The agreement of the calculated with the experimental data is good for the goveming system

parameters as pressure, fluid temperatures and pressurizer level. In the following, the results !

are discussed with respect to the four key phenomena that were dominating this experiment

and that are expected to play a dominant role in PWR emergency procedures as well. I

Variation of natural circulation in different locos
,
.

The initial mass flow rate of about 1.1 kg/s in each loop, decreased in loops 2 and 4 as a conse-

quence of isolating the SG's secondary side in these loops, stabilizing at a constant mass flow

of 0.8 kg/s. The calculation also shows this decrease (Fig. 9), stabilizing, however, at a 10%

higher flow rate. During the same phase of the transient, the mass flow rates in loops 1 and 3

with the SG's remaining active increase to 1.3 and 1.4 kg/s respectively. Again, the calculation

follows correctly the shape of this increase (Figs. 8 and 10), with the flow rates overpredicted

by about 10%. It is concluded, that the transient variation of flow in the different loops during

natural circulation is well predicted by the code.

i

Vanour formation in the U-tubes of the isolated steam generator

About 1800 s after initiating the controlled cool-down of SG 1, vapour formation was observed

in the primary tubes of all isolated SGs. Figures 12 and 13 show a pronounced decrease of

collapsed levels. Timing and gradient of that decrease are well predicted by the code.

Break-down of circulation in looos with isolated steam generator

Vapour formation in the isolated SG's was accompanied by a sharp decrease of mass flow rates

(Figs. 9 and 10). At about 16000 s, the flow in loops 2,3 and 4 dropped to zero, while a flow

rate of 1,5 kg/s persisted in the active loop no.1. The calculation predicted this event at the

correct time. |

iFormation of a vaoour bubble in the cressure vessel unoer head

Vapour accumulation in the pressure vessel upper head started shortly after vapour formation

in the U-tubes of the isolated SG's, i. e. about 1800 s after the initiation of secondary side cool-
'

down of SG no.1. Figure 9 shows the collapsed level in the pressure vessel. The level de-

creases slower in the calculation with a maximum deviation from the measured level of less than

1 m.

General observations

There was no tuning of physical models in the code versien during this validation process. It

should be mentioned, however, that a set of parametric runs was necessary for establishing
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the initiilizing conditions as w;ll as for tha transi:nt phase wh ro controll:rs had to b3 adjusted

in order to simulate boundary conditions of the t:st that wcre influenc:d by manual control ac-

tions in the experiment. Obviously, for transients of long duration where natural circulation de-

pends in a most sensitive way on small variations in boundary conditions the quality of the cal-

culation is dominated by the ability to model these boundary conditions. This means for the

code validation using AM related experiments, that the ability of both the code and the user to

model control actions and other test conditions in full detail is challenaed r.iore than the validity

of specific physical models.

6 Conclusions

Best-estimate thermal-hydraulic calculations with comprehensive system modelling are re-

quired for planning and assessment of preventive accident management. Validation of these |

codes on integral experiments that simulate AM procedures is necessary to apply these codes )

with confidence in this extended range of application. In the validation matrix for ATHLET, tests :

addressing AM from all major experimental facilitics are included. The code's capabilities to
'

make reasonable predictions for AM related transients was demonstrated by a post-test cal-

culation of PKL--lll test B 2.1 where good agreement with the measured system parameters

was achieved. It was especially observed that the results are very sensitive to boundary condi-

tions that were varied during the transient by automatic controllers and as well as by manual

control actions. The limited possibilities to reconstruct all manual control actions in full detail .

'
from the data recordings limits the accuracy to be expected from post-test calculations.

.

0

1
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Abbreviation 0

-AM Accident Management

BWR Boiling Water Reactor

CSNI Council on the Safety of Nuclear Installations

ECC Emergency Core Cooling

GCSM . General Control

IPSN Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire

LOBI LWR Off-normal Behaviour Investigations

LOCA Loss-of-Coolant Accident

NEA Nuclear Energy Agency

PKL Primarkreislauf (Test Facility)

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor

SG Steam Generator

UPTF Upper Plenum Test Facility

VVER Water cooled Water moderated Reactor (Russian type)
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ABSTRACT .

.

This paper presents a simple modelling of mass diffusion effects on
condensation. In presence of noncondensable gases, the mass diffusion near the
interface is moielled using the heat and mass transfer analogy and requires normally an
iterative procedure to calculate the interface temperature. Simplifications of the model
and of the solution procedure are used without important degradation of the predictions.
The model is assessed on experimental data for both film condensation in vertical tubes
and direct contact condensation in horizontal tubes, including air-steam,' Nitrogen- :
steam and Helium-steam data. It is implemented in the Cathare code, a french system !

code for nuclear reactor thermal hydraulics developed by CEA, EDF, and
FRAMATOME.

INTRODUCTION

CATHARE [9] is a french system code for nuclear reactor thermal hydraulics i

developed by CEA (IPSN & DRN), EDF, and FRAMATOME. Within the range of
accidental sec uences, both direct contact condensation and condensation due to heat

,

release from tie walls are encountered and require a specific modelling. The first case '

was investigated [1,2,3] using experimental data from the COSI test facility which
simulates the ECC injections and original correlations were derived. Also a critical
review of the film condensation models [4] has shown that the Chen et al. [5]
correlation was able to properly describe some available experimental data. More
recently, attention was paid to the modelling of the effects of the presence of
noncondensable gases on the condensation [6]. Nitrogen from the accumulators,
Hydrogen from zircalloy clad oxidation or air in case of mid loop operation may be
present in the primary circuit. It is known that it can reduce significantly the

:

condensation rate. The diffusion layer near the interface requires a mass diffusion !
modelling. The heat and mass transfer analogy is used to write the interfacial steam
diffusion mass flux. This model generally requires an iterative procedure for calculating
the interface temperature.
As system codes for nuclear safety analysis like Cathare are industrial codes with many
users, CPU cost must be also considered and some compromise between modeling
choices and code efficiency is necessary. In this frame, a first attempt to simplify the
modelling and the solution procedure for mass diffusion effects was proposed [6],but
the data base for validation had to be extended. The present work presents a new set of
simplifications with an extensive validation which includes direct contact condensation i
data (Cosi data [3]) and film condensation data (data of Nagasaka [7], data of Siddique
[8]), with nitrogen / steam, air / steam, and Helium / steam.

.
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THE CATHARE CODE

The Cathare code 1-D module uses the 2-fluid model with a mass momentum
and energy equation for each phase. Mass balance equations may be added for each
noncondensable gas. Closure terms related to condensation concern mainly mass and
energy bale.nce equations.

Mass balance equations:

3
A "OtE + ban paV =AFo

BZ

A 'E' + A a tpt,V _ _ 71
Bt BZ

" + An pox,Vo _ g"E oA
. Bt BZ

Enegy equations:
,

'E' "R ^"'E''"* bA + - Autat BZ Bt
''

= A(Qin -PHrt)+ X4wL - AG PLVgL o

a p Hm + ban po ohm _ g &
V BPaA

& BZ

= .A(Qio + FH v) + xqwo - An poVog7 a

An energy balance through the interface gives:

E = - riim = 9 *' ~ 9" ~ 9' (1)
A Hyti

with: Hm = Hg +

Qm = A qio = A h (T -Tu)i i jo i

Qin = A qrt = A hrL(T -T )3 i 3 t

F : interfacial steam flux per unit volume

Qio (QIt ): interface to gas (interface to liquid ) heat flux per unit volume

qto (qrt ): interface to gas (interface to liquid ) heat flux

qwi wall to interface heat flux (heat flux used for boiling or for condensation)

The closure laws are presented in [9].
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MODELING OF CONDENSATION

The noverninsr consti:iitive laws

According to eq.1, the condensation rate may be controled by interfacial heat
fluxes 410 and 9tL , and by a wall to interface heat flux qwi which is necessary for
starting condensation in case of superheated steam and subcooled wall as it was
necessary for subcooled boiling. In direct contact condensation, only interfacial heat
fluxes play a role and qit s the governing term. When condensation is due to heati
release from a wall, one can write in steady state conditions:

|9w| = -9wL = 9tt = rh,,,,Hvt. -910

or, using quantities adapted to the codensation case:

qw,a = qtw = qa, = rhw yt +qorH

9 GI * 1 10

In the Cathare Version 1.3 Rev5, The Shah [10] model was used. However, it is not
valid for high quality flows and the Chen model [5] was found more appropriate [4] for
pure film condensation conditions. It uses a combination of three heat transfer
correlations:

forlaminar wavy regime:

Nu = A--
= 0.823 Reg 22 (2a)

tt8)

for fully turbulent regime:

e 8%
Nu =I 1 = 0.00402 Ref'Pr[" (2b)

A(E>L

for high interfacial shear stress regime:

Nu = 0.036Pr[" t[N with t' = T' q (2c)
PL(EV 7L

And: qw = h(Tw -T,,,)

This formulation includes a film momentum balance which eliminates the film
thickness S . This allows to predict the correct film thermal resistance even if the 2-t
Fluid model does not predict a correct Sr. Both Shah and Chen correlations were
developed for steam water conditions without presence of noncondensable gas. Only
the total heat flux is given and the effect of a hypothetical steam superheating is not
described. The separation between the contributions to steam cooling, condensation
and liquid cooling can be done as follows:

qtw = 2h(T,-Tw) qit = 2h(T -T )i t
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with: T = T.(Py) for a pure cteam gas phase.i i
This choice tilews to predict a liquid temperature being the average of the wall and
interface temperatures. Another heat transfer coefficient must be used for gar for
superheated steamconditions. It also gives the possibility to use the same liquid to

..'- interface heat transfer coefficient in direct contact condensation without wall cooling.
This is the method used for implementing the Chen correlation in the code. A similar -

) approach was used for the Shah correlation.
'

Effects of non condensable gases.

: The mass transfer through the diffusion layer near the interface must be modelled. In
; turbulent forced convection conditions, only the use of heat and mass transfer analogy

is p]ossible. But, depending on the authors, it may be used in different ways. From Bird[12 theory of film, the mass balance at the interface writes:-

BYV

Jy = D ,,co By + JyYy
.

This can be put into different forms giving different Sherwood number definitions. If
; written with mass quantities rather than molar,

I 'dX '- a. (3)sw =-D,,poEn L k /I
|

j the following Sherwood number is defined:

1 X,'i - X"1

(4)1 sw = D,, posh, Da X,,i
|

| Ifintegrated over a laminar diffusion layer of thickness Su,

| y=D,,c,[Y,,i '

o
y

j Su ( Y, j
!

! the Sherwood number is then defined as:

i

Sh = b => s '#'" "''w= Shin (5)
bu Du <Y>a

.,

;
The definition of eq. 5 is used by Kageyama [12] whereas the form of eq. 4 was
recommended by Vernier [13] for turbulent forced convection and is used by Siddique'

,

i.
[14,15]. Eq 4 will also be used in W8 work with a classical correction factor for |

'

boundary layer suction effects: Sh = 03 Sho j
1

"

0, = In(1+ R) with R = X, -X.,i.

j R X,,i
i
,

I X"'Then:sw = D,, posh in (6)
Da X,

.
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.

Or q,,,, = rh,,,,aHvi, = D,,po Shbn ''i (7)
Du X,

and: . Sh = C Reb Sc'o (8)

Now eq.1 and 7 must be solved iteratively to find Tr.

Simnlifyine nhvcical acenmntinne z

|

(a)- - q1o will be considered as negligible compared to qit in eq 1 when
calculating TI.Then: .

t

qtt = h (T -T ) = q,,,4 (9)it i t

(b) - the gas is considered as an ideal gas mixture when calculating T1

Eq 7 and 9 can be plotted as heat flux functions of T (See Fig 1). The intersection ofi
the two functions gives the solution.

(c) - got will be simply calculated, without boudary layer suction effect as:

'

go = hoi (To -T.,(Py)]

Taking Tsat nstead of T simplifies the calculation pmcedure and is not so bad as thisi i ,

term pit ys only a significant role on total heat transfer for very high gas superheating.

Simnlified solution oroceAne t

(d) - Eq. 7 is approximated by a linear function of Ti:

qa = 9'i[T,(Pv)-T ] (13)

The intersection of eq.9 and 10 gives: ;

(T,(Pv)-T ) (11)
'

qw =qit= t
1+hr 1

,

"

T = To + * h (12)i
1+ I .

where the denominator gives the only correction factor to the pure steam formulation of
qtt.

The first approximation to determine 9' is derived from a linearization of eq.7:

9'i,i = **"[d (13)gp
A J Teat (Pv) ;

'
This is illustrated in fig.1 and was test:d in [6].Further iterations are possible to
approach the exact solution:

|
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q,,,,(T ,3)i
9's.pi = T,(Py)-T (14)

ia _

qcond(TI) is calculated using eq.7 with:

X, = - V ;Yy= ;Py,i = P,,(T )i_y

Then calculations will be performed with successive levels of approximations for Tg and
qw: Ty and qwj

'!he zemth order approximation is by definition:

Ty,o = Tsat(Py)'

; Once of several nnncontienenble ances

. When several noncondensable gases are present in the gas phase, the model may still be
; used. A mass balance equation is written for each noncondensable gas component. As
'

for closure laws related to condensation and mass diffusion effects, the mixture of all
noncondensable gas can be considered as an equivalent gas the properties of which are: i

,

k

l X,,,, = [ X, = 1 - X, |
n-i -

_ n.eq
; n..q k i[y"|

n=1 n,

1

! k |
i [Y, i

| D ,,, = " " 'yo

[ D,
"

s

| n-i

Each binary diffusivity Dvn is calculated using the Fuller et al model (See Reid [16])

Imnlementation in the Cathare code;
,

The closure laws defined here above are used according to the following logic:

Equation 1 is used in every case for expressing the interfacial mass flux as function of
the interfacial heat fluxes and wall to interface heat flux:

,

-1- when a > 1-10-5 and Tw < Tsat(Pv)

This case corresponds to the beginning of thefilm condensation process. qwt and qtt
|

cannot be used as there may not be any liquid present yet. '

,

'

Qwt = 9u = 0

2227
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1+ N/.,(T,(Pv)-Te]
~

9wi =

901 = har(To -T,(Py))

-2- when a < 1-10-5 and Tw < Tas:(Pv)

This case corresponds to an establishedfilm condensation where the convective and
condensation heat fluxes (qai and rhwHyt) are first passing from interface to liquid
then from liquid to wall.

9wi = 0

qwt = 2h%(Tw -T )
i

t

" , [T (Pv)-T )9n = t

1+2 N
,

9ci = hor [To -T,(Py))
i

As was mentioned above, the Shah correlation may be used for lower quality flows (X i

< 0.8) instead of Chen correlation which can only be used for pure annular flows. The
exact criterion for using these two correlations must still be dermed.

-3-Direct contact condensation

There is not any wall heat flux. Then:

9wi = 9wt = 9wo = 0

9ai = hot (To -T (Py))

h
T,(W)-T )9:L= t

1+h .
i

|

where: ;

h = 2 hchen for annular flows
i

h uses specific correlations [2] for stratified flows

h = 2 hsh h for other flow patterns

|

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
i

Data of SIMinac ;
'

The experimental apparatus consists of an open cooling water circuit and an
open noncondensable gas / steam loop with a boiler and the test section. The gas mixture

_

3;
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flows downwards in a vertical stainless steel tube,2.54m in length, with a 46.mm inner
diameter and a 50.8 outer diameter. A 62.7 mm inside di: meter concentric pipe
surrounds the condenser tube and the cooling water flows upwards through the annulus.
The selected test conditions for assessment are presented in Table 1 for air-steam tests
and table 2 for helium-steam tests. Measurements comprise cooling water temperatures
along the annulus, inner wall temperatures and centerline temperatures along the
condenser tube. The heat flux through the condenser tube wall is determined from the
gradient of the cooling water axial temperature profile. The local slope of the
temperature profile was determined from a least square polynomial fit. Local curve
fitted values of the condenser tube inside wall were also detemuned.
Calculation are performed with the inside wall temperature as boundary conditions. The
downstream pressure, inlet gas temperature, flowrate and noncondensable mass fraction
are also imposed. This procedure is the most precise for c ualifying the heat transfer
modeling for film condensation as it is not affected by possiile errors in the predictions
of the other thermal resistances, within the tube wall and from wall to cooling fluid. It
gives also the possibility to compare the local heat flux with experiment. *

Data of Naanuka
The experimental facility (gravity Driven Integral Full Height Test for Passive heat
Removal), which belongs to the Toshiba corporation, investigates the film condensation
in tubes with nitrogen in order to determine the design criteria of an Isolation
Condenser for a Simplified Boiling Water Reactor. It consists of three vertical tubes
(2.4m in length, 45.7mm inner diameter and 51mm outer diameter) located in a water
pool kept at 373K. A saturated steam-nitrogen mixture flows downwards in steady state
conditions with a steam flow of 30.g/s at 0.3 Mpa.
Calculation are performed with the cooling fluid temperature (373 K) as boundary
conditions. The downstream pressure, inlet gas temperature, flowrate and
noncondensable mass fraction are also imposed. This procedure is not so precise for
qualifying the heat transfer modeling for film condensation as it is affected by possible
errors m the predictions of the heat transfer coefficient from wall to cooling fluid. The
calculations presented here used a simple uniform heat transfer coefficiert from wall to
cooling fluid of 4000 W/m2/K.

Data of the Cosi exoeriment
The Cosi loop is a test facility to investigate direct contact condensation at ECC
injections in a cold leg of a Pressurized Water reactor. The test section simulates a cold
leg by a 118mm inner diameter horizontal pipe. A boiler provides steam and all types of
ECCS are simulated. The downcomer is simulated by a vertical pipe connected to the
cold leg and a water tank provided with a level regulation. A break is located
downstream of the junction with the downcomer simulator to discharge the non
condensed steam.A few tests were performed with addition of some nitrogen upstream
of the test section (Table 4). Steady state tests are performed at about P = 2 MPa with an
injected liquid flowrate QL,inj of 0.2kg/s and measurements allow to determine the total
condensed steam flowrate in the system Qcond. The flow is stratified in the test section
and interfacial heat transfer coefficients were derived in pure steam condition taking
into account the local increased turbulence due to the injection jet.
Calculations are performed with imposed inlet gas and liquid flowrates, gas and liquid
temperatures, noncondensable mass fraction and downstream pressure.

CALCULATION RESULTS

Film condenution

One can first notice (see fig 2) that the heat flux is generally underestimated at,

I the top of the test section and overestimated at the bottom end. The entrance effects
mentioned by Siddique are here neglected and this can explain the error at the top.
Moreover the inside wall temperature data are fitted as well as the heat flux profile and
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all fitting techniques are not so accurate for extreme points. It seems that at the bottom
end, the two fittings are not consistent, the slope of the wall temperature suggesting a

' high h:at flux whereas the heat flux is low. Sensitivity tests have shown that taking
entrance effects into account has not a strong effect on the total power exchanged.

The gas outlet temperature is generally slightly overestimated probably because
of assumption (c). However, the total effect of got remains negligible compared to qu
for all tests. Other local variables such as local condensation mass flux, steam saturation
temperature and local bulk noncondensable mass fraction are not compared as it seems
that the calculation of such quantities in the data report [8] may not be fully exact; the
power due to film cooling seems to be neglected, resulting in an overestimation of the
condensation.

The first approximation is not sufficiently accurate, but the second order
!approximations remams always very good compared to the exact solution of the

physically simplified model (Table 5). It gives about 1.5% error compared to the;

| solution with tenth order approximation and it' would be recommended for
implementation in the code.

;
.

| All calculations are performed with a Sherwood number definition derived from
Gilliland Nusselt number definition:

'
,

t

C = 0.023, r = 0.83, s = 0.44 |

Good results are obtained for all air-steam and nitrogen steam data (Fig 3,5 and Tables
1,3). A general overestimation of the heat flux is obtained for Helium-steam data (Fig 4 .

and Table 2). Helium tests reach very soon laminar Reynolds numbers. The laminat !

value of 4.0 was taken as a minimum Sherwood number. Some sensitivity tests to i

coefficients C, r and s should be performed. |

Direct contact condensation

The stratified flow Cosi tests are calculated using a different Sherwood number.
The constant C = 0.023 has been multiplied by 4. to obtain good results (Fig 6 and |

Table 4). This could be attributed to a more agitated interface which enhances turbulent :
'

mixin in the gas and increases the condensing surface resulting in a lower interfacial
mass ux and a lower resistance due to diffusion. ;

COXCLUSIONS
'

A modelling of noncondensable gases effects on condensation in pipes is
proposed which is applicable for both film condensation and direct contact
condensation in stratified flows.

.

Simplifying assumptions are applied to a classical heat and mass transfer !
ianalogy method. They concern both physical models and solution procedure,
i

From the physical assumptions, the liquid to interface and gas to interface heat |
fluxes can be written with temperature differences calculated at bulk conditions for

*

phase temperatures and bulk saturation reference temperature. Only the liquid to ;

interface heat transfer coefficient is modified by estimating an inte4 ace temperature f

which takes into account mass diffusion effects. Such assumptions are found reasonable
'

as long as steam superheating is not too high. i
,

' I
The simplified solution procedure avoids long iterative calculations, reducing i

CPU costs for the code, and the quality of predictions is not affected. j

!
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The validation d ta base includes three noncondensable gases, annular flows and
stratified flows, laminar and turbulent gas flows, direct contact condensation and wall
cooling conditions.

The predictions are reasonably Food for complex system codes like Cathare.
They could probably be improved by some adjustment of the Sherwood number !
correlation. |

,

Table 1: Data of Siddique
Air-Steam tests

Run To,i, P., Qa.in X .in Qiot.exp Qa. caln

*C bar n/s kW kW
AS1 100 1.07 2.72 .087 6.67 6.28

A-S 2 100 1.12 2.87 .146 6.72 6.26

A-S 3 100 1.16 2.99 .185 6.50 6.15

A-S 4 100 1.21 3.36 .244 6.25 6.24

A-S 5 100 1.27 3.58 .292 6.22 6.1I
A-S 6 100 1.32 3.78 .332 5.95 6.00

A-S 35 100 1.09 7.94 .114 14.22 15.35 !

A-S 36 100 1.13 8.79 .144 14.45 15.80

A-S 37 100 1.17 9.81 .189 14.51 15.70

A-S 38 100 1.23 10.1 .242 14.08 15.10

A-S 39 100 1.30 11.4 .299 14.03 14.40

A-S 40 100 1.36 12.3 .348 13.59 13.93

A-S 41 120 2.I1 9.37 .099 18.66 19.10

A-S 42 120 2.19 10.1 .149 18.38 18.65

A-S 43 120 2.28 10.5 .199 17.64 17.62'

A-S 44 120 2.37 11.0 .243 16.74 17.03
,

A-S 45 120 2.51 11.8 .306 15.92 16.06

i A-S 46 120 2.61 12.5 .344 15.90 15.80

A-S 47 140 3.78 9.83 .098 21.55 21.00.

A-S 4h 140 3.97 10.4 .154 20.59 19.70 1>

A-S 49 140 4.10 11.0 .1 % 19.70 19.40 l
1

i A S 50 140 4.32 11.7 .250 19.11 18.70

; A-S51 140 4.50 12.4 .296 18.80 18.13

A-S 52 140 4.78 13.4 .354 17.34 17.55i

Table 2: Data of Siddique
!'

Helium-Steam tests

Run Ta.in Poi Qo.in Xn.in Qw.exp Qiot. cat

'C bar n/s kW kW

H-S 12 102 1.18 5.25 .020 11.59 12.04

H-S 13 103 1.33 5.27 .041 11.00 11.86

H-S 14 1(M 1.43 5.45 .053 10.71 11.80=

H-S 15 104 1.56 6.01 .072 10.72 12.37

H-S 16 119 2.12 5.26 .021 10.86 12.57

H-S 17 120 2.50 5.49 .054 10.60 12.44

H-S 18 120 2.69 5.53 .073 10.03 11.92

H-S 19 120 2.91 5.53 .093 9.12 _ I1.45

H-S 20 141 3.93 5.77 .016 13.51 14.35

H-S 21 141 4.31 5.88 .038 12.88 14.27

H-S22 141 4.58 5.% .054 12.51 13.80
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Tcble 3: data of Nagasaka

Run P. Q,,in Y ,i, X,,i, Q,,,, Q ,, i
bar n/s kW kW

l 3.0 30. O. O. 65.0 68.4
2 3.0 30. .01 .016 62.5 61.2
3 3.0 30. 02 .031 59.0 58.0
4 3.0 30. .05 .076 52.5 51.8
5 3.0 30. .10 .147 38.5 44.8

Table 4: Cosi experiment data

Run P. Qo,i, Qw X,,i, Q a,op Q na,oi I
bar ds ds ds ds

1 23.3 170. 200. O. 83. 84.
i

2 21.8 180. 199. .094 72. 67. l

3 20.5 217. 198. .249 59. 58.
4 22.0 238. 199. .319 57. 56.

Table 5: Effect oflevel of approximation
Siddique data and Nagasaka data

Run Qu,op Q go Qal.2 Qau Qat.0
kW kW kW kW kW

A-S 41 18.66 19.10 19.40 20.9 21.3
A-S 42 18.38 18.65 19.03 21.0 21.8
A-S 43 17.64 17.62 17.99 20.2 21.3
A-S 44 16.74 17.03 17.34 19.8 21.1
A-S 45 15.92 16.06 16.35 19.0 20.7
A-S 46 15.90 15.80 16.13 18.9 20.8

Run Qw,up Qau0 Qat.2 Qau Qal.0
'

d kW kW kW kW kW
l 65.0 68.4 68.4 68.4 68.4
2 62.5 61.2 62.0 64.3 67.1
3 59.0 58.0 58.8 61.5 65.9
4 52.5 51.8 52.4 55.4 62.1
5 38.5 44.8 45.2 48.1 56.3

'

NOMENCLATURE

2A Tube cross section area (m )
Ai Interfacial area per unit volume (m-1)
c molar density (mols/m3)
Dvn mass diffusivity (m2/3)
Du hydraulic diameter
g gravity constant (m/s2)
H specific enthalpy (J/kg)
HT Specific total enthalpy (J/kg)
Hyn latent heat (J/kg)
h heat transfer coefficient (J/m/s)
J molar flux (mole /s/m2)
th interfacial condensation mass flux (kg/m )2e

2232
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Nu Nusselt number
P Pressure
Pr Prandtl number .
Py Bulk steam partial pressure

Q heat flux per unit volume (W/m3)
Qo gas mixture mass flowrate (kg/s)

2q heat flux (W/m )
Re Reynolds number
Sc Schmidt number
Sh Sherwood number
Sn Source term of noncor.densable gas
t time
X mass fraction
Y molar fraction
Z tube abcissa

a void fraction
G interfacial mass flux per unit volume (kg/m3/s)

density (kg/m3)r
I heat conductivity (W/m/K)
m dynamic viscosity (kg/nVs)

2(m /s)n kinematic viscosity
~c heating (or friction) perimeter (m)
q correction coefficient for mass transfer
t* non dimensional friction

Subscripts
f film
I relative to interface
G relative to the gas mixture or gas phase
K relative to phase K
L relative to liquid phase
V relative to vapour
W relative to inside wall

relative to noncondensable gasesn
eq equivalent
exp experiment value
cal calculated value
cond relative to condensate
inj injection
in relative to pipe inlet
out relative to pipe outlet
sat at saturation conditions
,1 ~ first approximation
J j th approximation
Note that bulk condition variables have no specific subscript as they correspond to
averaged variables of the 1-D 2-Fluid model'
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INJECT and the Modeling of
Waste Recycling Processes

Eric J. Gracyalny
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'

Madison, WI 53706

Abstract

Enhancements were performed to the computer model CORCON to allow for more general
energy and transport processes, thus creating a general equilibrium, chemistry tool for a lig-
uid pool with fluid injection. The summation of these model modifications am referred to as
INJECT. It is believed that with these enhancements, INJECT becomes a useful tool to study
waste management technologies and materials processing. A demonstration of such was per-
formed with a simulation of pyrolysis and materials extmction ofion exchange resins pmduced
by pressurized water mactors. A 5 kg pool consisting of iron, carbon and alumina was injected
with CO and contaminated resin, commonly known as styrene. The injection rates variedfrom2

0.2 - 1.0 ;h; for the CO2 and 0.5 - 1.5 ;&; for the resin. Simulation results indicated that
the cesium and zinc contaminants wen released as gases, cobalt would be in the metallic phase,
cerium umained in the oxidic phase and manganese was found in both the oxidic and metallic
phases.

'

Introduction

With the substantialincrease of environmental concerns, numerous reprocessing techniques
! and recycling technologies have been introduced to minimize the volume of radioactive waste

streams For several of these proposed processes, no comprehensive hydrodynamic and chemical
models exists that will predict the responses of these techniques under expected operating
conditions. The current research was aimed at developing a tool that can perform simulations
for a multitude of chemical engineering processes. This new model, INJECT [1], is a superset of
CORCON [2]in that it can perform any simulation that is within CORCON capabilities, namely
molten pool ablation of surroundings, plus an entirely new set of simulations of condensed phase
mass and energy processes involved in nuclear and chemical processing.

The specific enhancements made to produce INJECT lie in the areas of 1) an enhanced
energy generation model for fission products that includes decay heat tables consistent with
spent fuel; 2) a volatilization modelin which volatilized fission products will now remove the
appropriate amount of decay heat; 3) a more robust form of mass addition at the bottom

2240
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of the pool that can vary with time and contain oxides, metals and/or gases; 4) a modified |i

heat transfer model for energy leaving the molten pool to the crucible. A vastly improved and
simplified process to add species to the database is also introduced and is similar to that seen in

i SOLGASMIX [3]. At the core of these models is a model of a molten pool where hydrodynamic
mixing due to gas, liquid and/or solid injection determines the mixing processes for the chemical;

j reactions or the energy transferred. The summation of these improvements is contained in
j a computer model which can study several possible phenomena. These phenomena include,

but are not limited to, molten core-concrete interactions, catalytic extraction, steelmaking,i

reprocessing of mixed chemical / radioactive waste, and simple equilibrium chemistry problems.
Of current interest is the catalytic extraction process being proposed by waste recycle in-

dustries (4]. This process could potentially be used to minimize waste streams ranging from
pesticides, municipal waste and mixed chemical and radioactive waste from military or com-
mercial fuel cycle systems. As a demonstration of the ability of INJECT, a simulation was
performed on the catalytic extraction of radioactively contaminated ion exchange resins. The,

I goal of this research is to successfully partition the contaminants into one of three phases (oxide,
metal, gas)in a form that is easily separable from the product. This simulation was motivated
by experiments in progress in association with radioactive waste reprocessing at Oak Ridge:

; ' National Laboratory, Scientific Ecology Group and Molten Metal Technology, Inc.
4

| CORCON Models
i

.

.I

'f
CORCON. Mod 2 was originally developed by Cole et al at Sandia National Laboratories (2) I

as an improvement to the CORCON. Modi [5] model used to model the molten core-concrete
interaction process (MCCI). The purpose of this section is to provide a review of the nodels,

| present in CORCON.UW, which is a superset of CORCON. Mod 2 that has been developed at
; the University of Wisconsin for reactor safety applications [6]. There are four major system
i components to be specified in a CORCON simulatior.; debris pool, surroundings, concrete

| (crucible) and atmosphere. The debris poolis the system that has undergone the majority of
the enhancements through our research and will be described here.

The debris poolin the MCCI consists of the molten materials that result frora a meltdown in

j a severe accident at a nuclear power plant. The melted reactor core, cladding material, control ,

'

i material and structural materials which have accumulated as the result of a severe accident can
be modeled by CORCON in the debris pool. The debris pool could consist of five layers. In an'

i unmixed geometry, the possible configuration is a heavy oxide layer, a metal layer and a light
oxide layer, if conditions are right these layers will mix hydrodynamically due to cas injection'

into the pool from concrete decomposition. When this occurs they will form either a heavyi

oxide-metal mixed layer or a light oxide-metal mixed layer. The threshold of mixing these layersj

is based upon experiments and associated models resulting in a correlation proposed by Casas

[7].

J

,

f
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Layer Stratification

Mixing was not modeled in the original CORCON, but the logic was included for the pool
configuration to contain mixed layers given appropriate models. Casas [7] expanded on the
experimental data for immiscible liquid layer mixing by gas injection collected by Gonzalez and
developed a model, and implemented a mixing correlation. Casas' mixing correlation is based
on experimental data for a liquid pool depth up to 40 cm. It was decided not to include the
effect of pool depth on mixing, because the effect was found to be weak and the data was not
comprehensive enough to allow for partially mixed layer configurations.

Casas assumes that the layer exists in one of two states, fully mixed or not mixed at all.
There is no partial mixing of the layers, and the logic is as follows:

e The characteristic velocity is calculated from |

|

Ich(Ph - PI)9 |
Ech = | (I) I

\ P! )

. If Vca < 0.159, then the liquids can fully mix in the bubbly regime. If Vcr is greater than
this, mixing will occur only in the churn-turbulent regime.

. For bubbly flow conditions, there is a check to see if the layers were mixed in the previous
time step. If the layers were mixed, there is a check for segregation. Segregation occurs
when the superficial gas velocity is lower than the velocity for the onset of entrainment
and mixing, j, < jj' where

jj' = 0.0751 Vca - 0.00271. (2)

If the layers were not mixed in the previous time step, mixing is checked. The test for
mixing is when the superficial gas velocity is greater than the velocity for fully mixed
layers, j, 2 jf" where

j[" = 0.2121 VcA - 0.01131. (3)

e In the churn turbulent region, Casas never observed complete mixing for the materials he
used at a mixing height of 40 cm as the arbitrary limit for the fully mixed state. Casas
developed a correlation for mixing height based on the superficial gas velocity

e = 0.76j, - 11.37. (4)

The maximum mixed layer thickness attained in the churn turbulent region was 20 cm.
For this height and a value of e = 0, we can calculate values of j, and then use Equation 2
and Equation 3 to get values for j|' and jf". In this case, the same logic can be applied
as in bubbly flow.
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Chernistry

CORCON performs an equilibrium chemistry calculation every time step for every layer
,

present in the pool at that time step given an incoming mass flow. The method utilized for ]
these calculations is a first order minimization of Gibbs free energy subject to mass conserva-
tion and non-negativity constraints based upon the method of Van Zeggeren and Storey [8).

~ Thermochemical data for the species considered can be found in a variety of sources [9,10).
The original CORCON program distributed by Sandia only contemplated metal / gas reac-

tions in the chemistry package due to the characteristics of a severe accident phenomena. In
such an event, the core materials consist primarily of the chemically stable oxides UO , Zr0 .2 2

The eroded reactor vessel is composed of steel, which contains the metallic elements iron, nickel
and chromium. The ablating concrete consists of a variety of oxides, carbon dioxide, water va-
por, and possibly some metallic rebar. Given the above circumstances, the gases released from
the concrete will preferentially oxidize the available metals, while the existing oxides remain in
their current state. The original CORCON contained only 38 chemical species.

Norkus initiated the introduction of several new species into CORCON [11), a process that
has cc,ntinued to the present day, bringing the total number of chemical species considered
to over 230 (Table 1). With modifications made to the data structure during this work, this
number can easily be increased based on the particular chemical process considered.

An area of concern is with the accuracy of the computational model utilized. When selecting
a computer model to compute the chemical equilibrium calculations, two requirements were
placed upon its performance. These are that highly accurate solutions are not required, however
accurate stoichiometry is required. The first requirement implies that computational speed and
the lack of high quality initial guesses have more priority than accuracy. Accurate stoichiometry
essentially means that there is conservation of mass. In the original study of the computational
method utilized (12] in CORCON. Mod 2, the model satisfied stoichiometric constraints up to

81 part in 10 , but was not very accurate for trace species at smaller concentrations. ' Trace
species' as used here is on the order of parts per billion.

Energy Generation

Molten core-concrete interactions are driven by the heat generated in the pool due to ra-
dioactive decay and the chemical reactions as discussed above. In CORCON, there exists two
options for describing the internal heat generation process. One option is for a user to input
a power history to determine the energy deposited to the oxidic and/or metallic phases of the
melt. This is most applicable in the modeling of experiments such as ACE, MACE, or the
SURC tests where the experiments are run with a known power for the entire test phase (13).

The second method for providing an internal power source is by using a model that describes
the generation of decay heat in the melt pool. The user inputs the core size, core operating
power and the retention factors for fission products. The initial pool fission product inventory
is determined from the core size, the given operating power, and multiplied by a given retention
:ictor for each element in the melt. The retention factors account for the loss of the more
volatile species early in the accident sequence. The mass of the decay heat contributor is then

2243
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multiplied by its specific decay heat concentration in order to determine energy ger cration. .

;

j

INJECT Models
fIt is not feasible for us to describe in detail all of the enhancements made to produce

INJECT. Therefore, only the conceptual picture will be described below. For a detailed ex- ;

amination of the models and methods used in INJECT the reader is encouraged to review the

INJECT user manual [14). This manualis also available online via the World Wide Web at
http://tra is4.neep.wisc.edu/IISRC/inj ect/.

.

Chemistry
"

Although no modifications were made to the chemistry model from Norkus' previous work,
one restriction regarding the application of INJECT towards general chemical systems should ,

be noted. That restriction is that the time constant for chemical equilibrium should be less
*

than the time constant for bubble transport. In addition, a time step in INJECT should be
greater than the time it takes for the gas bubbles to pass through a layer to invoke chemical;;

i equilibrium in that layer. This is seen in
I

Af > rBu66te > TE, it (5)'

li (6)
j rs 65i, = g

| where t is the layer thickness and U is the bubble rise velocity. The reason behind this

! restriction is clear. The gas bubbles passing through the layer are the driving potential for the

! hydrodynamic stirring and associated chemical reaction. If these bubbles are not allowed to

} be well reacted with the layer, misleading simulations can result. For many of these condensed
phase systems we consider the INJECT time-step is no smaller than about 10 seconds, while:

| the gas bubble transport time is on the order of a second compared to a small fraction of a

j second for the time constant for chemical equilibrium.

I

' Energy Generation
:

Several improvements were made to the energy generation model. A new ORIGEN [15] cal-
culation was performed utilizing more recent cross section libraries to generate initial radionu- .;

'clide compositions and associated decay power for the fission products. The crude volatilization:

model of the halogen and alkali metals were removed. The pseudo-fission product species were
| removed and replaced by individual fission product elements. Volatilization and aerosol genera-
; tion of any fission product now removes energy from the pool, as opposed to the original model

where only the volatilized 31kall metals and halogens removed energy. Finally, the possibility
was included for heat to be added to the system by both decay heat and external heating in ,

the form of oxidic or metallic phase energy deposition.;

One of the original intents for developing INJECT was to study the feasibility of reprocessing,

i spent fuel by the removal of fission products through volatilization. This process was to be
,

!

!
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assisted by the heat generation of the spent fuel itself. Since a vast quantity of spent fuel has '

been around for a period greater than ten years, the energy generated by spent fuel of that age
was ofinterest. The empirical tables of heat generation, which were implemented in CORCON
only extend out to a period of 10 days after final discharge from the reactor [16). Hence tb~e
was a need to perform a new calculation of initial concentrations and decay heat associated
with aging spent fuel. The empirical tables of heat generation now extend to 20 years after
final discharge from the reactor. |

|

Mass Addition

CORCON was limited in its mass addition abilities in that the composition of the incoming
flow was constant over the duration of the simulation and had to be composed of materials j
found in concrete. CORCON would compute unreasonable results if non-concrete materials '

were added, especially gases. Therefore a new mass feed model was developed to provide
INJECT with the needed flexibility.

During the mass addition sequence, several parameters vital to INJECT operation are in-
corporated. One is that the wall temperature, or the interface temperature between the pool
and the crucible, is allowed to vary depending upon calculations performed during the previous
time-steps energy balance. In order to calculate energy loss from the system to the boundaries,
a user supplied heat transfer coefficient is required. Also included specifically for materialin-
jection is the definition of the mass flow and mass fraction of the injected phases. Both of the
parameters above may vary with time. Not knowing exactly how these parameters might vary, .

two interpolation schemes were included to suit the user's needs. One is a step function from
one table point to the next and the other is simple linear interpolation. All above mentioned
parameters undergo this interpolation.

Vaporization Model

Experience with operating INJECT led to an obvious shortcoming when it came to vaporiz-
ing volatile chemical species. The original authors of CORCON realized this and incorporated |
a simplistic exponential volatilization model for only certain fission products. This method was
not very robust and has been replaced by an equally transparent, but more robust, vaporization
model.-

In this model, chemical equilibrium is achieved in the normal way, after which a check is
made to see if any of the products should in reality be gases at a given temperature and pressure.
if such a species is identified and a matching gaseous species exists, the mass of the species that,

would normally have been in the condensed phase is added to the that of the gaseous phase
and the latent heat of vaporization is extracted from the poollayer.

As an example, cesium has a boiling temperature of 950 'K at atmospheric pressure. In a
system of only cesium at a temperature of 1000 'K, the results of the chemistry equilibrium
routine would indicate products of both gaseous cesium (expected) and metallic cesium (unex-
pected). The vaporization model in INJECT redirects the mass of the metallic cesium to that
of gaseous cesium as should be expected with the associated energy transport. This is allowable
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because the properties of both species are identical at temperatures above 950 'K.

INJECT Uses

Possible Uses !

There are a number of real world phenomena that INJECT can be applied to. Firstis
the molten pool ablation of surroundings (MCCI). Since INJECT is a superset of CORCON,
INJECT can perform MCCI simulations as CORCON does. The results will be the same with
the exception of some minor output format differences. Modern steelmaking has a similar mass
transfer mechanism as the MCCI. In steelmaking a fiux of gas and scrap metals are added to
a metallic converter. This converter becomes the steel, while a slag layer and off gases are the
byproducts. This layered phenomena is ideal for INJECT to model. INJECT can be used as a
simple chemistry box,i.e. given some reactants, what are the products at t = co. Essentially a
model similar SOLGASMIX [3], but one that has mass flows which can vary with time. Finally,
INJECT was created with the intent to study reprocessing technologies. One such technology
is the Catalytic Extraction Process (CEP) [4].

The CEP is a waste recycle and minimization technology first originated and being developed
by Molten Metal Technology [4]. It takes a page from steelmaking in that wastes are added to
a metal poolin which the waste decomposes into its constituent elements or simpler chemical
species by oxidation / reduction reactions within a large molten metal pool (i.e., equilibrium
chemistry). Vitreous products and off-gases are generated as a byproduct. The CEP could be
used to minimize municipal waste, mixed waste, nuclear waste, or, as in the the demonstration
below, low level waste in ion exchange resins from commercial nuclear power plants.

The reasons INJECT can be applied to a technology such as catalytic extraction are nu-
merous. The mass transfer mechanisms are very similar. Arbitrary materials are fed into a
metallic bath giving rise to chemical oxidation / reduction reactions and gas release. The IN-
JECT chemistry species database can be easily adjusted to consider new materials as needed.
IIcat transfer la the CEP system should be nearly identical to that of MCCI. The only area
in which INJECT needs improvement in simulating the CEP is in determination of the pool
melting temperatures. Its current assumption is that the primary constituents of the melt
would be iron, chromium and nickel in the metallic phase and urania, zirconia and molten
calcite / siliceous slag in the oxidic phase. For this eventuality INJECT allows the user to input
expected solidus and liquidus temperatures of the various phases.

INJECT Simulation of the CEP ufIon Exchange Resin

Pressurized water reactor power plants in the United States generate roughly 8000 tons of
radioactively contaminated ion exchange resin annually. The primary radionuclides present in
this resin are as listed in Table 2. These elements are generally found in an oxidic form. The
resin itself is Calls, commonly known as styrene.

An INJECT simulation of the CEP of the ion exchange resin was performed. The primary
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objective of the simulation was to note how the radionuclides were partitioned after the process
was finished. Ideally the radionuclides might be contained in the oxidic phase, however some
of the isotopes are released in the off-gas stream. This simulation is the beginning step of a
chemical reactor design to maximize retention of contaminants in the condensed phase.

Parameters ofinterest to this simulation are the initial pool masses, initial pool temperature,
incoming feeds and flow rates and the heat added to the pool. The poolinitially contained 4.6
kg of iron,0.5 kg of Al 0 and 0.1 kg of carbon at a temperature of 1500 'C. There were four2 3
injection strategies considered.

e 0.2 & of CO2 and 0.5 & of resin (Lo-Lo).

e 0.2 & of CO and 1.5 g of resin (Lo-lli).2

e 1.0 6 of CO2 and 0.5 & of resin (Ili-Lo).

1.0 & of CO and 1.5 & of resin (lli-IIi).2

About 9 kW of heat is added to the melt to maintain the temperature at steady-state conditions.
A note should be made in that the resin was modeled by CII, as styrene is not present in the
species database. This was done because CII was already in the current database and st,rene
would naturally decompose to CII compounds quite quickly. The total molar amount of the
resin injected remains identical.

The results from the simulations are summarized in Figures 2 - 5. These figures demonstrate
the effect the injection rates of the resin and CO gas have upon the final partitioning of the2

isotopes. As can be seen, the isotopes are predominately in one phase (metal, oxide, gas) or the
other with the exception of manganese. Zinc and cesium are generally found in the gaseous
phase, cobalt is metallic and cerium is in some oxidic state. None of these results are unexpected.
The fluctuation in manganese is due to the f act that the Gibbs free energy of Mn0 is about that
of carbon monoxide at these temperatures (Figure 6) and the temperature of each simulation
were slightly different from one another. Since carbon monoxide is a primary product of the
reaction, the equilibrium phase of the isotopes will be determined by whether or not the isotopes
free energy is greater (isotope is metallic) or lower (isotope is oxidic) than the free energy of
carbon monoxide. When comparing the INJECT results to the free energies in Figure 6 the
INJECT results appear very reasonable.

Another figure of merit for the simulations are the priinary off-gases (Figure 7). Over 99.99
percent of the gases released consist of hydrogen, water, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide.
Given the the Gibbs free energies seen in Figure 6, one would suspect much lower water vapor
release than seen in the simulation results. This difference is due to the fact that Figure 6
does not incorporate considerations for the partial pressures of the available gases. The effect
of variable partial pressure ratios is to rotate the equilibrium curve of a species about some
axis. In the case of II 0 in this simulation, the curve is lowered due to the high g fraction of2

4about 10 . The actual free energy of water vapor is the adjusted value seen in Figure 6. Given
this adjusted free energy, the off-gases released during the simulation appear quite reasonable.

On the whole, the INJECT simulation results are quite good. A more detailed and quanti-
tative comparison could be performed in the future when Molten Metal Technology performs
experiments under a given set of conditions.
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Conclusions

The goal of this work was to develop a computer model to study a variety of energy / chemical
reaction simulations when a molten metal / oxide pool is stirred by gas injection with associated
liquid or solid injection. This was accomplished by modifying the existing model CORCON
in areas of pool hydrodynamics, energy generation, mass addition, and heat loss. The newly
created modelis called INJECT due to the analogy of the addition of materials (gaseous, liquid,
and solid) by injection into the bottom of a molten pool.

INJECT can be used to simulate molten core-concrete interactions, steelmaking, catalytic
extraction or any process involving molten pools undergoing material injection. INJECT is
ideally suited to study reprocessing of nuclear waste streams given its extensive database of
both chemical species found in nuclear systems and nuclear decay heat models associated with
spent fuel. INJECT is also suited to predict the effects the catalytic extraction process has upon
waste streams as was demonstrated earlier. Catalytic extraction is an exciting new technology
that could address a great number of waste problems facing this country.

Further enhancements to INJECT are currently be considered. INJECT will be updated
with heat transfer models developed by Lee (17]. The removal of condensed species originally
conceived in CORCON, but never modeled, will be completed and enhanced to allow INJECT
to model continuous recycle processes. Species can be added to the database as the need arises.
An application of particular interest is to use INJECT to model an MCCI event that cannot
be handled by CORCON. In this phenomena, the MCCI occurs as normal, however coolant
is injected into the bottom of the molten pool at some specified rate while simultaneously
the concrete is eroded. This form of debris coolability is a unique concept that needs to be
investigated. Simulations of the Catalytic Extraction Process will also continue as a benchmark
for the reliability of INJECT.
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'" C 8 "*Isotope Compound , , ' , IIalf Life (s) , ,q

Ce"' Ce2O3 2.41E(-4) 2.85E(6) 8.59E(-12)
68Co coo 6.47E(-4) 6.16E(6) 7.05E(-11) ,

Co* coo 1.32E(-2) 1.66E(8) 1.65E(-8)
Cs237 CsO2 2.26E(-3) 9.47E(8) 2.60E(-8)
Cs234 CsO2 6.11E(-3) 6.47E(7) 4.69E(-9)
Mu64 MnO 4.58E(-3) 2.62E(7) 5.74E(-10)
Zn" ZnO 1.74E(-2} 2.11E(7) 2.11E(-9)

Table 2: Typical Ion Exchange Radioactive Contamita.nts
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ABSTRACT
In 1993 a R&D action, based on numerical simulations and experiments on PWR's upper head was initiated.
This paper presents the test facility TRAVERSIN (a scale model of a 900 MW PWR adapter) and the calculations
performed on the geometry of different upper head sections with the Thermalhydraulic Finite Element Code N3S
used for 2D and 3D computations.

The paper presents the method followed to bring the adapter and upper head study to a successful conclusion.
Two complementary approaches are performed to obtain global resul'.s on complete fluid flow in the upper head

"

and local results on the flow around the adapters of closure head. A validation test case of these experimental and
, numerical tools is also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of cracks detected in a number of vessel closure heads led EDF to undertake a program of studies
involving physical and numerical simulations. The one presented here is devoted to temperature evaluation inside
adapters of control rod drive penetrations where these cracks have been located.

,

The mean temperature of the fluid in the upper head region was estimated b" previous experimental studies
(1978) allowing a classification into cold upper bead and hot upper head plan.s, according to the amount of the

- flow rate of cold liquid injected under the closure through the nozzles located around the circumference.

Inside the adapters, the temperature may be different from this mean value because of the low flow
configuration : as a hole is bored through the upper part of the thermal sleeve separating the adapter from the
control rod drive, the two concentric channels on each side of the sleeve can communicate like a siphon (figure
1). The flow in these channels is driven by both hydraulic and thermal effects which have to be evaluated.

II. METHOD
Because of the difference between the closure head diameter (4 m) and the distance between the adapter and the
thermal sleeve (3 mm), a global numerical simulation is unrealisable. So, the study was divided into 2 parts
involving some numerical simulations with N3S code and a physical scale model.

The first part is a global approach of the flow into the closure head with 4 objects :
* to know the global flow in the upper head,.

* to determine if there are upward flow rates from the upper internal plenum to the upper head,
* to design the local scale model,
* and to have the incident velocity protile on peripheral adapters, which is a boundary condition of local

models.

The second part of the study is a local approach to determine the flow in the siphon. The hydraulic boundary
conditions of this siphon are given by two computations ar.J one scale model. The aim of the scale model is to-

validate the N33 code and the purpose of the numerical simulation is to calculate the both boundary conditions :
at the base of the adapter, on one side, and at the end of the thermal sleeve, on the other.

A further development of a ID numerical model (THERSIF) will determine the flow rate and the temperatures in
the siphon. The diagram given on figure 2 shows the links between the different approaches.

- III. THE N3S CODE
The FEM code N3S has been developed by the Research Branch of EDF for thermohydraulics studies in nuclear
engineering design [1], taking advantage of our experience on 3D finite difference codes. N35's development-
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starts in 1982 with the m:in fe:.ture of the use of unstructured m:shes for complex geometries modelliag. After
intensive testing required by EDF Quality Assurance policy, it is now available for use as a general purpose tool
which can be applied successfully to a wide variety ofincompressible laminar or trbulent flows with or without
heat transfer [1,2,3 and 4]. For code assessment, a wide range of computer progim validation is made under a -
Quality Assurance procedure for every main release of N35. Code rnults are compared with analytical solutions
when available or with literature experiments. In addition,internatanal numerical workshops provide further
validation cases (See [d), for example). |

Four steps are needed to perform a numerical study which will be briefly presented here. They are : the mesh
generation, the boundary condition prescription, the solution of the equations and the post-processing. Each step
use a particular program / tool, as follows.

,

1

For the meshing task, N3S uses the CAD softwares IDEAS" marketed by SDRC or SIMAIL marketed by '

) SIMULOG, specially the solid modeler for the geometry definition step and the finite element modeler for the i

unstructured mesh uneration [3].y

The pre-processor PREN3S checks the mesh and prescribes the boundary conditions and all the other data. !

N3S solves the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations for an unsteady incompressible flow with, as a i

standard choice, k-c turbulence model [4,5 and 6]. The time discretization is based on a fractional step method. J

At each time step the code solves successively :
an advection step, for the non-linear convection terms of the Navier-Stokes, k-c and eventually temperaturea

equations, by a characteristics method,
a diffusion step for the remaining part of the k and e equations : the finite element discretization leads toa

'

linear systems solved by a preconditioned conjugated gradient aigorithm,
+ a generalized Stokes problem for the velocity and the pressure, solved by a Chorin algorithm.

Assuming a logarithmic velocity profile, we use wall functions on the solid boundaries to compute the friction
shear stress at each time step.

For the post-processing task, either GRAFN3S or MPGS/EnSight (marketed by CEI inc.) can be used t these
two softwares are very well suited for CFD visualisations, All specific functionalities were developed according

; to EDF specifications. .

!

i Table I give the characteristics of the different meshes used to the numerical simulations. They use a Pl.isoP2

{ discretization on tetrahedra in 3D or triangles in 2D.

$ Name Couv.15' Couv. 4" TRAVERsIN MANCHETE

Dimension 3D 3D 3D 2D
J

Number of 84 000 207 000 116 000 12 000
velocity nodes

Table 1 : Characteristics of the differert numerical simulations.

i I

j IV, GLOBAL APPROACH ]
9

| Numericalmodel COUVERCLE 15*

! The first 3D computation named COUVERCLE-15* (mesh figure 3 left) takes into account a 15* upper head
i section with I inlet injection and 5 free. outlets. The obstacles (adapters, thermal sleeves and guide tubes) are not

i represented and this section is bounded by 2 assumed symmetry planes. The outlets are located between the

| housing plates and the thermal sleeves.
.

| Figure 4 shows the velocity profile of the walljet at the locstion of a peripheral adapters. With this profile and
j the flow rate calculated, we can design the scale model TRAVERSIN.

Numericalmodel COUVERCLE-45*

The disposition of guide tubes and spray nozzles in 900 MW CPY upper heads allows to model only 1/8* of the
3 domain, with rwo symmetry planes. This 3D computation named COUVERCLE-45' (mesh figure 3 right) is more
j accurate than the previous one because the geometry is symmetrical and all guide tubes are represented. There are

three peripheral nozzles where the inlet flow is prescribed. Outiets are located inside the 13 guide tubes and their
boundary conditions are normal stresses calculated with pressures measured in a previous experimental study

,

<

(1978) and including the pressere drops of the housing plates. This boundary condition allows to obtain the flow
! rate in each guide tube as a result.
I So this model gives a good representation of the global flow in the upper head, as it can be seen on the figure 5.

This result allows us to obtain a better incident velocity profile of the wall jets, as shown on the figure 4. This
prof",le is used for the inlet condition of the scale model and the computation TRAVERS!N.;

i

! .
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V. LOCAL APPROACH
Physicci and numerical models TRA VERSIM

The TR AVERSIN scale model was designed in January 1994, using the flow rate evaluation given by
COUVERCLE-15* computation. It represents a upper head section around a peripheral adapter and its thermal
sleeve (figure 7). All parts are made of Perspex for flow fields visualisations an measurements like LDV and
PIV.

'

The scale of the model is I for the length and the velocity, and 1/8th for the Reynolds number, because of the
water viscosity which is greates at room tr:mperature than in the reactor. The inlet boundary condition is a
velocity profile set by an adjustable guide flow followed by a honey comb which regularizes the profile at the
entrance of the test section. The Dow rate of the experimental loop is measured with a magnetic flow-meter ; it
is limited to 2401/s.10 pressure sensors, will give dynamic pressure at the base of the adapter and around the
thermal sleeve.

This scale model is used to validate the choice of the best available turbulence model in N3S code for the
numerical simulations in the same geometry [7].

The mesh (figure 6) used for the numerical model TRAVERS!N reproduces exactly the test section of the scale
model. This model has the advantage of being free oflimitations on the flow rate and the velocity profile at the
inlet, but the turbulence model used in the computation has to be tested. There are several choices in N3S and
from previous test cases, we know that turbulence modeling is not cbvious in this type of flow (impinging jet
on a cylinder). ;

|The comparison between experimental and numerical models is made with the following boundary conditions -
* a uniform velocity profile of im/s at the inlet, (i.e. flow rate of 871/s and parallel flow guide plates in the I

physical model), |

* the outlet is free (i. e. uniform normal stress in the outlet plane of the numerical model), |
* in the computation, the ceiling and the obstacles are treated with wall functions associated with the turbulence i

model, but the other walls are considered as free slip planes, because the boundary layers along them do not
interact with the local flow around the adapter. So it is not necessary to refine the mesh there.

The figure 8 shows a visualisation of the flow around the thermal sleeve in both models : in the physical one, it
is viewed with wool yarn representing the direction of the velocity vectors ; in the numerical one, there are
particle traces calculated by the post-processor from the computed velocity field.

A further comparison of pressure and velocity fields is planned to validate more precisely the N3S code on this
geometry. After that, another computation will be done on the same geometry, with the real Reynolds number of
the plant and the inlet velocity profile given by the global computation COUVERCLE-45*.

The expected result is the first boundary condition of the siphon : over pressure value at the base of the adapter.

Numerical modelMANCHE7TE

The second boundary condition of the siphon is given by the last numerical simulation named MANCHETTE
(mesh figure 9). This is a 2D axi-symmetric computation, which represents an adapter, a thermal sleeve, a rod
drive and a Fuide tube. The hole bored though the upper part of the thermal sleeve is not represented because this
hole is not axi-symmetric. So the mesh of the siphon is cut under the hole and both channels are artificially
linked by two velocity boundary conditions calculated with the pressure drop law of the hole.

So the numerical model takes into account the flow rate through the siphon. For a given upward or downward
flow rate in the guide tube, the model can calculate, taking into account the temperature or not, the pressure level
at the base of the thermal sleeve, which is the last boundary condition of the siphon. The values of the flow rate
in the guide tubes are picked up from the numerical simulation COUVERCLE-45*

The figure 8 shows an upward and a downward flow rate in the guide tube. In fact with a downward flow, the
pressure a' the base of the thermal sleeve is nearly equal to the pressure in the upper head. Inversely, when the
flow is upv. ird, the over pressure is significant.

VL CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
This study contributes to increase the knc,wledge of the flow in the upper head and around the adapters. In
particular its results allow reducing the likelihood of a hot upward flow from the upper internal plenum to the
upper head in the 900 MW CPY units.

The comparison between the experimental and numerical TRAVERSIN models will be continued with the flow
and pressure fields comparaison.

All results of the study will be brought together in the THERSIF model to give more informations about the
flow and the temperature in the siphons. The thermal aspects will be also developed with thermal numerical
simulations on the COUVERCLE-45* and MANCHETE models.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to study the capability of APROS (Advanced Process Simulator)
code to simulate the real plant thermal-hydraulic transient of a Small Break Loss-Of-Coolant
Accident (SBLOCA) of Loss-Of-Fluid Test nOFT) facility. The LOFT is a scaled model of a
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). This work k ,1rt of a larger validation of the APROS thermol- !

hydraulic models. The results of SBLOCA tronwat calculated by APROS showed a reasonable
agreement with the measured dato.

1. INTRODUCTION

APROS has been developed in a co-operation project between Imotron Volm'a-(IVO) and the
Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) (1). APROS has an efficient and user friendly
graphical Interface and it con be used in the process and automation c esign, safety analysis ;

and training for the nuclear, fossil and chemical processes (2). APROS is a simulation program j

for the whole power plant. It includes the thermal-hydraulic models that are able to calculate j

the different type of LOCAs related phenomena. The program has been coded with Fortran 77. I

Some part of the graphical user interface utilizes with C language. The program is commercially
available.

APROS contains the 3, 5- and 6-equation one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic models. The
calculation of the 3-equation modells based on the mass, momentum and energy conservation
equations applied for mixture (3). In the 5-equation model the mass and energy conservation
equations are calculated for the gas and liquid phases separately (4) and the momentum
equc lon is calculated only for mixture. In the 6-equation model the separate mass, energy and
momentum equotlons are used for gas and liquid phases (5). The transient presented in the
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paper has been calculated with the APROS version 2.12 using both 5- and 6-equation thermal-
hydraulic models.

The aim of this study was to test the APROS calculation capability of a SBLOCA of LOFT facility.
The experiment LP-SB-3 was chosen to provide dato on the thermal-hydraulic, nuclear and j

structural processes expected to occur during the transient of a small break in the cold leg. '

1

LOFT experiment LP-SB-3 covers a large range of SBLOCA phenomeno. In the experiment the J
leak mass flow changes gradually from subcooled to soturated two-phose and finolly to one- i

phase sieam flow. The total simulation time of the transient was 7000 seconds.

In the paper the APROS simulation results have been compared with the measured dato. The
calculations were carried out with the HP 9000/735 workstation. APROS hos also been
Implemented on SUN, DEC, Alpha and SGI workstation, with UNIX operating system.

.

2. THERMAL HYDRAUUCS OF APROS

APROS program includes three different one-dimensional flow and heat transfer models. All the
models are based on the conservation equations for mass, energy and momentum (equations
1103).

00@= OG#a ,u
+ = r, (mass) (1)

di BZ

3apa , dag,u,2 ppu
+ + a, - = r u, + apD + F, + F, + f, (momentum) (2)u ,

at az dz ;

Bap,h, Bapa ,h, &pu
+ = a, -- + r h, + q, + qu + Fo , + F,J, + apu ,g (energy) (3)u uu

dt Dz Bt

in equations 1 to 3 the subscript k refers to gcs (g) or liquid (1) phases, i refers to'the interface of
the phases and w refers to the wall of a flow channel. The function of f takes into account the
effect of volves, pumps and form losses.

The differential equations are discretized in respect to time and space. In the space
discretization the staggered grid scheme is applied. In this scheme the stote varlobles (pressures,
enthalples and densities) are calculated in the middle of the mesh (node) and the flows are
calculated between nodes (branch). The nonlinear terms are linearized and the resulting linear
equotlon groups for pressure, void fraction, liquid and steam enthalples are solved (6).

3-eauction model
The 3-equation model is mainly used in the calculation of the secondary circuit as it includes
models for turbines, condensers and feed water system,

5-eauction model
The 5-equation modelis based on the conservation equotjons of mass and energy for liquid and
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gas phases and the momentum equation for mixture of gas and liquid. The wall friction of
mixture, wall heat transfer for liquid and gas separately, interfaclol heat and mass transfer ano
phase separation by the drift flux phase separation need constitutive equations in addition to
the basic conservation equations.

The discretized forms of the conservation equations are solved via a sparse matrix solution giving
the pressure, the liquid enthalpy and the vapor enthalpy distribution in the nodes, the mixture
velocity distribution in branches and the prediction for the new void fraction distribution in the
nodes. The vold fraction prediction includes the effect of the phase separation, which is
calculated by a drift flux formula.

The pressure and mixture velocity distributions include on effect of the wall friction. The Blasius
equation is applied for the turbulent flow area and a laminor approach is used for the low flow
velocities.

The solution of the momentum conservation equation includes the limitation of the critical flow.
The frozen sound speed of mixture hos been used as a limitation for the mixture velocity.

The drift flux model has two parameters, the basic drift velocity and the radial void distribution
factor for the fitting of the mothematical model into the physical data. These coefficients are
der |ved by using the EPRI full range correlation. The correlation includes the effect of the counter
current flow limitation, which is included as on additional limiter into the formulation.

1

The wall heat transfer correlation is selected on the basis of the wall temperature, the saturation
temperature, the critical heat flux and the Leidenfrost temperature. The forced convection into
the single phase liquid and gas is solved by the Dittus-Boetter correlation. Bolling occurs above
the saturation ternperature and Chen correlation has been used for this heat transfer regime.
The critical heat flux model combines Zuber-Griffith, Blasi and Westinghouse correlations on their
validity range. The additional heat transfer for the dry wall due to the inverted annular film
bolling is calculated by Bromley correlation. The transient boiling heat transfer is calculated by
the interpolation between the critical heat flux point and the minimum film boiling point.
Additionally on effect of the wall condensation is calculated, when the wall temperature is
below the soturation temperature and surrounded by s+eom. All the heat transfer correlations,

;

except Dittus-Boetter are programmed as the multiporameter functions resulting the full range j;

i correlation over the whole expected parameter range.
l

' '

The interfacial heat transfer includes the flashing of the superheated liquid and the steam'

condensation into the subcooled liquid. For the condensation two approaches are included:
the low condensation rate through a water level and high condensation between droplets and

,

gas (7).

!
6-eauction model

| In the 6-equation model the separate mass, energy and momentum equations are calculated
I for the gas and liquid phases. The wall friction, the interface friction, the wall heat transfer and

the interface heat transfer need the constitutive equations.

[ In the use of the correlations the bubbly, annular, droplet and stratified two-phase flow regimes
i have been taken into account.

The factor A for the friction between the wall and liquid /gos is calculated in laminar crea with
3

I the formula A=64/Re and with the Blasius equation in the turbulent area. The distribution between
i

i
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i
the liquid and gas frictions is made on the basis of the flow regimes.'

,

The interfocial friction is calculated separately for the stratified and non-stratified flows. The non-
,

' stratified friction consists of the entrainment and non-entrainment port. In the calculation of the
total Interfacial friction the different frictions are summed up by using the weighing factors for

'

the stratification and entralnment (8).

The wall heat transfer correlations are selected on the basis of the wall temperature, saturation
temperature, minimum film bolling temperature and critical heat flux. When the wall is wet
Dittus-Boelter or Gnielinski correlations for the forced convection and Thom correlation for the,

nucleate and soturated bolling are used. When the wall !s dry Berenson correlation for the pool,

boiling, Dittus-Boetter for the forced convection, the power low equations for the natural
,

; convection are employed. The critical heat flux is computed with Blasi or Zuber-Griffith
correlations. The minimum film bolling temperature is calculated with Groeneveld-Stewart
correlation..

| The interfacial heat transfer is calculated separately for gas and liquid (8). In case of the gas the
j heat transfer is calculated with Lee-Ryley correlation. The condensation heat transfer for liquid

is obtained by Shah correlation. The liquid vaporization is computed with the exponent formulat

os a function of vold fraction.

3, LOFT MODEL OF APROS

The LOFT facliity is a scaled pressurized water reactor owned by Idaho National Engineering
;

Laboratory, The LOFT fo:llity is equipped with a nuclear core of 50 MW thermal power The
facility consists of a reactor vessel, an intact loop including a U-tube steam generator, a |
pressurizer and two primary pumps in parallel, a broken loop and on emergency core coolant
system.

During the period 1976..,1990 seventy transients were performed by LOFT facility. The selected
cose LP-SB-3 is a small break LOCA. The experiment was conducted on 5"' of March 1984.

The LOFT facility nodalization scheme used in the APROS calculations is shown in Figure 1. The
input data of the model is based on the References (9) and (10). The LOFT (acility model of

I APROS consists of pipes, pumps, volves, a pressurizer, a core and a steam generator. These
components can be automatically divided into the desired amount of the nodes and branches
on the calculation level. The total number of nodes in the model is 184.

The APROS model of the LOFT facility contains several control systems. The steam generator
water level was controlled by the main feedwater volve. The secondary side pressure of the
steam generator was controlled by two valves,- the Main Steam Control Volve (MSCV) and the
Safety Relief Valve (SRV). The MSCV closes when the primary pressure is less than 14.19 MPa.

The core has been modelled with 12 nodes, the pressurizer with 10 nodes and the steam
generator with 16 nodes - 4 nodes on the primary side and 12 nodes on the secondary side. The
reactor vessel model(Figure 2) consists of the downcomer, the lower plenum, the core, the core
bypass, the core support structure, the reactor bypass and the upper plenum.

The LOFT reactor pressure vessel has six different by-passes. In the APROS model six by-posses

,
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were modelled with two lines - one core by-pass line and the other line from the hot leg intet to
the pressure vessel dow.7 comer (Figure 2). The amount of the mass flow through the by-posses
was about 5% of the intact loop flow of the steady-state condition.

The Emergency Core Coolant (ECC) system consists of an occumulator, o High-Pressure Injection
System (HP!S) and a Low-Pressure injection System (LPIS). The ECC system was modelled in APROS
as an external node,

in Figure 3 the break nozzle and the nodolizations are shown. In order to get the better results
for the break mass flow the different nodalizations of the break nozzle in the 6-equation model
calculation were considered.

4. OVERVIEW OF THE TRANSIENT

The main parameters of the steady-state conditions in the experiment initial state were carefully
adjusted to meet the measurement data as seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Steady-state parameters for experiment LP-SB-3.

Quantity Measured 5-equation 6-equation
model model

Primary circuit flow (kg/s) 482.612.6 483.2 483.7

Pressurizer primary (MPa) 15.2610.1 15.22 15.22

Hot Leg temperature ( C) 303.6t1 302.8 303.6

Cold Leg temperature ( C) 283.6 1 283.5 284.3 |

4T over reactor vessel ( C) 20.0 19.3 19.3

Reactor thermal power (MW) 50.311.2 50.0 50.0

Secondary pressure (MPa) 5.58 .06 5.6 5.55

Secondary steam flow (kg/s) 26.671.77 26.42 25.88

Pressurizer water level (m) 1.1151.06 1.121 1.105

,

The coiculated 4T over reactor vessel deviates 0.7 C frem the measured value. With the aid of
the energy balance it was discovered that the measured temperature difference and the mass
flow do not correspond to the measured reactor power. The measurement uncertainties are
expected to be the reason for the deviation.

The primary circuit pumps were tripped at 1600 s. Thersofter. the break mass flow decreased to
0.5 kg/s. Later on both the primary and the secondary pressures started to decrease gradually.
The break was isolated in the experiment when the maximum cladding temperature rose to 562
C at 4742 seconds. In the calculation the lower limit for the break isolation was used because

only the overage core was simulated. The cladding temperature increase in the overage core
was estimated to be 75% of the cladding temperature increase in the high power core. After
the Isolation of the break the primary pressure showed some increase till the steam generator
feed and bleed was initiated.

The reactor thermal power decreased as a function of the time as presented in Table 2. The

.
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break occurred at 0 seconds. and the reactor scram took place at 9.2 seconds when the
primary pressure decreased to 14.19 MPo.

Table 2: Reactor thermalpower

Time s Power (MW) Power %

0-x 50 100
20 2.3 4.6
32 1.85 3.7
70 1.5 3.0
170 1.2 2.4

2000 0.625 1.25
4000 0.46 0.92
5600 0.4 0.8
7000 0.35 0.7

x = time for reactor scram

5. RESULTS

A general view on the transient and the calculation results can be seen in the Table 3. In the
table the main events of the transient have been presented and the APROS results have been
compared to the measured data.

:

Table 3: Chronology of events for experiment LP-SB-3.

Event Measured APROS APROS
value 5 eq. 6-eq.
(s) (s) (s)

Small break 0.0 0.0 0.05

Reactor scrammed (PP = 14.19 MPa) 9.21 12.2 14.5
Moln feedwater shut off 9.41 12.2 14.5
MSCV stort to close 9.5 12.2 14.5
Pressurizer water level below Indication 67.0 70.0 78.0
First time MSCV open 87.5 75.0 70.0
Subcooled blowdown ended 98.5 178.0 155.0
Lost time MSCV open 1030. 1060. 1133.
Primary coolant pumps tripped (PSI = 2800kg) 1600. 1594. 1603.
Core stort heotup 3800.150 4240. 4497.
Bmak isolated (MCT = 562 C) 4742. 4848.* 4910.'
Steam generator feed and bleed
initiated (MCT = 712 C) 5415. 5110.' 5152.'
Maximum cladding temperature 5422. 5110. 5166.
Accumulator injection initiated (PP = 2.79 MPa) 5558. 5360. 5327.
Low pressure injection initiated (PP = 1.03MPa) 6785. 6680. 6605.
Experiment terminated 6845. 6890. 6900.

PSI = Primary System inventory PP = Primary Pressure
MCT = Maximum Cladding Temp. = Average Clodding Temp. (ACT)

*
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Because of the smoilleck the total simulation time was relatively long, about 7000 seconds. The
computer process unit times are 2800 s for the 5-equation model and 55000 s for the 6-equation
model (HP 9000/735). The maximum time step was limited to 0.05 seconds.

Primary ond secondary pressure
The primary and secondary pressures have been presented in Figures 4 and 5. In the short term
plot (Figure 4) two calculated curves of the 6-equation model have been shown. The letters (a
and b) refer to the different nodalizations of the break nozzle in Figure 3. In Figure 5 the pressures
for long term plot (0.. 7000 s) are shown. The pressure behovlor of the calculated by the 5-
equation model was close to that of the 6-equation model.

The behav!or of the secondary pressure from 0 to 2000 s is shown in Figure 6. The steam flow
through MSCV and the decay heat removal from the primary circuit had a large effect on the i

secondary pressure. The MSCV opened when the seccadory pressure increased to 7.09 MPo and i

closed when the pressure decreased to 6.5 MPo. The MSCV opened and closed during this )
experiment four times os shown in Figure 6. In addition the MSCV leaked even at the closed
position otthough it was not mentioned in the experiment reports. The estimation for the leakage

'at different points was between 200-350 g/s.

in general the behavior of the primary and secondary pressures was predicted right iay both
APROS models. The primary pressure was too high during the first 100 seconds, because of the
too low break mass flow. Better results for the primary pressure with the 6-equation model were
obtained when the more accurate nodalization for the break nozzle was used.

+

Break mass flow
The break was initiated at 0 second in the intact loop cold leg. The break mass flow is presented
in Figure 7. The maximum break mass flow was 6.7 kg/s in the experiment, while 6.3 kg/s in case
of the 5-equation model and 5.4 kgIs in case of the 6-equation model.

In the porometric study it was found that the nodalization of the break nozzle has a large effect
on the break mass flow. In this calculation the nodalization type (a) was considered. Later on
the calculation of the first 175 seconds was repeated with a nodolization type (b) and the
maximum break flow was then 6.7 kg/s. The results in case (b) were much closer to the
measurement data.

In the first 100 seconds the flow was subcooled. The leak mass flow dropped to 2.5 kg/s within
the first 200 seconds and thereafter a slight decrease occurred in the leak mass flow till the
pumps were tripped. After that the leak mass flow consisted of almost pure steam and

i decreased to about 0.5 kg/s.
J

1 Primary system inventory
Figure 8 presents a comparison of the primary system mass inventories. At the steady-state thed

total mass inventory of the prirrury system was 5650 kg..

'

During the first 1000 seconds the calculated mass inventories were higher than the measured
value, because the calculated break mass flows were too low. After the isolation of the break
most of the water was in the lower node of the reactor vessel,in the loop seal of the primary

: circuit pumps and on the cold side of the steam generator.

The primary system inventory increased later on, which was due to the injected water from the-

1

i
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accumulator and the LPIS. As a whole the mass inventory was predicted by both models
satisfactory.

Mixture density in the intact looo hot leo
in Figure 9 the measured and calculated mixture densities of the intact loop hr' leg are
compared. At the steady-state the mixture density was about 720 kg/m*. It con be observed
that the calculated densities are higher than the measured density during the first 1600 seconds.

After the stop of the primary circuit pumps a strong decreasing in the density was observed in
the measurement and in the simulation results. Thereafter the density increased clearly in the
measurement and in the case of 6-equation model. The reason for that was that the fluid was
not able to flow thought the steam generator, but it stratified in the hot leg. At the same time
the water started to flow from the broken loop hot leg to the intact loop hot leg. The measured
density dropped to 20 kg/m' at 2300 scconds. The corresponding value was reached by the 5-
equation model at 2800 seconds and by 6-equation model at about 3000 seconds. )

|

At the end of the transient the den ty began to increase again in the hot leg of the intact loop.
That was due to the occumulator and LPIS, which injected water into the intact loop cold leg.

I
Mixture density in the intact loop cold lea |

The measured middle beam and calculated densities in the intact loop cold leg are shown in
Figure 10. At the steady-state the censity was about 757 kg/m'.

l

When the break was initiated the density started to decrease slightly till the primary circuit |

pumps were tripped offer 1600 seconds. Too high density was predicted during the running of i

the pumps. Just before the stopping of the pumps the measured density was 300 kg/m' and the l

calculated density about 480 kg/m'. The densttles decreased sharply after the stopping of the l

pumps. Thereafter the density increased somewhat, which was due to the drain of the water
from the descending tubes of the steam generator into the loop seal.

The 6-equation model exaggerated the density increase while the 5-equation model
underestimated the increase. Later on the density started to increase when the ECC system
injected water into the cold leg of the intact loop. As a whole the trends of the intact loop cold i
leg densities are quite well predicted by both models of APROS.

Moss flow in the intact loop
Figure 11 Illustrates the moss flow in the intcct loop. It con be seen that the calculated mass

)
,

: flows were too high as long as the pumps were running. 1

'

In order to find out the reason to the too high mass flow two different pump curves were
considered. In the first calculation the default pump curves were used. The defot,lt curves are,

calculated on the basis of the specific rotation speed. In the second case the LOFT pump dato
; was employed, but almost no difference was detected in the calculations. The pump model
i seems not to be sufficient to treat two-phose flow even If the two-phase characteristics are

used. One deficiency 10 the model is that only the state before and after the pump are used
and not the state inside the pump.

Cloddino temoerature
The comparison of the cladding temperature at different heights in the core has been pre ,ented
in Figures 12 and 13. The cladding temperatures were measured at the high power region, while
APROS calculates the radially average cladding temperatures. Therefore the col:Uloted

,
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cladding temperature did not rise so early and high as it did in the experiment. The better results
con be obtained if the core is divided into several parallel chonnels with different decay heat
power.

6, CONCLUSION

The small size break was calculated with APROS using both 5- and 6-equation thermal-hydraulic
one-dimensional models.

The most interesting porometers were the primary and secondary piossures, break mass flow,
primcry circuit mass inventory, intact loop hot and cold leg mixture densities, intact loop mass
flow and cladding temperatures. The calculated parameters were compared to the real
measurement data.

There is a strong dependence between the break mass flow rate and the primary circuit
pressure. In the calculation the break mass flow was somewhat smaller at the beginning of the
transient. Therefore the pressure was higher and as a consequence the reactor scram was
delayed. Better results were obtained when the more occurate nodalization for the break nozzle
was used.

The calculated density was greater than the measured density in the hot and cold legs of the
intact loop as well as in the break pipe. That was probably due to too low break flow of the
early phase of the transient, and later due to too high moss flow, which was caused by the
pump model. The differences of the calculated results between the 5- and 6-equation models
were not large. After the pump trip the 6-equotlon model predicted higher densities in the cold
and hot legs than the 5-equation model. This was probably related to the drift-flux and
interfacial friction correlations used in the models.'

APROS showed a lower cladding temperature than the measured dato. One reason to this was
that the measurements were at the high power core region, while in the calculation the
overage values were was simulated.

The Information of the transient presented on the plant facility document was not enough.
Because of that the estimation was made on the steam ieak through the closed MSCV. Also the
average cladding temperature was estimated by the maximum cladding temperature. All these
estimations had some effect on the calculated results.

APROS was capable to calculate the translent with both thermol-hydrauFc models. The
calculations showed a reasonable agreement with the measurement dato in re'ation to primary
and secondary pressures, break mass flow, intact loop mass flow, primary ;ystem inventory,
cladding temperature and density.
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L 8. NOMENCLATURE'

In the paper the following notations have been used.

A = flow area, m"-
h = specific enthalpy, J/kgp
p = pressure, Pa

3q = heat flow, W/m
u = velocity, m/s
p = density, kg/m*
D = gravitational acceleration, m/s''

a = void fraction
F = friction, N/m ;8

r = evap. or condensing mass flow, kg/s m* |i

A = friction factor:

Re = Reynolds number
.i

l
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EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT OF REFLOODING MODELS IN
RELAP5810D2.5 AND RELAP5810D3 CODES USING LEHIGH

UNIVERSITY AND PSI-NEPTUN BUNDLE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
,

M. Sencar" and N. Aksan

Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI).
Laboratory for Thermal-Hydraulics,

Cl!-5232 Villigen PSI,
Switzerland

* Presently at: COLENCO Power Consulting AG,5405 Baden

ABSTRACT

An extensive analysis and assessment work on reflooding models of RELAP5/ Mod 2.5 and, RELAP5/ Mod 3/v5m5

and RELAPS/ Mod 3/v7j have been performed. Experimental data from Lehigh University and PSI-NEFTUN
bundle reflooding experiments have been used for the assessment, since both of these tests cover a broad
range of initial conditions. Within the range of these initial conditions, it was tried to identify their sep-
arate impacts on the calculated results. A total of six Lehigh University rchooding bundle tests and two
PSI-NEPTUN tests with counding initial conditions are selected for the asalysis.

Detailed nodalisation studies both for hydraulic and conduction heat transfer were done. On the basis of
the results obtained from these cases, a base nodalisation scheme was established. All the other analysis
work was then performed by using this base nodalisation. RELAP5, Mod 2.5 results do not change with
renodalisation t,ut RELAP5/ Mod 3 results are more sensitive to renodalisation.

The results of RELAP5/ Mod 2.5 calculations include the main hydraulic and heat transfer phenomena se-
J

quences for reflooding. Both of the RELAPS/ Mod 3 versions show very large deviations from the used !

experimental data. These results indicate that some of the phenomenology of the events occuring during the
reflooding could not be identified. In the paper, detailed discussions on the main reasons of the deviations
from the experimental data will be presented. Since, the results and findings of this study are meant to )
be a developmental aid, some recommendations have been drawn and some of these have already been )
implemented at PSI with promising results.

1

|

1 INTRODUCTION
l

This paper summarizes an extensive work performed at Labomtory for Thermohydraulics (LTH) of Paul
'chener Institute (PSI) for code assessment purposes. This is a continuation of the previous code assessment

< K which was perfonned with RELAPS/ MOD 2 (ref. [1]) and some of the modifications, suggested in
the cited reference, are included into the latest frozen version of RELAPS/ MOD 2, henceforth referenced
as RELAP5/ MOD 2.5. A lot of verification work has already been performed with RELAPS/ MOD 2 at
PSI and intemationally. Based on these assessment works, some model changes have been introduced into

RELAPS/ MOD 3 code and in its first released version v5m5 it was delivered to PSI in 1991. Some preliminary
results obtained with this version were reported in [2]. Since then a neiv version of the code, v7j Beta Test
version has been delivered. They both have been used for reflooding ,nlculations of Lehigh University and
PSI - NEPTUN tests and the results were compared to the experimental data and to the earlier calculations
obtained by RELAP5/ MOD 2.5.

Among several experimental data available Lehigh University and PSI-NEI' TUN reflooding experiments have
been selected, they cover a broad range of initial conditions. Within the range of these initial conditions, it
was tried to identify their separate impacts on the results.
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'Ihe next sections provide some details of the code versions used, calculations and analysis of Lehigh
Univ rsity and NEfrTUN bundle reflooding tests with evaluation of the results. Finally, conclusions drawn
as a result of this work will be presented.

The results and findings of this work are meant to be a developmental aid, on the basis of which some
recommendations for further development of the code can be done (and some have already been done, [4]
and [5]) in terms of which models cause the main deviations from the experimental data and therefore main

effort should be put on.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE CODES 'ISED FOR THE CALCULATIONS

All the calculations have been performed by the use of 3 codes: RELAP5/ MOD 2.5, RELAP5 MOD 3/v5m5

and REI,AP5/ MOD 3/v7j.

RELAPS/ MOD 2.5 is the latest frozen version of RELAP5/ MOD 2 cycle 36.05 which con'ains Bestion inter-
facial shear correlation for rod bundles. Its models are described in detail [6], [7] and [8].

RELAP5/ MOD 3/v5m5 is the first officially released version of RELAPS/ MOD 3 code which was delivered

to PSI in the year 1991. Its intemal models are different to RELAP5/ MOD 2, there is a single heat transfer
package aimed at predicting all phases, including reflooding. There is no special reflooding heat transfer
package, as in RELAPS/ MOD 2. A mathematical description of its models is given in [10] and explained in
[11]. The first results obtained at PSI with this code were reported in [2].

RELAP5/ MOD 3/v7j is so called ' Beta Test version' of the code which was delivered to PSI in 1992.
According to its authors a lot of coding errors of the previous versions were eliminated though there were no
changes done in its internal models. A part of the results obtained by use of this code have been shown in
[3]. This version of the code is very similar to RELAP5/ Mod 3.1 which is the latest available frozen version
of the code to PSI, since october 1994.

3 DESCRIPTION OF LEHIGH UNIVERSITY EXPERIMENTS

Institute for Thermo-Fluid Engineering and Science of Lehigh University, USA, has designed and constructed

a 9 rod bundle experimental facility for the purposes of thermohydrodynamic research. Its circuit is shown
in figure 1. It enables three types of experiments: progressive quench front moving (reflooding), retreating
quench front (boil-off) and stagnant quench front (' hot patch') experiments. The test section has been
designed in a way to simulate the hydraulic conditions in a pressurized water reactor fuel bundle and the
tests simulate its behaviour during different phases of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). For the first two

types of experiments only the test section needed, for the third type of experiments so called ' hot patch'
is needed underneath the test section. This ' hot patch' consists of a large copper block around the housing
and of ' hot rods' inside it, a continuation of test section heater rods with the same outer diameter as the
test rods but different internal structure and higher power. This together enables stabilizing the quench front

inside the ' hot patch' for the steady-state experiments. The test section is surrounded by a radiative shroud
which compensates heat losses to the environment. At the top of the test section there is another heated
ring, referenced as ' top patch' to prevent top-down quenching in the test section. The facility covers the
following range of the inlet conditions ([11]):

Mass flux: G: 0.1 - 26 kg/m /s pressure: p: 105 - 120 kPa2

2
inlet quality: x: 0. (40.K subcooled) - 0.4 heat flux: Q: 5 - 43 kli'/m
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Although it is not typical for a reactor fuel, the axial power distribution is constant. The hydraulic conditions
ar: very similir to those in a reactor core: rod outer diameter d,s = 9.5mm, the solid heater rods are
configurrd in a 3 X 3 square pitch of 12.6mm and their total heated length is 1.22m. The test solid heater
rods are intemally heated by using a high resistance ribbon embedded in the test section at 0.762 m elevation
of the heated bundle. The facility is described in detail in [11]. The range of initial conditions is limited
to low pressure (approximately atmospheric pressure) and low flooding rate and these limitations have to be
taken into account in the evaluation of the results with respect to the code internal models.

There were totally 144 experimental tests performed and reported in the documentation (ref. [11]) which
means there were huge amounts of data and it was necessary to reduce them and maintain their representa-
tivity.

4 CALCULATION OF LEHIGH UNIVERSITY TESTS
i

1

4.1 Calculated test matrix

There are 50 cases of the progressing quench front movement type experiments (reflooding) reported in
[11), from which six were selected for our calculations. The following table shows the range of initial and
boundary conditions they cover. The numbering (#) corresponds to the test documentation.

Test Initial conditions at Heat Estimated initial Remark
nr. bundle inlet source clad temperature

,

2 2(#) p [kPa] T [K] G [kg/m s] q *104 [W/m ] T [K)
coolant

3 101.3 352.3 13.46 2.18 819.5

9 101.2 367.3 7.23 1.57 848.5

12 101.3 356.6 18.48 3.12 936.5 Base case

14 101.3 311.1 18.69 3.12 921.

20 101.3 352.0 25.13 3.16 1016.5

22 101.3 315.2 25.58 3.17 941.5

Table 1: Test matrix of Lehigh University reflooding tests used for RELAPS/ MOD 2.5 and RELAP5/ MOD 3
calculations

Case #12 was selected as a representative base case at which none of the inlet conditions is an extreme one.
This case was used for nodalization study and analysis of the effect of variation in the maximal number of
subdivisions of the moving mesh during reflooding.
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4,2 Description of the aod-lizati:n scheme used

The nodalization schemes used for the calculation are shown in the figure 2. The calculated reflooding tests

only request a simple nodalization scheme of the test section without models of the ' hot patches'. The
inlet thermalhydraulic conditions are defined in a time-dependent volume (TDV 105) which is located at the
bottom of the test section. It is connected to the test section by a time-dependent junction (TDJ 110) which

defines the inlet hydrodynamic conditions (inlet flow and velocities). The test section channel is modelled
as a pipe component (PIPE 120), the test section heater rod is modelled as a heat stmeture (HT-STR 1120).i

Outlet of the test section is represented by a single junction component (SNGLJUN 125)_which connects
; channel outlet with the mass sink, another time-dependent volume (TDV 130).
I

Apart from the mentioned components in the input deck, one finds the power table and some additional
i

defined control variables, e.g. for unit conversions, calculating the collapsed liquid level, entrained flow and
the entrained mass (time integral of the previous parameter) which can not be compared because they have

not been reported in the experimental documentation ([I1]).

;

i 4.3 Study of the nodalization and the number of moving meshes

Three nodalizations have been designed to model the test section. They only differ in the number of the axial

nodes and their lengths, respectively. Nodalization 1 has 11 nodes with the axial lengths between 99.mm,'

and 126.mm, nodalization 2 has 18 nodes, their lengths lie between 60.mm and 80.mm and nodalization 3
has 25 nodes of 48.8mm length. Nodalization 1 is designed in a way which enables a direct comparison of

j the calculated quantities with the measured ones, i.e. the centers of the nodes 4,6 and 9 correspond to the
main instrumentation locations (vapour probes,...). Centers of the nodes of the nodalization I are hencefonh
referenced as levels. Consequently, in the nodalizations 2 and 3 the distances between the comparison levels'

and centers of the nearest nodes are minimized. Nodalizations 1 and 2 have variable node lengths, only
nodalization 3 has uniform node length.

The nodalization changes influence the results, particularly those of RELAP5 MOD 3 (both versions). RE-
LAP 5 MOD 2.5 results do not change much with renodalization, sometimes they slightly improve, sometimes

they deviate from the measurements. RELAP5 MOD 3 results are more sensitive to renodalization, but all of
;

them are so far from the measured data that one cannot judge which ones are better, which is illustrated by

figure 3 (it should be noted that since the quenching temperatures of the heater rods were not measured in
the Lehigh University tests, the expected quench behaviour have been shown as a region of horizontal lines
in the temperature history diagrams, as in this figure and experimental data are provided as a bounding field).I

The largest effect is observed in increased CPU-time consumption. Therefore for all the other calculations'

nodalization I has been used.

Variation of the moving mesh number resulted in a very little change of the results. When it was increased
from the usually used value 16 to 32 and 64, apart from a large increase in the CPU-time consumption, the
results have remained practically the same. The lack of sensitivity to fine mesh renodalization indicates that
the case considered is dominated by the hydraudynamics of the nodes. Consequently the value of 16 was

,

chosen as the moving mesh number for further calculations.
!

4.4 Calculated results and discussion

Calculated results are presented in form of time diagrams. Rod temperature, vapour void fraction and heat
transfer coefficient at level 6 for every calculated test are shown in the figures 4 - 6 and 8 - 10. For the base
case #12, additional plots are provided to illustrate the collapsed liquid level, entrained mass from the test'

section and also the liquid velocity at the inlet into the level 6 (figure 7).i

Generally RELAPSMOD3 results show some unusual characteristics in relation to the reflooding phenomena.
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First of all, the clad temperature shows an artificially strong ' decrease as if the node was intensively cooled
in a continuous form, but there is no clear turn-around point - quench temperature. In some cIses e.g. cases
#14 and #22, temperature spikes are observed as if the node started to heat up again somewhere during the '
cooling phase due to the film boiling and quenching. This can be observed on the surface temperature history
diagrams, for highly subcooled cases. On these plots, the measurements are shown as a field within which
the temperature curve is expected and, sicce the quenching temperatures of the heater rods were not measured
with the Lehigh University tests, the exp< cted quench behaviour have been shown as a region of horizontal .

,

lines on the temperatur history diagrams. As it can be seen from these plots, RELAP5 MOD 2.5 results are
close to the boundaries of the Helds of the experimental data and, they show the expected phenomena such i
as quench front progression.

Cases #3 and #9 are of extremely low flooding rates (table 1). They both show unstable spiky curves
for the calculated temperature by RELAP5 MOD 3 (figures 4 and 5) and a significant change of gradients

~

with increasing height of the node (higher levels). This dependence on the level is not noticed in the
RELAP5 MOD 2.5 results.

Cases #12 and #14 differ mainly in the initial coolant subcooling. This higher subcooling in the case #14
causes RELAP5 MOD 3 results to behave unrealistically in the sense that the temperature curve shows some
little spikes, with sudden short phases of heat up during the cooling period. This is not observed in the low
subcooled case #12, figures 6(a) and 8(a).

The same can be noticed by comparing the temperature plots of the cases #20 (low ? and #22 (high subcooling;
the other inlet conditions are close). The temperature curves of the case #22 show spiky behaviour during
film boiling and quenching phases similar to those in the case #14 whereas the low subcooled case #20 does
not show such a behaviour (figures 9 and 10). In the case #22, even some calculational tmubles caused
the calculation to stop due to water property error at about Il0s. transient time. This did not happen in
RELAP5 MOD 3/v5m5 nor in the RELAP5 MOD 2.5 calculations.

If one compares the results of the cases #12 and #20 which differ in the flooding rate and in the initial wall
temperature, one can see a change in the derivatives, intensity of the cooling is much higher in the case #20
(figures 6(a) and 9(a)). This is a consequence of differerst initial rod surface temperatures in the referred
cases. Also a comparison between cases #14 and #22 confirms the above situation, cases #14 and #22 differ

in the flooding rate, but only minimally in the initial wall temperatures. The cladding temperature histories
show just a parallel shift (figures 8(a) and 10(a)). However, this is true only if the flow rates are low (as
they are in the Lehigh University tests).

Conceming vapour and liquid distribution, the results also show some characteristics. In RELAP5 MOD 3,
void fraction histories for all cases show a strong oscillatory behaviour at the beginning of the transient, i.e.
shortly before the quench front is expected to approach. There is obviously a lot of liquid introduced into
the node which causes a ' valley' in the void fraction history, more or less clearly seen in every calculated
case (see diagram c in the figures 4 - 6 and 8 - 10. These ' valleys' occuring during quenching are clearly
markable in extremely low flooding rate cases (#3 and #9). At higher flooding rate cases, the ' valley' is not
so deep (cases #12 and #20). It almost disappears in highly subcooled cases (#14 and #22). So the ' valley'
becomes less visible with increasing flooding rate and increasing inlet subcooling. Large oscillations in
void faction histories were also observed during the aforementioned period (i.e. in the void fraction ' valley'
during quenching process). The amplitude thereof is about 0.5 and it appears in any case (except in case #22
where it is larger, but then the calculation stops due to water property error). Generally these oscillations
are larger in RELAP5 MOD 3/v7j than in RELAP5 MOD 3/v5m5 results. After this phase, the void fractions
stabilize at (or undampedly oscillate around) a steady value, typically about 60% void fraction at level 6 for
most cases.

RELAP5 MOD 2.5 results show farless oscillations in void fraction histories than the RELAP5/ MOD 3 results,
. and the steady value at which they finally stabilize is higher than in RELAP5 MOD 3 for every calculated
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case. There are no experimental data available for void fraction in Lehigh University tests. There were delta
P measurements. But the results of these measurements show fairly large oscillations so that the use of this
data to estimate void fraction is highly uncenain. The reason for this is that the uncertainties in frictional
pressure drop masks the static pressure drop for such flow regimes of low liquid volume fractions [11].

In RELAPS/ MOD 3 the critical Weber number is set very high (12; in RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 it is 3) and con-

sequently liquid droplet diameter is artificially kept at very high values. One of the main reasons, why the
calculated vapour temperatures are always too low, they oscillate strongly and finally d op under the values
obtained by RELAP5/ MOD 2.5. The vapour temperatures calculated by RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 have been found
to be always too low (ref. [1], [4]).

Another point of interest is to obtain the correct mass distribution in the bundle. It is observed that too mach
liquid is collected in the volume nodes. This is illustrated by the calculated collapsed liquid levels (as example
in the figure 7(a)) which is in any case higher than obtained by RELAP5/ MOD 2.5, and entrained mass out
of the test section (as example in the figure 7(c)) which is always lower compared to RELAP5/ MOD 2.5. In
RELAP5/ MOD 3 the collapsed liquid level oscillations are larger and the trend is stagnating after a period
of increase at the beginning, whereas the RELAPS/ MOD 2.5 show slow increase during all of the transient

time.

Consistent with this peculiar ' valleys' in the void fraction curves (RELAP5/ MOD 3) the heat transfer coef-
ficient is increased very much just after the liquid is introduced into the node. This peak is significantly
higher than in RELAP5/ MOD 2.5, as well as, the value at which it stabilizes afterwards, diagrams (b) in the
figures 4 - 6 and 8 - 10. This peak is natural, i.e. phenomenologically conditioned, it has to occur when
the quench front crosses the volume node. The question remains how high it has to be. The earlier studies
ref. [1] and the results presented for the NEI' TUN cases, later in section 5, indicate that the problem can
be separated into hydro effects and heat transfer. The results considered here support that the problem is
more heat transfer driven. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the heat transfer models in some detail. In
RELAP5/ MOD 3, Chen correlation is used in transition boiling regime, in RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 - reflooding

module - the Weismann conclation is used. It has been shown in the references [12] and [4] that Chen
conelation has a strong dependence on mass flux and the initial wall temperature, both of which influence
the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient in an incorrect way. For example, the heat transfer coefficient
is increased enormously at and about mass flux G = 250kg/m /s. The calculated mass fluxes fall into this2

region, as it can be seen from the liquid vek) city diagram in the figure 7 (b). Therefore it is believed that the
nodes from the beginning are overcooled in RELAP5/ MOD 3. Later on during the transient, the nodes are
cooled all the time in a continuous way which is a consequence of large oscillations of the critical heat flux,
as stated in the ref. [4]. The same reference shows even more pathological behaviour of the temperatures, if
the used Groeneveld CliF tables (MOD 3) are replaced by the correlation of RELAP5/ MOD 2.5: in that case

the temperatures do not drop under a certain level to which they asymptotically approach and it is far above
the experimentally obtained steady temperature (saturation temperature). This gives indication to a sort of
compensating effects within the heat transfer package in RELAP5/ MOD 3. It should also be noted that some
of the oscillations inherent in various versions of RELAP5/ MOD 3 may partly be coming from the way the

closure relationships are time averaged or limited.

Apart from the fact that the results obtained by RELAP5/ MOD 3 (both versions) show phenomenologically
unexpected behaviour quite different to the experimental results, the CPU-time consumptions were also
higher than for RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 calculations, e.g., an increase in required CPU-time by 2 - 62% for
RELAP5/ MOD 3/v5m5 and at least 80% for RELAP5/ MOD 3/v7j on CRAY-YMP.

I
1

l

|
1
|
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5 CALCULATION OF PSI - NEPTUN TESTS

5,1 A brief descripti:n of NEPTUN facility end selected NEPTUN tests

The NEPTUN test facility was designed and constmeted at PSI to perform reflooding studies in rod bundle
geometry. It is a half-length simulator of PWR fuel bundle, with 1.68m of heated length. It is designed to
enable an axial power profile of cosine shape with a peaking factor of 1.58 as in a PWR core. There are 33
specially designed solid heater rods in the bundle, together with 4 guide tubes, all with the outer diameter
10.7mm and p/d = 1.33, simulate the geometrical characteristics of the core. There are five fuel assembly
spacer grids, axially located at equal distance. The facility is described in detail in the reference [14]. j

i

The following table shows the initial conditions for the two calculated tests, a low floodiag rate and a high
flooding rate one. The initial conditions for the low flooding rate case (No. 5036) are close to the Lehigh
University tests, apart from the pressure which is higher. Still, this test is a low flooding rate and low
pressure test.

Test Initial conditions at Rod Maximal initial
number bundle inlet power clad temperature

(#) p [kPa] ATm. [K] v [cm/s] P [kW) T [K]

5036 410. I 1. 1.5 2.45 1030.

5050 410. 78. 15. 2.45 1140.

Table 2: Test matrix of PSI - NEl' TUN reflooding tests used for RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 and RELAP5Af0D3
calculations

5.2 Results and discussion

For the calculations, nodalization A with 18 volumes in figure 11 has been used, the other two of them have
been analyzed in the reference [1]. They have not necessarily improved the agreement of the results but they
required more CPU time.

The results of NEI* TUN 5036 calculation show the same characteristics as the Lehigh University tests.
The temperature histories (figure 12(a)) show quenching phenomena correctly, which is missing in the
RELAP5810D3 results (of both versions). RELAP5810D2.5 shows the physics of the phenomenon, though
it overpredicts the time of :venching, the experimental temperature drops earlier; the quench front progresses
slower than in the meas .,ents.

In the vapour void fraction histories, the same type of decrease (a ' valley') at the beginning of the transient is
found in RELAP5810D3 results, figure 12(b). RELAP5810D2.5 gives a delay relative to the measurements,
but both curves show the same trends, which is not true for RELAPSSiOD3 in both versions. They also
show large oscillations with higher amplitudes in the version v7j than in v5m5. The main differences are
assumed to be caused by the computed heat transfer coefficients. In RELAPSS10D3, they oscillate much
more and are generally higher than in RELAP5&f0D2.5.

The collapsed liquid levels follow the experimental one, after the time of 200.s RELAP5810D2.5 results
follow the measured increase on the contrary to RELAP5810D3 (in both versions). Similarly, the entrained
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mass from the test section (fig.12(c)) was computed by RELAP5 MOD 2.5 closer to the experiments than
RELAP5 MOD 3 (again in both versions). This gives an indication to the impact of pressure: in the Lehigh.

University tests (p = 1.bar) the levels were always computed lower and the entrained mass higher in the
'

RELAP5 MOD 2.5 relative to RELAP5 MOD 3, whereas in the NEPTUN experiments (p = 4.bar) the opposite

; situation is observed.

1 The results of PSI-NEI* TUN low flooding rate experiment calculations confirm the findings of Lehigh Uni-
versity test calculations, namely the unexpected temperature behaviour in RELAP5 MOD 3 results (in both
versions). One of the main reasons is the aforementioned use of the Chen transition boiling correlation which4

due to its dependence on mass flux and wall temperatures strongly overpredicts the heat transfer coefficient
which causes the observed node to overcool and it prevents quenching. Another problem is high oscillations

t' of the heat flux which are partly the consequence of critical heat flux oscillcAions due to its dependence on
the local variables (ref. [15], [4]).-

i

,

For illustration, the results of a high flooding rate PSI-NEPTUN test are shown, figure 13. The temperature
I history of RELAP5 MOD 3 show, this time, quite a good agreement with the experimental data. The transient

is so fast, that the vapour void fraction histories do not show the ' valley' at the Seginning of the transient
so clearly as in the previous cases but large oscillations can still be noticed. Heat transfer coefficients showi

similar behaviour in RELAP5 MOD 2.5 and RELAP5 MOD 3 (both versions), they differ mainly in a time
.

! shift, they all show a peak at the time when the node is expected to quench. Additionally, RELAP5 MOD 3
calculations do not indicate any distinct quench behaviour. Comparison of RELAP5 MOD 3 results and the
experimental data seems to be very close to each other but the cooling behaviour during film boiling region
is driven by different factors with different gradients.

,

!

.

6 CONCLUSIONS

From the above results and discussions some general concluding remarks can be drawn. Both versions
j

of the RELAP5 MOD 3 show unphysical behaviour such as continuous cooling of the nodes without clear
,

turn-around temperature and no quenching phenomena can be recognized. This was not the case in RE-i

; LAP 5 MOD 2.5 calculations. It has been identified that very high heat transfer coefficients are calculated for

|
film boiling and transition boiling regimes.

4

Another general characteristics of RELAP5 MOD 3 results is at low pressures, the calculated collapsed liquid<

: levels are higher and consequently coolant entrainment is lower relative to RELAP5 MOD 2.5 results, which

; also contributes to the previously mentioned unphysical cooling.
,

, Apart from this unexpected mass distribution within the thermohydraulic system, it is observed with RE-
| LAP 5 MOD 3 calculations that the vapour void fraction histories demonstrate some peculiar void fraction

decrease and consequently some ' valleys' at the beginning of the transient. Furthermore, oscillations in void'

fractions and collapsed liquid levels in various phases of transients characterize RELAP5 MOD 3 results, and
'

their amplitudes are larger in case of v7j version. This indicates that the new correlations, introduced into ),

enlarged scheme of flow regimes in RELAP5 MOD 3, have not solved the problems RELAP5 MOD 2.5 had
1

.

with too high interphase drag.

Another aspect of interest is the CPU - time requirement. A markable increase has been noticed: 2 - 62%'

in case of v5m5 and 80 - 187% in case of v7j version of RELAP5 MOD 3 relative to RELAPSMOD2.5, for
the low flooding rate tests calculated. For high flooding rate tests the increase is even larger.,

The effects of some inlet conditions have been identified in RELAP5 MOD 3 results:-

(a) Large inlet subcooling causes spiky unstable temperature behaviour with several changes of their time
derivatives for both film boiling and quenching regions.
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(b) Chang:s in flooding rate do not change the shape of temperature histories within the range of the
cdculited Lehigh University tests and NEPTUN low flooding rate ones. However, NElrTUN high
flooding rate case shows influence on the shape of the temperature history.

(c) Initial wall temperature affects intensity of the cooling (average time derivative).

(d) Refined nodalization changes the surface temperature behaviour qualitatively, though the results are still
far from the measured data.

Effects of above mentioned changes in the inlet conditions can not be generalized but they may give indication
to the RELAP5/ MOD 3 heat transfer package deficiencies.

The above mentioned changes in the inlet condition cause minor changes in RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 results which
can not be identified as being consequences of one particular inlet condition variation. They follow the
experimental data much closer than RELAP5/ MOD 3 results. Renodalization causes only a slight parallel
shift in RELAP5/ MOD 2.5 without much effecting the occurrence sequence of phenomena.

The above listed conclusions are not case nor facility dependent, they were obtained through the calculational
analyses of eight experimental tests performed on two different facilities - Lehigh University and PSI- j
NEI' TUN facility. |

.

For the further development of RELAP5/ MOD 3 code in relation to reflooding, it can be suggested:

(a) Reintroduction of Bestion correlation for the interfacial shear in bundle geometries

(b) Reintroduction of a correlation for computation of the critical heat flux or the improvement of the CIIF
tables currently used to prevent large oscillations

(c) Removing Chen correlation for transition boiling and replacing it by another one in which quench front
location is taken into account

(d)' Close examination of the time averaging and limiting process of closure relationships in various versions
of the code may be needed.

Some of this work has already been done with promising results as reported in the refs. [4] and [5].
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i|' ABSTRACT
- An intemationally agreed separate effects test (SET) Validation Matrix for thennal-hydraulic system codes !

has been established by a sub-group of the Task Group on Thermal Hydraulic System Behaviour as requested
by the OECD/NEA Committee on Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) Principal Working Group No. 2 on

'

Coolant System Behaviour. The construction of such a Matrix is an attempt to collect together in a systematic
way.the best sets of openly available test data for code validation, assessment and improvement and also for
quantitative code assessment with respect to quantification of uncertainties to the modelling of individual
phenomena by the codea.

The methodology, that has te.:n developed during the process of establishing CSNI-SET validation matrix,
was an important outcome of the work on SET matrix. In the paper, the methodology developed will be
discussed in detail, together with the examples from the SET matrix. In addition, all the choices which have
been made from the 187 identified facilities covering the 67 phenomena will be investigated together with some

discussions on the data base.
Facilities and phenomena have been cross-referenced in a separate effects test cross reference matrix, while

the selected separate effects tests themselves are listed against the thennal-hydraulic phenomena for which they
can provide validation data. As a preliminary to the classification of facilities and test data, it was necessary to
identify a sufficiently complete list of relevant phenomena for LOCA and non-LOCA transient applications of
PWRs and BWRs. The majority of these phenomena are also relevant to Advanced Water Cooled Reactors.
To this end,67 phenomena were identified for inclusion in the SET matrix and, in all, about 2094 tests are
included in the SET matrix.

The SET matrix, as it stands, is representative of the major part of the experimental work which has been
carried out in the LWR-safety thennal hydraulics field, covering a large number of phenomena within a large
range of useful paramaters. The SET matrix also provides a basis for evaluating the existing data base and
defining the main axes for further research in LWR-safety thermal hydraulics in relation to separate effects
testing. |

It is apparent from this work that the level of the state of knowledge related to the different phenomenon is ]
| far from uniform. Another impottant outcome is related to the large amouat of work which is necessary to

'

[ validate a computer code against the total number of phenomena which have been identified. Compared to

! existing code matrices the total number of selected tests is at least one order of magnitude more than has been

| utilised until now. The increasing power of available computers, however, makes the calculation of a larger
number of tests more feasible now than in the past. |+

,

;
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I. INTRODUCTION
Construction of a Separate Effect Tests (SET) validation matrix [1] is an attempt to collect together the best sets of

openly available test data for code validation, assessment and improvement, from the wide range of experiments that
have been carried out world-wide in the field of thermal-hydraulics. The objective of this paper is to provide an
overview of the methodology developed and a brief summary ofits application to the SET validation matrix [Ia) [1b].I

De next section gives details on the background and the objectives of the CSNI-SET validation matrix. Further
sections deal with the details of the methodology developed with an overview of the SET validation matrix and some

: conclusions drawn, as a result of this work.

:
i 2. BACKGROUND AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THE CSNI-SET VALIDATION MATRIX |
i As a result ofintense activity over the last 20, years several large thermohydraulic codes now exist for simulating I

| the behaviour of LWRs during transients and loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs), and these are supported by a wealth
; of experimental data. The state of the art in the modelling of LOCA and non-LOCA transients was recently reviewed
; in a CSNI State of the Art Report (SOAR), "Thermohydraulics of Emergency Core Cooling in Light Water Reactors"

! [2], also produced by the CSNI Task Group on Thermal Hydraulic System Behaviour. In order to assist the task of

|
assessing and validating thermobydraulic codes, the OECD-CSNI Task Group on the Thermohydraulics of ECCS and ,

! LOCA, (the predecessor of the Task Group on Thermal Hydraulic System Behaviour), undertook to review the i

|available test data and compile a validation matrix. ne Task Group set up a specialist Writing Group to carry out this
'

'

work.
in March 1987, the OECD/NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) published a document

that identified a set of tests which were considered to provide the best basis for the assessment of the performance of ,

thermohydraulic codes, *CSNI Code Validation Matrix of Thermohydraulic Codes for LWR LOCA and Transients", j
[3], [4], and [5]. De set of tests was chosen to include examples of all phenomena expected to occur in plant i
transients and LOCA analyses. Tests were selected on the basis of the quality of the data, variety of scaling and ,

geometry, and appropriateness of the range of conditions covered. A decision was made to bias the validation matrix |
towards integral tests in order that code models were exercised, and interacted, in situations as similar as e issible to :

those of interest in LWR plant. This decision was taken on the assumption tiaat sufficient comparison with separate i

effects tests data would be performed, and documented, by code development, that only very limited further assessment
against separate effects test data would be necessary. This last expectation has proved unrealistic; it is now recognised i

that continued comparison of calculations with separate effects test data is necessary to underwrite particular
applications of codes, especially where a quantitative assessment of prediction accuracy is required, as well as for code j
modelimprovement. :

It has been decided to develop a distinct Separate Effects Test Matrix rather than extend the original CSNI Code !

Validation Matrix (CCVM), which consisted almost entirely of integral tests. Only in some specific cases where j
integral test facility data were not available, were separate effects tests used in the CCVM. The development of the ;

'separate effects test matrix was found to require an extension of the methodology employed for the CCVM both in the
scope and definition of the thermal hydraulic phenomena and in the categorisation and description of facilities. -

There are several reasons for the increased importance now placed on the comparison of codes with separate effects ;

test data. Firstly, it has been recognised that the development of individual code models often requires some iteration, ;

and that a model, however well conceived, may need refinement as the range of applications is widened. To establish a
~

firm need for the modification or further development of a model it is usually necessary to compare predictions with
,

separate effects data rather than rely on inferences from integral test onparisons. !
Secondly, there is the question of uncertainties in predictions of plant behaviour. A key issue concerning the |

application of best estimate codes to LOCA and transient calculations is quantitative code assessment. Quantitative ;

code assessment is intended to allow predictions of nuclear power plant behaviour to be made with a well defined !
uncertainty. Most schemes for achieving this quantification of uncertainty rely on assigning uncertainties to the t

modelling by the ec,de of individual phenomena, for instance by the determination of reasonable ranges which key
model parameters can cover and still produce results consistent with data. This interest has placed a new emphasis on j
separate effects tests over and above that originally envisaged for model development.

In the thermohydraulic codes, the physical processes are simulated by mechanistic models and by correlations. T1.e
prediction of particular phenomena, such as level swell or counter-current flow limitation, by a code are usually
dominated by one, or perhaps a few, code models. Comparison of code predictions of basic phenomena with events ;

obrerved in the relatively simple situations contrived in separate effects test facilities, often allows a better assessment j
r

i

!
I CSNI. SET validation matrix reports can be obtained either applying to one of the authors of this paper or from: OECD Nuclear !

Energy Agency Nuclear Safety Division,le Seine Saint Germain,12 Boulevard des lies 92130 Issy les Moulineaux, France. j
|
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of the accuricy of code models than it is possible to make with data from integral tests. This may be, for instance,
because steady state rather than transient observitions are possible in the separ:te eff: cts tests; or because in a separate
effects test facility dedicated to the study of one particular phenomenon, the measurement instrumentation can be
chosen more appropriately, with less need to compromise. The more highly controlled environment of the SET is
likely to lead to a more systematic evaluation of the recuracy of a model across a wide range of conditions.-

A further incentive to conduct separate effects tests, in addition to those carried out in integral facilities, is the
difficulty encountered in scaling predictions of phenomena from integral test facilities (which of necessity are in some
sense small scale) to plant applications. Where a phenomenon is known to be highly scale dependent and difficult to
model mechanistically, there is a strong case for conducting separate effects tests at full scale. In general, it is
desirable to have a considerable overlap of data from different facilities; successfully predicting data from different
facilities provides some confirmation that a phenomenon is well understood. The main objective in producing the SET
cross reference matrix is to identify the best available sets of data for the assessment, validation and, finally, the
improvement of code predictions of the individual physical phenomena. While both integral test data and SET data are
appropriate for code validation and assessment, for model development a. d improvement there should be a strong
preference for SET data.

3.THE METHODOLOGY DEVELOPED
in the process of establishing the SET validation matrix, a methodology has been developed. This methodology j

helps to collect and present the data and information collected in a comprehensive and systematic manner. It is a j

general methodology and therefore, in principal, also applicable to the other type of validation matrices (e.g. on severe )
accidents). The methodology can be summarised as follows: i

1. Identification of phenomena relevant to two-phase flow in relation to LOCAs and thermal-hydraulic transients in
light water reactors (LWRs). |

2. Characterisation of phenomena, in terms of a short description of each phenomenon, its relevance to nuclear
!

reactor safety, information on measurement ability instrumentation and data base. In addition to these points, the
present state of knowledge and the predictive capability of the codes is included in the characterisation of each
phenomenon.

3. Setting up a catalogue of information sheets on the experimental facilities, as a basis for the selection of the
facilities and specific tests. |

4. Forming a separate effects test facility cross-reference matrix by the classification of the facilities in terms of the
phenomena they address.

5. Identification of the relevant experimental parameter ranges in relation to each facility that addresses a
phenomenon and selection of relevant facilities related to each phenomenon.

6. Establishing a matrix of experiments (the SET matrix) suitable for the developmental assessment of thermal-
hydraulics transient system computer codes, by selecting individual tests from the selected facilities, relevant to
each phenomenon.
A brief description for each one of the steps of the methodology will be presented in a brief form in the following
sub-sections.

3.1 Identification of Phenomena
The interactions of different correlations along with the conservation equations will constitute a code's capability to

simulate important phenomena during the course of a LOCA or transient. It is essential to identify each relevant
phenomenon and to ascertain that the specific phenomenon is adequately simulated by the code. This is usually done
by comparing the code's results from simulations of well defined tests carried out in properly designed test facilities
with the test data. In this context a distinction is made between intgral tests and separate effects tests.

Integral tests are carried out in scaled test facilities and provide data on the overall behaviour of a simulated reactor
system during a LOCA or transient. These tests are being used for ccie assessment purposes relating to overall reactor
behaviour. A definition of sets of such tests (matrices) has been prouded in refs. [3], [4] and [5]. These facilities have
a complicated configuration. Compromises, for instance with resrect to scaling to real plants, are inevitable. Also, the
instrumentation for measurements of parameters governing different two-phase flow phenomena is limited. This
makes the integral tests less suitable for detailed investigations of specific two-phase flow phenomena. As a
consequence this also requires, in assessment analyses, that the code user is very confident of which phenomena
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prevail during the course of a transimt in order to avoid " good results but for th) wrong reasons" (compensatmg
errors).

Separate effects tests are employed not only to develop correlations of specific processes but also to investigate
individual or localised two-phase phenomena which in most cases are dependent on several specific processes. These
kinds of tests are also used to characterise the behaviour of single components such as pumps or steam wi> ew.

As part of the definition ofintegral test matrices in refs.[3], [4], and [5] different phenomena were identified. In
particular, phenomenological windows were distinguished in the case of i

Large break LOCAs in PWRse

Small and intermediate break LOCAs and transients in PWRs*

* LOCAsin BWRs i

* Transientsin BWRs

An expansion of that list covering different important LOCA and thermal hydraulics transients phenomena was
presented for both BWR and PWR in ref. [2]. A weighting and appraisal of each phenomenon were also included. The
main support for these phenomena was provided by a number of integral and separate effects tests. Dat list of

,

phenomena is the basis for the one provided in this paper. Only minor modifications were introduced in the list. Apart ;

from sorne rearrangement, a new group named * Basic Phenomena" has been added These basic phenomena are not ;

exostive list of fundamental thermalhydraulic aspects.Dey have been defined to minimize number of concepts but
they govern all the fluid behaviour during an accident sequence and occur in one or another form in the listed system ,

based phenomena. Each phenomenon in this group can be characterised as i4=-vnt of other phenomena and is of !

Ia constitutive nature for the two-phase flow.
Dose phenomena, such as the mechanical response of structures to the coolant behaviour, and pressurised thermal

shock, which are outcomes of the system thermohydraulic behaviour, have been excluded. The propagation of pressume .

waves is noted in the list of phenomena, but because special facilities have been used to investigate this phenomenon, !
and specialised codes are used for its prediction, data for the validation of this aspect of the LOCA and transient codes

,

is also considered outside the scope of the present exercise. j
After the identification of the relevant two-phase flow phenomena is made, a short description of each ;

phenomenon is provided as in the sub-section 3.2. A total of 67 phenomena are identified and the resulting i

phenomena list is given in Table 1. All representative phenomena occurring during a LOCA or transient are included, ;
although several phenomena are combined under a general heading in some cases such as various instances of i

counter-current flow limitation, and of critical flow. !

It should also be realised that some phenomena are dependent on each other, for instance spray effects and '

condensation. It will be seen that there are several different types of phenomena, varying from those such as interphase i

friction which is a very basic attribute of a two-phase flow, to those such as loop seal clearing, which is essentially a r

system phenomenon, localised in its occurrence but very dependent on events and conditions elsewhere in the loop. In !

such cases, the influences from the loop have to be provided as boundary conditions.
!

3.2 Characte 4aattaa of Phenomena i
Most of the phenomena listed in above subsection are mentioned in [2] and some of these are discussed. That i

report, however,is organised under more general headings than the 67 set out above, and from the point of view of the [
current work the coverage of the phenomena it provides is rather uneven. Therefore, we have provided short '

summaries relevant to each phenomenon under the headings: Description of the phenomenon, Relevance to nuclear
reactor safety, Measurement ability, instrumentation and data base, and Present state of knowledge - predictive j;
capability i

De scope of these summaries is outlined below. >

Descr1\pdon ofthepAwne. enon !

A brief description of each phenomenon used in the SET matrix is given under this heading.
,

This indicates the interpretation that has been put on the phenomenon for the purposes of assessing suitable SET ;
data. Thus, for example, it will be seen that the term horizontal stratified flow has been used to include the i
phenomenon of thermal stratification as well as aspects of two-phase stratified flow associated with the presence of a i
surface. The description also indicates where in a reactor system, and under what circumstances, the phenomenon is i

likely to occur. The discussion of the phenomenon should indicate features such as the degree of scale or geometry !
dependence, which affect the range of data likely to be necessary for code model validation. |

Some groups of phenomena are linked. In this case an introductory description prefaces the group to avoid !

repetition of material. For instance counter-current flow limitation (CCFL) can occur at a variety of locations in a i
i
t
i
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LWR. CCFL is very geometry dependent and encompisses a wide range of situitions, requiring dita from different
types of SET facilities. Nevertheless some aspects of CCFL are common to all these circumstances.

|

In some cascs there is an apparent overlap of the phenomena description, since the same phenomenon occurs in I
combination with other phenomena. The details and specifics of overlaps and clarifications are provided in detail for
each specific phenomena in ref.[la].

Relevance to nuclear reactor safety
A brief discussion of the impact of the phenomenon (in as far as it is possible to isolate its effect from that of . sr

phenomena) on nuclear reactor safety is presented.
In discussing the relevance ofindividual phenomena to reactor safety we have tried to be as specific as pr , j

since the " relevance rating" has a high significance in deciding whether poor data bases or weak modelling should be
improved. The " relevance rating" was obtained by evaluating the question - how much influence does this individual
phenomenon have on safety parameters such as pressure and clad temperature? The answer to this question has a
strong influence on the opinions regarding the adequacy of database and modelling.

Measurement ability, instrumentation and data base
A summary of the data requirements and the degree to which they are satisfied by the available database are i

presented. This includes the discussion of the extent to which parameters required for model validation can be
'

measured directly, the description of the accuracy and consistency of measurements, and the presentation of the range
of conditions and scales covered.

In relation to instrumentation and measurement ability, two kinds of phenomena can be distinguished:

c) macroscopic phenomena like depressurisation rate, level decrease, loop seal clearing, etc.;-

b) microscopic phenomena like formation ofinterfacial area, droplet coalescence, etc.

The first group of phenomena can be adequately characterised by the available instrumentation (e.g. pressure,
level, temperature transducers); for the second group, in a few cases special techniques are available at the laboratory
level to measure parameters which characterise them, but very seldom are these used in the facilities discussed in this i

study. )
Additional phenomena like reflood and critical flow can also be assumed as part of the first group but retain some |

characteristics of macroscopic and microscopic phenornena. In the former, local (and discrete) measurements based on j
thermocouples are utilised to identife a three-dimensional situation; in the latter an average signal is provided in most -

cases that does not give indications a' out the local value of the reference quantity; the adequacy of the instrumentation
system has to be addressed case by case.

The subsection includes a general comment on the adequacy of the database. In judging the adequacy of the j
database the following points have been taken into consideration: '

What are the experimental parameters needed to characterise the phenomenon?o

Can these parameters be measured directly?o

o How extensive is the data base?

How imponant is the phenomenon in terms of reactor safety?o

The conclusion that the database is not adequate implies that it should be improved.o

Present state of knowledge - predictive capability
An assessment of the present state of knowledge and predictive capabilities are included in this section.
It is difficult to make entirely general statements about predictive capabilities, as the individual thermal-hydraulics

codes sometimes use different levels of modelling of individual phenomena. For instance critical flow may be
calculated by a "special process model" outside the main equation structure, or may optionally be evaluated using the
basic six equation formulation of the main code. Pump models may contain different degrees of empiricism, and may
embrace more or fewer of the observed parametric trends: for instance the change in two-phase head degradation with
pressure. In general, the comments should apply to the best available models. Hence a comment in this section that the
predictive capability is good or adequate,is not an automatic endorsement of all codes.

As with the comments on the database, the judgement on adequacy of the modelline @ into account the
importance of the phenomenon in terms of reactor safety.

Detailed examples and discussions for the characterisation of phenomena are given in ref.[1a].

3.3 Catalog ofInformation sheets
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As a preliminary to establishing a list of tests fo" ode assessment and validation, a catalogue of the separate effects
test facilities used within the OECD member nations was compiled.

In 1989 Members of the OECD-CSNI Task Group on Thermal Hydraulic System Behaviour wrote to various
laboratories or organisations owning and/or operating test facilities or programmes known to them. Addressees were
invited to supply information on: |

Objectives of the facilitye

Geometrye

Experimental Condidons and Parameter Rangese

e Measurements

Information concerning Documentatione

e- Use of Data

Special Features of Experimentse

Phenomenainvestigatede

To supplement the catalope of facilities thus generated, members of the Writing Group provided information on
other facilities described la the open literswe but not volunteered by representative in the owning countries. As a
result, a list of 187 SET facilities which are, or have been, in operation in 12 OECD member countries has been
compiled.

The complete list of test facilities identified to the Writing Group is given in Table 2 as in ref [lb). 'Ihose facilities
for which suff cient information was supplied to produce an Information Sheet are indicated by "a" in the SET facility
cross reference matrix. Only those facilities on which sufficient is known to produce an Information Sheet, (113
facilities), have been considered further in the process of selecting suitable test data.

The aim of the Information Sheets is to provide enough information to decide on the most appropriate test facil-
ity/ programmes to select for code model validation / assessment with respect to particular phenomena.

This information was collected primarily to enable the selection of appropriate sets of test data for inclusion in the
SET cross reference matrix. It would also form a starting point for anyone making use of the SET cross-reference
matrix data for code validation purposes.

For each Facility, therefore, a standard brief Information Sheet has been prepared, describing the most important
characteristics of that facility and its test programme. The Information Sheets are contained in Volume 11 of the SET
Validation Matrix report [1b].

3.4 Forming a SET Cross-reference Matrix
The main objective in producing the Separate Effects Test Facility Cross Reference Matrix (SET CRM) is to

identify the best available sets of data for the assessrnent, validation and, finally, the improvement of code predictions
of the individual physical phenomena. While both integral test data and SET data are appropriate for code validation
and assessment, for model development and improvement there should be a strong preference for SET data.

The thermohydraulic phenomena of interest in LWR LOCA and transients are listed in Table 1. A set of basic two-
phase flow and heat transfer processes which are important for the thermohydraulic codes in the form of basic
constitutive relations have been added explicitly to the list under the heading " Basic Phenomena". The scope of the
SET Facility CRM has been restricted to those phenomena directly affecting the thermohydraulic behaviour in a
transient or LOCA.

The resulting list of 67 thermohydraulic phenomena forrt i axis of the SET Facility CRM. The second axis of
. .es of separate effects data. The test facilities in 12the Matrix consists of the 187 facilities identified as potentia: <

OECD member countries are compiled according to the coe - in which they operate: Canada, Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, Umed Kingdom, USA, Norway. An example for SET
facility CRM is shown in Table 2. The SET facility CRM tables for each country can be seen in ref.[la]. For each test
facility the phenomena addressed by the corresponding experimental research programme have been indicated in these
Matrix tables, yielding the SET CRM for test facilities and thermobydraulic phenomena.

The correlation between phenomena and SET Facility is assigned to one of three levels:
suitable for model validation, which means that a facility is designed in such a way as to simulate thee

' phenomenon assumed to occur in a plant and is sufficiently instrumented (x);

limited suitability for model validation: the same as above with problems due to imperfect scaling, different teste

fluids (e.g. Freon instead of water) or insufficient instrumentation (o);
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not suitable for model validation: obvious meaning, taking into account the two previous items (-).o

This Matrix shows both the number of different phenomena covered by the experimental investigation with one
test facility, and the number of different facilities in which an individual phenomenon has been investigated. The test
facilitics differ from each other in geometrical dimensions, geometrical configuration and operating capabilities or
conditions. Therefore, the number of facilities relevant to an individual phenomenon provides some indication of the
range of parameters within which a phenomenon has been investigated and experimental data generated. For instance,
it is obvious from the SET CRM presented in ref.[la) that heat transfer phenomena, especially post critical heat flux,
departure from nucleate boiling /dryout and quench front propagation /rewet, were investigated in many SET facilities.

For the systematic evaluation of the capabilities of a thermohydraulic code, appropriate experiments have to be
identified *vhich provide data over the range of conditions of interest (as far as such data is available), for each
phenomenon listed. The selection of facilities and relevant parameter ranges are the subject of the next two points in
the methodology.

3.5 Selection of Facilities and Parameter Ranges
This item of the methodology deals with the identification of parameters relevant to each facility that characterise

the phenomena
The 67 phenomena considered are assumed to cover the thermal hydraulic behaviour in nuclear power plants under

normal and off-normal conditions. Thus the related ranges of parameters should be, especially with regard to geometry
and fluid conditions, relevant to the plant conditions. Nevertheless, three main considerations suggested that the scope
of the available experimental data base should primarily determine the ranges of variations of the main quantities:

a) the purpose of the data base to be constituted is computer code assessment;

b) in some cases the range (,f parameters in the plant is an order of magnitude away from the ranges of values
investigated in the experiments;

c) a major requirement of qualified computer codes is that they should enable the extrapolation of phenomena to
plant conditions: the consideration, for each phenomenon, of different rigs characterised by different scaling
criteria and dimensions makes the attempt to achieve this objective more realistic.

IIaving this in mind, tables having the format shown in Table 3, as example, have been produced with reference to
each phenomenon. The tables should be seen primarily as aiming at the selection of the facihties where the considered
phenomenon has been investigated. The resulting information is utilised for the selection of experiments. As noted
above, the reported ranges of parameters are only relevant to the specific facility.

Additional details related to each of the items included in the matrix format are as follows:

PIIENOMENON: each phenomenon of the facility cross reference matrix is considered including its numerical*

label;

FACILITY IDENTIFICATION: an attempt is made to include at least three facilities for each phenomenon.e

Additional facilities are included depending upon the relevance of the phenomenon in terms of reactor safety and
code assessment. In relation to the specific phenomenon, to be included in the list of selected facilities, the facility
should be characterised by an "x" in the cross reference matrix, and the info sheet should be available ("a" in the
matrix). If three facilities rated "x" are not available from the cross reference matrix, then facilities rated "o" with
info sheet available have been considered. For a few phenomena these conditions are not fulfilled, and fewer
facilities, or those without information sheets, are listed. The criteria for selection will be discussed later. In
addition:

"No." is the facility number in Table 3 where the first digit identifies the country and the second one the-

facility;

- " Status in the matrix" consists of two symbols: 1) "x", "o" or " ", where the first two symbols are related to
the cross reference matrix and the dash means that the facility was not considered relevant for the given
pheriomenon; 11) "a" indicates that an info sheet is available.

- "Name" is the label of the facility as reported in the cross reference matrix;

- KEYWORDS: It appeared useful to characterise the facility or the overall scope of the experimental
programme with I to 5 keywords that may give an idea of the dimension of the facility (e.g. full scale), the
features of the hardware (e.g. glass facility), the type of experiment (e.g. blowdown), etc.;

- RELEVANT PARAMETER RANGES: The range of parameters considered in each facility are included in
this item. Facilities having quite different hardware characteristics can be utilised to investigate a given
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phenomenon; furthermore, the availlbts information is not consistent for the various facilities. For these
reason < must be recognised that the selected parameter ranges are specific to each facility and relevant to
the given phenomenon.

REASONS FOR SELECTION OR NOTES: Eight reasons have been identified for including a facility from-

the cross reference matrix in the following tables (these are self explanatory)

1) Well known to the writing group;

2) Well defined and clear boundary conditions;

3) Good measurement and instrumentation (quality of data);

4) Quality of documentation;

5) Already used for code development; ;

6) Suitable for independt.. assessment:
'

j

7) . To cover an important parameter range;

8) To cover the effect of a specific parameter.

The above digits (up to five) are reported in this column. Furthermore, notes can be added to better characterise the
]status of the data. _ .

For each table, a few additional optional comments are seported, essentially dealing with |
'

the relevance of the selected parameters as far as the characterisation of phenomena is concerned;*

the difference between the selected parameter ranges and the expected parameter ranges in the plant; ,

*

reasons for the selection of the facility if this is not included in the items 1 to 8 above;e

the need for additional experimental activity in relation to the given phenomenon; ;e

e available references; I

' the evaluation of the possibility that the phenomenon can be addressed in any integral test facility j*

I
Finally, the' facilities included in the CSNI integral test facility document [3], are noted in the following tables,

even if the information sheet is not available. |
The result of the activity outlined above consists of 67 tables (one per phenornenon) that give an idea of the !

quantity and the scope of experimental research carried out to investigate the phenomena with the aim of qualifying ,

thermal-hydraulic system computer codes (Table 4, for example).

3.6 Establishing the Separate Effects Tests (SET) Matrix |
For each of the 67 phenomena, a table presents the tests which have been identified as suitable for code validation

with respect to that phenomenon, from the test facilities selected. The arguments for the selection of the facilities for a
given phenomenon are already identified with, the previous step of the methodology.

In order to try to be practical, the number of facilities has been limited to 3 on the average, though in some special
cases up to 5 are used. For heat transfer, a larger number was used, because of the large number of parameters
affecting heat transfer and its high degree of importance. The total maximum number of tests has been fixed at up to i

i
20 per phenomenon. Here a test is considered to be a set of data points involving one key parameter variation (e.g. a
flooding curve at a single pressure and tube geometry). These numbers indicate the large amount of work which is ,

!necessary to assess a code.
It must be emphasised that tests have been chosen on the basis of available infurmation: It is not always possible to ,

determine how satisfactory data is for code validation until it is actually used (completeness of boundary condition |
'

information; measurement accuracy, internal consistency etc.) The situation of the various experimental programmes
and chosen tests varies greatly in this respect.

The tests have been selected in onier to cover the experimental data range as defined, knowing that the plant range -

is not always covered. Particular attention has been given to the geometric scaling problem and small, medium and
large scale separate effect facilities have been integrated whenever possible.

As some facilities are useful with respect to several separate effects phenomena, a cross check and a tentative .

harmonisation of the selected tests have been made when possible,in order to try to minimise the number of input data j
needed for code validation. ;

.
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In this matrix the selected tests are ordered tellowing one arbitrary chosen main parameter (for example system
pressure) with, optionally, additional parameters (for example, representative diameter). This will give the user an
indication of the available range of data for code validation, and the possible need for additional tests.

At the bottom of the table the main references, if identified, are given for the chosen tests. The reader is supposed
to have enough information in these references to be able to compute the test. Some examples of the SET matrix for

'

selected number of phenomena are given in Tables 5 to 8. Further tables for each of the 67 phenomena are given in

detailin ref.[la]. i

Additional information related to the type of tests, or parameter ranges for instance are also provided in the listed !

references. This matrix has been published as a first attempt. It may be updated by new and additional input from the ;

owners and by remarks from the users. Nevertheless, as it is, this separate eftect test matrix covers a large number of
phenomena within a large range of selected parameters. If a thermal-hydraulic code is to be used to cover a certain
number of phenomena then calculation of the relevant identified tests in the matrix is considered to be a basic step
toward the achievement of code qualification.

4. CONCLUSIONS l

The present separate effects tests (SETS) validation matrix report [la] contains the separate effects tests matrix
requested by CSNI in support of thermal hydraulic code validation. The report and matrix can also be used for code |

1

development and for quantitative uncertainty analysis.
The construction of the present separate effects test matrix has represented a large effort. Much information has

been collected, recorded and classified in three main areas:

information on test facilities and test parameterse

state of the art knowledge with regard to a full range of thermal hydraulic phenomena (covering LOCA ande

transients in current designs of BWR and PWR)

sources of data for validation of codes with respect to each specific individual phenomenon.e

Facilities and phenomena have been cross-referenced in a separate effects test cross reference matrix, while the
selected separate effects tests themselves are listed against the phenomena for which they can provide validation data.

Considerable efforts have been made to ensure that the cross reference matrix is as complete as possible and that
the selected set of tests are as optimal as possible in range, usability and number. This report contains the most
comprehensive compendium of tests and facilities brought together in one document. Nevertheless it is recognised that
the work did not succeed in reaching all world data. Furthermore it has not been possible to date to prescribe
particular suitable tests in certain areas, even when tests are known to exist, either because of the peculiarity of the
particular area or because the data are current!y proprietary.

It should be noted that in selecting tests and commenting on the completeness of the data base we have
concentrated on the available experimental data ranges and considered the plant parameter range only in a limited
way. It is up to the user, for his particular application, to solve the problem of the plant parameters range of the
particular phenomenon and compare this to the available data range in the matrix. In order to facilitate this, the tests
in the matrix are ordered following one relevant main parameter and possibly one or two subsidiary parameters.

An important outcome of our work is related to the methodology which has been developed during this project.
This methodology has been summarised in some detail in this paper.

In the SET matrix, particular attention has been paid to the definition of each phenomenon, its relevance to nuclear
safety, measurement capability, instrumentation and data base and the predictive capability of the code. This was done
to meet some concerns resulting from the user feedback on the existing Integral Test Facility Matrix and dealt with
questions raised about what is really meant by certain of the phenomena.

it is apparent from this work that the level of the state of knowledge related to the different phenomenon is far
from uniform. For example the heat transfer process has been extensively studied in steady state conditions, whereas
for non-condensable gas effects or boron mixing the data base is more limited. That indicates an absence of
internationally co-ordinated work to provide more equal coverage of all the phenomena. On the contrary, there has
been a tendency for particular phenomena to become the ' hot topic' and to be studied by everyone at certain periods of
time. The positive side of this pattern is the large amount of international exchange and the large number of
publications on a subject, though this is at the expense of interest in some other perhaps less obviously crucial
phenomena.

Another important outcome is related to the large amount of work which is necessary to validate a computer code
against the total number of phenomena which have been identified (67). Compared to existing code matrices the total
number of selected tests is at least one order of magnitude more than has been utilised until now. The increasing
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A

- power of availabli computers, however, makes the calculition of a largrr number of tests more fe ., ole now than in

| the past.
It must be recognised by the users of this SET matrix that a detailed check of the selected tests and of the*

.
associated documentation was not possible on every single test. For some cases it was not possible to select particular

i tests. These opea problems will, we hope, be solved in the future by feedback from the facilities owners and with the
help of the users. So this matrix has to be considered as a living, evolving document. Nevertheless, even in its presenta

i form, this matrix is representative 'of the major part of the experimental work which has been carried out in the

j thermal hydraulics field, covering a large number of phenomena within a large range of useful parameters.

! The first volume of the SET matrix report [la] provides cross references between test facilities and thermal-
i hydraulic phenomena, and lists tests classified by phenomena. As a preliminary to the classification of facilities and
j test data, it was necessary to identify a sufficiently complete list of relevant phenomena for LOCA and non-LOCA ;

; transient applications of PWRs and BWRs. The majority of these phenomena are also relevant to Advanced Water
2 Cooled Reactors. To this end, 67 phenomena were identified for inclusion in the SET matrix. Phenomena j

: characterisation and the selection of facilities and tests for the SET matrix are included in volume I of the report [la).
'

| In all, about 2094 tests are included in the SET matrix.
The SET matrix, as it stands, is representative of the major part of the experimental work which has been carried4

out in the LWR-safety thermal hydraulics field, covering a large number of phenomena within a large range of useful
.

parameters. 'lhe SET matrix also provides a basis for evaluating the existing data base and defining the main axes for ,

further research in LWR-safety thermal hydraulics in relation to separate effects testing. Some evaluation of the CSNI. ;

.

SET activity can be found in [6].i

i !

I
|

'
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i "Itble 1: LIST OF PHENOMENA

0 BASIC PHENOMENA 1 Eveporaton due to Depressurisation
2 Evaporation due to Heat input

i 3 Condensation due to Pressursaton
4 Condensaton due to Heat Removat
5 Interiscial Fricton in Vertcal Flow
6 Interfacial Frcton in Horizontal Flow
7 Wall to Flued Frcton
8 Pressure Drops at Geometric Discontinuities
9 Pressure Wave Propagation

1 CRITICAL FLOW 1 Breaks
2 Valvess

3 Ppos

2 PHASE SEPARATKWVERTICAL FLOW WITH AND WITHOUT 1 Ppos/ Plena
MIXTURE LEVEL 2 Core

3 Downcomer

3 STRATIFICATION IN HORIZONTAL FLOW 1 Ppos

4 PHASE SEPARATION AT BRANCHES 1 Branches'

5 ENTRAINMENT/DEENTRAINMENT 1 Core
2 Upper Plenum
3 Downcomer
4 Seam Generator Td>e
5 Steam Generstor Maing Charnber (PWR)

i 6 Hot Leg wth ECCL (PWR)

6 LIQUID-VAPOUR MlXING WITH 1 Core

CONDENSATION 2 Downcomer
3 Upper Plenum
4 Lower Plenum
5 Steam Generator Maing Chamber (PWR)
6 ECCIin Hot and Cold Log (PWR)

7 CONDENSATION IN STRATIFIED 1 Pressurser (PWR)
,

CONDITIONS 2 Steam Generator Pnmary Side (PWR)'

3 Steam Generator Secondary Side (PWR)
4 Honzontal Ppes4

'

8 SPRAY EFFECTS 1 Core (BWR)
! 2 Pressuriser (PWR)

3 Once-Through Steam Generator Secondary Side (PWR) j
1

+ 9 COUNTERCURRENT FLOW / 1 Uppu Tse Plate |
*

COUNTERCURRENT FLOW LIMITATION 2 Channel inlet Orifces (BWR) |.
3 Hot and Cold Leg
4 Steam Generator Tube (PWR)
5 Downcomer
6 Surgeline (PWR)

10 GLOBAL MULTIDIMENSIONAL 1 Upper Ptenum
FLUID TEMPERATURE, VOID 2 Core
AND FLOW DISTRIBUTION 3 Downcomer

4 Steam Generator Secondary Side

11 HEAT TRANSFER NATURAL OR FORCED CONVECTION 1 Core, Steam Generator, Structures

SUBCOOLECWNUCLEATE BOILING 2 Core, Steam Generator, Structures

DNB/DRYOUT 3 Core, Steam Generator, Strucutres'

| POST CRITICAL HEAT FLUX 4 Core. Steam Generator, Strucutres

RADlATION 5 Core
CONDENSATION 6 Steam Generator, Structures

13 OUENCH FRONT PROPAGATION /REWET 1 Fuel Rods
2 Channel Walls and Wat6r Rods (BWR)

13 LOWER PLENUM FLASHING
14 GUIDE TUBE FLASHING (BWR),

19 ONE AND TWO PHASE IMPELLER-PUMP BEHAVIOUR
16 ONE AND TWO PHASE JET-PUMP BEHAVIOUR (BWR)
17 SEPARAYOR BEHAVIOUR
18 STEAM DRYER BEHAVIOUR
19 ACCUMULATOR BEHAV10VR
20 LOOP SEAL FILLING AND CLEARANCE (PWR)
31 ECC BYPASS /DOWNCOMER PENETRATlON
33 PARALLEL CHANNEL INSTABILtTIES (BWR)

; 33 BORON MIXING AND TRANSPORT
84 NONCONDENSABLE GAS EFFECT (PWR)
35 LOWER PLENUM ENTRAINMENT
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TEble 2: LIST OF FACILITIES

int, ,elened in info selened in
sh,ee she CCVM sheet the CCVM

!. CANADA 5.14 FOB Blowdoms ANSALDO
5.15 GEST SEP. SIET a x

1,1 Elbow Flood ng Rig a 5.16 OEST GEN (20 M W SO), SIET
I.2 CWIT(CANDU reactors) a 5.17 P!PER (Blowdownk PlsA a x
13 Pumps 3.13 JF Blowdown, ENEA .
1.4 Hender Test Facihty(CANDU reactors) a

6. JAPAN
2. FINLAND

6.1 TPTF. JAERI a a
2.1 REWET 1 a 6.2 AirMater Herit flow Imp JAERI a
2.2 REWET- 11 a x 6J T-Break TF(AirMaterk JAER] a
23 6.4 AirMater Rod Bundle TF. JAERI
2.4 VEERA a 6.5 SO U Tube TF.JAERI
2.5 6.6. Sangle Pm Heat TranrC TF.JAERI a
2.61VO.CCFL(air water) a x 6.75RTF(Renoodk Toshibs a
2.7 IVO4srvnet Mixing a x 6.8 ESTA(18 Depes Sectork Toshiba
2.8 IVO Loop Seal Facildy(AirMater) a x 6.9 ESTA KP(KWU PWRX Toshiba

3.FRA M 6.10 RRTF(RefilVRenood),Toshiba
6.ll SHTF(Spray Heat TransE)Toshiba* *3.1 MOBY DICg 6.12OuideTubeCCFLTF Toshiba

* 8
3.2 SUPER MOBY. DICK 6.13 SmelllevelTests Toshiba* 8
3J CANON and SUPER CANON (Hork) 6.14 SC7T.JAERJ a x

83.4 VERTICAL CANON 6.85 CCFF.JAERI a

- 33 6.16 HICOF(Hitachi Core and Fuel Tests) ia x
3.6 TAPIOCA (Vertical) 6.17 j* *3.7 DADINE (Vertual Tube,inside) 6.18 Hot Lag CCFL Rag, JAER! a j
3.8 PERICLI$ Rectangular l, , 7,gg.THER W DS3.9 PERICLIS Cylindrical

, ,
3.10 PATRICIA OV I

. 7.1 BCN BoilotDRenced Testa (36 rods) a

3.11 PATRICIA OV 2 7.2. g
3.12 ERSEC Tube (Inside) 7.3 NEPTUNUS a x

. ,
3.13 ERSEC Rod Bundas

* 8
3.14 0MEGATubs (Inside) S. SWEDEN, ,
3.15 OMEGA Red Bundle a x
3.16 ECTHOR Laop Seal (AirMater) fa X AW ECC Tess

, ,,

a .x 8.3 FRIGO/FROJA1 MOBY-DICK TEE
3.19 PIERO(AirNaser) N* *

3 20 EPOPEE
a x 8.6 SEPA3.21EVA

' 3.22 SEROPS ~ 9. SWITZERLAND I
3.23 BETHSY Prussunser a x ;
3.24 SUPER MOBY-DICK Horizontal 9.1 NEPTUN-1(BoiloS) . . x* *3.25 REBECA 9.2 NEPTUN-Iand!!(Renood)* * ,
3.26 Ed)TRA 93 PEAIAfT(Renood inside Tube)

4. GERMANY 10. UNITED KINCDOh!
* * * *4IUPTF 10.1 ACHILLES Renoodloop* * * *4.2 HDR Vessel 10.2 THETis Bundle*

43 BATTELLE PWR RS 16 10.3 REFILX Tube Reflood8 * * *4.4 BATTELLE BWR 150396 10.4 Post Dryout Inn. Tube (HP. Winfrith)* *4.5 Blowdown Heat Transfer RS 37 10.5 TITAN /9 MW Rigs *4.6 Hast Transfer kefill/Reflood RS 36 10.6 High Pressure Rig * *4.7 Steady state DNB Esp. RS I64 10.7 Post Dryout Int Tube (LP. Harwell),
4.8 Trans. Boit Inst Tube (Freen) R$ 370 10.8 AirMater Pipeline Fac. (Large Sc), ,
4.9 Rewet R$ 62/184 10.9 Hot Lag (AirMater.OEL Large Sc.)* *4.10 Thermodyit Nonequilibrium R$ 77 10.10* *4.11 LOCA Pump Behaviour R$ 92 10.11 Horir. CCFL Rig (AirMater, Small Sc.),

4.12 %srrnsthyd. UP-BBR R$ 373 10.12 AirMater Rigs (Small Scale)
4.13 Pressuriser Valve R$ 240.347.636 10.I3 LOTUS (AirMater Anet FlowinTube)

* *
* * *

; 4.14 SteamMater Disch. Flow R$ 93. 397 10.14 Single Tube Level Swell (Harwell) *4 15 10.15 Single Tube Reflood (Harwell)* * * '4.16 T-Junction Test Facility (K!K) 10.16 Crossnow Two Phase Wind Tunnel
I"I ** #8''' 85.!TALY
10.18 Hot Les Co and CCF Rig

,
5.1 Pressunser(Vapore Plant) ENEA 10.19 Single tube Renood (Laatherhead)a z ,
5.2 Pressunser Sprey. TURIN 10.20 Boiler Dynamus Rig, g , ,

SJ Pressunser Floodes. CISE 10.21 Valve Blowdown Test Facility
,

5.4 JETid Fuel Channel SIET 10.22 Single Pm Renced j.
5.5 Safety VALVE SIET 10.23 Multipin Cluster Rig, a
5 6 Gen 3x3 (Steam Generatork SIET 10.24 Blowdown Rig |a x
5.7 3xs Bunme CISE 80.25 ECCS Condensation Rig *
5 8 FREGENE (Sesam Generator) ENEA 10.26 !# Sc. Broken Cold Leg Nozzle Rig ,
5.9 ARAMis(Separator)ENEA 10.271/10* Scale PWR Refill Strath Clyde ;
5.10 Jet Condensations TURIN 10.28 Ril) Vertical Forced Circul. Imp
5.11 Jet Condensatiers ENEA 10.29 Ril3 Herit Forced Circut. Loop
5.12 CHF. ENEA 10.30 Verdcal Flow Rigs
3.13 CCF, ENEA 10.31 High Press. Steam' Water Forced Cire.

*
1032 Low Pressure Boilms Fac. (Harwell) '4

a r b fe sheer evealeMe he(f. welume 2) seiersed be the SETS morne (I. volume 1. chsprer d)1 . m:
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Ttble 2 (Cont.): LIST OF FACILITIES

Inte selected in
sheet the CCYM

ll. USA
11.1 LTSF 1/6 Scale Jet Pump a x

I1.2 Univ. California 38. LP BWR a a

11J THEF Post CHF Ins. Tube a x
11.4 Boule Colundus Laborasory
11.5 Wyle Lab. Marshall Steam Station TF
11.6 Menosilaneous Saurons
11.7 Univ. Caldernia SB. Vest. Tube
11.8 Univ. California B. Tube Reflood a x
i1.9 Univ. California Berkeley
11.10 Columbia rod Bundle Blowdown HT a x
11.11 Sasse Univ.New York at Buffalo
11.12 Seses Univ.New Yosk at Buffalo
I1.131/30.1/5 + 1/5 VESSEL CREARE a x

i1.141/5 DC + CL CREARE a

11.15 CDN DART Bubbly Flow Nozzles a

11.16 VERTTUBE PIJDART Annular CCF a x

i1.17 TUBE + CHANNEL DART Air / Water
11.18 SNTF DART BWR Spray Nozzle ~
11.19 CE + MIT
11.20 J-tmap Test Fac. Wenindiouse

<I1.21 HCNTL Univ. of Cincinnati
11.22 Heat Transf.14ap Baboock and Wilcox
11.23 FLECHT SEASET Westinghouse a m

11.24 Univ. California Ims Angeles
11.25 SCTF Univ. California LA
11.26 Univ. California Santa Barbara
I1.27 Univ. California Berkeley
11.28 HST,SSTF.VSFKIE Spray Tests a x

11.29 Four loop Natural Circuission/ SRI
1130 U-Tube SO Two-Laop Test Fac/ SRI a

11311/5 EPRI CREARE Mixing Facility
11J2 EPRI-SA!' thermal Mixing Test Fac, a

11.331/2 Scale Test Facility /CREARE a x

11.34 EPRI Wyle Pipe Rupture Test Fac.
II35 TPF1ANEL Tee Cntical Flow a x
i1.36 EPRI-5Al Canyover Large Dim.
1837 PHSE/PURDUE 1/2 Scale Facility
1138 Thermal Hydr. Test Fac/ORNL
i1.39 INEL Punip Charactensation a x

11.40 Sennacale/INEL
11.41 BWR FLECHT/GE a x

11.42 LEHIGH Post CHF Heat Tr. Bundle a x

11.43 MIT Pressuriser a x

11.44 LS/GE level Swellin Blowdown a

11.45 HOUSTON
11.46 Cocurrent Hor. Flow / Northwest a x

11.47 ANL Power Void Transf. Funct. BWR a x

i1.48 Natural Circulation Boiling /ANL a

11.49 02 Imop/WesSchouse
11.50 Air / Water TF/B. Willamene Pump
11.51 Univ. California Berkely
11.52 MB-2 SO Transient / Westinghouse a x

11.53 Strat. Condens. Flow / Northwest a

11.54 Cntical Flow RigCE a x

11.55 Reflux Rig' Univ. Cal. St. Barbara a x

11.56 LTSF Blodwn QuencWINEL a x

11.5711HIGH Post CHF Vertical Tube a x

12. NORWAY

12.1 HALDEN Reactor, Reflood Tests
a X

x; selectedin the SETS marit (!, veinnie !, chapear 6)a: hfe sheer availeMe bu[I, voimne 2) .
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Tchle 3: SEPARATE EFFECTS TEST FACILITY CROSS REFERENCE MATRIX

Phenomena Separate EffcCis TCst FacilitiCs

3. Fansa
T.*

I
ts.GEND jjj, _ _

z 4 3
s . .Me f. me.ei he mn y j i 3

16 i _n - .
~

3 .- xu e
e bmaad swashebty for model waladsten v2 c. H & 02 IEI U a

Efk Q u i *C a gsga 5-.

I $ j hfgh 6 fg. een son.M. for meses w.s.oen

5x 3 s gsoo
vo<o<B

< =sw :g a. 2- 52 vg =v g Og i

e&Z E C _ _ e=
-os ww weu- A gee c< r<g a ee e a2 2vOp WO

2 y< < C 2 N. < < g c> ip
n as es G M O O w v es EG se 1

Fecstay No. -a a w == * * * I' OO?.2IE $E~
lafe $ hem swailable e a a a e a e a a e a a a a a a e a a

S BASIC PHENOMENA I Ewaporauen due to Depressonsmoon a a a a s . . . . . e e . . .

2 Evapormaan due to Heat Irput . . . . e . . . e e o e . . . . .
3 Condeneasos due to Pressensates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

de ---- eve te Hes Ramewes . . . . . . . . e . . . . e . .

3 laterfar. Fna. Vertsc. Flow . . . e e a . . . e e o e . . . .
4 Interfac. Fna. Hens. Flow . . e . . . . . . e e . . .

T Was to Hvid Fasaien a a s . . . . . . . . s . . .
8 Preet Drepa et Gessnett. Desenatinvaeas . s . e e . . . . . . . . . s . . .
9 Pressum Wewe Prepassuen

i CRJTICAL FLOW I Banks . s s a . . . . . s a . . s . . .
2 Vatwes . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 Ppes a s .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 PttASE SEPARATiortVERTICAL FLOW I Ppea/ Plane ...s a e . . e s . . . . . . e . .
WITH AND WITHOU1 WLXTURE 2 Care . . .. . s s . . . . . . . . . . .
LEVEL 3De=neme .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 STRATIFICATION IN HORIZ, FLOW I Poes .... . . . . . . . . . e e a . . .

4 PHASE SEPARATION AT BRANCHE3 i Besaches .... . . . . . . ... s . . .

5 ENTRAINMENT/DEENTRAINMENT | Cao .. . e a a . . . a *s . . . . . .

3 Upper Plenum .... . e a . . . . . . .

3 Doencemer ... . . . . . . . ... . .

4 SGTete . .. . . s . .. . . . . .

3 $GMs. Chamber (PWR) . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6 Hot Las eith ECCL (PWR) .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6 LIQUIDVAPOUR MIXING WITH I Care .... . . . . . . . .. . . .

.... . . . . . . . . ... . . .
'CONDENSATION 2 Downcemer

3 Upper Pianum .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4 La=er Planum .... . . . . . . . . .

5 $GMs.ChamL (PWR) . .. . . . . . . . ... .

6 ECClin Has and CeW tes(PWR) .. . . . . . s . . . .

T CONDENSATION IN $TRATIFIED 1 Premonser(PWR) .... . . . . . . .

CONDITIONS 2 SGPnmary 5.de (PWR) .... . . s . . . . i

3 SG5eendary $ide (PWR) .... . . . s . . . . . I

d Hemoni.e P,es . .. . . . . . s . . j
'8 SPRAY EFFECT5 8 Ces (BWR) . .. . . . . . . .

2 Pressenser(PWR) .... . . . .

3 OT5G Seccad. Side (PWR) . . .

9 CCF/CCFL 8 Upper Tse Pise . .. . e e . . .

2 Channellabet Orsrams (BWR) . . . .

3 Het and CeW Lag . . e . .

d SGTube (PWR) . .. . s . . .

5 Do=acomer . . . . . .

6 Sergehne (PWR) .. . . .

10 GLOBAL MULTIDIMENilONAL I Upper Plenum . . e . . . . I
FLUID TEMPERATURE. VOID 2 Care .. . s .. . |

AND FLOW DISTRIBUTION 3 Dommamer . .. . . .. .

4 $G5emndary $sde .... . . . .

II HEAT TRAN5FJ NAT. FORC. CONY. I Coe,5G.Saneauem . .. . s . .. . . . .

SUBC/NUCL. Boit. 3 Care. sc. stewaeres a . . . . . .

DNBfDRYOUT 3 Cav. SG. Strwoores . . . s a . m .

PO57CHF 4 Cee. $G. 5truaures . . s . s a a .. .
RA DIATION $ Care . . . ...

CONDEN1ATION 6 $G,5truavres . . s .

12 QUENCH FRONT PROPAC /P.f w1.T 4 Fuel Rods . . s a e a -

2 Channel Wells and ww Reds (BWR) + . . . . . . .

13 LOWER PLENUM FLA1HING . e a a
la GUIDE TUBE FLA5HING (BWR) . . . .

85 ONE AND TWO PHA5F IMPELLE R PUMP RULAYlOUR . . . . s a
16 ONE AND TWO PHASE JET PUMP BEHAVIOUR (Bu R)
11 $LPARATOR BEHAY10VR

.

il STIAM DRYER BEHAYlOUR
. .

. + .

99 ACCUMULATOR BEHAVIOUR . . . .

28 LOOP SEAL FILtJNG AND C11ARANCE (PWRI - . . s .

21 FCC BYPA1$/DC PENETRATION . . . . . . . . .
122 PARALLEL CILANNEL IN5TABILITIF5 (BWR) . . . )23 BORON MLXING AND TRANSPORT . .

34 NONCONDfN5ABL1 CA5 EFFf CT (PWR) . a . s .

25 LOn ER PLENUM INTRAINMENT . . . . s .
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Tcble 4: PHENOMENON Nr.11.4 - HEAT TRANSFER: POST-CHF IN THE CORE,IN THE STEAM
GENERATOR AND ATSTRUCTURES(PART A)

4

FACILITY IDDrt1FICATION EZYWORDS RELEVAfff PARAML'ITAS REASONS FOR

RANCES SELECTION
OR MyTES

Inlet mass
No. Status in Name Fressure flow Heat flua

e

the matris (MPs) (kg/m' s) (W/ca')

3.7 aa DADINE (VERTICAL Vertical tube. 0.1-0.6 20-150 1-3
TUBE INSIDE) Steady-state.

Roll-off
.

3.12 aa EKSEC 1UBE Tube, refloodleg 0.1-0.6 10-120 1-7 856

(INSIDE)

3.14 as OMEGA TUBE Blowdown 16 - 60-125 567
(INS?DE)

3.15 ez OMIDA 200 BUND 12 Blowdown 13-15 - 44-60 567

4 4.5 aa B1DWDOWN REAT Blowdown 15-1.3 3828-3300 163-74 567
TRANSFD R$ 37 Red bundle

d 4.9 aa REWET (RS 62/184) Reflooding. 0.1-0.45 2-10 cm/s 2-6 56
tuba, single red

| 5.6 aa CDi 3s3 (STEAM SG Secondary. 3.5-8 200-600 -

CENERATOR) ENEA Steady-state,

transient

5.7 aa 8s8 BUNDLE CISE BWR-6 Bundle. 7.1 125-1600 - 67
Steady state

5.12 m CHT ENEA

6.1 aa TrTT JAER1 Core heat 0.5-12 20 410 3-25 2356
transfer.
Boll-off.
Reflooding.

EWR and PWR
bundle

6.16 s HIC 0F (MITACHI
CORE AND FUEL
TESTS)

8.4 a 120 BAR LDOF

9.1 aa NErtvN 1 Bundle 0.15 - 25-15 kW 2356
(8011DFF)

10.3 : RETLEX TVBE
RETLDOD

10.4 aa IVST DRYOLTI INS. Hot patch 0.2-7 50 2000 1-30 2356
TUBE (HP. ,

WINTRITH)

10.7 aa POST DRYOUT INS. 0.2-0.4 25-200 2356
TUBE (LP. 0
hARVELL)

10.20 aa B01LF.R DYNAMICS SC. transient 28 12 kg/s 12 HW 67

E1C boundary
conditions

10.23 s MULTIFIN CLUST D
RIC

11.3 aa THET FOST CID Steady state. 0.2 7 12 70 0.8-22.5 234 56
INS. TUBE quast-steady

state

18.7 a tHIV. CALIFORNI A
B. Tt'BE RFJLD0D

11.8 aa UNIV. CALIFORNIA Reflooding 0.1-0.3 2.5-18 156
B. WBE REftD00 cm/s
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stble 4 (Cont.): . PHENOMENON N .11A - HEAT TRANSFER: POST-CHF IN THE CORE,IN THE
STEAM GENERATOR AND AT STRUCTURES (PART B)

FACILITY IDDfflFICATION EEYWORDS 3212VANT FARAMETERS REASONS FOR
RANCES SELECTION

OR M71TS

Inlet mass
No. Status in Name Pressure flow Heat fluu

the matris (MPa) (kg/a' s) (W/ca')

II.9 a ljN!V. CALIFORNIA
SDKELEY

!!.10 aa COLUMBIA kOD Fost CHT 13.8 1500. l.8 MW Stattar to
BUNDLE EtalDOWN CHECA (tod
HT tendle)

3.15

!!.!! s STA1T IMIV. NEW
YORE AT SUFFAIA

11.21 m BCNTL UNIV. OF
CINCIMMATI

11.23 aa F12CET SEASET Reflooding. 0.14-0.4 1.5-15 0.9-3.3 12356 |
WESTINGBOUSE Unblocked and .cm/s kw/s |

blocked bundle

!!.25 s SCTF UNIV.
CALIFORNIA LA

11.38 s THERMAL NYDR.
TEST FAC./ORNL

11.40 s SIMISCA12/INEL

11.42 aa I R ICB FOST CEF Bundla, hot 0.1-1. Up to Up to 10 2356
NEAT TR. BUNDLE patch. 300

reflooding

11.49 : C2 140F /- -

'WESTINCit00SE

11.52 aa MB 2 SC SC. transient 7 6.7 MWt 67
TRANSID'T/ conditions
WESTINCHOUSE

!!.56 aa LTSF 8thWDOWN Single red. 0.1-7 0.4-6. 2567
QUDCH/INEL bundle e/s

11.57 aa LEHICH POST CM Mot p tch 0.2-0.6 13 85 1.8 5.5 2356
VERTICAL TVBE

12.1 aa HALD D REACTUR. Reflooding. 0.2-0.4 4 60 g/s 10-30 W/(m 567
REF140D TESTS fuel and hester

rods

k i

f

i
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Table 5: EVAPORATION DUE TO DEPRESSURIZATION (PHENOMENON Nr. f.0.1) |

FACILITIES IDENTIFIER 3.2 3.6 4.4 4.10 8.2

Main Parameters
1,

|
] P (MPa) D 10-3 m

0.75 228
2.59 239

J

3 318234C
33B234C
308 9X

5 488234C 256
) 509 509 mm

160
6.37 88

BWR'

8.8 steam4

line break
76 76 mm

2

,

9.17 208
'

11.58 168 1
9 12 12R305

'

12R318
12R324
12ORSA

120EB324
break

10 10 mm
15 top lateral

break
20 20 mm ;

lateral i

SELECTED TESTS

References:

3.2 - B. Spinter, Reconstitution d'essais SUPER MOBY DICK avec le code TRAC PF1/ MOD 1,
version 14.3, N. Technique CEA/DTE/SETh/LEML n' 88134

3.6 - FRAMATOME report TP/CT/DC 494 June 1980
4.4 - System description, experimental procedures: BF RS4.167-01,1982 = (1) data reports:

BF R64.167-30-1 to 11 and (3.1)-(3.9) in (1)
B. HoTzer et al.: Specification of OECD Standard Problem No. 6, GRS/Battelle Frankfurt,
February 1977

4.10- System description, experimental procedure: r6sults (plots): RS 77 Final Report. C.E.C.
ISPRA 1976 to BMFT-Bonn

8.2 - The Marviken Fuli Scale Critical Flow Tests. Conclusions. Joint Reactor Safety
Experiments in the marviken Power Station, Sweden. MXC-402. December 1979

Additional Information:

3.2 - Co.)vergent intet diameter 87.5 mm, outlet diameter 20 mm
4.10- Liquid expansion experiment
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Tcble 6: CRITICAL FLOW IN CREAKS (PHENOMENON N2. 6.1.1)

FACILITIES IDENTIFIER 3.2 3.25 8.2 11.54

Main Parameters

P (MPa) Temp (K)

0.3 3 8 X 06
3 B X 20

3 B'X 100 |

0.5 5 B X 29
5 B X 100

0.8 8 B X 40

2.0 465 20B192
2.0 477 20 B 204
2.0 484 20 B 211

4.0 501 40 B 227
4.0 514 408240
4.0 522 40B249

P. Two - 5.0,30 D, UD = 0.2,3.0 13
P, Two - 5.0,30 D, UD - 0.3.1.0 6
P. Two - 5.0,30 D, UD = 0.3.3.0 12
P, Two - 5.0,30 D, UD - 0.3.3.7 18
P. T.un - 5.0,30 D. UD = 0.5,0.3 24
P. T un a 5.0,30 D, UD - 0.5.1.5 21
P, T.uo - 5.0,30 D, UD = 0.5.3.6 22

6.89 x 0.003 Nozzle 3o

6.62 x - - 0.002 Nozzle 3o

8.0 567 80B293

SELECTED TESTS

References:

3.2 - . Report CEA/DRE/STT No. TT-163, July 1981.
. Note CEA/CDR/STT No. TT/SETRE/82-32, January 1983.
. Note CEA/DRE/STT No. TT/SETRE/71, September 1983.

.25 -
Note CEA, DRE/SETRE/LTA 784/612, July 1984.

O' '
The Markiven Full Scale Critical Flow Test. MXC-301. Summary Report, December 1979

I
Sozzi G.L., Sutherland W.A.: Critical Flow of Saturated and Subcooled Water at High
Preessure. General Electric Report NEDO-13418, May 1975.
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Tcble 7: GLOBAL MULTIDEMENSIONAL FLUID TEMPERATURE, VOID AND FLOW |

DISTRIBUTION IN THE CORE (PHENOMENON Nr. 6.10.2) |<

IFACILITIES 3.8 6.14 6.15. 10.1 10.2 11.23
IDENTIFIER

IMain i

Parameters
!

J
'

P (MPa)

< 1.0 MPa 31B S2 16/621 C2-12R1 Level swell, Boil off:,

cold leg cold leg 0.2 MPa: 35.557 !

|ECCinj. ECCinj. A1LO69 35.658
A1LO70 35.759
A1LO71

32A S3-11n15 C2-20/80 Voidage Steam
combined combined distribution: cooling:

35 ECC inj. ECCinj. A3LO40 32.753
A3LO46 36.160
A3LO49 36.261

36.262
BE reflood: 36.463

A1B091 36.564 i

A18099 36.766 j

A18101 36.867 '

A1B112

7 tests,
0.5-4.0 MPa selected in

Ref. 3.8/10.2

SELECTED TESTS

geferences:

3.8 - R. Dervaz, P. Clement, J.M. Veteau: " Find Report - Study of Two Dimensional Effects in
i the Core of a Light Water Reactor During the Reflooding Phase of a LOCA." contract

N.002 SRF
3.8/
10.2- A. Forge et al.:" Comparative Calculations on Selected Two-Phase Flow Phenomena

Using Major PWR System Codes." CEC, EUR 12901 EN,1990.

6.14- Data Reports on Large Scale Reflood Tests for each SCTF-Tesi'.

6.15- Data Reports on Large Scale Reflood Tests for each CCTF-Test.
o

10.1- Technical Reports to ACHILLES Steering Group: UK Nucl. Industry and CEGB Chairman
for Experimental Program.

10.2- C.A. Cooper, K.G. Pearson, D. Jowitt: Contract SR 030-UK.

G.L. Shires et al.:"The Thermal Performance of a Partially Water Fil'.ed Fuel Cluster,
Parti: An Exploratory Experimental Study of Level Swell at Pressures from 2 to 40 bars."
AEEW-R 1369, June 1980.

11.23 - S. Wong, L.E. Hochreiter: Analysis of the FLECHT-SEASET Unblocked Bundle Steam
Cooling and Boit-off Tests; NUREG/CR-1533, May 1981

2321'
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Talde 8: HEAT TRANSFER 2 POST-CHF IN THE CORE,IN THE STEAM GENERATOR AND AT

STRUCTURES (PHENOMENON No. 6.11.4) (5/7)
'

FACILITIES IDENTIFIER 11.8 11.23

Main parameters

P (MPa) Inlet
velocity
(cm/s)

0.1 7.5 3076
0.3 7.5 3070
0.3 12.5 3060
0.2 2.5 3051

0.3 7.5 3059
Mass Flux
(kg/m8s)

0.1 74 6-3 70-1 )
<

0.1 74 10-3-70-1 l
0.1 74 6-3-150-1

|

0.1 74 10-3-150-1
)

0.4 74 6-3-150-4
0.4 74 10-3-150-4 i

'

0.4 26 6-1-150-4
Rod peak

power
(KW/m)

0.28 1.6 33056
0.16 36160 Steam
0.79 36262

coo W
0.039 36564 '

0.02 36867 ,

!

i

i

|

SELECTED TESTS
__

References:

11.8- R. Seban: *Reflooding of a Vertical Tube at 1,2 and 3 Atmospheres" EPRI-NP-3191, July
1981, '

R. Seban, et al.: * Heat Transfer During Quench and Dryout in a Vertical Tube" EPRI NP-
4157, July 1985.

'

11.23- S. Wong, L.E. Hochreiter; " Analysis of the FLECHT SEASET Unblocked Bundle Steam-
Cooling and Boil-off Tests "NUREG/CR-1533, May 1981. |
N. Lee, et al.:"PWR FLECHT SEASET Unblocked Bundle, forced and Gravity Reflood !
Task: Data Evaluation and Analysis report" NUREG/CR-2256, February 1982.
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Table 8 (Cont.): HEAT TRANSFER: POST-CHF IN THE CORE,IN THE STEAM GENERATOR AND AT
STRUCT11RES (PHENOMENON No,6.11.4) (6/7) '

I* '4 1 '* 'FACILITIES IDENTIFIER.

,n

Main parameters

Rod peak
P (MPa) power<

(KW/m)

0.28 2.4 3:504
0.28 2.5 32114
0.41 2.64 32013
0.14 2.7 31922
0.28 7.P 31302 ,.

0.28 2.1 31805 1

0.28 3.8 31203
0.27 1.5 31701
0.28 15 34006

Mass Flux
(kg/m's)

0.1 13.46 3
7.23 9
18.48 12
18.69 14
25.13 20
25.58 22

.56 716

.56 718

.1 736

|
|

I

l

SELECTED TESTS

References:

11.42 - K. Tuzla, et at.: " Thermodynamic Non-Equilibrium in Post-Critical Heat-Flux Boiling in a
Rod Bundle *NUREG/CR-5095, June 1988, Vols.1-3.

'

M. Sencar and N. Aksan:'' independent Assessment of RELAPS/ Mod 3 with Ler.igh
University and PSI-NEPTUN Reflooding Tests * Code Assessment and Maintenance j

Program Meeting, PSI-Switzerland June 1992.

11.49 Heat Transfer Above the Two-Phase Mixture Level Under Core Uncovery Conditions in a
336-Rod Bundle: Vol.1 Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Vol .2 T.S. Andreychek, Westinghouse Electric corp., Pittsburgh
EPRI-NP-1692, Vols.1 and 2

H C. Yeh et al., Westinghouse ELECTRIC Corp., USA
Heat Transfer Above the Two-Phase Mixture Level Under Core Uncovery Conditions in a
336-Rod Bundle.
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Table 8 (Cont.): HEAT TRANSFERt POST-CHF IN THE CORE,IN THE STEAM GENERATOR AND AT
STRUCTURES (PHENOMENON Ns. 6.11.4) (7/7)

FACILITIES IDENTIFIER 11.56 11.57 12.1

Main parameters

Inlet fluid
P (MPa) velocity

(m/s)

6.86 3.7 12

6.92 0.4 7
Mass Flux
(kg/m*s)

0.378 14.8 100

0.255 14.9 105

0.409 20.7 112

0.396 42.7 124 ,

0.39 29.5 130 1

0.272 42.9 158 1

0.302 60 174 1

0.395 29.9 191 ,

Reflood rate |

(cm/s) IFA-511-2
5236

0.2-0.4 9.6 5239
5.6 5247
7.4

IFA-511-3
5258 i

9.6 5261 i
SE 5265

|

|
SELECTED TESTS

References:

11.56 N. Aksan: " Evaluation of Analytical Capability to predict cladding Quench" EGG-LOFT-
$555, August 1982.

11.57 D.G. Evans, et al. " Measurement of Axially Varying Noncquilibrium in Post-Critical Heat-
Flux Boiling in a Vertical Tube" UUREGICR 3363, Vols.1 and 2, June 1983.

12.1 C. Vitanza et al.: " Blowdown /reflood tests with Nuclear Heated Rods (IFA-511.2)" OECD ,

Halden Reactor Project, HPR-248, May 1980.
'

T. Johnsen, C. Vitanza: " Blowdown /Reflood Tests with Semiscale Heaters (IFA-511.3)"
OECD Halden Reactor Project HWR-17, May 1981.
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RELAPS ANALYSES OF TWO HYPOTHETICAL FLOW REVERSAL EVENTS FOR THE
'

<

ADVANCED NEUTRON SOURCE REACTOR

N. C. J. Chen, M. W. Wendel, and G. L. Yoder, Jr.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory'

P.O. Box 2009
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8045

(615) 574-0753 I
:
1

ABSTRACT

nis paper parsents RELAPS results of two hypothetical, low flow transients analyzed as part of the Advanced
Neutron Source Reactor safety program. The reactor design features four independent coolant loops (three ;

'

active and one in standby), each containing a main circulation pump (with battery powered pony motor), heat
exchanger, an accumulator, and a check valve. The first transient assumes one of these pumps fails, and
additionally, that the check valve in that loop remains stuck in the open position. This accident is considered i

extremely unlikely. Flow reverses in this loop, reducing the core flow because much of the coolant is diverted
from the intact loops back through the failed loop. The second transient examines a 102-mm-diam
instantaneous pipe break near the core inlet (the worst break location). A break is assumed to occur 90 s after
a total loss-of-offsite power. Core flow reversal occurs because accumulator injection overpowers the
diminishing pump flow.

,

!

Safety margins are evaluated against four thermal limits: Twi = T, incipient boiling, onset of significant void, |

and critical heat flux. For the first transient, the results show that these limits are not exceeded (at a 95% non-

exceedance probability level)if the pony motor battery lasts 30 minutes (the present design value). For the
second transient, the results show that the closest approach of the fuel surface temperature to the local
saturation temperature during core flow reversal is about 39 C. Therefore the fuel remains cool during this q

transient. Although this work is done specifically for the ANSR geometry and operating conditions, the ;
Igeneral conclusions may be applicable to other highly subcooled reactor systems.

INTRODUCTION

Currently in the advanced conceptual design stage, the Advanad Neutron Sourre Reactor (ANSR) [1] is a
research reactor to be built at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. It will provide the highest continuous
neutron flux levels of any reactorin the world. The reactoris cooled and moderated by highly subcooled heavy
water (D 0). To accommodate the high core power density (4.5 MW/l), coolant flows upward through the core2

at a high velocity (25 m/s). In addition, the ANSR features a submerged primary coolant loop configuration
and passive gas-pressurized accumulators to improve the depressurization behavior.

'The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U.S. Government under contract DE-AC05-
840R21400. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to publish or reproduce
the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes. |

Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems,Inc., under contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with the U.S.
Department of Energy. 2325
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The conceptual safety analysis report (CSAR) [2] was completed and included pipe break [3-9], Loss-of-
Offsite Power (LOSP) [10,11], and reactivity insertion accident calculations. Since the CSAR calculations
were completed, several updates to the RELAPS input model have been made:

1. The power distribution in the cores has been updated to an improved core design with a new U n
2

distribution.
2. A refined nodalization has been used to represent more accurately the propagation of expansion waves

that immediately follow an instantaneous pipe break.
3. A total accumulator volume of 7.52 m' and 0.52-m' bubble size have been assumed for each accumulator,

consistent with the current design.
The piping layout is now consistent with the Conceptual Design Report [12]. (The major difference| 4.
between the assumed piping layout and the present one is the elevation of the main circulation pumps.

!
5. The main circulation pump was changed from a Byron Jackson [13] design to a Westinghouse design that

<

maintains a higher flow rate at lower developed pump head.
He primary system pressure sensor location (used for initiating reactor scram and primary pump trip) was6.
moved closer to the core to provide more rapid and sensitive low pressure detection. Also, a first-order
time lag of 0.03 s was used for the pressure sensor response lag instead of a straight 0.03-s delay.

In the CSAR calculations,the Costa [14] correlation was used to predict the onset of significant void (OSV),
whih the Gambill/Weatherhead [15] correlation was used to p edict the occurrence of critical heat flux (CHF).

Bree additional thermal limit criteria have since been included in the code. The first is a modification of the
Saha-Zuber [16] OSV correlation. Unlike the Costa correlation, the modified Saha-Zuber correlation has a
reasonable low-subcooling limit. The second limit is the T, = T c-iterion, which is exceeded if the fuel
surface temperature (as predicted by the Petukhov [17] correlation at high flow or a constant-Nu correlation
at low flow) exceeds the bulk saturation temperature in the coolant channel. The third additional limit is the

Bergies-Rohsenow [18] correlation for incipient boiling.

He safety margin is measured by thermal limit ratios. The ratios are defined as the calculated limiting heat
flux divided by the local fuel surface heat flux (including uncertainties). The thermal limit correlations were
calculated using local fluid conditions. A minimum ratio greater than one indicates that the limit has not been
exceeded, and no fuel damage would be expected;if the minimum ratio is less than one, the possibility of fuel

damage exists.

The objective of this work is to determine the effects of flow reversal events on the ANSR thermal hydraulic
performance. De most recent version of the RELAPS/ MOD 3/ VERSION 1.1.1 input model(including post-
CSAR updates) was used to simulate two hypothetical transients that lead to flow reversal. The events are
defined and calculated results (with the derived safety margin) are presented and discussed. It is shown that
neither of these flow-reversal events present a significant safety threat to the ANSR.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

i

|
Re ANSR core design featuru an axially split core cooled by upward flowing heavy water (see Fig.1). Each
core halfis constmeted with a series of involute fuel plates erranged in an annular array to provide spanwiseI

uniform coolant gaps. Inner control and shutdown rods and outer shutdown rods are located in the central hole
region and the reflector tank, respectively. The core assembly is contained within a double-walled aluminum
core pressure boundary tube (CPBT) that separates the high pressure heavy water core coolant from the low
pressure heavy water in the reflector tank that surrounds the entire core region.

A simplified reactor primary cooling system diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The system consists of four identical
loops connected in parallel to the reactor vessel and to a common reactor outlet pipe. Each loop contains a

2326
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gas charged accumulator, a main heat exchanger, an emergency heat exchanger, a reactor coolant pump (each
with an AC-powered main motor and a DC- 3wered pony motor), a strainer, isolation valves, connecting
piping, and instrumentation. During normal, full power reactor operation, three of the four loops are in
operation with the fourth loop in standby mode.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

An ANSR RELAPS system model has been developed based on the advanced conceptual design. The model |
includes three major regions as shown in Fig. 3. The core model (region 1) consists of two core halves, core !

bypass channels, and a central control rod region. The core is surrounded by the CPBT, which separates the
high-pressure primary system and the low-pressure moderator tank.

Core poweris calculated using a point kinetics model with reactivity feedback based on coolant density and ;

control rod position. Power is distributed among the various metal and fluid regions and is distributed axially j
within the fueled region based on a specific fuelloading design.

'

Each of the two fuel elements is modeled as an average channel (which incorporates all but two of the fuel
plates) and two hot channels representing the most limiting axial relative power density profile in each
element. For each fuel element, one of these hot channels reflects 95% non-exceedance probability
uncertainty levels (for analysis of unlikely events), and one represents 99.9% non-exceedance probability
uncertainty levels (for analysis of anticipated events). The purpose of the hot channels is to calculate the most .

severe axial bulk temperature profile within the core. Within each of these channels, correlations are ;

compared at hot spot conditions. The characteristics of these spots are defined using uncertainties that affect
local heat flux conditions, but do not affect bulk coolant conditions because they are so localized.

De laop model(region 2) contains three independent heat exchanger loops. Each loop consists of an isolation
valve, a hothold leg, an accumulator, horizontal U-tube main and emergency heat exchangers, a centrifugal
main circulating pump, and an inertial flow diode (a preferred flow direction device). Both heat exchanger
models are calibrated to design specifications. De single-phase homologous curves defining the performance
of the main circulation pumps were developed from three-quadrant Westinghouse design curves, and two-
phase corrections were based on Semiscale data [19].

An open-loop representation of the letdown and pressurizing system (region 3) is included in the model.
Letdown flow is extracted from the inlet plena of the three main heat exchangers. In the design, core outlet
pressure is contmlied through modulation of the letdown valves. This is modeled by establishing the nominal
valve opening size required to allow a nominal flow during normal conditions and controlling about that point.

A main pressurizing pump provides injection flow through a makeup line at the hot leg distribution header.
Injection flow is drawn from a constant temperature heavy-water source by the main pressurizing pump.
Following letdown isolation, flow through the pressurizing pumps is assumed to continue until the integrated
injected flow reaches the makeup tank capacity.

RELAPS MODIFICATIONS FOR APPLICABILITY TO ANSR

Although the RELAP5 code was designed for pressurized water reactor and boiling water reactor applications,
the applicability of the code has been improved for the ANSR-specific fuel plate geometry. Three specific
changes were implemented. The first replaced the Dittus-Boelter [20] single-phase forced convection
correlation by the Petukhov correlation. The second change incorporated the Gambill/Weatherhead CHF
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correlation into the existing Groenveld et al. [21] look-up table. Modification three altered the interfacial drag
in the slug flow regime to reflect the Griffith [22] drift flux behavior in narrow channels.

In the low flow regions two additional changes were implemented. The friction factor correlation used to
determine the flow resistance in the core (about 80% of the total loop pressure drop) was changed from the
laminar friction factor conelation for circular tubes (f = 64/Re) normally used by RELAP to one for long, thin
sectangular channels (f = 96/Re). De second change seplaced the laminar constant-Nu correlation for circular
tubes (Nu = 4.36) by one for rectangular channels (Nu = 7.63). This value of 7.63 accounts for the correct
aspect ratio and the nonuniform boundary condition. Although the heat transfer coefficients that are used to
determine the fuel surface temperature do not influence OSV, they are important in establishing the T = T ,
criterion. Experience has shown that RELAP5 will switch from the turbulent Petukhov correlation to the
laminar, constant-Nu correlation at a Reynolds number of about 1000. RELAP5 simply takes the maximum !

of the two heat transfer correlations. |
|

l

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSIENTS

The first transient involved the failure of a single main circulation pump with a stuck-open check valve,
leading to flow reversalin the failed loop. The following assumptions were made: (1) the motors (both main
AC and pony DC) driving one of the main circulation pumps fail leading to pump coastdown, (2) the check
valve in the tripped pump outlet pipe fails to close to prevent reverse flow, and (3) following reactor scram,
the core outlet temperature falls sharply, shrinking the coolant and leading to a low-pressure trip of the
remaining two functional main circulation pumps. (Here, to force a coolant pump trip, the setpoint was
assumed to occur at a pressure 5% higher than the nominal trip setpoint.) This is an unlikely or an extremely
unlikely event. Herefore, a 95% non-exceedance probability level was used for the thermal limit comparison.

The second transient considered is a 102-mm-diam instantaneous core inlet break into the reactor pool (at
about 3 atmospheres). The break is assumed to occur after the reactor and main circulation pumps are shut
down, but while the system is still at high pressure. This shutdown-prior-to-break sequence may occur during
an earthquake or during a normal shutdown period. For instantaneous breaks [7,9] that occur before shutdown,
the pressure expansion wave propagating from the break site into the fuel channels is the limiting
phenomenon, because it significantly reduces the subcooling in the fuel channels, causing thermal limits to
be challenged (the Costa OSV limiting heat flux is proportional to subcooling). However, here the pipe break
occurs after scram so the core exit subcooling is much larger, and is therefore only slightly affected by the
oscillations in saturation temperature caused by the pressure expansion wave. Such an accident, however,
leads to diminished core flow and possibly even to a flow reversal, if the break is large enough. Flow reversal
could occur if the main circulation pumps (running at 10% pony motor flow after shutdown) are unable to
maintain upflow against the accumulator (located in the hot leg) discharge. The accumulators act to maintain
higher core exit pressure, but the core inlet pressure is decreased due to the break flow. Parametric simulations
have shown that the pipe-break time most likely to result in flow reversal is approximately 90 s after reactor
and main circulation pump shutdown. This event is also considered an unlikely or extremely unlikely event.
Therefore, all limits are evaluated at a 95% non-exceedance probability level.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results and discussion of the two flow reversal events calculated using the RELAP5/ MOD 3/ VERSION 1.1.1
input model are presented here.

,
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:
i.

i

i Single Pump Failure with a Stuck Open Check Valve (Loop Flow Reversal)

1

! At time zero, a main circulating pump was assumed to lose power and began coasting down. The two
; remaining functional pumps were tripped on low primary system pressure at 13.72 s and then coasted down

to pony motor speed. The pony motors continued running for 30 min (until the batteries expired) and then!

coasted down so that all forced flow was lost. Subsequently, natural circulation developed within the primary

: system removing the decay heat from the core.
!

The pressure response at the upper core inlet and exit is shown in Fig. 4 (the upper core is limiting for this
transient). After the initial pump trip, the core inlet pressure declines due to the diminishing primary pump
head and flow rate, and coolant shrinkage after reactor scram. The core exit pressure changes only slightly.

i because it is controlled by closing the letdown valves in response to the depressurization. The core pressure

| drop decreases as the core flow decreases and stabilizes once natural circulation is established.
a

|
Pump flow and total core flow (sum of three pump Hows) are shown in Fig. 5. As the failed pump coasts
down, the discharge (core inlet) pressure decreases, causing the functional pump flows to increase. At 1.95
s the failed pump developed head becomes low enough that flow reverses in the failed loop. Flow reversal l

in the failed loop is possible only because the check valve is also assumed to fail. Much of the flow supplied i
'

by the two remaining functional pumps is thus diverted back through the failed loop, bypassing the core. After
j the functional pump main motors are tripped (13.72 s), the loop flows diminish, but'.the same flow |

configuration continues with backflow through the failed loop. After the pony motor batteries expire at 30
;

min, a free convection flow pattern is established with forward flow through all three loops.
|

| Temperature and coolant velocity transients are shown in Fig. 6 for the 95% hot channel exit. Three minima
in the fuel channel subcooling occur, corresponding to three coolant temperature maxima (the saturation

;

; temperature remains relt,tively constant). Initially, the coolant temperature rises with declining core flow.

| De first peak occurs at the time of reactor scram since the drop in power causes the bulk temperature to fall
sharply. After the functional pump main motors are tripped, core flow declines again, causing another increase
in the core exit bulk temperature. However, decay heat is also decreasing so that once the flow rate stabilizes,

,

d

| the core exit bulk temperature begins to decline; thus, the second peak is observed. The final peak in the bulk

j temperature occurs during the transition to natural circulation, again because of reduced core flow. These
three subcooling minima are responsible for the three thermal limit ratio minima shown in Fig. 7. Throughout

i the transient, the fuel surface temperature stays below the saturation temperature, indicating no boiling at the

hot spot.
I

1

Figure 7 shows a comparison of various thermal limit ratios in the upper (most limiting) core hot spot for a |
:

95% non-exceedance probability level. De thermal limit ratio is the ratio between the thermal limit criterion
|

(e.g.T., = T.,IB, Costa or Modified Saha-Zuber) and the hot spot heat flux. All three thermal limit ratio;

minima (other than the original and the modified Saha Zuber) are greater than unity, indicating that none of:

[ the thermallimits are exceeded. As expected, the T., = T and the IB criteria are the most limiting. Before
scram, Costa is the most limiting OSV correlation. Discontinuities in both the original and the modified Saha-'

Zuber thermal hmit ratios occur when the velocity falls below 8 m/s. Discontinuities in those ratios again
occur (this time the ratios plummet to zero) when the Peclet number falls below 70,000 (about 20 s in Fig. 7).

,

Dese two sets of discontinuities are a direct consequence of the sudden increases in uncertainty that we are:

applying to the Saha-Zuber conelation as the velocity is decreasing (see Table 1). In addition, theI

imodification of the Saha-Zuber correlation causes the modified version of the correlation to predict higher
limits at low subcoolings and lower limits at higher subcoolings than the original version of the correlation.
De Costa correlation, which is considerably more conservative than either the Saha-Zuber or modified Saha-

j: Zuber correlation at high velocities, becomes less so as the velocities decrease. In these calculations, the
uncertainties for the Costa conelation were kept constant over all of the velocity range, while changing those

i
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of the modified Saha-Zuber and original Saha-Zuber correlations. Thus, the Costa correlation has a lower
thermal limit ratio than the Saha-Zuber formulations early in the transient (at high velocities), and higher ratios
at the end of the transient (at lower velocities). Since the absolute lower limit on boiling (and therefore OSV)
is T., = T,,,, the OSV curves cannot fall below the T , = T , curve. This transient would therefore not exceed
any of the thermal limits that could lead to potential fuel damage.

)

Table 1. Peaking factors for hot spot heat fluxes.

Limit Model 95% Probability 99.9% Probability

T_.,, = Tm 1.16 1.25
_

Bergies-Rohsenow (IB) 1.30 1.59

Costa (OSV) 1.30 1.59

Saha-Zuber Peclet > 70000. Vel > 8 m/s 1.52 2.30
and

Modified Peclet > 70000, Vel < 8 m/s 2.08 **

Saha-Zuber
(Osvi Peclet < 70000 ** **

" Presently the T , = T ,, orIB limit is recommended and is more conservative- for these conditions until
the low flow correlation for the modified Saha-Zuber correlation can be better characterized.

I

102-mm Diam Instantaneous Core Inlet Break after Shutdown (Core Flow Reversal)

The pipe break was assumed to occur 90 s after a shutdown of the reactor and AC pump motors (LOSP). The
pony motors were assumed to be available to provide 10% of the nominal flow after the coastdown. i

|

ne core exit pressures, shown in Figs. 8 and 8a, drop sharply when the pipe break occurs at 90 s, then recover
due to the accumulatorinjection which causes the flow reversal in the core. After the break flow equilibrates
with the accumulator flow (Fig. 9), the primary system pressure declines steadily approaching the reactor pool
pressure as the accumulators are drained.

Thermal limit ratios at the 95% lower core hot channel entrance (the entrance is used here since it is the
limiting location after flow reversal) are shown in Fig.10 and indicate two minima. The first minimum occurs
immediately after reactor scram and the second minimum occurs during core flow reversal immediately
following the pipe break. Again, the Saha-Zuber based correlations show very low thermal limit ratios under
low flow conditions because of the uncertainties imposed upon them. Figure 10a shows a close-up of the
remaining thermal limit ratios immediately following the break. The Costa limit is exceeded because as the
velocity reaches zero, the Costa prediction of heat flux required to initiate voiding goes to zero. However, the
T., = T,, limit is not exceeded even during the core flow reversal. The violation of the Costa limit should
be disregarded because OSV cannot physically occur if T , stays below T,,.

De limiting location in each fuel element changes with the changing pressure, coolant bulk temperature, and
coolant flow direction. When a flov> reversal occurs, the limiting location moves from the core exit to the core
inlet (referenced to the normal coolant flow direction). The limiting locations in each fuel element,
immediately following the pipe break for the T., = T, criterion occurs at the lower element inlet and the
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i

i

i
'

upper element exit (the absolute limit is at the upper element exit). Figure 1I sho a temperature and, velocity

j responses at the lower core 95% hot channel entrance with a peaking factor of 1.16 (this peaking factor ;

; includes an assumed normal distribution of the error in the heat transfer coefficient with a standard deviation ;

j of 3.3%). Pressure osci!!ations following the break cause small changes in the local saturation temperature. !

Diminishing core flow results in lower heat transfer in the core, thus causing the wall temperature to approach |:

,
the saturadon temperature within 71 *C, 'Ihe wall tempenture decreases as decay heat decreases and core flow |

| stabilizes. Figure 12 shows the transition from the turbulent Petukhov correlation to the laminar constant Nu |
correlation for the heat transfer coefficient in the lower core hot channel during the flow reversal. Figure 13 t

' shows the temperature responses at the upper core 95% hot channel exit. The same behavior is observed at [;

! this location as was noted in Fig.11, however, the closest approach between T, and T , is lower (but still ;

j about 39'C) due to the higher heat flux levels in the upper core.
l
.

CONCLUSIONS |
4

Although this work is done specifically for the ANSR geometry and operating conditions, the general i
4

conclusions can be applied to other highly subcooled reactor systems. Similar trends in the thermal limit
j,

,

margin should be observed in other systems for the pipe break and the single pump failure with stuck open |'

! check valve events.
I

,

i '

For the single pump failure assuming a stuck open check valve, the results show that the core should not'

j exceed any thermal limit criteria if the pony motor battery lasts 30 minutes, at a 95% non-exceedance

i probability level (used for extremely unlikely events).
!

| In the event of the pipe break, the results show that the worst time for a post-scram pipe break to occur is
approximately 92 s after reactor and AC motor pump shutdown. Even this event, which causes a cose flow'

reversal, the closest approach between the fuel surface temperature and the sataration temperature at the hot

| spot is about 39 'C (for 95% non-exceedance probability levels), indicating that no boiling should occur in
the core,

i During low core flow, the OSV conelations were not useful forjudging the acceptability of these events. The

i Costa correlation is based on data obtained at higher flow rates, and the Saha-Zuber correlation has very large

|
uncertainty at the low flows. Instead, it was shown that the fuel suiface temperature, T,,, would not exceed
the saturation temperature in the hot channel, T., during the periods of low flow, thus prohibiting the ;

i !

possibility of OSV.

I
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Fig.11. Temperature and velocity response at the lower core 95% hot channel entrance for the 102-mm-
diam pipe break 90 s after shutdown.
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MELCOR BENCHMARKING AGAINST INTEGRAL SEVERE FUEL DAMAGE TESTS'
|
|
'

L K. Medal
F; ^ r of Advanced Technology, Brookhaven National I t i

-

Upton, NY 11973, USA

|

ABSTRACT nmit progression also 1-a=== available from the TMI-2 post-
test =======eia== sad from the OECD LOFT project (Test FP-

MElf0R is a fully integrated computer code that models all 2).
phases of the progression of severe marid==e= in light water
reactor auclear power plants, and is being developed for the BNL has a program with the NRC to provide _ ' ; "
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory t'a====alaa (NRC) by Sandia ==========* of MElf0R as a severe accident thermal-
Nahanal laboratories (SNL). Brookhaven National Imboratory tryJ. '_ -/ source term aanlysis tool, and a very important part

(BNL) has a program with the NRC to provide indarand==e of this program is to i- 1 MELCOR against'

assessment of MEILOR, and a very unportant part of this oxy ___ -' data from integral severe fuel damage tests and -

program is to barw4== ark MElf0R against ea : 9 data predictions of that data from more mechamstic codes such asr

from integral severe fuel damage tests and predictions of that SCDAP or SCDAP/RELAP5. In -~~" with a BNL study
on exp _ T data alternataves for benchmarkmg MELCORi

data fmm more maelinaistic radas such as SCDAP or
SCDAP/RELAPS. L .l.. /. dug analyses with MElf0R have [2], which identified in-vessel ;'' logy as an area in

been carned out at BNL for five integral severe fuel damage MELCOR that -lad to be assessed, benchmarking analyses

tests, anmely, PBF SFD l-1, SFD 1-4, and NRU FLHT 2, with MElf0R have been carned out at BNL for five integral

FLHT.4,' and FLHT-5. " Ibis paper presents a sur==ary of these ' severe fuel damage tests, namely, PBF SFD 1 1 [3), SFD l-4

analyses, and their role in identifying areas of modelag [4], and NRU FLHT-2 [5], FLHT-4 [61, and FLHT-5 [7].

strengths and weaknesses in MELCOR.
The PBF SFD tests were a series of four integral severe fuel

INTRODUCTION damsgo (SFD) 3-- performed by INEL, to examine the
mehdown behavior of a small region of a reactor core under

MELCOR is a fully integrated computer code that models all loss of coolant anc= land conditions. These tests were perferraed

phases of the progression of severe accidents in light water with 0.9 mater long,32-rod bundles of test fuel and at 68 bars

reador muclear power plants [1]. It is being developed for the test pressure. The final test, SFD 1-4, with high-burnup fuel,

NRC by SNL as severe accident source term analysis tool to Ag-In Cd control rods, and on-line aerosol diagnostics, was the

be used in Pmbabdistic Risk Amessaumt (PRA) studies. Severe most prototypuel. 'Ihese integral tests produced substantial data

accident phenomena that can be modeled in MELCOR include on core bestup, clad ovulatian, fuel meking and relocation, and

reactor coolant system and cord ===aat thermal / hydraulic fission prodet release, for deternuning and modehng the early

response, core bestup, degradation and relocation, urcaloy and phase of severe accident conditions.

steel exidation and hydrogen production, and fission product |
i

release and tmosport. However, the usefulness of MELCOR for The NRU full-length, high4 .r : . (FLHT) experi-arda

risk assessment studies depends on its ability to provide were a series of four severe damage tests, conducted by PNL,

validated models for the severe accident phenomena. to charactenze fuel bundle behavior, including fuel temperature

history, hydrogen production, meking and relocation, andi

| An area in ME140R that has the largest uncertamty, and that fission product release and transport, during the early phase of
.

requires the maximum assessment efforts, is in-vessel mek a severe accident. A stated objective of the tests also was to
,

progression. 'Ihrough the Cooperative Severe Accident provide data for the validation of severe accident computer

Rrsearch Program (CSARP), the NRC has conducted several codes. The severity of peak conditions and their duartion 4

;

| ttsts rtlated to core degradation and meh progression during increased from one FLHT test to the next, FLHT-5 being the |

severe accident conditions in the Power Burst Facility (PBF) at most severe. The FLHT tests being performed with full-length
4

| klaho National Engineering Laboratories (INEL), the Annular PWR fuel rods, are important for code validation, particularly

|
Cors Research Reactor (ACRR) at SNL,'and the National for clad o==l=e=ari and hydrogen genernhon where length scaling

j Rts . arch Universal (NRU) reactor at Chalk River Nuclear
from the shorter PBF and ACRR data may cause some

|- Laborctories (CRNL), amt has been associated with the KfK uncertainties.

work in NIE1Ji aml CORA outef-pile facilities. Information on4

' Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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e/'h judRESULTS AND COMPARISONS a=2

/pi enoo
In all tests, the fuel bundle was surrounded by an insulating Mff""'

,unuu
shroud, to maamize radial heat losses. b shroud was omhi. - -

r
"'" - - Alayoral, consisting of zirconium oxide sandwiched between

,
inner and outer zircaloy walls, and an inner zircaloy liner

*"" * * * ' " "
facing the fuel bundle. Bypass coolant flowed around the outer

,,,,,, ,
surface of the shrcud. Bundle coolant enteral the bundle inlet us.aoao '///vv u e iro

region and flowed up along the fuel rods. It was heated by * " , ' ' i,'f jyp',,j' "''
,,, ,

fission power (representing decay heat in an actual plant), man ///r//4A m

converted to steam, and reacted with the high-temperature g j || jj'$hs,M |i| ""'

zircaloy cladding and liner to form hydrogen. b boilaway arm mad A// #amwo f A "+ m u
Hs.o 13 A/ f VV / A .I it3

transiert began when inlet flow was reduced (coupled with a ns.aosa effvv sa nn i

gmdual increase in fission heat for tests SFD 1-1 and 1-4). W [" 'jf[Z j , |"
degraded coohng on vimons led to rapid decrease in the bundle us.ooos 'e / /r. v / / r ice

coolant inventory, fuel uncovery and dryout, heatup, cladding C ' I',.','$ 'f | 5 ,'|*
rupture, and rapid oxidation. With sustained fission power and moca v e:A/ < v Woe |

heat from oxidation, temperatures continued to rise rapidly, E d 'Z 'f ,[.[
' "

f
resulting in melting anxi relocation of core material, and the g 7,'//,j')j[|"
release of hydrogen and fission products. More details on the ru3.

individual tests can be obtamed from the test results reports [8 Hnowl VY/////VPiot enco

12).
. t..L n,w

I w.i.r .

A typical MELCOR a~ tali >=rion for the test simulations is
shown in Figure 1 [5]. bre are 4 control volumes (inlet. Figure 1. MELCOR Nodalization for the FLHT-2 Test
fuel bundle, plenum, and environment) and 3 flow paths
interconnecting them, b environment is a contrived volume
and is assumed very large, allowing the system pressure to stay
nominally constant, as in the experiments. b fuel bundle
active length is nodalized into several axial segments and 1

| |i, ,,
radial ring. h shroud is a~ tali'ed axially to match the core - cvse ,

"*"" "" '

cells and radially into several layers. Note that for FLHT 5,
.

the test bundle was modeled as a BWR geometry (see Figure a= l : il A ^_
2), to allow the mass of zircaloy in the shroud liner and rms rms
carriers to participate in oxidation with steam as a canister === ~ " coun

usam manicomponent [7]. niem ==,moi. -
masa caua

b benchmarking calculations of integral severe fuel damage at ro ==a comin

tests have helped to identify areas of modeling strengths and *E"a*ss'' "*i| *"','|m' cau
weaknesses in MELCOR; the most appropriate choices for Q "" "CV*"

""' '" C''". sumoon-
input parameters; selection of axial a~'ath=' ion for core ce!!s E **" ""

omu
and heat structures; and workarounds that extend the "*'8 "i '

=== ==capabilities of MELCOR. These insights are explored in === osue
greater detail, with the help of selected results and comparisons """,, ""

,, ,
from all five integral tests, as follows. i=== /' omum

unans / cauas
saane / omuosTemperature Comparisons ===
mem

. . ===
# ==

nsa.i sf.0 r A cmum
Comparisons between predicted and measured clad temperatures / ru[ hfor all five tests are shown in Figures 3 to 7. b agreement / . .-
between MELCOR and the test data appears to be very good @.sm" ncrr
in the heatup phase, prior to the onset of accelerated oxidation 4

U
cf zircaloy, *^ m s wacs

,

For the first four tests (Figures 3 to 6), MELCOR generally Figure 2. MELCOR Nodalization for the FLHT-5 Test
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i

fails to achieve the measured steep temperature rise prior to
thennoccuple failure. This couki be attributed to several 2.4 -

/*

'p9h ..\
/

Firstly, following clad rupture, the inner clad surface 22-c= = '

f' !also gets exposed to steam and bence subject to oxidation. 2
'

This b not modeled in MELCOR. b effect may not be g 2.0 < |
!

.,,

0peonounced for steam-starved conditions, but there could
nonettwiess be local availability of steam close to the rupture $

.8 <

| /-'1

opensag. Secondly, the effect of clad ballooning (not modeled g 1.6 - ',/ ,e
,

in MELCOR) could give rise to local flow reductions and g 3,4, / '

,

temperature exaarsicas. Finally, zirealoy present in the shroud E

inner liner, which can react with steam, was not allowed to 4 1.2 <
. < ' , . -

@1 '/.-+- MELCOR (2.2681 m)exidize in MELCOR as it was not a core component. ' itis
effect 6 not important for steam-starved conditions as in SFD g

.0 -
, _. SCDAP Node 5

'

l 1. But where there is adegaate e supply, this may create g 0.8 < / (2.332 m)'

,

'

divergence in predictions. For FLHT 5, the shroud liner was 0.6 ,/ - Measured Average
modeled as a canister of a BWR fuel bundle, and MEIIOR J Temperature
predictions of both hentup and temperature escalation are very 0.4

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
3Time (10 s)

3000 .- . . . . .

u % i .... oso .
E * "'" "" Figure 5. Comparison between calculated and

, ,

gneasured temperatures, FLHT-2o MEtCOs o

2 .sooo - ,,a, o -

I a4
i A

e 1000 -

am
,

.

I (

g _ a a. e .e- e _e_
's

o soo ioco woo sooo anco sooo snoo I* * %. W ,,,.

2 %
%Figure 3. Compar4on of measured and calculated clad g sm. ) %~\temperatures, SFD l 1 e ,,,
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k
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Figure 6. Comparison of calculated clad temperature'u*,"/"*$",,,a-.

with test data, FLHT-4' ' ' ' '

52
1000 15 0 o 2000 250o 3000 3500

rm (si close to the measured values (see Figure 7). The sudden drop
of MELCOR calculated cladding temperature in the figures i

Figure 4 Comparison of measured and calculated represents clad melting and relocation downwards. SCDAP

clad temperatures, SFD l-4 calculations [13] show temperatures rising to almost 3000K
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I

,

before droppng. This is because the ZrO, hoklup temperature
in SCDAP was artificially specifimi to be 3000K, in oeder to
minimise the prmlicted relocation, and increase the prod.icted

*
hydrogen producal. q . , , , ,

p
: -o- awan ,

~ ~ ~ ' " * * * ' ' ' "The difIeeenoe between measured and predicted temperatures of 1==- I

the saddle, located outside the Z 0 insulation layer, is more ' = = *
...

3
"signdicant and can be attributed in part to the difficulty in

8.estimating the effective thermal conductivity of the shroud
during the high temperature transient. ! ,,,, I

g. g ...
.. , , ,
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Figure 7. Measured and calculated clad temperatures, i
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0.50

0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 The overall temperature behavior is strongly influencal by the
3 calculated liquid level in the bundle region, and the converse

me 00 s) is also true. Figures 8 - 10 show MELCOR-calculated liquid
levels in the bundle region, wuyv4 with the measured levels,

Figure 8. Comparison of calculated liquid level for tests FLHT-2, FLHT-4, and FLHT-5, respectively. A
with test data, FLHT-2 contributing factor to uncertainties in liquid level calculations
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1

Table 1. Comparison of Calculated Total Hydrogen and Test Data ;

HYDROGEN PRODUCED (g)

SCDAP or '
'Expedment MEILOR SCDAP/RELAP5 STCP

|
PBF SFD l-1 64 i 7 67 89 60

PBF SFD 1-4 86 i 12 86 87 -

FLHT 2 42 i 2.5 43 39.7 -

FLHT-4 175 - 240 119 110/125 -
,

!

FLHT-5 220 - 340 158 168 -

Table 2 Comparven of Calculated Clad Rupture and Test Data for PBF SFD Test 11

Criterion Rupture Time (s) Axial Iacation (m)

Experiment 1538 - 1632 0.30 - 0.69

1173K 1370 0.46 - 0.57MELCOR T,.3 =

SCDAP Mechanistic 1290 0.46 - 0.55

STCP T,.n - Il73K 1755

|

8 3 i
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I

Table 3. Comparison of Measured and Calculated Release Fractions of Fission Products

Element Experiment SFD 1-1 MEILOR (CORSOR) SCDAP

Xe,Kr 0.06 i 0.03 0.53 0.04
,

I 0.12 i 0.02 0.53

) Cs 0.094 0.014 0.53
1

Element Experiment SFD 1-4 MElf0R (CORSOR) FASTGRASS'

mht, n.. n 91. n <9 n 57 o 61

I 0.24 i 19 % 0.57

C 0.51 i 15 % 0.57 |,

Te 0.03 0.03

j Element Experiment FLHT-4 MEILOR (CORSOR) SCDAP |
|
|

Noble Gas 0.25 - 0.55 0.67 0.12 i

i
.

: Element Experiment FIJIT 5 MELCOR (CORSOR) SCDAP !
4

.

i

,' Noble Gas Best estimate -0.50 0.53 0.20
,

!
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is that the actual bundle flow was never constant, whereas For SFD1-4, MELCOR calculates 40 percent of fuel relocated
MELCOR input (for convenience) assumed it to be constant. during the transient [4J. This is a strong function of the

assumed holdup temperature for the oxide shell in MEILOR
Ovidaslan and Hydrogen Production (2600K in this case). An assumed holdup temperatum of

2650K resuked in almost no , relocation. b value of 2600K
MElrOR calculates oxadation of both zircaloy and steel by was malar *=d based on observations of the SFD tests [14]. His
s: lid-state diffusion through the oxide layer using samada,d seassavey to user-input gaantities clearly demonstrates the need
parabolic kinetics, with appropnate rate corstant expressions, for the user to be knowledgeable about the avvialad
and bauted by steam availability. For zircaloy, the rate
constant is evaluated from the correintion by Ushanic and
Heidrick. b shiA to rapid oxidation is modeled to occur at During the FLHT-4 test, amch of the fuel bundle metal
1853K. His temperature can be changed via sensitivity components including the liner above 1.5m elevation was
coefficient, and was changed to 1700K based on ex, - amiten, but there was no indication of subsamahal relocation to"

5 observations for FLHT-4 and FLHT-5. lower bundle regions. In contrast, MELCOR calailatad severe
matenal :=lar=*=an Figures 11 and 12 [6] shown the UO, and.

as calmt ead byi and aircaloy mass relocated, respectively,Table 1 shows compansons between exi, ' -
,

calculated values of total hydrogen production for all five MELCOR. b sevese material relocation calculated by,

| integral experunansa. MELCOR calculations show good MELCOR could also be one of the reasons for she lower
; age ==maar with test data for PBF SFDI-1, SFDI-4, and FLHT. hydrogen production. For FLHT-5, MElrOR calmt ead
: 2, and poor agreement for FLHT-4 and FLHT-5. De poor sevm matenal relocation (see Figures 13 and 14), aren

egreement for the FLHT-4 test coukt be attributed to the rA+=a i, and also a period of 250 sec during which there was |
'

.' following: (i) bre was less zucaloy mass available for complete flow area blockage. b relocation caused early
oxxinhon in ME1IOR, since the liner, being a heat structure, termmahon of oxidation, hence lower cumulative hydrogen'

was not allowed to oxidize; (ii) MELCOR does not model clad produced. This deficiency also plagued the SCDAP code j
; brilooning, and allows no oxidation on the inside of the clad pr-hr*=ana of the test, in spite of artificially specifying a boki-

'

! aAer it fails, and (iii) MElrOR calculates more relocation than up temperature of 3000K to mmamam downward relocation of

| in ths test, bringing zircaloy to cooler regions of the bundle, material.
i whers oxidation is suppressed. For FLHT-5, the predictions
' wzrs significantly improved (by about 55-60 %) by including Fission Product P I*ase from Fuel

,
the shroud liner as a canister component that could participate

} in exidation. But the overprediaion of relocation by MElf0R b release of fission products from fuel is modeled in
. included significant relocation of the liner material, so that MELCOR using either the original CORSOR or CORSOR-M

{ much less zircaloy from the liner was able to oxidize, as famailstaan. Depending on user choice, these release rates can
compared to the expenment. b better predictions for SFDI- be modified to be a function of the surface-to-volume * ratio

;

I and FLHT 2 tests can be partially attributed to less severe (S/V) of the matenal compared to the ratio in the CORSOR
,

| ccnditions in the tests resuking in almost no relocation, both y . Beth madale are based on the same experimantal

|. observed and calculated. For SFDI-4, with a shorter length data using irraEated fuel. It can be expected, therefore, that
fuel bundle, and more severe conditions, there was sigmficant agr====ar with data for fresh fuel will be poor and much better

,

j relocation and the formation of blockages both calculated and for irradiated fuel. His was confirmed by compansons of

| observed in the test. MEIIOR calculations using CORSOR and data for test SFD

| l 1 which used fresh fuel and test SFD 14 that used irradiated
! Changes in Bundle Geometry fuel. Dese are shown in Table 3. In FLHT 2, there were no
2 measurements of fission product release. For FLHT-4,
! b first indication of bundle geometry changes is clad MElf0R (1.8.1) somewhat overpredicts and SCDAP
j balloo ung. bro is no explicit model for clad ballooning in somewhat underpredicts the noble gas release. For FLHT-5,

MELCOR. Clad rupture is modeled to occur when the clad there is a large band of uncertamty in the measurements of
temperature at an axial cell exceeds a user-specified threshold noble gas release, with a best estimate of -0.50. MELCOR<

temperature. This temperature has a default value of 1173K. (1.8.2) calculations using CORSOR are closer to the best-;

1 estimate values from the experunent than SCDAP.

| Tr<bla 2 [3] shows comparisons of measured (SFD l-1) clad
mpture times and location and MELCOR, SCDAP, and STCP MELCOR 1.8.2 also has two CORSOR-Booth models (for
predictions. Based on thi: comparison, the default value of high-bumup and low-bumup fuels) available to the user [15].
1173K, while not mechanistic, is adequate and need not be Both these new rr.odels were used and found to predict much
chinged unless appropriate data is available for a givea lower noble gas releases than measured data and the predictions

application. f.'om CORSOR.
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Effed of Axial Nodati>=elon area of lingering uncertamty in the use of earlier versions of
MELCOR. For example, when the PBF SFD l-1 calculation

In the ME!IOR core model, the bundle region is divided into using MElf0R version 1.7.1 was performed with At,, = 10
concentric radial rings and axial segments that define core cells. s, 5 s, and 2 s, the results were seen to diverge rather than

Each cell may contam one or more comportents such as fuel converge with the =laama of At , = 2 s [16]. In the FLHT-

pelles, cladding, etc.; and a lumped parameter approach is used 2 simulation using MELCOR version 1.8DN, the impact of

fer each component within a cell. For the FLHT 2 test At,,, was found to be very small [5]. A similar exercise was j

si==d=# w, l===ta= the reference case with 20 axial segments in attempted for the PBF SFD 14 test using version 1.8DN, but i

I

the bundle active region, three sensitivity cases with 5: 10, and in each case, the calculation ter===ted due to a fatal code

30 segments were also calculated. Comparisons of c? adding error. b impact of At , was e==mmed for the FLHT-4
temperatures are shown in Figure 15. PredideC values for si==d=*== using MELCOR 1.8.1, by varying At,,,from 0.5 :

hydrogen pmduced were 4ig (20 segments), 273 (10 eeer.nents), to 5.0 s. '1he case with 0.5 s gave the best clad temperature

and 26g (5 segments), cornpared to the measured value of 42g. predksiana, but enrber relocation, and less hydrogen and fission

'Ihe cane with 20 segments appears to give predictions that are pmdud r=1a== b calculations appeared to converge with the

clostr to experinmat=I data, compared with the coereer selection of smaller At,,, prior to relocation. b FLHT-5
r==labrations. b calculations with 30 segments gave results test was si==datad usi.ag the recendy released MELCOR version

that were very close to the 20 segments case and are not shown 1.8.2, which has corrections to mitigate numerical sensitivities.

hers. Hence, the choice of 20 axial segments in the active b effed of At,,, was exammed once again by varying At,,

length was justified for the reference case, and was retamed for from 0.1 s to 5.0 s. W impact was insignificant for levels and

rJ1 subsequent test simulations. clad temperatures. For hydrogen production, the manmum
deviation was 8 % compared with 14 % for FLHT-4 using
MElf0R 1.8.1. For noble gas releases, the maximum
deviation was 10 %, compared to 16 % for FLHT-4 using
MElrOR 1.8.1 While there was no convergence in going to

2.75 a smaller Ar,,,, there was a noticeable improvement in At.,

sensitivity for MELCOR 1.8.2 [7].
_ 2.50 |
x

2.25- #h. . Workarounds
_

a> 2.00 - s
\ Experience with the code has allowed the use of several

1.75 innovative inputs or 'workarounds" that were successful in ;li; j
g 1.50 - extending the capabilities of MELCOR [16]. Most of them |

were used during MELCOR benchmarking analyses. For |s' 1.25,
example, one can somdimes speed up a calculation if a problem

o> -*- 5 Segments control volume is elimmated without loss of physics. Initially,g 1.00 -
E 0.75 - ./ -+- 10 Segments the MELCOR input model for the PBF SFD l-1 test had a |
0 / -+- 20 Segments bypass vohime, which received heat from the bundle region via

050- - Test Data the insulating shroud. During MELCOR simulation of the test."""

0.25 .

the timestep was severely restricted by Courant stability i
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 limitations. This problem was traced to the bypass volume i

Time (10 s) which had very high flow through it. To improve timestep '3

behavior, the bypass volume was replaced by a user-specified
heat transfer coefficient (H,,) on the outer surface of the

Figure 15. Impnd of burvlie nodalization on calculated clad shroud. The value of H,, was selected based on actually
temperatures, FLHT-2 calculated values of H,, from the code. Sensitivity calculations

showed the results to be insensitive to this parameter over a
Effect of Maximum Allowable Timestep substantial range (5,000 - 15,000 W/m'-K). ht was expected,

'
since the insulating shrmxt constitutes the largest resistance to

The maximum and minimum allowable timestep sizes are heat transfer. This workaround increased the calculational At
specified on MELCOR input. MELCOR calculates its system by more than a factor of 50. A similar effect was also
timestep based on directives from the various packages, but it achieved in integral plant calculations by eliminating
cr.nnot take timesteps greater than the maximum timestep or unimportant control volumes.
smaller than the minimum timestep. The selection of At ,,and
itsimpact on the calculational behavior of the code had been an Another more recent workaround was to nalel the FLHT-5 test
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train as a BWR geometry, which allowed the mass of zircaloy hence still substantially underpredicted. This can be attn'buted
in the shroud inner liner, carriers, and clad of one unfueled to the code predicting early and severe relocation to cooler
rod, to be modeled as a canister component and hence regions of the bundle, where oxidation is suppressed. b
participate in oxidation with steam, as in the experiment. This massive relocation predicted by MELCOR also led to complete
was a modeling change from earlier simulations which treated blockage of the bundle flow area for a period of 250 s, during
the test tre.in as a PWR geometry, in which the liner, being which no hydrogen was predicted to fonn. This is contrary to
treated as a heat structure, could not participate in oxidation. post-test visual exammation of the test bundle which showed
b impct of this modeling change was to increase predicted evidence of relocation over the bmxile region, but no massive
cumulative hydrogen production by about 55 60%. relocation and complete blockage anywhere.

CONCLUSIONS
Another observation from the FIHT-5 test simulation is that the
relocated material in MELCOR includei the liner, while the

The benchmarkm.g calculations of integral severe fuel damage experiment showed oxidation of 6 liner but almost no
tests performed by BNL have helped to identify areas of relocation. b liner was predicted to relocate along with themodelmg strengths and weaknesses m MELCOR, the most

core material because it was mmodeled as part of the core.
eppropnate choice of input parameters and nodalization, and

Based on this, a strong recommendation is made to add the
wortamurds that allow the analyst to extend the capabilities of capability in MELCOR to model oxidation of heat stnictures,
MELCOR. Examples of workarourx!s include elmunating

, as in SCDAP. b other recommetxlation is that the relocation
unimportant control volumes, without loss of physics, to speed model in MELCOR may need to be examined closely for its
up calaslations, and representing heat structures surrounding the

since the code predicts severe material relocation and
core as BWR canisters to enable them to oxidize as m the test. sigmficant blockage in the lowest regions of the bundle, which
These and other msights were explored m the paper, with the is contrary to the post irradiation examinstion of the FLHT-4
help of selected results and comparisons with test data and other

and FLHT-5 fuel bundles.cde'ul tions, for all five mtegral tests.

An evaluation of MELCOR improvement has shown that
The benchmarking analyses were performed for different tests MELCOR 1.8.2 is a more robust code, with significant
using different versions of MELCOR. In general, the earher

unprovement in its numerical behavior. Based'on results from
.

versions of the code had a difficulty m adequately simulating the FLHT-5 analyses, the selection of .the most appropriate'
tha sharp temperature rise associated with the autocatalytic timestep size appears to be less critical with the new code
oxid-tion. of zircaloy in steam. However, as the simulation of

version. Several new nxxlels have been added to MELCOR
FLHT-5 has shown, using MELCOR 1.8.2 appears to have

1.8.2, that have enhanced MELCOR's mateling cagabilities,
segruficantly reduced that deficiency.

The PBF SFD tests were operatal under steam starved
cc xlitions, hence the inability of MELCOR to model oxidation

1 SUMMERS, R.M., ET AL. - MELCOR 1.8.0 A Computer
of the irmer liner did not cause any problem m, the prediction

Cafe for Severe Nuclear Reactor Accident Source Tenn andof the oxidation and hydrogen production compared to the
Risk Assessment Analyses - NUREG/CR-5331, SAND 90-0364,

experiment, which was, m fact, quite good. However, for
Sandia National laboratories (January 1991).

FLHT-4 arxl especially FLHT-5, the hydrogen production was
sevzrely underpredicted by both MELCOR arxl SCDAP. For

2 MADNI, l.K. - Review of Erperimental Data AlternativesFLHT-4, one of the reasons for the poor prediction by
for Bendmarking MELCOR - Brookhaven National Laboratory

MELCOR was that there was less zircaloy available to oxidise
Technical Report A-3281 (July 1988).in ream, since MELCOR does not model the oxidation of heat

structures, and the zircaloy inner liner and hard-line carriers
3 MADNI, LK. - MELCOR Simulation of the PBF Severe Fuel

wer2 modeled as heat structures. b other reason is that the Damage Test 1-1 - Proc. 26th National Heat Transfer
r; location uxxtel in MElf0R is logical-based, rather than rate-

Conference, Pldladelphia, PA, AIChE Symp. Ser., 85, 269
equation based, and was found to overpredict the relocation of g9gg),
core material to cooler regions of the bundle where oxidation
is predicted to stop. For FLHT-5, the first limitation of the

4 MADNI, l.K. - MELCOR Mateling of the PBF Severe Fuel
ecde was removed via innovative input, that is, by modeling the

Damage Test 1-4 - Proc. International Conference Probabilistic
liner and hard Ime carners as a canister component of a BWR

Safety Assessment and Management (PSAM), Beverly Hills,
reictor core. Ilowever, while tlus workaround improved

CA arxl Elsevier Science (1991).hydrogen praluction significantly (by about 55-60 %), the
hydrogen generation was predicial to tenninate early and was 5 M ADNI, l.K., GUO, X.D. - MELCOR Maleling of the
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1

ABSTRACT

4

| The THIRMAL-1 computer code has been used to calculate nonexplosive LWR melt-
water interactions both in-vessel and ex-vessel. To support the application of the code
and enhance its acceptability. THIRMAL-1 has been compared with available data from two

j of. the ongoing FARO experiments at Ispra and two of the Corium Coolant Mixing (CCM)

[ experiments performed at Argonne. THIRMAL-1 calculations for the FARO Scoping Test and

! Quenching Test 2 as well as the CCM-5 and -6 experiments were found to be in excellent
i agreement with the experiment results. This lends confidence to the modeling that has
I been incorporated in the code describing melt stream breakup due to the growth of both
| Kelvin-Hellmoltz and large wave instabilities, the sizes of droplets formed, multip' asen

i flow and heat transfer in the mixing zone surrounding and below the melt stream, as well
! as hydrogen generation due to oxidation of the melt metallic phase. As part of the
: analysis of the . FARO tests. a mechanistic model was developed to calculate the
I prefragmentation as it may have occurred when melt relocated from the release vessel

to the water surface and the model was compared with the relevant data from FARO.
'

, !

1. INTRODUCTION

i

i 1.1 Background ;

i I

i The assessment of severe accident sequences in the light water reactors includes
i many situations in which molten core materials are released into water. In many

instances the core materials enter the water in the form of a coherent melt stream. !,

| The THIRMAL-1 code has been developed at Argonne National Laboratory to provide an j
analysis tool for melt stream water interactions in light water reactor severe
accidents. The physical models and user's guide of THIRMAL-1 code have recently been

; comprehensively documented in a two-volume report prepared for the Electric Power |

; Research Institute (1.2]. THIRMAL-1 is an outgrowth of an earlier code called THIRMAL-0 |
; developed at Argonne (3). In contrast to this earlier code. THIRMAL 1 incorporates

significantly i@ roved modeling and models for many additional processes. The THIRMAL-1'

co@ uter code is being used in the DOE Advanced Reactor Severe Accident Program and has'
,

Ibeen applied in studies of accident management for Swedish BWRs (4). To support the
,
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use of the code and assura its acceptability, it has been compared with available data
from the FARO Scoping Test and Quenching Test 2 performed at elevated pressure and
reported in the literature [5] as well as data from the Argonne Corium-Coolant Mixing
(CCM) experiinent at near atmospheric pressure conditions [6].

1.2 Brief Review of THIRMAL-1 Code

THIRMAL-1 was conceived and developed with a close connection to the behavior
observed in and the understanding obtained from both simulant material and reactor
material experiments. The simulant material tests of Spencer et. al. [7.8) showed the
leading edge of the melt stream to be deformed and stripped after penetrating into the
water pool and small melt droplets and ligaments to be stripped off of the melt stream
colum surface by the surrounding fluid. In the video and x-ray photographs from the
simulant experiments of Schneider et. al. [9]. an upward flowing vapor chimney can be
observed surrounding the melt stream that undergoes sinuous or varicose deformation

!along its length while small drops and ligaments are observed to be stripped from the
surface of the stream. Acccrdingly. THIRMAL-1 models erosion by stripping (i.e., small
wave Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities) from the stream surface, stripping from the leading -

edge surface, as well as breakup from large waves along the stream column. The ,

mechanistic THIRMAL-1 approach thus reflects results from experiments with actual '

streams: this important aspect of the real premixing problem has instead been treated
parametrically in the prefragmentation/ cloud of spheres approach, an alternative
premixing model [10). Other modeling approaches on this subject have been O veloped.

'

A description of the mechanism of the stripping at the stream column due to shear flow
produced waves based on the Miles formulation of the instability has been given by
B0rger et. al. [11). Breakup of a melt stream due to Taylor instabilities alone at the
leading edge of a melt stream has been described by Chu and Corradini [12].

THIRMAL-1 treats the case of a circular melt stream entering the water pool with
a time varying diameter, velocity, te@erature. and composition. Except for the initial

,

transient penetration of the melt stream into the pool, the dominant fragmentation
mechanism in the model is the erosion of molten droplets from the surface of the melt
stream due to the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities along the stream surface
(Figures 1 and 2). Immediately behind the stream leading edge, the instabilities are
driven by the upward flow of vapor inside a vapor film immediately surrounding the
stream along part of its length. As the eroded fragments enter the surrounding water,
heat transfer from the fragments gives rise to the local formation of steam which rises
through the pool. This results in the formation of an interaction zone surrounding the
stream containing melt droplets, melt particles, water, and steam. The radial extent
of the interaction zone reflects the lateral migration of the droplets and particles
and their temperatures that directly determine the vapor source.

Near the leading edge, the steam rises through water within the interaction zone
g in a bubbly flow regime. At increasing heights above the leading edge. the accumulation

of steam increases the superficial vapor velocity through the interaction zone causing'

a transition to a churn turbulent flow regime. Dispersed flow typically develops in
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the overlying part of the interaction zone. Here, melt droplets and particles together
with water droplets are dispersed in the upward flowing steam. Heat transfer from the
melt droplets and particles in the dispersed flow region typically produces superheated.

steam that exits the interaction zone at the elevation of the top of the pool.

Interactions of the upward flowing steam with the melt stream also result in the |
erosion of droplets from the stream surface through the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability !

mechanism. Heat transfer tc the water droplets and the water at the outer boundary of
the interaction zone can occur at such a high rate in the upper part of the dispersed
flow region that local steam condensation is effectively eliminated. Depending upon
the droplet / particle diameter and the vapor flow conditions, melt droplets and particles
in the dispersed region may be swept up out of the pool or may settle downward through
a continuous vapor flow before encountering the continuous liquid churn turbulent and
bubbly flow regions near the stream leading edge.

In addition to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, erosion of the melt stream leading
edge due to boundary layer stripping is modeled as the stream initially penetrates

,

downward rapidly through the water pool. Subsequently, the effects of erosion and
acceleration of the melt stream cause the local stream diameter immediately behind at
the leading edge to decrease to sizes so small that the stream column breaks up from
capillary effects. In I"MMAL-1. this happens when the unstable large waves (i.e., ,

varicose and sinuous wave growth) locally increase to about the melt stream radius. |

A number of relatively large melt fragments will be formed from the front part of the
melt stream. Further breakup of the fragmented large segments is calculated according

,

to a Weber number-based criterion.

2. COMPARISON WITH FAR0 EXPERIMENTS

4
.

2.1 General Description of FAR0 Tests

In the Scoping Test (ST) and Quenching Test 2 (QT2) (Table 1). 18 and 44
Kilograms, respectively of an 80 wt % U0, - 20 wt * Zr0, melt were delivered underi

gravity through a 10 centimeter diameter nozzle into 0.87 and 1.0 meter depth pools,
respectively, of slightly subcooled water [5]. It is noted that the Scoping Test is
designated as L-06 and Quenching Test 2 as L-08 in recent publications. A feature of
the FARO data is that the interaction vessel pressure increases before the onset of
melt / water contact (MWC). According to the experimenters, the pressure increase'

observed in the Scoping Test during this period resulted from heating of the cover gas
mixture above the water by the melt and from steam generation due to the "deequilibrium"
at the time of pressure equilibration [5]. The Quenching Test 2 pressure increase is
said to have been due only to gas heating [5]. Angelini. Yuen and Theofanous [10] claim
that the pressurization rate of the gas before MWC in the Scoping Test can be explained
by radiative heat transfer. As a test of this hypothesis. they note that breakup of
the melt stream into drops of 1.2 centimeter diameter would afford sufficient additional
surface area to provide the required heating.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of the THIRMA14 Code with the Resuks of the FARO Scoping and Quenching Test 2 -

FARO Test Conditions Scoping Test (ST) Quenching Test 2 (QT2)

Mass, Kg 18 44

80% UO2 + 20% ZrO2Melt composition, wt % 80% UO + 30% Zrog2

Delivery nasale, em 10 30

Free fall datance in cover pa, m 133 1.70

Water pool depth, m 0.87 1.0

Initial water temperature, K $39 (water surface) 536 (water surface)
503 (bottom plate) 528 (bottom plate)

Gas Composition, mole % 91.? steam + 8J At 84 steam + 16 At ;

Gas volume, m 0.464 02753

Temperature at caset of melt release, K 543 536

Pressure at onset of melt renoue, MPa 5.0 SJ

Pressum at melt / water contact (MWC), MPs 5.4 6.1

Summary of Profragmentation Analysis Scoping Test Quenching Test 2

Eroded melt mass before ment /weser contact, Kg 4.9 9

Total eroded melt mass before all melt in water, Kg 82 19.7 l

!
Eroded melt droplet diameter, mm 53 3.83

Melt stream velocity at water surface, m/s 6.2 6.67

i
Melt stream diameter at water surface, em 3.4 42

| Pressure at MWC, MPs 5.2 6.06 1
,

,

I Argon 4 team mixture tempenture at MWC, K 554 547
,

t

Compenson of THIRMAL 1 Pndictions and Esperiment Emperiment Prediction Experiment Prediction i

Itasults

Corium collection conditions, wt % 67/0/33 50/1ge)/33 68/0/32 46/22(a)/32
particles / droplets / stream

Pragmented mass, Kg 12JD 12.0 30.0 30.0

UnfragmenteJ mass, Kg 6.0 6.0 14.0 14.0

Particle size reap, mm 0.4 to 6.0 0.7 to 53 0.4 to 6.0 0.7 to 3J

i Median particle siae, mm 4.5 5.0 32 3.8

Melt and bottom plate contact after smelt / water contact, s 0.370 0.370 0.270 0.288
'

,

Mean velocity of nielt la water, m/s 2.3 2.3 3.7 3.5 |

Pressure lacrease from MWC to end of fragmentation, 0.7 0.7 1.5 1.5
>

MPs *

Peak pressure lacrease rate, MPa/s 1.6 1.7 3.3 3.4

Equilibrium gas space temperature, K $82 579 578 607

i

i

a) lacludes partially frasen droplets.

i
I
6
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The assu@ tion of complete breakup of all the released melt into 1.2 centimeter
diameter spheres prior to melt-water contact is, however, not the only possible
interpretation of the early pressure increase. The FARO experiments do not provide for
any visualization of the melt relocation and melt-water interactions. Consequently.
the actual state of the released melt is not observed. In the present analysis, it is
shown below that an alternative explanation of the data can be obtained with a
mechanistic dodel that calculates partial fragmentation of the released melt stream in

.
the cover gas space such that the melt enters the water mainly in the form of a reduced
thickness stream surrounded by melt drops eroded from the stream. Thus. the model does
not assume a prior complete breakup of the released melt into drops.

2.2 Analysis of Melt Prefragmentation in the FARO Tests

Using the measured melt stream fall time and the free fall distance through the'

cover gas space. the velocity of the melt stream exiting from the release vessel nozzle
is estimated. The measured melt stream fall time, tun. is estimated from experimental
determination of the mean melt velocity in the cover gas and the free fall distance in
the cover gas. The released melt stream is assumed to have the configuration of a
segment of a cone as illustrated in Figure 3.

>

The single feature of the FAR0 tests that most promotes prefragmentation is the
high pressure that exceeds 5 Megapascals. The high pressures are accompanied by high
densities in the cover gas space that result in significant interactions of the falling
melt stream with the gas. At the high gas space density, the initial disturbances on
the melt stream surface will grow to a critical wave magnitude due to the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability within a fraction of a second as the melt stream falls through ,

*

the gas phase. Subsequently, melt on the stream surface will be eroded away and the |
;

melt stream diameter will decrease with time. The melt erosion rate can be represented
,

by [1]
i

Aa/ f g, (1)
'

g = _3 ,k,,,,
q>

where 2

r J (2)
k*= *
ma 3g

,

Mx ~ 2(o,)"U'3 (3)'

*
1/2
4 Um

The erosion rate represented by Eqs. (1 through 3) assumes that the gas phase
The melt massinteracting with the melt stream has a darif ty at the film temperature.

cumulatively eroded with time before MWC is given by the equation.

I

1
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q = (o 4) f f D U dx dt.
r 5 (4) '

3 3[7 e %
i

In the current analysis. the melt stream velocity and diameter are approximated by
representative average values to obtain

1

% = (pr P.) U D, ftt (x - x ) dt .
(5)--

3 1 o[T o

If the fall distance at the trailing edge of the melt stream. x,. is greater than x,.
' then x2 should be used instead of x, in Eq. (5).

In THIRMAL-1. the droplet diameter resulting from Kelvin-Helmholtz instability-
induced erosion is equal to 1.5 times the inverse wavenumber of the fastest growing
wavelength. Therefore, the corresponding increase with time of the eroded melt droplet
surface area is calculated from the equation.

i s 14

A (t) = f A, dt - 2[t* [X*2 0 Uf dx dt, (6)' '
p 3

g C, g7 , S o oj

where C, is a constant equal to 1.5. Using the representative average melt stream
velocity and diameter the melt surface area is calculated from

f i1
6 Pr i

* (x - x ) dt,A (t) -
D[t (7)p U

3 3 3 o[27_D,,&j
where

3 C, g
_D (8)-

.

2 p, F3

The inception of melt erosion due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurs when the
initial disturbance on the melt surface, n . grows to the critical unstable wave

o

magnitude expressed by the equation.

n(t ) = g e ** 2 * "
(9)=

4 2 k,,, ,

where
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1 1 :

at = U2_ $k
# (10)' 3 d t.o

a p. o., ,

Combining Eqs. (9 and 10). the minimum melt stream velocity at which the initial
disturbances will grow to the critical unstable wave magnitude is given by 1

in (a/g) + in U ,,n Va, in _1k" ' z
a,

2 ka, 2g y p, p,-g

i[
l#

f o

- log V ,,, + Ua',,in Jk 2 = 0. (11)
a.

I
A A e /.O'

In Ref. [13]. a value of in (a/n ) - 6.0 characterizing the magnitude of initialo

disturbance was evaluated both from the slope of the stream length curve at low
velocities and by extrapolating the wave node amplitude back to the nozzle. This value
is assumed here.

Heating of the steam-gas mixture in the gas space is mainly caused by radiative
heat transfer from the melt stream plus both radiative ind forced convection heat
transfer from the melt droplets to the gas phase mixture. The melt droplet heat
transfer rate is thus

O" C,,, h,,, ( T, - T,,t ) + h , (T, - T,) . (12) j-
p

and the melt stream heat transfer rate is

0" C,,, h,,o (T, - T,,,) . (13)-
3

The melt stream prefragmentation model (Eqs (1) through (11)) are applied until
x,- H,n to provide the conditions (e.g., melt stream diameter, velocity mass, erodedf

melt droplet diameter, velocity, and mass) with which melt enters the water pool in the
following THIRMAL-1 calculations. The gas-steam space heatup model (Eqs. (12) and (13))
are only used to calculate heating of steam-gas mixture in the gas space before the melt
stream contacts the water (i .e. , x3 - Hr.n).

The cover gas heatup rate is dependent upon the fraction of the energy radiated
from the melt that is absorbed by the gas-steam mixture instead of the surrounding wall.
Transmission and absorption of thermal radiation were analyzed by'Condiff [14] in
conjunction with the direct containment heating problem for pressurized water reactors.
Results for the percent absorption in an infinite steam atmosphere at a pressure of 0.3
Megapascal for U0, at various temperatures were calculated using the exponential band
model of Tien [15]. Since absorption depends upon the quantity of steam that the
thermal radiation passes through. Condiff [16] suggested that the results calculated |

can be used in the present analysis through the use of a scaling relationship that
accounts for the effects of the differences in pressure and distance between FARO and
the containment conditions of Ref. [14]. In particular he suggested that a length in
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the FAR0 system be multiplied by the ratio of the steam partial pressure in FAR0 to 0.3
Megapascal in order to determine the corresponding distance. In the FAR0 test vessel,
radiation reaching the surrounding wall will be reflected from the wall. Part of the
reflected radiation will be absorbed in the steam prior to reflecting off of the wall
again and so on. It follows that the fraction absorbed in the steam is given by an

infinite series of terms. A simple estimate for a one-dimensional long cylinder is

e (1 - F)
wC,=1- (14).

1 - (1 - F)2 (1_ gQ
Taking the absorbed fraction in an infinite medium to be 0.25 and assuming a wall

emittance for steel of 0.3. it is found that about 60 percent of the radiation is
absorbed in the steam. However, because this simple estimate neglects the effects of
the multiple droplets / particles existing in the cover gas and radiation out the top and
bottom of the cylindrical volume. it is assumed that a smaller portion of 40 percent
is absorbed by the steam.

For the conditions of the cover gas region where steam-gas mixture and melt
droplets / particles are present, the energy radiated from the melt and absorbed in the
steam-gas / melt optical thickness can be expressed as [17]

F' - 1. 0 - exp[- ( a, + a.) L,] . (15)
i

!

It is further assumed that the absorption fraction in an infinite medium gas-steam
mixture is [17]

F - 1.0 - exp[-a,L,] (16)

Using F' instead of F in Eq. (14) and assuming 9 Kilograms of melt drop-
lets/ particles with a drop diameter of 5.5 millimeters existing in the cover gas, it
is found that a higher fraction of 75 percent of the radiation is absorbed in the gas-
steam / melt optical thickness, but a lower fraction of 45 percent of the radiation is
absorbed in the gas-steam mixture only. This further supports the use of a 40 percent
absorption fraction in the steam.

The radiant energy not absorbed by the gas-steam mixture is assumed to be
absorbed by the water through the surface of the water pool and to generate steam if
the water temerature at the water surface is equal to the saturation temerature. This
assumption clearly overestimates the steam production from the mechanism since the
absorption of energy by the steel wall is neglected.

The melt stream prefragmentation/ gas-steam space heatup model was applied to both
the Scoping Test and Quenching Test 2 (Table 1). For the Scoping Test. the calculated
gas mixture temperature rises only from 543 to 544.5 degrees Kelvin during the first
0.3 second but rises quickly from 544.5 to 554 degrees Kelvin by 0.46 second (MWr).
The distribution of the mixture temperature for Scoping Test is shown in Figure 8 of
Reference 8. It is observed that the measured gas space temperatures don't increase
during the first 0.3 second but begin to increase significantly as the melt stream
approaches the water pool surface. It is also shown that the measured temperature is
between 551 and 557 degrees Kelvin at a location 1.1 meters above the water pool surface
and between 545 and 565 degrees Kelvin at a location 0.6 meter above the water pool
surface at time of MWC. The pressure increases from 5 to 5.2 Megapascals just before
MWC (Figure 4) and the corresponding pressurization rate increases to 1.8 Megapascal
per second during the first 0.4 second and then decreases to 1.5 Megapascal per second
justbeforeMWC(Figure 5). At pressures below 5.16 Megapascals. the water temeroture
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near the pool upper surface exce2ds the saturation temperature. Flashing of the I

superheated water is not modeled in the an3 lysis. This is expected to lead to an !
underestimate of the pressurization rate and pressure rise. Vaporization of water |
resulting from the absorption of thermal radiation in the water pool is modeled. !

however: this source of steam is assumed present when the pressure is below 5.16 )
Megapascals. At higher pressures, thermal radiation penetrating into the water pool
is assumed to raise the water temperature without producing steam. This is expected
to further underestimate the pressurization rate and pressure rise as some vaporization
could still be induced by the radiant flux. The prefragmentation analysis calculated
pressurization rate of 1.74 Megapascal per second compares well with the measured gas
pressurization rate of 1.65 Megapascal per second at the time of MWC (Figure 5) though |
the measured pressure of 5.4 Megapascals is higher than the calculated pressure of 5.2 l
Megapascals (Figure 4). As discussed above, the pressure predicted by the model is '

expected to be an underestimate due to neglect of flashing from the water pool surface
as well as vaporization of subcooled water by incident radiant heating.

For the Quenching Test 2. the calculated mixture temperature increases slowly |
'

during the first 0.2 second and then rises quickly from 536 to 547 degrees Kelvin when ,

'

the melt stream approaches the water pool surface. From the measured gas-steam mixture,

temperature for Quenching Test 2, the tenperature is between 538 and 545 degrees Kelvin '

at a location about 0.765 meter above the water pool surface at MWC. The pressure |,

increases from the initial value of 5.80 to 6.06 Megapascals before MWC (Figure 6).
The pressurization rate increases significantly after melt erosion begins at a time
of 0.105 second and reaches 3.0 Megapascals per second before MWC (Figure 7). The

calculated pressurization rate of 3.0 Megapascals per second at MWC is higher than the
measured pressurization rate of 1.7 Megapascals per second (Figure 7).

2.3 Comparison of THIRMAL-1 with the Scoping Test

As noted earlier the comparison of the THIRMAL-1 calculations of melt-water
interactions with experiment data from FARO is dependent upon what is assumed about the ,

prefragmentation of melt as it falls from the melt catcher to the water pool. The

results of the preceding analysis that mechanistically models the partial breakup of
the melt stream are therefore used to determine the conditions with which melt enters
the water pool. Significantly, melt enters the water both as a melt stream and a
surrounding mass of eroded droplets. A representation of the melt stream column assumed
in the calculation at the first instant of water entry and illustrating the eroded
droplets is provided in Figure 3.

For the Scoping Test conditions 67 percent of the melt is eroded away in the
form of melt droplets. About 73 percent of the eroded melt droplets (48 percent of the
total released mass) are eroded from the stream prior to entry into the water pool.
Only 27 percent of the eroded droplets (19 percent of the total released mass) are
eroded away as the melt stream penetrates through the water pool. The remaining 33
percent of the melt is calculated to arrive as large segments created by breakup of the
melt stream. These segments collect upon the bottom plate of the THERMOS vessel in a
molten state. About 75 percent of the eroded melt droplets (50 percent of the total
released mass) solidifies completely to form particles prior to collecting on the
interaction vessel base. All of the remaining eroded droplets (17 percent of the total
mass) are calculated to arrive in a partially frozen state. In particular. 70 percent
or more of the heat of fusion is calculated to be removed for each of the partially
frozen droplets.

If the partially frozen droplets are assumed to subsequently freeze as
particulate entities, then the material collection is predicted to consist of 33 percent
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of the released mass in a molten state and 67 percent as particles. This prediction
is in excellent agreement with the state of material found at the bottom of the vessel
in the experiment together with other predictions that are also in excellent agreement
with the data (Table 1).

The calculated cumulative particle size distribution is given in Figure 8
together with the measured particle size distribution. This information is provided
for fully solidified particles only, i.e. 50 percent of the total released melt for
the calculation and 67 percent of the released melt for the Scoping Test. This figure
provides the cumulative distribution in which the percentage of mass having a size less
than a given diameter is plotted against that diameter. In general, a distribution of
sizes is calculated by THIRMAL-1 as opposed to a single diameter reflecting the spatial
and temporal variation in the local mechanisms and conditions under which droplet
erosion occurs from the melt stream. In contrast, the prefragmentation analysis made
the simplifying assumption of a single representative droplet diameter that was
calculated to equal 5.5 millimeters. This representative particle diameter is used for
the droplets tnat enter the water together with the melt stream. Consequently, it makes
a significant and sharp contribution to the distribution at 5.5 millimeters. The ;

calculated particle diameters range in size from 0.7 to 5.5 millimeters with a median |
size of 5.0 millimeters which compares very well with the measured median particle size
of 4.5 millimeters.

,

'

The available data on melt quenching and steam formation from the Scoping Test
are the time dependent pressure and temerature measured in the gas space overlying the
water pool. Co@arisons of the pressure calculated with THIRMAL-1 versus that measured
during the experiment corresponding to the first 1.4 second following melt release are
shown in Figures 4 and 5. The curves show two phases of pressurization: (i) a
prefragmentation phase lasting approximately 0.46 second as the melt falls 1.83 meters
from the release vessel to the upper surface of the water pool; and (ii) a melt-water
interaction phase lasting about 1.0 second as the melt falls through the 0.87 meter deep
water pool and collects at the bottom of the water pool. The first phase shows the
effects of heating of the argon-steam cover gas mixture associated with the melt
relocation in the gas space while the second phase includes the effects of steam
generation in the water pool and further heating of the argon-steam mixture in the gas
space. THIRMAL-1 does not model the long-term quenching of melt that collects and
spreads O N the base. Thus the pressures calculated account only for fall stage melt
quenching as the melt relocates downward through the water. However the low rate of
pressurization observed in the experiment over a longer timescale of 10 seconds
indicates that pressurization due to the effects of heat transfer off of collected
debris and melt is relatively unimportant during the melt fall stage. The virtual
attainnent of the peak pressure of 5.9 Hegapascals at 0.8 second after melt entry into
the water pool thus corresponds to essentially complete settling out of particles and
droplets from the water pool. Prior to this time. the THIRMAL-1 calculated pressure
increases more rapidly during the first 0.7 second. The calculated pressure increase
rate during this interval shows excellent agreement with the measured pressure increase
rate. The oscillation of the calculated pressurization rate after HWC is due to the
limited number of Lagrangian particle groups used in the THIRMAL-1 input for the
prefragmented melt droplets in the gas space. Increasing the number of particle groups
used to represent the prefragmented melt droplets would reduce the magnitude of the
oscillations. The predicted pressure is less than that in the test. However. as
discussed earlier, this difference mainly represents an underestimate of the pressure
rise during the prefragmentation phase due to neglect of flashing off of the top surface
of the water pool. During the melt-water interaction phase. the pressure predicted with
THIRMAL-1 tracks the neasurement more closely. Here the pressurization is due to steam :
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formation from the melt-water interaction and provides a test of the modeling i
incorporated in the THIRMAL-1 code, l

A more delicate test of the THIRMAL-1 models is provided by comparing the
calculated and measured pressurization rates. Excellent agreement is obtained after
the THIRMAL-1 calculation is initiated at the time of MWC (0.0 seconds on the figures).
Between 0.7 and 0.8 second after nearly all of the pressure rise has been attained, the
calculated pressurization rate is lower than the measurement. This may be a result of
the assumption of a shorter melt release time of 0.207 second cogared with 0.260 second
noted by the experimenter. Another effect possibly contributing to this difference is
the approximation in THIRMAL-1 of neglecting heat transfer from the debris on the i

bottom.

Overall. the pressure increase calculated with THIRMAL-1 agrees well with the
pressure increase measured during the melt-water interaction phase. Specifically, a
pressure increase of 0.7 Megapascal is calculated versus 0.7 Hegapascal determined from
the data. Thus. THIRMAL-1 is in excellent agreement with the data insofar as steam i

formation from melt-water interaction. l
I

It is calculated that a net steam mass of 0.78 Kilogram exits the pool upper |

surface as the result of melt fall stage quenching. The net steam formation represents |
the removal of 2.5 Megajoules of enthalpy from the melt. A peak steam formation rate
of 1.63 Kilogram per second at 0.5 second following melt entry into the pool is
calculated. A rise in the pool water temperature of 4.4 degrees Kelvin is calculated
by THIRMAL-1 corresponding to the removal of an additional 2.5 Megajoules of enthalpy j"

from the elt. The cortined enthalpy removal of 5.0 Megajoules represents the removal '

of 72 percent of the difference between the initial release melt enthalpy (at 2923
degrees Kelvin) and the melt enthalpy at the solidus temperature of 2848 degrees Kelvin.
A rise of the argon-steam mixture temperature from 554 degrees Kelvin at MWC to 579
degrees Kelvin at 1.0 second following MWC is calculated by THIRMAL-1 that treats the
cover gas as a control volume having a single temperature. The measured steam 1

temperatures at various locations in the cover gas space are not uniform, especially
soon after the melt stream enters the water. However, the various temperatures come
to equilibrium at a tegerature of 582 degrees Kelvin at about 5 seconds following MWC.

: The predicted temerature rise of 36 degrees Kelvin is in good agreement with the rise
of 39 degrees Kelvin corresponding to the measured equilibrium value. The heatup here;

reflects in part the modeling of superheating of steam exiting the water pool due to |
4

heat transfer from melt as well as heat transfer from the prefragmented melt falling
to the water surface.'

2.4 Comparison of THIRMAL-1 with the Quenching Test 2

Conditions assumed for Quenching Test 2 and results obtained are shown in ;

!

Table 1. It is predicted that 68 percent of the melt is eroded away in the form of melt
droplets. About 67 percent of the melt droplets (45 percent of the total released mass)
are eroded away from the melt stream prior to entering the water pool. Only 33 percent
of the droplets (23 percent of the total released mass) are created as the melt stream ,

penetrates through the water pool. The remainder of the melt is calculated to impinge
as a stream (9 percent of the released mass) or arrive as large segments formed by large

'

wave breakup (23 percent of the released mass) to collect upon the bottom in an
initially molten state. Similar to the Scoping Test, all of the partially frozen
droplets arrive at the pool bottom with over 70 percent of the heat of fusion removed. '

Thus, the THIRMAL-1 prediction of the corium collection state is in excellent agreement
with the test results..
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The calculated particle size distribution collecting upon the bottom plate in
Figure 9 is compared with the measured particle size data. This information is provided
for fully solidified particles only. that is. 46 percent of the total released melt for
the calculation and 68 percent of the released melt for the Quenching Test 2. The
calculated particle diameter ranges in size from 0.7 to 3.8 millimeters with a median
size of 3.8 millimeter which is identical to the measured median particle size of 3.8
millimeters. This is also the representative eroded droplet diameter in the
prefragmentation analysis for Quenching Test 2.

Comparison of the pressure calculated with THIRMAL-1 versus the measurement is
shown in Figure 6. Thus. the calculated pressure accounts for fall stage melt quenching
only. The pressure increase prior to MWC at 0.0 seconds has been calculated in the
prefragmentation analysis. The pressure increase after MWC is calculated with THIRMAL-
1. The attainment of a peak pressure of 7.5 Megapascals at 0.6 second after MWC is
calculated while a peak pressure of 7.6 Megapascals at 0.75 second after MWC was
measured. The pressure rise here reflects mainly steam generation from melt / water
interaction and to a lesser extent, cover gas heatup during the prefragmentation phase.
The calculated and measured peak pressure rises are in excellent agreement.

The calculated pressurization rate is co@ared with that determined from the data
in Figure 7. The trends of the calculated and measured pressurization rates are
consistent. The measured pressure rise rate is lower than the THIRMAL-1 results prior
to 0.45 second and higher than the THIRMAL-1 results after 0.45 second. A peak
pressurization rate of 3.4 Megapascal per second at 0.35 second after MWC is calculated
in very good agreement with the measured maximum rate of 3.3 Megapascals per second.
The shift in time in the pressurization rate may again be a result of the assumption
of a shorter melt release time of 0.26 second relative to the measured melt release time
of 0.38 second.

It is calculated that a net steam mass of 2.18 Kilograms exits the pool upper
surface as the result of melt fall stage quenching. This net steam formation represents
the removal of 8.15 Megajoules of enthalpy from the melt. A peak steam formation rate
of 8.5 Kilograms per second and steam temperature of 763 degrees Kelvin are calculated
at 0.45 second following melt entry versus 11.0 Kilograms per second determined from
the data assuming an equilibrium steam temperature at 573 degrees Kelvin. A rise in
the water pool temperature of 3.5 degrees Kelvin is calculated by THIRMAL-1
corresponding to the removal of an additional 5.5 Megajoules of enthalpy from the melt
due to fall stage quenching. The combined enthalpy removal of 13.6 Megajoules i

represents the removal of 64 percent of the difference between the initial released melt |
specific enthalpy at a te@erature of 3023 degrees Kelvin and the melt specific enthalpy !
at the solidus temperature of 2848 degrees Kelvin.

An increase in the argon-steam cover gas mixture temperature from 550 degrees
Kelvin at MWC to 607 degrees Kelvin (i.e.. a 57 degree Kelvin rise) at 1.0 second
following melt entry is calculated by THIRMAL-1. This is higher than the equilibrium
gas space temerature of 578 degrees Kelvin (a 28 degree Kelvin rise) obtained from the
data about 4 seconds after MWC when the measured pressure decreased from the peak
pressure of 7.6 to 7.2 Megapascal. The calculated gas space temperature exceeds the
measured equilibrium te@erature of 578 degrees Kelvin about 0.2 second after melt entry
into the water pool and increases to 590 degrees Kelvin when all of the melt has entered
the water at 0.3 second. Then, the calculated argon-steam temperature begins to slowly
increase to the 607 degrees Kelvin. It is possible to speculate on why the cover gas
tehperature rise is overpredicted. Specifically, heat transfer between water droplets
swept out of the mixing zone with steam and argon in the cover gas region is not modeled
in THIRMAL-1. Such a heat transfer mode would tend to reduce the gas temperature. On
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the other hand. heating of the cover gas due to heat transfer from swept out melt
droplets and particles as well as superheated steam exiting the mixing zone are modeled.

An energy balance calculation was performed to evaluate the effects of water
droplets swept out of the mixing zone on the gas space temperattre. A gas space
te@erature rise of 35 degrees Kelvin is obtained which is in much better agreement with
the measured increase in the equilibrium temperature of 28 degrees Kelvin.

When the water droplets are swept out of the mixing zone into the gas space
region, the te@erature difference between the gas-steam mixture and the water droplets
causes heat to flow to the droplets. Further assessment of the amount of energy
estimated to be transferred to the water droplets according to heat transfer rate
considerations is consistent with the amount from the energy balance that provides good
agreement with the measured gas space equilibrium temperature.<

3. COMPARISON OF THIRMAL-1 WITH CCM EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Description of CCM Experiments

The CCM experiments are a set of six reactor material experiments performed at
Argonne to obtain data on melt stream breakup in water. melt quenching, hydrogen
generation. and debris formation [6]. The experiments were motivated by a need to
better understand the interactions of corium melt with water inside the Three Mile
Island Unit 2 lower plenum when about 20 tonnes of melt relocated from a crust-encased
molten core pool onto the lower head. Of the six experiments, two were selected for
comparison with THIRMAL-1 at the present time. These are the CCH-5 and CCH-6 tests
(Table 2) in which 12 Kilograms of a 60 wt t U0, - 16 wt t ZrQ - 24 wt % stainless.

steel mixture was delivered into 1.07 meter deep pools of water at 0.117 and 0.114
| Megapascal pressure. In CCM 5. the water pool was subcooled by 49 degrees Kelvin while

in CCM-6. the water was very nearly saturated.
I

Co@arison of THIRMAL-1 with data from the CCM tests is strongly motivated by the
fact that the tests differ from FAR0 in several respects. First, the CCM experiments
were performed at low pressures as is the case for melt-water interactions in the SBWR
and AP600 as opposed to the high pressures of 5.0 Megapascals or greater characteristic
of FARO. Second, one of the experiments employed water with a significant subcooling
whereas the FAR0 tests were all conducted at low subcooling/near saturation conditions.
This enables the code's capabilities to handle subcooling to be tested. Third. the melt
has a significant metal phase constituent that gives rise to chemical oxidation
reactions and hydrogen generation. Fourth, the experiments furnish data on the
penetration of the melt leading edge through the water pool that can be used to co@are
with THIRMAL-1 predictions of the penetration of the stream leading edge as well as the
envelope of the droplets and particles formed. Comparable data is not available from
the FARO tests.

3.2 Comparison of THIRMAL-1 with the CCH-5 Experiments

A major difference between the low pressure CCM experiments and high pressure
FAR0 testi is that prefragmentatien of the melt stream does not occur in the CCM
experiments becausd of the lower density of the gas-steam mixture and the short fall
height. There is negligible heating or pressurization of the cover gas mixture prior
to melt / water contact. Thus the THIRMAL-1 calculations for the CCM experiments assume
that all of the released melt enters the water as a circular melt stream.
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TABLE 2. Comparison Of the THIRMAL-1 Code widt the Results of the CCM-5 and CCM4 Experiments

CCM Test Conditions CCM-5 CCM-6

Water pool depth, m 1.07 1.07

Initial weser subcooliru, K 49 2.5

Gas composition, mole 5 17 % Steam + 96 % Steam +
83%" Ar 4 %*' Ar

Gas volume, m' O.46 1.14

Gas terwerature, K 363 404

Proesure, MPs 0.117 0.114

Melt composition, wt 5 60% UO + 16% Zro + 24% SS3 a

(67% Fe + 21 % Cr + 12 % Ni)'

Initial melt superheat, K 157 157

Released melt mass, Ka 10 47 11.34

'

Diameter at selsees 50.6 50.8
vessel nnerle, em

_

Free Fall Distance in ans, cm 34 34

Thermite veessi passeure at 0.117 0.202
,

onset of melt release, MPs

Comparison of THIRMAL.1 Prodsetaons and Exp. Data Experiment Prediction Ext edment Prediction

Corium collection conditions, wt% 100/0/0 53/47"/0 100/0/0 50/48"/2
particles /drnplets/ stream

Fine fremments (< l .70 mm), Ka (wt%) 1.875 (17) 2.482 (23) 3.02 (27) 5.2 (46)

Intermediate-sire fremments

(1.7< <3.36 mm), Ka (wt %) 2.57 (24) 3.27 (30) 2.32 (2!) 1.2 (10)

(3.36 < <6.35 mm), Ka (wt %) 2.088 (19) 2.05 (19) 2.36 (20) 1.10 (10)

Iarme framments (> 6.35 mm), Ka (wt %) 4.347 (40) 3.08 (28) 3.1 (32) 3.9 (34)

Median particle size, mm 5.0 6.0 3.8 2.0

Melt and bottom plate contact aAer melt entry into water, s 0.95 0.81 0.29 0.27

Mean velocity of melt in water, m/s I .1 1.3 3.7 4.0

Maximum pressure reached during fall stage quenching. 0.246 0.256 0.354 0.304
MPs

Gas-steam temperature et time of mexirnum pressure 390 388 417 411
occurrence, K

Hydrogen mass formed, g 24.7 28.4 47.2 56.7

Total steam menerstad, a 306 342 1423 !!34

a) Includes partially frozen droplets.
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The CCM 5 experiment was performed with subcooled water at an initial temperature |
of 328 degrees Kelvin equivalent to 49 degrees Kelvin of subcooling. The melt stream i

release and entry water pool conditions calculated for CCM-5 and 6 are summarized in
Table 2 that also compares the THIRMAL-1 predictions with the experiment results.

Figure 10 shows the calculated time dependent penetration of the melt stream
leading edge and the penetration front of the eroded droplets and particles together
with the times of response indications of thermocouples located at various distances
beneath the water surface in the path of the melt. The melt stream leading edge is
calculated to penetrate to a depth of 0.24 meter during the first 0.1 second following;

entry into the water pool and then vary in an oscillatory manner from 0.1 second to 0.4
second. The oscillations are a result of breakup of the melt stream innediately behind
the leading edge when the amplitude of unstable long waves along the stream colum
exceeds the size of the melt stream. At 0.4 second following entry into the water. the

: melt stream breakup distance is calculated to increase with time owing to an i' creasen
i in the vapor volume fraction surrounding and below the melt stream. At 0.64 second

following entry into the water (0.80 second after melt release), the melt stream; leading
edge has penetrated' downward through approximately half the water pool depth. The melt
stream breakup distance is calculated to decrease thereafter owing to a reduced melt

; stream entry velocity and diameter corresponding to the decreasing melt release rate.
The location of the droplet / particle penetration front is calculated to first reach the,

base at 0.81 second following entry into the water. This corresponds to a mean melt
' velocity in the water pool of 1.3 meter per second.

$ As the corium penetrated through the water. it contacted thermocouples or was at
; least in close enough proximity to thermocouples to produce responses. Thermocouples ;

that exceeded 1400 degrees Centigrade indicative of contact with corium are indicated 1
"

by the shaded circles or Squares. The axial centerline thermocouples clearly show a j>

j significant decrease in the melt penetration velocity after 0.1 second following melt '

3
entry into the water pool. This is indicative of a change in the melt configuration
from a rapidly penetrating stream to slower penetrating droplets and particles implying
breakup of the stream at a distance less than 0.31 meter. This distance is equivalent

3

to 9 melt stream entry diameters.,

a

: Other thermocouples showed responses but these were significantly less than a
rise to 1400 degrees Centigrade (representative of thermocouple melting) or more. For*

example, a rise of 100 or 200 degrees Kelvin would fall into this category. Such
thermocouples are denoted with open circles on Figure 10. Responses of this nature are

i consistent with thermocouples being heated by heat transfer from droplets and particles
as opposed to being engulfed by a melt stream. Finally, the squares correspond to

: thermocouples located on the base of the water pool at radii of 5.08 centimeters with
1 shaded and open having the same meaning.

The predicted time dependent leading edge penetrations of the melt stream as well-

as eroded droplets and particles are both in excellent agreement with the stream and
droplet front penetrations obtained from the thermocouple responses. Also the predicted#

time at which melt contacts the base is in very good agreement with the arrival times:
obtained from thermocouples on and near the base. The high temperatures measured at
the base are consistent with material collection and agglomeration upon the base, lhe
measured time of 0.95 second for corium to reach the thermocouples on the vessel bottom
section is a little longer than the THIRMAL-1 calculated melt settling time of 0.81
second.

Seventy percent of the melt is calculated to be eroded in the form of melt
droplets due to the effects of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability-induced stripping along the

J
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melt stream column as well as droplet formation by boundary layer stripping from the
,

rear of the leading edge of the melt stream. The remaining 30 percent of the melt is
calculated to form large melt stream segments from breakup of the melt stream at the
leadi 9 edge due to large wave . instability. About 76 percent of the eroded melt

:
drv + (53 percent of total released melt mass of 10.83 Kilograms) solidify completely
to fo~:a particles prior to collecting on the bottom of experiment vessel. About 8
percent of the fully solidified particles (5 percent of the total released mass) is
metallic melt. Nire percent of the eroded melt (6 percent of the total released mass)
is calculated to arrive in a partially frozen state (above 70 percent heat of fusion
removed). Thus, the material accumulating at the bottom is calculated to consist
of solid particles. nearly solidified droplets, and 41 percent of the released melt mass
that arrives in a molten state. About 19 percent of the total released melt mass
arriving on the floor is metallic molten droplets. These results are included in

,

Table 2. The THIRMAL-1 calculated debris size distribution collecting upon the base
is shown in Figure 11 and compared with the measured particle size distribution. Upon

,

posttest examination, melt arriving on the floor in a molten state was largely
agglomerated together with solidified particles. The debris was sieved through 6350.

.

3360. and 1700 micron screens. Agglomeration effects raise the question of what portion
of the debris was actually sized in arriving at the measured size distribution. For
this reason. three different calculated size distributions representing different

portions of the droplets and particles formed are plotted in Figure 11. The calculated 1

diameter for the melt / droplet / segment distributions range in size from 0.7 to 16.0
millimeters with a median size of 2.8 millimeters. The calculated median diameter for
fully solidified particles is 6.0 millimeters and the calculated median diameter for
the 70 percent or greater solidified particle size distribution is 4.0 millimeters.

Data on transient melt quenching and steam formation behavior are the time;

dependent pressure and temperature measured in the gas space overlying the water pool.
1 Comparison of the pressure calculated with THIRMAL-1 versus that measured in the

experiment during the first 1.7 seconds following melt release is shown in Figure 12.
For 0.16 second before melt / water contact as evidenced by tnermocouple response. the
data shows a small pressure rise. The pressure calculated with THIRMAL-1 accounts only
for fall stage melt quenching as the melt relocates downward through the water pool.
In addition. THIRMAL-1 does not model the long-term quenching of melt that collects and,

spreads over the water pool base. The virtual attainment of the peak pressure soon
after melt entry into the water pool corresponds to essentially the complete settling
out of particles and droplets from the water pool. The calculated pressure increases,

.

more slowly during the first 0.3 second after melt entry into the water pool than the
'

CCM-5 data. THIRMAL-1 neglects heating of steam-gas mixture and steam generation
associated with the melt stream relocation behavior as the melt stream falls through,

: the gas space. The calculated pressure increase rate is slightly higher than the
measured pressure increase rate between 0.4 and 0.85 second. This could reflect steam
condensaticn on the dispersed subcooled liquid droplets swept away by the steam flow

. out of the mixing zone. This condensation process in the gas space is not modeled.
The mixing zone regime flow become highly dispersed droplet flow at 0.3 seconds'

following melt entry into the water pool consistent with this latter conjecture. A peak
pressure of 0.26 Megapascal (i.e. 0.14 Megapascal of pressure increase) is calculated
versus a measured peak pressure 0.25 Megapascal (i.e. 0.13 Megapascal of pressure
increase).

A peak steam formation rate of 0.35 Kilogram per second is calculated at 0.5
second following melt entry. The steam formation rate includes steam converted into
hydrogen by oxidation of metal. The masses of steam and hydrogen generated and
predicted by THIRMAL-1 are compared with those determined from the data in Table 2.
The analysis of hydrogen generation is based upon mass spectrometry of gas samples

1
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extracted shortly after the test. The investigation of the steam generation mas focused
on the short-term quenching of the corium i.e.. during the melt stream fall stage,
rather than any long-term debris cooling stage. The steam generation during the melt
stream fall stage is determined from the experiment vessel pressurization data in the
test that were analyzed along with the amount of hydrogen generated. It is determined
that a total hydrogen mass of 25 grams (or 12 gram-moles) was generated in the CCH-5
test. Therefore, a total steam mass of 306 grams is determined based on the maximum
experiment vessel pressure of 0.246 Megapascal and the corresponding gas-steam mixture
temperature of 390 degrees Kelvin. In the THIRMAL-1 analysis, a total steam mass of
342 grams and a hydrogen mass of 28 grams are calculated to exit the water pool surface
as the result of melt fall stage quenching. These predictions are in good agreement>

with the experiment values. The time dependent gas-steam mixture temperature increases
,

from 363 to 388 degrees Kelvin during the first 1.5 seconds following melt entry into
the water pool. This calculated te@erature increase comares well with the temperature
increase measured by the thermocouple located 46 centimeters above the water surface
which rose from 363 to 390 degrees Kelvin at the time of maximum pressure.

3.3 Comparison of THIPJ4AL-1 with the CCH-6 Experiment
,

.

The CCM-6 experiment was conducted with nearly saturated water at 374 degrees
Kelvin (2.5 degrees Kelvin of subcooling). Figure 13 shows the calculated time
dependent penetration of the melt stream leading edge and the melt droplet / particle.

penetration front as well as the thermocouple response indications. The melt stream
leading edge is calculated to quickly penetrate to the base of the pool after only 0.27
second. Droplets and particles are calculated to first reach the base only slightly
sooner. This corresponds to a mean melt penetration velocity through the water of 4.0
meters per second. Contact with the base was indicated by a thermocouple 5.08
centimeters away from the centerline at 0.29 second. The predicted leading edge

i

penetration is in excellent agreement with the melt stream penetration inferred on the
basis of major thermocouple responses (i.e. increases in temperature readings exceeding
1400 degrees Centigrade). The thermocouples also indicate a rapid penetration of the
stream to at least 0.85 meter depth.

Sixty-six percent of the melt is calculated to be eroded as droplets due to
Kelvin-Helnholtz instability-induced stripping along the melt stream column as well as;

droplet formation by boundary layer stripping from the rear of the leading edge. The
remaining 34 percent of the melt is calculated to impinge as a stream (2 percent of the
total released mass of 11.4 Kilograms) or arrive as large melt stream segments (32

.

'

percent of the total released mass) due to breakup of the melt stream upon the bottom
plate of the experiment vessel. About 62 percent of the eroded melt droplets (41
percent of total released melt mass of 11.4 Kilograms) solidifies completely to form
particles prior to collecting on the bottom of experiment vessel. Five percent of the
eroded melt (3 percent of the total released mass) is calculated to arrive in a
partially frozen state (above 70 percent heat of fusion removed). Twenty-eight percent

;

of the large segments are calculated to arrive in a solidified state. Thus, the

material accumulating at the bottom is calculated to consist of solid particles nearly
solidified droplets and 47 percent of the released melt mass that arrives in a molten
state. These results are included in Table 2. Note that the large segments are

;

included with droplets and particles in Table 2.

The calculated debris size distribution collecting upon the base is taken to be
that for cil droplets and particles formed either by Kelvin-Helnholtz-induced stripping.
boundary layer stripping or large wave breakup. The calculated diameters range in size
from 0.6 to 27 millimeters with a median size of 2.0 millimeters which is below the
measured median particle size of 3.8 millimeters. Distributions of fully solidified
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particles of combined partially and fully solidified droplets and particles tere not
calculated.

Conparison of the pressure calculated with THIRMAL-1 versus that measured in the
experiment during the first 1.6 seconds following melt release is shown in Figure 14.
The calculated pressure increase is lower than the CCH-6 data during the first 0.2
second after melt release. The calculated pressure increase is comparable with the

. measured pressure increase thereafter. A peak pressure of 0.3 Megapascal (i.e.. a 0.19
Megapascal pressure increase) is calculated versus a measured peak pressure of 0.35
Hegapascal (i.e. 0.24 Hegapascal of pressure increase).

A peak steam formation rate of 2.5 Kilograms per second at 0.28 second following
melt entry into the water pool is calculated and a net steam generation rate of 2.3
Kilograms per second at 0.28 second following MWC. The net steam generation rate is ;

approximately equal to the steam formation rate after 0.4 second. This is consistent I

with termination of the oxidation of metallic melt in the continuous vapor flow. The
mass of steam and hydrogen predicted by THIRMAL-1 and those determined from the data
are shown in Table 2.

In order to obtain the experiment steam generation during the fall stage. the
experiment vessel pressurization data in the test was analyzed along with the amount
of hydrogen generation determined from analysis of the gas samples. It was determinede

that a total hydrogen mass of 47 grams (or 23 gram-moles) was generated. Therefore,
a net steam mass of 1014 grams (or a total of 1423 grams of steam formation) is
estimated based on the maximum experiment vessel pressure of 0.354 Hegapascal and the
corresponding gas-steam mixture temperature of 417 degrees Kelvin. In the THIRMAL-1
analysis, a net steam mass of 625 grams (or a total steam mass formation of 1134 grams)
and a hydrogen mass of 57 grams are calculated as the result of melt fall stage

i quenching.
.

The calculated time dependent gas-steam mixture temperature that increases from
404 to 411 degrees Kelvin during the melt fall stage. This calculated temperature<

increase is lower than the measured temperature rise from 404 to 417 degrees Kelvin at
the time of maximum pressure.

4

4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

i THIRMAL-1 calculations were found to be in excellent agreement with the results
of the Ispra FAR0 Scoping Test and Quenching Test 2 as well as the ANL CCM-5 and CCM-6
experiments.

A mechanistic model for prefragmentation in the FARO apparatus was developed and
applied to both the Scoping Test and Quenching Test 2. The melt configuration that is
predicted to enter the water differs significantly from that assumed by Angelini. Yuen,
and Theofanous [10]. In particular. the melt does not enter the water fully fragmented
as a cloud of spheres. Instead, the melt is calculated to enter as a reduced diameter>

stream surrounded by melt droplets eroded from the stream surface by the growth of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. Instability growth and erosion are effective in the
FAR0 apparatus due to the high gas densities prevalent at the high pressures (e.g. 5.0
Megapascals) at which the FAR0 tests are carried out co@ined with the long fall heights
from the melt release vessel to the water surface (about 1.8 meters). The eroded
droplets heat up the cover gas above the water surface by thermal radiation and forced
convection heat transfer. The calculated pressurization during the prefragmentation
stage is in good agreement for the Quenching Test 2 but underpredicted for the Scoping
Test. In the latter case. the difference may be attributed to flashing of steam off
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'

j

i .

Flashing in this manner'would not be a factor in
!

j of the surface of the water pool.
Quenching Test 2 or in advanced reactor systems. The results of the prefragmentation {
analysis are used to provide THIRMAL-1 with the conditions with which the reduced |

'

diameter stream and eroded droplets enter the surface of the water pool, j
!

For both FAR0 tests, the calculated pressurization rate from steam formation is
,

in excellent agreement with that determined from the data. The calculated time for melt .
.

; to penetrate downward through the water pool.is also in excellent agreement with that !

! inferred from thermocouple responses indicative of interaction with melt near the top |
and bottom of the water pool. These results lend confidence to the modeling of melt j-

,

stream penetration and breakup by various instability mechanisms that determine the '

1 amount and sizes of droplets formed as well as the modeling of multiphase heat transfer ;

and flow inside the mixing zone that determine the net rate of steam formation. The !,

predicted debris size distribution also agrees very well with that measured in posttest |
"

examination. This lends further confirmation to the modeling of melt breakup by Kelvin- ;

! Helmholtz instabilities that produces droplets of the observed sizes during both the j

| prefragmentation and melt-water interaction phases. !

The only notable discrepancy between the THIRMAL-1 calculations and the FARO data .

j concerns the gas space temperature rise in Quenching Test 2 that is significantly
: .overpredicted. The difference here was shown to correspond to the neglect in THIRMAL-1
; ' of the cooling effects of water droplets swept out of the mixing zone into the overlying

gas space. In particular, it was shown through a standalone energy balance analysis i*

! that the droplets constitute more than a sufficient heat sink to account for the !
' discrepancy. Interaction with half of the swept out water mass would bring the i

! calculated and measured gas space temperatures into agreement while the remaining half ;

i of the droplets deposit upon the walls and structures in the gas space. A~ separate

!- standalone estimate of energy transfer rates from the gas space to the interacting water
j droplets further supports this explanation of the discrepancy. Thus, modeling for the
i interactions of swept out water droplets is identified as a worthwhile addition to
| THIRMAL-1 for future comparisons with the ongoing FARO tests.
i

| For CCM-5 and CCM-6. the THIRMAL-1 predictions of the time dependent penetration
i of the melt stream leading edge and droplet / particle penetration front are in excellent

agreement with the locations indicated by the timing of responses from thermocouples,

: located along the experiment vessel centerline in the path of the melt or off the
centerline on the base at the bottom of the water pool. This lends a high level of ,;

i confidence to the modeling of melt stream breakup by three mechanisms: (1) Kelvin- |

| Helmholtz (i.e. small wave) instabilities along the melt stream column, (ii) boundary !

i layer stripping from the rear of the initial penetrating leading edge, and (iii) large |

wave breakup of the leading edge. For CCM-5. the code predicts an increase in the !

4

leading edge penetration when a large amount of vapor has been created in the mixing
: zone as observed in the penetration data confirming the instability modeling that
|- depends upon the conditions in the surrounding medium. The very good agreement with

'

the pressurization data from steam formation lends confidence to both the modeling of i1 '

melt stream breakup and the sizes of droplets formed as well as multiphase flow and heat
transfer in the mixing zone. The modeling approach here is further confirmed by the
good agreement between the predicted and measured debris particle sizes. Very good' ;

|
agreement is obtained for the amount of hydrogen produced supporting the modeling of )
oxidation of droplets of the metallic constituent by interaction with flowing steam in

,

i the mixing zone.
.

!

4
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NOMENCLATURE

Aj melt stream surface over which melt erosion occurs, m'-

melt stream radius, ma -

a, -- absorption coefficient of steam-gas mixture. 1/m !
a, absorption coefficient of multiple melt droplets / particles.1/m-

1.5 e or/D-

the fr,ct$on'of radiation heat transfer absorbed by the gas-steamC,,, a-

mixture. -0.4 )_.

D representative eroded melt droplet diameter, m-
p

test vessel diameter. - 0.46 (ST) and 0.74 (OT2) metersD, -
,

'melt stream diameter, mDa
-

T)[, nielt stream diameter at the water (D ,o + D
average melt stream diameter. - /2.. m ;

-

3 3,

D pool sur ace, m !
-

'melt stream diameter at the location where melt erosion begins, mDa o
-

absorbed fraction in an infinite mediumF -

'subscript denoting properties evaluated at the film temperature. T,f -

melt stream fall distance before NWC m iHr.n -

rforce gonvection heat transfer coefficient. W/(m .g) |: h ,, -
co

k,/ 0, ' 2.0 + 0.6 Rep"'' Pr Y. !
'

-
r

radiatjon heat ) transfer coefficient. W/(m'K)
;h ., -

r

5 s # - C / r, - q, !i wavenumber corres(ponding t)o the maximum wave growth rate.1/m
-

|: k,,, -

L. - mean free length, - 0.5 Dn. m ,

Prandtl number, C # /k !i Pr, -
y 7 r --

melt droplet Reynolds number, U D pr/vf || Re -

T, ,
3 p

film temperature, if (T, + T,). K
'-

,

| T, gas-steam mixture temperature. K :
-

! T, melt temperature. K |
-

i t, time period corresponding to the melt stream fall distance. x,, s :
T,,, saturation temperature, K !

-

melt stream velocity, m/s IU;; -

i jb,,,, - minimum required stream velocity, m/s
U '

3 average melt stream velocity for melt erosion. m/s-

fra11melt strea)m fall dist)ance when the initial disturbance on the melt|o/hrali - t,~X"

ii x, -

stream surface reaches the critical unstable wave magnitude. A .. and '

melt erosion begins, m
free fall distance at the leading edge of melt stream, mx -

3 ;

melt surface tension N/m !o, -

Stefan-Boltzman constant, 5.6710'' W/(m'K) -o -
n ,

or gas mixture density surrounding the melt stream evaluated at the film i
=

8temperature Tr. Kg/m
p, melt density. Kg/m'

|
-
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I

A,,, wavelength corresponding to the maximum wave growth rate, m-

unstable wave magnitude at time t, m .n (t) -

I
no initial disturbance magnitude, m-

e, melt emissivity-

e, steel wall emittance-

a, melt droplet / particle volume fraction in the cover gas space' -

a,,, maxinum wave growth rate due to Kelvin-Helntioltz (K-H) instability.1/s-
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i Figure 1. Depiction of melt stream pene- Figure 2. Depiction of erosion and breakup
trating through a water pool, of melt stream in a water pool.
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EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF COMPUTER CODES USED FOR SAFETY
ANALYSIS OF INTEGRAL REACTORS

A.A. Falkov, V.S.Kuul, 0.B.Samollor, A.N.Lepekhin, G.N.Polyansky
OKB Mechanical Engineering, Nizimy Novgorod, Russia

Fax (8312) 418772

an integral reactor, such as buil: a steam-gas
ABSTRACT pressurizer, in-reactor heat excnungers for

emergency residual heat removal, guard vessel [1].
Peculiarities of integral reactor Presence of noncondensable gas in built-in

thermohydmulics in accidents are associated with steam-gas pressurizer influences on dynamics of
presence of noncondensable gas in built-in the pressurizer, on efficiency of heat removal by
pressurizer, absence of pumped ECCS, use of steam condensation on in-reactor HXs in LOCAs
guard vessel for LOCAs localisation and passive and on accidents sequences. The absence of
RHRS through in-reactor HX's. These features pumped ECCS and use of GV and passive RHRS
defined the main trends in experimental through in-reactor HXs affect the reactor plant
investigations and verification efforts for computer behaviour in LOCAs and require accurate
codes applied. The paper reviews briefly the integmted description of reactor and GV behaviour
performed experimental investigation of in accidents. Simulation of natural effects and
thermohydraulics of AST-500, VPBER-600-type processes, such as natural circulation, leakages at

i

integral reactors. The characteristic of small gravity-driving forces, non-condensable gas |
UROVEN/MB-3 code for LOCAs analysis in effects are essential for computer codes used for j

integral reactors and results of its verification are safety analysis of integral reactors. These features |
given. The assessment of RELAPS/ mod 3 of integral reactor thermohydraulics determined

'

applicability for accident analysis in integral the trends in experimental investigations and
reactor is presented. verification efforts for computer codes applied. i

1. INTRODUCTION 2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
l

AST-500, VPBER-600-type integral Proceeding from integral reactors features
reactors are advanced new generation reactors at performing the experiments the main attention
having the properties of enhanced safety due to was paid to studying of the following effects and
their design features. phenomena:

The major decisions on safety assurance - thermohydraulics of the built-in steam-gas
that have been implemented in the nuclear district pressurizer;
heating reactor AST-500 are being further - behaviour of non-condensable gas (gas
developed in VPBER-600 design in framework of transfer, gas distribution, dissolved gas in water);
the concept relying upon the maximum use of - opemtion of the emergency heat
passive safety principles. The integral layout of the removal HX under conditions of steam
primary circuit equipment with location of heat condensation from steam-gas mixture;
exchangers (steam genemtor) and pressurizer - the reactor-guard vessel system behaviour in
inside a reactor pressure vessel enabled to exclude LOCAs;

!

large and medium size LOCAs (rnaximum leakage - passive safety systems actuation and I

size < DN 50 mm). An additional passive functioning.
confming barrier - the guard vessel (GV) encloses The list of expenmental activities [2,3]
the reactor and primary circuit systems and included the investigation of the important
ensures locking of the coolant leakage out of the separate effects and phenomena and the studying
reactor and keeping the core under coolant durir.g of the RP systems operation, as well as the
LOCAs due to pressure equalization in the integral experiments on the different scale reactor
reactor-GV system. Passive residual heat removal models-thermophysical rigs: 1385 (Fig.l.) and
system (RHRS) through in-reactor heat exchangers KMR-2 (Fig.2,3.) The facilities represen!.

is envisaged for reactor cooling down in all classes electrically heated models of the integral reactor
of accidents including LOCAs. with natural circulation of coolant and built-in

Peculiarities of VPBER-600 and AST-500 steam-gas pressurizer contain the GV model and
reactor thermohydraulics in emergency conditions enable to investigate all important
are associated with the distinctive features of

|
1
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thermohydraulical phenomena in the necessary conditions of LCCAs accompanied by residual
ranga of parameten. hett removal heat cxchanger dryout. Experiments

Investigations of LOCAs with coolant were carried out at L-800 test rig (Fig.4.) using
outflow into GV at different sizes and locations multirow models of the AST-500 HX tube bundle.
of openings imitating leaks at ruptures of pipelines Investigation of gas influence on the intensity of
in the pressurizer area and at loss of integrity in steam condensation on the tube bundle of 1385
the RPV bottom, as well as experiments imitating test rig heat exchanger were performed in the
loss of heat removal accident without scram were wider range of parameters. Data obtained at the
carried out at the test facilities. rig L-800 on the influence of gas content in

Experimental data on the reactor - GV steam-gas plenum of the rig upon thermal power
system behaviour in LOCAs were obtained that of the condenser are presented in Fig.6.
shown efIlciency of guard vessel as a passive device Together with the tasks of studying the
for localisation and for core keeping under thermohydraulical processes running under
coolant. Normal cooling of heater rods was proved emergency conditions, and validation of
under the conditions of " waterfall" and steam- operability and efficiency of the safety systems
condensate circulation, taking place at provided, the main objective of the experiments
considerable coolant losses from the primary was to obtain the representative information for
circuit. Coolant subcooling value and natural computer code verification.
chenlation modes variations at small break LOCA
experiment are shown in Fig.5. 3. UROVEN/MB-3 CODE VERIFICA110N

Issues, such as non-condensable gas
effects, heat-and mass tmnsfer and gas distribution 3.1. CODE CHARACTERISTIC
in the guard vessel rnodel, temperature
stratification in a water volume of the guard vessel UROVEN/MB-3 is a fast-mnning i

model were investigated. Data on heat transfer computer code, developed for the analysis of |
coefLeients at saeam condensation on the guard thermohydraulics of integral reactor with built-in I
vessel walls for wide range of steam-air mixture steam-gas pressurizer during small break and I

parameten (P=0.4-3.0 MPa; Pg/P=0.18-0.8) were medium size break LOCAs [4}. The code |
.obtained. They showed a considerable rise of a determines the change of reactor thermohydraulic )
steam condensation intensity at pressure increase pammeten, of confining volume (guard vessel or '

(Fig.7.). Investigation of effect of dissolved gas in containment), of secondary circuit at all stages of |
water on evapomtion and leak flowrate in LOCA LOCAs, including the regimes with partial core
experiment was carried out. It was obtained that dryout, fuel elements heating-up, reflooding,
dissolved gas (Cg=2600 nem3/kg) did not Multielement one-dimensional model of
influence noticeably on the course of small break reactor unit is used, basing on energy, mass,
LOCA. The effects of dissolved gas in water were coolant motion equations. Reactor kinetics is
in the range of experimental errors. described in the point model. At boliing the

Experimental investigation of the steam approxhnation of equilibrium steam-gas mixture
condensation from steam-gas mixture were with steam slipping on the basis of drift-flux model
performed on the tube bundle models for the is used. Phases sepamtion and change of mixture

'

| | L-800 rig#
o

circulation" | circulation
one-phase 54-tube modelsteam-condensate cascade

48 of AST-500 HX16- circulation | P = 2.0MPa
l a'

| /Tu

[ |mass flow
44ATs, 0.8 oscillations / j/ i

T*C At
'

10- i r serflow ag
- Gem M | edge ^\u

i

1
y

O. 0
-

o
4 5 6 7 8 9 Nde,m 403 "I Pg/P

Fig 5. KMR-2. Natural circulation modes during small r1s6.Effect of gas content la pressurizer on relative
LOCA depending on water level in downcomer condenser thermal power
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level ne dacribed. The cods describes different covers the conditions of single phase medium,
modes of nitural circulrtion in pnmary circuit, nucl ate boiling, boiling crisis and beyond-crkis
characteristic of the processes with coolant loss - heat exchange regime,
no: mal single-phase, " waterfall" (cascade), steam- UROVEN/MB-3 is widely used in the
condensate one. design calculations and at the safety analysis of

The code takes into account the effects AST-500, ATETS-150 and VPBER-600 reactor
associated with the presence of noncondensable plants.
gases in the reactor and the confining volume. Gas
distribution and gas transfer are calculated for 3.2. CODE ASSESSMEFr

i four-component gas mixture (H , He,N ,0 ) with2 2 2
.account of gas dissolution and its release from Extensive investigation has been carried

water, radiolytic gases release and hydrogen out to verify the applicability of the code to
generation due to steam-Zr reaction. Features of integral reactors safety analysis [ 2,5 ]. Code
built-in steam-gas pressurizer dynamics and heat assessment included analysis of separate effect tests
removal from reactor by steam condensation frorn as well as analysis of 12 integral experiments on
steam gas mixture in HXs uncovered during an the reactor models KMR-2 and 1385 test-

accident are described. Heat-mass transfer in the facilities. The characteristic of experiments for
-

. guard vessel is described, steam non-equilibrium in UROVEN/MB-3 verification and list of processes
steam-gaa volume and effect of thermal and phenomena assessed are presented in Table 1.
stratification in the GV water volume are taken Some results of UROVEN/MB-3 experimental
into account. The operation of safety systems - assessment are given below,
relief valves, emergency make-up means, residual Steam condensation on guard vessel walls,
heat removal systems is modelled. Steam slip, Peculiarities of heat and mass transfer in
hydraulic resistance coefficients, heat and mass guard vessel are associated with enhanced GV
transfer coefficients are calculated by empirical pressure (Poy=2-4 MPa) during LOCA's
relationships. Heat transfer correlations package compared with emergency conditions in

UROVEN/MB-3 VERIFICATION
Table 1

Phenomenon Experiment |
Facility | Geometry | Parameters

Investigation of separate effects
Condensation on tube bundle HX model 54 tubes P=2.0 MPa
from steam-sas mixture L-800 rig H=0.6m Pg/P=0-0,15

72 tubes P=0.6-6 MPa
HX of 1385 rig H =2. l m Pg/P=0-0,8

Condensation on GV walls GV model KMR-2 rig V=1.24 mJ P=0,4-3 M Pa
H=10 m Pg/P=0,15-0,8

Flow through leak restrictor Model of AST-500 Scale 1:1 P=1.-2. MPa
leak restrictor DN 48 mm

Evaporatiori and level swell due GE level swell test [6] V=0.3 mJ Po=7 MPato depressurisation . leak DN9.5mm H=4.3 m Tn=285oC
Heat up of rod bundle at partial 37-rod bundle d=10 mm P=1.2-4. MPa
uncovery H=3.5 m Tmax=700*C. Boil of

. Reflooding NEPTUN[ 7 ) d=10.7 mm P=0.5 MPa
33-rod bundle H-1.7 m T,,m = 750*C

Integral Experiments
Thermohydmulics of integral KMR-2 Large-scale Vl=1.3 m3 Pimax=7MPareactor at LOCA & A1WS-type model of AST-500 Vav=1.24m Pgs3MPa3

experiments . Upper leaks DN 4, Scale: Pap 2 MPa
eleak flowrate DN8 Mv=1:170
ethermohydraulics of steam-gas . Lower leaks DN 2, Mn=l:1

pressurizer DN4, DN8
.NC modes at LOCAs . Loss of heat removal
. change of mixture level
enoncondensable gas 1385 rig Vl=0.3m3 Plmax=18MPa

3effects Integral reacter model Voy=0.32m Pgs8 MPa
. reactor-GV system .Upperleak DN 1,7 Scale: pap 2 MPa
behaviour almwer leak DN 1 Mv=1:1000

. Loss of heat removal Mn=l:2
2387
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|
ccntainment of cxtting reactors. The experimental lhater power 698 kW

data en intensity of cond nsation on GV wa!!s Prim ry circuit pressure 6,9 MPa
'

obtained on GV model (V=1,24 m3,11=10 m, Gas partia! pressure in

D=0,4 m) in final stage of LOCA experiment are pressurizer 3,2 MPa

presented in Fig.7. in comparison with Coolant flow rate 2,18 kg/s

UROVEN/MB-3 calculation results. It can be Pressure in GV model 0,21 MPa

seen that experimental data are well described by Temperature in GV model 32 *C

UROVEN/MB-3 model based on the heat and secondary side do not change during experiment.
mass transfer analogy for conditions of steam-gas The test is acompanied by depressurization and

mixture natural convection on a vertical wall. The coolant level decrease in primary circuit, by

known Uchida correlation [ 8 ) used at the pressure increase in GV vessel model. Coolant
description of a containment thermalhydmulics in leakage causes natural circulation interruption in

some codes does not take into account the primary circuit in 75 s of experiment resulting
influence of thermophysic ? parameters and from mixture level lowering below overflow edge.

underestimates the valm of heat transfer At this time the reverse of coolant flow through
coefficient at increased pret ; P> 0.3 MPa. heater assemblies takes place due to leakage from

lower part of primary circuit. Reliable heater rods
LOCA experiment DN8 mm on KMR-2 cooling at negative flow rate through heater

assemblies is provided. At coolant level decreasingtest facility,
in primary circuit the heat exchanger is uncovered,

|
' Experiment with water outflow from and operate in steam condensation conditions. At

downcomer lower part into the guard vessel model the time of test termination the pressures in
through orifice 8 mm in diameter is considered. primary circuit and GV model are equalized at
' Die main parameters of test initial conditions are about of 2 MPa. The comparison of calculated

main parameters of reactor and GV models wi'.hgiven in Table,
After 15 s from break opening the experimental data (Fig.8.) demonstrates

reduction of heater power to 151 kW is performed satisfactory agreement between calculated and

during At=35 s. Subsequently the power is held experimental results.

time-constant. Coolant parameters in liX

.

30
_

- 3
: \2.5 O - P=G.6 0.8 MPa, AT=15-25 K
_

6 -P=2.3-2.5 MPa, AT=15-25 K
: 3e

E - Uchida's data, P<0.28 MPa,
T

.0
~ '

2
- Tw=50 C

1,2,3 - UROVEN/MB-3 correlation
_

g
P=0.28,0.7,2.4 MPaS.1.5

: 4 h. 4 - Uchida's correlation
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Fig.7 Heat transfer coefficients on guard vessel walls
at steam condensation from steam-air mixture
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4. EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF
RELAP5/ MOD 3 CODE 4.1. NODALIZATION SCIIEME

RELAPS/ mod 3 is used in OKBM for
alternative analysis of VPBER, AST type reactors The degree of detail of different
thermohydmulics under emergency conditions. components at experiments simulation was
Verification study is under way to estimate the determined in accordance with character and
code applicability for integral reactors. Proceeding dinamics of processes considered. RELAP
f20m integml reactor features a focus was provided nodalization of 1385 test facility consisting of 85
on investigation of code capabilities and limitations volumes, 91 junctions and 72 heat stmetures is
to simulate such characteristic processes as steam- shown in Fig. 9. Similar nodalization was used for
gas pressurizer thermohydraulics, the coupled KMR-2 test facility.
behaviour of reactor and GV, noncondensable gas
effects. At present a lot of studies have been Core simulator includes 2 heater i

carried out together with specialists from RRC assemblies that are subdivided axially into 7 nodes. J

"Kumhatov institute" [9-12]. The calculation Steam generator (heat exchanger) is subdivided
analyses of LOCA and loss of heat removal into 7 nodes in height. Secondary cimuit is
experiments on the integml reactor models-KMR- described by specifying of boundary conditions on
2 and 1385 test facilities as well as tests with inlet and outlet of SG. Pressurizer is modelled by
compression and expansion of steam-1,as volume pipe component with 10 volumes. ' Heat transfer l

on large-scale pressurizer model - L-800 (Fig.4) with pressure vessel and steam-removing tubes of
were performed, secondary circuit are taken into accout in

The results of RELAP5/ mod 3 calculations pressurizer. Guard vessel simulator is modelled by
of two experiments on KMR-2 and 1385 facilities - pipe component with 7 volumes in height. In order
end discussion of code applicability for analysis of to calculate the height of primary mixture level the
integral reactor accidents are presented below, special algorithm was developed basing on control

system of RELAPS/ mod 3.
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4.2. LOCA EXPERIMENT ON 1385 TEST 4.3. LOSS OF HEAT REMOVAL
EXPERIMENT ON KMR-2 TEST FACILITYFACILITY

The test scenario represents VPBER-600 The experiment imitates AST-500 beyond
accident with loss of integrity in the reactor vessel design accident with loss of heat removal from
lower pan. The initial conditions for the tractor and delay of scram. The parameters of test

experiment are shown in the Table. initial conditions are the following.

Heater power 753 kW
Primary circuit pressure 15.5 ppa Heater power 1.52 MW

Primary circuit pressure 2.0 MPa
Gas (nitrogen) panial pressure Gas (helium) panial pressure
in pressurizer 7.6 MPa
Coolant flow rate 1.153 kg/s in pressurizer 0.78 MPa

Pressure in guarti vessel model 0.1 MPa [ Coolant flow rate
7.0 kg/s

Tempemture in guard
vessel model 36 *C The experiment stans at a time t-Os with

stoppage of coolant flow rate in heat exhanger
secondary side. Heater power is maintained time-The test staned at a time t=0 s with constant during t=230 s, after that power is

opening of valve on pipeline communicating inlet reduced to 0. Total time of experiment is 6 min,
collector in lower part of primary circuit with Calculations of main primary parameters history
simulator of guard vessel. Leakage diameter was
equal to 1.0 mm. At this time heating assemblies

during the transient att presented in Fig.11.
compared with experimental data.

power is reduced to 100 kW during 80 s and mass
flow of secondary coolant also is arduced to 0.074
kg/s. At the time t=5003 the valve on pipeline

4.4. RESULTS OF RELAP5/ MOD 3joining pressurizer with upper pan of GV model is
ASSESSMENTopened (ND 1.7mm), that simulates the reactor

depressurization system opening. Total duration of
the experiment is 25 min. The results of The comparison with the experimentscalculation in comparison with r,ome experimental demonstrates satisfactory accuracy of description
data are shown on Fig.10. of integral reactor models behaviour by
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RELAPS/ mod 3 code, here are quantitative and underestimates SG power by5-10% at full power
qualitative agreement between calculated and condition. A possible explanation of this effect
experimental data. would be inaccurate simulation of interphase heat

GV behaviour and break flow rate and mass transfer in steam-generating tubes that
simulation. The code predicts correctly the GV causes a droplet carry-over from SG and
pressure history in LOCA experiments. A overprediction of steam superheating.
satisfactory correspondence between experiment Noncondensable gas effect on HX heat
and calculation on break flowrate of coolant with transfer. De important issue of RELAPS/ mod 3 i

high content of dissolved gas (Cg=2600ncm /kg) suitability for integral reactors LOCA analysis is3

was obtained, simulation of heat tmnsfer by steam condensation
Description of steam - gas pressuriser. The from steam-gas mixture on RHRS HX.

study of RELAPS/ mod 3 ability to simulate steam- RELAPS/ mod 3 models simulating heat and mass
gas pressurizer behaviour shows that main transfer by condensation in the presence of
characteristics of pressurizer in accidents may be noncondensable gas are simplified [13] and
calculated by the code only using special overestimate the condensation intensity compared
nodalization. The pressurizer was devided into 10 with experimental data. Yet, this limitation does
nodes on height. Lower node was below coolant not affect noticeably in case of ruptures of primary
level, the next one contained steam-gas mixture at pipelines in upper part of RPV due to fast gas
water temperature. He temperature of other outflow from the reactor .
nodes corresponded to volume-average gas partial Code limitations. Limitations of
pressure. More detail splitting of pressurizer RELAPS/ mod 3 suitability for integral reactors
volume took place in anticipated range of level have been determined basing on the results of
change. Such approach of pressurizer nodalization verification studies. Class of transients and
allows to reduce errors attributed to an absence of accidents corresponding to the code limitations are
interphase heat and mass transfer model for steam- the following:
gas pressurizer in RELAPS/ mod 3. The results of 1) Slowly developing quasi steady-state
analyses of experiments on L-800 large-scale transients which need of correct description of
pressurizer model [ 10,12 ] confirm the code interphase heat and mass transfer in steam-gas
ability to predict main characteristics of steam-gas pressurizer.
pressurizer. 2) Small break LOCAs with water outflow

Simulation of once-through steam from lower part of RPV without depressurization
generator. Comparison with experimental data on where long term operation of RHRS HX in steam-
SG power in 1385 rig shows that RELAP5/ mod 3 gas mixture takes place.
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A new refined heat and mass transfer REIAP3/ mod 3 assessment on the LOCAs and loss
model in the presence of noncondensable gases is of heat removal experiments on two models of

,

needed for REIAPS/ mod 3 to lift this limitations. integral reactor shows the code ability to describe
the plants behaviour in accidents. Class of
transients and accidents corresponding to the

5. CONCLUSION range of REIAPS/ mod 3 code applicability for i

Peculiarities of integral reactor integral reactors has been detennined basing on
thermohydraulica in accidents are associated with the results of verification studies: 1) fast-
presence of non-condensable gas in built-in developing transients where interphase heat and

.

i

pressurizer, absence of pumped ECCS, use of mass transfer does not influence distinely on |

guard vessel for LOCAs localisation and passive pressurizer dynamics; 2) LOCAs with outflow from
~

RHRS through in-reactor HX's. These features upper part of primary circuit when there is no long
defined the main trends in experimental Operation of RHRS HX in the presence of
investigations and verification efforts for computer nor.condensable gas.
codes applied.
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Abstract

The SE2-ANL code is a modified version of the SUPERENERGY-2 code [1]. This code is
used at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) to compute the core-wide temperature profiles in'

Liquid Metal Reactor (LMR) cores. The accuracy of this code has recently been tested by com-
paring the predicted temperatures with measured values in the Experimental Breeder Reactor Il
(EBR-II). The detailed temperature distributions in two experimental subassemblies and the

,

l

mixed mean subassembly outlet temperatures were used in this validation study. The SE2-ANL
predictions were found to agree well with measured values. It was also found that SE2-ANL
yields results with accuracy comparable to the more detailed COBRA-WC [2] calculations at
much lower computational cost.

I. Introduction

The SE2-ANL code is used at ANL to compute the core-wide temperature profiles in
LMR core geometries for a given flow distribution and to determine the assembly flow rates
yielding a desired (assembly-wise) peak temperature distribution. SE2-ANL is a modified version
of the SUPERENERGY-2 thermal-hydraulic code, which is a multi-assembly, steady-state sub-
channel analysis code based on the simplified energy equation mixing model [3]. At Argonne, the
SUPERENERGY-2 code was interfaced with ANL heating calculations [4]. Reactor hot spot
analysis methods as well as fuel and cladding temperature calculation models were added to this
code. An orificing scheme was also incorporated in SUPERENERGY-2 in order to deteunine the
coolant flow rates that yield a desired peak temperature distribution. These modifications to the
SUPERENERGY-2 code led to the SE2-ANL code.
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The accuracy of the SE2-ANL code has recently been tested by comparing the predicted
temperatures with measured values in EBR-II, which is a small sodium coobd fast reactor system
with a nominal power rating of 62.5 MWt. The three-dimensional sodium temperature distribu- |

tions within two experimental subassemblies were calculated and compared to the values mea- |
'

sured by thermal expansion difference temperature monitors (TED's) installed in these
subassemblies. The sodium temperature distributions predicted by SE2-ANL for the experimental
subassemblies were also compared with the results obtained by the COBRA-WC code which in-
cludes more detailed thermal hydraulics models.

Subassembly outlet temperatures were also calculated for three reactor runs and compared
with recorded plant data for 21 coolant outlet thermocouples installed in the upper plenum. The
effects ofinterassembly heat transfer on the subassembly outlet temperatures were also studied by
comparing the SE2-ANL results with the temperatures determined with an adiabatic treatment.

In this paper, the results of this validation study of the SE2-ANL code is presented. Sec. II
briefly describes the main characteristics of the EBR-II. Sec. III discusses the overall computa- |

tional procedures and methods. The comparisons between the predicted and the measured temper- |
atures are made in Sec. IV. Finally, a summary of the work and conclusions are provided in the

last section.

II. Characteristics of EBR-II

EBR-II is a small sodium cooled fast reactor system with a nominal power rating of 62.5
MWt. There are 637 subassemblies arranged in 16 rows of hexagonal rings within the reactor ves-
sel. The core loadings in EBR-II are quite heterogeneous, consisting of various types of subas-
semblies with distinctly different hydraulic characteristics. As shown in Fig. I for a reactor cycle
(Run 163A), a typical core loading consists mainly of drivers plus a few structural or experimen-
tal test subassemblies in the first seven rows, followed by three rows of stainless steel reflector
subassemblies in Rows 8 through 10, which are surrounded by depleted uranium blanket subas-
semblies in Rows 11 through 16. Often a few stainless steel dummy subassemblies are also loaded

in the blanket regions.

The subassembly positions within the reactor grid are designated by row, sector, and posi-
tion within the row. The rows are numbered radially outward from the center. The grid is divided
into six sectors which are identified as A through F as shown in Fig.1. The position number in
each sector of each row increases clockwise starting from the dividing line of each sector. The

central position is identified as I Al.

The pitch of each hexagonal subassembly is 2.32 inches and the effective core radius is
approximately 12 inches. The active length of the cold, unirradiated driver fuel is 13.5 inches.
There is a plenum directly above the core and a lower axial reflector directly below the core. An
upper axial reflector is located above the plenum. The active length of the depleted uranium blan-
ket is 55 inches. The stainless steel reflector subassembly consists of hexagonal prism stainless
steel blocks and is 61.42 inches long.
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The core contains two safety rods in Row 3 and eight to ten control rods in Row 5. All
control rods are specially manufactured fuel subassemblies, and they reside in the core in normal
reactor operating conditions. Control rods are withdrawn from the core to remove reactivity and
shut down the reactor. In a typical core, there is only one " normal" control rod in Row 5; the other
rods are High-Worth Control Rods (HWCRs). He HWCRs contain B C followers that are locat-4

ed above the core in the rods-inserted position.

The primary sodium is drawn from the primary tank and circulated through the system by
two main centrifugal pumps. The discharge from each pump exits into a main pipe where it is di-
vided into high and low-pressure streams. High-pressure sodium is piped from each pump outlet
directly to the high pressure inlets of the reactor grio plenum assembly, where it flows upward
through the core region subassemblies in rows I through 7. The remaining sodium from each
pump discharge is routed through a branch line equipped with a throttle valve, and this low-pres-
sure coolant is then fed to the low-pressure plenum. From there, it flows upward through the sub-
assemblies in rows 8 through 16. The high- and low-pressure streams merge in the outlet plenum
as they come out of the top of the subassemblies. The mixed coolant exits from the reactor vessel
through a 14-inch nozzle in the side near the top of the reactor vessel. It then flows through the
electromagnetic auxiliary pump and enters the shell side of the heat exchanger, is cooled to
~370 C, and returns to the primary tank.

III. Computational Methods

For a given combination of mass flow rate, linear heat generation rate, and axial and radial,

'

power profiles for each assembly, SE2-ANL calculates detailed core-wide coolant temperature
profiles based on the subchannel analysis method and the simplified energy equation mixing mod-
el [3]. Thus, coupled heating, flow, and temperature calculations need to be performed in order to
compute the temperature distribution. This section briefly describes the computational methods
and procedures of these coupled calculations.

A. Heating Calculation

The heating calculations were done with coupled neutmn and gamma heating calculations
[4] based on three-dimensional full core models which explicitly modeled each hexagonal subas-
sembly through row 16. An additional row of hexagons (Row 17) was included in this model to
represent the sodium pool Each subassembly was radially homogenized into the following axial
regions: lower axial reflector, lower grid plate, lower core, middle core, upper core, fission gas
plenum, upper grid, and upper axial reflector. Using this reactor model, the neutron and photon
fluxes were calculated by multigroup diffusion theory.

The coupled neutron and photon heating calculation is done in several steps. The neutron
flux is first calculated using the finite difference triangular-z option of the DIF3D code [5]. This
neutron flux is next used by the GAMSOR code to compute the photon source. The gamma flux is
then calculated with this gamma source by using the finite difference triangular-z option of the
DIF3D code once more. Using these neutron and gamma fluxes as well as the respective energy-
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deposition conversion factors [4], the neutron, photon, and total heating rate densities are calcu- 4

lated.

Two different methods were used in calculating the pin power distributions within each ,

subassembly for the sodium outlet temperature and the TED temperature calculations. For the so- j

dium outlet temperature analysis, they were determined by the low-order polynomial interpola- |
tion scheme implemented in SE2-ANL. On the other hand, for the analyses of the spatially more ;

!
detailed TED experiments, they were calculated with the RCr code [6] to take into account the
different types of pins constituting a subassembly and the intra-assembly burnup gradients.

L

B. Flow Calenheion
.

The flow rate of each subassembly was calculated using the EBRFLOW code [7]. This !

code is based on simple balances of !!cw rates and pressure drops in the EBR-II primary system, ;

and on suitable input information from flow-modeling studies and engineering estimates of the ;

. leakage flow rates. The hydraulic characteristic of each subassembly is represented by a power- i
!

law relationship of the type AP = KQ", where AP is the total pressure drop across the subas-
sembly, Q is the flow rate through the subassembly, K is a dimensional constant, and n is a di- ;

mensionless exponent. The flow coefficients K and n are determined by calibrating the ;

experimental data obtained from water and gas flow tests conducted on subassembly models or ;

the actual subassemblies. The data from water and gas flow tests are scaled to sodium flow, at i

427 C, through similarity principles. |

The flow partition between the high- and low-pressure plenums are calculated by conserv-
ing the total flow rate and the total pressure drop through the two parallel flow paths between each
pump discharge and the outlet plenum. The flow rates through the individual subassemblies are |

also determined with the equal pressure drop across each subassembly. In order to account for the |

radial pressure gradients existing in the high pressure inlet plenum, the experimentally determined
effective pressure drop fractions are applied to the subassemblies in the high-pressure plenum [7].

C. Temocrature Calculation

The SE2-ANL calculations were performed using the power distributions and subassem-
bly flow rates determined by the above procedures. A full core model was used in these SE2-ANL
calculations for the sodium outlet temperature analysis, whereas a seven subassembly model con-
sisting of the subassembly of interest and its six neighboring subassemblies was employed for the
analyses of TED experiments.

SE2-ANL calculates detailed core-wide coolant temperature profiles based on the sub-
channel analysis method and the simplified energy equation mixing model. The energy model is
based oa solving the energy equations for the coolant temperatures without explicitly solving the
momentum and continuity equations. The momentum coupling between coolant channels is indi-

!rectly taken into account using enhanced eddy diffusivity and the swirl velocity ratio.[3] The der-
ivation of the model stans by dividing the rod array of an LMR subassembly into two
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predominant regions, the central and wall regions, and by assuming characteristic flows in each
region. Energy transport equations are then derived based on four parameters: two axial velocities
in the central and wall regions, one circumferential velocity in the wall region, and one enhanced
eddy diffusivity for heat. The resulting equation for each subchannel accounts for axial convec-
tion, lateral heat exchange with neighboring subchannels due to conduction and wire-wrap sweep-
ing flows (represented by an enhanced eddy diffusivity for heat), and volumetric heat source. For
the subchannels in the wall region, two terms are added to the equation to account for the lateral
convection due to circumferential swirl flow and the heat transfer from the duct wall.

In order to couple flow channels on either side of a duct wall, a one-dimensional resistance

model is employed by ignoring axial and azimuthal conductions inside a duct wall. The bypass re-
gion of the double-ducted assembly is assumed to have no circumferential swirl flow, and inter
nodal mixing within the bypass gap is assumed to occur by conduction only. The interassembly
coupling is achieved by either a flowing interassembly gap or a resistance coupling.[1] In the
flowing gap model, the interassembly gap flow is treated in a similar way as the bypass flow of
double-ducted assembly, and the gap channels couple with the neighboring assemblies through
the adjacent duct walls. In the resistance model, the interassembly gap sodium is considered to be
stagnant, and a one-dimensional resistance model is used.

The four parameters involved in the energy equations are obtained based on experimental-
ly determined correlations. For a particular total flow rate, the two axial velocities in the central

|
and wall regions are obtained from the flow split correlations determined by hydraulic diameter !

flow analysis of Novendstern [8] and experimental data. The flow velocity split is correlated as a
function of subchannel equivalent diameters. The circumfeential swirl velocity in the wall region

;

is also determined using a correlation for the ratio of the transverse swirl velocity to the average i
axial velocity. The enhanced eddy diffusivity for heat is obtained from a correlation for the di-

i
mensionless enhanced eddy diffusivity. Both the ratio of the transverse swirl velocity to the aver- -

age axial velocity and the dimensionless enhanced eddy diffusivity are correlated as functions of
,

subchannel geometry only. The correlation functions in Ref.10 were employed in the analysis of
;

TED experiments, while those in Ref. 9 were used in the sodium outlet temperature analysis.

IV. Comnarison of Calculations with Measured Data |
t

A. TED Exneriments

f

The experimental subassemblies X494 and X495 were irradiated in the EBR-II during
Run 152D. The subassemblies X494 and X495 were located in grid positions 4C2 and 6C4, re- i
spectively. Each of these subassemblies is a 61 pin driver subassembly that contains 11 dummy '

pins. The positions of these dummy pins in the subassembly are shown in Fig. 2 (the positions are
the same for X494 and X495). The sodium temperature distributions within these subassemblies
were measured using TED's mounted in the dummy pins.

Each TED consists of a stainless steel or Inconel capsule filled with sodium. As the sodi-
um in the reactor passes around a TED, the sodium within the TED and its material expand. Since

i
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the thermal expansion of the two materials is different, a permanent plastic deformation into the
capsule's material will appear. This deformation is correlated with temperature, and gives an aver-
age value for the sodium temperature over the length of the TED. Fig. 3 shows a MK-III dummy
element which is used in this study. Each dummy pin contains three 1-inch long TED's which are
located at the center of core, the top of core, and the top of the fuel element. The measured tem-
perature is the peak temperature that TED experiences during a reactor cycle.

Table I shows the temperatures collected from the two experiments. Each temperature rep-
resents the average value over the one inch length of a TED. Experience has demonstrated the
TED's measurements to be accurate within i5 C [11]. The data for the pins 31 and 61 in X494
were not used in this study, since they showed unreasonably large deviations from their counter-
parts in X495 and from the other pins close to them. For example, the TED at the core center loca- |

tion of pin 31 in X494 has a temperature ~60 C higher than the corresponding TED in X495,
while the maximum difference between any other two corresponding TED's at the core center lo-

'

cation is ~21 C.

SE2-ANL calculations were performed for the two experiments. The SE2-ANL results
were compared with the measurements. The deviation between the calculated and measured tem-
peratures are shown in Table II. The maximum deviation was ~15 C for X494 and ~20 C for
X495. The root mean square deviation was ~8 C for both subassemblies. The relative maximum
deviation was ~3% for X494 and ~5% for X495, and the relative root mean square deviation was |

~2% for both subassemblies.
|

The accuracy of the thermal hydraulics computational methods of SE2-ANL was also test-
ed by repeating the same calculations using the COBRA-WC code [2] which includes more de-
tailed thermal hydraulics models. The maximum difference between COBRA-WC predictions
and measurements was ~18 C for both subassemblies, and the root mean square difference was

~8 C for X494 and ~6 C for X495. The maximum difference between SE2-ANL and COBRA- 1

WC predictions was ~8 C for X494 and ~13 C for X495, and the root mean square difference |
was ~4 C for X494 and ~6 C for X495 as shown in Table III. These comparison results show
that the accuracy of SE2-ANL is comparable to that of the COBRA-WC code, which is about fifty
times slower than SE2-ANL.

B. Subassembly Outlet Temocratures
.

|

In EBR-II, coolant outlet thermocouples are installed on the underside of the reactor ves-
sel top cover. The thermocouple sensors are located one quarter inch above the subassembly out-
let. They had initially been installed for 26 selected subassembly positions, but only 21 of them
are currently functioning. These thermocouples monitor the sodium temperatures exiting from the
subassemblies in the reactor. The mixed mean subassembly outlet temperatures were calculated
for three reactor runs (Runs 163A,164A, and 165A) by SE2-ANL and compared with the record-
ed plant data for these coolant outlet thermocouples.

Since SE2-ANL is applicable only to forced-convection turbulent flow conditions and the
wire-wrapped pin bundle geometries, several modeling approximations were made in this analy-

|
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sis. First, the axial heterogeneity of each subassembly was neglected by extending its pin geome-
try from the bottom to the top of the subassembly. Second, potential buoyancy effects in the
stainless steel rod outer blankets were neglected. Finally, wire wraps of near zero (0.001 inch) di-
ameter were artificially introduced to the subassemblies composed of bare rods. These approxi-
mations were tested by performing sensitivity studies and found to have little effect on computed
values for the mixed mean subassembly outlet temperature.

Table IV shows the measured sodium outlet temperatures and the deviations of the SE2-
ANL results from the measured values. The reported uncertainties in the measured temperatures
are less than 2 C [12]. Excluding the four subassemblies in grid positions 2B1,7A3,7D4, and
16E9, the root mean square deviation between the calculated and measured temperatures was
~6 C , and the maximum deviation was ~12 C. The difference in the subassembly coolant tem-
perature increment above inlet between SE2-ANL and measurement is thus within ~10% of the
measured temperature increment. Considering ~10% uncertainties in subassembly power and
flow rate, this deviation is well within 1-0 uncertainty of the calculated temperature increment.

The unreasonably large deviations between calculated and measured outlet temperatures
observed in the aforementioned four subassemblies appear to be due to either biased thermocou-

t

f ple readings or pronounced flow mixing effects. The thermocouples for the subassemblies 2B1,
7A3, and 7D4 are believed to be biased based on the inconsistency of the thermocouple readings
with the power-to-flow balances. As an example, consider the calculated and measured outlet
temperatures, as well as the calculated power-to-flow ratios, shown in Fig. 4 for the subassembly
in position 2B1 and its six surrounding subassemblies in Run 163A. The subassembly in position
2B1 is a nonfueled experimental subassembly, whereas its neighboring subassemblies are fueled
ones. The calculated power-to-flow ratio of this subassembly is only 28 to 37% of the correspond-
ing ratios of its neighboring subassemblies. Hence the outlet temperature of this subassembly is
expected to be lower than the neighboring subassembly outlet temperatures, as predicted with
SE2-ANL. However, the measured temperatures indicate that this subassembly is hotter than the

neighboring ones. Similar results were obtained for Runs 164A and 165A. Consequently, these
contradictory results suggest that the coolant outlet thermocouple for the subassembly position
2B1 is either malfunctioning or systematically biased.

The subassembly 16E9 is located in the part of the region where the flow baffle has its 90
opening. In this 90 opening region of the flow baffle, the coolant from the high pressure plenum
region flows to the outer annulus between the inner and outer shells of the reactor vessel through
the upper portion of the plenum, while the relatively low-temperature coolant from the low pres-
sure plenum region exits to the outer annulus through the lower portion of the plenum. Hence it is
very likely that the thermocouple for the subassembly position 16E9 is affected by the coolant
flowing outward from the low pressure plenum region. In fact, the measured temperature for the
subassembly in 16E9 are closer for each run to the calculated low pressure plenum average outlet
temperatures than to the outlet temperature of the subassembly in 16E9 itself.

The effects of interassembly heat transfer on the subassembly outlet temperatures were
also studied by comparing the SE2-ANL results with those determined with an adiabatic treat-
ment. The SE2-ANL code generally gave better agreement with the measurement than adiabatic
temperatures, especially for those subassemblies where interassembly heat transfer is relatively
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important. The interassembly heat transfer considered in SE2-ANL calculations reduced the out-
let temperature of the hottest subassembly in the core and blanket region by ~17 to 40 C. The
structural subassemblies embedded in the core region showed the largest interassembly heat
transfer effect. The outlet temperature underprediction in these structural subassemblies due to
neglecting interassembly heat transfer was as large as 50 C. Most of the experimental subassem-
blies also showed a large discrepancy in subassembly outlet temperatures predicted by SE2-ANL ;

and with an adiabatic treatment. The largest temperature difference in fueled experimental subas-
semblies was ~36 C. On the other hand, the interassembly heat transfer effects on the driver sub-
assemblies were observed to be small, with the temperature overprediction in ddver l

subassemblies due to neglecting interassembly heat transfer being at most 6 C.

V. Conclusions

Comparisons have been made between SE2-ANL estimates and measurements for the so-
dium temperature distributions within subassemblies and the mixed mean subassembly outlet
temperatures. All the comparisons made in this study indicate reasonably good agreement be-
tween the SE2-ANL and the measurement. In addition, the code yields results with accuracy com-
parable to the more detailed COBRA-WC calculations at much lower computational cost. It was
also observed that interassembly heat transfer needs to be considered even in computing the sub-
assembly-average quantities such as mixed mean outlet temperatures. In conclusion, the valida-
tion studies summarized in this paper show that the SE2-ANL code can be used to perform
accurate core-wide steady-state thermal hydraulics calculations with low computational cost.
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Table I. Measured Temperatures ( C) for Subassemblies X494 and X495

Subassembly X494 Subassembly X495 !
Pin No.

Core Core Element Core Core Element
'

Center Top Top Center Top Top >

5 409 459 467 418 475 479 >

7 418 475 471 439 484 485

19 403 442 456 400 452 464
'

24 426 488 488 436 498 508

29 421 480 480 435 490 489

31 491 500 515 432 498 505

34 421 482 479 437 496 490

I44 429 461 468. 431 473 476

48 425 485 488 430 496 493

53 432 489 478 434 493 482

61 378 421 471 408 456 463

|

|
.
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Table II. Deviations of SE2-ANL Computed Subchannel Sodium Temperatures ( C) from Measured Values

Subassembly X494 Subassembly X495

Row No. Pin No. Core Core ' Element Row Core Core Element Row
Center Top Top Average Center Top Top Average

1 31 1.8 -1.4 03 0.2
.

24 -0.8 -10.0 5.4 -4.5 -6.5 -11.0 |
-

29 5.8 -03 0.8 -0.1 6.1 7.83 -23 - -0.5 ' !
48 1.9 -03 0.8 3.8 -2.0 2.1 {
7 5.1 -4.4 1.1 -9.0 0.2 03 L

34 1.0 -14.7 -11.3 -9.6 -17.7 -11.3i:' 4 -5.1 _4,g |
o
* 53 -5.9 -13.0 -3.8 -0.5 -1.8 6.5

i
5 -1.7 -11.0 -9.1 -63 -16.0 -7.7 i

19 10.2 13.3 7.3 19.7 16.7 12.85 _;3 73
44 -14.5 -4.1 -4.2 -10.4 -4.6 -1.4

| -t
61 5.4 4.1 5.8 {

,

| Column Average 0.2 -5.5 -3.5 -0.9 -2.1 0.4 !
i

Root Mean Square 7.8 8.5 f
i |

I
L

,
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Table III. Deviations Between SE2-ANL and COBRA-WC Predictions of Subchannel i

SodiumTemperatures( C) |

Subassembly X494 Subassembly X495 )
Row No. Pin No. Core Core Element Core Core Element

Center Top Top Center Top. Top

1 31 -2.1 -4.2 - 1.4 -

24 -6.9 -6.1 -4.4 -5.6 -11.5 -8.2
|

29 0.3 -2.0 -2.0 -5.7 -0.6 2.8 1
3

48 -0.2 0.3 5.2 -1.2 -3.1 -0.7

7 -1.0 -2.7 0.5 -2.9 -6.5 -1.9 ]

34 -2.9 -5.8 -3.5 -6.3 -11.0 -8.54

53 -0.9 -4.1 -2.1 1.7 1.7 2.6

5 2.7 5.7 0.3 -0.2 1.8 -3.3

19 4.1 7.7 8.4 6.9 12.9 12.8
5

44 3.3 2.6 0.2 0.7 7.1 4.2

61 2.1 8.5 0.2

Root Mean Square 4.0 5.8

l
I

i
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= Table IV. Deviations of SE2-ANL Computed Subassembly Mixed Mean Outlet

: Temperatures ( C) from Measured Values

Run 163A ! Run 164A Run 165A
Subassembly

'
Position SOP Diff.b SOT * Diff.D SOT * Diff.b

'

1A1 455.7 4.8 455.1 3.8 454.9 4.1

2A1 450.1 8.1 449.2 7.5 451.2 8.1

2B1 476.9 -35.1 486.8 -55.3 485.7 -52.9
i

2Cl 442.7 8.9 443.0 7.3 449.7 11.3

2El 458.5 -0.3 457.4 -0.7 458.4 -1.8

2F1 449.0 -7.8 447.6 -7.4 448.6 -7.1

3B1 475.0 0.1 474.4 -0.9 465.3 6.7

3Cl 460.7 7.8 460.5 7.2 460,1 7.6

3F1 465.2 8.7 463.1 9.2 462.9 9.2

4B1 479.1 11.9 477.8 11.9 478.2 9.4 |

4C3 473.1 9.3 473.3 7.8 472.2 9.0 !

4E1 482.2 7.6 481.2 6.6 481.8 6.3 ;

4F1 491.3 0.6 489.8 0.5 488.1 1.4

5A4 487.8 4.3 487.2 3.7 485.6 4.1 !
*

SC2 455.7 3.5 458.0 1.1 457.0 1.6

6C4 479.6 4.9 484.6 6.2 488.5 2.6

7A3 452.6 41.6 452.2 40.6 449.5 41.2

7D4 436.2 48.2 433.4 63.3 432.1 64.6
.

I

9E4 456.7 -4.2 462.6 -9.2 460.0 -6.1 |
,

12E6 518.1 -5.8 517.7 -4.5 519.7 -5.5 4

16E9 433.4 -48.1 430.5 -45.2 428.7 -43.3
,

* Measured Sodium Outlet Temperature i
b '

Calculated '!bmperature - Measured Temperature

f
i
'
,
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Fig. 2. Position of the 3 TED Dummy Elements in Subassemblies X494 and X495
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RELAPS MODEL TO SIMULATE THE THERMAL-HYDRAULIC EFFECTS OF GRID SPACERS AND
CLADDING RUPTURE DURING REFLOOD

C. K. Nithianandan, J. A. Klingenfus, and S. S. Reilly i

B&W Nuclear Technologies, Lynchburg, Virginia 24506-0935 |
I

(804) - 832 - 2381

ABSTRACT

Droplet breakup at spacer grids and at cladding swelled and ruptured locations plays an important role in the cooling
of nuclear fuel rods during the reflooding period of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in a pressurized water reactor
(PWR). During the reficod phase, a spacer grid affects the thermal-hydraulic system behavior through increased
turbulence, droplet breakup due to impact on grid straps, grid rewetting, and liquid holdup due to grid form losses.
Recently, models to simulate spacer grid effects and blockage and rupture effects on system thermal hydraulics
were added to the B&W Nuclear Technologies (BWNT) version of the RELAPS/ MOD 2 computer code. Several
FLECHT-SEASET forced reflood tests, CCTF Tests Cl-19 and C2-6, SCTF Test S3-15, and G2 Test 561 were
simulated using RELAP5/ MOD 2 B&W to verify the grid model. The FLECHT-SEASET blockage Test 61607
and the REBEKA-6 test were simulated to verify the applicability of the model at the cladding swelled and rupture
locations. De results demonstrate the importance of modeling the thermal-hydraulic effects due to grids, and clad
swelling and rupture to correctly predict the clad temperature response during the reflood phase of large break
LOCA. The RELAPS models and the test results are described in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments, using separate effect test facilities in the U.S., France, Germany, and Japan, have been
conducted to simulate PWR core thermal-hydraulic behavior during the reflood period of a large break loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA). These tests included electrically heated solid rods using simple or mixing vane grids,
electrically heated rods with metallic sleeves to simulate clad swelling and rupture effects, and electrically heated
rods with a pressurized gap to model rupture during the transient. The results from these tests show a decrease in
heater rod temperature downstream of a grid spacer. The REBEKA tests, using electrically heated rods with
pressurized gaps, show that the formation and propagation of a second quench front from the rupture location is
dominant in reducing the clad temperature downstream of the rupture location.

A. Studies on Droplet Breakup

Experiments conducted by Lee et al.'d, Yao, Hochreiter, and Cai5, and Sugimoto and Murso'show
that significant droplet breakup occurs when droplets impinge on spacer grid straps. The high surface area-to-
volume ratios of these abattered micro-droplets cause them to evaporate rapidly in the superheated steam
immediately downstream of the grid, resulting in the cooling of the fuel rod downstream of the grid spacer.

Here are three controHing parameters for the droplet breakup process: the incorning droplet diameter (d,),
the droplet velocity (v,), and the surface tension (a). A generalized non-dimensional form to represent the
controlling parameters is the incoming droplet impact Weber number:

,
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We, = p, v,8 d/a, . (1)

where p,is the liquid density.

Wachters et al.s.s tudied the effect of Weber number on droplet breakup when a droplet impacted normallys

upon a large heated plate. For small Weber numbers (We, < 30), no droplet disintegration occurred, and the
droplets simply rebounded from the surface. For Weber numbers between 30 and 80, the droplets did not shatter
until they rebomulad from the hot surface. The fluid sometimes became unstable, resulting in the ejection of one
or two small droplets. For Weber numbers greater than 80, all droplets disintegrated upon impact at the surface.

Chiou et al. reviewed the droplet-shattering data of Watchers and the Carnegie Mellon experiments' to
estimate the abattered droplet diameters as functions of the droplet impact Weber number. The resulting curve is
shown in Figure 1.

Studies have been done on the dynamics of droplets impinging upon a thin hot strip and on an unheated grid

spacer. Lee et al.8 8 made detailed measurements of droplet diameters, using a laser Doppler anemometer, near an
=l==*=d spacer grid for air-water flow conditions. They observed that the aree-to-density ratio of the small droplets
downstream of the grid location increased by a factor of approximately ten over upstream values. This study clearly ,

showed the offectiveness of grids in shattering large incoming droplets. In these studies, however, the effects of i
'

this process upon the heat transfer mechanisms observed in typical reflood conditions were not considered. Yao
et al.8 conducted experiments with water droplets impacting the edges of thin, heated steel strips. During the ,

droplet-strip interaction, they observed a combination of cutting and splashing of droplets by the strip. Based on |
high-speed-movie observations of drop impingement on the metal strips, they suggested the droplet breakup process j

depicted in Figure 2.

Paik et al.' evaluated the data of Lee et al., Yao et al., and tests conducted by the Central Electricity Board

(CEGB), England, and correlated the shattered droplet diameter as

d/d, = 6.167 Wef38, (2)

where d, is the shattered droplet diameter.

They incorporated this correlation in COBRA TF along with a small droplet field model to calculate the vapor
;

|
generation resulting from the rapid evaporation of the shattered micro-droplets. The production of micro-droplets
at a grid location was calculated using the following equation:

)
i' O., = e G. (, (3)
.

,

; where
:

| e - grid blockage factor,
; G., = mass flux of micro-droplets produced,

G., = incoming droplet mass flux, and"

( = efficiency with which a droplet interaction with a grid spacer will generate a population of small

; drops. (A value of( = 0.6 was determined from Paik's studies.)

.

!

!
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dSugimoto and Murno conducted identical reflood tests in a 6x6 heater rod bundle by keeping the midplane
grid spacer just below the measurement location in one case, and just above, in another. His way, the droplet
spectra and cladding temperatures below and above the grid spacer could be measured neae tests showed that
significant droplet breakup occurs when droplets impinge on grid spacer straps. Based on the assumption that when
a droplet interacts with a grid, it splits into a droplets of equal size, Sugimoto and Murno derived a grid spacer
atomization factor, %, which is defined as the ratio between the downstream and upstream droplet diameters. De I

factor is a function of n and the grid blockage factor, e, and is defined as:

h = 1/(1 + (n'* - 1)e}. (4)

It can be seen from the above equation that the droplet diameter at a location downstream of a grid decreases as
the grid blockage ratio increases.

B. Grid Effects

ne ERSEC reflood tests at Grenoble, FranceM' exammed the effects of different grid spacers on
cladding temperature during reflooding. In these tests, three different grids were studied: (1) a simple, low-pressure
drop grid; (2) a grid similar to PWR fuel assembly grids without mixing vanes; and (3) a grid with simulated mixing
vanes. De results shown in Figure 3 demonstrate the decrease in rod temperature downstream of a spacer grid
with increasing blockage ratio (ratio of grid projected area to channel flow area away from the grid).

In Germany, tests were conducted using the FEBA" test facility, under identical test conditions, with and
without a midplane grid. The presence of the midplane grid resulted in improved cooling of the henter rod. Ihle
and Rust" also evaluated grid effects using different rod materials and rods with gaps to simulate the gap between j

the fuel and clad. 1

The ERSEC, FEBA, and JAERI experimental results clearly showed that, during the reflood phase of a large
break LOCA, the spacer grids improve downstream cooling mechanisms. During the reflood phase, a spacer grid |

affects the thermal-bydraulic system behavior through increased turbulence, droplet breakup (due to impact on grid
straps), grid rewetting, and liquid holdup (due to grid form losses). Kelly and Kohrt" made detailed studies of these
mechanisms using the COBRA-TF computer code and concluded that grid rewet has only a minor effect in
predicting system behavior,

ne Weber number effect on droplet breakup, shown in Figure 1, also explains why upper grids are observed
to be more effective in breaking droplets than are lower grids, as shown in Figure 3. As the two-phase mixture
moves upwards from the quench front, the vapor velocity increases due to droplet evaporation. This increase in
vapor velocity causes the droplet velocity to increase with the higher interphase drag. As the liquid velocity )
increases, the drop impact Weber number increases, producing increased droplet shattering. I

C. Blockage and Rupture Effects

During the refill and reflood phases of large break LOCA, the Zircaloy. clad fuel rods may reach high
'

temperatures and have relatively high internal pressures compared with the pressure outside the fuel rods, his
combination of high temperature and high pressure may cause the cladding to swell and burst. The resulting
blockage may cause two opposite effects during reflood: (1) reduced coolant flow through the blocked channel, and
(2) increased heat transfer due to increased turbulence and droplet breakup at the rupture location.

I2412
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j Various separate effects reflood experiments have been performed to examine the thermal-hydraulic effects
of blocked rod arrays. The FLECHT SEASET'* " and FEB A programs used solid electrically heated rods without
gaps. De blockage and rupture effects in these tests were simulated using concentric and non-concentric stainless
steel sleeves arranged in coplanar and noncoplanar fashion. The simulated fuel rod blockage was found to enhance
the heat transfer and more than offset flow bypass effects. The important mechanism for the improved heat transfer
is the shattering of entramad droplets in the non-equilibrium two-phase flow field.

;

; The REBEKA program'8 exanuned the thermal-hydraulic effects of fuel rod swelling and rupture during
reflood using electrically- bested md simulators with a pressurized gap. The two-phase dispersed flow was found
to quickly cool the cladding near the burst location, and a secand quench front 'vas formed and propagated axially

,

from the rupture location. De propagation of this second quench front resulted in a substantial reduction in<

claddag temperetne Amnstream of the rupture location. The REBEKA test program demonstrated that the
formation and prgqdon of a second quench front from the rupture location is dormnant in reducing the clad

,

; temperature downstream of the rupture location compared with other blockage effects.

|
|
4 II. RELAPS/ MOD 2-B&W CODE IMPROVEMENTS

-
;

The RELAP5/ MOD 2 computer program developed by EG&G has been extensively modified by B&W
,

Nuclear Technologies (BWNT) to improve its predictive capabilities."" Models were added to predict the thermal-

! hydraulic behavior of a nuclear fuel rod during the reflood phase of a large break LOCA. Rese modifications
,

include modeling to sinudata spacer grid and blockage and rupture effects on the system thermal-hydraulics, a1 ,

'

dynamic gap model to calculate gap heat transfer and to predict clad swelling and rupture, and a metal-water
! roaction model to calculate the Zircaloy-steam reaction. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has reviewed

and approved these modt,ls for licensing applications.
)

) After several theoretical and experimental studies of droplet breakup near grid locations"were evaluated, a
aimple model was developed that could easily be incorporated into RELAPS. The droplet breakup model depends4

on the grid spacer atomization factor of Sugimoto and Murno' and a droplet breakup efficiency that depends on the
droplet impact Weber number, given by Equation 1. ne majority of the micro-droplets are generated by the
shattering of large droplets in the vicinity of grids. These micro-droplets evaporate rapidly because of their large

,

'

surface aree-to-volume ratio. ne area increase is assumed to be a function of the code-calculated interphase area, j
'

grid efficiency, and grid blockage. The formulation of these and other models is discussed in detail in References
17 and 18.

]
De BWNT model does not include grid rewtt effects. The convective enhancement due to increased

turbulence resulting from the presence of a grid is calculated using the Yao, Hochreiter, and Imch correlation:"|

4

1

| h(x)/h, = 1 + 5.55e e*"**), (5)2

i! where
i

i e - grid blockage factor,
h, = heat-transfer coefficient calculated using single-phase correlations,

X = distance from the downstream end of the grid spacer, and

De = hydraulic diameter.

.

4
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In the current model, the dependency of the impact Weber number on the shattered droplet diameter, as shown in
Figure 1, is defined in terms of a droplet breakup efficiency,0, given by the following equation:

'

O.0 We, ,$, 40

(6)(2[- 1)/19 40 < We, < 400"'

1.0 Wei > 400,

where

# = ((Wei 40)/360}'.
The average reduction in droplet diameter due to droplet shattering is given by the atomization factor:

g = d,/d, = 1 - 0(1 - %). (7)

The maximum droplet breakup atomization factor, %, depends on geometric characteristics of the grid. It is
determined using the Sugimoto and Murno' correlation, given by Equation 4.

The majority of the micro 4roplets, generated by the shattering of large droplets by a grid, are assumed to
be evaporated in the near vicinity downstream of the grid. The rapid evaporation of these droplets is due to the
increased surface area. The increase in surface area can be assumed to be proportional to the grid efficiency, grid

blockage factor, and droplet flux or reference surface area, ag, of the droplets after breakup. The surface area
increase should also be inversely proportional to the control volume length, L, to preserve the total micro-droplet

.

evaporation potentialin gM volumes. Thus, the increase in surface area in the control volume containing the rupture
l is given by:

Aag =C0 age /L, (8)

|

| where C is the proportionality constant. The total surface area in the volume is:
|

a*g - ag (1 + C 0 e/L ). (9)

In RELAP5/ MOD 2-B&W, the calculation of droplet diameter d, depends on fluid conditions below the
quench front. If the liquid below the quench front is subcooled, the flow regime near the quench frov 1 inverted
annular. In this case, droplets sheared from the liquid surface are small, and RELAP5 correls% are used to
calculate the diameter, d . If the liquid is saturated below the quench front, the agglomeratioz. of steam bubbleso

below the liquid surface and the burst of rising bubbles at the quench front results in the formation of droplets of
diverse diameters. The average diameter of this population is expected to be substantially larger than for droplets
sheared from an inverted annular liquid surface. The droplet size and the interphase drag calculated using RELAP5
correlations are adjusted to account for these considerations. The interphase drag is decreased, and the droplet size
is increased to account for the larger droplets in the flow field as the boiling length, determined by the difference

2414
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between the quench to incipient boiling locations, increases. De average droplet interphase area a, is calculated
! uaing the RELAP5 correlations. De diameter d,, given by Equation 7, is used in the a, calculation.

|
!

De droplet population in the downstream vicinity of a grid or a blockage can be divided into two groups:
micro-droplets and droplets with diameter d . The micro-droplets evaporate within a short distance downstream of

i a grid or supture location. De evaporation produces a local high source term of saturated vapor. Several reflood
ex,meriments*'2 have shown a local depression of cladding temperatures dowastream of the grids. Chiou et al.'r

added a shattered droplet field model to their reflood code to track the evaporation of the micro-droplets. From
sensitivity studies, they concluded that only these micro-droplets have a localized hi h evcporation rate esistentE

. with the cladding temperature data from these tests. In the present RELAP5/ MOD 2-B&W model, the high

] evaporation inte m a grid or rupture volunse is secomplished by using the total droplet surface area, a*g, in the
interphase heat transfer calculation. The micro-droplets influence the movement of average droplets indirectly, by!

i increasing the local steam velocity which increases the drag force on the average droplets. Therefore, in a grid or
rupture volume, the average droplet area, ag, is used in the interphase dra2 calculation. In other volumes, a,is

;

; used to calcolate both interphase drag and interphase heat transfer.

1

Because the droplet shattering mechanisms at a grid and at a clad rupture location are similar, a model
'

| analogous to the grid model is used to calculate the rupture effect on the system thermal-hydraulics. The BWNT
model does not yet include the effect of propagation of a second quench front from the rupture location. Additional

,

REBEKA-type experinuts would be required to develep an appropriately detailed model to simulate this
phenomenon. Currently, the convective enhancemmt effect at the rupture location is also neglected. |

y
|

! RELAP5/ MOD 2-B&W (BHACH)" was benchmarked against several reflood tests. The selected tests and

i test conditions are given in Table 1. These tests included electrically-heated rods without gaps using simple or

j mixing vane grids, electrically heated rods with sleeves to simulate the cled swelling effect, and a REBEKA test.

; The range of test conditions and blockage factors benchmarked are:

1

1 Power 1.31 - 2.36 kW/m
Pressure 0.14 - 0.50 MPa.

Clad Temperature 800 - 1166 K
j Inlet Subcooling 2.8 - 80 K

Core Flooding Rate 1.5 - 16.5 cm/s
4

j Grid Blockage Fraction 0.0 - 0.55 (-)
Rupture Blockage Fraction 0.0 - 0.51 (-)

De results of some of these benchmarks are discussed in the fol:owing sections.
,

l

| III. FLECHT-SEASET REFLOOD TESTS
i

The FLECHT-SEASET tests selected for this study are forced reflood tests, done in the 161-rod bundle

j FLECHT SEASET test facility.'" The axial noding, power distribution, and location of grids are shown in Figure
4. The distance between grids was divided into three equal volumes. The bottom elevation of a grid coincided with
the bottom elevation of the grid volume. The test inlet conditions were modeled using a time-dependent volume

|

and a timeht junction. The test exit conditions were modeled using a single junction and a time-dependent
volume. Grid parameters were calculated using a grid blockage ratio of 0.29. |

De electrically heated rod was modeled using 21 heated slabs. The axial boundary of a heated slab coincided |'

with the conosponding fluid volume. The cosine oower shape was modeled using 21 power steps as shown in
'

,

f
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Figure 4. De power to the rod was modeled using a power versus time table,'

i

De measured and predicted quench front elevations and peak cladding temperatures (PCT) for Test 31504
are shc,wn in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. From these figures, it can be seen that RELAP5 predicted the quench
front propagation and the PCT variation well for Test 31504. Similar results were obtained for other tests.

!

IV. 0-2 TEST 561

| G-2 Test 56123 was a forced reflood test, conducted in the 82-rod bundle G-2 test facility." He rods were
held together using mixing vane grids with approximately 50 percent projected flow area blockage. De RELAP5
input was generated using the same reasoning as that for the FLECHT-SEASET tests.

The measured and predicted quench front elevations and PCTs are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
; From these figures, it can be seen that RELAP5 predicted the quench front propagation and the PCT variation well.

V. CCTF TESTS

ne Cylindrical Core Test Facility (CCTF)" is designed to simulate the thermal-hydraulic behavior in the
primary system of a four-loop PWR during the refill and reflood phases of a LOCA. Two series of tests, CCTF-I

; and CCTF-II, were conducted using the facility. Two tests, one from each series, were selected to simulate using

i RELAPS/ MOD 2-B&W. Test Cl-19" (Run 38), a CCTF-1 test, had a controlled radial power shape of 1.299 for
j the central high-power zone,1.092 for the middle zone, and 0.P41 for the peripheral zone. The CCTF-II test C2-

: 6" had a flat radial power profiAe.

In the present study, only the CCTF bundle region was modeled using RELAPS. The RELAP5 model for
the CCTF core region is similar to the FLECHT-SEASET model shown in Figure 4. For C1-19 test simulation,
the conditions were taken from Reference 23. In the test, the average core inlet flow could not be measured easily.
Derefore, the JAERI-estimsted average core inlet flow (usiag a mass balance technique) was used as the flooding
rate for the RELAP5 simulation. Because the estimated flooding rate was based on the radially averaged core inlet
flow, the rod simulatec: by RELAPS had a radial peakmg as close to the core average radial peaking as possible.
For C2-6 test simulatica, the test conditions were taken from Reference 24.

The measured and praikt:d quench front elevations ard PCTs for Test Cl-19 are shown in Figures 9 and
10, respectively. From Figure 9, it can be seen that RELAP5 predicted the quench front propagation well. From
Figure 10, it can be seen that RELAP5 slightly overpredicted the PCTs in the lower portion of the bundle and
significantly overpredicted the PCTs in the upper elevations. Similar results were obtained for Test C2-6.

VL SCTF Test $3-15

De Slab Core Test Facility (SCTF)" is designed to simulate the reflooding phenomena of a full-scale PWR.
He SCTF pressure vessel simulates a full radius slab section with the full height of a PWR, ne simulated core
consists of eight bundles arranged in a row with full radial width. Dree series of tests, CORE-I, CORE-II, and
CORE-III, were conducted using the facility. CORE-III Test S315" was selected to simulate using
RELAPS/ MOD 2-B&W because of its inclined radial power distribution. For Test S3-15, the bundles had radial
power factors that ranged from 1.36 in Bundle 1 to 0.76 in Bundle 8.
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In the present study, only the SCTF bundle region was modeled using RELAPS. He REL.APS input for Test |

$315 was generated using the same modeling rationale as that for the FLECHT-SEASET tests. Radially, the first j

bundle was the highest powered bundle and therefore was designated as the " hot channel." he remauung seven ,4

bundles were lumped into an " average chanaal.' The hot and average channels were modeled independently; that !

j is, the cross cannactions between the chanaals were not modelled. |
The measured and predicted quench front progressions for the hot channel are shown in Figure 11. It can

be seen that RELAPS predicted a slower quench front advancement compared with the test. For the average
channel, RELAPS predicted appropriate quench front advancement in the lower ponion of the bundle, and slightly
faster quench front advancement in the upper portion of the bundle.,

i

j De measured and predicted PCTs for the hot channel are shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that RELAPS
slightly overpredic'ed the PCTs in the lower portion of the bundle and significantly overpredicted the PCTs in the
upper elevations. Similar conclusions can also be made from the average channel results.

VII. FLECET-SEASET BLOCKAGE TEST 61607

Test 61607 was a forced reflood test conducted in the 163-rod bundle FLECHT-SEASET test facility." The
fuel rod blockage due to ballooning of the cladding in the vicinity of the mpture location was simulated by installing
long non-concentric stainless steel sleeves in two 21-rod bundle islands. The division of the test section into a
blockage zone and a bypass zone allowed the effect of flow blockage on flow diversion from the blockage region
to the bypass region to be studied, ne axial locations of the center of the sleeves varied from 1.75 m to 1.91 m

- above the bottom of the heated section. The maximum blockage rat o n each blockage island was 0.4106, whichii
occurred at 1.85 m above the bottom of the heated section. The RELAPS model is similar to the model shown in
Figure 4. He blockage parameters, calculated based on a blockage ratio of 0.4106, were added at Node 11 to
simulate the blockage. ,

l

ne measured and predicted quench front elevations and PCTs are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.
From these figures, it can be seen that RELAP5 predicted the quench front propagation and the PCT variation well.
In Figure 14, the data obtained from the thermocouples located on the rods within the blockage and bypass zones

are shown separately. In the vicinity of the blockage (1.67 to 1.98 m), the test results show a reduction in PCT.
His indicates that the positive effects of blockage (liquid evaporation mainly by droplet breakup) dominate the
effects of flow diversion. RELAP5, with blockage modeled, correctly predicted this behavior. it is to be noted
that in this elevation range of the bypass zone, the test results show a reduction in PCT mainly due to flow diversion
from the blockage zone.

VI!L REBEKA-6 TEST

ne REBEKA-6 test'* was conducted by Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK), Germany. He test bundle
consisted of 48 electrically-heated fuel rod simulators arranged in a 7x7 configuration. An Inconel pipe,10.75 mm
in diameter, was located at the central fuel rod location. The rods were held in position using eight grid spacers
of the original Kraftwerk Union (KWU)-PWR geometry with no mixing vanes.

The fuel rod consisted of an exterr.nl Zircaloy (Zr) clad, alumina oxide (Al O ) annular pellets, an Inconel2 3

heater rod clad, a boron nitrite insulator, an electrical Inconel heater, and a central magnesium oxide filler. He
alumina annular pellets were separated from the internal Inconel heater rod shield and the external Zircaloy clad
by 0.05 mm gaps filled with helium. A continuous, cosine-shaped power distribution, with axial peaking of 1.19,
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was used to simulate the axial power shape in a nuclear fuel rod. Further details regarding the REBEKA test
facility and the REBEKA-6 test are given in References 16 and 27, respectively.

The RELAPS input was generated using the same modeling rationale as that for the FLECHT-SEASET tests.
He transient was simulated using the present methodology selected for PWR analysis. At the predicted rupture
time, parameters for the blockage model were added to the rupture node.

A comparison of measured and predicted parameters at the time of rupture is given below.

1

P,.rameter Prediction Isg1 i

Rupture Time (time after
reflood initiation),s 25.6 20.0 - 42.0
Clad Rupture Temp.,K 1113.7 978 - 1089 !

Rupture Pin Pres., MPa 5.97 5.86 - 6.89
Rupture Elevation, m 2.01 - 2.19 1.92 - 2.10
Flow Blockage Fraction, - 0.6547 0.514

The test values given in the above table are for the inner 22 rods. The predicted rupture time, rupture
elevation, and pin pressure at the time of rupture are within the scatter of the data. The predicted rupture
temperature is slightly higher than the data range. The predicted flow blockage is higher than the measured value.

The measured and predicted PCTs are shown in Figure 15 as a function of elevation. RELAPS correctly
calculated the PCTs up to the rupture elevation (2.13 m). Above the rupture elevation, the code predicted highly
conservative PCTs because the blockage and rupture models do not account for the formation and propagation of
a second quench front from the rupture location. Additional REBEKA-type experiments would be required to
develop appropriately detailed models to simulate this phenomenon.

The fr rmation and propagation of a second quench front from the rupture location can be observed in the
measured qu mch front elevation time history shown in Figure 16. When the rupture elevation (2.06 m) quenched,
the primary quench front was at 1.22 m. By the time this quench front reached 1.83 m, the 1.83 to 2.44 m
segment of the rod had already quenched. As a result, a shift in the quench front in the upper elevations can be
observed that results in earlier quenching. Below the rupturo elevation, the predicted quench front is lower than
the data because RELAPS overpredicted the liquid entrainment. Because the code does not model the second quench
front, the differences between the data and the prediction continue to increase after rupture.

The thermal-hydraulic effects of grid and rupture models were evaluated by traking two separate runs: one
by removing the effect at the rupture location and another by removing both the grid and rupture effects. He
following conclusions are made from these results. Near the rupture location, the rupture effect is donunant
compared with the grid effect in reducing cladding temperature. The rupture effect diminishes as the distance from
the rupture location increases. However, the grid effect increases as the distance of the grid from the bottom of
the test section increases. His is due to the impact Weber Number effect discussed earlier. Rese results show
that, for the REBEKA-6 test, the combined effect of the grid and rupture models is the reduction of cladding
temperatures by as much as 70 K in the upper elevations. In PWR fuel assemblies with mixing vane grids, the
magnitude of the temperature reduction will be higher than 70 K. This effect will be further amplified as the
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j

j cladding temperature reaches 1255 K (1800 F) where the metal-water reaction becomes significant. ne predicted
; cladding temperatures could be further reduced by modeling the propagation of a second quench front from the

nipture location.,

i IX. CONCLUSIONS
!,

i no RELAP5 code, with grid and blockage models, was benchmarked against several FLECHT-SEASET
j forced reflood tests, CCTF Tests Cl-19 and C24, SCTF Test $3-15, G2 Test 561, the FLECHT-SEASET forced

reflood blockage test 61607 and the REBEKA4 test. The FLECHT-SEASET and G2 test benchmarks demonstrate
that RELAP5/ MOD 2-B&W, with the grid model, will calculate the quench front propagation and the PCT variations
well for forced reflood tests with simple and mixing vane grids. The CCTF and SCTF benchmarks show that

; RELAP5/ MOD 2-B&W will calculate proper quench front variations and conservative PCT variations for integral
4 reflood tests. De FLECHT-SEASET test 61607 benchmark demonstrates that the blockage model added to
. RELAP5 correctly and conservatively calculates the blockage effects in a nuclear fuel rod, including flow diversion
I and droplet breakup.
!

|
. the refloodang phase of LOCA. For this test, RELAP5 correctly predicted cladding temperatures below the

The REBEKA4 test shows that the occurrence of rupture enhances rather than inhibits core quenching during

7

i rupture location. Above the rupture location, the predicted temperatures were significantly higher than the data
j because the modeling does not account for the formation and propagation of the second quench front observed in

1 .the test. From a sensitivity of the grid and rupture models, it was found that for the REBEKA-6 test, these models
account for a cladding temperature decrease by as much as 70 K. . This value will be considerably higher in a PWR,

j|
where mixing vane grids are used. His study has demonstrated the need to model the thermal-hydraulic effects
due to grids and clad swelling and rupture to correctly predict the clad temperature response during the reflood

] phase of a large- break LOCA.
.
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Table 1. RELAP5 Benchmark Test Conditions.

Test Test No. Flooding Pressure Rod Clad Coolant

Foollity Rete Power Temp. Temp.

mm/s mPa kW/m K K

FLECHT. 31504 24.0 0.28 2.3 1136.0 324.0 |
SEASET 31b05 21.0 0.28 2.3 1114.0 324.0 |

'

30817 38.6 0.27 2.3 804.0 326.0
31302 76.5 0.28 2.3 1142.0 325.0
32333 162.0 21.0' O.28 2.3 1162.0 325.0
34209 27.2 0.14 2.4 1162.0 305.0
61607 21.0 0.28 2.3 1151.0 326.0 |

!

CCTF C2-6 53.3-15.5' O.29-0.2' 1.5 992.0 374.0-398.0*

C1 19 33.5-17.5' O.30-0.27' 2.3 1046.0 372.0-398.0' |

SCTF S3-15 Verleble 0.20 1.9 1073.0 Variable ,

G2 561 25.4 0.14 1.8 1033.0 316.0

RESEKA 6 30.0 0.41 0.50' 2.0 1038.0 Variable ;

* Verieble

|

,

.

P

!

!

!

,
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ABSTRACT
i
'

The replacement of the NSSS (Nuclear Steam Supply System) model on the
. Millstone 2 full-scope simulator has significantly increased its fidelity to simulate

'

: adverse conditions in the RCS. The new simulator NSSS modelis a real-time
!- derivative of the Nuclear Plant Analyzer by ABB. The thermal-hydraulic modelis
'

a five-equation, non-homogeneous model for water, steam, and non-condensible
gases. The neutronic model is a three-dimensional nodal diffusion model. In
order to certify the new NSSS model for operator training, an extensive validation ,

effort has been performed by benchmarking the model performance against
RELAP5/ MOD 2. This paper presents the validation results for the cases of small-

'

and large-break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA). Detailed comparisons in the
phenomena of reflux-condensation, phase separation, and two-phase natural
circulation are discussed.

|
'

1. INTRODUCTION

The staff at the Northeast Utilities' (NU) Nuclear Training Branch has
upgraded the NSSS model on the Millstone 2 simulator in compliance with the
ANSI 3.5 standards [1] for nuclear training simulators. Because NU plans to use !

the same NSSS model on all four PWR simulators operated by the utility, a |
rigorous benchmark / validation test program has been performed. The RELAP5/ !

MOD 2 [2] results obtained by the staff at the Safety Analysis Branch of NU are >

the basis for these benchmark tests.

The new simulator NSSS model is supplied by ABB's Plant Process Control !
division. The ABB/NSSS model is a real time version of the Nuclear Plant ;

Analyzer [3]. The thermal-hydraulic model for the Reactor Coolant System is a
five-equation, non-homogeneous, non-equilibrium model for water, steam, and non- ;

condensible gases. The conservation equations of water mass, total mixture mass, '

t

h
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|

steam / gas energy, total mixture energy, and the total mixture momentum for the
RCS flowpath network are linearized and solved by an implicit algorithm using-

backward differentiation. The core neutronic modelis based on space-time:

separation of the neutron kinetics equation in which the time-dependent'

amplitude function is solved axially and the spatial shape function is solved in the,

I three-dimensional sense [4].
:

| 2. MODEL INPUT DATA CALCULATION

The input data of RELAP5/ MOD 2 model for Millstone 2 has been used to
derive the plant parameter 3 for the ABB/NSSS model. This is done in order to

; minimize discrepancies between the two models. The Millstone 2 control-volume
"

diagrams for the ABB/NSSS and RELAP5 model input are shown in Figures 1 and
2, respectively. The nodalization for the ABB/NSSS model is more than three;

; times coarser than that of RELAP5. In the ABB/NSSS nodalization scheme, the
i upper-plenum and core volumes are combined into one pressure node. The core
! region consists of 10 axial thermal nodes. The downcomer and lower plenum of
i the reactor vessel are combined into one control volume. The two suction legs in
j each RCS loop are lumped into one control volume. The coarse-nodal approach

used in the ABB/NSSS model is necessary to meet the computational requirement
j for real-time simulation on a SUN SPARCstation. A control-volume collapsing
'

scheme has been applied to derive the input data for the ABB/NSSS model using
i the RELAP5 input data. For example, the friction and loss factors are collapsed
! by averaging over the flowpath lengths. By lumping the core and upper plenum

together as a single node, a well-defined level can be calculated for the water
3

; inventory inside the core shroud. The effect of using coarse-node approximation
; leads to averaging of mass and energy profiles within each node, thus, reducing

the resolution of fluid property distributions within the RCS.4

:

j The neutronic input parameters for the ABB/NSSS model are determined by |
'

collapsing the results calculated by Siemen's XTG fuel reload analysis code. They
include the three-dimensional nodal power and k-infinitive distribution profiles,a

j control rod bank worth, boron, moderator, and fuel temperature coefBeients.
! Neutronic parameters for three core burnup conditions have been calculated for

.

the beginning, middle, and end of Cycle 12 of the Millstone 2 core [5]. I
i

3. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
;

; A steady-state calculation has been performed to obtain a hot-full-power,
middle-of-cycle initial condition for each model. During the process, the results of
the ABB/NSSS model have been tuned to match those of RELAP5. The steady-
state conditions established for both models are taken to be the initial conditions
for all benchmark tests. I,

i

I
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h boundary conditions for both models are controlled to match as closely as
.

I

possible by using tables and control Ametions. Most of the RCS control systems
have been disabled, except the pmssurizer pressure control system. % turbine
bypass and steam dump control functions have been implemented in both models.

j The steam generator feedwater flow is provided as a boundary condition. The
,

i HPSI, LPSI, and accumulator flows are calculated by linear interpolation of tables
j given as functions of RC8 pressure. % containment pressure responses are
! determined via tables given as functions of time.
!
| 4. BENCHMARK TEST PROGRAM
\

| The ABB/NSSS model hanch==rk test program is based on the simulator

| certification program designed to meet the ANSI 3.5 standards. The benchmark
| test program consists of ten transients and loss-of-coolant accidents as follows:
i

* Manual Reactor Trip, i

| * Trip of One Reactor Coolant Pump,
| * Trip of All Reactor Coolant Pumps, i

'

j * Closure of All MSIVs,
| * Main S*mamlina Break Outside Con *minmant, ;

! * Stuck-open Pressurizer PORV,
: * Feed and Bleed,
i * Steam Generator Tube Rupture,

* Small-break LOCA, and
* Large-break LOCA.

:

The test program begins with operational transients then makes transition to
loss-of-coolant accidents. For each test case, several runs of the ABB/NSSS modol
have to be performed in order to closely match the boundary conditions, such as
the initial break flow rate and the PORV discharge flow rate. While performing :
the LOCA tests, the ABB/NSSS model had to be tuned in order to match the
RELAP5 predictions. Adjustments were made by changing the value of tuning
factors for the core heat transfer coefHeients, rate of condensation and flashing,
and the transport admittance of non-condensible asses.

All of the above tests have been suce-ee ully completed. Only the test resultsr

from the small- and large-break LOCA cases are discussed in this paper.

5. SMALL-BREAK LOCA TEST RESULTS i

The small-break LOCA case assumes that the break is two inches in diameter
located in the Loop 2A cold leg and centered at the mid-plane. It is assumed that
total loss-of-offsite-power occurs at the time of reactor trip, and that only one j
safety injection train is functional. The reactor trip is assumed to be caused by ;

2430
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:

the Thermal Margin / Low Pressure trip, which has been. set at 1812 psia.
j Furthermore, it is assumed that there is no auxiliary feedwater flow to the steam
; generators.

At the onset of the break, the pressurizer pressure decreases rapidly as shown;

m Figure 3. At 46 seconds, the reactor is tripped. After the reactor trip, the,

: pressurizer pressure drops precipitously to 1400 psia and then slowly stabilizes to
around 1000 psia, the saturation pressure in the upper head. The slowing down"

in depressurization is a result of steam voiding in the reactor vessel upper head,

and upper plenum and the initiation of safety idection flow.

The results of the two models are in close agreement for the first 100 seconds
i of the transient. After that, the ABB/NSSS model deviates from RELAP5 such

that the RCS repressurizes to about 1380 psia before stabilizing down to 1010'

psia. During the same period, the RELAP5 results show a gradual and continuous;

; depressurization.

| During the period from 100 to 400 seconds, the RELAP5 calculation shows that
| the break flow exceeds the HPSI flow and the break flow removes enough stored
j energy and decay heat to prevent a repressurization of the RCS. This net loss of
{ mass persists until the water level in the broken loop falls below the break
! elevation and steam begins to discharge through the break. At about 1200
} seconds, an equilibrium condition is established in the RCS when the break flow is
; balanced by the HPSI flow. Then the RCS pressure is stabilized at the hot-leg

j saturation pressure around 1000 psia and decreases slowly.

f The repressurization predicted by the ABB/NSSS model can be explained by

| two observations. First, the break flow averages about 20% less than RELAP5's
prediction, as shown in Figure 4; hence, less energy is being removed from the'

| RCS. Second, the natural circulation flow rate, as shown in Figure 5, is about

| 40% less than predicted by RELAP5. These two factors yield a higher hot-leg
: temperature, as shown in Figure 6, and result in a brief repressurization of the

RCS in the ABB/ NSSS calculation. |'

:

I At least four flow regimes can be identified during the course of this transient
based on the calculations of both models. After all four RCPs are tripped, the'

forced single-phase flow coasts down to a stable, two-phase natural circulation
flow. Voids in the RCS continue to build while the break flow exceeds the safety :

.

!

: idection flow. The stable two-phase natural circulation lasts for about 600
seconds as calculated by RELAP5. Eventually, the two-phase natural cimulation
flow mduces to zero when steam binding occurs in both steam generator U-tubes.;

Then, the RCS loops exhibit an oscillatory flow pattern which resembles the:
reflux-condensation flow regime. After one half of the RCS loop seals are cleared,
the flow in the RCS transforms to mostly single-phase-steam mixed convection.;

i

i 2431
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i In the ABB/NSSS calculation, a long period (600 seconds) of unstable, two-
j phase natural-circulation flow oscillation is observed before the reflux-
; condensation takes place. At 1500 seconds, the loop seal in the broken loop is
: cleared for steam passage, and the mostly-steam mixed convective flow is

established.,

I For the small-break LOCA test case, the ABB/NSSS model yields a more
; conservative prediction than RELAP5. This is evident by a brief repressurization
'

of the RCS, a higher hot-leg temperature, a longer time to clear the RCS loop
: seals, and a higher peak-clad-temperature (not shown)in the ABB/NSSS

,

| calculation. These are results of a lower two-phase natural circulation flow rate j
and a ame11er break flow rate calculated by the model.' '

!

6. LARGE-BREAK LOCA TEST RESULTS,

i
j In the large-break LOCA case, the break is introduced in a ramped fashion
j rather than an instantaneous break assumed by the licensing analysis. Upon the j

; inception of break, the break expands linearly from an initial area of 0.5 sq. ft. to |

{ a final area of 5.94 sq. ft. over 23 seconds. This method ofintroducing a large- 1

| break LOCA is applied because of the numerical instability imposed by the ABB's
i thermal-hydraulic model running with a fixed time-step-size of 0.1 seconds.

In RELAP5, the break flow is modeled as two flow junctions, each assumes
| one-half of the total break area. The break opening is simulated with two motor- i

; operated valves with a stroke time of 23 seconds.
! '

In this test case, it is postulated that the reactor is tripped at 0.5 seconds after
the initiation of the break; loss of offsite power immediately follows the reactor '

| trip, cutting AC power to all four RC pumps; and only one train of safety igjection ;
: pumps is assumed operational. On the secondary side, it is assumed that the
| atmospheric steam dump valves and the condenser steam dump valves are not
i operable; the main feedwater flow is ramped down to zero after the reactor trip |

| and the auxiliary feed flows never come on; and the containment pressure is given )
as a function of time.-

| The results fmm both models are recorded and analyzed for the first 120
| seconds of the transient. The ramped break were milder than an instantaneous ;

guillotine break in terms of rate of depressurization. According to RELAP5's
calculation as shown in Figure 7, the RCS pressure decreases to 1600 paia within

Itwo seconds after the break is introduced. The depressurization then slows down
to a rate of about 45 pai per second due to flashing of water to steam in the upper

i plenum and hot leg regions. The depressurization rate increases to about 85 psi
per second when all four RCS loop seals are cleared occurred at 24 seconds, as i

,

shown in Figure 8. The RCS is completely depressurized in 32 seconds. The core'

,

f
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pressure actually decreases below the contminment pressure for about six seconds.
This is caused by excessive steam condensation inside the reactor vessel due to the
safety idection flows.

The ABB/NSSS model calculates a slightly longer depressurization time, which
lasts 35 seconds. This can be attributed to a smaller two-phase critical flow
through the break calculated by the model.

% collapsed water lovel in the core calculated by RELAP5 is shown in
Figure 9. (Note that the water level in the upper plenum calculated by RELAP5 is
not shown.) Void in tb9 core begins to form almost immediately at the bmak
inception. At 29 seconds, ;he core is totally voided. Core reflood due to SI tank
idection commencea at 39 seconds. The water level reaches the top of core is at
about fifty-one seconds, and then the core level is shown as a straight line at 12
feet.

% mixture level in the upper plenum and core region calculated by the
ABB/NSSS model is plotted on the same Sgure (Fig. 9). N void starts to form in
this region at 3 seconds. The mixture level decreases to below the top of core (12
feet) at 23 seconds, and the core is virtually voided at about 26 seconds. Core
reflood commences at 45 seconds. N core is completely recovered at around 68
seconds. Then, the mixture level exhibits a small oscillatory behavior in the upper
plenum region. This level oscillation is driven by a small pressure oscillation
caused by steam condensation due to subcooled HPSI idection.

The predicted void fractions in the loop seal of the broken loop are shown in
Figure 8. Both models predict that the loop seal is cleared at about 24 seconds,
and it remains cleared for the initial 120 seconds. h same is true for the intact
loop.

The fuel cladding surface temperature profiles at several core elevations are
plotted in Figure 10. During the period of uncovered core, the cladding surface
temperatures increase by more than 100 degree F at the upper and mid-core
locations as calculated by ABB/NSSS, as compared to a 100-degree F increase by
RELAP5. The propagation of quench front is evident by a sudden drop in the
cladding surface temperatures. The core heatup predicted by the ABB/NSSS,

: model is consistently higher than that of RELAP5 for all core elevations. It has
been determined that the calculated post-DNB heat transfer coefficient of
ABB/NSSS is consistently lower than that of RELAP5.

;

After recovery, the decay heat is removed through boiling. The boiled off water
inventory in the core is amply replaced with the safety idection.

|
!

|
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7. CONCLUSIONS'

| An advanced NSSS model for real-time simulation supplied by ABB has been |
! benchmarked against the RELAP5 calculations for a wide range of transients

'

including the small- and large-break LOCAs. The results of ABB/NSSS model in
| these tests closely matched those obtained by RELAP5 in most cases. For those
: instances where the two models deviated, the causes were explained and

documented.

5 In the small-break LOCA case, both models predict flow regimes transition
from forced single-phase-liquid flow to two-phase natural circulation flow, then to
reflux-condensation, and finally, to steam mixed-convection.,

| In the large-break LOCA case, both models predict the same depressurization
i rate and time to clear loop seals. Both models also predict a core uncovering
i which lasts for about 50 seconds. The subsequent reflood quickly quenches the
j heatup in the core, thus maintains the integrity of the fuel.
!

However, the ABB/NSSS model consistently calculates a lower critical break
flow rate than that of RELAP5 in both LOCA cases. In addition, the ABB/NSSS
model exhibits a more pronounced RCS flow oscillation under the two-phase,
natural circulation condition. This may be a result of coarse-node numerical
scheme adopted by the ABB/NSSS model. Finally, the ABB/NSSS model gives a
more conservative result which yields a higher peak-clad-temperatures than that
of RELAP5/ MOD 2 in both the small- and large-break LOCA cases.
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Abstract

A personal computer-based simul'ator was developed for the Olkiluoto nuclear plant
in Finland for training in severe accident management. The generic software PCTRAN
was expanded to model the plant-specific features of the ABB Atom designed BWR
including its containment over-pressure protection and filtered vent systems. Scenarios
including core heat-up, hydrogen generation, core melt and vessel penetration were de-
veloped in this work. Radiation leakage paths and dose rate distribution are presented
graphically for operator use in diagnosis and mitigation of accidents. Operating on an
486 DX2-66, PCTRAN-TVO achieves a speed about 15 times faster than real-time. A
convenient and user-friendly graphic interface allows full interactive control. In this
paper a review of the component models and verification runs are presented.

1 Introduction

Following the Chernobyl accident in 1986, it became imperative that plans for manag-
ing events beyond the original design basis be implemented for all nuclear power plants.
Teolho *n Voima Oy (TVO) operates two boiling water reactor units, TVO I and II at
Olkik:.oto 1 : 9mland. They were designed by ABB Atom of Sweden and each is rated at
710 MWe.

Having condutted detailed probability safety analysis (PSA) for the plant, it was
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noticed that two types of accident sequences, disregarding their low probability for
occurrence, would challenge the containment integrity and public safety: a major loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) with containment bypass, and a station blackout with extended
loss of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). The first one leads to high steam
pressure in the containment, and the second may result in core-melt and highly
radioactive material release to the atmosphere.

As a counter-measure to these beyond-design basis events, two systems were installed
at Olkiluoto: an Over-pressure Protection System 361 and a Filtered Venting System 362.
The former prevents containment over-pressurization in case of a degraded pressure
suppression during LOCA-conditions. It consists of a pipeline with shutoff valves and
rupture disk in series to relieve high containment pressure. The latter is for the gradual
rising of the containment pressure to a level, at which gases can be vented through a
rupture disk. Radioactive gases will then be directed through a stainless steel wool filter
submerged in a large water tank. It is capable of arresting 99.9% of the particle activity
of the gas and 99% of the gaseous iodine.

Having the plant modification in place, TVO had developed plans for operator
| training, procedure development and related phases in its Severe Accident Management.

In the training aspect the company's control room replica simulator did not incorporate
the newly installed Systems 361 and 362 since degraded core conditions in a severe

,

| accident usually occur about five to ten hours after event initiation. In such a time -
frame real time simulation becomes impractical for training purposes. It would also be
too slow for the prediction of alternative consequences when various routes for
mitigation are possible. On the other hand, the existing simulator models would have to
be developed to include degraded core simulation. As a result, the need for a stand-
alone, high-speed simulator designed specifically for severe accident management
became apparent.

Instead of designing it from scratch, models available in the industry were evaluated.
It was found that the personal computer-based software, PCTRAN[1,2], developed by

| Micro-Simulation Technology of U.S.A., was suitable for this task. It had been validated

| and verified [3] in the past 12 years against specific safety analysis reports and real-life
| cvents. In addition to the reactor nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) and containment
I models, it was recently expanded to.model the Radiation Monitoring System (RMS) [4).

The company was contracted by TVO in March,1993 to conduct the task. The core-
melt model was developed by TVO and it was integrated into the PCTRAN-TVO model.

In the following sections the component models are briefly described. The design
and operation of the graphical interface are explained. Finally, verification of the
software by comparing against severe accident studies, conducted by TVO using the
MAAP code [5] is described.
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2. Background of the PCTRAN Softwart
,

Named as Eersonal Computer Tunsient Analyzer, PCTRAN was first introduced in
1985 [1]. Its scope was limited to the nuclear steam supply system. The first upgrade
two years later expanded to include containment parameters (2]. Using a modern PC
with SVGA graphics, design of the man-machine interface was recently upgraded using
pull-down menu and mouse control.

For a light water reactor, even with the assumption of complete failure of the ECCS,
it still takes hours to reach temperatures leading to core degradation. In order to
analyze the consequences in a predictive manner for accident. management, it is essential
for the plant analyzer to accelerate the process. Running on a 486 DX2-66 machine,
PCTRAN-TVO reaches a maximum speed of fifteen times faster than real time. Other
speeds can also be chosen for training purposes.

|

3 The Thermal Hydraulics and Core Kinetics Models

The basic thermal hydraulics of PCTRAN are first principle in mass and energy
balance, ensuring credible and realistic simulations. The water levels in the vessel
downcomer and inside the core shroud use the drift flux model [6]. The fluid discharge
rate from a break uses the Moody critical flow model [7]. A recirculation flow model
has been constructed that reproduces the average core void fraction for BWRs.
Feedwater flow is governed by the "three-element control" logic that considers the vessel
water level, feedwater and steam flows. The turbine control valve is modeled for
controlling the steam flow during power operation, and the bypass valves are used after a
turbine trip.

PCTRAN uses a point-kinetics model with one delayed neutron group. Reactivity is
controlled by rods and boron with feedback from voids and fuel temperature (Doppler).
After reactor shutdown, a decay heat table based on standard ANS 5.1.1979 provides the
heat input.

4 The Containment System

The pressure suppression containment system of the ABB Atom designed BWR is
modeled by a drywell and a wetwell. The plant NSSS and containment systems were
graphically displayed by a dynamic mimic (Figure 1). The drywell is separated into
upper and lower compartments. There is a limited access between the two
compartments. The upper drywell and the wetwell are connected by the pressure
relieving vents and vacuum breakers. The containment spray system is modeled with
four trains of pumps and valves with automatic initiation logic. The system may also be
operated in the recirculation mode with water in the wetwell being recirculated through
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the heat exchangers for containment cooling. A number of Safety Relief Valves (SRVs)
can be operated in either (1) stand-by mode with fixed opening and closing setpoints, or
(2) in pressure reduction mode with a constant 40T'/hr cooldown rate, or (3) in the
forced de-pressurization mode.

5 Severe Accident Model

In order to simulate a severe accident with portions of the core exposed, a number of
the plant's redundant safety systems have to be failed. Reduced heat transfer in the core
lends to clad damage and hydrogen generation. Signs of core damage will show up in
the elevated radiation readings. Release of the core inventory ofiodine and noble gases
constitutes the source term. Other fission product elements are not considered because
they tend to be retained in the containment with little chances of being released.

The Radiation Monitoring System (RMS) of the containment, steam lines, condenser *

off-gas and stack is included in PCTRAN-TVO The effects of iodine plate-out and
attenuation by filters and/or initiation of the containment spray system are considered.
For TVO I and II, which are equipped with the containment venting and filtration
systems, their controlled release following a major accident provides the source term for
off-site dose analysis. PCTRAN-TVO is successfulin demonstrating the RMS's
information in correlation with the reactor core and leakage pathways. Figure 2 is a
display of the radiation monitors' readings and pathways through the turbine building
and stack.

The Baker-Just Correlation (8] for metal-water reaction is used for calculating the
amount of hydrogen generation. When the core materials are heated to their melting
points, they are allowed to melt and flow into the degraded core. Core plate rupture and

| vessel penetration are also included in PCTRAN-TVO. The subsequent phenomena
such as interaction with the containment concrete and corium are not included in
PCTRAN.

6 The Graphic Man Machine Interface

Figure 3 shows selection from a set of initial conditions (IC) corresponding to various
power, flow, and time-of-life conditions before a run. Once simulation is started, the
mimic displays the plant condition and the operator controls its operation using a mouse.
The operator can also initiate malfunctions that cover all categories analyzed in the
plant's FSAR and beyond. The malfunction list is shown in Figure 4. The severity, delay
and ramp time of each malfunction is then entered. The status of every valve or pump ,

in the mimic can be overridden by the operator to simulate a failed on/off situation.
Partial failures at fractions of the full capacities are also possible. During execution, the
operator can snap a new IC, freeze, back-track, and plot all simulated variables.
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7 Verification Study

In order to verify the model, extensive studies have been conducted against the plant
Final Safety Analysis Reports and established computer codes such as MAAP-3B [5].
Every malfunction in the malfunction list has been tested until reasonable agreement was
obtained. TVO currently uses MAAP4 and will also use MELCOR 1.8.3 [9] in the
future.

In order to evaluate the code's ability in analyzing severe accidents, two cases: a
station blackout and a main steam line break without ECCS are presented below,

s. Station Blackout

The severe accident chosen is a station blackout (TB) and pedestal flooding at 3600
seconds. The MAAP-3B Analysis for TVO I and II was selected for PCTRAN-TVO
benchmark.

The core consists of fuel assemblies of 101 tons UO . The mass of zirconium in2

cladding is 45 tons. The TB sequence is initiated with a total loss of AC power. It
initiates a reactor trip, feedwater and steam isolation and failure of all emergency
cooling systems.

The reactor pressure is maintained at 70 bar by the safety / relief valves. At one hour
the drywell is flooded by opening the drain valve from the suppression pool (the pool is
at a higher elevation than the drywell). Operators open six of the eight forced

! depressurization valves to depressurize the reactor vessel. The valves will be closed at
,

pressure below 4 bar. The PCTRAN-TVO calculated reactor pressure, downcomer and
shroud water levels, fuel average and maximum temperatures, and hydrogen generation
are presented in Figures 5 to 8. Their trends are in general agreement with respect to
the MAAP results. Allowing the portion of exposed core to heat up nearly adiabatically,
PCTRAN-TVO calculated maximum fuel temperature takes a step increase as the core
is uncovered. The average fuel temperature predicted by the two codes are very
comparable.

If the containment pressure increases to 6 bar, the Containment Depressurization System
initiates,

b. Steam Line Break and Loss of Core Cooling

2

The maximum steam line break size for TVO I and II is 560 cm . After the event
initiation the feedwater is isolated. In addition, all Auxiliary Feed Pumps are disabled
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L
-

|| by using the component malfunction feature. All low Pressure Core Spray Pumps are
also disabled before water is injected into the system.,

Since there is no coolant makeup,. aactor downcomer level falls to the ADS initiation
level, at which all ADS valves open. The level drops continuously until total uncovery of
the core. Anticipating melting of the core to be unavoidable, the operator opens the

,

4 wetwell/drywell drain valves at about 1500 seconds to flood the lower drywell. Water
'

flooding into the lower drywell also decreases the drywell pressure. Metal-water reaction
4

starts at about 800 seconds and the containment hydrogen concentration reaches a
'

maximum of about 25% by volume. PCTRAN-TVO uses a uniform containment non-
condensible gas model so that the calculated concentration is an average for hydrogen in-

j the upper drywell, lower drywell and wetwell. The calculated reactor pressure, levels,
; core temperatures and hydregen production are presented in Figures 9 to 12. Their

comparison with MAAP shows similar trends in general.i

8 Summary and Conclusin

i By conducting simulation at a speed many times faster than real-time, the strategy in |
| accident mitigation, such as flooding the drywell, recirculation from the sump, use of i

external makeup (file fighting) water, venting the containment and their respective '

| impacts to the source term, can be analyzed. Plant specific models have been
: constructed and their veritications have been documented. They are being used in

various phases of the severe accident management program of several power plants..

:

!
!

!

:

1

i

i

J

l
.
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